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AT THE

A N N U A L G E N E R A L MEETING, U t h MAY,
1840,
Tbe following Report from the Council was r e d :The Council has again the satisfaction of being enabled to lay
before the Society a favourable atatemerit of its daim, clewed
under the n r d heads.
Since our last anniversary sixty-five new Membera have been
elected; twenty-five vacanciw by death and resignation hatre
occurred ; and the Society now consists of 607 Members, besides
sixty Foreign Honorary and Corresponding Members.
Finances.-The state of the financer, the details of which are
annerd, continues &factory.
The expenditure for the past
year has been considerable, in consequence of 1001. having been
pJd towards the Guayana expedition, 502. for exploring the
White Nile, and 6M1. towards the expedition to Kurdirtb; yet
it ir gratifying to add that thew demands hare been paid out of
the annual income of the Society, which continaer steadily to increase by the contributionr of new Members.
The sum of 9001. stock has been sold out of the funds to meet
the expense of fitting and furnishing the new apartments now
occupied by the Society in Waterloo Place; leaving the stun of
45001. as the capital rtock invested in the funds.

Publications.--The Journal of the Society for 1859, 8r during
the past year, has been Lsued in three parta ; the edition also has
a9

ir

Annual Report of Colmcil.

been increased to 1500 copies; but as 800 copies are annoally
dbtriboted gratuitously to members and different Societies a t
home and abroad, this number is found to be only sufficient to
meet the demand on the part of the public.
Yet, notwithstanding the heavy expense thus incurred, the
Cooncil, looking upon the wide diffusion of correct geographical
information as an object of paramount importance, has, at the
suggestion of Major Jervis, of the E t India Company's Engineers, directed a complete set of the Geographical Journal to be
transmitted to the public library of each of the ten principal civil
d military stations in British India ; namely, Calcutta, Bombay,
Madras, Bangalore, Hyderabad, M'how, Dumdum, Khanpore,
Mecrut, and Dehli ; and they trust that this liberality will meet
with corresponding zeal a d exertion on the part of officers of the
Indian army a d navy, to whom the Council thankfully acknowledge they are indebted for numerous papers of high interest
which have appeared in the Geographical Journal.
As the close of t h i ~year will complete ten volumes of the
Journal, the Council have directed a classified index of the cont e n t ~of thc whole to be prepared, ready to be issued early in the
ensuing spring, which will much enhance the value of the work
as a book of reference.
Her Majesty'r Donation.-As mentioned in the Report of last
year, it has been decided to convert the Royal Premium into two
gold medals of equal value : acting upon this decision the Council
has awarded the Patron's medal for the year 1839 to Mr. Robert
H. Schomburgk, for his perseverance and success in exploring
the temtory md investigating the resources of the colony of
British Guajana, and a large tract of the continent of South
America immediately adjoining.
The Council has in like manner awarded the Founder's Medal
to Major Henry Creswicke Rawlinson, of the Bombay army, in
testimony of the services he has rendered to geography by his
researches in Susiana and Persian KurdistBn, and for the light
thrown by him on the comparative geography of those regions.

Original Expeditiom.-Of
the expeditions more immediately
under the control or the Society, the objects ol that under the
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charge of Mr. Ainsworth ancl Mr. Rnssam, undertaken in conjunction with the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge,
were given in detail in a former report.
During the past year the travellers starting from Angora hnve
explored that part of Asia Minor lying between that plnce and
MalAtiyah-including the Haimtineh, the great salt lake of Tuz
Chuli, Kaisarfvah, GurGn, and the vnlley of Tokmah Sh; thence
Ly the Nushan Pass, through Mount Taurus to Sameisat and
Birehjik on the Euphntes.
While at this latter place they were present at the battle of
Nezib, the result of which obliged them to return to Constantinople, whence Messrs. Ainsworth and Rassam again set out in
October last, nnd at the date of their last despatches, on the 19th
of March, were at Mos61, waiting for the melting of the snows to
penetrate into the mountains of Kurdisun. A detailed report of
their journey across Asia Minor will appear in the volume to be
published in the course of the year.

F w G j n and Colonial C~7espondence.-Two Corresponding
Members hare heen added to our list since the last anniversary,
namely, Mr. Gerold Meyen Von Knonau at Zurich, and Professor K. E. Von Baer at St. Petersburg ; and the Council hnve
great pleasure in witnessing the gradual increase of the Foreign
and Colonial Correspondence of the Society.
Library.-A list of accessions made to the library, consisting
of upwards of 540 volumes and 680 maps and charts, is printed
with this Report. For many of these works the Society is indebted to the liberality of Foreign Academies, nnd to the Dipats
de la Guerre et de la Marine at Paris, &c., but more especially
to the munificence of His Majesty the King of Bavaria for the
recent donation of the beautiful 6c Atlas Topographique" of that
kingdom in 100 sheets.
Arrears.-Thc Council regret to find that the arrears of subscriptions are great-an evil almost unavoidable in a Society
chiefly composed of travellers and of officers resident out of
England ; but they feel it their duty to announce to the Society at

vi
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large that the third regulation of its ruler, which directs that the
Darner of all defaulten, after sufficient warning,shall be struck off
the list of members," will in future be strictly enforced.
In conclusion, the Council beg to express their thanks to the
President and Cound of the Horticultural Society for their liberality in allowing the use of their public room for our meeting.
They also have great satisfaction in congratulating the Society on having obtained suitable apartments, and they confidently
truet that the acwmmdation now afforded to members' will
lead to the speedy completion of a collection of books, maps,
and instruments worthy of the ~poceextended sphere of wefulnew which they contemplate as within the reach of a Geographical Society.

A t a Special Meeting of the Counn'l of the Socid
27fh February, 11840, the follotaing Addrmo to

held on the

k Throne uma

agreed upon.

The humble and loyal Address of the President, Coundl, and
Members of the Royal Geographical Society of London.
MOSTQRAClOUS SOYEREION,
We, your MAJESTY'Sdutiful and loyal rubjeck, the
President, Council, and Members of the Royal Geographical
Society, beg leave to approach your Throne and respectfully to
offer our sincere and cordial congratulatiom on the auspicious
union of your MAJESTYwith His Royal .Highness Prince ALBERT of Saxe Cobug and Gotha
Honoured rn the Geographical Society especially u by your
M AJESTY'S yoyd patronage, we gladly embrace the joyfu] occasion now offered to us of repeating our grateful acknowledgments
. condescension
- -.
and munificence in promoting
for your.MAJESTY'S
geographical science and discovery.
Little more than two years have elapsed since your MAJESTY
succeeded to the throne of your ancestors; yet in that short per i d geographical diivery, both in the Arctic and Antarctic
regions, has made rapid progress, and the name of VICTORIA
is
now extended to various portions, heretofore unexplored, of the
remotest quartem of the globe.
His Royal Highness's attachment to science and literature is
well known, and we hail the alliance of your MAJESTY
with
Prince ALBEBT
of Saxe Coburg and Gotha as an earnest that
your MAJESTY
will wnthue to-extend your fostering patronage
to those peaceful pursuits which m materially conduce to the
real glorybf a nation.
That your MAJESTY'S
union may be attended with every hap
pines8 that a free and grateful people can desire-that
the blessing of the Almighty may descend on yourself and on your princely
consortand that your MAJESTY'S
reign may be rendered illustrious by the extension of science and the peaceful arts-is the
ardent prayer of your MAJESTY'S
loyal and devoted subjectr the
President, Council, and Members of the Royal Geographical
Society.

(Signed)
G. B. GREENOUQH,
President,

JOHN
WASHIIPOTON,
Secretary.
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Tlie P a s a x DENT'S Address on presenting Medab.

J

At the Anniversary Meeting held o n the S t h May, 1840, the
Prwident resented the gold medals, awarded respectively to
Mr. R.
S c e o r e u n o ~ ,and Major R * n ~ x r s o n of the
Bombay Army, in the following words :''MR. SCBOMBURGK,-Byfavour of her MAJESTYthe queen of l h a e
realms, the Royal Geographical Society is authorized to apply the medal
now before me to the encouragement of Geographical Science and Dircovery, and it is in the conscientious discharge of the duty which has
thus devolved upon them that the Society has determined to place in
our hands this honourable testimony of their approbation and esteem.
gir,-~n the arduous journey in which you were engaged during a
period of five yenrs, you faithfully complied wi:h the instructions, and
more than fulfilled the expectations, of your employere. Guided, in the
first instance, by the footsteps of your illustrious countryman Baron
H u m o ~ ~you
r , afterwards visited a country in which no one had preceded you. A problem which he began to rolve you have brought to its
conclusion, and by your joint obrervations we have now astronomically
determined a connected series of fixed points along a line extending
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Nor ir it iu this respect only that we
reco ire in you the ualities of your great predecessor : like him, you
are & q u i s h e d by t e variety of your talents and the extensive range
of our rtudies. The zoologist gladly recognises in you the discoverer
an describer of several mpecien of birds and fishee,-the botanist, of
man plants before unknown to naturalists. An account of your geognPEical observations, given in the order of their occurrence, ia reported
in our Journal; and in the work which you have since published, and in
which you develop for the first time the great and unexpected resources of British Guayana, you have rendered an important service to
those of our countrymen who hold property in that colony. The map
which you have constructed, and which the Society is about to publish,
beers ample testimony of your ability ae a physical geographer. The
able and affecting appeal which you have made in behalf of large tribee
of our fellow-men and fellow-subjects. with whose merits and sufferings
we were previously unacquainted, has not been made in vain ;and you
are now about to return ta the land of your former wanderings under the
sanction of the government, not on1 to enlarge the boundaries of
acience, but to secure the interests o this country and vindicate the
rights of humanity. We are well aware of the laborlrs you underwent
in your former journeyinga, the privations you suffered, the perils you
encountered; and in admiring that patient endurance, that undaunted
mpirit, that determined perseverance of which we find in your late expedition such abundant proofa, we feel justified in entertaining the confident ae well as earnest hope that, after the succeesful accomplishment
of your new misrion, you will return among us crowned with additional
honours and possessing rtill higher claims on our gratitude and respect."

8.
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Mr. ~ C H O M B U R ~ Kin, reply, @aid"

Sir,-The

distinction which the Royal Geographical Society enjoys
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among the scientific bodies in Europe, and the lead which it has hitherto
tnken in the advancement of geography, must render so honourable a
testimonial aa you have just now bestowed upon me a proud acquisition
to any traveller, the more when h e looks back to the distinguished travellers and di~covererswho at fonher periods have received from this
chair the Royal Premium. But to me it is an additional source of gratification, as it proves to the world that the resenrches which were
carried on under the patronage and direction of this Society met with
their approbation. I may perhaps be permitted briefly to recapitulate
some of my labours in the West Indies. I n the year 1831 I executed a
survey of Anegada and its dangerous reefs, by which I trust I have been
the means of saving the lives of many of my fellow-creatures, and
several vessels from shipwreck. This survey brought me illto connexion
with the Geographical Society, and I subsequently, as related in its
Journal, explored the rivers Essequibo, Corentyn, Berbice, and investigated the capabilities of the rich and fertile colony of Guayana. One
of my discoveries during this period waa the VICTORIARECIA,the
most beautiful specimen of the Flora of the western hemisphere ; and it
gives me much pleasure to announce to you, on this occasion, tliat, after
three rain attempts to conveyliving specimens of that plant from the
interior t.a the coast, I have just received information that five plants
have arrived in good order in Georgetown, Demerara, and I hope will
shortly reach England. I need ecrrrcely say tliat the first specimen
that arrives will be placed at the disposal of her Majesty, who has gmciously permitted this beautiful flower to bear her name. My subsequent journey to Esmeralda, the details of which are in coune of
publication, enabled me to connect my observations with those of Baron
Humboldt ; and I am proud here to state that it was the example set
by that distinguished traveller that has led me onward through difficulties and privations of no ordinary nature, till I had the good fortune
to accomplish the journey that you have been pleased this evening to
crown with your approval. For myself penonally, I do not feel that I
have a claim to this high honour. Let me. however, consider it as an
encouragement to further exertion ; and although the path marked out
for me at present, in my future travels in Guayana, is restricted to the
limits of the colony, I confidently trust that I may obtnin permission to
extend them to the eastward, and also that another attempt may k
made to reach tlic cource of the Orinoco to the westward, by ascending
the rirem Mocajahi and Cotrimnui. T o you, Sir, as President of
the Society, I beg to offer my sincere thanks for the too flattering terms
in which you have conferred this distinction, which I shall ever consider as one of the proudest events of my life; and I trust that my future
researches mny prove me to have been not wholly unworthy of it."
T h e Chairman then, turning to t h e late President of t h e G e o graphical Society of Bombay, snidAdmiral Sir C H A ~ L EMALCOI.M,-In
S
awarding to Mnjor H E N R Y
CRES~ICK
RAWLINSON,
E
of the Bombay Army, the Founder's Medal
for the year 1839, the Council of the Royal Geographical Society have

-The PRESIDENT'S
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been guided, not merely by the zeal, perseverance, and industry with
which that officer has successfully explored the provinces of Luristan,
Khusistan, and Azerhijan, and the valuable additions which, in his
Memoirs published in our Transactions, he haa thrown on our kilosledge
of the physical geography of that large and important portion of the
mountain-ranges which divide the basin of the Tigris from the elevated
plains of Central Pereia; but they have wished more pnrticularly to
give this mark of their approval and regard to the vast extent of learning
and historical research which Major Rawlinson hns brought to bear on
the objecb of his geographical inquiries. This officer hm given, in the
coursc of these Memoirs, a bright and animating example of the manner
in which the knowledge to be derived from books-and from books too
which, to the generality of English readers, are of the most recondite
description-may be applied to objects of practical science: I mean, to
the i~nprovementof our knowledge of ancient geography. Major Rawlinson has, in the course of his travels in Luristan and Khusistan,
verified various ancient routes from the Tigris, across the range of
Zagros, into Media-has identified the affluent8 of that river, by a strict
comparison of their ancient and modern names and courses-and hm
thrown great light on the towns celebrated in profane and eacred history
under the nnmes of Shs, Sustin, ShGster, and Elymriis. In the province
of Azerbijan, the original seat of the fire-worshippers of the ancient
world, Major Rawlinson has given us a clear and valuable description
of the eastern and southern shores of the lake Urumlyah, and of the
country between that and the shores of the Caspian. Hisresearchca
into the probnble existence of twocities bearing the name of EcbPtan~one of them in Atropntene, arid the other iu Media Magna-have given
occasion to one of the most lucid and learned essays on the comparative
geography of the world which have ever adorned the pages of the Transactions of this or any other Society instituted for the promotion of either
natural or historical knowledge. I t is on these accounts, Sir, that the
Council have been pleased to award to Major Rawlinson this medal;
and I need not add what pleasure I feel in having to place it in the
hands of the late President of the Geographical Society of Bombay,
who, from his long and intimate connexion with India, is so well qualified to appreciate Oriental research-to echo our applause-and to convey to Major Rawliiison with greater feeling, and therefore with greater
fidelity, than I now convey to him, the interest which we have taken in
his past, and which we muet continue to take in his future labours."

E~
in reply, saidSir C H A R L MALCOLM,
feel that the selection which you have been pleased to make
of me, ar late President of the Geographical Society of Bombay, to
receive the gold medal for Major Rawlinson, will be grntifying beyond
measure to that Society, as it will show to them that they stand high in
the opinion of the parent Society from which they emanate; and that
there is on your part the warmest feeling of good will towards them,
and a determination to uphold and assist them in their efforts to enlarge
our geographical howled e in the East. To me, pereonally, it sill be
a pleasing duty to send t is honournble token of your approbation to

" Sir,-I
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Major Rawlineon, accompanied as it will be by the address you have
just delivered, which han so clearly and justly brought before us him
merits as a traveller, because I remember him well when he was a gay
high-spirited young man, apparently thinking but little of these pursuits
which have drawn forth his talents not only as a rising politician and a
soldier, but also as one of the first comparative geographers of the age.
There can be no doubt that the Royal Premium awarded to the advmturous and eminent traveller Sir Alexander Burnes, who now stands so
high above the political horizon in the East, stimulated that officer in
his rapid career ; nor can I doubt but that it was also, in prospect,, a
strong incitement to Major Rawlinson, as it will be to many others;
and it will be a proud feeling for the Geographical Society of Bomba
to see two of it. members receive this honourabk mark of your approv
I n speaking of- that Society, it affords me great pleasure to have an
opportrznity of bearing my public testimony to the exertionr of its able
and learned Secretary, Dr. Heddle, to whom the Bombay Geographical
Society is chiefly indebted for the position which it now holds: and I
may here mention that another member of that Society, Lieut. Wood of
the Indian Navy, is now in London, preparing for publication the
accou~itof his journey into Khunduz nnd to the sources of the Oxus,
an outline of which will be given to this Society at its next meeting.

J

I n conclusion, I cnnnot but repeat my conviction that the awardof this
evening will be a great encouragement to future labourers in the cause
of geography in the East; and the recent act of liberality of this Society,
in presenting a complete copy of the Geographical Journal to the ten
principal civil and military stations in India, cannot fail to excite a
corresponding exertion on the part of the officers of the Indian army
and navy. Again, Sir, I beg to offer to you, in the name of Major
Rawlinson, my best thanks for thc distinction which this Society hae
awarded to him, and for the flattering terms in which you have been
pleased to convey it."
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-brou
Alexander'rTomb, a Masertstion on the Yareoyhagua
ht from Alexandria, by Dr. E.D. Clarke. 4to.l
~ o n f o n . 1905 .
. . . . . .
-tianr.
Politico-Intcreonrae of the Cartha iniana and Qyp)J A. H. L.Heeron. Irola. !vo.
I ~ U B .} W.n. W1lu~
-Operations and Recent Diawverier in Egypt and Nu-

by
Belzoni.
volr, 8m. 1822 .
. .)
-bu,
~ a m i l i a rDoscription of the Land, People, and Pro- Wm
duce. 12mo. 1840 .
. . . . .1
-nuB .Cure,
m u q u a aur le Nombre de Joum Pluie obrrv6J
par M.Jomard. 8ro. 1839 .
, .
@.
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AMERICA.
Axaarc~.-Vo

age d a n ~1'Iotbrieur de 1'Ambriqne da Nord,
brince k.
r m Wied Neuried. vol. I.
aria, 1840
Noticea sur lea Indiem de PAmbrique du Nord, par
E. A. Vail. avo. P h s , 1840

. . .

. . . .

WII.I,s,

lorrRo.

Ew.

Library of the lbeyal atOpp&d d(ooiedy.
rille* of Bod#.
Daor*.
AYSRICA,
'k.ve1m and Diuoverii in, by ti. Murray. B iol..
810. London, 1829
Memoria mbre el Dencubrimento & la America)
en el Siglo
Rap"
- Decimo, par C. C. Rafn. Carracas, 1839.1 Pw'mOR
Bieemho irtonche, eritiche circa alle sroperte di
Amerigo Vespueei, da F. Bartolorri
COUWBM%BIIRO.
Report to the Secretary at Waron AmencanIndian
Srn W o o u s m
Yome, New Haven. 8vo. 18'22.)
ARaim, hy Rev. I.
P~qua.
Tra~elsof an Indian Interpreter, dwribi
M-ra
of the North American I n d i a , by J.%',"i]
4to. Loodon, 1791
Statiatische land Bthno aphilehe Nachrichten der
Nord West Kurte von e r i c a . Von Admiral ron
Wrnngel. 8vo. St. Petenburg, 1839
ARCTICh a k u . - ~ o ~ a ~towards
e
North Pole, by C. J.
I'hipps. 4to. London, I774
V o y a e of Dimvery to the, by A. Firher.
avo. London, I821
Voyage of Captain Jamer to direover the
N.W. Passage. 8vo. London, 1740
Voyage to Hudaon'a Bay in 174647,
Henry-Ellis.. Bva London, 1748
Vo age of Captain C. Middleton for din*
.ring
Paasage. 8vo. London, 1743
Sur la ' uenee dea O r y m dans les RBgiom
Pnovbpaou
birtiques. P a r a . ion BUI. t. Petemburg, 18391 B. Y.v a B A ~ .
CANADA.-Historicaland Dercriptne Account of British
Ame"ca, by Dr. H,Murray. 3 vula. Edinburgh, I8391
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-London. 810. 1832 .
. . . .
--- London.
Instructionr fur makingQasp6,Miir and
810. 183'2
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Sailing Directions for River St. Lawrence by Capt.)
~ X D P O ~ L U P ~ ~ C
B~yfield,RN. London. 8v0. 1837
Ov~ms.
Ics~.anu.-Vo age de la Richerehe en lslnnde. Texte 4 liv.
8ro. daochea liv. 8-17. Paris, 1839
Cate Ls M"UTPx Ds LA
Nnnromr~~nno.-lnrtruetioor pour Naviguer sur la avo. MAUQ' n' FRANC"
Orientale de Terre Neuve, par M. C. Lavand.
Wris, 1839
UNITED
S~arss.-Ner England Gazetteer, by John Hayward. 8vo. Baton, 1839
Ex lorntion of the
Peluuylraoia-Geological
State of, by II. D. Rogsrs. g o . Harrisburg,
1839
Enquiry into the Principal M i n d Waters
of Balls-pond Ind Saratoga, by Dr. Mead. 8vo. Philadrlph'in, 1817
Report on t h e Chart of C a p Cod, by
auar,,,
MajorQraham. Folio
Hrx~co.-Allfenhalt und Beise in Mexico in 1825-34. Vun
J. Bwknrt. 2 vols. 8vo. Stuttgart, 1836
Mexican Illustrations, by Mark &aufoy.
Lendon,1828
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Libray of the Royal Geographical Society.

niv

lirlcr o f Bmkr.
~ u ~ ~ r ~ ~ n . - E m i g r r t to
i oCentral
n
America. 8vo. London.
1839
W K 1 r~n n s I l . e Natural and Phyaical Hiatmy of, by Sir
A. Hdliday. 8vo. London, 1837
SOLITIS
A n . n r c ~ . - h r den gegenwartipn Zustund der Geognphie m u Sud Amerika ron Don P. BaIto.
Vocabulary of the Chichua b n p a g e
B~LIL-Retlexoer criticas Sobre a Noticia do Bruil, por F.}
A. de Varnhagen. Limbon, 1839
CXIILE and hu.-Extracts from a Journal on the C o u t of
Chile and Peru, by Calttnin Bmil Hall. 2 rolr. avo.
London,1825
~ u r ~ ~ ~ ~ . - G e o ~and
r a Sbtirtical
~ h i c d Deaeri tion of, by
R. H. Sehomburgk.
- avo. London, 1848
Observations on Climate, Soil, LC.. of, by Dr. Hm-}
rock. avo. London, 1840
L A PLAT*.-Coleccion
do Obras y Doeurnentor rc!ativm a
Ias Prwinciar del Rio de la Platn, por Pedro & Angelis. Folio. rol. 6. Burnos-Aim, 1837
Storia dell1India Ameriu,arsia della Francia Antarctin da A. Tevet. Veneria, 1561 (rwe).
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YOUNO
A~DSRWN.
Bw.

BAaoN
.I
. MAJORCHAR TI.^.
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KAR,,.ISII(I.

sla vAX
,xAu,N.

. . . . . . .
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. . . . . tlucocr
. .\ DONP. A ~ n s l . ~ s .

-

DE

POLYNESIA.

. .
. . . . .
. . . . .
NKWOurxxa.-Voyap a la Nouvelle QuinQ, p u Sonnerat.
4to. 1776 .
. . . . . . .
NEWZx~~\s~.-Informationrelative to New Zedand, by
John Ward. London, 1840
. . . .t
0ca~sra.-La Cinquihme Partie flu Monde, par M. D. de RiVocabulary of the Language of the
of S.W..4uatraha, by Captain Grey, 1840

WARD,

EaQ.

. . .

cnri Tom. 2 in avo. Paris, 1836
P ~ c r v l cO C E A N . - E X ~ ~
frnm
~ C the
~ ~ Jorlrnalr of D. Wheeler
in a virit to the Ialandr in the South Pacific. 8vo. 1839.
S ~ s o w r c aIsr.nma.-The Hawaiian Spectator. Vula. I. and
11. Janaary, 1839
VANDlEunn's LAND.-Statistical Rettlrnr of V m Diemeu's Hrs EXCEI.I.SNC~
SINJOUN
FHANKLIN.
Land, from 1824 to 1839. Polio

. . . . . .
. . .1
MISCELLANEOUS.
A ~ o l u o ~ wProtection
rr
Society, Reports of
. , . T a x Soclcrr. r
Ac~nxursderSciences Paris. Compteb Rendus der lhncea THEA c r n a ~ ov
Je 1'. to May. 410. P a r i ~ ,1840 .
. . } SCI~NCXS,
PARIP.
TIISA c ~ n r u rov
--moirerImpbriale
llas Sdenccr P St. Petcnbourg, M6de, 1838, et Bulletin Scicntifique .
~ . P ~ ~
it

~

~

Libray nf the Royal Geographical So.:ie/y.
Darora.

ntrrr of BO&.
A r ~ o r u : rder Winenmehaften ru Berlin ; -4bhandlmgm der
Krhiglichen, 1032-36. Berlin. no.

.

Awrarrrc, Nautical, for 1842. 8vo. London

. .

.{ S C I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B ' I ." R ' , I X .
.( B m CAPTAIN
u m u ~ R.N.
,

J. & Woncrrrsn,
-Amerian, for 1840. 12mo. Boston.
.I
Em.
-British, for 1840. 12mo. Lonrlon . . .

--Geographirehe fir 1840, ion H. Berghaus.
Berlin
. . . . . . . .
AMSRICAN
Philosophical Societ . Trnnsactions of the, rol. G
Part 3. 410. ~ h i l ~ d e l ~ 1839
iia, .
. . .
Proceedings of the, for 1839. 870.

.

TIIE PIIIWS.
Soc. o r
Pn~~rna~.rar~.

,

. . . . . . . .
. . . . .1

-Journal
of Science and Art, for 1839, by Dr.
Silliin
ARNALXN
der Em-Volker and Slaabnkunde ron Dr. H.
Berghnua, for 1839. 8vo.
ARNAL~S
d a Voyages to April 1840. 8vo. P u i s
M. Bsnmmn.
Axrrrrm-S~xmra,Literature and Learning under the b
Tms. \VIIIOEIT,Esq.
Wright. Pamphlet in 8ro. London, 1839
A m r q u l ~ ~ Rutupins.
ns
Auctom J. Batteley. 414. Oxford,
1745
Ancn.mr.wlr, pul~li~hed
by the Sorirty of Antquarks
London. Vols. 1, 2, 6, 11 to 14, 16 to 25, and
Loawrr.
410. London, 1804-40.
A~caao:.oars Navale, par A. Jal, 2 roll. 800. Parir, 1839 , M. BIUTRAN~.
Arnrqu~n~ms.-Royal Bueiety of Northern, Annalr nnrl M a Soc. o r NORT:IXRU .
mmm. Copenhagen, 8vo. I839
~NTIQIIA~IX~.
Ann.-Transactions
of the London Society of Arts. Vol. THES t k ; ~ OP
LII. Part 11. Bvo. London, 1839.
A m r r s u r Journol to May 1840. 410. London.
Tar E D I ~ R
A o ~ r c n ~ r u nSociety
~ l . of London, Journal of the. Vol. I. Tux AORICULTURAL
P u t s 2 and 3
Soc~xrr.
Bm1.1or2-m Univnaelle de GCnive, Co May 1840. 8vo')
M. ns I.A Rxva.
GCn€ve, 1840
TIIE BRITISR
Bnmma Association for the Advancement of Scirncr.
YIII. avo. London, 1839
A~SOCIATION.
B~:rxrnMusmn.-List of Addition8 to the I i b r a y . 5 Vola. TH~TRVSTPI~OFTIIB
Buns11 l u s r u r .
8.0.
L O ~ O1831
U,
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B o r o r ~ c n Dw.,
,
Life of, by N. Bowditch. 4to. Boston, U. S.

{

. .1

Tn' l.'nnr~x.
BU"Dma

CATAI.O~US
Gbn6ral den L i m a rlu Dlpartment de la Marinta
DUPERBI.
ct den Caloniea. 2 volr 810. Yaria, 1839
C u l r x ChrbonatCe et de l'Arragonite, Trait6 Complet, dc G. B. Gnrmxouou,
pu lr Compte
VO~S. 4ta hodon, 1808
B.o
COWXIAI.Quette, to May 1840. London
Coxnrras Franpiaes, Notices Statirrluer dea. avo. 3rd part D R Pn~~LA MAR IN^.
C ~ I CdeA Don Pedro Nin'o. Folio. Madrid, l i 8 2
THOS.STOOKS,
Enq.
CTCWPIGUIA,
the Penny, Volr. 1.-XV. Folio. London, 1840
Snrrnon om
DIAUOda Naia ua5 de Pero L o p ale Sou-, 1530-32, p r
P. A. de$vnbnge~ 8 ~ 0 , Lisbon, 1839
VARNXA~RH.

.1

.

.

.

~ I I e o8f Bwia.
Donors.
Envo~r1ow.--6peech of, Lord John B d on National Edacation in 1839, Pamphlet in &a landon, 1839
Recent Mearurer for prolatoting EJuchtion in
England. Pamphlet in 8vo. London, 1839
E U O I N Pmeedinga
~ ~ ,
of the Institute of Civil, fur the Sendo.of 1839
CI?I%=,"~RJ.
E N ~ L A Nand
D Amerioa, by E. Q. Wakehld.
,
London, 1833 ,
F o n r l o ~Quarterly Review to April 1840. 8vo. London
F n o s l a x x ~ 'Inatructions
~
when going on a Voya
HsNRy Pula'
North Weat. Pttmphlet in *to. landon, l%?
th!)
P ~ ~ N KI L
n r It iN
t u r of Philadelphia, Journal of the, Vola. T u r FRANXLININXXll., X U I I . , XXIV. 8.0.
Philadelphia, I839
STIIUTX.
G r o a a ~ v r r ,rim Descrittione Univnaale dell. T e r n , da
Magini. Folio. Venice, 1598
G ~ O ~ ~ A P I I Society
I C A L of Loodon, Journal of the, Vol. IX.,
Part 3, and Vol. X., Pmb 1 aud 2
.
Recueil de Voyqea e t de MQmoires
ubliC p u la &Ct4 de 6160graphie de Paria. Tome
Pv.4t0.1839
Bulletin de la S w i W de B6ograllhi:
C Parim. 1839-40
.
Rapport aur le ~;ogrGr de la SodCtG
pendant 1839
of Bombay, Proceedinp of the, 8vo. Txg QEO~ILWEICAL
.)8m1morBoo~r.
Bombay
of Frankfort ; Jahresbricht dea Qeo- QBOGBAPIIICAI.SOgraphinchen Yereins zu Frankfurt. 18389
]CIXTY OPFRANX~RT.
Statintical and H i s h i c a l Dictionary, J. R. M 1 C u ~ m c ~ ,
by J. R. ECullocb, Esq. Parta 1-5. Bvo. 1840
Es*
Q~octmpalQua,Le Grand Didionnaire, par L a Martinicre. Q. B. Gnnmouan,
RSQ.
10 voh. folio. Paria, 1730
G~CBORAPRIS,
Univenelle, Pr'reds de la, par Make Bruu.
12 voln. 8vo. Paris, 1837
&urn6 d'un Courr ElCmentdire de Ghgraphie
Physique, pa^ I. V. F. Lamourom. 8.0.
Paria
Compsrbe, ou A n d p d. la
aphie An1183.
cicnne d Moderne, pnr Yntelle. 8v%arir,
O r w u ~ l t r i s , Veterir 8eril1tonr.Ore& Minoma.
and 11.. aucton Hudson. 8vo. Oxford, 1698VoL. I:)
Q s o o n r ~ m ,Complete System of, Ancient and Modern.
vols. 4to. London, 1711
Syntem of Modem, by Y. A. Mitchell. avo. and M.asnm. C0np.nAtlrrs, 4to. Philadelphi, 1839
TLIWAITL.
Element* of, Ancient and Modern, by J.
Worcester. 12mo. Boston, US, 1839
Strabonis Remm Geographieum Qraeci e t
tine, cum Anootatioum, adjecit Thor. Falconer.
. vols. folio. Oxford, 1807
Gtrooss~e.-Trait6 de G h d b i e a 1'Uaage der Marina, p u p .
Begat. 4to. Paris, 1839
M. P. B X ~ A T .
E x as6 d n OpCrationa Ghdbiquaa, par P. B 6 g d
8vo. barir, 1839
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Gtonu1r.-M6moire nut lea Diren Moyenr ds as pmaunr
une b u e , par A. M. R. Chuallen. 8vo. Paris, 1839)
G B O L ~ ~ Ellmmtr
~B,
do, pu J. J. D. 0. D'Balloy.
Puia.1839.
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CLUUwN'

. ."0.1 %,z:Oz;;

H I S ~ R I general
A
de lo) EI.chor de lor CulelLnos en 1m
I s l u y Tierra Fie del Mar Ocecmo, par A. Hemm.
2 vola. folio. Madrid, 1730
E v o ~ a by
a the Rn.W.Belw. 4.01.. 810. h n d o n , 1806{~""'
Irnrrnur of the Rabbi Ber~jaminof Tudela. Trandated
1840
and Edited by A. Aaher, of Brdin. 8.0.
J l u .1Tawuikh of Rruhid al Dln. On the Discovery
of the Sceond Volume of, pamphlet by W.
orky, &q., 1839
J . m a n u r B u e t t e to bby 1840
.
TEEEoxroa.
MADRUTLiterary and Scientific Society, Journal of, to Turr L ~ r n ~ n nSur
1839
cxou MADRAS.
MA~AZm
I H Natur ron D. h a c k . 3 vole. 810. 1806
M r c a r r ~ e x ~ ~ ~Societ
cna
Brief Account of. Ovo. pamp&t vanice, l8&
MBXQYIAuulk Scoperta dell' America. Trmskted from
t h e Danuh of Prof. It&, by Count C3$borg d.
Ham&. P i s 4 1839
YIRBRALKingdom, by Dr. Stringer 12mo.
M~rmuuduPnm,Uberaicht der, son C. Loonhard, K. Merx,
and I. Kopp. Rankfort, 1808. I vol. folio
M t u ~ o w ~ nRegister
r
to May 1840.
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a. B. O n ~ r r o u o a ,
Eaq.

NANUL H i f i t o ~Mucellmeour
,
Tractr relating tu,by Wm.) Tuos. F A A ,
Falconer. 410. Csmbridge, 1793
Nx.ron*a (Sir l u c ) Mncipia, an Bum on its P i n t Publi-} B. L. VUI.I.IAMY,
cation, by 9. P. Rigaud. avo. L o r d , 1837
ESQ.
Ibn NUYISUTIC
NGMISMATIC
Society. Proceeding of the, 1837 and 1838

.

. .
.

. . . . .
. . . .

PABADIOUof a Hawanan Verb in it. Conjugation+ Moo&,}
Tense4 Bc. 1839
P A L Y . ~die
, Verbreitung dw Palmen in den Alten Walt, ron
Dr. P. ldutiur. 8vo. 1839
R L ~ C XTPoU
t i vI ~
Urniremi Usbibus. 3 volm. folio

.

PSALMS
of l)avid, in Ethiopic and Latin. 410.
Q G A S ~Revier
~ X to April, 1840 (in confinvation)

.

{

. . .

h,

%:NwOn.l

J. ~ ~ U X U U Y &SQ.
,

Libray of the Royal Geocjraphical Society.

rxviii

Mlcr of Boob.
RBAI.and ths Ideal, or Illuat~ationrof Travel.
8vo']
1840.
.
.
.
e
m
.
.
RE~RACTION
Tmbles, by Beasel. The fonn used a t the Cape
of Good Hope. 4:o.
1839

Dororr.

J. BIRCH,E ~ Q .

. . . .

RWORTof the Astronomer Royal to the Boml of Visiton

.

.

(

BEAuYonT1

R.N.
DONJ. DE URCULI.~.

RRVIOTA
Litteraria to April. Oporto, 1840
RO~AI.
SOCIKTYof London, Philosophical Tmsaetions of
T n r ROYAL
Soc~~rr.
the, 1830 and 1839. P u t a I. and 11.
Pmeceding, Nos. 40 and 41
o-f
Ecliuburgh,Transrcliona of the, Vols. XIII. ROYAI.S o c ~ c nou
and XIV. Part I.
EDINBURO~.
of Literature, Tramactions of the, Vul. III., R o r ~ r S
. oc~mov
LITX~AT~RE.
Part 11. 1839
SAINTPaul's Voyage from Cleurea to P~~troli,
by Dr. W.
Fulconer. 8vu. Oxrord, 1817
I
SI.AVETrade and itm RPmdy, by T. Furell Buxtou. 8.0.
AFRICAN
CIVILIXALondon, 1840
TIOX ! h c ~ m ~ .
Practical Remukr on the, by Captain the Hon.
J. Deuman, RN. 8vo. London, 1839
S11.x Culturirt'a Manunl, by IYHomergue. '8vo.
e
n
.
.
.
.
phia. 1839
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CAPT.BOILIAU,
. . . )1 E.
I. XN~INRERS.
B. L. VUI.LIAYT,
. . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . TUGLORUB
T R A N B Ias
T ~o,b c n e d in 1834. 4to. London .
.

Tnnmw.-Recherchea aur l a Languea Tartarer, p u AbelHemusat. 4to. Paris, 1820
TIIAVER~B
Tables, a New and Complete Set, by Capt. J. T.
Boileau. 8vo. London, 1839
TKACTII,Mimllaneons,by the I d e 9. P. Ripud, Ejq. 1831
to 1838. London,Bro.
TAULEAUX
de la Nature, par Bnron Humboldt. 2 volr. 8ro.
Park, 1828
TRAVRI.~,
by E. D. Clarke, LL.D. 11 volm. 8ro.
1816

&Q.

OY ME

.

.

ADIIR*l.Tr.

V ~ u n a ~W.
n , Eaq., Memoin of. 8vo. London, 1839
W. Vruonur, ESQ.
V~ncovvmn'sVoyrga Round the World. 3 volr. 4to. London, 1798
VIAOXHIde Abu Abddlah mais eonhecido pel0 nome de Ben
CoMM'
Ratuta, tmduridsr por J. S. A. Mourn. 8vo. Limboa, COuN"
nc Mncrw.
1840
e
.
.
.
.
.
.
VOYACIE
m ~ n dthe Wmld, b i.
D. Bennett, Baq. 2 ?ol&
870. London, I840
Noureau a la Mer du Sud, p u M. Marion, en 1771.
In8vo. Paris,l7@3
VOYAOE~,
Biblioth%ne Univeraelle den, par Q. B. Richrderm.
6 volr. 8vo. Puir, 1806
,
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Library of the Royal Gmjrphlcal Society. '

xxix

Map, Chartr, 412.
h r r .
WKP~XRIA
Natural
N
Hidory Society, Memoin of the, Vol. T E E ~ ~ ; ~ A N
VIII., Part I. 8ro. Edinburgh, 1640
Wonra, Key to the, by A. (3. Hamilton. 121110. Lee&,
1140.
Familiarly but Philorophicdly described.
12m0')
R. MUDIE,Rap.
London,lY40
,
Zoorlmrcr~ Society, Truuaetions of the, VoL 11. 4to.J Tux Z o o ~ m a r
SOCII~Y.
London, 1840
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MAPS, CHARTS,

kc.

EUROPE.
Mrpr, Charts, %e:
Eulurr.-Cude
Militaim des Principaux Etatr de 19Europe, DR?~TDE
LA G U E R R ~
in 6 Sheets. Scale r l 4.0 in. P u i ~ 1839
,
r PARIB.
A c n n ~ r-0esterreich
.
ob- und unter- der El.
Sheete. Sealem = 0.5. Vienna
Salrburg in I5 Sheets. Swle m = 0.5.
MeIlIyriena und der Steyermark. In 37 mheets'! A, KILI.S.ANN,
B.Q.
Scale m. = 0.5. Vienna, 1834
B.rruu~.-Toyographischer Atlnl von Bayern, in 78 sheets.\
Scale 1:50,000 m m = 1.44 in. Qw.Mar. Qen.
St&, Munich
,
Hydrograpltilche Karte von Bayern. Scale
r = O . I .
Brevis Toti Bavariae deseriptio. In 25 Sheets,
HIS MAJESTY
THE
by P. Apmi. 1566
,
K1xu " Bnv*R'*.
Der Englirche Garten l6r Mtinehen. 1807
Plan der M~~nehen
im 1606-1 9 12, 1826-1839
f i n eon Regensburg im 1829
Model in Relief of the Kingdom of Burarin
from Lake Constance ou the West to Salrburg on
tbeFast
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ADDRESS
TO THE

ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY
O F LONDON;
Delivered at the Anniversay Meeting a the 25th May, 1840,
BY

GEORGE BELLAS GREENOUGH, Eso., F.R.S.,

GENTLEMEN,
h discharge of that duty which the example of my learned and
able predecessor has happily rendered imperative on all af&r-occupmb
of this chair, I am now to address you on various subjects which appear
deserving of attention, as connected with the occaeion on which we are
met and with. the condition in which the Society finds ibelf at the
present moment.
And, first, let me congratulate you on the favourable report which
the Council has this day laid before you on the state of our finances.
I may also congratulate you on the rapid augmentation of our library,
to which hm been added 540 volumes and 680 shof m a p and
charts. For many of these works the Society in indebted to the Board
of Ordnance, the Hydrographic Office, to the Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland; to various foreign academies, tm Paris, St. Petemburgh,
Berlin, Lisbon, Copenhagen, Philadelphia, &. ; to the DdpGta de la
Guerre et de la Marine in France ; but more eapecidly to the munificence of His Majesty the King of Bavaria, who haa presented to us
the Topographische A h of that kingdom in 100 sheets.
The government maps of the Duchy of Sdzburg in Ween aheeh,
and of Austria Proper in thirty, have been added to our collection by
Mr. Liiwenstern, from whom we have dm received within these few
days a map of Styria and Illyria in thirty-mix sheeb, presented by Mr.
Killmanu of Vienna
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The Chevalier Bransted has lately procured for ua all the m a p published by the Royal Danish Society of Sciences.
Colonel Visconti has sent us the map of Sicily, by Marzolla. Mr.
Vandermaelen kindly supplies the Society with a copy, as soon as
it appears, of every work published at his extensive establishment;
among which we may particularly mention a plan of the city of Bruaeels, executed by Mr. Craan, in four sheets, on the scale of A, o r
about 30 inches to a mile. Professor Schouw .baa presented to our
library his Tableau du Climat de lYRalie,a work which I shall have
occasion to notice hereafter.
While I mention as a further topic of congratulation the steady increase which has taken place in the number of our members. I cannot
be unmindful how heavily the hand of death has pressed upon us duriilg
the past year. Among the geographers whom we regret, though not one
of our fraternity, I may mention James Prinsep, secretary of the Asiatic
Society in Bengal; a man of very actiie habits and exteusive attainments. The journal which he conducted for muny years, and which
abounds in valtiahle information on all subjects connected with the East,
more especially geographical subjectn, will be a lasting memorial of his
unwearied industry and research. The close attention which he paid to
literary and scientific pursuita no doubt impaired his constitution, and
I am afraid shortened his life.
Admiral Klint, of the Swedish navy, died at Stockholm in advanced
nge. His hydrographic labours, applied principally to the waste of hia
native country, are generally known and highly appreciated.
Ziwolka, a master-pilot in the Russian navy, well known to ypu as
the explorer of the coast of Novaia Zemlia, died during the late Russian expedition to that country.
Within our more immediate circle, we have to regret the loss of
Lieutenant-General Sir Alexander Dickwn, an officer who served with
great dintinction in the peninsular war, and was a very zealous member
of our council.
The name ofAllan Cunningham will bring to your recollection one ef
the earliest explorers of Australia, and one of the most successful. I n
the course of a botanical excursion which he made in New Zealand h e
exposed himself too fearleasly to dangers, and contracted the disorder
which terminated his life. H e died at Sydney.
Thomas Drummond, a captain in the royal engineers, who wan engaged during the latter part of his life almost exclusively in the arduous
duties of his official situation M under-secretary in Ireland, wae at m
earlier period no lens z e d o u in the pursuit of science : while employed
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on the trigonometrical survey of England he made great improvements in
the heliostat, and, by his striking and beautiful invention of the Drummond light, has rendered an important and lasting service to geodesy.
Imtly, I beg leave to call from you a passing tribute of regret to the
late venerable father of some branches of natural history, I. F. Blumenbach. I t is more than forty years since my immediate predecessor in
this chair and myself were fellow-listeners to his luminous and singularly attractive lectures on comparative anatomy. He it was who first
inspired me with a love of natural history. My fortunate introduction
to that great and amiable man gave an entirely new direction to my
studies, anct decicled the destiny of my after-life. 1 trust, therefore, that
I may be excused for speaking of him with more than ordinary interest.
Blumenbach occupied the professor's chair in the university of Giitti~lgenmore than fifty years, and during that period no man had a
greater s h ~ r ein promoting the successful study of physiology and
natural history, not in Germany alone, but throughout entire Europe.
H e was the earliest writer wlio founded zoological classification on the
basis of comparative anatomy, and taught naturalists to derive their
groups and families from an examination of the whole structure of
animals, and more particularly of those organs upon which the most
important habits of each tribe depend. H e thus marked out the path
which Cuvier afterwards travelled with such distinguished success, and
anticipated him in many of his conclusions. I n ingenuity and almost
intuitive insigbt the character of his mind approached nearly to that of an
eminent philosopher in our own country, ofwhom he was accustomed to
speak in terms of the highest admiration-I mean John Hunter. Blumenbach might indeed be called, not inaptly, the John Hunter of Germany. His eanay on the Nisus formativus comprises certain imaginative
and speculative views, which may perhaps have suggested a part of the
theories since broached in the schuol of Geoffroy St.-Hilaire; but his
worke on anthropology and ethnography are more nearly connected with
our pursuits, and, independently of that circumstance, have higher
claims to our regard. Blumenbach was the b t naturalist who, in
direct opposition to Linnleus, drew a broad and well-marked line of
division between the genus h o and the genus simia, h i d down correctly the physiological differences between the two, and thus effectually
vindicated the dignity of mankind. He too was the first who, upon the
broad basis of well-established observations, separated the human
species into varieties. With this design he had at an early period
formed the first series ever made, of any value or extent, of native
crania collected in different parts of the world, and he ascertained by
careful examilration of these the leading 'characters which distingujsh
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the European head, the African, and that of the native of eastern Aaia

respectively ; to these, which he regarded as the principal varieties, he
added two intermediate races for the natives of Polynesia and those of
the New World, making in all five divisions of mankind. These divisions, however, he considered only as particular types to which the
mania of various other tribes and nations approximate ; whereas Cuvier,
and other writem who adopt the system in general, consider them to
be permanent and indelible. Profewor Blumenbach reached the advanced age of eighty-eight.

I had the satisfaction, on the first evening in which I occupied this
chair as your president, to notify to you that the Council had at length
succeeded in obtaining a more comfortableset of apartments than those in
which the buainess of the Society had been before transacted. Many,
I would fain say all of you, have witnessed the improved accommodation
provided far the members, not only for coneulting the contents of our
library, but also for studying, copying, or constructing maps. T h e
facility with which our boob are lent out on proper application to t h e
individual members of the Society has, I am happy b:aay, been attended with no inconvenience.
Our new abode doea not cantain an vpartxuent large enough for t h e
reception of the general meetings, but by the liberality of the Horticultural Society we are enabled still to occupy upon theue occasions
the room in which we we now assembled.
You have been informed in the report of the Council that the
Patron's Medal for the year 1839 hae been awarded to Mr. R. H.
Schomburgk, for hie perseverance and succeae in exploring the territory
m d investigating the m u r c e e of the colony of British Guayana, and a
large tract of the continent of South America immediately adjacent.
In November, 1834, Mr. Schomburgk WM engaged by thin Society
to explore the interior of British Guayano, and afterwarda to connect
his astronomical observations with those of Baron Humboldt on the
Upper Orinoco. His reports upon the colony have appeared from time
to time in the Journal, and your attention was particularly called to his
prognm by my predecessor in his annual addreseee in 1838 and 1839.
Within these few days Mr. Schomburgk haa further published a description of British Guayana,. geographical and statistical, exhibiting
the resources and capabilities of that valuable colony. These sever&
publications are replete with valuable information in respect of a large
extent of country belonging to the British Crown hitherto unknown.
Having completed his examination of the great water-cournea and phy-
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aical geography of that region, in the winter of 1838-39 Mr. Schomburgk proceeded westward, to execute the ulterior object of the Society,
and to connect his positions with Esmeralda, the moat eaaterly point
determined by Baron Humboldt in 1800: to do so, he had to traverse
700 miles of a country never yet trodden by any European, so far as we
know ; an attempt in which he suffered greatly from fever, fatigue, and
privation of every kind. For the details of this important journey I
must refer you to the forthmming Part of the Geographical Journal;
but I cannot omit to call your attention to the unwearied perseverance
and undaunted zeal with which thin gentleman ham carried out the plan
of the Council, and accomplished to the fullest extent the interesting
objecta which the Geographical Society originally contemplated in employing him.
The map of the country which he ban explored, and which ir now
published by the Society, is the best index of his labours in your service ;
it had drawn forth the praiwa of the first geographer of modern timeI cannot doubt but it will receive youn : nor has thir improvement in
the physical geography of British Guayana, and w large a portion of
the adjoining districts, been the only fruit of Mr. Schomburgk's labom.
Ethnography, botany, and zoology, have received from him contributions
of great interest, which have proved him to be a traveller of no ordinaq
accomplishments.
The Council, aa already mentioned, have deemed Mr. Schomburgk'r
labom worthy of the highest reward it is in their power to bestow
They have awuded him the Pabm'r Mednl for the year 1839. And
it may be satisfactory to the Society to be informed that in such
estimstion are thin gentleman's labours held by Her Majesty's government, that they have selected him, an I understand, to return to Guayana,
in order to undertake the important and delicate task of laying down
the boundaries of the British powmaions in that part of South America
4 measure the necearity of which hie own oheemations have forcibly
ahown, if the sovereignty of Great Britain ie to be aaaerted aa it ought
to be, and if the defenceless nativea are to be duly protected from the
savage inroads of the slave-traders of Brazil. That the reduction of
thwe tribea to Christianity md civilization is well worthy the attention
of an enlightened government I need not say, nor that the consequences
thereof will be of the fiw importance te the neighbouring colony, where
the want of a labouring native population ir acknowledged to be the only
drawback to ita more rapid advancement. If such should be among
the h i t s of Mr. Schomburgk'r travels. the Society will have additional
graundr for =If-gratulation.
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You have also been informed that the Founder's Medal has been
awarded in like manner to Major Henry Creswicke Rawlinson, in
testimony of the services he has rendered to geography by his researches in Susiana and Persian Kurdistln, and for the light thrown
by him on the comparative geography of those regions. Major Rawlinson is a distinguished officer in the F m b y army, who, at the
request of the Persian government, has for many yeare been quartered
in Peraia and intrusted with the command of a corps of cavalry. The
papers which entitle him, in the judgment of the Council, to this public
testimuny of your gratitude and respect, and which have appeared in
the IX th and X th volumes of our Journal, are the result of the information he was enabled to procure, either in his marches through that
county, or in the cuurse of his travels when not professionally en~ployed.
The area described comprehends the provinces of Kermanshah, Luristan,
and Khuzistan.
In those parts of his memoirs which are most strictly geographical
the author haa traced both with the pen and pencil two important mutes,
which never before were ineerted on any map, or visited by any European. The one is the shortest aud most direct line of communication
between the towns of Bisitun and Dizful ; the other runs from Nineveh
to Ecbatana, and extends under the mountain-ridge of Pushti-kuh to
the river which is now called Se6d Rud, formerly the Amardus. T h e
physical features of the country in the neighbourhood of these routes
are clearly and, no doubt, accurately detailed.
These are the principal additions which the author has made to the
stock of positive geography, the moat important of all the branches of
geography, but by no means the only one which it becomes us to cultivate and support. Let it be remembered that no inconsiderable share
of the reputation of Rennell and of Vincent, and, I may add, almost the
whole reputation of D'Anville, reeta upon the erudition, sagacity. and
critical acumen displayed in their respective attempts to reconcile to the
natural and necessary conclusions of modem experience the obscure,
ambiguous, and often contradictory records of early history, and still
more early tradition.
I n the person of this gallant officer we find united to the sterner
qualification of a geographer the accomplishments of the scholar, the
antiquarian, and the man of taste. Familiar with all the account0 that
had appeared either in uncient or modern times in regard to the
region which he was about to explore, equally conversant with dead and
with living languages, observation and erudition acted reciprocally
upon his mind, sometimes exciting, sometimes restraining the speed
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with which he preased onwards to his conclusions; to form a just estimate of his merit we must look not only to the termination of hiB
laboula, but to the severe self-discipline he underwent lest he might
not feel qualified to commence them.
Major Rawlinson has proved, 1. That the ancient Choaspea and Eulceus
river^ were not, as hitherto supposed, one and the same, 611t two distinct rivere; the former, now called Kerkhah, taking its rise in Kermnnshah; the other, now called Kuran, iu Khuzistan.
2. After a careful examination of the traditions, names, physiognomy,
and religion of the wandering Guruns and Iliyats, he is of opinion that
these Persian tribes are descendants of the Jews of the Samaritan
captivity.
3. On the south of the Kuran, in Khuzistan, is situate Elymais, a province ivhich rose to great opulence and prosperity after its conquest by
Alexander. On the fire-temples in Elymais he has communicated to
us much historical information, and hesitates not to identify the ruins
which he there visited with those temples which attracted the cupidity
of the Fyrian and Parthian kings.
4. He has treated with great erudition, but only partially, the dillicult
question ae to the successive capitals of Susiana: the similarity of their
namea, he thinks, has caused them to be confounded one with another.
There would appear to have been three capitals. 1. Susan, or Sum,
the Shustan of Scripture, near the Kuran River (Eulseus). 2. Sus,
or SUM,of Herodotus, near the Kerkhah (Choaspes). 3. Shapdr and
Shuster on the Kuran. His more detailed evidence on this subject will
be brought forward in a separate work.
5. The euthor in his second memoir traces the march of Cyrus,
Ptolemy, and Heraclius; he also describes various tribes on the east and
south of Lake Urumiyah, and makes us acquainted with their history,
manners and customs, superstitions, the relations which exist amoug
these tribes, and the acknowledgment by each of a different chief.
I n a supplementary memoir of great erudition, and in which Major
Rawlinson exhibits very considerable power of conducting a loug argument on the several bearings of historical and geographical data, he
demonstrates that the Ecbatana of Dejoces, the founder of the Median
empire according to Herodotus, was the capitul not of Mcdin Msgna,
but of Media Atropatene, situate 100 miles off to the N.E.,-that it
was not at Hamadan but in Azerbijan, where the ruins of the Ecbatans of Dejoces may still be seen st Takhti Suleiman, exhibiting
to a critical eye various local peculiarities which he considers undeniable proofs of this further verification of Armenian or Pereo-Armenian
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EUROPE.-While the announcement of diecovery in remote p8rb of
the world excites in us those pleaourable feeling which always accompany the first appearance of daylight, we are apt to view with heedlenaness and indifference the constant but gradual enlightenment which is
thrown over civilised countrieo by the rectification of slight wrora, by
the accumalation of new observatione, the completion of imperfect data,
and the announcement of improved methods of conveying accurate information.
British Isles.-In England the ordnance rurvey h w reached as far
north ae a line drawn e a t and wert from Hull to Preston. The whole
work will conoist of 110 sheets ; of these seventy-eight are publiehed,
seven are engraving, and five are still in the hands of the surveyon.
I n Scotland the principal triangulation has been carried from the eaatern
coaet westward to the island of Lewis, in the northern part of the Hebridee.
The townland survey of Ireland advancee rapidly to its completion: it has already extended to every part of that kingdom with
the exception of the counties of Cork and K m y . Whether we
consider the extent of this undertaking or it0 execution, it may safely
be pronounced the most valuable work of the kind which has ever
been devised. I t ia engraved aud published on the scule of six inchea
to a mile, and will occupy nearly two thousand eheete: the plans of
the towns are drawn on a scale one hundred times greater than that just
mentioned. No fewer than 2000 persons are employed on this survey,
and it is difficult to praise too highly the organisation of this vast
establishment.
The hydrographic surveys under the direction of the Admiralty keep
pace with the land surveys of the Board of Ordnance.
The river Thames and the great shoals and channels at ite entrance
have undergone thorough examination by Captain Bullock, R.N. ; while
more to the seaward Captain Hewett in the Faiy is eugaged upon the
survey of the North Sea, including its numerous banks between our
own consts and the entrance of the Baltic.
The survey of the east coast of England having been finished, the
party under Captnin Slater is now advancing to the northward along the
eaut coast of Scotland, and is engaged on the Frith bf Cromarty.
That of the Shetlands also being complete, Mr. Thomas is occupied
with the not less important group of the Orkneys, where, owing to the
continued wet weather, the survey is very tedious.
On the west coast of Scotland Captain Robinson is advancing towards
Glasgow and to the numerour islands of the Hebrides. Further eouth,
having completed the coast of Wales, Lieut. Sherringham is at work
between the Bristol Channel and the Land's End.

Captain Beechey is engaged in the African steamer in the Irish
Channel, of which no survey had hitherto been made to facilitate this
important navigation. I n the coune of his examination this officer bas
recently discovered a circular bank with only twenty fathoms water on
it, lying 13 milee S. 41' W. (true) of the Craig of Ailsa. On the east
cout of Ireland the shore has been finished from Ballyehannon round
by the north to Wicklow H e 4 ; end Lieot. Frazer in now about to
proceed along the south-eastern shore and the Arklow Banks.
Of the navigable lakes and riven in the interior of Ireland, the party
baving surveyed Lough Derg and the river to Limerick, Lieut. Wolfe
md hi8 asahstant, Lieut. Beechey, are now working into Fergus Bay and
tbe estuary of the Shannon.
The Topographic Map of France publishing at the DdpGt de
la Querre, in Paris, advancea with regularity and precision at the rate
of twelve sheeta a-year.
The publication of en accompanying memoir, containing the entire
dnt. on which this truly national work is based, affords RD example
re11 worthy of imitation in every other county where great surveys are
in progress.
I t is with much pleasure I add that-the French Government has.decided on commencing at once a survey of the south coast of France, corresponding to those executed of the western and northern coasts. This
will add a aixth volume to the magnificent work ' Le Pilote Franqais,'
which (thanks to the liberality of the French Government) forms one of
the greatest ornaments of our library.
Several sheets have been added during the past year to the published
portions of the various government surveys which are in progress
hmughout Europe ; these it is unnecessary to particularize,, but I may
mention as a novelty a map of Gallicia in Spain, i r ~twelve sheets, on the
gale of ,,,!T,,,
made under the direction of Signor Fontan, director
of the Observatory at Madrid, a sm'all index-map of which has recently
been engraved at Paris by M. Bouffard. Three charts of the coart of
N m a y have just been published, being the first of a series resulting
from a snrvey ordered by the Storthing to be m ~ d eof the coasts of
N o m y and Finmark, from Trondheim to the Russian frontier.
A t Bruswls Mr. Vandermaelen has recently published a map of
Belgiom, on the scale of twelve inchea to a degree, showing all the lines
of railroad completed and projected within that kingdom, together with
a m p of Europe, exhibiting their runifications, which reach as far as
Berlin and Vienna, Florence and Pisa.
Thin spirited individual has further undertaken a map of Belgium in
twenty-five sheeta, on a scale corresponding to that which has bee11
d2
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adopted in France, viz. ,r,+bO, in which all the elevations along the
liner of railmad will be accurately expressed.
Several topographical descriptions have been published during the
past year: viz. of Schaffhausen, of the Grisone, of Austria and Salzburg,
of Saxouy and Hanorer.
Colonel Mannora has given .us a new
edition of his work on Sardinia; and we learn from our zealous corresponding member Count Griberg af HemsG, that Repetti's Dictionary
of T u s c ~ goes
y 011 well and steadily towards its completion.
Mesera. Fullarton at Glaegow are publishi~lga Pnriinmentary Gazetteer of England and Wales; Mr. MLCuUocha general Geographical
Dictionary; and Dr. Kriegk of Frankfort has recently sent us his work
entitled ' SchriAen zur allgemeinei~Erdkunde.' The Handbooks of
Mr. Murray, now comprising Northern Europe, and Northern and
Southern Germany. Switzerland, and Italy, are drawn up with much
care, and are excellently adapted for travelling companione. We have
also, in M. de Candolle'e work entitled ' Heights of Mountains around
Geneva,' a list of about 800 well-ascertained points, to which our corresponding member M. Chaix hae recently added about one hundred
more from his own observations.
I n addition to the general surveys already briefly noticed, I may
mention that some of the governmento of Europe have directed the
construction of special surveys, or of special maps, for the elucidation
of particular subjects-more especially geology.
A very elaborate geological map of France, upon which MM. Elie de
Beaumont and Dufresnoy have been engaged for more than twenty
years, will, it is hoped, be published in the course of the present.
The King of Bavaria, distinguished for his pntronage of art and
science in whatever form, has, I understand, directed a geological map
of his dominions to be constructed on a scale corresponding in magnificence with his other undertakinia.
In a miniature map, drawn with g e n t skill and very distinctly
coloured, M. von Dechen of Berlin has incorporated his own ideas of
the geology of Germany with those of M. de Beaumont, as conveyed in
the mnp just mentioned, and those put forth in the first edition of the
lnap of England, published in 1820 by the Geological Society: the
second edition, which differs materially from its predecessor, will be
found in your library.
Thegeological map of Scotland, by the late Dr. MgCulloch, wan among
the first constructed at the expense of the public. The geologihl mnp
of Ireland, which mny also be considered in some degree a government work, was designed by Mr: Grifiith about the same period, but
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its publication was retarded for more than twenty years for want of a
geographical baais which could be depended upon.
The &ological survey of England now carrying on under the direction of M. de In Beche has been undertaken under still better auspices,
and, if fully carried out, will certainly surpass in minuteness and accu-,
racy of detail anything that has hitherto been achieved.
Perhaps I may be permitted to observe that, with a view to the
success of enterprises of this nature, it appears to me ea~entiallynecess a y that they should not he entered upon at all until the plan upon
which they are to be conducted has heen very maturely considered, and
that, when once entered upon, that plan should be unitormly adhered
to up to their termination. I n reference to the geological survey of
England, it seems quationable whether the whole should be conducted
upoil the same scale, or whether there may not be some portions of
England for which ~ u c ha survey is not required. Our actions should
be regulated by the purpose we have in view. I n the mining districts,
where the objects to be laid down are very numerous and very complex,
the scale cannot well be too large; whereas a very small scale would
suffice for laying down the chalk on Salisbury Plain. I t may also be
deserving of consideration whether the ordnance map, crowded as it
is with names and lines which refer only to civil or miscellaneous
geography, and the hills not shaded to scale, is the prdper place upon
which to lay down the details, often complicated, of geological research.
Many great works are stopped midway for want of due consideration at
C
the outset.
ASIA.-The past year has not been barren in its supply of new materials towards constructing an improved yet still very imperfect map of the
vast continent of Asia. The march of hostile armiea, however much to
be deplored, has contributed largely to the stock of our geographical
knbwledge respecting a part of the world which of late years has been
to us almost a I m a incognita, thbugh formerly the seat of learning and
civilisation; and we may confidently expect to obtain from the British
officers attached to the .mission at Kdbul a large supply of information
respecting Khandahar, Khandbz, the sourcee and fords of the Oxus, and
the country of Afghanistdn.
The Russian expedition to Khiva ham already given occasion to
several works relating to that region. One of these, from the collection
of General Gens of Orenburg, has been edited by Professor Helmenen.
Another work hns been published by Lieutenant Zimmerman of Berlin,
containing the beat map we have hitherto seen of the present theatre of
war. This work has already been translated into English by Captain
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Morier, R.N.,and is shortly, we hope, to be published with a map constructed by Mr. John Arrowsmith. For the third we am indebted to the
spirited publiher Arthur Bertrand of Parie, who, hesidea various notices
contained in h i new " Annalea des Voyages," has very opportuoely
given us in a French garb a description, by Alexis de Levchine, of the
hordes and steppes of the Kirghia-haka.
Profelsor Baer, at St. Peterrburg, one of our corresponding membem,
has recently sent UE a communication on the temperature of those
regions, in which it appears that in the parallel of 47' the mean temperature of the three winter month6 was 4O below zero, and that the
mercury on one occluion descended to - 40' of Fahrenheit.
According to the latest Russian calculations, the surface of the
Ca~piansea, before stated to be 101 Engliah feet below the level of
the Eurine, now appears to be only 81 feet. A full account of the
line of levels which has lately been carried between these two M,
under the direction of the Russian government, will, it is hoped, be won
published.
Turning our attention to the north, we have now the connected and
highly interesting narrative of the journey performed by Baron Wmngel
along a part of the coast of Siberia in the year 1831, with an excellent chart, embracing Professor Adolph Erman's more louthem route
through the &me country. An important statement in this publication is, that the polar basin, at the distance of 180 miles from land,
was invariably free from ice; this fact, taken in connerion with the discoveries recently made on the arctic coast of America (which 1 shall
presently have again occasion to refer to) fnvoure the probability of a
north-wert passage navigable for ships, and naturally excitea in us a
hope that the British government may be dispdsed to make one more
effort in order to solve a problem which for three successive centuries
has so much engaged the attention of our countrymen. I have great
pleasure in adding that a translation of this interesting work by Major
Sabine, BA., is now in the press-an example which I trust will not be
lost to us. I t is of great importance that all translations of scientific
works should be executed by scientific men.
I n Arabia discovery has advanced but alowly during the p u t year.
W e have received from M. Jomard a general account of what is known,
or rather of what remains to be known, of that peninsula.
M. Botta, an Italian naturrlist, penetrated into Yemen in 1836,
following in part the mute of Niebuhr in 1763, by Hdeida, Hais, and
Taas, whence he succeeded in wending the trachytic mass of Mount
Saber, on the rummit of which, at an estimated elevation of 7000 feet,
he found large ruins called Hasn a1 Ariis, or " Wife's Castle."

The chart of the south coast of Arabia, by Captain Hainee and the
officers of the Palinumr, from Bab-el Mandeb to Misenat in 50° 43' E.,
is now publiehed on a large scale, together with plans of all the porta.
In noticing this valuable gift rendered to navigatms, we may perhaps be
permitted to add an mprersion of regret that the h u r t of Directors of
the East India Company, to whose liberality we are indebted for this
surrey, should have found reason to suspend the work before campletion.
Three vessels employed for one season more would connect M k n a t with
the Persian Qulf, and thus complete the outline of the whole of the
Arnbian peninsula.
The ssiling directions for the Red Sea which have just been published
furnimh also some very valuable notises on the western coaat of Arabia ;
nor, while speaking of the labours of the officen, of the Indian navy,
can I omit to mention the recently published chart, by Captain Moresby
and Lieutenant Powell, of the Maldiras and Chagos archipelago, on
which are delineated, upon the scale of 1 inch to a mile, all the feature8
of these remarkable coral formations.
Mr. Chri~topher, who accompanied Captain Moresby in his eurvey,
and resided for some time on one of the islands, has published a vocabulary of Bome extent of the Maldiva language.
Of the survey of British India, the materials for completing the maps
of Sulapb, Hnider-abQd, and the collectorate of Ganjam, have reached
this country, and the sheets 51, 75, und 107 of the Indian Atlas will be
publiehed in the course of the year.
Further east, the survey of the coast from the mouth of the Hooghly
to the eastward as far as the province of Chittagong, i~suallyknown aa
the " Sea-face " of the Sunderbunds, has by this time been completed
by Captain Lloyd, I. N. This officer has alao brought to a conclusion
the examination of the Mergui archipelago and the coast of Tenmerim
left unfinished by Captain Daniel Ross, now President of the Bombay Geographical Society, and to whom oriental hydrography is so much indebted.
The interior of the province of Tenasserim has been explored by Dr.
Helfer, whose able report on the British province of Amherst, which
forms the northern portion of Tenasserim, is arranged under the following heads, viz. :-1. Physical and geological structure of the country.
2. Mineralogical productions. 3. Agriculture and improvements in ngrk
culture with regard to colonisation. 4. Vegetable productions. The
natural resources of thnt country would appear to be very considerable.
Dr. Richardson has given us eeveral routes from Mdlmein to Lalong,
to Zimmi (the Changmai of our common maps), and Amarapha. Captain McLeod has gone to the Chinese frontier at Hang-hang, besidm
which we have the route of the midona lately sent from Mumern to the
.
capital of Siam.
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Farther northward we have Captain Haunay's sketch of the IrawMi
above AmarapGra, and of the Hu-kong valley celebrated for i b supply of
amber. The valuable maps and report of Captain Pemberton on the
N. E. frontier of India were alluded to in last year's addrean ; and we
have just received an apparently equallpvaluable report on BGtm, which
that ofiicer visited by a new route in 1838.
The only additional information with respect to Cochin-China is derived from the map of the Biehop of Isauropolis, given in the "Bengal
Asiatic Journal," principally valuable on account of the political division6
of the country marked upon it.
A map of Upper Assam, lithographed by Mr. Tsssin at Calcutta,
has lately reached this country. I t shows all the tea localities and the
recent political changes in a district whose importance to our national
and commercial interests is daily increasing. Mr. Taasin hae for several
years been engaged in constructing n map of Bellgal Proper. comprehending the county from Allahabad to Maniphr, on a scale of 8 miles
to an inch: this map, we learn from Mr. J. Fergussou, may daily
be expected in England, and will be peculiarly interesting, IUI showing all the extraordinary changes that have taken place in the courae
of the riven of the Delta of the Ganges since Rennell's survey was
made.
Still farther east the rumour of war (which it is to be hoped may be
nroided) has been productive of a new set of maps of the whole of the
sea-coast of China, from the Gulf of Siam to Corea, in 17 sheets,
engraved and published at the Hydrographic Office, in a very short space
of time, to meet the exigency of the occasion, compiled from all available
sources, either printed or in MS., and embodying all that is known of
those shores, a complete survey of which is still a great desideratum
in hydrography.
Von Siebold's great work on Japan proceeds, though slowly, in
Holland; nnd a French translation of it has been published by
Bertrnud in Paris. Our Journal hns been enriched by an analysis of
it by Dr. Prichnrd; and you will be gratified to learn that this gentleman, already well known to you by the two first volumes of his excellent
work ' Researches into the Physical History of Mankind,' has juet completed his third volume, comprising he Ethnography of Asia and
Europe, which will be published in the course of this summer.
W e still look for Professor Adolph Erman's third volume of his ' Reisc
um die Erde,' which will contain an account of the remarkable Peninsula
of Kamchatka, for a beautiful map of which we nre already indebted to
him.
Returning to the westward, we have now a published account of Sir
W.Lloyd's journey in 1823 from Khdnpor to the BursndG Pas; in
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the Himdlaya Mountainb, and a republication of a portion of the routes
of the well-known and excellent travellers the three brothers Gerard,
who about the snme time visited the Shathl and Burendli Passes;
and that of Captain A. Gerard, in his attempt to reach GarG, on the
Indus, in 1829. Deploring, in common with all geographers, the early
death of two of these persevering explorers of the HimSlaya Mountains, .we may be permitted to expresa a hope that tlie survivor,
Captain P. Gerard, will, in justice to the memory of his brothers, give
to the world a complete and conuected account of their various journeys,
which are now only to be found scattered through the "Asiatic Researches," and other scientific journals.
In the snme region, but more to the N.W.,
we have recently hnd the
gratihcntion within these walls of hearing Mr. G. T. Vigne give an
animated description of his journey through the Pnnj-ab, Kdbul, Kashmlr, and into little Thibet. illustrated by eome beautiful eketclies and
panoramic views of the city of KabGl and the valley of Kashmir. Mr.
Vigne has been one of the few European travellers who have ever accomplished the difficult task of penetrating to Isknrdoh. The author's
pu61ished volume on Kdbul contains much information of peculiar
interest at this time, when we have been obliged to take so active
a part in respect to the disturbed state of those countries ; but the geographer will look forward with still greater interest to an account of
a journey into Thibet, which, it is to be hoped, Mr. Vigne will soon lay
before the public.
Mr. Asher, of Berlin, has rendered good service to geography by
giving us a new English translation of the travels'of Rabbi Benjamin,
of Tudela, through parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa, in the year 1173,
which seems valuable.
The relrenue surveys, which have been for many years in progress in
the north-western provinces of India or presidency of Agrn, would
afford materials for the construction of an excellent map of that countrr,
if properly digested. None of these are yet, however, in the hands of
the public.
•
Captain Paton, late deputy quartermaster-general at Nemuch, has
recently surveyed s considerable portion of Rajputana, and constructed
a map on the scale of 4 miles to an inch ; but no copy has, we believe,
reached this country.
The course of the Indus, from Mittun to Attak, haa been surveyed
and mapped upon a large scale by Sir Alexander Burnes and Lieutenanh Wood, Leach, and Mnckeson, who accompanied the mission
to Kkbul. Mackeson continued the survey into Kaahmir, and
Burnes and Wood carried it westward ;but the prerent peaceable occupation of the c juntrics of KBbul and Afghanietan will, I have no doubt,
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lead to a much better acquaintance with their geography, if not to a n
actual survey.
The mouths of the river Tndus, being constant1y liable to change in
a soft alluvial soil, l~averecently been re-examined preparatory to the
publication of a chart of the entrances on a large scale. The rapid extendon of our commerce in this direction will shortly tend to make this
great boundary of Western India the high mad of nations, an4 lead to
the exploration of ita sources, hitherto concealed from our knowledge ;
but on this aubject I must mention the very renlarkableetatement lately
made by Lieutenant Wood, I.N., founded on his late examination of
the Indue, that this river is not generally navigable by steam-vessels
having more than thirty inches draft of water.
The source of another river famous in ancient hitory, the 01us or
Amd of the moderns, hae been reached by this young oEcer. I t i r
found in a lake about 14 miles l o n ~from E. to W., in the plateau
of Pamlr, , at an elevation of upwardo of 15,000 feet above the level of
the sea, and, as nearly as we can judge from calculations not yet accurately worked out, in let. 310 27' N., long 13' 40' E. The perseverance and intrepidity of Mr. Wood in pushing on in spite of all obstacles,
and over ground covered with snow, deserve8 our warmest applaure.
Proceeding a little further west, we approach a country that has
mcently been explored by a traveller of no ordinary mind. I need
hardly say that I allude to Major Rawlinson's rerearches in the countries
of Khuzistan, Luristan, and Azerbijhn, a full abstract of which I have
already had the gratification of laying before you in noticing the award
nf our Founder's Medal for 1839.
W e have not yet been able satiefactorily to a&rtain the truth of
the reported depreseion of the level of the Dead Sea below the Mediterranean, and we still hope for the account of wme careful observer,
who may carry thither a good miuntain barometer; in the mean time we
look for the narrative of the Syrian travels of Dr. Robineon and the Rev.
Eli Smith (who have already pointed out several mistakes in M. de
Bertou's Memoir); which will lay before ue the results of a journey
made by keen obeervers and accompliehed scholars.
I n Asia Minor, that claesic land of travellers, of which, from the
earliest down to the most recent timen, we have itinemieo and router
without number, one might have thought there was little ieft to
discover; but, far from this being the case, we find, from the journals of
Messrs. Ainsworth, Rassam, and Russell, that, bordering on Europe,
and within the reach even of our tourists, there are rich mines
almost unknown ;large cities whose numes do not appear in o w maps;
forests abouuding in timber, available for ship-building ; and, in rhort,
all the resources of a fertile and populoue country.

.

A hrmer m o u n t of thew travellers conducted them from Coostantinople, dong the maat, by Erekli and Amasemh, to C h d m and
Angora. Having p
d the winter at this latter city, they explored the
miues of Ishik-Tagh to the N., lying about 4500 feet above the ree.
They then trnvelled westwards to examine the Kurdish districts of
Hdmaneh; thence, turning to the southward by a circuitous route,
they travelled by' Kiail-jnh Kal'ah to the galena miner of DenekMaden; then by Uch Ay& and Klr Shehr to Neu-Shehr, whence,
taking a N.W. direction, they rounded the great salt lake of Tun-Chuli,
and traced ita wertern outline. From Ak-Serni they travelled by KaIaariyah, Ourun, Derendah, and the little-known valley of the Tokmah
Su to Malatiyah, whence, turning to the southward, they journeyed by
the Nuahan PMBthrough the Taurus to Samehat and Bireh-jik on
the Euphrates ; thus completin~a route of nearly 1000 miles, through
a tract of county most imperfectly laid down on all existing maps. The
unfortunate result of the battle of Nezlb, at which they were present,
and the disturbed state of the county, obliged them to return to Constantinople, where they arrived at the end of July.
Quitting this capital again on the 1st of November, Mr. Ainsworth
and Mr. Rassam took the road hy Iznik, Kuthyah, Koniyah, and through
Kulak Boghaz, a pms of the Taurus, to Aleppo; from this place they
turned to the eastward, and, passing through Orfah. Mardin, and Nisibin, reached M h u l , on the Tigris, on the 31st of January of the preaent
year. These, then, are the head-quarters of our Kurdistan e r e t i o n ;
and at the date of their last despatches, on the 12th of Mnrch, the
travellers were only waiting for the melting of the snows to penetrate
into the mountains of Kurdistan.
No great difficulty need be anticipated in this journey, eince we know
that Dr. Grant, of the American mission, haa, during the last summer,
egected the journey from Mdsul, by Amadlyah and Julamenk, to
Urumiyah, on the western borders of the lake of the same nnme.
The work of M. Texier on Asia Minor is in course of publication at
Paris, and his may of Lysia hae just reachgd us. We are anxiously
looking for the detailed account of Mr. W. Hamilton's journey iu 1837-8,
which, to judge from the abstract communicated to our Jour~ial,must
be of great interest to the geographer. The survey of the western
coast of Asia Minor is now nearly completed under Lieutenants Qravea
and Brock, who, having thus connected their own observations with thme
of Captain Beaufort in Karamania, will thence proceed to survey tho
numerous islande of the Archipelago.
I n Armenia, Mr. Brant, British consul at Erz-Rhm, hrs communicated to the Society an account of the extenrive journey which he
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lnade in 1838 fiom that city. in a southerly direction, by MGsh and
Arghanah Mdden, to Kharpht : returning along the valley of tSe
Murad Chai, or Eastern Euphrates, to MGsh, he and his campanione turned to the S.E.; to Betlis and Tatvan, at the S.W. angle
of the Lake of Van : continuing along its southern shores, by Vastan
and Artemid. they reached the city of Van, and thence round the N.E.
end of the lake to the foot of the Supan Dagh. They were the fimt
Europeans to ascend that mountain, which rises to the height of 40k1
feet above the Lnke of Van, or 9500 feet above the level of the sea :
from this point the travellers turning to the N.E., passed by the sour=
of the Murad Chai, to Bayazid, at the S.W. foot of Mount Ararat, and
thmce by the pass of Keusseh Tagh to E n - l t l m : thus comptrting a
tour of about 900 miles through a country imperfectly known and very
iltcorrectly laid down in our maps; many important towns, as MGsh,
Betlie, Pald, and Kharpdt, &c., being placed from 12 to 20 miles in
error in latitude.
Throughout this journey the astronomical positions of the principal
places were determined, as well as their height, barometrically, above
,
shows,
the sea: the line of route mapped by Mr. A. G. G l ~ c o t t R.N.,
Rmnng other changes, that the Lake of Van must be extended nearly
30 milea to the N.E. of the place which it occupies at present upon our
most accredited maps. This paper of Mr. Consul Brent is one of the
most valuable, in respect to physical geography, which the Society h a
ever, recehed.
M. Dubois de Montpereux of Neufcl~ntel has published three
volumes of his Voyage aulorcr d u Caucare, and several Livruisons of
geological sections, which appear to be admirably got up.
Descending once more to the plains of Mesopotamia, I cannot deny
myself the pleasure of awarding great praise to that enterprising officer
Dr. ROES,of Baghdad, who has sent 11s a graphic account of hia two
joun~eysalong the weetern banks of the Tigris to the ruins of A1 Ha. hr,
never visited before by any Europeau. He encountered many hairbreadth escapea from the Arabs of the Desert, but finally succeeded in
reaching these remarkable ruins, of which he has made a drawil~g: they
Rre in very fair preservation, and occupy a space about 3 miles in circuit.
Dr. Ross has also made a difficultand rare journey from Mdeul te the
E.N.E., to the country of the Mir of Rawanddz, a track never before
followed by any European, and an account of which he has kindly
offered to communicate to tlie Society.
In the same plains of Mesopotamia, Mr. Forbes, a young medical
officer of the Indian army, has explored the Sinjar mountains, a limeaccount
stone-range, rising 1600 feet above the plains, given us a

of their inhabitanta of the sect of Yezidis, and corrected the hydrography
of this portion of the desert.
Lastly, we have to express our thanks to the President of the B o d
of Co~ltrolfor the communication of a beautiful map of the Tigris, by
Lieut. Lynch, I. N., being a survey of that river from the ruins of
Ctesiphon to the city of Mdsnl-another of the excellent fntits of the
well-known Euphrates expedition; and I am sure you will all join with
me in hoping that the detailed account of this latter expedition, so full
of geographical interest, will ere long be laid before the public.
'

-

AFRICA.-The unbroken maas of the continent of Africa, to which
few rivers offer access, still oppow a great, but not, we trust, an insurmountable barrier to the progress of discovery; and, with the exception
of an enterprising and successful journey to Ankdbar, the capital of
Shoa, in the southern pert of Abyssinia, even discovery, not to say geography, has advanced but little during the past year. Thc constant
hostilities between the French and the Arabs on the northern shores have
not been favourable to the progrese of science.
In Egypt, Sir Oardner Wilkinson, already well known to you by his
account of Thebes aiid his beautiful work on the mauners and customs
of the ancient Egyptians, has communicated to the Society a paper of
much interest on the Nile and on the yremnt and former levels of
E g p t , from which it appear8 that the surface of the land has been
raised by the deposib of the river 9 feet in 1700 years at Elephantina, at
the first cataract; at Thebes nbout 7 feet ; at Heliopolis nbout 5 feet
10 inches ; and so on, gradually diminishing towards the sea, though in
a greater decreasing ratio, owing to the wider extent of the delta Sir
G . Wilkinson also showa thnt the evil effects usually awribed to the
invasion of the sand have been greatly exaggerated; thnt the beneficial effects of the alluvial deposit far exceed the injury done by the
sand, and that there is a greater proportion of land capable of cultivution now than a t any previous period.
Mr. Ignaz Pallme, a Bohemian, has auccesafully penetrated to Kordofin, where he passed eleven months ;and, in addition to the nccounta of
Riippell and Holroyd, gives a curious description of the manners of the
people and of the fertility of the country.
Between Kordofdn and Dar-Fhr, hediscovered the town of Kab Belhl,
which hae never before been mentioned by any European. This Cnterpriaing pioneer is, we heliere, now at Cairn, ready and anxious to travel
again and penetrate into Dar-FGr, and explore the countries adjoiniug,
if he can find any pereon to aesist him with the small sum he requine.
For a further account of M. I g a z Pallme I may refer you to the
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pages of the Athmatrn ;and I gladly embrace the opportunity afkrded
me of bearing testimony to the value of the geographical information
urnally found in that periodical. W e are indebted for a notice respating this traveller to another well-known traveller, M. D'Abbadie,
who is rg.in on his journey to Abyssinia. While at Cairn he commu&atad to the Society an account of Mr. Linant's map of Egypt, on the
scale of about 4 miles to an inch, which he states to bc of much merit;
and, from the many y e n that Mr. Linnnt has p w e d in Egypt, and
from his
M a geographer, there is no doubt this will be a
great ndditio~~
to our present meagre knowledge of that county, and
enable us to judge of the feasibility and comparatively trifling expense
of a navigable canal from Suez to the Mediterranean.
Abyssinia has had the good fortune to have been subjected to the investigations of a aenlous naturalist and excellent traveller; and we have
just reccjved the 2nd Volume, with the map, of Dr. Riippell's travels in
that country, ti work which, taken in connexion with his former journey
to KordofAn, &c., placea its autbor among the most distinguished travellers of the age. Dr. Riippell spent much time in fitting himself to
be a traveller, whereas the greater part of those who have the opportunity of exploring new countries are from previous education (or rather
from the want of it) utterly unfitted to travel profitably : this is ,the
secret of Qerman travellers being so much superior to those of any other
country in Europe.
Fmm Mr. Rueeegger, who carried a good mountain barometer into
Kordof6n and to the mines at Fazoglo, we learn the elevations of
numerous points above the sea, also the approximate poeitions of several
places, put down apparently at hazard on our maps.
I n the wuthern part of this country we have recently received the
highly interesting account of the journey of two missionaries, veeers.
Isenberg and Krapff, who have penetrated from Zeilah, by way of
Tajhrah, to Ankdbar, the capital of Shoa, where they have resided some
months on very friendly terms with the King of Shoa. From their report we learn that this chiefs influence is very widely spread, and he
governs a rich and fertile country, is well dispoaed to trade and to assist
in putting doan the slmatrade, which is camed on to a great extent
in Gurague and the adjoining districts, although the King of Shoa himrelf is not R dealer in slaves : much topographical information was also
obhided, the situation of TajGrah very materially altered, and the courae
of the Hawash carried much further N. From the very friendly din@tion of the King of Shoa, his capital seems a desirable place to
establish a resident, in order to procure information rerpecting the interior both to the s. and W.;and I am happy to announce that Dr. Beke,

already known am the author of the " Origines Biblice," Bc., hae offered
his urvices to go to that spot in order to obtain the requisite information
preparatory to crossing Africa in that parallel.
And thin brings me to an expedition from which we cannot but hope
the best results. and in which I feel confident every geographer i u s t
take the deepert interest: I need hardly my I allude to the expedition
up the Quorra [Kawdra], under three of our colleagueti, Captains 'hotter,
Bird Allen, and William Allen, the la& of whom is well known to you
ae having firrt laid down correctly the course of that river. I t bas been
proposed by Mr. Fowell Buxton, and other benevolent individuals interested in pmmoting'civilieation among the Africans-to which her
Majesty's government has liberally and promptly acceded-to send three
ateamera up the Quorra to the junction of the river Chadda, with a view
to enter into treaties with the chiefs, %rc. Once taught to cultivate the
ground, and rendered sensible of the bleingo of peaceful and industrious
occupatione, the Africans, it is hoped, will abandon the suicidal wan
now inceslrantly waged, simply for supplying the foreign slave-trade,
and, by their co-operation, enable us at length to effect the object which
we have all M) much at heart-the final and complete abolition of that
drendful traffic.
That this expedition will have a beneficial effect on the chilisation of
Africa we cannot doubt; and if ro, it will tend, indirectly as well as directly, to check that atrocious nyetem which is the disgnce of humanity;
and aesuredly we may venture to hope for an ample harveat of great
interest in the way of geographical di~covery.
R e p a r a b y to this expedition, Mr. MLQueen,already well known to
JOU by his publications on Africa, has compiled a large map of North
Africa from all available sources. This is now engraving under the
superintendence of Mr. John Arrowsmith, and will shortly be published.
The work of M. Sabin Berthelot and Mr. Webb, on the Canary
Isles, is still in course of publication at Paris : it furnishes an amusing
exhibition of the very various forms which have been given to tho=
islands by their numerous describen, and enters minutely into their
botanical and geological productions.
Our corresponding member at Lisbon, M.de Macedo, ham lately rent
to us a notice on the Guancher of Teneriffe; a work which, though it
may oppose the opinion of Dr. Richard, evinces great reading and research connected with this interestii~gsubject.
AMERICA.-Crossing the Atlantic to the New World, we come at
snce to the recent arctic discoveries, the account of which muet be
familiar to all my hearers. Nothing daunted by the dangm and difficulties experienced on a former voyage, t h e enterprising oficers of the
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Hudson Bay Company, Mesera. Dease and Simpson, again descended
the Copper Mine River, and, pushing resolutely to the eaatward, in
spite of ice and gales of wind, succeeded in passing Cape Alexander of
their former discoveries, and, sailing across a deep bay, reached a strait
3 niiles wide, which led them out at its eastern end to the mouth of tlie
Great Fisli River explored by Captain Back in 1833; they the11 pushed
on farther to the eaatward, and reached their extreme point in
68@28' N., 93' 1' W., within 180 milea of the western entrance of the
Fury nnd Hecla Strait, and this distance is now all that remains to
complete the shores of the continent of ~ m k r i c a ;and we had lately
within this room the gratificntion of hearing Governor Pelly state that
it was the intention of the Hudson's Bny Company to prosecute their
efforts till they had brought this problem to a satisfactory solution.
We have therefore good reason to hope that England will hnve the glory
of completing the stupendous work begun by Columbus ; and that the
north-west passage, first attempted by Cabot, a merchant of Bristol, will,
after a lapse of upwards of three centuries, by a company of English merchants be brought to a succeeeful termination.
The survey of the river St. Lawrence has extended to Anticosti; and
the party under Captain Bayfield, R.N., are now surveying the gulf of
the snme name along the coast of New Brunswick and Prince Edward
Island. W e learn, from the eighth report of Mr. Hassler to Congrese,
that the government survey of the coaete of the United States is slowly
going forward, and that the shores of New Jersey and Long Island, aa
far as Rhode Islnnd and the country adjacent, are surveyed and ready
for drawing. We are indebted to hfnjor Graham, U. S., for a chart, in
4 sheets on a large scale, of Cape Cod, in Massachusetts, by Lieutenant
Wilkes, of the United States navy.
The reports of the geological surveys of the vnrious stntea, as Maine,
Virginia, Pennsylvania, &c., contain much information in physical
geograpl~y; and I may particularly mention tlie report of tlie state of
Michigan, as giving, in the clearest form I hnve yet seen, the length,
breadth, area, depth,-and height above the sea, of the lakes of North
America, which together, it is stated, contain upwards of 11,000 cuhic
miles of water, a quantity which may be considered more than h d f tlle
amount of fresh water on the face of the globe.
Farther west, Mr. Townsend carries us to the Rocky Mountains.
Prince Maximilian von Wied's travels in that country are in course of
publicntion at Coblentz, and I am hapl,j to learn that Mr. Ackermann
will ~hortlypublish an English translation of them, with all the beautiful
illustrations which nre now lying before us. I n the mean time, Mr.
Catliu has brought to our doors II collection of graphic drawings of the
rice of red men now fast perishing away-a
series of portraits of high
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interest even und6r any circumstances, but doubly IW to ua in an
ethnographical point of view.
The Historical Society of Ohio has taken up the subject of American
antiquities, and one of its members, Mr. DeIafield, hm presented us
with an inquiry into their origin, which contains much novel matter
and various facts tending to prove that a civilired nation possessed
North America before the discovery of Columbus. Mr. Delafield's
work is illuetrated by a map copied from one existing in the Museum
a t Mexico, and which, it is raid, represents the progress of a nation
which appears to have peopled America from thc north-west.
The survey of the West Indies is going forward under Captain
Barnet, R.N., who hea recently completed the survey of the Sisal
Bank and the N.W. portion of the coast of Yucatan : his vesselr are
employed alternately, according to the aeasons, among the islands or
along the coast of Mexico and Guatemala. The want of a tolerable
map of Mexico has lately been brought to the notice of the Society by
Major Churters, R.A., who has a l p furnished ur with an account of his
routes from Zacatccaa by Bolaiios to Tepic, and again from Sauceda to
Catorce, in which the physical geography of that elevated table-laud is
well described. Major Charters has ulso commenced a map of Mexico
on a large scale, and invites the contributions of all travellern to enable
us to make some attempt a t a respectable delineation of that country.
Some pointa on the west coast of Mexico, as well as of Guatemala and
-of California, have been recently determined by the nautical survey of
that coast now carrying on under Captain Belcher and Lieut. Kellett,
R.N. These officers have also, wc believe, visited the lakes of Leon and
Nicaragua, and some of the inlands in the Pncific. From the good
supply of instruments and the known accuracy of the ohervers, there
is little doubt but that the Sdplrur and the Lark will bring home a
valuable supply of fixed points upon the western coast, of which at
present there is a great dearth.
We have recently had the pleasure of hearing Mr. Isidor LGwenstern's
account of his journey across Mexico from Vera Cruz, by Tepic, to
Mazatlan ou the Pacific : he subsequently ascended Mowna Roa, in the
Sandwich Islands, and visited the Celebes; and I have much ptification in announcing to you that Mr. Lijwenstern will shortly return to
Central America, intending to examine the magnificent ruins of Palenque,
to explore the province of Chiapa, to visit the Lnke Peten, and probably the peninsula of Yucatan. He is at preaent engaged in procuring
the beet instrumenb and in qualifying himself by ~reviousstudy for
the journey he is about to undertake ; a journey which cannot fail to
be of high interest, as there is hardly any part of the continent of
VOL. x.
e
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America with which we are no little acquainted. I rm sure, gentlemen,
you will heartily join with me in wishing health and euccees to this
enterprising traveller.
Passing on to South America, we come at once to the country which
Mr. Sehomburgk by his recent explorations has made quite his own. I
need not u y that I allude to Guqana, a full account of which, in
noticing the award of the Patron's Medal for 1839, I have already had
the gratification of laying before you. Since the publication of Captein
Fitzliay and Mr. Darwin's narrative of the voyages of the Beagle, and
the admirable map of South Amcrica by Mr. John Arrowsmith, little
has been added to our knowledge of that country, except Mr. French's
account of the province of La l r j a and Captain Oouelman's journey
from Cordova to Mendoza.
W e have received fmm our corresponding member Don Pedro
Angelis, at Buenos Ayres, the 6th vol. of his collection of documenb
on the provinces of the Rio de la Plata, which brings to a close (for
the present only we hope) this excellent and laborious work. This
volume, in addition to the memoirs by Malaspina, Viedmr, and A m ,
mentioned in a former annual address, contains Sourrybre de Souillac's
description of a new line of communication between Buenos Ayres and
Chile; the pilot Villarino's diary of a voyage in 1781 from the Rio
Negro to the Colorado ; and also his examination of the Rio Negro in
1782, an abstract of which was communicated to our Journal by Sir
Woodbine Parish in 1836.
M. D'Orbigny9s great work on the natural history of the republic of
Ia Plata and the Bandr Oriental is still in course of publication at
Paris ;and we anxiously look for the narrative of Mr. Pentland's travels
in Bolivia, which, to judge from the brief account he gave us last year
within these walls, must be of great interest to all lovere of geography.
A u s r ~ ~ ~ ~ n . - Tprogrew
he
of discovery and the march of colonization may be said to go hand in hand in the great island of Australia.
Scarcely have we received intelligence of the existence of a river
flowing about 100 milea from the S.W.,and falling into the sea at Shoal
Bay, in 29' 30's.. when we hear that ita rich alluvial banks have already
become the station of numerous colonirb.
At Port Phillip the town of Melbourne increases rapidly ;and a chain
of posts is established between that place and Sydney, a direct distance
of about 400 milea, and the road considered so secure that it has already
been travelled by a lady.
At Adelaide, on the eastern side of St. Vincent's Gulf, a city is
rapidly riming, where a few years ago all WM solitude: the track from

Sydney to thia capital haa become almoat a beaten road for en*ing
drovers with their dockn of thoumnds of sheep. Auothr t m b
been founded at Port Lincoln ; and Mr. Eyre, already well k n m as a
traveller, ham just completed 8 journey from this port to the N.W., in
order to examine Streaky and Fowler Bays, where it was thaught pnp
h b l e an outlet of a river might be found, instead of which, however, Mr.
Eyre states that the little water he met with in crossing the Port Iincoln
peninsula aU drained to the north. The Society is indebted to Colonel
Gawler and to the South Auatralian Commiwioners for a map showing
all theae route& end for a vocabulary of the native h g u s g e spoken in
Adelaide dbtrict, drdwn up by Mr. William. Governor Gawler addq
in his last letter, that so strong is the spirit of diucovery that there are
three gentlemen, lealous and well qualified, ready to atart across the
whole breadth of the irland to Port Ensington, if only provided with the
requisite funds.
In Weatern Australia we have the track of Captain Grey, who, nothing
daunted by the fatigue8 and privations he underwent on the N.W. m t ,
again set out in February, 1839, on an exploratory journey to Shark's
Bay : while here his boab were wrecked in a plale of wind, and he and
his party were compelled to make their way overland to Pcrth, a direct
dbtance of 350 miles, through a country utterly u~~known,
during which
they suffered extremely from bunger ; and I lament to add that Mr.
Frederick C. Smith, a young man of muoh promine, succumbed under
the great fatigue to which his youthful frame was exposed.
Captain Grey reports very favourably of portions of land in thia
district. No hostility was encouutered on the part of the natives; and
he has by h b inquiries established the important fact, that the same language in understood through a distance of upwards of 600 milen on this
coast, a fact oppoled to all the hitherto received accounts. Within there
few dayr we have received from him a vocabulary of the language spoken
in Western Australia, which this eealous officer appeara to have studied
with great diligence.
On the north coast the establirbment of a rettlement named Victoria,
which stands on an eminence on the western side of the deep inlet of
Port Ensington, affords every prospect of being followed by beneficial
reeulta. A triendly intercourse has already been net on foot with the
Bughis, the trepang fiehers, as well as with the nativea of the country
and, from itr favourable position with reepect to the Ariatic archipelago,
there is reason to believe this place may become of much commercial
importance.
The nautical rurvey of the coast of Australia duzing the past year
under Captain Wickham ha^ been chiefly confined to the dangerous but
ea
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much-frequented channels named Bass and Torres Straits; but while
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these sheets are passing through the press we learn that he has recently
discovered, and explored for a distance of 100 miles, two riven which
fall into the wa at the south-eastem angle of Cambridge Gulf, on the
north coast.
I n the mean time Captain Owen Stanley, in the Britomart, has visited
Timor and Timor IAaut,the Tcnimbcr, the KL, and Arm Islands, celebrated for the birds of paradise, and bas copctly laid down many p s i tions in this hitherto almost unknown archipelago ; and Mr. Windsor
Earl has given m much insight into the manners and customs of a
harmleas and well-disposed race of meo, both from his own recent personal observations and by his translation of Kolff s voyage to the Moluccas.
The last voyage by our countrymen in these seaa which I have to
mention to you is too characteristic of the spirit that animates our yacht
sailors not to command your attention for a few minutea. I need hardly
say that I allude to Mr. James Brooke, who, in his yacht the Royalist.
a schooner of 150 tons, fitted outand furnished with costly instmmentr,
entirely at his own expense, has sailed to explore the Asiatic archipelago. Touching at Rio de Janeiro, the Cape of Good Hope, and
Singapor, Mr. B~pokesailed for Borneo, and commenced a survey of
the north-western coast, which he has carried on for 60 miles : he has
also ascended the river Samarahn, never before mentioned, for a distance
of 100 miles ; held communication with the Dayake, the natives of this
country ; and made a large collection in natural histoy. This enterprising sailor is still prosecuting his researches in Borneo, and will, we
believe, before his return liome, visit both Manilla and the Celebes.
New Zealand hae recently excited much public attention ; and since
the energetic measures that have been set on foot to colonise that country
there is little doubt that the progress of discovery will be rapid: the
lmt accounts from the colonists describe them as having aettled at Port
,Nicholson, a fine harbour at the southern extremity of the northern
island; a plan of which, made by Mr. Chaffers, R.N., is just published
by Mr. Wyld, and has been presented to the Society by the New
Zealand Association.
On the Polynesian islands, M. Domeni de Rienzi ha8 offered to
our library his work, cntitled " Oceanic;" and Mr. F. D. Bennett has
just given us in detail the resulta of a whaling voyage mund the globe,
in which are recorded the observations of an indefatigable and accomplished naturalist. The Society was already indebted to Mr. Bennett
for an abstract of this voyage, published in its Journal for 1837.
Time would fail me were I to attempt to describe either of the great
foreign voynges of circumnavigation now in progress, both from France
I
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and the United States of America: suffice it to say that the expedition
under Commander Wilkes had, at the date of the last accounts, reached
Sydney, in Australia, and that of M. Dumont D'Urville had arrived a t
Van Diemen's Land; and by a letter recently received from Sir John
Franklin we learn that Captain D'Urville had on the 1st January sailed
to the southward in hopes of discovering the position of the south
magnetic pole.
But I cannot conclude this brief account of the progress of dircovery
without directing your attention to the Antarctic Ocean. Discovery there
during the past year has been far from barren in its results. We are
again indebtkd to that spirited merchant Mr. Enderby, and some of hir
brother merchants, for an expedition sent out in 1838, under the command of Mr. John Balleny, which made the discovery of a group of
islnnds in 66'44's. l a t , and Bailed through 80' of long. (within the
~arallelof 600), which had not hitherto been passed over by any navigator ; but this, we trust, is only the forerunner of the expedition under
Captain James Roes, R.N., which has recently left our shores; and,
although this latter expedition is mainly fitted out with the object of
deciding the great problem of terrestrial magnetism in the southern
hemisphere, nnd its attention will be chiefly directed to this branch of
physical geography, we cannot but hope it may also do much in the
cause of antarctic discovery, and conclude with the earnest wish that the
well-known, zeal and ability of the gallant commander may be crowned
with success, and that he may safely return to his country and his
friends, to receive the will-merited reward of his toils in the applau.se and
esteem of all civilised nations.
I n stating to you the progress of Geography during the past year, I
have thought it necessary to defer the consideration of a question which
must now be brought distinctly before you-the previous question,
"What sense does this Society affix to the word Geography?" The
question is not new to you : I am aware that it has been treated before,
and with great ability; still there are in society different opinions
afloat, and if we are to act in concert it is necessary that the subject
should be brought again and again under your consideration until those
opinions coalesce. I shall therefore, with great deference, submit to
you the sense I attach to that term, which ie the bond of our union,
and the interpretation of which determines the nature of those obligations which, as members of this Society, we are bound to perform*
Geography is either simple or compound : simple geography, in the
sense which I wish to affix to that term, is a science ; a science, the

.
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object, the sole object, of which ia to investigate the origin, substsnce,
form, dimenlions, ppertiea, capabilities of the earth in gruss and in
detail-+ta actual condition, ita past history, itr future prospects.
The everal membem of the solar system-loric,
light, the galvanic,
magnetic, electrical tluida, the various gases, the winds, the tides ; all
thea either enter into the cornpition of the earth or mensibly and continually act upon it. All these then belong to simple geography.
Planh and animals in their fossil state constituta no inconsiderable
portion a t least of the crust of the globe. Coral idands are actually
forming-the surface.of the land undergoes, day by day, various modifications produced by the agency of man : lakea are drained, hille
lowered, valleys filled up, rivem deepened, bays produced by human industry and contrivance-the earth is quamed for the supply of our
dwellings and the construction of our roads-the adventurous miner
plunges deep below the surface in senrch of coal and the metallic o m .
W e contend with the earth during dur entire liveq and amalgamate
with it afterwards. Simple geography is not limited then to thc contemplation of inorganic matter. Life, both animal and vegetable,
necessarily belong8 to it. I n reapect to simple geography, the common
centn to which all our observations m d reasonings should tend is the
earth-the terraqueour globe. All physicel objects whatever arb included within the circurnkrwce of the circle which I have ventured to
d b b e - b u t physical objecb only. Moral considerations are without
it : the animal part of man belonp to simple geography-not so the
intellectual. With man, in his wcial, civil,
character, simple
geography has no concern.
Gentlemen, in claiming for Geography everything which belongs to
the earth, I have brought within ita circle much that is usually comprehended within that of aatronorny, natural philosophy, and geology. My
justification must be, that every part of Nature is in close connexion
with every other p r t ; and that the several sciences, notwithstanding
all our nttempts to separate them, will often intenet.
Having assumed the title of the Geographical Society, I cannot but
put in our claim to investigate every subject which is connected directly
or indirectly with the earth; at the same time I feel it due to those
Societies which without assuming that title have succeeefully applied
themselves to the prosecution of a part of those duties which we,
in aseuming it, have engaged to perhrrn, that we should uppear
before them in the light, not of rivds, but of allies, and rather urga
them to persevere in the same couree, by allowing our claim to be
in abeyance, than throw any obstacle in their way: those parte of
Geography which are cultivated we may still leave in the hen& of thoee

-

who first brought them into cultivation; our utmost exertions, be
-red,
will not be more than snfficient to fertilise the fallown.

I t is to be regretted that in common parlance the world and the earth
should be considered eynonymour ;for the want of pmcbion in language
tend6 alwayr to produce a confusion of ideas.'
I n contradistinction to simple Geography, I use the term compound
Geogmphy to e v e tho^ various combinations of r study of the earth
which are designated by the denomination of--political, civil, .statistical,
ethnographical, philosophical, chronological, claesicnl, scripture geop p h y , &c.
The leading dhtinction between simple and compo~~nd
Geography in
this, that the one is a branch of physical science only-the other, a
mixture of sciences.
With a view to the succersful cultivation of simple Geography, I consider essential-1. A systematic claasi6cation of all the objecb which
belong tn it. 2. A precise m d fixed terminology. 3. A p o d nomenckturc
By there three contrivances Linnsew, Jussieu, Lavoisier, Cuvier,
Iamarck, Werner, Hauy, kc., have given to the sciences which they
respectively cultivated, or almoet created, an impetus which they can
never loae till they amve at perfection itee1f;-let us apply the same
treatment to Geography.

C ~ ~ s s r ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ o ~ . - N uattempta
m e r o u swere made in the very infancy
of geography to combine mountains into chains, ridges, gm&; and
these. attempts have been renewed by each succeeding generation up to
the preaent time : being premature, i t is not surprising that they should
have proved abortive. Many of these combinations, in default of the
requisite knowledge, have been purely conjectural ; all have been derived from insufficient data. The mountain-chains of Bunche traverse
without let or hindrance both land and see; and of those which rise
above the surface of the waters, we know not what amount of rise is
required in other systems in order to entitle them to the same appellation : nowhere do we find laid down any fixed principle to mark the
bond of connexion between the several parts of these chains, or to determine how thesupposed connexion begins or ceases. I n the orographic
map of Soriot de 1'Hoste (a map of no ordinary pretensions), mountain-

.

* The habitable world I eonnider to be an incomct expregton : when r e s p d of
a map of the world, M b o r n to the ancients, we refer, I unagine, not m much to th.
earth M to the pea lewho inhabit it. In this senne we ape& of--the political world,
rbc infdsetrral worfd, the mad world, ths fdionable world. The Oreek word
meum omstimer h d ; or employed by us, it m
w the terrqueau globe, but not
the world
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ridges and watershedm are supposed to coalesce, whence it followi that
the surface of Russia exhibits as many furrows aa that of Switzerland.
The ablest system of orography (that for which a medal waa justly
awarded to M. Bruguihre by the Geographical Society of France), with
all its merits, is open to many and grave objections. Need I observe
that the classification of sea, riven, lakes, bays, promontories, plains,
valleys, and every other deocription of objects in physical geography
wbere claerification exists, stands equally in need of reform?
TER~INOLOGT.-Theterminology of Geography is in most langunges
redundant rather than defective; the terms are very numerous and
generally very good; all they want is precision. In countries like
England, where no provision is made for maintaining the purity of
language by Government or by any philosophical establishment, there is
a strong tendency in words to fall off from their original meaning, end
to become indefinite. I n the Celtic languages the words ben, pen,
croheh, cam, carreg, bron, drum, mynydd, slieve, moel, each expressed
not merely an eminence, but an eminence of a specific form, or having a
peculiar character. I n modern English the words hill and mountain nrc used almost as synonymous, and to express the specific
charactere we are obliged to resort to phrases. I n like manner
we have lost in English all power of designating, by a single
short word, all those various modifications of valleys which were conveyed by the words den, glen, dingle, strath, comb; it is highly desirable that we should endeavour, if possible, to recover some of these
lost forms of expression. The subject of terminology has already been
brought under the notice of the Society, by Colonel Jackson, in a paper
which will be found in the IVth Volume of the " Geographical Journal,"
and will, I hope, during the ensuing year, engage the deliberate attention of the Council. The old Celtic terminology, being composed
almost entirely of monosyllables, is singularly applicable to tlie construction of an expressive and appropriate nomenclature.

NOMENCLATU~E.-Gentlemen,-Inan address of your Secretory,
in Vol. VIlI. p. 260, of your Journal, he notices a paper by Captain
Vetch, on Australia, as well wortlly of serious consideration, and
expresses a hope that geographers a t least will exert their influence
in rescuing that county from the barbarous nomenclaturc that is daily
gaining ground, and which, if not checked at once, will become e u
firmly established that it will be nearly imposeible to eradicate it.
I am aorry to observe that this barbarous nomenclature still rages uncontrolled ; it is an evil which haa increased, is increasing, and ought
to be diminished.

The first great evil which I shall point out to you as connected with
this subject is the appropriation of the mame name to objects of the.
name kind, but situated in different, sometimes in very distant, yarb of
the globe. The county of Cumberland, for instance, is situated not only
in the North of England, but also in Australia, in the State of Maine,
of North Carolina, and of Kentucky; so the county of Northumberland
will be found in Australia, Virginia, and New Bmnswick; there are
very few of the English counties which are not in the same predicament.
Washington is the name of a province in the States of Maine and
Rhode Island. In New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Columbia,
Virginia, Georgia, Ohio, Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri, we find this same
name applied to a tom ; and from Mitchell's map we learn that thii
name is applied to no less than one hundred places in the Union.
I n the United States of America there are five provinm of the
name of Jefferson and Maddison, ten of the name of Franklin;
Montgomeryshire is to be found in Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia,
Alabama, Teneseee, and North Carolina; nine towns are diatinguished,
or confounded, by the name of Athena, ten of Alexandria, thirteen of
Mancheder and Newmarket. Tlie name of Melville has been echoed
from cape to cape, from bay to bay, from islai~dto island, till it has
attracted the ridicule of every geographer.
The next aource of confusion which I shall point out, with a view to
i b diecouragement, is the right which geographers assume to translate
or not to translate those names of places or objecb in other coutitriea
Deuxwhich happen to have a determinate signification :-Bipont,
pants, Zyei-lrrucken-the Black Forest, le F m l Noir, Schwarx-wald
-Zle-de-Pilques, Easter Island-Anguilla, Snake Island.
The third abuse of geographical language which deserves to be
watched is the practice of giving to objects different namee from those
which are given to them by the inhabitants themselves, as England,
Angleterre, Inglaterra ; Deutschland, Germany, Allemague ; Munchen,
Munich, Monaco.
The aboriginal namee of any language are for the most part exprerrive, being compounded of syllables the sense of which conveys to the
mind of those convcrsnnt with the language the peculiar character or
distinctive quality of the place or object so designated. This good old
practice cannot be too strongly recommended to those who have to invent
and affix names to newly-discovered objects in the present day. I would
further recommend, where practicable, that the syllablea selected to
compose the name should be taken from the language of the country.
Thin would not only give to the vocabulary of geography a much greater
variety and copiousness than can be obtaiued from resorting always
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same language, but m i a t the memory ;since the m n d or sight of
the mme would s u p t tbe locality of the place NO one on hearing
Q the

the name pronounced for the first time would doubt that Whang-ho,
Wo-chou, Quang-han were in China; but it does not occur ar readily to
the mind that Theopolis or Philipolis is to be found at the Cape of
Oood Hope, Jericho in Van Diemen's Land, Athens in Alabama, or
Spark in Connecticut.
Durability is a quality extremely desirable ; and, although it is mere
pedantry to change even absurd names when they have once been genemlly received, yet in deriring new names it is advisable not to hold out
any temptation to change : this applies more especially to politial nnd
national names, which, however grateful to the parties by whom they
are given, are apt to excite national jealouey in Eoreigners, or give rille to
party feeling8 in individuals. The name of New Hollmd, for instance,
is no longer used at our government ofEces ;foreign artmnomen rejected
with indignation the name of Georgium Sidue ; nor have the French
thought proper to adopt the name of the English Channel. So j d o w
are botanists of tmsfemng to p h t a the names of any persons but
botanists, that they have r e f u d to admit among the genera in their system the honoured names of Bonorota, Chaptalia, Hippocratia, Cartesia,
and Blumenbachia.
I t has been long a prvctice throughout civilised Europe to transfer to
persuns the nama of their real or mppoaed eataten or homes. and it ia
not tu be wondered at that by a countul-process placei in n e w l y - d b
vered countries should receive nunm or titlea from persons. This
practice is now too universally established to be checked, if i t were desirable to check it ; br~tit seems not impossible to rtgulate its application in some degree (if it should be thought to require regulation), since
names given by individuals cannot be introduced into mapa without the
consent of geographers. But by far the greater number are not given
by individuals, but by some department of government, or persona acting
under such department. I would beg leave to suggest, in reference to
thin practice, the following brief observations :1. That the value of complimentary names varies inversely to their
frequency.
2. That these names can confer no honour on any party if t k y
emanate from favour, flattery, or caprice.
3. That it would be desirable that some proportion should be observed
between the dignity of the pereon and the dignity of the n a m e ~ k e: the
rhould not be given to a shoal, nor that of V~crnnxa
name ADELAIDE
to a mareh.
4. Where nun- are edected which have no tutural or obviow can-

nexion with the s p t a to which such m a m a are m e x e d , it weuld seem
desirable that the nun- of the name ditrict should otmrve a certain harmony and congruity one with another. A group of 8cotch
names would be more appropriate to New Caledonia or Nova Scotia
than to New South Wales, whether situated on the eastern coast of
Australia or on the south of Hudaon's Bay. In the atate of Massachmeta we find Ashbumham, Dudley, Lanmter, Imminster, Oakham, O x M , Petasham, and Usbridge., all in Worceatembire. So we
find Abingdon, D u x b q , Halifax, Kingston, Plympton, Rocheater,
Pembroka, all in the prorince of Plymouth ; Andover, Beverley, OLoucester, Haverill, Ipswich, Lynn, Middleton, and Salisbury, all in the
province of Eseex. In Van Diemen's Land the hills have been given
to Hampahire and Gurrey, the plains to Middleru and Norfolk. The
province of Ohio is not in the ntate of Ohio, but of Kentucky. Indiana,
a province of Pennrylvmia, is one of the states of the Union. In Ahbama, Washington is the name of a province as well .s a town, but the
town is in the province of Asturga; t l ~ eKentucky Warhing~n,again,
is not in the province of that name, but in the province of Muw. A
momentary glance at r map of tbe United S t a b of America will .fford
many amwing aamplea of gaogrophiml inconsirtency.
5. Where the nunea of profewional persona are adoptad, it would
appear more natural if mme relation were obeerved between the nature
of the pmbsion and of the object named. The name of a distinguished
general would be bttcer applied to r f o r m than to a lake 6 the name
of a judge to a province than to r river.
6. There is one principle which should never be lost sigbt of in nomenclature-the vdue of eoncimeneos. Without attention to this circumstance a name may be given to a village which, m a map constructed on a amall scale, would extend over a whole country. All
writing in m a p ir an evil, though a necessary evil; and it is dmirable
to confine the quantity of it within the narmwest piacticable limits.
Though we ought not to change lightly native names, yet it can hardlp
be desirable that in the names of the provinces of Sumatra we should
long continue to find "Sapulobuah-Bandah;P~ummabCumafia."
7. In adaptiug the names of pemnn to plit is further desirable to bear in mind the meaning of the final syllable. The tenn
Mel-ville, for example, would be applied more naturally to a town than
(an it has been applied in Australia) to a mountaill. Master-ton might
just as well have been given to the capital of a wttlement as to a range
of mountains. Where the terminating syllable of a proper name expresser a physical object, it would be a praiseworthy economy to condne itr use to W object, applying the other syllablem, dith other tu-
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minations, to the district a t large. I n this manner the position of tho
different objects would be guides to one another: thus we might have
Welling-ton, Welling-vale, Welling-river, Welling-ford, Welling-burn,
Welling-hurst, &c. &c.

*

When simple Geography, or the study of the earth, itself enters into
combination with h e study of any other subject, there results a new
science. What I have called conlpound geography is a cluster of such
sciences, every one of which requires a separate classification, terminology, and vocabulary ; all t h e e vocabularies entering into what I have
called geographical nomenclature.
Words following words in long succession, however ably selected those
words may be, can never convey so distinct an idea of the visible forms
of the earth m the first glance of a good Map. Of all contrivances
hitherto devised for the benetit of geography, this is the most effective.
I n the extent and variety of ita resources, in rapidity of utterance, in the
copiousness nnd completenecs of the i~iformationit communicates, in
recision, conciseness, perspicuity, i n the hold it has upon the memory,
in vividness of imagery and power of expression, in convenience of
reference, in portability, in the happy combination of eo many and such
useful qualities, a Map haa no rival. Everything we say or do or
think has reference to place; and wherever place is concernid a map
deserves welcome : there is scarcely one department of knowledge, physical or moral, beyond the sphere of its usefulness; to geography it is
indispensable.
T o increase the number and improve the quality of Maps is, I conceive, among our 'first duties, and, I hope, among our most earnest
desires. When I speak of increasing the number of mape, I speak not
of individunls but of species; what I would wish to remedy is uot so
much their paucity as their samenens. How few, how exceeding imperfect are the maps hitherto constructed in illustration of simple geography ! Where shall we find engraved a complete series of thc several
mountains which stretch over, I will not eay continent^, but individual
kingdom#? Of maps professedly orological, where are the heights
shown in their true form and just proportions? Where is to be found
any approximation to a complete entry even of their names? Aiid yet
without many such maps, and upon a large scale too, and unencumbered
with other objects to distract attention, it seems impracticable to acquire
an adequate idea of the physical forms of the surface. So, too, in respect
to valleys. How rare havebeen the attempts to express by mapping
the different features which these exhibit in diflerent parts of their
'
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course; the flatness or inclination of their bottom ;the gmdual slope or
eudden steepness of their banks; the depth of their cuttings ; their expamions and contractions ; their concavities and convexitien ; their
salient and re-entering angles! These are subjects of high interat b
the geographer, but hitherto h o s t wholly dieregarded by the mapmaker.
An ample seriea of Maps upon a sufficient ecalc, designed exclusively
for the service of simple geography, deserven to be placed in the foremost rank of our desiderata.
The mode in which the physical constitution of Wales has been
treated in a mnp which I had lately the honour to present to the Society
will explain to you,imperfectly indeed, yet more readily than description,
the views I entertain an to the mode in which such a series ought to be
conducted. Among the peculiarities of that document I may mention
that the mountains have been all carefully shaded to scale; that the
engraving of a single name wan not begun till that of the whole landscape wan completed; that in making subsequent insertions the integrity of the landscape wan jealousIy guarded; that every name, before ir
was admitted, underwent examination q~ithreference to the purpone
which it lied to serve; that no river or mountain, of which a name could
be discovered, has been permitted to go unnamed upon the map ; that
the names of, riven, are, inserted, not only at their mouth but at their
bifurcations, unless when special reasons justified or required their
o m i i o n ; and that the names of the mountaine have, by virtue of a
short reference, been all transferred from the body of the map, where
they would damage the plan-work, to the margin, where they are perfectly accessible, and at the u m e time perfectly harmless.
Simplicity is essentia1,to excellence, whether in science or in art:
every map should have a determinate object, and be to the geographer
what a diagram is to the mathematician-it should contain just an many
names, lines, and signs an are necessary, and not one more. Suppoae
the diagram0 in Euclid were not separate, but heaped one upon another,
BO that the same figure would apply to every proposition ;-would
not the
student find this an intolerable grievance? Amid so many tangles,
how could we obtain the proper clue? Mystification must bethe result.
When we consider the genius required to invent and compose a map
varying in principle as well as in detail from ita predecessors, and
constructed solely for the illustration of one particular branch of geography--;when we consider the industry with which the materials are
to be collected, the judgment with which they are to be sifted, the
discrimination with which they are to be classed, the skill with which
they are to be combined, the taste with which they are to be expreued,
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the a a m r q whiob ia to be exemplihd in the plm-work, the experience wanted in the engraving, the number of unmccmsful experiments
which must be made before any om 4 mccerful, the weuinem of am
mtim,-it ia little to be wondered at that few m a p of thls dewriptiom
ever come into exltence. Qovenlmnta do not undertake them, nor
wientific societies, nor joint-stock companies; all is lefi to individud
exertion. And what mmursgement have individuals to embark in ruch
undertakingr but the p u n lore of mciencs for ita own make? M a p
of this description cahnot be brought to day without an outlay of capital
much M few philosophers can command. Two or three of them would
furnish occupation for many years ; and, when at length they are completed, in what way are they to he circulated? The publirherr of m a p
(few in number, and dm& all bmdoners) have no ex-ive
connexians as booksellem have. They ue, besides, aimoat a11 autbora u
well as publishem of maps, whom intarest it is to keep out of the market
any articles that tbreaten to interfere with the u l e of their own. I t m
i
well known that the Ordnance Map of England, notwithstanding its acknowledged excellence, could never overcome the panire reeistance
oppotaed to it by the trade till a shop w u opened for the aole purpose
of bringing it into notice. Even with thim advantage ita sale has been
extremely limited. M a p generally excite so little interert in the
looere of every other description of literature, that they are seldom
or never chosen .s mbjects of critieiw in Magazines or Raviews.
Noblemen and gentlemen, whose librariem are regularly ~ p p l i e dwith
every book, even of moderate excellenoe, elmeat immediately after it
hm quitted the press, take little heed of maps, any one of which
containe, for the mmt part, more abundant and more uxurnte mformation than a long range of quartos can supply. Book h e t i e n we
equally ill provided with them. The w e r a l of8cer of government, in
which one would suppore a ready accera to geographical i n b a t i o n
would he drily if not hourly wanted, are so little aelf-indulgent in this
respect, that you rarely find there even a valuable map of the country
or countries w h i ~ bfall more immediately under their cam or guidanue.
The collection8 of foreign m a p at the Foreign, or colonial maps at the
Colonial Of6ce arc meagre in the extreme It happena in regard to this
. aa to every other commodity, that the want of demand and want of supply
act upon each other reciprocally as cause and effeat. The lack of sale
of the Ordnance Maps is the more remarkable because these mapa u e
not addressed to studenb of a particular olaae, but deaigned to satisfy dl
tartes ; nor is it leas remarkable that the v q y senribla reductian of th&
price which wm nwlved upon some time since, with a view to axtad
the 8ale, baa, I belisve,not bad that effect ;the d e having actually fallen

off ance that reduction. The Society for the Dihsion of Uleful Knowledge, acting upon the same principle, have rucceeded u, far aa to obtai.
for the m a p published under their direction a very extendvd circulation ; but, as far aa I am able to learn, they have by no means spread a
hate for maps among the people at luge, but only introduced among
those who before had that task a d e k to save their money, by diuegarding excellence when placed in opposition to cheapnem. The bait
thrown out to hgality, in thin cae, has no doubt in some d e p heelr
beneficial, by putting better m a p into band. that would otherwise have
been content with worn or none at all; but it hm dm acted invereely,
and rendered many peraonn amtent with worn maps wbo would otherwise have been willing purchawm of better. The double competition
now eatabliihed by two bodies so effective ar tbe Ordnance Office and
the Society above named incremea the risk, or rather the certainty, of
failure to which adventurers are expoeed, who, for no other object than
the improvement of geography in general, m its adaptation to specific
purpom, aspire to introduce into maps sounder principles of wnstruction, nnd beatow upon them greater powers of erpremion.
The improvementn which take place continually in the mechanicel
a r b would, under more favowable circumatancea, be applied to the nre
of the map-maker much more promptly and arteneirely than they are
at present.
Many procesrer which are at prerent confined to the engraving of
landscape and figures, such as mezzotinto and aquatints, might, on different occasions, be usefully resorted tofor the reprementation of ground.
zincography, lithogrnphy, wood-engraving, and printing with moveable
types, might be rendered more &cient auxiliaries to us than they ue
at prewmt. The transfer of engraving from paper to stone, and from
copper to steel, might be employed advantageously in some cases ;stenciling and colouring by blocks, in others ; rhadows produced by dob or
lines of various patterns, and of Werent intenaitiee, would greatly
heighten the expreion of map, and they might be used to convey an
endless variety of ideas. Much might alm be effected by the employment of paper wholly or partially tramprent. These and other p m
ceases would be already in genetal use but from the unfortunate indifference with which maps are regarded.
The led obstacle to the improvement of mapping conshb in the insecurity which attaches itaelf to that dercription of property. The law,
se it at preeent rtands, gives to copyright no mare than a deluaive show
of protection; the temptation to piracy varien directly as the merit
of the origmal, end a lithographic p m s will praluce in a few hourr, a d
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for a few shillings, the counterpart of that which has been the slow and
expensive acquisition of years.
How far it is in the power of this Society to suggest or apply a remedy
to the various evils which I have now, perhaps somewhat tediously,
speci6ed, I do not know. I have myself none to propose ; but, believing
that the map is, of all the instruments in our posaedsion, by far the moat
valuable and efFective, it seemed to me desirable that I should call your
attention distinctly to the subject; and I cannot but hope that, the
reality and extent of the mischief being once laid before you, the antidote is not far distant.
We have now (thanks to the liberality of the Trustees) a complete
catalogue of the MS. maps, charts, plans. and views contained in the
British Museum, including thome in the library of George III., drawn
up by Mr. Holmes, of the MS. department of that establishment. This
gentleman is also engaged in preparing a bibliographical notice of all
ancient mape of which notices are dispersed through the various geographical works, which will be of great service to the lover of cartography.
At St. Petemburg also has been just published a catalogue by Adelung
of all the old foreign maps in which Rusaia is represented, from the year
1306 to the close of the seventeenth century.
M. Jomard, Conserwteur of the Bibliothhque du Roi at Paris, is alm
engaged on a catalogue of the MS. mape in that rich establishment,
which contains, among other precious geographical monuments, the celebrated Cartes Cddanes.
As connected with thir subject, I caxinot omit to mention a letter recently read before this Society, ia which Mr. Holmes $ves his reomon
for questioning the accuracy of the date usually assigned to these mape,
namely 1346. This letter has been courteously replied to by the wellknown eminent geographer. M. d9Avezac, who, admitting the force of
many of Mr. Holmes's objections, asserts that the said map must have
been of the date of 1375, as it formed part of the library of Charlea V.
of France: to which Mr. Holmes naturally replies, "Where is the evidence that this map is the same?" The presumption is that it cannot
be the same map, as it ie well known, and stated by all French authorities, that that library was either sent to England or diepmed. The
question of their date therefore still remains undecided.
The only other remark which I shall offer on the subject of maps is,
that the good fellowshipwhich happily subsists between this Society and
similar establiehmente in other parts of the world affords increased facilities for the substitution of general rules for national peculiarities. The
geographical mile ought to be the only one recognieed by geographers.

Ancient Maps-Maritime

Positions.

The scale of every map should be expressed &r the same fashion
whether we chose to adopt the mile just mentioned, or, m it ia termed,
the natural wale. In like manner, all longitude should be reckoned
from a common meridian.
In last year's addreas Mr. H~miltonalluded to a revision of the principal maritime positions, or an attempt to combine, ae far ae possible,
the existing evidence into a connected system, by Lieutenant Raper, RN.,
for the purpoae of constructing a table for his work on navigation.
Several papers have appeared in the Nautical Magazine for 1839, in
which the author hm carried his work through Europe, the Atlantic.
Weat Indien, and South America; and the completion of the series iq
we underatand, shortly to be expected.
Those who have perused any of these papers cannot fail to be aware
that the great obstacle to producing that systematic connexion among the
several places which is a point of paramount importance to the interests
of navigation arises from the want of noting distinctly the actual results
of observations and d&ences of longitude. The usual custom of
giving merely the w e r m l b deprives the compiler of all means of
p r ~ e e d i n ganalytically by comparing the relative value of different determinations, and leaves him no alternative but to involve each ~ucceeding
determination in a mean with all tbe preceding, by which the whole ia
kept perpetually in a floating state. I therefore earnestly recommend all
navigators to abstain from this vicious system. and entreat them to give
their meridian distances honestly to the world, without mixing them up
with the labours of their predecessors, if they would not see hydrograplly
retrograde, and our tabla of poaition fall into inextricable wdusion.
To obviate the inconvenience arising from the various meaeures of
height adopted in different countries. M. de Candolle hae suggested the
use of a centigrade scale which would be applicable to all: the highest
known mountain of the globe being represented by 100°, and all others
by wme fractional part of this number.

I cannot conclude this address without alluding wmewhat more distinctly than I have hitherto done to the labours of the Society, the use
we make of our acquisitions, and the reeult of the ten years' experience
which we now poseem of i b working and organization.
Some of our members have from time to time expressed an opinion
that we ought already to have raised Geography to the rank which she
is entitled to occupy-that of a real Science; that thedata we have collected should ere now have been compreseed into a tabular and aye
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tematic mould, so as to be available at a moment's notice to a n r one
who might wish to consult them; and further, that it was our duty to
confine ourselves to details strictly geographical, without any admixture
of historical research, any ethical or political interpolations.
Gentlemen,-In the observations which I have this evening had the
honour to address to you I have given, I trust, a sufficient pledge of
my attachment to system. Gladly shall I hail the dawn of that day
when, not content with devouring information, our main object shall be
to digest it ; when our harvest shall not only be well housed, but well
winnowed, and the good corn effectually separated from the tares, the
straw, and the c h d .
No one is more sensible than myself of the delight, not to say the
glory, of being able to trace effects to their causes, and, by long meditating upon well-ascertained facts, to establish at last general conclusions. Thankfully will I accept, and fervently do I desire, the c e
operatioil of every geographer who is willing to direct his services to the
attainment of that desirable end. This, I have no hesitation in admitting, constitutes the noblest part of our duty; but still only a p u t ,
and not that perhaps which most clearly proves our usefulness, or most
effectually guarantees our success. Societies, like individuals, entertain
different feelings, opinions, and desires, at different periods of their existence. Geographical science, as it becomes more generally known, wiU
be more generally and deeply respected ; but it in not known sufficiently
at present to render it prudent to make it the sole object of pursuit.
The desire of novelty, the ambition of discovery in general, without reference to the specific kind of discovery, has hitherto formed so marked
a feature in our character, and contributed so largely both to our nsefulness and gratification, that it would be in my opinion a highly daugemus
experiment to confine our studies to geography, strictly so called.
The Geographical Society, be it recouected, tracea its origin to an
association of travellers rather than geographers; and we should ill deserve the liberality which was shown to us in the first instance by the
African Society, and ahrwarde by the Palestine Association, if, in absorbing their funds, we had not also imbibeda portion of theirspirit, pnd
do not still endeavour to carry out the objecta for which those funds
were originally designed. Every encouragement, therefore, consistent
with the means of the Society, has been held out for exploration and discovery. The medals placed in our hands by royal munificence have
been constantly bestowed upon those who have signalised themselves by
merit of this description ; and we have unscrupulously admitted into our
Journal a variety of intelligencewhich we tbought would be interesting
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to the public, without too nicely examining its relationship to the main

purposes of our institution. I n this course we have received the approval of her Majesty's government, and have obtained a degree of
popularity which never could have been acquired had we been less
latitudinarian.
I n proof of the estimation in which the Society is held, I may refer
not only to the extensive sale of our Journal, but also to the numerous
applications (two of them I have already adverted to) which we have
received from individuals, to travel under our auspices, and in compliance
with our instructions, in distant and unexplored cointries. The dangers
and difficulties which formerly deterred men from such enterprises are
fast dieappearing, and the facility with which communication is now
camed on throughout the globe tends greatly to invite a spirit of adventure. Extended experience also has shown that the risk has been,
not a little exaggerated. How trifling has been the loss of life in the
several expeditions to the polar seas ! Mr. Schomburgk's example has
proved to us that, with prudence and temperance, an European may
pass years in the burning foreats of the Tropics, without any permanent
injury to hie constitution. Mr. W. I. Hamilton and others have wandered unscathed through large portions of Asia Minor, depapulated by
the plague. Mr. Holman, though deprived of sight, has visited every
quarter of the globe, and returned in safety to his native country to tell
us of his manifold adventures.
Where loss of life and want of success have occurred, I believe it may
be -&bed, in most instances, to the neglect of proper precautions, to
inexperience, ignorance, carelessnese, or a contempt for the opinions of
others, even those best qualified to advise.
But, Gentlemen, I feel that I have alieady trespassed too long upon
your time. I conclude, therefore, by thanking you for the attention with
which you have honoured me, on an occasion upon which I could hardly
have expected so indulgent an audience, and by expressing to you my
earnest hope that, if it should be my fortune to address you on the next
anniversary, I may then be enabled to announce to you discoveries of
still higher interest, and bring before you still more conclusive evidence
of your usefulness and succesa.
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1.-Notes on a Journeyfiom Tabriz, t h r q h Persian Kurdbth,
to the Ruins of Takhti-Soleimdn, and from thence by Zenjdn
and Tdrom, to Gzcin, in October and November, 1838 ; with a
Memoir on the Site of the Atropatenian Ecbatana. By H . C .
RAWLINEON,
Bombay-Army, Major serving in Persia. Cornmunicated by Viscount PALMERSTON.

IN the month of October, 1838, I set out from Tabriz, to travel
to Gilhn, by the route of Persian Kurdistdn and Khamseh. My
chief object in following this circuitous track was, to obtain data
for the identification of the Atropatenian Ecbatana, a city of
whose existence I had been long persuaded, but of which, without a correct knowledge of the topographical features of Southern
Aierbijin, I could not venture to assign the representative in
modem geography. Aware, also, of the incompleteness and,
perhaps, of the incorrectness of the maps hitherto published of
this part of the country, I was not inattentive to my road-book.
With a watch and compass, I observed the distances and magnetic
bearings along the entire line as accurately as I was able, and
from these I have laid down the route which accompanies my
memoir.
October 16th.-I left the British camp, on the south-western
outskirts of Tabriz, and rode 7 miles to the village of Sirdirhd,
in a general direction of S. 79' W. A t 9 miles I passed tu the
left the little village of L616, containing a summer-house and
garden, whither the idle Tabrizis repair frequently during the
spring and summer, to pass the day in feasting and merriment;
there is also a mineral spring near this place, which is supposed
to possess certain medicinal properties ; the temperature of the
water, in summer, is nearly that of the surrounding atmosphere,
but, in winter, it retains a considerable degree of warmth, which
VOL. X.
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has given it the name of Itsi SG, or the hot water. I n former
times it was used by the Tabrizis as a bath; a basin was constructed to hold the water. and over this was erected a small
square building for the accommodation of the bathers ; both
these works, however, are at present dilapidated, and there is no
appearance of comfort or privacy. T h e high ground above the
spring commands a fine prospect of Tabriz, which, surrounded
with a forest of orchards, gives an idea of immense extent. T h e
whole circuit, indeed, of the gardens of Tabriz cannot measure
less than 30 miles. T h e road to SirdirJd skirts to the left the
low hills which form the m t h e r n boundary of the great Tabriz
plain, and upon the right is seen an immense level flat, stretching
away to the margin of the salt lake farther than the eye can trace
its features. A t this season of the year the plain presented a
less desolate appearance than usual, the peasantry being employed
and thus lending
in some numbers in sowing their autumn
a faint glow of animation to the otherwise most dreary scene.
SirdbrJd is a flourishing place, situated on a small stream, which
flows from Sehend, and gives ita name to the village and district.
T h e gardens and orchards which surround it, dong the foot of
the hills, are of great extent, but still they can afford only a faint
idea of the former richness of the district, when the suhurbs of
Tabriz stretched out as far as this place, and the whole country
was covered with such a forest of trees, that it was difficult to
distinguish the boundaries of the respective villages.*
17th-From
Sirdhlrhd I made a stage of 99 miles to the
village of Go&.
T h e road conducts across the plain for 19
miles, in a general direction of S.W., to the village of Ilkhiji, t l e
low hills to the left running along at an average distance of about
1 mile, and the great plain, as before, to the rigbt, stretching
down to the shores of the lake. Along this tract, the plain is
cultivated throughout, and many villages are seen scattered about.
One of these, situated in a glade of the hills to the left, at the
distance of 8 miles from Sirdbrhd, is of considerable extent; it is
named Khosra6 Shih, and is one of those many happy spots
along the skirts of Sehend enjoying, at all seasons, a most delightful climate, and owing its fertility to the streams of this most
beneficent of mountains.
The vale of KhosraJ Shih, as far as the eye can reach up
among the hills, is one mass of groves and gardens, and almost
realises the picture of sylvan beauty which is described by the
geographers, and which cawed the spot to be associated, in
former times, with the four other paradises of Persian poetrythe valley of the Soghd, at Samarkand; the Ghli@h, or plain of

w,

Damascm ; the Sha'abi-Bdn, near Kal'el Sofid, in F h ; and
6
the glade of MAsh4n-riid, at Hamadtin.*
Khorrrafi ShLh m included by Abhlfed6 in his catalogue of the
cities of Aierbijdn, and would seem, therefore, anciently, to have
been a place of far greater consequence than at present.
Ilkhiji, where I breakfasted in a vineyard, is an inconsiderable
village, to the left of the road ; the name is misprinted Itk'his in
Colonel Monteith's map of Azerbij4n.
At 1 mile from this place the road leads round a long point of
the low hills, called by the Tabrids Linzi B6rni, and then
stretches across a flat open chemen (meadow-land) in a direction
of S. gooW. for 9 miles, to the village of Gogan. At the point
of the hill the road divides, one track turning off to the left, and
running along at the foot of the hills to Dekergin (properly DeMKherkAn, or Dehi-KhwArkh), the capital of the district, and the
other, which I fallowed, conducting direct to Gogin.
Gog.bn is one of a cluster of villages dependent upon DekergAn,
from which it is distant about 5 miles ; like all the other places
in this part of the country, it is surrounded with a belt of gardens,
through which the traveller has to thread his way for above 1 mile
before he reaches the hamlet m the centre.
I t has d e r e d much from inundations ; twice, within the last
ten years, a torrent has come down from the mountains, and
swept away all the buildings upon the banks of the little stream
that flows through tbe village, but it seems now to be again in a
flourishing condition. That the village has thus rapidly recovered
from the destructive effects of the inundations, is owing, doubtless,
to the great productiveness of the garden-ground, in the cultivation of which its inhabitants are exclusively engaged ; and which,
of dl kinds of agriculture, is alone ahle to bear up against such
evils under the withering influence of Persian administration.
T o show the superiority of this branch of agriculture over the
usual cultivation of grain, I may remark that in AierbGb, where
alone taxation, in Persia, is so systematised as to afford any data
for general estimates, the government assessment upon a village
will be found to average five tdmins each family; while, in those
cases where the labour of a village is bestowed solely upon the
care of fruit-trees and plantations, the assessment rises as high as
eight, or even nine Mmins each family, and the peasantry at the
same time is usually found to be in a more thriving condition than
their neighbow. From GogAn, Dekergin, and the adjacent
rill age^, the only exports are frnit and timber for the T*iz
market. T h e fruits consist of peaches, nectarines, apricots, plums
of all sorts, cherries, pears, apples, and grapes ; and the plants-

* See Nor-hetu-1-Kolbb,in the account of Tabrfr.
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tions are chiefly of poplar and chinhr (the oriental plane), the
usual mate*
employed for the wood-work of Persian building.
The gardens of this district are mostly the property of Tabriz
merchants, who have either planted or purchased them on speculation ; they pay the government tax of a pantibtid * upon each
tenaf (a square measure of about eighteen English yarda), and
for the labour of cultivation, they either allow the villagers a fifth
of the produce, or hire them at the rate of 6d. a day for each
man employed. The expenses of irrigation, either by wells or
aqueducts, fall, of course, on the proprietor.
Go@ is a place of no antiquity, but Dekerg$n,t the capital of
the district. occurs in all the old Arabic itineraries. and would
aeem to be-as ancient, or even more so, than ~ a b r itself.
g
In
modem times, it is chiefly celebrated as the scene of conference
between General Count Paskevich and the Prince Royal of
Persia, after the occupation of Tabriz by the Russians.
18th-At the distance of 1 mile after leaving Gogdn, the road
enters a chain of low barren hills, and at 3 miles further rejoins the
high r o d , which turned off to the left, as I have already mentioned, at Linzi BGmi, and conducted through Dekergh. From
hence 6 miles among the hills lead to the marble pits, lying a few
hundred yards to the fight of the road, at the entrance of an inconsiderable plain, which here stretches up from the lake, and
forms a sort of open bay among the prongs of the Sehend range.
These pits are well deserving of examination by the geologist.
They extend over a space of about 4 a mile in circumference, are
small and irregular, and do not appear to have been ever sunk
above 10 or 19 feet in depth; the sides are cut perpendicularly,
and in the section thus exposed the strata of marble may be seen
running in parallel and horizontal layers, the first occurring at
about five or six feet below the surface,% and the succeeding
strata at intervals of about 2! feet; the average breadth of the
layer of marble may be 7 or 8 inches.
A multitude of springs, strongly impregnated with carbonic
acid gas, are seen bubbling up among the pits in all directions.
On the escape of the gas, a copious deposit is left of carbonate of
lime, and the channels in which the waters run are thus raised up
into little rocky ridges, varying in height from 1 to 2 feet above
the plain. The marble is, I conclude, the semi-crystallineformation of thii deposit, though why it should thus form only in
thin horizontal layers, several feet beneath the surface, may be
A Penion coin of the value of 6d. The name is ivon fmm the toan of PenLbibLd
in Karl&h, where the coin wm Brst atruck, about
ears ago, by Pen& K h h .
t-Ybt[ltl, in the Mo'jemo-l Beldin,writea the name d h l W e j h , and sap that it
WM call& after Khej h , the t r w e r of K d Anfishlrrrh.
$ The formation above the marble M ordinary cplareoue tufa in thin layem.
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perhapa an interesting subject of inquiry. There is no work, at
present, going on in the quarries; but I saw a great number of
slabs cut out and squared, lying ready for removal. It ie well
known that this Marighah marble is highly valued in P e r k ;
when formed into thin plates, it is nearly transparent, and is
used for windows to the baths at Tabriz. In larger slabs, it is
also frequently employed for pavement to baths and palaces, and
the famous throne in the D l w h Khdneh, at Teherin, is formed
of the same material. There is a small village at this place
called DQshkesen,inhabited by labourers who work the quarries.
The direction from G o e n is about S. 18' W.
From the pits the mad strikes across the little plain due 6. for
9 miles, having the village of Shedmin to the left, and that of
Khinig&h to the right, and then again winds .among low hills for
8 miles, till it descends into the spacious -plain which extends
round the south-eastern angle of the lake. Here the road again
divides, the great caravan route clinging to the hills upon the
left, and the other road, which I followed, striking down into the
plain to the village of Shishewh, distant from this p i n t about 4
miles, in a direction of S. 160 E.
This part of the country, between the hills and the lake, is in
a high state of cultivation, and is covered with villages. A rich
loamy soil, abundance of water, and a climate little subject to the
rigours of winter, offer advantages to husbandry that, thus united,
are rarely to be met with in Persia . The .chief place in the
vicinity is S h f h , a name which is sometimes'employed to denote
the wlible -dep'ebdent' district ; this, however, is more properly
called Deiziyg-r6d,'from the title of the stream that waters it.
The greater part of the lands are crown property, and have been
granted in TiyGl*.to the family of Ab6-1 Fet-h K h h , a chief of
some consequence in @wbb&k; they are calculated to yield,
annually, about 5000 t6mdns of crown revenue, though t&s sum
is far below what is really drawn from them.
Shishewdn, where I made my stage for the day, is alone excluded from the grant. It belongs to Melik Kdsim M i d , a son
of the late Shdh of Persia, and is, perhaps, one of the most interesting places to be found in Aierbijin. The prince, who has
built himself a palace in the European style near the village, and
who usually resides here, is quite a character. T o great intelligence and enterprise he unites a singular taste for the habits of
European life, and the cultivation of many useful arts which
'J'iyGl is a grant of the crown revenues of any town or ditrict ; the individual
l intrusted with its realmtion, thoagh not n-ril
so.
receiving the grant is d
The
t nlr, extend.
to hii own life-time, d m otherwine qmi5e.d. I t in
t h t about a 61th of the whole land-revenue of P e d o is, at present, thus
alienated from the crown.
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grant6 of land f m n
belong to Europsra civilization. Pwthe crown, which yield him from 10,000to 13,000 t d h a-~ear,*
he han a sufficient fortune to enable him to gratify thene tarter to
a very coneiderable extent; and ShlshewQ u thus rapidly assuming the appearance of an European settlement. In one
p b may be seen a kennel of *;
in another, a farm-yard
stocked with all sorts of poultry, partridges, pheasants, and waterfowl ;in another, a pigsty ;a range of buildings in another quarter
is occupied by a party of Russian tradesmen,-tailors, s h d e r s ,
carpenters, k c . , working; at their ditferent callings ; but the most
interesting objects are the experimental establishments which the
prince bas set up under his immediate inspection, far the purpose
of introducing the improvements of European science, and which,
under the encouragement of an enlightened government, might
be formed into a nursery of useful arts that would tend greatly to
benefit the commercial resources of the country: among these
are his mulberry-garden and silk establishment, his glass foundry,
pottery, manufactory of white wax, and looms for weaving a
variety of cotton, silk, and worsted gooda Perhap the chance
of ultimate benefit would be greater, if he would be content to
devote his attention to any one particular object-the production
of silk, for instance-where a little care in the preparation, and a
system of reeling adapted to the English market, would eoon
establish the superiority of his produco over the material now exported, and thus induce the merchants of Gilin rapidly to adopt
his improvements; but, as his own object is amusement, rather
than profit, it can hardly be expected that he would thus sacrifice
hie varied pleasures for the attainment of one great c~mmercial
end.
I found his bobby, at the time of my visit to Shishewan, to be
shipbuilding ; and a simple siatement of tbe manner in which he
pursued it will serve far better to illustrate his character than
pages of general description. The lake of Urumiyah is only a
mile distant fmm his place; and thia convenience of position
first led him to think of navigating it. He forthwith applied to
his nephew, the SMh, for the hlgh admiralty of the lake, and a
monopoly of the right of sailing on it. This w;rs granted ; and
nome half-dozen tubs that belonged to the different villages along
the shores were accordingly seized and broken up. The prince
then set to work to replace them with proper boats. Russian
workmen were procured Erom the ports on the Caspian, and a
number of small craft were shortly launched, rude enough, certainly, but still far superior to the crazy tubs that had been formerly in use. This was but the first step, however : the prince

* Two t6mbm may always be reckoned equal to s pmud aterlin~.

now determined to have a #hipupon the lake. H e got a mastershipwright from IfhkhM; hired a number of carpenters to work
under him ; bought timber and the necessary materials; h i l t
forges and workshop; pitched a small tent for himself on tbe
salt shore, where he remaned day and night watching the progress
of the labour ; and in two months from the time of setting about
it he positively launched a vessel upon the lake, of about 100 tons
burthen, and unfurled his pendant from the mast-head as lord
high admiral of his little sea. This vessel he intends employing
upon a carrying trade between the different villages upon the lake ;
and I do not doubt but that he will soon reimburse himself for
the outlay. Elated with his first easay, he now aims at higher
things, and will not rest satisfied till he can run up and down the
lake in a steam-boat. There is certainly no ordinary degree of
enterprise and perseverance required in a country like Persia to
work out an object to an end, as Melik Kdsim M i r d ia now doing
in the c u e I have detailed; and though the establishment of a
ateam-boat on the lake of Urumiyah may be the mere gratification
of a private taste, still, as a trait of character, it is, I think, worthy
of rewrd, and, as a means of drawing the attention of Persia to
naval matters, and from thence to the maritime resources of her
Caspian provinces, it may not, perhaps, also be devoid of eventual
benefit to the country.
The lake of Urumiyah has been so often described that it need
not long delay I-.
The geographical outline M laid down with
tolerable accuracy in Colonel Monteith's map. It extends above
a degree of latitude in length, and is about a third of that distance
in extreme breadth. The greatest depth of water that is found in
any part is 4 fathoms; the average is about 9 fathoms ; but the
shores shelve so gradually that this depth M rarely attained within
e mil- of the land. The specifio gravity of the water, from the
quantity of salt which it wtains in solution, is great; so much so,
indeed, that the prince's vessel, of 100 tons burthen, when loaded,
is not expected to have more draught than 3 or 4 feet at utmost.
This heaviness of the water also prevents the lake from being
much affected by storms, which, from its extreme shallowness,
would otherwise render its navigation dangerous. A gale of wind
can raise the waves but a few f&t ; and, soon a s the storm has
assed, they subside again into their deep, heavy, death-like sleep.
ft is an old opinion that the waters of the lake are too salt w support
animal life. Geographen of ancient and modern days d l wmbine in the assertion; but though fish, certainly, a d the larger
aquatic species, are not to be found in it, yet the prince assured
me that, in his voyages, he had repeatedly met with the smaller
class of zoophytes, and those too in considerable numbers.
There is alw a wmmo~ltradigon in the c4~ntl.yb t the lake
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has greatly encroached upon ib original extent. The low shelving
shore, which now stretches far into the water, is supposed, at no
very remote period, to have been dry land; and the increase of
the waters is explained by the disemboguement of the great rivers
JaghatB and Titld~,which were formerly absbrbed in the i m p tion of the plain of MiyHnd4b. Another proof adduced in
support of this opinion is, the submersion of a causeway, which
is believed to have formerly crossed the lake from Urumiyah to
Binbb; and at the same time, as this extraordinary work has
been altogether unnoticed by former travellenr, I may here mention upon what evidence the belief in i b existence depends.
I first heard of the causeway from an Afshir chief of Urumiyah.
H e declared to me that some thirty years ago he was ordered, on
business of consequence, to communicate with A b e d Kh4n of
Mardghah. The Bilbas Kurds, the common enemy of the AfshSir
and Mokeddem tribes, had possession of the whole country along
the southern shores of the lake ; and' it. was thus impossible to
pass by the usual route. At the same time the tubs which were
employed by the villagers to cross from one side to the other were
none of them at hand, so he had no resource but to trust to an old
guide, who nromised to conduct him across the ruined causewav.
v
H e made t i e attempt, and actually passed across, between dailight and dark, the line of the bank being visible, as he declared,
the whole way, from a slight change in the colour of the water.
H e described it as a raised bank of earth, some 10 or 15 feet in
breadth, over which the usual depth of water was about 9 feet,
and never more than 4 feet. I heard stories about the bank subsequently from many people living on the shores of the lake ;and,
in my present visit to Shishewin, I was curious to learn from the
prince if it actually existed at the present time. In reply to my
inquiries the prince told me that he had frequently sailed over its
supposed line, but had never been able to observe it ; that the
tradition of its former existence, however, was universal ;and that
Rome years ago a party of horsemen from Ururniyah actually
attempted to follow it; but several of them were lost in the lake,
and the others returned ; since which time no one has ventured
on the passage. The people believe that the earth has gradually
crumbled away before the action of the water ;and that at present
there is no such thing as a continued bank. If such a causeway
did ever exist in reality, it must have been of the most remote
antiquity, dating, perhaps, from the Median or Assyrian monarchs, who could alone have -planned and executed a work of
such gigantic labour.
The comparative geography of the lake has been well illustrated by Saint Martin, the historian of Armenia H e has ingeniously conjectured that the name Spautrr that b applied to it

-

in our present MSS. of Strabo is an error of some ancient copyist
for Kaputa, a word which answers to the Armenian Gabdid, and
Persian Kablid, signifying blue; and which, in allusion to the
colour of the water, is the title usually assigned to it by the Oriental geographers. T o Saint Martin's account I have only to
add that, under the Moghul dynasty, the lake seems to have been
named indifferently Khojest * (a word which I am unable to ex-.
*lai in) :and the salt sea of Tez6ch. from the town of that name at
ite northern extremity ; and I may also correct his orthography of
the names of the two great rivers which empty themselves into it.
These, from the printed copy of the Jehin Numd he gives as
Tchefteh and Tef6tPt The names, in reality, are Jaghat6 and
Taghat6, the last having been softened into its preeent pronunTBtAG.
ciation
of
.-.
~ - ~ . . ~
T h e islands in the lake until lately were barren and uninhabited : Melik KBsim Mind has recently colonised the largest,
which he names Maral ;f and he proposes in time to form settlements upon all of them.
19th.-I passed this day at ShishewAn, examining the prince's
establishment, and giving him such information and assistance as
I was able in his various objects of pursuit. His acquaintance
with European languages is extensive. Of French he is a perfect
master; and in English and Russian he converses with much
fluency. His habits of domestic life are also entirely European :
he wears Euro~ean
clothes. breakfasts and dines in the Euro~ean
1
1
style ; and, as far as regards himself, has adopted our manners, to
the minutest point of observance; and this singular transitiona change which a person accustomed to the contrasts of European
and Oriental life can alone appreciate-has arisen entirely from
his own unbiased choice, and without his having had either means
or inducement to effect it beyond his occasional intercourse with
European society at Tabriz.
Shishewin, I confess, presents a phenomenon in social life,
which I should little have expected to meet with in Persia; and
when I reflect that moral development can alone proceed from
an improvement in the social condition, I fervently hope that the
prince may have many
- . imitators, and that a brighter day may thus
be opening upon Persia.
ShtshewAn I travelled 13 miles to Binib, in a-7.
20th.-From
direction of 6. 26 E. T h e village of 'Ajab Shehr,Q is distant
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For nome mrim p i c d a m regarding thia name, Khojeat, or, perhap, a e j r t ,
see my Memoir, pp. 7 ,80.
t See Saint Martin, " Recherches sur l'Armenie," tom. i. W-61.
I He gave it this name from a pair of n d (the wild re&eer of Persia), which
were the Bmt living beings he laced upon the island.
# Literally, the ronderdcity."
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rcnrcely a mile from Shiahewin, and Khaniyb, which io the
osual halting-place for Ktifilab, ir again about 1 mile beyond. Lea*
these placer to the left, at $2 miles, I crossed the
stream of Dezziyti-rQd-this river r k high up among the ravines
of Sehend, and at the distance of !2 farsakhs, before it debouches
into the plain there is a ~ i n e dcastle, which would be worth
examininq; it is named TBsh K&eh,* and, from the accounb I
have received of it, I conclude it to be a work of the Sasanian
ages. A great number of aqueducts are derived from the stream
of Dezziy4-red, which fertilii the surrounding lands, and below
Shishew4n a dam has been built across the bed of the river which
throws the remainder of the waters into other canals, employed
alao for irrigation. The staple produce of the plain is cotton,
rice, wheat, and barley. At the distance of !2 miles from the river.
the road quits the cultivated plain, and leads over a narrow
barren tract, between the hills and the lake, till it approaches to
the edge of a mlt morass, inundated in the spring, when the
waters of the lake rise to their highest level ; here the road to
Marhghah strikes off to the left, along the skirts of the hills,
p&g clore under the singular Mithraic caves, which have been
described by Kinneir. The route to Rinib conducts along a
raised causeway, through the salt morass ; and, at times, is almost
impaesable from the mad and sloughs. At this season, however,
it war perfectly dry.
Bin6b is a considerable town, containing about 1,500 houeeo,
and surrounded for many miles, in all directions, with orchards
and vineyards. The mildness of climate that it enjoys from the
neighbourhood of the lake, renders it most favourable to the cultivation of the grape, vast quantities of which are raised and exported to TabriE The streets are clean, and, from the greater
part of them having e stream of water flowing down the centre,
the place possesses some resemblance to Khd'i, decidedly the
neatest and cleanest toam in Persia : there are, also, a b h i r , and
several good Caravanserais. Binib forms a dependency of
Markhah, paying 4000 t6m6ne of revenue, and furnishing a quota
of 400 men to the Aierbijan army, an obligation fully equivalent
to the amount of actual taxation. Abundance of water is found
at a few feet beneath the surface, and the vineyards are thus all
provided with wells for irrigation. The river of Mariighah, called
Sofi C M i properly Sdfi, flows, also, along the southern outskirts of the gardens, and numerous canals are derived from it,
which contribute to water the town and vineyards. Binib is a
settlement of modern times, and does not appear in any of the
Oriental geographers.
Pronounced Dbh

Kal'eh, literally, "the rtone ousle."

f2lst.-From
B l d b I travelled a distance of e0 miles, to
Chillik, a village of Melik KBoim Mirzd's, on the Tat46 river ;
beyond the gardens I cnwoed the Sofi ChG, by a good bridge,
and from thence, parrsing over a cultivated tract, for % miles,
reached the point of hill which forms the northern boundary of
the great Miyhdib plain ; here I quitted the high road, a d
struck off by a bye track, in a direction of S.W. by S. to Chillik.
At 5 miles farther, I crossed the JaghatG, a paltry stream, at this
time containing scarcely a foot's depth of water, and running in a
direction of N.W.4 W., and beyond this, at 3 miles, I dism o ~ t e dat the little village of Kemchik, to breakfast. Along
the course of the Jaghatti, there are several villages, but the other
parts of the plain are bare, and uninhabited ; and, with the exception of an occasional patch of castor oil-plant, there is no trace
of cultivation. The title of Miyindiib, contracted from M i y h dC-bb, applies, properly, to tbe country between the two rivers of
Jaghat& and Titslfi, but, in its common acceptation, it includw
the whole extent of this vast plain, as well to the N. of the one
as to the S. of the other. The soil throughout is extremely
rich, and, at the upper end of the plain, where many streams
descend from the mountains to the N.and E., and the higher
level of the beds of the two great rivers, affords facilities for irri+on:
cultivation is abundant; but, as the plain slopes down
gradually to the shores of the lake, the JaghatG and T U u wear
themselves into deepr channels, the ddliculty of raising the water
into artificial ducts increases and the greater part of the land is
thus allowed to run waste, serving, at bat, but for the winter
urage of the flocks belonging to the Mokeddem, and
ikri IliyAt. A dam, thrown acrosa either of the rivers, to raise
the water to the level of the plain, would convert its whole surface
into arable ground, and wodd, probably, won repay the expense
of its construction ; but a work of this kind would need to be of
gigantic character to resist the tremendous force of the spring
currents, and would thus far exceed the means of any private
individual. The government, indeed, might undertake it with
advantage ; but, in the apathetic and narrow-minded views that
pervade all P e r k administration, it is vain to look for the
execution of m y work that has mere prospective benefit to recommend it.
A t 8 miles from Kemchik I reached the banks of the TBtAC,
anh crossed it, by a shallow ford, to the village of Chillik, upon
the other side. Chillik forms one of a cluster of villages S. of
the Tit&& belonging to Melik Wisim M i d ; the district is
irrigated by m a l s from the river, and ita flourishing appearance
hems the most honourable testimony to the enterprise of the proprietor. The prince alw hopes to be able to draw the great
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caravan route which now passes through Merhemet-ibdd, to this
place ; and, if he succeeds, the village will rapidly rise into consequence. In the spring, when the rivers Tit46 and Jaghat6 are
swollen by the melting of the snows, they remain unfordable for
many months together; and all caravans and travellers at that
season, have hitherto been obliged to cross upon the crazy rafts,
formed by the government of Merhemet-4b4d : for these the
prince has now substituted, at Chillik, commodious ferry-boats,
which he works, gratis, for the public accommodation ; and,
although the pissage at this place will cause a circuit of some
miles, I do not doubt but that it will soon become the great
thoroughfare.
After an hour's rest at Chillik, I set out in search of a most
interesting ob'ect of antiquity, which I had heard of in the neighbourhmd. 4his was the Cune3form inscription of T4sh Teppeh,
an isolated hillock in the plain, distant 5 miles from Chillik, in a
direction of S. SO E. On reaching the spot I found the teppeh
to be of an irregular shape, 350 paces in circumference at the
baae, and, as well nrr I could judge, from 50 to 60 feet above the
level of the plain-it is formed of a projection of limestone above
the soil, lying in strata nearly perpendicular ; the whole face of
the hillock, fronting Chillik, thus presents a series of smooth
surfaces, adapted to the engraving of sculptures or inscriptions ;
and upon one of these natural tablets I found the object of my
search. The inscription is about 35 inches square, and consists
of e 1 lines, written in the Median alphabet, somewhat modified
from the fonn which it exhibits on the tablets of Bisitlin,
Hamsdin, and Persepolis ; it is deplorably mutilated-the rock
being liable, from the direction of the strata, to chip off in large
flakes, so that the greater part of the writing is thus altogether
destroyed. I conclude that the hillock was anciently surmounted
by a fire-temple, and that the purport of the inscription is religious ; but it is, I fear, in too imperfect a state to admit of any
correct version. There is, at present, a little mud enclosure
upon the summit of the teppeh, which has been used as a place
of defence ; and within this is o, mound of earth, the relic of some
ancient building; but neither brick, nor glazed pottery, nor any
other evidence of antiquity is to be found; and were it not for
the inscription cut upon the rock, there would be nothing whatever to awaken curiosity. Below the teppeh are a few broken
mounds which seem to mark the site of a village.
The present village of Tish Teppeh is at the distance of 4 a
mile beyond the hillock, but it is a miserable hamlet, and a
traveller wishing to visit the place should make his stage at Yelilf,
a large village belonging to the prince, only a mile distant on the
road to Chillik.

After taking a copy of the inscription, I galloped back to
Chillik, where I arrived at dark.
82nd.-At
Chillik I procured a guide to conduct me to
Ushuei, to which place I was proceeding, in order to copy another
inscription that I had heard of in the vicinity. For 10 miles I
traversed the MiyAnd4b plain, in a direction of S. 53 W., the
road lying, for the greater part of the way, through a dense mass
of reeds and high grass, which it was not easy to penetrate. In
the spring, this tract, I learnt, is an impassable morass, fed by
the Sd-iij B611k river, which, at other seasons, loses itself in a lake,
about 10 miles distant, and does not reach the Miyhnd4b plain ;
the S6-iij B611k river never, at any time, joins the Tdtdii, as laid
down in Colonel Monteith's map.
At last, having fairly crossed the Miy4nddb lain, we entered
some low hills, which reach down nearly to the ake, and croseed
into the district of Sold62 : the country, hereabouts, is tolerably
fertile, and though belonging, geographically, to Soldiiz, the
villages are all inhabited by Mikri Kurds, and pay theu revenue,
for the greater part, to the Mikri chiefs of S6-iij Bdl4k. A faraakh among the hills brought us into the plain of SoldGz ; and
we then turned up W. by N. through a rich and highly cultivated
country, till, at the end of 3 hours' ride, we halted for the day at
'Ali Begll, a large village upon the river GQder.)
In our maps of Aierbij4n we usually find a town of the name
of Soldliz, at the southern extremity of the lake, but this is an
error; Soldh is the name of the district; a plain stretching
nearly E. and W., parallel to the southern shores of the lake,
from which it is divided by a low range of hills, and measuring
about 80 miles in length and 5 miles in breadth. It k certainly
the best watered and the most fertile plain which I have seen in
Azerbijdn-I think, I may say, in Persia: the river Gdder flows
down the centre ; and from this are derived vast numbers of
canals, which irrigate as much land as is required for cultivation.
I t is held, at present, by a party of the Kar4-pip& tribe, on a
military tenure of rather a singular character. This Turkish
tribe, who have a very high reputation for courage, and skill in
horsemanship, and who had been settled, for a great length of
time, in Georgia, sought refuge with' Abbis Mirz4 during the last
Russian war. The prince received them with open arms ;and, to
reward so rare an instance of fidelity, immediately made over to
them the district of Soldhz, for the maintenance of the chiefs and
their followers. The government assessment on Soldliz was, at
that time, 18,000 tbmdns ; and the whole of this sum was grated
them in Tiyiil, on condition of their furniehii a b d y of 400
horse to the crown, whenever called upon ; but A b e d m 4 n , of
Marbhah, in whose government Soldh was formerly included,
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had dram from it nearly 50,000 tamar~tumually ;and the Kwhphph, when once fairly installed in their new possessions, rather
increased than abated the revenue.
The Kd-piipiis numbered about 800 houses, and they found
at SoldGz 4000 or 5000 families of ra'yyahs, chiefly Kurds, of the
Mikri, Miimish, and Zerzb tribes, with a few Mokeddem Turks,
who were employed in the cultivation of the soil. Since their
location in this favoured spot, they have been also able to buy
the proprietorship of the greater portion of the lands, and thus
have gone on increasing in wealth and prosperity, till, at the
present day, there is certainly no tribe in Persia that can compete
with them in comfort and independence. Free from all the evii
and annoyances which atteid the government realization of
revenue, the chiefs reside each in their respective villages, with
their military retainers around them, engaged in their agricuhmul
pursuits, and feeding on the fan of the land : but still, wherever I
etopped to inquire, I muld not find that there was any amelioration in the condition of the peasantry. ' I What does it signify to
us," said the porn Kurdish ra'yyab, " whether the KarA-pkpiis, or
the Mokeddems, or the Tabhfs, govern Soldiu? We labom
hard every day of the year, and we can still only just get bread
to keep our wives and children from starving, going about, onrselves, barefoot and in rags, as yon see us :" and such is, I smp e a really the fact. In all cases in Persia, except among the
tribes where the chief and clansmen feel a mutual interest in each
other's welfare, the cultivator of the land is worked and taxed to
the utmost limit which he can bear: in ordinary cases he has to
satisfy the demands of the government and the rapacity of 'his
immediate master : here he is subject to the same extortion ; the
only difkrence being that the whole sum goes into the pocket of
the chief. However, to a traveller paasing through the plain of
meadows,
Soldliz, it appears a magnificent district-extensive
pasturing at least 1000 mares ;%erdsof buffaloes, cows, and sheep
grazing in all directions; rice ground snfficient for sowing 1000
kherwdrs* of rice ;and which, being, as I was told, only half cnltivated, still yields at a tenfold return, 5000 kherwdrs annually,
worth upwards of e0,000tbmdns ; and a crowd of villages, with a
teeming peasantry, all combine to give an air of life and prosperity to the scene, that is rarely to be met with in Persia.
The capital of Solduz is Ndkhodeh, a large village at the foot
of an immense teppeh (artificial as it appeared to me), upon
which is a quadrangular fort, with eight bastions, the strong place
of the district. Here Mehdf KhAn, the chief of the Kd-ptiptts,
resides; and this is the place, I conclude, which appears in the
The Lherwir is about 640 lh.,and the avcrage vdue of a kherwir of rice in
Aierbifjin, may be taten at 4 t b m ~ ,
+

Syriac annals, under the name of Solduz ;and which was long the
see of a Christian biihop, under the metrop01it.m of Ummiyah.*
I cannot trace Soldhz in Oriental Geography; indeed, the name
would seem to be a Turkish imposition, and probably only dates
from the Seljukians. T h e historian of the Kurds f states that,
in the fifteenth century, it wns wrested from the Kid-bhhes, f
by Pfr Bodak, the first leader of the Bdbiin tribe; and shortly
afterwards, when the Mikris rose into power, it fell under their
sway, and formed one of their most valuable possessions. I t remained with the Mikrfs until m ~ l e r ntimes, and even, at present,
by far the greater number of the inhabitants are of that tribe.
There are about sixty villages scattered over the plain, and
they appear larger and in a more flourishing condition than those
of the neighbouring districts. T h e chief places, after NAkhodeh,
are Kelitin, at the N.W. extremity of the plain, Chiyaneh, Ferrokhdd, 'Alf Begli, and Derbend, upon the Ushnei frontier.
23rd.-I moved to-day from 'Ali Begli to Ushnii :§ the road
led, for 10 miles, along the foot of the hills, which bound the
Soldim plain to the southward ; and then, ==ding the brow of
a little prong that 'uts out and forms its western limit, overlooked
1 the fertile and sec uded district of Ushnii. T h e view from this
'9point was noble in the extreme. T h e great K u d i t d n mountain$
bearing here the same stem character
bound the district to the W.,
of grandeur and elevation which they possess in their whole line
of prolongation from Tanms, and dwarfing all the other ranges
that intersect the face of the country. The boundary of snow
which clothed their rocky summits was marked, as if with the
precision of a drawn line ; and at the foot of the range was to be
seen the little town of LTshnei, smiling among its gardens and
orchards, and offering a &range contrast to the savage wildness
of the mountain rampart above it. The town was distant from
this pass, which is called Ali-Heremi, abont 10 miles, in a direction of N. 7 5 O W. " Riding over the intervening plain, I at once
became aware that I had fairly entered Kurdisth. In So1df.z
there were many Mikri ra'yyihs ; but, under Turkish masters, the
Kurds lose their great national characteristics, and are not always
distinguishable from the Turkish or Persian peasantry : here the
change was marked and universal-for the ragged and sombrelooking blue Kedek 11 dress, and the old felt or sheep-skin cap, I
I
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Kizil B6sh, or Red-head, is npplied by the Kurds to all loreignen, Persian M
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Q I uae the uniform orthography of Ushnei to repreaeut the modern pronunjntion,
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mble to say which is the anred one.
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now saw the gay striped turban, the stout legging, and the manycoloured vest. The Turk wears a long broad dagger at his waist;
the Kurd, a sword ;or, if mounted, he usually carries a spear :the
physiognomy, too, is quite distinct. Among the Turks of Aierb i j h the usual cast of countenance is sullen, inanimate, and
with no expression but that of dogged determination : the features
of the Kurd betoken intelligence, cheerfulness, and independence;
and the light elastic step of the one contrasts strongly with the
dull and heavy, but still untiring pace of the other.
The acting governor of Ushnei, Ghafiir Khin, to whom I had
brought letters of introduction, was absent from the town ; but I
was most hospitably received by his family, and treated with every
possible kindness and attention.
The district of Ushnei has been little visited by Europeans,
and merits therefore a short description. Situated at the foot of
the great Kurdistan mountains, and surrounded on other sides by
an amphitheatre of lower hills, it occupies a natural basin of small
extent, but of great beauty and fertility. The river Gdder, debouching from the mountains by a deep and precipitous gorge,
bisects the nlain:
1
' and numerous other streams which descend
from the same hills, supply the means of irrigation most abundantly throughout the district. The lain is irregularly shaped ;
its extreme length and breadth being a b u t 10 miles, and the
little town of Ushne'i is upon the rise of the mountains, near its
north-western extremity : there are about forty other villages dispersed over the adjacent country. The inhabitants are Kurds, of
the tribe of Zerzb. now reduced to about 800 houses :but numbering, before the plague which some years ago attacked this part of
Aierbijdn with unusual severity, between 4000 and 5000 families.
The town of Ushnei alone, 10 years ago, was estimated to contain 1000 houses; at present there are not above 200. There are
also at Ushnei' about 500 families of refugees, composed of YO0
Mikri, 10d Bilbis, and 100 families, offsets from the various clans
of Turkish Kurdistbn. Ushne'i forms a dependency of the government of Urcmiyeh, and pays-an annual revenue of 4000
tdmins. The ZerzL, however, in comlnon with all the Kurds,
are of the Sonni religion ; and thus,. differing in language, in
manners, and in, faith from their Afshir masters, submit impatiently to their &lominion. They are a remarkably fine, active,
and athletic race, and are, perhaps, the most warlike of the many
warlike clans who inhabit this part of Persia. From their exposed position, indeed, upon the immediate frontier of Turkish
Kurdisdn, they are constantly engaged in frays with the wild
tribes who inhabit the neighbouring mountains ; and I saw several
of the chiefe who wore their shirts of mail dav and night, and
always kept- their horses ready saddled, not I$owing i t ;hat
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moment they might be cnlled on to sally forth and repel a foray.
Their common weapon is the spear, and they are loth to give it
up ; but finding that the mountain clans with whom they engage
have almost universally adopted the use of fire-arms, they are
beginning gradually to follow their example.kIn every copy that
I have consulted of the Sheref NPmeh, the chapter on the Zerds
is omitted, and I am thus unable to glean any particulars as to
their ancient history. In the chapter of contents prefixed to that
history, Ushnei is alluded to as a possession of the Beridlist
tribe ;but in the body of the work there is a different arrangement, and I do not doubt but that the name should properly be
assigned to the ZerA tribe, which follows soon after that of
Rer4dust Uhijiin, or UrijBn, as the name is written in the
Sheref NQmeh, was also, at one time, in possession of the ZenPs,
and was taken from them in the fifteenth century by Pir BodBk,
who established the dominion of the BQbBn tribe; the present
rulers of SoleimPniyeh, from the shores of the lake of Urumiyeh
to Kerkrik, on the frontiers of the BaghdPd Piishdik.
Ushnei was one of the early Christian settlements of Azerbijin.
A bishop of this province is said to have been ordained by the
first Jacobite Primate of the East, about A.D. 650 :* and in the
tenth century we find a Christian monk coming from Osna, a
town of Aierbijiln, and founding a convent of Sergius ;afterwards
much celebrated in the E8st.t The institution of a Nestorian
Church in Aierbijiin appears to have taken place during the
thirteenth century, shortly after HolPk6 had made Tabriz his
capital ; and in A.D. 1381, when the U'ighlir monk, Jaballa, was
nominated by the Moghul Emperor to be Nestorian Catholicus,
Abraham, Bishop of Ushnei, attended at hi instal1ation.f This
Abraham was probably one of the first Nestorian Bishops of
AierbSjAs; certainly the first of that Church who presided at
Ushn6i ; and I conclude that a shrine near the village of Sirgiin,
named DLiri-Sheikh Ibriihim, which is frequented as a place of
pilgrimage by all the Nestorinns of the province, marks his place
of sepulture. The ignorant Nestorians of the present day pretend that Sheikh Ibriihim was a follower of the Apostles; and
assert that the shrine contains a record of his death in the first
century of Christ, engraved in ancient Syriac: but I narrowly
searched the place, and there is certainly no inscription whatever
in any part of it. The present building, indeed, scarcely appears

N
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Aesemani, tom. ii., De Syria Monoph. ur~derthe head Harnua.

t Assemnu. tom. ii., p. 350.

f Asseman. tom. ii., p. 456. I find thnt 10 yeam previous to thin io A.D. 1.271,
Denhs, the Neatoth~Catholicus, hnd removed the Metropolitan neat from *ria
to Ushnei, to be nearer the protection of the Moghul Cuurt. Abrahnnl w38 probably
at that time W i r , of the diocese. See Orrg. Bar. Heb. Chm~.mar, rnl. ii.,
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as old as the thirteenth century, but it may have been re-edified
in modern times ; and the sacred character wkich the first Bishop
would naturally acquire as the founder of a new Church seems
to account for the veneration that is paid to the shrine.
From the time of the Moghuls the Christian Church of Persia
her alone flourished in the province of Aierbi'h. &lmb and
Urumiyah have been the two great eccleeiasti.ad! settlements, and'
Ushnei, as a dependency of the latter, is said to have preserved
her line of Bithops a~ late 8s the laat century. At present there
are only nine families of Nestorians resident in the town ; and
these, the last poor remnmt of the Ushnei Church, talk of m n
emigrating to urumiyah.
The tradition of the country regarding Ushnei is singular.
The Kurds apply to it the name of Shari SeM, and believe it to
have been the place from whence Belkis, the queen of Sheba,
went to visit the great monarch and magician of the East, at his
palace of Takhti Soleimh. At that time, they say, the city
spread itself over the entire plain; and they assert, that at the
present day, whenever they have occasion to excavate, to any
considerable depth, in any part of the district, they invariably come upon the massive brick remains of the ancient
buildings. That the plain was formerly very populous, may
be inferred from the number of artificial mounds that are
scattered over its surface ; but that it ever contained any great
capital, I regard as a mere fable; for in ancient geography, there
ir no site that will &cod with it in name or position ; and even
the early Arabs are altogether silent respecting it.9 Ushnei' is
alone mentioned by Hamdu-lleh Mostahfi, in the 14th century;
and he merely describes it as a small town, pleasantly situated
among the hills, at the distance of one stage, S.W.of Urumfyah,
and pouessing about twenty dependent villages.*
S4th.-To-day I left the town of Ushne'i, and proceeded to the
fort which Ghafiir Khin, acting governor of the dintrict, was emoyed in building on the rise of the mountains, where the great
u r d i ~ t hr o d o ns upon the plain. The distance was 7 miles,
and direction S.
W. At three miles I stopped to breakfast
i
r
&
, n cluster of wretched huts, surrounding a
at the village of S
large artificial teppeh, upon the summit of which one of the
ZerzL chiefs has recently erected a strong mud fort. In this
place I believe that I recogniae the village of Saragana, mentioned by Theophylact, as the place where KhosraC Perwiz, with
his Roman auxiliaries, halted to refresh their forces after traversing the country of the Anisenes, upon the march from the
banks of the greater Zab to Canzaca; but I shall endeavour to

L!

illustrate the obrcura geography of that route in the memoir on
Ecbatana ;* it may also pouibly represent the Sincar of Ptolemy,
in his Median catalogue, next to D&usa,t for
which is
that name I cannot doubt to be identid with that of the place
which is described in the Sheref Nbmeh, under the title of
DAriyb, as the moat considerable of the Mikri settlementa ; aad
which, though there ia no indication of its immediate position in
the modem geopaphy of the country must thus necessarily be in
the vicinity of Ushmii. The transposition of the r and n in the
name of Sincar will give nearly the modern orthography of
S+;
but the identifiaation is of course merely conjectural.
About a mile from Sirgbn, at the foot of the mountains, is the
Deiri-Sheikh IbrPhh, to which I have already alluded. It is a
solitary building, composed of a number of vaulted passages,
cells, and oratories ; and, in the innermost recess, is the tomb of
the supposed saint : there is no resident guardian of the shrine,
but the poor Nestorians, from Ushnei, come out weekly to offer
their prayers there ; and at certain seasons it is also visited by
crowds of pilgrims. At !iimiles from SirgAn, I crossed the
GQderriver, a shallow but rapid stream ;and then, ascending the
tise of the mountain for 9 miles farther, reached the fort of
Ghaflir Khin. I was anxious to proceed up the mountain at
once in search of the inscription, but the day was too far advanced, and I took up my quarters, therefore, in the half-finished
fortalice. The Zerzis are at feud with most of the neighbouring
tribes-they suffer chiefly, however, from the inroads of the
BilbPs and Rewendis, large parties of whom pasture their flocks
during the summer along the skirts of the mountains, and make
conehnt forays upon the plain below. These unwelcome neighbours had moved off to their winter grounds a short time before
my arrival ; and Ghafhr Khan, having suffered severely from
their depredations during the summer, had immediately taken
advantage of their absence to run up a small mud fort in the
exact line of their inroads, and almost within shot of their most
fmurite pastures. I found him now straining every nerve to
finish hie work before the winter set in, as building would be
then stopped, and the tribes would probably return in the spring,
before he might be able to complete his defences : he h d chosen
a small garrison of his best fighting men to defend the place, and
had put them under the command of a near relation; and the
glee with which he looked forward to the astonishment of the
Bilbds at finding on their return this strange apparition of a fort
throwing defiance in their very teeth, was really most amusing ;
8ee my w n d Memoir, p. 73 and.74.
t Lib. vi. e. 2.
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the occupants, however, will certainly have warm work of it ;they
muat repare for one continued fight for at least six months.
1 Oli.-~fter
being weather-bound for two day# at Ohafhr
Khh's fort, I at length net out to attempt the ascent of the
mountain, at the summit of which I learnt was the inscription I
had come in search of. 4 This place in extremely difficult to
reach: during the summer the wild Rewendis cover the face of
the mountain, and from the Persian side it would be most hazardous to venture among them under any protection that could
be offered;and very shortly after the I'liyh tribes withdraw from
the vicinity, the natural obstacles increase to such an extent that
it u almat equally dangerour to encounter them. The only
times at which the mountain can be ascended in safety are the
firat fortnight in October, and the last in March. I was now ten
days too late in the season, and the K h h rtrove hard to dissuade
me from making the attempt ; but as I had come so great a distance foi the express purpose, I was determined that nothing
should stop me but the absolute impracticability of the ascent.
v ~ T h i r morning accordingly, when the weather fortunately
cleared, and the wind, which had been blowing furiously for the
two preceding days, appeared to have exhausted itself, I set out,
attended by two horsemen, well mounted, well wrapped up, and
with every defence a g a h t the mow-drift, which I was told I
should certainly encounter at the summit. For five miles I
wound slowly up the face of the mountain, pursuing a broad
open track, neither steep nor difficult, along the slope of a huge
shoulder which juts out from the great range. At this p i n t I
entered the snow, and the tlifficulties commenced : the ravines
which indented the face of the shoulder became, as we ascended
higher, choked with snow, and in one of them we narrowly
eacaped being engulphed. At length, however, alternately
riding and walking as the nature of the ground admitted, we
reached r more open part of the mountain ; and then, pushing
rapidly on, pined the summit of the pass, exactly in four hours
from leaving the fortress at its foot. The distance I should
judge to be about 10 milee, and the direction from the town of
Ushnei, the fort lying just in the line, was S. 60 W.
I here found upon a little eminence by the side of the road,
and nearly at the highest point of the paas, the famous Keli-Shin,
the stories of which had long excited my curiosity. I have
already alluded to the danger of traversing this pass-it arises not
w much from the depth of snow (for an active mountaineer, by
threading his way along the most exposed points, ccm generally
avoid this difficulty), as from the violent and deadly drifts which
keep continually sweeping over the face of the mountains during
the greater ~t of the winter months. These drifts come on so

,
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suddenly, and with such terrific fury, that a traveller who is once
fairlj caught in them will rarely escape, and as at the same time
the pass of Keli-Shin is the only line of communication between
Persia. and Rowhdiz : and ~artiesare thus found at all seasons
who a;e bold enough t i attemit to traverse it; but n winter is never
known to elapse without several persons being here lost in the
snow. From the frequency of these accidents an extraordinary
degree of dread and mystery is attached to the pass; and in the
superstition of the Kurds, this feeling connects itself with the
talisman of the Keli-Shin, which is supposed to have been
created by some potent magician, to afford the 'means of protection against danger, but which, its use being now unknown,
only serves to lure fresh victims to destruction. The Keli-Shin
is a pillar of dark blue stone,* 6 feet in height, 9 in breadth, and
1 in depth, rounded off at the top and at the angles, and let &to
a pediment, consisting of one solid block of the name sort of
stone, 5 feet aquare and 9 deep.
On the broad face of the pillar fronting the E. there is a
cuneiform inscription of forty-one lines, but no other trace of
sculpture or device is to be seen. I had come prepared to take
a copy of the inscription ; but, much to my regret, I found this
now to be quite impracticable. On breaking away the sheet of
icicles with which the surface of the stone was covered, the upper
half of the inscription was shown to be irrecoverably obliterated,
and the lower half also to be so much destroved that. excent
under a very favourable aspect of the sun (soon after sun-rise,
when the rays would be projected with a slight obliquity on the
writing), it would be impossible to distinguish half a dozen consecutive letters : an impression on moist paper was also of course
impracticable, when the thermometer stood at 90 degrees below
freezing p i n t ; so I could do nothing more than copy a few characters, to determine the class of writing to which the inscription
belongs, and measure the dimensions of the illar ; and even in
this I was much hurried by the guide whom brought with me,
for the wind had been gradually rising ; and another half hour,
he assured me, would bring on one of the fatal drifts. I thus
only delayed to take a few bearings, and have one glimpse from
the point of the pass of the magnificent mountain scenery in the
direction of Rowindiz ; and we then turned our horses' heads,
and made the best of our way along the road, which we had
opened in our ascent.
The wind came howling after us, but the drift had not fairly
set in until we were near the verge of the snow, where there was
no longer any danger. On our ascent we had passed some of
4
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* Keli-Shin sigui5es irr liudbh " the blpe pillar,"
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the Zerd Kurds, employed in digging out of the snow a number
of mules and horses belonging to a party who bad attempted to
traverse the pass the preceding evening in their return from
Sidek, and, being caught in a drift, had been obliged to leave
their loads and cattle, and use their utmost speed to escape with
their own lives. I saw some of these animals dug out from a
depth of at least 6 feet; but on our Jeturn we found the party
had abandoned their labour and fled before the drift, to awsit
another lull, before they ventured into the region of death and
desolation. The view from the summit of the pass was most
magnificentmountaim towering over mountains, all heaped
about in e cham of disorder, and stretching away in infinite and
undistinguishable ramifications : the greeter part of them were
wooded to their very summit, and the huge masses of vapour left
by the storms of yesterday, here hanging heavily upon a rocky
crest, and there boiling up from the vast abysses that yawned beneath my feet, gave an indescribable and almost appalling grandeur to the scene. T h e outer barrier of this immense range,
over the summit of which leads the pass of Keli-Shin, appeara to
be the most elevated line in the whole chain of mountains: for
from the point where I stood, the guide pointed out to m i the
psitiom of Sidek, Rowhulk, and even Herfr, which is very near
to the Assyrian frontier. And now I must delay a moment to
offer wme remarks upon this very curious pillar of the KeliShin. At the distance of 5 hours from the ass. which I ascended, there is a precisely similar pillar, denoAinaled also KeliShin, upon the summit of the second range, which overlooks the
town and district of Sidek. This also is engraved with a long
cuneiform inrcription; and as it is said to be in far better preservation than the one at Ushnei, it would be very desirable to
examine and copy it. But the chief value which I attach at present to these two interesting relics of antiquity is the determination which they afford of a great line of communication existing
in ancient days across this range of mountains. This line could
only have been used to connect two great capitals,; and these
capitals must then necessarily have been Niniveh and Ecbatana ;
and while we thus derive from the establishment of so curious a
point a geographical indication of some consequence, we are also
able to verify the line, as well from the evidence of history, as
from the experience of modern times. The Christian clergy of
The ancient monuments of Persia, whether inscriptions, sculptures, mined palaces, tem les, or bridges, only occur, ss fnr as my experience enablea me to judge,
u n the h e a of great r o d of communication, conducting ttom one upital to anThii mwltain mute wan no doubt impsassble in winler, and the high rod
fmm Niniveh to Rhages wes thus obliged to make a circuit to the aouth ss far aa
Holrin to cmcs the mountains into Media by the gatea of Zagros, the only pus in
the whole rmga whicb u not blocked up by the mow.
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the premnt day, in travelling from Mdoul to Urumiyah, always
follow this line; and that it has been the great thoroughfare for
them since the establishment of the Nestorian church in Azerbijin, we m a y also argue, from finding the Catholicus, at Ushnei,
on his return from the Moghul court to his Assyrian churches
towards the close of the thirteenth century.* I cannot doubt,
indeed, but that in the frequent intercourse which took ace
about that period between the churches of Ass+ and L e r bijiin, the direct route across the mountains by Rowfindiz was the
one uniformly followed. From Ushnei it conducted by the KeliShin to Sldeli, from Sidek to Rowlindiz, from Rowindie to HeN,and from Herir it debouched into the plain country of Arbil.
During the troubles of modern times the track has been closed
againat the transit of merchandise; but 'Ali PhU, in hi late
attack upon this country, found it practicable for artillery a long
way beyond Herir, and on the Persian side it L known to be
open to gunr almost to the very fort of Rowdndi. I learnt from
the Knrds that the only really difficult part is between ~ o h d k
and Herir.
\
In the meagre accounts of the Byzantine hiitorians I believe
that I can also trace the steps, both of Heracliu and Khordh
Perwiz, along thb route, in their marches between Niniveh and
Aierbijh; and Ptolemy perhaps indicates the same line in a
series of names which he connects, from west to east, between
the 37th and 38th degrees of 1atitude.t Ascending to a higher
antiquity, this munt have been the road described to Xenophon
when he war at the foot of the Carduchian mountains, as 1
in an easterly direction to Ecbatana, and from thence to Susa:
and it probably war first formed into a great line of commanication not many centuries before that period, when the rise of the
Median empires followed on the destruction of Niniveh. That
the inscriptions of the two Keli-Shins are referable to a Median
dynasty, I think there can scarcely be a question-the writing u
in the Median character, the position upon the Median frontier.
That the pillarn were erected on the occasion of some great triumphal march, may alw be reasonably admitted; but whether
by Arbaces, when he was conveying the captured treasures of

""n

* Asseman, tom. ii. p. 256. I now find that thii notice mcun during the time that
the metropolitan seat WM 8 x 4 at Ushnei', and that it cannot therefore be taken M
proof of the lime of communication : the following extract h m YUrlt, however, M
even stronger evidence :-J1 Oshnoh, a town on the mad to Aierbfj&n,'madnctingfrom
Arbil. It is 5 # t a p from Arbil and 2 from Umrniyeh, being rihuted betrwn the
h o cities."-Morlyido-1 Ifiila'. In thi -timate two daym muat be allowed between
y h.lt
Ulhnei and Edek ; the d i e u reckoned at 10 houn, and e v a m d
the flrst night at Haik, immediately balm the Keli-BMn RC".
Lib. VI. c. 2.
In my aureeeding memoir I rhall notia mmy dbur h t u m m where tht Hne is
b be r o q n k d in .Dcient hihry.
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Sardanapslus to the Median citadel of Ecbatana at Ham*,
or by Cyaxeres, on his return into Media Atropatene from the
second destruction of Niniveh, cannot, of course, be determined
until the Median writing shall be as well illustrated as the Persian, and one of the inscriptions shall have been thus correctly
translated.
The form of the pillars may also be considered a scarcely lesr
curious object of inquiry. There are many circumstances which
lead to a belief that these monuments, in remote antiquity, were
connected with a worship of the two principles of generation and
fecundity ;* and I cannot help entertaining a ruspicion, that the
pillar, embedded in its pediment, may be intended to convey a
rude reprekentation of the mystical union of the Lingam and
Ybni, an idea which perhaps may derive further support from the
pillar's being engraved only upon its eastern face, as though it
conveyed an invocation to the fructifying rays of Mithra, on their
appearance above the far horizon, to impregnate with abundance
and fertility the rich plains of Media, that lie spread beneath the
mountain. I have mentioned the superstition of the Kurds,
which connects the pillar of Ke1i;Shin with the natural dangers
that attend the passage of the mouotain. Another belief is also
prevalent that the two pillars form a talisman for the preservation
of some hidden treasure ; but the best informed regard the KeliShin of Ushnki as a landmark to determine the territorial frontier between Persia and Kurdistin, and t~ such a purpose it is
applied at present, for the ZerzLs claim all the country on the
eastern face of the mountain, and concede all beyond the pass to
Rowdndiz.
I learnt at Ushnei that Schultz had succeeded, some years before, in reaching the Keli-Shin, and had copied a great part of
the inscription ; but this was upon his last journey, and the copy
must thus hnve been lost with his other papers at JJlBmerik.
N O other European has, I believe, seen this singular relic of
antiquity.
During the lifetime of the late Mir of Kowbndiz, the whole
country from Ushnei to the T i i s , and as far south as the lesser
Zdb, was subjected to his rule. T h e Mir's own tribe was that
of Sohrbn, an ancient and honourable &an, the chiefs of which
conquercd the Rowhdiz country between 400 and 500 yean ago,
and have retained possersion of it ever since.+ This tribe is

* Thus the pillnn of S&ris,

-- -

engraved with the Lingnm and Y6ni, the
of
Semiramis, which aeem all to have a reference to the anme wonhi and many other
similar monumentu, which are, I believe, (for I have never seen t%e work,] enumerated by Mr. O'Bryan in
' r Round Towen of Ireland.''
Sheref Khh, the u t k of the Kurdish Histo.)i, petenda to derive the name of
SoMn from Sor or Sohr, the Kurdish for "red," In dusion to the rocka of that m.
lour upon which is built the fort of Rowhndiz ; but thin is pmbably mera f6bIe.

+

limited in number, amounting to no more than 800 families ;
but fmm having given rulers for so long a period to the surrounding country, who frequently asserted and maintained their
independence both againnlJ Persia and Turkey, it is regarded by
all the Kurds with great respect. T h e inhabitants -of Rowindiz
are for the most part Rewendis,* a very large tribe, numbering,
with its dependencies, about 13.000 families, who serve under
the S o h n h , in the same way as the numerous clans of Soleiminiyeh are all subject to the BQMn aristocracy. The fort of
Rowrin or Rowandiz ha.s been the strong place of the Soh&
chief8 from their first establishment in the mountains, but their
more usual places of residence have been Shakkdbad and Herir. I t
was only under the late Mir that Row6ndiz became the capita1.t
T h e town is situated on the southern bank of the greater Zib,
called here R6bh-i-Rowhdiz.
I t occupies a narrow valley
under the Beni Henderin hills, and is protected by a very strong
fort, which is built in a little bay on the acclivity of the moon/
tain : it is estimated to contain about 4000 houses.
T h e Z l b is here very narrow, hut rapid and impetuous, and
hemmed in between high rocky banks ; it is crossed by a bridge
of trees thrown over the channel of the river from two strong projecting piers of solid masonry, and when this is removed, the
town is perfectly secure against attack from the northward.
Rowindiz is situated midway in the mountains, between the
plains of Assyria and Media, at the distance of about 15 or 16
hours from either.$ Sidek is a considerable mountain district,
on the line between Rowindi and Ushnei ; it contains perhaps
forty little villages, dispersed among the clefts and ravines of the
hills, and is inhabited by about 1000 families from the tribes of
Rewendek, Piresci, BBbliki, RisGri, and Shjrdni. Sidek formerly belonged to ' A d d i y a h ; by the late Mir of RowQndizit
wns annexed to his own possessions, and it still remains attached
I cannot doubt but that the fort of Rowindiz is nnmed after the tribe Rewene:
the named at the present da are written and pronounced different1 The tribe of
Rewendi is divided into 18 Mkns or branches, of which the following are the
names :Mhles
Mamili'
Mhgird
M h W
MbmsekS
PirW
Mhkekbl
Mhbdm
MhiLhil
Kelh
MLtdl
Mkmsil
There are also a great number of dependent tribes, which, although :lot originally
of the same dock an the Rewendis, have been long associated with them, and now
e d l .raune their name. The following are the principal :--8heiWb. MUibu,
G r i i , enhrti, Khrilhi, K h h , She~khMehmildi, Bimkni, Derijhki, SekN, HirbG, Shiii~li,hfendik, Pir&jh!, and WmLr, containing wren minor divisions. For
ancient notices of the Rrwendfs, see my other memoir, p. 73.
t The fort of Ronhndir is, however, nuned in the Sjrian hirtory .a early an A.D.
1201, as the strong place of the mountain chiefs. See Oreg. Bar. Heb., vol. i ~ p.
. 463.
1 I take this nrnntnt of the town of Rowindir partly from Dr. Ross of B. h a d ,
r h o is, I believe, the only European that Lu n o r vinitrd it, and p r t l y f m fhe information of the Rewendm, with wham I conversed at Ushnei.
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to the chief of that place, though at the time of my ~t Isma'il,
Pirhh of 'Amidiyah, who since the r e m d of the Mir by the
Porte has succeeded to the greater portion of h u mountain dominion, was preparing to re-assert his claim.
Immediately beyond the mountah W. of Urhnei is another
dirtrict called Khi-rBsh,* which borders upon Sidek to the
northward. This b inhabited by the B e r i d b t tribe, a clan of
much celebrity in Kurdirh history, as the former chiefs of S h a i
and TerkGr, but now reduced to wme four or five hundred
families. The Berhdbt possess nearly a hundred little villager,
and acknowledge the supremacy of 'Amfidiyah. T o the N.of the
BerMiist are the territorier of the HekSrri, and to the W. a
n u m h r of petty triber are scattered about, who are all dependent on 'AmBdiyah. But one of the most considerable tribes
who inhabit this part of Kurdisth, in the present day, are the
Bdliki ; and it ir singular that I neither find their name mentioned in the Kurdish history, nor, ar far aa I am awarey haa
any traveller penetrated into their country, or acquired any information regarding them. They number above ten thousand families, and inhabit a very strong and secluded country beyond the
pent range of Kendilin, which forma the prolongation of. the
Ushnei mountains, and bounds the plain of Lbhijh to the S.W.
The BBlikis are a very powerful tribe, and their country cantains
perhaps 200 villages. The capital is named RByh. T h e Mlr
of Rowdndiz brought them under his sway; and, taking a male
from each family into his service, as was his m u d custom,. the
Bdlik contingent proved of great service to him. When I waa
at Ushnei' I was told that the greater part of the garrison of
'Amhdiyah which had held out against Irmi'il Pdshi for nearly
three years, under the brother of the old Rowbdiz chief, was
oomposed of Bdlik Kurds. BBlik appears to be the name of the
district which has been taken up by the inhabitants, refugees,
probably, from the neighbouring clanr ; and is now applied to
designate thii great independent tribe.
Since the removal of the Mir of Rowhndiz no tribe has attempted to interfere with the Bilikis ; and ' A h BCg, the present
chief, will acknowledge no superior, either Persian, Turk, or
Kurd. I was very anxious to visit RBydt, which lies at the distance of 18 hours, nearly due S. of Ushnei, for I h e d a number
of curious stories regarding treasures and talismanic sculptures,
which are usual indications among the Kurds of antiquarian
remains; hut I could not prevail on GhAfGr Khan, to leave his
fort and accompany me ; and without his escort he assured me
The black fountpin:'

Kurd.

it would be dengerour to venture unong the wild mountaineers,
who live under his relative's sway.*
Much curimity, I am aware, is alive at present r e g d i n g the
antiquities and geography of Kurdisth, and, as I have had a good
deal of intercourse with the inhabitantr of that part of Asia it
may thus perhaps he weful to w e the benefit of my experience
to travellen deniroua of penetrating into the many wild and unexplored regions of this mountain-country. I consider attempting
to viait Kurdistgn in any diaguiae tw quite impracticable, the
protection of a government, either Trukirh or Persian, is fraught
also with danger rather than advantage. The most safe, and at
the same time the'most agreeable way of travelling in Kurdisth
would be to visit, in the first place, a frontier chief, whose connexion with his government, either Turkish or Persian, would
oblige him to assist and protect the European recommended to
his care ; thia chief then would be able, from his connexion with
the tribm in the vicinity to PMI the traveller on to another chief
in the interior, and from thence, availing himself of the name
means of introduction and protection, he might penetrate to still
more remote regions until he had reached the objectr of hh
march. Thus from the Persian frontier Ghaf6r Khdn would be
able to panu a traveller on to Jabmerik, retaining some of the
Hekirri chiefr, who are mually with him, as hostages for his safe
return. The Hekirri chief, Nhru-lleh Khh, might t r a d e r his
charge to the Chaldean patriarch of K6ch Hanues, taking the eame
precautions for his safety, and under the rotection of the patriarch, the Tiybri triber might be visited, conceive, with little
danpr. Perhaps upon the Turkish ride from the 'Amkliyah
frontier, the plan might be adopted with equal advantage ; but
any direct interference of the Turkish or Perman government would
certainly be attended with extreme danger ;indeed, I wan a s s d
at Ushnei that the tragic death of the lamented Gchultz was
owing entirely to this cause :-when he visited UBnei, Semed
Khan, the Governor, offered to send an escort of his own Z e d
Kurdr with him, to Jitlbmerik, detaining a nephew of the
H e k h i chief, who was with h i at the time upon a visit as
security for hir safe return : Schultz unfortunately declined this
offer, and preferred the direct protection of the Persian government
through the AfshL chief of Urumiyah; he consequently returned
to that place, and took with him as his guide an Afshdr soldier,
hateful to the Hekim's, as well from being the servant of the
Penian government, M from belonging to a tribe oppord to
them in nation, in language, and in religion, and with whom they
were constantly at feud. Schultz was thus regarded by the
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H e k h i s an a gorernment emissary, and his inquiries about nntiquities were explained by hie supposed errand to survey the
country and discover the best route for the Persinn guns.
From the fort of Ghafrir K h h I retraced mv s t e ~ sin the
evening to the \ill&e of Sirgin, where I was most &d$ received
by Ldti Beg, the eldest son of Semed K h h , who, I should have
mentioned, was absent with the army at Herilt, and had entrusted
the government of Ushnei for the time to his brother Ghafiu.
This LGti Reg was one of the finest young Kurdish chiefs that I
ever saw: In form and face he wan a perfect specimen of manly
beauty; and the quiet business.like way in wGch he related for
my amusement his various feats of arms with the Bilbls and
Rewendis, struck me most forcibly after the blustering and noisy
braggadocio of the would-be warriors of Persia. H e was really
a study for a painter, and his tales were among the most stirring
that I ever heard in the whole rnnge of wild and daring enterprise with which the border story of the Kurds is H, richly
fraught.
2 7 h ~ T o - d a yI made a long stage of nearly SO miles to the
village of Mohammed Shhh, at the farther extremity of the Soldb.
plain. For 10 miles I followed down the course of the Gfider river,
through the Ushnei plain, in an E.S.E. direction, passing a great
number of villages both to the right and left : here the prong of
hill which I had cross4 at the pass of 'Ali-Harhi in entering
the Ushne'i district, terminated in a low point, leaving a little
valley scarcely 200 yanls across, for the passage of the river,
from the plain of Ushnei into that of Soldhz. T o the right was
cr more elevated range, which, striking off from the great mountains below the Keli-Shin pass, divides the plainr of UshneI and
Soldh from that of Uhijin, and then branches out into a multitude of lesser hills that intersect all parts of the Mikri country.
In the valley, between the hills, are two villages of the name of
Derbend--one belonging to Ushnei, and the other to Sold6z.
From hence I skirted the foot of the hills to the right, dong
the whole extent of the Soldh plnin ;and in a line near1J parallel
to my former route upon the other side of it. J I had again
occasion to observe the singular fertility of this favoured district,
the great canals derived from the Gilder river, the rice grounds,
the pastures, and the thriving villages.&Mohammed Shkh, where
I took up my quarters for the night, is one of three villages
at the south-eastern extremity of the Sold62 plain, which were
excluded from the Karlpilph grant, and conferred upon a small
arty of the Shemseddinlh, who also seceded, during the last
gussian war, from the great tribe of that name, settled in
Georgia, and sought the protection of the Prince Royal of
Persia This o&t of the ShemseddinlJ only number a hundred
families;and they hove n hundred families of Mikri ra'yyats, the old
~~

~

.

inhabitants of Mohammed ShQ, to cultivate the lands assigned to
them. They also furnish a contingent of fifty horse to the crown,
and receive the revenuesof their small district (about 300 tdmins,
in part payment of the allowances which were settled on them
upon entering the service of Persia, and which amount to 2000
t6mbna The district of Mohammed Shiih, at a distance from the
valley of the Gider, is ill supplied with water and unproductive,
and the Shemseddinlli look with envy on their more fortunate
neighbours, the K d - p a p k , who realise double their amount of
pay from the rich lands which they enjoy, while they themselves
can barely gain a rubsistence from the miserable pittance that
han fallen to their share. The direction of Mohammed Shah
from Derbend, at the other extremity of the plain, was E S.E.
Mohammed Shiah is named in the Sheref NQmeh as the third
great division of the Mikri country, though it is difficult to understand how so steril a tract could have ever formed a district of
any consequence.
98th.-My route t o - b y led among the hills which I have before
spoken of, as a derivation from the great chain below Keli-Shin ;
and after winding about for 8 miles in a general direction of
S. 5 5 O E., conducted to the summit of a pass that overlooked the
little valley of !%-lij B618k, and commanded a fine view of the
town of that name, distant about 94 miles. Immediately upon
leaving Molpnmed Sh8h I had entered the country of the Mikri
tribe, whose capital is S6-lij B6lik. 8 This town has been visited
by many travellers, and I need not therefore be very minute in
my description. It is situated in a narrow valley among the hills,
on the right bank of a considerable stream which flows from the
range W.of the town, and not from the plain of LAhijin, as laid
down in Col. Monteith's map. The town is quite a modern,
settlement, scarcely indeed 100 years old : it contains about lQOO
houses, of which 100 are Jewish, and about thirty Nestorian,&Christian ;the remainder are all Mikrf Kurds. The appearance
of the town rising up in stages from the bank of the river, and
mering the slope of the hill, is very pleasing : the left bank of
the river is bordered with rose-gardens and orchards; and a
number of vineyards and plantations have also been laid out and
planted to the S. of the town. There is a considerable traffic
carried on at this place in gall-nuts, gum-mastic, and the other
d u c t s of the K u r d i s h forests; which are brought to S6-C?j
h51iik fmm the neigbbouring districts, and here sold to the
merchants of Tabriz. One of the great caravan routes between
Tabriz and Baghdad alllo leads through Sd-hj BB618k ; and thus,
altogether, it presents a scene of bustle and animation which one
is hardly prepared for in a town inhabited by Kurds, who are
notoriously averse to the active occupations of peaceful life.
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I remained at Sb-Gj B6ldk two days, a guwt of the chief, who
is charged with the revenue administration of the tribe; and I
then aet out, in company with another chief, to visit U h i j h , to
which my attention had been drawn by a curious account puhlished in Sir R.K. Porter's travels, of a certain petrified city
named Karinj, or rather Khorenj, that had been described to him
by an old Bilbhs Sheikh, as existing in that neighbowhood. At
S6-6j Bdldk I heard divers marvellous stories of thL spot, and
also of certain pillam apparently of the same c l w as the KeliShin of Ushnei; and being so near the place I could not resist
the temptation of visiting it;
/ 3 1st.-From Sb-hj B61dk I followed up the course of the river
for 8 miles, to the confluence of the two stream of which it u
formed; and then keeping along the b s o b of the right branch
through a narrow glade, I wound along for seven milea further,
gradually ascending till I found myaelf at the foot of the chain,
among the roots and branches of which I had been travelling
ever since leaving the plain of Soldb. Here we quitted the
stream at this point, a rapid brawling little brook, and struck up
a steep rocky glen, which, at the end of 3 miles, conducted us to
the summit of the pass. The direction of S6-uj B6Uk war
pointed out to me from the top of the hill, due E. ; and a deep
recipitous gorge led down N. 800 W., into the fine plain of
fAhijtin, which waii seen stretching out beyond the jaw8 of the
pass, to the foot of the great Ku~liatAnmountains, here called
Iiandil, or Kandilhn, rieing up like a gigantic bulwark of defence, and affording, with their snow-capt aummitu and dark
serrated sides, the same magnificent background to the view that
I had admired so much at Uahnei. Proceeding down the glen
for 5 miles we reached the village of Legwin, j u t at the end of
the y,and then opened out into a fioe valley which led into
the plan of Uhijin. About 3 miles beyond, to the right, war
the famous city of Khorenj, which I found to be notlung maw
than a long low hill ; the extreme prong of the range that I had
crossed, stretching out into the plain, and covered over its whole
extent with a multitude of loose rocky fragments of all shapes and
sizes, lying about in a strange chaotic disorder, and met.morphored, in the imagination of the Kurds, into the petrified
figures of men and animals. There was positively not a single
trace of artificial workmanshin in the whole mass: and I thus
learnt another lesson of cauti& in attending to t& wild exaggerated stories of the Kurds, regardmg their local curiodties.
From the hill of Khorenj I went on 9 miles farther. to the
pillar of Keli-Siph ; and here I certainly found a monument
which appeared to be of the name clam as the Keli-Shin, but with
no inscription to repay me for the trouble of my virit. The Keli-

Sf*,
or white pillar, as its name implies, h a rude column of
white stone, 10 feet in height, 3 feet in breadth, and 14 feet in
depth, b e d in a pediment, and differing only in rize and colour,
and the want of an inacriptiog from the one which I have already
de~cribed. It faces also W.N.W.inatead of due E., like the
Keli-Shin. There are some rude figures like a horseshoe, engraved upon different partr of it, which had been taken by the
Kurds for writing. Between this pillar and the village of Legwin,
there is another which is a h called Keli-Sipdn, but it has been
thrown down, and is of smaller d i m e ~ o n even
s
than the KeliShh; this likewise, on the three sides which are exposed, is
without innuipti0n.f I had further heard at S 6 4 j B616k, of
artificial grottoes in the mountain adjoining the Keli-SLpdn, which
had appeared to me, from the description, of the same class as
the Persepolitan tombs: on inquiry, however, from the guidea
who had joined me from Legwin, I was here again doomed to
disappointment ; they knew of nothing but one cave, high u p in
the face of the precipice, and inaccessible except to a mountain
goat or a Baliki ;* and this, from their accounts, war evidently a
mere natural fissure. The Keli-Siph ia at the foot of a very
steep and precipitous rock, which forms the southern boundary
of the valley, down which I h d proceeded from Legwin; the
rocks of Khorenj being the northern limit of the same vale.
Upon the table land at the summit of this hill, I learnt there was
a very strong and extensive fort, defended, in the greater part of
its circuit, by the scarp of the natural rock, and strengthened by
walls and buttresses wherever there wan the possibility of access
from below. The day, however, was too far advanced to admit
of my attempting to climb the hill, and I was told I should find
nothing more than the mere ruined walls and a few tanks excarated in the rock to supply the garrison with water, to repay me
for the labour of ascent.
U h l j i n ia a fine open plain, abundantly watered, and possessing a rich fertile soil, most favourable to agriculture. The source
of the lesser Ziib is in the Legwin valley; from hence it flows
down into the U i j h plain, where it is joined by a multitude of
little streams from the Kandil mountains, and then, passing along
S;irdasht, it forma its way through the great chain, and descends
into the plains of Assyria ;and this course is not a little singular,
for the features of the country would lead one to believe that the
waters of LAhijAn, on the no&-eastern face of the great mountains, must necessariv flow into Persia, as Col. Monteith has l+d
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down in his map ;the contrary, however, is undoubtedly the case.
T h e UhijAn river, even at its very source, is named the Zei;* the
usual pronunciation of Z6b among the Kurds, and I took some
pains to verify its identity with the Altlin S L b r Lesser ZAb.
U h i j h , on the immediate frontier of Turkey and Persia, has
been inhabited at different times by tribes sub'ect to either govemment. It has belonged successively to the erz4, the RBbBn,
the Mikri, and the Bilbas ; and its present condition partakes of
tbia anomalous nature ; for though acknowledged as a Mikri possession, and though the proprietorship of the lands belongs to the
Mi$l chiefs, it is inhabited almost exclusively by the Rilbiis, a
tribe of Turkish KurdistAn, who still pay 1000 tdmilns a-year to
the Mikris for the rent of the district.
The Bilbds are considered by the Mikris as an offset of their
own tribe ; and from their not appearing under their own name in
the Sheref N h e h , I conclude this to be really the case. They
have been long separated, however, and have continued roaming
about the frontiers of Persia and Turkey, transferring their allegiance from one government to the other, as expedience suggested,
until it seems difficult to say among the subjects of which nation
they ought properly to be included. About 90 years ago they
had risen to such power that they were, alike, o, terror to the
AfshBrs, the Mikris, and the Mokeddems. The Mikri country
they had entirely overrun; and it was not until Ahmed Khdn of
Mariighah, the famous Mokeddem chief, invited all the leaders of
the tribe to a great banquet, where he murdered 300 of them in
cold blood, that the South of Aierbijh recovered its tranquillity.
For some years after this they were hunted from the face of the
country like wild animals, and were obliged to take refuge within
the Turkish frontier, where the Mir of Rowindiz found them,
when he rose into p w e r ; and by again slaughtering their most
distinguished chiefs, brought them under some order and
obedience. Since the removal of the Mir they have partly relapsed into their old predatory habits; and are now regarded as
among the most turbulent and treacherous of all the border tribes
of Kurdistin. Their power is so broken, that, at the present day,
they cannot pretend to meet the Mikris in open combat; but
rtill, to prevent their depredations and retain them in some sort of
vassalage, that tribe has been content to relinquish to them the
rich district of LBhijAn, where parts of the two divisions of
Meng6r and MBmish are now settled, gradually adopting agricultural pursuits, m d passing from a nomadic to a fixed life.
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Zei' among the Kurrls may be almost snid to be a generic name for a river ; for
the two Z6bs collect all the mountnirl streams between the Helrirrfcou~~iry
and
SLehrirGr, ao the name of Zei is found a t t d e d to nearly every river that is met with.

The third great division which, indeed, includes nearly half of
the whole tribe, is named Piran.* These, with the remainder of
the Men& and Mitmish, still adhere to a wandering life, parturing their flocks in summer upon the Persian frontier, along the
skirts of the mountains, from Sardesht tu Ushnei; and retiring,
on the approach of winter, far within the Turkish line, to the
warm pastures of Beitush and Germiyin, on the banks of the
k
r Zib. The Bilbk consider themselves as dependent upon Turkey ;but some of their chiefs.have lately made proposals of
allegiance to Aierbijitn ; and the government is naturally anxious
to induce them to settle permanently within the Persian frontier.
They number about 5000 families; but they can bring even a
larger number of horsemen into the field; for, contrary to the
usual habits of the tribes, several brothers frequently live in the
same family, and nearly every Bilbis is provided with his horse
and onear.
Fire-arms are used I v the Bilbis in all their moun1
tain warfare : but for a foray on the plains they usually take tho
fieltl with spear and shield, mounted on active, little, high-bred
horses, admirably bitted ; a d the leaders, for the most part, wearing steel helmets and shirts of mail. The parties of the Bilbh
that I have seen, appeared to be dashing horsemen ; but they are
not considered among the tribes as equal to the Mikri, the Bdbin,
or erhaps the ZerA.
The capital of Lhhijh is named PEshwi: it is distant about
3 miles N.W.of Keli-Sipitn, and forms the residence of the
M h i s h chief ; the Mengur lands lie to the S.E. farther down
the plain, where there are, also, two large villages, named Terk b h and Lili. I can find nothing of interest connected with the
ancient geography of Uhijlin, unless, indeed, the town of Lahika,
where the Nestorian Catholicus is stated to have confined n rebellious monk, in the 15th century, when he held his ecclesiastical
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Ribis comprise the following rlivirio~s:Pirin.
MerlgGr.
Containing
Contuning
ZfoUheh.
W i r Weisi.
Berchem.
Zfidi.
Morik.
Rsagei.,
Sbuf Khelikah.
Babresu,
Sebnmi.
and
StC.
Menlekor~l.

W~tipid.
Wermeziyir.
NUkeli.
~ 1 ~A f1g W1.
MLuhdm~~ii,

bfimid~.
Co~~taini~lg
Hemzeh A'glS.
Merbfik.
Jokhfir.
Beliwe~rd.
MerbabeM.
~ekeb'WetmP~raL.
Snn,

cu~d
Rknik.

ancl
Ptwa.

t The B i l k Tufengehh (or matdr-lock men) are errellent marksmen ; and their

rmdnna in eagerly

courted by the KurdistLr~rhieb irr their stnagglen among each

other for power.
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court at Ushnei,* on the removal of the metropolitan see from
Niniveh, can be supposed to refer to the capital of this district.
I returned in the evening from Keli-Sipdn to Legwin, where
'the presence of my S6-hi I36164 friend secured me a hearty welcome, from the old Mikri white beard; who, with a hundred
families, still continued to occupy and cultivate this little district,
ndwithstandiny the close vicinity of his enemies, the Bilbaa. T h e
old man had a family of ten mns, all inured to battle from the
cradle: they had escorted us from Legwin to the Keli-Sipan,
and, on our relurn, showed off, for my amusement, the various
feats of horsemanship for which they were celebrated throughout
the tribe. Their rapid charge, crouched up in a ball upon the
saddle, behind their little round shield, and with the long spear
held well in front, was really superb. The Cossacks had no
chance against the Mikri horse in the last Russian war : on one
occasion, in particular, the Mikrist chased the whole Russian
cavalry from the field, and several of these very brothere had particularly distinguished themselves in the action. The old man
proudly offered, for the honour of the Mikris, to match thi little
band of brothers against any party of horsemen in the world,
equal to them in numbers ;and, as far as the East was concerned,
he war probably right, for the Mikri are by far the best cavalry in
Persia, and these ten horsemen were about the best in the whole
tribe./
-$ Returning to S6-iij BB6k by the rarne track which I pursued
in going there, I again took up my quarters with the Mikri
governor. Thi tribe is one of the strongest and most powerful
in Persia; it numbers above 13,000 families, and the tract of
country which it occupies measures about 40 miles in length and
50 in breadth, extending N. and S. from the MiyPnddb plain to
Kurdistin proper, and E. and W. from the valley of the Jaghatu
to the mountains. T h e Milids have almost entirely abandoned a
nomade life, and are settled in villages ; but still, on the approach
of summer, they adhere to their old habit of removing into black
tents, which they pitch on the outskirts of the village. They are
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See A~eman,tome ii, p. 256. The rimn, however, is said to have been in the
monutery of S. A b h , which certain4 r d to mind the Deir Sheilh Ibrlhim,
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Mikria are divided into the following t l n h r (or minor tribes), many or
which, again, have smaller sub-divisions:MbL Amlreh, pronounced Bbb6m6rI.
Deh BoM, the financialgovernor is of this tribe.
Khelkl.
Sekfr.
Beyf.
Sheilh S h e d .
GOrik.
'Omerbil.
Selekei.
Fekiyed.
Menink.
lpsku~I(hPli.

Ables.

LktAb.

ItCrirh.

BLrik.

Mhwet and
ShiwerP1'.

Sii.

&le.imLd.

very lightly taxed by the Persian government, paying, nominally,
but ee,ooo, and, in reality, not more than 95,000 t6mins a year ;
which is not above half the sum that their assessment should
reach, according to the general revenue system of the province.
This is a plitic measure, no doubt, for as Sunnis and Kurds, the
Persian crown has no hold whatever on their allegiance; and
they are, at the same time, too powerful to be coerced into anything like tame submission. They are, only, directly liable to
furnish 400 horse for the service of government ; but in any great
national cause, which did not outrage their Sunni feelings, they
might supply a body of most efficient cavalry, numbering from
4,000 to 5,000 horsemen, and still retain enough hands to gather
in their crops, and protect their own country against aggression.
Their present revenue system seems to be peculiar to themselves.
T h e country, acquired in war, was originally l~eldas direct property by the chief. From him it descendccl to his family, and
thus, at the present day, the proprietorship of almost the whole of
this extensive country is in the hands of a single family, the B4bd
'Amireh sprung from a common ancestor, the famous Amireh
Pishi, a Mikri chief, who rose into great power in the sixteenth
century, when Tabriz and the adjacent districts fell under the rule
of Constantinople; and who, for his distinguished services in the
Turkish invasion of Azerbijdn, was rewarded by Sultan Morlid
KhAn with the governments of Mjsui, Arbil, the Bibin, and
Mikri countries, and Mardghah.* But this small family of the
Bib& Amireb, which does not number above fifty or sixty
people, cannot be supposed capable of cultivating all the lands,
and a system has been thus introduced, by which the chief of
the tribe can assign any portion of the country that he pleases to
the care of other inferior leaders, who are called AghL, with or
without the consent of the proprietor. T h e produce is then
divided according to the following proportions :-the Bibd Amireh
landlord receives a fifteenth in right of his hereditary proprietor:
ship ; the Aghi, or farmer, who is the responsible agent to government, a tenth; the Zeri'et-chis, a class of people who are
supposed to understand the science of agriculture, and who
su~erintendthe cultivation. a fifth : and the remainder is shared
&ween the expense of tillage and ihe price of labour, according
to the different arrangements for farming which exist between the
ra'yyat and Aghsl ; the most common is what is called Nisfehkiri,
where the expenses and produce of cultivation are both shared
equally between them; the A g h i taking upon himself a11 the
government liabilities as the equivalent of the labour bestowed by
the ra'yyat. T h e tenth claimed by the AghB, independently of
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this arrangement, is ostensibly the government share the 'Ushril
exacted in all Sunni countries ; but, practically, it does not work
so. T h e revenue to he realisd is distributed by the chief among
the different districts, at an average rate of two tdmbns a family,
and the Aghi, or Bdbb Amfreh proprietor, if he farms his own
land, is then at liberty to apportion the assessment among his
ra'yyats,
.- in reference to his own knowledge of their capability tu
contribute.
I have mentioned that among the great tribes the condition of
the peasantry is far superior to their state under the direct dministration of the government or the control of any foreign
master; who, to fulfil his terms of contract, or to gratify his own
avarice, is sure to wring from them their last penny. Among the
Mikris this is particularly observable : in detached villages or
districts, if the peasantry are forced by oppression to vacate their
lands, they can be reclaimed by the chief whom they have deserted; but here they are all of one tribe, and should any chief
burden his ra'yyats with an undue assessment, they have merely to
migrate a few miles to the milder rule of another, leaving the
landlord to realise his revenue as he best may. The Aghis are
thus obliged, for their own. interests, to cherish and protect the
peasantry that cultivate their lands; and I really believe that
there is also a strong and most pleasing feeling of mutual attachment, which makes them cling to each other under all circumstances, gpd regard each other's welfare as identical. T h e Mikri
chiefs declare that they value a family of their own ra'yyats as equal
-j to two or even three Turkish familiesrThe Kurd never visits
his chief without the offering of a lamb or sheep; and in any
exigency, where he is suddenly called upon to produce a large
sum of money, the chief is sure of being cheerfully assisted by a11
his ra'yyatr to the utmost limit of their means ; while the sulky
Turk will never pay one fraction beyond his due, except upon
compulsion ; and even to obtain this due there is a constant scene
of prayer and protestation upon one side, and of abuse and violence upon the other. Still, however, the Kurds are half savages,
and have no idea of personal comfort : and thus the traveller, in
passing casually through the country and perceiving their dirty
miserable villages, is apt to infer distress and poverty, and to
argue the inferiority of their general condition to that of the
pasantry of other countries.
November 2nd.-I left 5%-iijB616k, much gratified with my
sojourn among the MiLris, and travelled 95 miles to Merbemetibhd, in the Miybndtlb plain. Following down the course of the
river of Sd-fij BBQik, in a N. E. by N. direction, I passed the
large village of YGsuf Kend at 3 miles. Here the valley became
more open ; and theie was a limited extent of rice ground. A t

d

1 mile farther I crossed the left bank of the river to inspect some
curious antiquities. The first was an isolated rock called Sheitln&bad.* The face of it had been smoothed in many places with
the chisel ; and a large passage, which looked like nn aqueduct,
had been excavated through it. This passage being now almost
entirely open to the day, as though the outer surface of the rock,
which was of a soft yielding nature, had been vorn away until it
reached the aqueduct within. At the ditance of a few hundred
yarcls from this, lower down the river, there was another rock,
called Saukend, where I found still more interesting remains.
T h e lower part of this, facing the river, had been all artificially
smoothed ; and the greater portion of its conical surface above had
been cut into regular flights of steps, which conducted to a little
platform on the summit, where, however, I could find notbig
more than a single small reservoir, hollowed out of the rock..with
four holes at thi corners, that appeared intended for pillars to
support some canopy over the water. Through this rock also had
been excavated a narrow winding passage, which I conclude to
be a amtinuation of the aqueduct 01Shei9n-dbhd, the intervening
communication, which must have been raised very considerably
above the ground, having disappeared in the lapse of ages. I
crept into this passage, on my. hands and knees, until I reached,
at some distance within, a low chamber, the purpose of which I
could not at all comnrehend. I could find no trace of sculuture
r - - - or inscription ; but \he base of the rock on the scarped side,
where would be the most likely place for a tablet, is concealed by
the banks of a modern canal that has been excavated just beneath
it. The labour that bas been bestowed on the exterior face of
the rock seems to indicate that it must have been anciently surmounted by some building ; and I conclude this to have been a
fire temple ; but if such really were the case, it has now altogether
vanished, and left the natural pediment alone to mark its site.
I then recrossed the river to the neighbouring village of Inderklish, and there procured guides to conduct me to the place.
named by the Kurds, FakhrakPh, which, from the description, I
had rightly conjectured to be an ancient tomb, of the same class
as those at Persepolis. I reached this at the distance of a mile
from IndarkGsh, and found the excavation, as usual, high up in
the face of a precipitous rock. My Mikrf guides ascended the
face of the rock like cats, and then drew me up with ropes; the
perpendicular height, after climbing up the hill as far as I possibly
mnld, being about 30 feet. The outer chamber of the excavation was 8 paces in width, and 8 in depth ;the height being 18feet.
Here there was a recess raised one step from the outer chamber,
--
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and supported by' two massive pillnrs with circular bases and
capitals, all cut out of the solid rock. Within this, again, and
raised two steps higher, there was a second recess, also supported
by two pillars, and containing, at its inner extremity, three places
of deposit for the dead ; one 8 feet in length, and 5 feet in breadth,
and the other two about half that size : the depth of all threp
being about 9 feet.
T h e tomb must have been excavated for some ancient sovereign
and his two children ; but inscription or sculpture there was none
to indicate even to what dynasty it was to be referred. Among
the writings, however, on the walls of the tomb, where visitors are
usuallv,in the habit of recordim their names. I found a set of inscriptions which I am inclined to regard as very singular. From
their being written in ink, or some composition resembling it, I
could not at first suppose them of any antiquity ; but when I began
to copy the characters, I found they must have been inscribed
when the face of the rock was smooth, and had suffered little from
exposure ; for their only illegibility arose from the surface of the
rock being worn away in many places, which broke the continuity
of the writing. If the lines had been written after the smoothness
of the rock had been destroyed, traces would have been ap
in the broken parts ; but of this there was no appearance.
the face of the rock was smooth the writing was quite distinct ;
where it was broken the letters, or parts of' them, were effaced.
The characters have much resemblance to some of the old Pehlevf
writing., but still they are not identical with i t ; and I do not believe there is any known alphabet to which they can be uniformly
assigned. I attribute them to some ancient visiters of the tomb,
long anterior to the introduction of Islamism. All these remains
seem to indicate the site of some ancient city in the vicinity ; and
accordingly we find in Kurdish tradition a large tract of the adjacent valley now irrigated by the river, and wholly under cultivation, named Shiri Verln, and believed to have been the position
of an immense capital.
I am at a loss, however, I confess, to explain in any satisfactory
way the name of Shiri Verln. There has certainly been no city
of any consequence at this spot for the last thousand years; and I
can scarcely admit the similarity of the title to the Vera of Strabo
to be of any weight against the mass of evidence which would
assign that city to a different emplacement.*
From Fakhrakath I struck across the low hills in a direction of
E. by N., leaving to my left the valley of the S6-Gj Bdlak river,
and the marshy lake where that river loses itself, which I saw in
the distance ; and at the end of 8 miles again.descended into the
0
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Miy&@b plain : 10 miles across the plain, in the same direction,
crossing at the 7th mile, the Tdtslh river brought me to the large
village of Merhemet-dbid, the capital of the district, and only
known at present in the country by the title of Shehri-Miy-b.
This was formerly a very considerable town: the late prince
royal proposed to make it the head-quartem of his artillery. H e
built here a fort and palace, and gave it the new title of Merhemet-Bdd. The place is now half-ruined ; but it still contains
above 1000 houses, ~ m o wwhom are twenty Armenian Chrirtians and forty Jewe.
The great Miyhdtib pbin u chiefly inhabited by Turks, of
the tribe of Mokeddem ; -me of them residing permanently in
villages, but the greater part living in black tents during the
Bummer, and retiring to their kishlikr* (clusters of little thatched
dirty cabinr) in winter. I have mentioned the fine rich soil which
this plain enjoys throughout. About Miydnddb it is highly cultivated ; and, again, a rhort dirtance to the eastward, where a very
considerable stream, called the Leilh SG, is wholly absorbed in
irrigation, the production of rice in immense.
3d-Thir morning I rode over from Miytindib to inspect the
r u b of Leilh, laid down in Colonel Monteith'r map as the ate
of Canznca. I crossed the JaghatG at 4 a mile, and reached
Leiltin at 6 miles farther, the direction being N. 64' E. The
greet ruin I found to be a quadrangular inclosure, about 8 of a
mile in length, and half that distance in breadth, composed of a
line of moundr, some 40 or 50 feet in height. Within the area
there was hardly any trace of building; but without, on the
southern face, a large maas of broken ground indicated the site of
a considarable town. There could be little question, from the
character of the m o d s , that the fort was of some antiquity; but
its claim to be c o d e r d as the representative of Canzaca I ahall
discurn in my memoir on the Atropatenian Ecbatana. It is
called by the peseantry Kel'eh'i-Bdkhteh; and they have a tradition that it rtood a successful siege, of seven years, against some
Feringi warrior who attacked it. The present village of Leildn,
a d mieerable hamlet, ie at the south-eastern angle of the
fort.
From Lei14n I again rtruck across the plain, in a direction of
S. by E., to the Jaghatu river, which I recrossed at 7 miles, just
at the point where it d e b o u c h into the open country. Here I
crossed the high road to Se'in Kal'eh, and re-entered the Mikri
country. Ascending gently from the bank of the river, I then
continued for 7 miles farther, over an undulating down, in the
same direction of S. by E., until I reached the village of Armeni
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Bolbki, in a fine open valley among the hills, and took up my
quarters with a Mikri chief, whom I had been disappointed in
meeting at S6-6j Bblbk, and whom I took this opportunity, therefore, of visiting upon llis farm in the country.
The district in which I now was I found to be denominated
Beyi.* I t was an old possession of the Mikris ; but being little
inhabited, it had been taken from them by 'Abbris Mind, and
conferred upon the Chirdauris,t when that tribe was first located
in this part of Azerbijh. The greater part of the Chslrrlaurb,
however, abandoned their new possessions some years ago, and
migrated farther to the S. Since which time the Mikri cbiefs
have been busily employed in settling villages throughout the
district, and thus establishing their claim to it in a way to prevent
the possibility of its being again wrested from them. I found the
same kind and hospitable treatment at Armeni Boliki which I
have uniformly experienced as the guest of a Kurdish chief, but
nowhere, perhaps, to a greater extent than during my short sojourn
among the Mikris.
4th.-To-day
my Mikri friend insisted on escorting me to
Mohammedjik, the residence of the Chhdauri chief, and we
accordingly set off together with a large party of horsemen to
find our way there. For 3 miles we wound among the hills in
an E. 4 S. direction to the bed of the Jaghatu, which here runs
in a narrow vallev.- about a mile in width. between rames
of
a
hills, which to the west are steep and barren, to the east ascending more gradually and cultivated along their slopes. The district on the other side of the river was named A'jiirl, a dependency
of Mardghah, containing a great number of villages along the
banks of the Jaghatu and the numerous streams which descend
from the hills to the east, and empty themaelves into it. The
capital of the district is KbshQwer, a small town on the banks of
the river, with a very imposing looking fort on the summit of the
hill above it. After ascend in^ the left bank of the river for a
mile, we c r o d over at a poin<where a mound, called Akchehli
Teppeh, divided the territories of A:jdri and Sa'in Kal'eh, and
from hence continued along the valley in a S.E. & S. direction for
10 miles to tlie village of Mohammedjik, situated on the rise of
the hill, at the distance of about a mile from the l e d of the
Jaghatu.
Mohnmmediik is a m d e r n settlement. where the Chirdauri
chief has built himself a comfortable residence, nnd has planted
a large garden in the usual Oriental style, which is the wonder of
.I

SOcnlled &om the Mikrl tribe of Beyt, by whom it was formerly inhabited.
plnin of Chhduu, in

Chlrdaurts are mid to have o r i g l d l y come fmm the
t
Poshh-kfih of LurLtOn.

the surrounding country. The history of this district for the last
twenty years affords a good illustration of the character of Persian administration. T h e Mehil is named SalinKal'eh, from the
town of that name, about 1 farsakh higher up the valley than
Mohammedjik, which forms the capital of the district: it occupies the south-eastern corner of the province of AierbijAn, measuring north and south from A'jLi to Kurdistsln Proper about 40
miles, and east and west, from Khamseh to the JaghatG, it may
average about 30. Before the arrival of the ChArdauris it was
calculated to contain 300 villages, and to be inhabited by 3500
families of the Afshk-tribe, besides numerous refugees' from the
Mikris, the Mokeddems, and KurdistAn Proper : the government
assessment was 17,000 tbmdns. T h e ChBrdauris, an Irliyslt
tribe, originally from Luristtin, and numbering about 4000 families, were removed by the late Shah from Firs to Azerbijk, and
'Abbais Mire& settled them in this district, assigning to them
the revenues for the pay of their contingent of horse. T h e
greater part of the A f s h h , jealous of the new comers, then removed to Ununiyah, and as the Chirdauris had little taste for
agriculture, the lands remained uncultivated. T h e prosperity of
the district thus continued rapidly to decline until the last Russian war, when the Chardauris, alarmed by the occupation of
Martighah, moved off to Isfand-dMd, near H a m d i n , leaving
only 1000 families of their own tribe, and about the same number of Afshdrs, in occupation of the lands. The KurdistAnis,
finding the district thus nearly depopulated, now commenced
their chenndGs.*
and the ruin of all its southern frontier was
'
soon completed : scarcely 100 villages remained inhabited, and
the available revenue had sunk to 4000 or 5000 thmins. This,
however, was but a prelude to further evils, and matters had been
growing worse since that time, until, at the period of
my visit, they appeared to have reached a climax of disorder.
T h e chhdauris, who remained in the district, still claimed the
revenues, and to enable them to realise these revenues, they laid
claim also to the government. T h e Afshdrs would not hear of
relinquishing the government, and having also obtained large
grants from the crown for themselves, neither would they pay any
revenue. Then followed appeals and references to a venal court,
and each party obtained decisions in their own favour ; until at
last, finding that any adjustment by tho interposition of government was impracticable, they had fairly taken the field, determined to fight it out on the old principle of might making right.
Three different engagements had taken place, ending generally
k, the dvantage of the Afshdrs, but still without any decisive
I &
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result, and each party now held his own at the point of the
sword.
Thc Chirdauh have no great reputation among the clans for
skill or bravery ; but they have rtill, on some occasions, done good
service to government; and the Lerd of Mohammedjik, old
N a h r h KhAn, is one of the most shrewd and sensihle tribe
chiefs that I have ever met with. The CMrdaun's of Sa'in
Kal'eh are under nominal obligations to furnish a body of 700
horse to the crown, but I should doubt their being able to assemble half the number ; and in the Hertit campaign they were
excused attendance altogether, in consequence of their own troubles, and their being attacked by plague during the preceding year.
5th.-At Mohammedjik I took leave of my Mikrf friend, who
seemed quite out of his element among the detested &zdbbhes,
and with a guide of NahrJz Khdn's proceeded on my journey.
Following up the narrow valley of the JaghatJ, at 1 farsakh I
passed through Sa'in w e h , situated at the foot of an immense
artificial mound, which ir crowned by a modern fort a p p e n t l y
of some strength. Owing to the recent disturbances I found the
place almost deserted, but the fort above bristled with arms, and
the Afshbs, who had possension, did not seem quite easy at the
approach of our party from Mohammedjik. From the appearance of the mound at Sa'in Kal'eh there can be no question of
the antiquity of the site ; it is difficult, however, to recognise the
position in Oriental geography, and as the name is certainly a
Turkish imposition, its accidental similarity to the Sands of Ptolemy, or the Sintha of Peter the Patrician, must not be regarded.*
At another farsakh from Sa'in Kal'eh I quitted the high road,
which here strikes up among the hills to the left, and followed
up the bank of the river for a short distance to visit the remains
of an ancient bridge over the Jaghath, named Kiz K6pri.t This
bridge was a most pleasing discovery, as it enabled me to fix the
great line of route which approached Canzaca from the westward. I found four of the platforms of the piers from which the
arches sprang still standing : they were 18 paces in length and 8
in breadth, pointed at the end opposed to the current, and rounded
at the other, the exterior facing being formed throughout of huge
blocks of hewn stone, excellently fitted, and the interior b e i i
filled with loose stones mixed up with a strong lime cement.
There seemed to have been originally seven of these platforms,
three of which had been carried away by the force and rapidity
of the current. The era of the bridge I believe to be Sasanian,
and it doubtless marks the line by which the road from Niniveh
Ptol, lib. vi. c. 2. Peter Patric. in Excerpt. h a t . , p. 30.
t "The Maiden's Bri$e," equivalent to the PUi Dokhter, w frequently met
with in Persia. See the emoir on Ecbatsna, p. 136.

conducted to Canmrca. T h e remains of an ancient Sasanian fort
were also said to exist upon a steep and lofty hill on the other
side of the river. but I had no time to cross and visit them.
Turning up a n k o w valley to the left from the bed of the Jaghat&, I now entered among the arms of the broad straggling
. range which here runs nearly west and east, and ap ears to connect the Mikri hills with the great chain thrown o to the S.E.
( from Sehend, and named by Monteith the mountains of Kibleh.
b+
After winding for 10 miles among the tortuous ravines, and ascending the steep acclivities of the succeuire qhnulders of the
range, I at length found myself at the highert point of the hills,
where I got a bearing of hIohammedjik N.N.W.,
vain Kal'eh
heing nearly in the line. The hills in this part are steep and
barren, and are used for sheep-walks : the high road from Sa'in
Kal'eh followed, I understood, a long easy pass a few miler to
the eastward of the line, by which I reached the summit of the
range ; on descending very gradually upon a high table-land, I
rejoined it, and from thence travelled 6 nliles farther in a general
S.E. direction to the village of Hisir.
This part of the country consists of a wide expanse of barren,
hilly downs, which appear as if they might be traversed in any
direction, and the traveller is therefore at first surprised to find
the very great d6tour that he is obliged to make to reach any
particular point ; but this is soon explained : the downs are intersected by steep, precipitous ravines, which are not perceptible at
a distance, and which, except at certain spots, are quite impassable : in the bed of each of these ravines is a little stream flowing
down to the Shrfik, and tht! remains of numerous villages, now
deserted, may be seen upon their banks. +
T o the E. the country is more hilly, the view being terminated
by the great range which divides Aierbijdn from Khamseh. At
the time of Sir R. K. Porter's visit to the country, H*dr seems to
have been a considerable lace ; of late, however, it has been
altogether abandoned, and now found the brother of the AfsMr
chief endeavouring to assemble a few families within the ruinous
enclosure of the fort, who might serve to cultivate the adjacent
lands.
At Hisir I was again among the Turks. The Afshdr chief
was absent on a pilgrimage, and the government was, temporarily,
in the hands of his brother, a young man who had been from his
childhood in the service of the government, and had thus tainted
his IliyBt manners with the flippancy and affectation of the Tabriz
court. I had no reason to complain of want of courtesy, but, I
confess, the rough sterling kindness of the tribes has always
p l e d me far better than the jaunty bearing of the city
fashionables.
-- -
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8th.-Near
Hisir the r o d from Sa'in Kaleh divides; one
track leading to the right to Sehnah, the capital of Ardeldn ; the
other to the left, to Hamaddn. Our maps commit a strange
error in placing Sefer K h h e h , on the latter of these roads, instead
of the former. Sefer KhHneh is in reality the usual caravan stage
from Sa'in Kal'eh, on the Sehnah road, and M situated about 6
miles io the W.S.W. of Hi+, instead of to the E., as the maps
had led me to believe.
I had -come to Hi& for the purpose of visiting the caves of
KaraftC before I proceeded to Takhti Soldimin. I found them
now to be only distant 4 farsakhs ; but the road among the ravines
was too difficult to admit of my going and returning in the day,
and there was no nearer point on the direct line where I could
make my stage ; I was, therefore, recommended to-day to go to
C h ~ l i the
,
last AfshQr village of, any consequence towards the
Kurdish frontier; and from thence, on the morrow, to visit
KaraftG, and return to Tikdn Teppeh. A t about 1 farsakh from
Hi&r I rejoined the high HamadQn road, continued for another
farsakh along it, and then struck down a ravine to the right, until
I reached the villages of Gdk Aghdch, and ChCkli, in the last of
which I took up my quarters, the distance from His4r being 19 4
miles ; it was difficult to observe, accurately, the direction of this
march, from the winclings of the road, the want of any prominent
objects, and the narrow range of view among the undulating hills ;
however, as far as I could ascertain, the general direction was E.
a little southerly. I found Chlilili to be chiefly inhabited hy a
party of Kalhur refugees from Ker~ndnshdh,who had known me
when employed at that place, and were now most desirous to do
me honour in their new a w e s . T h e village is of no great size,
but it is pleasantly situated on a small stream which flows down
to the SdrBk, and there is more cultivation around it than is
usually seen in this dewlate and steril tract.
7th.-Ermted by a party of Kalhur horsemen, I set out from
Ch6kli to visit the caves of Karaftb, one of the most curious
places that exist in Persia. Travelling in a direction of S. W.
over a barren and open country, at 7 miles I reached the bed of
the SQr6k river. This river is formed by the confluence of four
streams which rise in the district of Takhti SoleimBn. It flows
then to the W. in a narrow, rocky valley, between high banks,
broken at intervals by the huge ravines, which, as I Lave mentioned, intersect the country in all directions, and run down to
the bed of the river. Near Sefer Khdneh it meets the Jaghath,
which rises in the pass of NBCkhh, on the eastern face of Zagros,
and thence passing through the district of Sekiz, collects all the
streams of that mountainous region; from the point of confluence
the river continuer among the mountains till it reaches Kiz

Kdpri, after which, the valley begins to expand; and, at last,
opens out into the great plain of Miylndbb. At this season I
found very little water in the SBrCk ; it was merely a rapid, noisy
stream, boiling along amid stones and rocks, and fordable at all
points. T h e S b ~ does
k
not form the boundary between Aierbijin and Kurdistln, as has usually been stated. T h e AfshBrs
of Sa'in Gl'eh claim a very considerable tract S. of the river;
and though at present it is little occupied, no doubt remains as to
their right. At 7 miles from the river, still pursuing the same
direction, over undulating downs covered with high withered
grass, I reached the great ravine of Karafth, in the precipitous
face of which are found the openings to the caves. 5
Sir R.K. Porter has described these excavations with so much
minuteness and accuracy that I need not add much to his account.
There can be little question about their having been devoted to
Mithraic worship, and the neighbourhod of the great Median
capital explains their position in this wild, and now desolate
region. Porter speaks of an enchanted fountain in the innermost
recesses of the mountain, to which he was unable to Denetrate : I
heard the same story from my guides, and, aft& numerous
failures, succeeded at last in reaching the spot, at the end of a
natural gallery formed of the most splendid stalactites. The
magic fountain proved to be nothing more than a amall natural
pit among the stalactites, filled with delicious water; and, after
cliunberiq round the sides of it, I found the gallery too narrow
to admit of any farther progress. There is some exaggeration in
the infinite extent which Porter would assign to the ramifications
of the cave. I followed every gallery which I found, or wit11
which the guides were acquainted, to its end, and none of them
reached further than the fountain, about 700 yards from the
entrance. The altar, also, of which Porter speaks, in the square
chamber of the second range, is the base of a broken pillar-had
he cast his eyes upwards he would have seen the rude capital
adhering to the roof of the cave. His description, however, in
the main, is graphic and correct, and I cannot do better than
refer to it for all particulars of this very interesting spot.
After remaining 6 hours at Karaftu, I remounted, on my
return. We fell in with some wild hogs near the caves, and the
chase which they gnve us took us some miles farther down the
valley of the Sbrhk than the p i n t where I had crossed it in the
morning. All this part of the country is what the Persians call
Chhl (an uninhabited desert), and forms a sort of neutral ground
between AierbijAn and Kurdisthn; the real boundary is said to
be the great ravine of KaraftQ. After the chase, we followed up
the narrow rocky valley of the SArCb for about 9 miles-the
general direction being E. 8' N. As we p m e d e d , we found a
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few m k r a b l e villages on the b&
of the river, and saw wme
others in the ravines to the right and left. A t last, we quitted the
river at the large village of Kiz Kapin, an Afshir oettlement, and
crossed an open undulating country for 5 miles, in an E. by S.
direction, to Tikin teppeh, the usual halting-place for caravans
on the high roaii between Tabriz and Hamadin-it ir reckoned
9 farsakhs distant from Sa'in Kai'eh, and from the caves of
Karaftli it may be about 17 mi1es.j)
Tlkdn Teppeh is situated in a valley of limited extent, well
watered, and pretty generally cultivated. The village is named
from a large irregular mound, of no great height, but of considerable circuit, of which it covers the southern and western skirts ;
it is one of the chief places in the Afshhr country. I have since
learnt that in the immediate vicinity there are a number of ancient
excavations, which appear as if intended for places of repulture,
and which, from their being thus found in the interesting neighbourhod
.
. of the Median capital, would be well worthy of minute
examination.
8th.-From
Tikin Teppeh I set out to visit the ruins of
Tahhti-Sole'irnin. There are two roads conducting to the Takht ;
one, a circuitous track, leads into the valley of the main branch
of the SirGk, and follows up that stream tu its source; the other
crosses the hills in a general direction of N.40 E. 1 followed
the latter track over a country broken by several low rocky ranges,
and at the end of 1% miles, descended tu the valley of the
southernmost arm of the SBr6k. A considerable village, at this
point, is named KirAniz ; and a short distance lower down the
stream there is a natural object which is considered one of the
great wonders of the district : the river, it seems, swells out into
a small lake, and in this there is a floating island of spungy turf,
which is usually moored at one side, but can be pushed with long
oles to a11 parts of the lake. I was so anxious to get to the
r a k h t in time for a meridional observation, that, much ta the
astonishment of my guide, I declined going out of my road to
visit the floating island. From the river I crossed over a barren,
stony hill, where, in an old I'liyit cemetery, the body of an Imam
Zidal* was said to have been, lately, miraculously discovered;
and which was, thus, considered by the peasantry as holy ground,
and, at 5 miles, on reaching the brow of the hill, had the satisfaction of seeing the ruins of the famous Takht, in the valley at my
feet. T h e first view of the ruins of Takhti-Soleimin is certainlv
striking. The tract of country, extending along the Lase of t h i
mountains, which form the prolongation of the Kiifilin KGh range,
M more open than any I had seen since leaving the shores of the
The d ~ d a n oft an Imkn.
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lake of Urumiyah. I t is called, in the country, the St+&, or
plain of Takhti-Soleimdn ; but this must be only understood as a
relative title, to distinguish it from the mountainous regions that
surround i t ; for it is an undulating tract, intersected by many
low ranges of hills, and does not at all answer what we expect
from the term of Sahri, or plain; near the south-eastern extremity of the tract there is a narrow open valley, commanded by a
projecting hill, on the summit of which are the remarkable ruins
of the Takht. From a distance they present to view a grey
hoary mass of crumbling walls and buildings, encircling a small
piece of water of the deepest azure, and bounded by a strong line
of wall supported by numerous bastions. A nearer inspection
shows the ruins, perhaps, to less advantage; but I confess, to me
it was fraught with much interest, for at every step, I met with
fresh evidence to confirm me in the belief that I now beheld the
great capital of Media. I was occupied for the greater part of three
days in examining the ruins, and taking a regular survey, whic.h
I have laid down in the accompanying plan. This plan, and the
description already published in Sir R. K. Porter's travels, will
preclude the necessity of any very detailed account ; but still, I
cannot pasa over the place without a general notice.
T h e hill of Takhti-Soleimin appears, at first, a~ 2 it were
isolated, but this ie not strictly the case. On the wuthern,
western, and northern faces, it resents a steep acclivity to the
valley; but, at the N.E. and 8%corners, the ground rises gradually, and on its eastern face it is thus very slightly elevated
above the country beyond the walls. At the S.W. corner, I
found the height of the hill, by trigonometrical observation, to be
150 feet above the plain, and that of the wall, at its summit,
where perfect, to be 50, giving a total of 160 feet ; and this may
be taken as the general average of height along the threesteep
faces. T h e brow of the hill is crowned by a wall, the most perfect part of which i along the wuthern face, and the most ruinous
upon the western; but this will be more nppnrent by a reference
tu the plan, where I have laid down the exact ground-plan of the
wall, marking, by a dotted line, what I suppose to have been itsori~ i n adimensions.
l
There are the remains of thirty-seven bastions.
and the circuit of the wall, measured from point to point of these
bastions, is 1330 paces, or a little more than of a mile. A t a
few points only near the gateway, on the south-eastern face, ia the
line of wall perfect; but where it is perfect, the masonry is shown
to be most excellent. T h e breadth of the wall is 12 feet, the
outer facing being composed of hewn blocks of stone about 14
inches cleep, and feet in length, alternating with thin stones
laid edgeways and perpendicularly between them, and the whole
being fitted with extreme care and nicety: the interior is filled
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up with huge unhewn blocks, imbedded in a lime cement, which
is now fully as hard as the stones themselves. The bastions that
are now perfect near the gateway at the S.E. corner of the fort
are solid, and taper upwards from the base; but I do not think
these can be of the same w e as the curtain. for thev are formed
of smaller stones, less accurately fitted, and in other parts of the
fort fragments of the old bastions remain, faced with the same
huge blocks of hewn stone which mark the general character of
the real ancient building : it appears to me as if the bastions near
the gate had been repaired in times comparatively modern. T h e
gateway which faces S. SO0 E. is quite perfect. I t consists of a
single nrch, 12 feet high, and 10 feet wide, and is formed intirely of massive hewn blocks-a bastion protects it on either
side. Above the gateway, and extending from one bastion to the
other, are a line of blocks, each carved with a rude representation
of an arch, which thus form a sort of ornamental frieze to the
portal, and offer the only specimen of ancient sculpture to be
found upon the walls. Passing through the gateway, I found
myself within the precincts of the deserted city : the first object
that attracteel my attention was the lake. I found this to be an
expanse of water on the highest point of the hill, irregularly
shaped, anrl about 300 paces in circuit: the rocky banks that
surround it are formed of 8 deposit of carbonate of lime, of which
the water holds vast quantities in solution, and there can be no
doubt but that they are daily narrowing as the calcareous deposit
continues : a very short distance from the eurface they recede inwards, thus forming a huge incurvated basin for the lake. Sir
R. K. Porter states his belief, that the hill has been formed entirely by deposition from the water, and this, in very remote antiquity, would seem to have been the case, for the depth of the
water, recently determined by repeated experiments of the Afshllr
chief at 47 Persian yards, agrees, as near as possible, with the
height of the hill, ascertained by myself with the sextant; but
still, from the date of the erection of the present wall, the height
can have increased but very little, for so gradual is the slope from
the bank of the lake to the gateway, that the water which flows
out of the lake by an artificial outlet, opened within the memory
of the old men of the district, can scarcely find its way to the
portal, the greater portion lying about in large pools, evaporating
and adding by its deposit to the great pehified mass ; and, besides
this, the water has long since risen to the highest level which the
nature of the fountain will admit. I conclude the lake to be
connected by an undergound syphon with some other great fountain in the interior of the adjacent mountains, which is precisely
of the same level as itself, and which has other means of outlet ;
for the great phenomenon of the lake is this, that whatever
0
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number of pnssaggs may be opened in its rocky edge for the
purpose of irrigating the lands below, the hill will be immediately
filled by a copious discharge of water, which may be kept up for
any length of time, without at all affecting the level of the lake ;
and if these passages again are dosed, ro as to prevent the escape
of any water, the surface of the lake will still preserve the same
level, and the water will never rise enough to overflow the banks;*
and this same phenomenon was remarked and described by an
oriental writer up&
of 500 years ago.+ In the traditions of
the country, it is not believed that there was any outlet for the
water8 of the lake until about fifty years ago, when the Shkh
Sewend tribe opened two passages to conduct streams for the
irrigation of their lands at the foot of the hill, and, of course, when
the town was inhabited, the people, who could not be ignorant of
the petrifying quality of the water, would naturally be careful to
prevent its escape. However, after the city was finally ruined,
which I believe to have been during the fifteenth or sixteenth
century, some great outlet, either by accident or design, must
have been opened upon its western face; for on that side the
whole tract, intervening between the lake and the brow of the
hill, bears evident marks of having been deluged-the surface is
one mass of petrifaction, and the curtain and bastions, which I
condude to have been already in ruins before the great flow
commenced, are entirely covered with the calcareous deposit,
lying in huge waves over the prostrate biocks along the crest, and
down the slope of the hill, like the hardened surface of a flow of
lava from a volcano : the appearance is most singular, and I can
hardly think that the constant flow of water for a century would
have been sufficient to produce it. At present, there are two
outlets for the water ; the most ancient is at the N.E.comer of
the lake, where the water pours gently forth through a small
aperture in the rocky bank, spreads itself out, and petrifies as it
goes along, until it reaches a ruined part of the wall upon the
eastern face of the fort. I t here again collects into a narrow bed,
flows round one of the bastions upon a high rocky ridge which it
has formed for itself, and thcn turns off into the country to a
little pond, from which it trickles into the plain below; the other
outlet is at the point of the lake nearest the gateway. A small
portion of the water only, as I have mentioned, reaches the gateway, and, at the time of my visit, this portion seemed to be entirely wasted away in a large mass of calcareous rock, a short distance below. Having seen the extraordinary ~etrifactionupon
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the western face, I could fancy that, should anything occur to
ruin the gateway and adjoining bastioqs, they might, some centuries hence, present erhaps the same appearance.
When I wan at T hti-Soldman, the water did not gush from
the lake with any force whatever ;the hand, 4eld a very few inches
within the aperture, was quite insensible to a current, and bits of
stick, which I threw in at the distance of a yard, were not even
drawn into the channel. The peasantry regard it as a special
miracle, that in the spring season, when water is required for
irrigation, n copious aupply reaches the lain from these two
outlets, without there being any perceptible increase in the volume
that is discharged ; and that, while in other places the water hccomes stone, it produces only a fertilising effect upon their cultivated lands. I conclude from this that, in the spring, when the
mother fountain is swollen by the melting snows, the velocity of
the water in these narrow channels must be much increased,
though its apparent body remains the same ; and that, either the
carbonate of lime, which it holds in solution, must be all deposited before it reaches the lower plain, or, as is more probable,
that the infusion of the snow-water must purify the fountain, and
remove a great proportion of the calcareous ma&, which appears
at other seasons to be the main cause of its tendencv to stamate
"
in its downward course. Be the reason, however, what it may,
there is certainly no appearance of deposit in the cultivation below,
and the narrow outlets could not contain a greater body of water
than I saw in them at the time of my visit. T h e water is of a
deep blue colour, exquisitely clear, and not unpleasing to the
taste. I brought away a bottle of it to be analysed, but, unfortunately, it was broken before an opportunity occurred of applying
chemical tests.
T h e old opinion was that this lake was unfathomable ; indeed an
Arabian traveller of the ninth century does not scruple to affirm
that he tried to sound it with a line of 4000 yards, and failed in
finding any bottom. The assertion is perpetuated in all the geographers, and was believed in the country until last year, when an
A f s h t girl, having thrown herself into the lake, in consequence of
disappointment in a love a i r , the chief, a very intelligent man, was
led to try its depth with a line. The water wan so heavy that the
people employed could not tell when they touched the bottom ;
but with a line of sixty Persian yards the stone came up covered
with mud: they then continued shortening the line, with the
same result, until at 4
a yards the stone came up clean, having
evidently not touched the bottom. The experiment was repeated
several times, and the depth of the lake may therefore be considered as ascertained at 47 Persian yards, or about 96 fathoms.
T h e immediate banks of the lake are free from the remains of
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any buildings, but at a short distance from it a square enclosure of
ruins surrounds it on the four sides : the buildings are chiefly of
a Mohammedan age, and doubtless belong to the palace erected
at this spot by Abekal KhBn, the Moghul emperor, as I s b a . 1 1
explain more at length in my other memoir. A sketch of the
principal ruin appears u on the ground-plan of the place, and I
also give a copy of the grabic inscription which runs along the
frieze in the interior of the building. As these ruins are of no'
interest, and have, moreover, been noticed by Porter, I need not
delay with a description. There is one particular mass, however,
situated on the northern side of the square, which demands more
attention. Porter considered this to'be n ruined h a m d m , or
bath, which scarcely deserved notice ; but, after a minute examination, I see no reason to doubt its representing the ancient Fire
Temple of the province of AzerbijBn, which, before the rise of
I s l h , is known to have been one of the most holy places in
Persia. T h e obscure history of the temple I shall endeavour to
illustrate in the memoir, and here, therefore, confine myself to a
description of the ruin.
Amid the mass of crumbling rubbish it was not very easy at
first to ascertain the original design of the building; but after
some trouble I succeeded : the temple has been a square edifice
of 55 feet.
I t was built of bricks, admirably baked, and laid in a planter,
which seems very much to resemble the Roman cement of the
present day : so strong, indeed, is this cement that in some places
where the arch is destroyed the su erincumbent building still
remains uninjured, supported mere y by the adhesion of the
bricks to each other : the outer wall is shown to be 15 feet thick :
a high narrow vaulted passage within this surrounds the central
chamber, and communicates with it by a large broad arch, upon
each of the four faces : this chamber, where the sacred fire was,
I conclude, deposited, is supported by massive walls also 15 feet
thick: it is roofed by a circular dome, and measures inside 10
paces square : the central chamber is now filled up with ruin and
rubbish to the spring of the arch ; and the dome is also partly
broken in from the character of the building, formed of layers of
bricks, both horizontal and perpendicular, which is peculiar to
the Sasanian ages, and the similarity of design to that of other
ruined fire temples, which are to be met with in different parts
of Persia. I refer the edifice without any doubt to the same
class, though it is possible that, under the Muselmh rule, it was
devoted to other purposes : the interior of the dome in the central
chamber is coated with a thick covering of black, which seems to
have been caused by the smoke of the sacred fire, burning for
centuries upon the altar underneath. The central chamber is in
E a!
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pretty p o d preservation, but the outer passage is for the greater
part destroyed, and all round the edifice outside there are vast
heaps of ruins, the debris of buildings attached to the shrine:
ahove there appears to have been a superstructure, to which, in
fact, the massive brick walls below served as a sort of pediment;
nnd that this must have been of great height and solidity is shown
by the foundations of immense hewn blocks of stone that are still
seen among the ruins on the top of the domed chamber ; here, I
conjecture, were the emblems of the heavenly bodies that outraged the pious feelings of the Christian soldiers of Heraclius ;
and a silver crescent, on the highest peak of the cupola, seems to
have maintained its position even long after the establishmeut of
-.

c,

/

Idh.*
T h e only other building within the fortress, that appears to
have any claim to antiquity, is a small square enclosure of four
walls, rudely built of unhewn stone, near the south-western face
of the fortificatio~lo: part of the left hand column of the gateway
is still standing, formed of huge blocks of a dark-red stone,
which are cut into the shape of the outer half of an octagon, and
are also carved with an o<namental pattern : two fragments of a
shaft are standing erect in front of the- gateway; two others are
lying on the ground near it; and within the walls there are also
two bases or capitals; for it is not ensy to distinguish which; all
formed of the same dark-red stone. that is not to be met with in
any other part of the ruins. I looked with interest down the
slope of the hill for the remains of other walls, besides the one
that runs along the crest, but I searched in vain : there are certainly not at present any traces of a wall, except the upper one ;
nor do I think that there ever could have been any upon the
slope of the hill. On the northern and western faces of the hill,
upon a sort of long sloping platform, between the steep acclivity
and the lower valley, there are traces of some very extensive remnins, but so nearly are they levelled wit11 the surface of the
ground, that I fniled to ascertain anything of their precise nature :
they stretch away from the hill 900 or 300 yards into the
plain, and ap ear to have consisted of large quadrangular courts
with a few bui dings attached ; these were probably the dwellingplaces of the nobles, for whom there wan no room within the
narrow circuit of the walls ; but the great mass of the city must
have lain along the banks of the little stream that flows down tlie
lower vnlley ; and here, I confess, the remains are scarcely sufficient to accord with my idea of this being the site of the ancient
capital of Media: immediately upon the hanks of the stream
there is certainly a long line of broken ground, which has been
evidently covered with buildings, and upon the side of a hill to
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the right there are also some considerable remains, which me
named by the peasantry Kelisiyeh,* or the church ; but still there
is nothing to indicate the site of one of the most celebrated cities
of the East ; and it is only after seeing the broad level surface of
the desert, unbroken by the trace of habitation, which we know
must have been included within the circuit of other ancient -pi- '
tals, not less populous or less celebrated than either of the
Median Ecbatanos, that one can believe the mighty city of Dejoces to have existed at this spot.
The common popular tradition regarding the ruins of TakhtiSoleimdn ascribes the foundation of the palace to Solomon, the
son of David. H e is believed to have here held his regal court,
and to have invited the queen of Sheba, whom the easterns name
Balkis, to visit him at the Takht, from her palace in the city of
Ushnei. A remarkable ruin is shown upon the highest peak of
the mountains. bearing N.E.from Tekhti-Soleimin, which is
named Takhti-Balkis, and is supposed to have been built by
Solomon for the summer residence of the queen. The mountain
was now covered with snow, and the road to the summit was described as ro difficult that I contented myself with examining the
ruin with a telescope from the plain below. I t seemed to be a
large artificial platform, surmounted with n few ruined walls ; and,
as I learnt that the building was all rough unhewn stone, 1
judged it to be a Sasanian fortress. I t is said to possess a magnificent view of a11 the surrounding coontry, and that, in a clear
-day, the lake of Urumijah even may be seen from it.
Among the other marvels which are attributed, at this place, to
the wizard king, is a winding rocky ridge in the plain below the
hill, upon its southern face, called the AzhdihA, or Dragon, which
is supposed to have been a monster transformed into stone by the
potent spell of Solomon's signet ring, an it was coming, open
mouthed, to attack the city. T h e ridge is about 10 feet high
and 80 paces in length, and has evidently been formed by the
calcareous deposit of the water running for a great length of time
-in a narrow stream along it.
T h e hill immediately opposite to the Takht, towards the west,
is crowned by a little ridge of scarped rock, in which there are
said to be a vast number of natural excavations, which are also
called Tawfiehi-Soleimiin, or the stable of Solomon; and above
the ridge, I understand, there was an old wall encircling the
summit of the hill, as though it had been used for a place of defence. But perhaps the most singular of all the natural curiosities in the vicinity is the place named Zindhi-SoleXmAn, or
Solomon's prison. This is a small conical hill at the distnnce of
11 mile from the Takht, in a direction of N. 70 W. I t rises up
very steeply from the plain, and the summit is crowned by a
Cvmpted from the G m k 'fisrr.ia.
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scarped rocky crest, which is rather difficult to ascend. O n
scaling this crest, I found myself on the brink of a most terrific
basin, into which it made me, at first, almost giddy to look. T h e
explanation of this singular place was at once apparent. A yetrifying spring, similar to that of the Takht, must at one tune
have here burst from the ground. I t must have given birth to
the entire hill, rising from the pressure of the great interior fountain, as it gradually formed by its deposit a rocky basin to w n tain the waters; and at last, when the basin had risen to its
present enormous height above the plain, some great natural
convulsion must have suddenly cut off the supply of water,
causing the level of the great fountain to fall at the same time to
the height at which the lake of the Takht appears now to remain
in equilibrium. I can only suppose that this great convulsion
opened an outlet for the water at the Takht before the formation
of that hill or basin; for otherwise it seems impossible to understand how the waters at the ZindQ could have risen so much
higher than the level at which they remain stationary at the
Takht. T h e summit of the ZindLn is certainly 200 feet, probably more, above the level of the lake upon the Takht ; the shape
of the basin is nearly circular, and it measures about 40 yards in
diameter. I had no means of ascertaining its exact de th, but a
small pebble, dropped from the brink of the basin, t m l 4 1%" to
reach the bottom, which will give a rough measure of 370 feet ;
and by suspending a line of 90 yards from the side, I judged it
to be above six times that depth, which gives nearly the same result. T h e basin is slinhtlv incurvated towards the summit: it
then descends perpendicularly till near the bottom, and there
branches out into deep cavernous recesses upon every side.
When the wmmunication with the great fountain was cut off an
immense deposit of calcareous matter must of course have taken
rlace as the water evaporated, so that the original depth was proI ably much greater than it is at present. T h e bottom now looks
like moist sand, with fragments of rock projecting through it.
T h e tradition regarding this place pretends that it was formed
by Solomon for a state prison, and certainly a more secure dungeon could hardly be found. All the well-informed people of the
district, however, perfectly understood its formation; and the
lake at the Takht, they say, some day may possibly present the
same appearance. There are a number of springs near the foot
of the hill thermal, acidulous, sulphuric, and calcareous; one
of the most curious is a small basin with a jet of water in the
centre always playing, and the spring still remaining at the same
level without anv
outlet for the water. This the Af,annarent
A L
shars of course regard as a miracle ; and I confess, at first sight,
it appeared startling enough: however, I could not doubt but
that there was sdme fissure invisible from above (though the
0
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spring was exquisitely clear) which carried off the water under
ground. During my residence in this neighbourhd I took up
my quarters with the brother of the AfshAr chief, a fine, rough,
honest farmer, who detested all government connexions from his
very soul, and who lived quietly in his village of Chorek Teppeh,
about 5 miles distant from the Takht, cultivating his lands, protecting the peasantry, and en'oying all the pleasures of a real
county life. Chorek Teppe bears from the Takht about N.
50 W.; the intervening country is prett open, formed of high
undulating downs, with here and there t e rocky crest of a hill ;
but beyond Chorek Teppeh, in the same direction, there is s
considerable plain, which is intersected by the three most northerly arms of the S r h k . One of these arms comes down a long
defile from the mountains hamed Zarrah Shhrin, or the goldwashers, and along the course of this stream there is said to be
the old shaft of a mine, which has been worked above a farsakh
in length. There are numerous other shafts and g~lleriesof old
mines in various parts of the district, but none of them are now
worked. They are believed to have produced lead, copper, iron,
and even silver and gold, whence has remained the name of Zerreh Shiirdn.
At Chorek Teppeh I heard wonderful accounts of an inscription in an unknown character, which was to be found upon a
neighbouring hill, and the clue to which was kept with the
greatest secrecy, as it was supposed to contain a talisman for disc~veringthe entrance to some inexhaustible mine in the vicinity.
I had been told of this inscription, indeed, ever since I entered
the AfsMr country, and my curiosity was not, I confess, a little
excited when I found that some Feringi traveller, who, from the
description, I at once recognised to be Schultz, had been actually
detained here for three days searching for the tablet; and after
every endeavour to obtain a sight of it b bribes and persuasion,
had at last left the place without being a le to effect his purpose.
The same mystery was kept up in my own case when I first
arrived at Chorek Teppeh. T h e Khan was absent, and not a
single question could I get answered regarding the inscription.
O n my repeating my inquiries, however, after his return home, an
old white-beard, the hereditary pir of the district,* was produced,
who was alone in possession of the clue to the place. The old
man at first gave a direct refusal to show the inscription to an infidel; but finding the KMn was not to be trifled with, he then
endeavoured to make a bargain with me, asking some enormom
sum as his fee for guiding me to the spot. I had been careful
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not to appear too anxious about this inscription, as I was aware
that I should thereby be defeating my own object (indeed, i t
could only have been, I think, Schultz's extreme eagerness that
prevented the old man from showing it to him) ; so I replied
that I should be hunting with the KMn on the morrow in the
neighbourhood ; that I should take an opportunity of looking at
the writing, and that if it proved to be of interest, which I had
no reason to exnect. he should be rewarded with a Dresent. On
the morrow, &ord&lyJ in my way from Chorek 'feppeh to the
Zindin, I turned aside to the hill where the old man said the inscrintion was to be found. T h e side of the hill war.covered with
mciy fragments, and several fissures in the ground were shown,
which were said to be the openings to mines, now disused and difficult to enter, from the
eries having become wholly or partially
choked up with the fa1 ing in of the soil from above. Among
these fragments the old man had to search for nearly half an hour
before he himself could discover the tablet; and when I was a t
last summoned to behold and explain the talisman, I found it to
be mere common Arabic writing, very rudely cut, and so nearly
obliterated as to have appeared to the ignorant A f s h h l i e an
unknown character. When I minted out several narticular
words to the Khin, however, he &uld not fail to recoGise them,
and then he wondered at his stupidity in not making the discovery
before. There are twelve lines, which appeared to me to be
Arabic verse, but I could not make out enough of the writing to
determine its application with any certainty. I conclude it, however, to have some reference to the mine which was worked close
by. The old man, as may be supposed, was not n little disgusted
with my discovery, and when the KhAn began to bunt him with
his wonderful talisman, he declared that his holy character was
now gone.- and that he must leave the countrv. 1 mention this
story as a lesson to travellers in Persia, to be very cautious in
trusting to the hearsay evidence of their guides; it is impossible
to feel any certainty, with re& to inscriptions or other remains
of antiquity, without personal examination,
In the spring and summer the neighbourhood of TakhtiSoleiman is represented as a perfect paradise. The country all
around is carpeted with the richest verdure; the climate is
delightful, and myriads of wild flowers impregnate the air with
fragrance; indeed there is not considered a more agreeable yfilAk
or summer pasture in all Persia. The governor of Khamseh
frequently makes it his summer residence, though, strictly speaking, it is beyond the frontier of his province ;
the IfliyBt of Khamseh and GBr6s also graze and
their ocks during
of
the hot weather in the vicinity of the Takht ; of these IfliyAt the
lwincipal are the Shdh Sewend,* a very large tribe, to be met
-
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These are the Shlrsseranni, that lldrerdld and ferocious tribs'? daribcd by

with in all parts of Persia, but chiefly in 'Iriik, nnd at Ardehil :
the portion of the tribe attached to Khamseh numbers a b u t
three thousand families, who migrate between Takhti-Solkimhn
and the warm valley of the Kizil Uzen.
10th.-Having finished my survey of t h e ~ a k h t I, set out from
that place to find my way to Zenjdn, along a line which 1 believe
has never before been travelled by a European. Ascending
gently along a winding valley in the hills, in a direction of ahout
N. 64 E., at the end of 5 miles, I reached the top of a pass in
the first range of hills; Takhti-Belkis bearing due N., at the
distance of about 9 miles: here the district of Angiidn commenced, the pass in the hills being considered the true frontier
betwee11 Aierbijh and Khamseh. This district of Angfiriin is
one mass of mountains; it occupies all the eastern face of the
range which stretches up to the northward, an far as the KQfilin
K l h hill, and is broken by innumerable ravines, generally
running in an E. by S. direction, each of which conveys its little
stream to swell the waters of the Kizil Uzen: in the beds of
these ravines are situated the villages of the peasantry, smiling
amid gardens and orchards, and appearing all the more thriving
and happy fmm their contrast to the miserable and half-ruined
hamlets of Sa'in Kal'eh. Descending from the top of the pass
to the opening of one of these ravines, I had again to cross a very
high m k y ridge, the inner barrier of the chain, distant 1 farsakh
from the upper pass, before I could fairly get into the bed of the
little valley.
From hence I followed down a stream for 4 miles, in an E. by
S. direction, the solitary peak of Mount Demirli bearing right
a-head,* in the far distance, during the greater part of the time.
I passed several villages, and finally alighted at Yenijah, a fine
thriving place, containing about two hundred houses, and filling
the bed of the valley-to some distance with the gardens and
orchards that surround it. I had brought a guide with me from
my Afshiir host of Chorek Teppeh, and, sending him on half an
hour in advance, I found on my amval everything arranged for
my reception by the old Ketkhodd of the place, who, though
quite of a different stamp from the tribe chiefs I had been lately
associated with, was still one of the kindest and most goodhumoured fellows that I met with during my whole trip.
T h e district of Atng6rin contains about fifty- five villages, and
pays an annual assessment of three thousand tdmdns ta government, besides furnishing nearly two hundred men for the army.
This revenue is mainly realised from the produce of lead, large
Porter in his visit to Takhti-Soleimin ; their ferocity is, however, I fancy, d n e d
to mheepstedng and similar l'liyfit practices.
Mount Demirlf is drsngely misplaced in Col. Monteith's map It t about 40
mil- oat of it8 t i u e poaition.
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quantities of which are indeed now received by the government
in lieu of money. The moonbins of A1n&rin and U'riyird, a n
adjacent district to the N., are celebrated for the richness of
their metallic stones. In U1riydrd the mines are still worked,
and, under proper management, would yield a most abundant
return ; but in A1ngiirBn, though the openings to the mines are
all well known, it is not found of advantage to work them; for
there are vast quantities of ore remaining at all the old fdrnaces
throughout the district, from which the lead has been but half
extracted ; and the resmelting of this ore affords full occupation
at present for all the peasantry that can be spared to attend to it.
When this supply is exhausted, I suppose the mines will be again
worked. The produce of grah very limited, und does not suffice
for the wants of the population.
The A1ngGrinis, in common with all the inhabitants of Khamseh, are Turks, and consider themselves, I know not with what
justice, to be part of the great tribe of Afshdrs. The government
is hereditary, in the family of a particular chief; subject, however, to the a proval of the provincial governor appointed from
Tehergn.
chief, by name Ganjl Ali Khan, resides at the
Allage of Ganj-dbid, distant about 6 miles N.E. of Yekijah,
and it is thus considered at present as the capital of the district.
A'ngiirin seems to be the place which, in oriental geography, is
known by the name of Anjerdd, or Anjereh, and which was included under the Chengizim dynasty, among the dependencies of
Sojh and Sohriverd.* In common with the surrounding districts
it suffered greatly in the harassing conflict of plunder and devastation, which was kept up all along t h i frontier between the
Kurds and I@zilbAshes, preceding the rise of the Sefavkan
dynasty. Towards the close of the sixteenth century, when the
Turks had overrun Aierbfjin, Khamseh and the dependent clistricts, as far as Hamadh, were confided to the care of a chief
named Daulet YAr Khkn, of the Kurdish tribe of Siydh Manslir ;
and as the safety of 'IrAk depended upon the defence of this
frontier government, the power of the chief was strengthened
with all the disposable means of the empire. Daulet YBr K h h ,
elated with this power, and relying on the natural strength of his
country, now took occasion to assert his independence; he built a
very strong fort in these mountains of A'nglirdn, defeated the first
army that was sent against him, and it was not until Shdh ' A b b
the Great undertook in person the siege of his strong hold, that
thin dangerous rebellion was finally crushed.+ The remains of
Daulet Ydr's castle are still shown upon a high peak N. of
Yeliijah.
1 lth.-From Yexiiiah I still continued to follow down the
ravine in a general 2. by S. direction, till it gradually expanded
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into an open valley, and, at the distance of 8 miles, finally debouched upon a small plain, in which were situated the two large
villages of A'ngfirAn and Kh$inilc, both surrounded with gardens,
and lying at the foot of high artificial mounds, crowned with defences. This plain seems to collect the greater part of the
streams, which flow from the eastern face of the hills, and to
pour them in one channel into the Kizil Uzen. Crossing the
plain, which is the eastern frontier of AtngiirAn, I began to
ascend a steep winding pass, and at the end of 9 miles reached
the summit of a hill, from which I had an admirable view of the
whole of AtngG&n, and was able to fix the psition of all the
most remarkable villages. I had now entered the district of
Kizil Gechfler, and for 5 miles further continued due E., over a
high table-land, broken into gentle undulating ridges, till I
reached the high precipitous banks of the Kizil Uzen, and saw
the river winding in a narrow valley at my feet. The course of
the Kizil Uzen is laid clown most incorrectly in our maps. I
had been led to expect that I should meet with it upon the line
I was following immediately after crossing the range E. of
Takhti-Soleimin, whereas I now found that it made a great
circuit in this part of its course, and was in reality a h v e 90
miles distant from the Takht. From the spot which I had now
reached I could see a terrific chasm in the mountains to the
N.W.,through which the river forced its way in its onward
progress to the KifilBn Kdh. Its left bank was girt as far as
that point with very high precipitous rocks, while to the right the
country sloped up to a range of hills bounding the view to the
N., and was seamed throughout with the beds of immense
torrents, now dry, and showing only a broad surface of bright
shining pebbles. T h e descent into the rivet was abrupt and difficult. T h e road, for about n mile, wound among the most
frightful chasms ; and the rocky pathway was so narrow and sli pery that our whole party was obliged to dismount and cautious y
drag the horses after them. T h e perpendicular height of the left
bank of the river at this point cannot be less than 1500feet. The
passage of the river also was not without danger, owing to the
rapidity of the current and the great masses of rock that are
brought down in the bed of the stream : the ford is constantly
changing; and our guide was thus obliged to try several points
before he succeeded in finding a passage practicable to the loaded
mules. At this season too the water was nearly at its lowest ebb :
in the spring there is no possibility of passing the river anywhere
in this nei hbourhood, except upon rafts. From the bed of the
river a ri e of
miles brought me to Karigul, a considerable
village, situated on the rise of the plain as it begins to stretch up
to the hills. There are several other large villages in the vicinity,
but I chose Kar;igul for my rtage, as the residence of BAbB Khan,
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the hereditary chief of the district. H e was an aristocratic-looking man, but soured with disappointment at having lately lost
the government to a more wealthy competitor : my short sojourn
with him was hardly as comfortable as I should have found it in
a more humble dwelling.
19th.-To-day I mounted some hours before daylight to make
a long stage into the town of Z e n j h : for 4 miles 1 kept on,
nearly N., ascending gradually over a trnck broken into low undolating hills, to the foot of the range which bounded the valley
of the Kizil Uzen. I then entered the bed of a narrow, winding
torrent, which 1 followed for 3 miles, till I had fairly reached the
top of the hills, and opened out upon the high table-land at the
summit. Over this I continued for I6 miles farther, ascending
and descending the successive low broad ridges with which the
entire face of the country was intersected. Cultivation appeared
pretty general; but as a violent storm of sleet and snow raged
during the whole morning, I could see bat very few of the villages
which I was told were scattered about ; nor, indeed, could 1 aacertain the exact direction of my route ; it appeared, howwer, to
be about N.E. by E. At last I reached the outer limit of this
very elevated tract of table-land; and down a gentle sloping
valley in the hills I saw the plain country of Zenjhn, stretching
away to the foot of tho other great range, N. of that place, which
is familiar to every one who has travelled the high road between
Teherkn and Tabriz. From the top of the pass, Zenjin bore
due E. : descending into the valley, I was soon out of the range of
snow ; and 10 miles further across the barren tract, which slopes
down gradually from the hills to the bed of the Zenjdn ri~er,
brought me to that place, pretty well fatigued with my uncomfortable ride of 33 miles from KarAgul.
Zenjin is too well known to require any notice. After halting
three days to refresh my cattle and hire mules, I set out to travel
by the route of Tirom, to GilL.
15th.-From Z e n j h I struck across the barren stony plain, for
1 farsakh, to the foot of the hills, in a direction of N. S f 0 E.
Ascending this outer range, by a very easy pass, I then followed
along the top of it for another farsakh, in an E. by N. direction,
to the opening of a steep rocky defile, which conducted, at two
miles farther, to the large village of Te'bm, situated in a small
secluded plain between the two ranges. Te'dm is inhabited
chiefly by muleteers, and appears a thriving place : from hence I
followed up the valley, in a N.E. by N. direction, to the foot of
the great range, which I ascended by a very steep pass; and a t
4 miles distance from Te'Lm, reached the summit of the hill.
This is a very elevated point indeed, probably 7000 or 8000 feet
above the level of the sea; the air was bitterly cold, and even, at
this early season, the snow lay several feet in depth. T h e Gildn
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mountains, which were visible beyond the valley of Sefid rGd,
appeared of a much less elevation than the point where I now
s d . From here commenced the great descent, from the high
table-land of Medin, into the lower country, bordering on the
Caspian; for though the district of Tarom, through which the
Sefid riid flows, to the point of its confluence with the Shih rGd, is
separated by a lofty chain of mountains from the forests of Gilin,
yet there is no great difference of elevation between them.* The
pass is named, indifferently, Ak Ged6k (the white pass), and the
defile of Lewdn ChA'i, from the title of the little stream which
flows down through it into the Sefid riid : it is very long and devions, winding about for nearly 19 miles from the summit of the
hill, till it emerges into the vale of Tbrom : the general direction
is N. 600 E. In the early part the road dips down abruptly from
the top of the ridge to a little dell, where a small ruined caravanserai still afForcls shelter to travellers, who may be benighted
or weather-bound, in their attempt to cross the pass : it then follon-s the course of the stream, sometimes winding along the steep
hill side, but, more generally, in the rough rocky bed of the torrent, which it crosses and recrosses 100 times, till at length it
reaches a huge craggy ridge, formed by a vertical projection of
the strata, which serves as a sort of outer rampart to the chain ;
and through which the stream forces its way by a tremendous
chasm rent almost perpendicularly in the naked rock : this is the
key to the pass; and a few resolute men might defend it successfullv aoainst thousands. The road has been built un
round the
1
bluff edge of the precipice, and is so narrow, that two horsemen
can barely pass each other. Beyond the gorge, again, there is a
very steep winding descent down the face of the hill, to regain the
bed of the torrent; and the pass then gradually opens upon the
valley of the Seffrl nid. There are two other passes in this range,
conducting from Ttirom to the high table-land of Sultaniyah and
Zenjhn, named KhAmchgi and Terechifi ; but the Ak GedJk is
considered by far the easiest, and is the one generally followed:
in its present state of repair there is no obstruction whatever to
laden mules in the lower part of the pass ; but, during the winter,
there must always be difficulty in crossing the snowy ridge at the
summit; indeed, it frequently happens that this is blocked up
- for
weeks together in a severe & s o n Just beyond the pass where the road opens out upon the vale
of 'rArom, there is a villnge named Afyi, very pleasantly situated,
and possessing a garden house, which was built by 'Abda-llah
Mid, the late governor of the province : this is the usual
halting-place for caravans from Zenjlin. From the rising ground
behind A'vi. the pass of RGdbir, through which the Sefid rJd
J
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flows into Gilan, was visible, bearing S. 7 9 O E. The road now
turned off, nearly due E., along the northern skirts of the range
which I had just crossed ; and at 5 miles, passing the villages of
Kdl4t and SshlBk, descended to the bed of the Sefid d d .
TBrom is divided into two districts : the upper division, which
occupies a narrow tract on the right bank of the Sefid r&l, between
the river and the mountains, is named TBrdmi-Khelkhal; the
lower, a more open country, where the hills recede farther from
the river, is called TArbmi-pdyin. The district, on the left bank
of the river, stretching up to the other range of mountains, is
named Pushti-kGh ; and, though now usually included in TBrom,
is not considered properly to belong to it. Tkomi-Khelkhcil
contains about 100 villages, situated among the ravines and narrow
wllevs which run down from the mountains to the river. It
-. is
-abundantly watered, and, possessing a very warm climate, is well
adapted to the cultivation of cotton, which it produces in large
quantities. There are a great number of gardens and orchards
also round all the villages, and the fruit which is thus grown forms
one of the staple articles of export. I n the mountains, too, there
are mines of salt and alum, that are considered of some value.
The chief place in Tdromi-Khelkh4.l is Weniserd, a large village,
distant about 1 mile from the river, considerably below the point
where I mssed ;and Teshwish, upon the skirts of the hills, near
Weniserd, where 'Abda-llah Mirzd built another palace, is also
a lace of some consequence. A very m a l l
of the
vi lages remain in the hands of government; by far the greatest
part have either been conferred in TiyG1, upon the proprietors,
or have been given, in lieu of pay, to the officers of the court: the
inhabitants are all Turks.
Reaching the banks of the river 1 crossed, by what a peared
to me a good and easy ford, ink, the district of Pushti-Yibh : so
rapidly, however, I may mention, does the bed of the river
change, that when I returned, twenty days afterwards, by the
same route from GflAn, I found this ford quite impracticable
from the number of rocky fragments that had been rolled down
by the force of the current; and I waa obliged to cross at another
point, by a very deep and difficult passage. From the ford I
continued along an open level tract upon the left bank of the
river, for 5 miles, and then, turning up a narrow glade in the
hills to the left, I reached, at another mile, the little village of
Kaukend, where I took up my quarters for the night; having
made a long and tiring stage from ZenjBn, of nearly 4C) miles.
Pushti-kGh contains only 95 villages : it is not nearly so well
watered as the other side of the river; the streams from the
GilBn mountnins being few and scanty, and all the intervening
ridges being formed of naked steril hilla T h e principal places
we Denllm and Ober : Derram is upon the road which conducts
4

P

from Ayi across the moptains direct into Gilbn ;it is surrounded
with gardens, and contains a third palace built by 'Abda-llah
Mirzd. Ober is distant only two miles from Kaukend higher
up among the hills; and, as the residence of the hereditary
chief, claims to be the present capital of Pushti-kGh.
Zejtlinibbd and Gilawdn are also csnside-ble villages.
The inhabitants of Pushti-kGh are, for the most part, Kurds, of
the 'Anberlfi division of the great Lli16 tribe. They were
settled here by NBdir Shih, and have now, pretty generally,
adopted the language and manners of the Turkish tribes by whom
they are surrounded. A great part of them, in common with the
Tiromis, still adhere to a nomadic life, pitching their tents in
winter along the warm valley of the Sefid d d ; and ascending
the mountains in summer, where, in the fine pastures of that
elevated region, they min le with the Itliybt of Masshlb and
GilBn. The revenues of bushti-kGh have lately been assigned,
in TiyG1, to some Turkish dependent of the court, much to the
disgust of the hereditary chief, who thus finds his authority over
his own ra'yyats altogether annihilated.
16th-I retraced my steps from Kaukend, down the little
glade to the valley of the river, and then kept along the left b d
for 14 miles to Gilawbn, passing ZeitGn-Ab6d at half way, in a
little valley to the left. The road sometimes descends into the
bed of the Sefid rCd, among the dense underwood that fringes
its banks; in other parts it follows along the narrow plain between the hills and the river ; and sometimes, again, to avoid a
bend of the stream, it winds among the extreme prongs of the
mountains to the left. Its general line, however, is nearly
parallel to that of the river. In TBrom, upon the other side of
the Sefid-rGd, there are a great number of villages among the
glades which indent the base of the mountains; and the district
appears singularly rich and cheerful.
About 3 miles below Gilawdn, a ridge of low hills runs across
the valley from onc range of mountains to the other. The Sefid
rGd forces its way, by a narrow gorge, through the ridge, and at
this point, on an isolated and most precipitous hill upon the right
bank, immediately overhanging the river, are the remains of a
large and very strong fort, which, from a distance, have a most
imposing appearance. The place is called Derbend, and forms
the boundary between Tgromi-Khelkhil and TBmmi-PByin ; the
fort is known by the name of Gl'ehi-Kohneh; and, strangely
enough, is ascribed by the peasantry, to the Khaliph Omar : it
seems of some antiquity, and would be well worth examining.
T h e country a b u t Uerbend is so very precipitous and difficult
upon the
side of the river, that travellers from TBromiPdyin to ZenjBn are obliged tu crow into Pushti-k6h, below the
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old fort, and then follow up the left bank to the ford, where I
had passed over below Kishldk.
From this ridge I kept on for 10 miles farther along the skirts
of the mountains, till, at length, I reached the opening of the
great Ridbdr pass, where the Sefid rGd, swoln by the waters of
the Shdh r6d, forces its way through the mountains into the low
country of Gilh.
In remote antiquity, the mountains to the N. and S. of the vale
of the Sefid r6d, were inhabited by the powerful tribe of the
Cadusii. Their proper seat appears to have been KhelkhAl and
the two TQroms: and, even as late as the eleventh century of
Christ, the mountains retained the name of KQd6stBn.* Modern
geographers have wished to identify the Thamneria of Xenophon
with the title ofT4rome'in but I doubt if the name df Thorn is
to be found in any Oriental writer before the twelfth century,f
and the termination, ein, is merely the Arabic dual. Hamdu-llah Mostaufi describes the district minutely, naming the five
&visions and all the most considerable villages. The two capitals which he mentions, of upper and lower Tirom, called
Shehristan, and Fih-abdd, are, I believe, now unknown, but
the titles of several of the other villages, as DerrQm, KBlAt,
Kelij, &c., remain unchanged to the present day.
The Sefid r6d is supposed to represent the mardus of the
ancient geographers, and, apparently with justice. As early,
however, as the fourth century of Christ, it was certainly distinguished in the country by the same title which at present pertains to it ; for we cannot doubt that the name Asprudus, which
is applied in Peter Patricius to the river of Media, where the
Roman ambassador, Simrius Probus was admitted to a conference
with Narses, the Persian king,ll is identical with Asped-r6d-the
way in which the name would be written in ancient Persian. T h e
title of Kizil Uzen, which is applied to this river in its early
course, and which Rennell, from some fancied similarity of sound
supposed to be the same as the Gozan, of Scripture, is a Turkish
imposition of modern times.
Hamdu-llah states, that the
Moghuls, in his day, ulled the river, Y6lh-inhlin,T[ and the present title, therefore, must be of a very recent date.
At the bridge of Menjil, near the opening of the pass, I joined
the hlgh road from Kazvin, and thence followed the same line to
Resht, which is laid down in the itinerary of Major Todd, published in the eighth volume of the Geographical Journal.
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* They are mentioned under this name in the A s h U u - 1 - ' A h of JeYh6af.
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See EXMI.Crit. dea Hist. d'Alex. p. 817.
YLkilt is tbe earliest author in whom I have met with the name.
See Nm-hetu-1-KolGb.
See Pet. Patrie. in Excerpt. Legat. p. 30.
4[ Nor-hetu-1 Koliih.

IT.-Memoir on the Site of the Atropstenian Ecbatuna. By
H. C. RAWLINSON,
Bombay Army, Major serving in Persia.
Communicated by Viscount PALMERSTON.
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I N my attempt to identify the sition, and to illustrate the
history of the ancient capital of Z & a Atropatene, I propose, in
the first place, to establish the verification of the ruins of TakhtiSoleiman in Oriental gzography; to proceed from thnt point to
the connexion of the early Arabs with the Byzantines; to trace
up afterwards the fortunes of the city through the flourishing ages
01' the Ron~anand Greek empires : and thus finally to arrive at
the dark period of the Median dynasty, where fable is intermixed
with history, and glimmering3 of truth can only be elicited by
careful and minute analysis. And this line of argument, if less
agreeable in character, is at anyrate more consonant with the true
principles of critical inquiry than the course which is usually
adopted, of following down the stream of time from antiquity to
modern days ; for in the one case we commence our reasoning in
doubt and darkness ; we can determine no precise point of history
to support our further disquisitions; nnd thus, when we at last
descend to the more tangible field of certain and direct elaboration, our inferences are still affected by the obscurity of our early
researches ; whilst in the other we set out from a fixed base of
direct a d well-established proof. W e build a superstructure
upon this foundation; and as we gradually ascend the chain of
evidence into the field of more remote inquiry, criticism may, at
any point, withhold assent to our opinions, without at all endangering the stability of any part of the preceding argument.
T o commence, then, with the verification of these ruins in
Oriental geography. I t is not, perhaps, possible to determine,
nor is it, indeed, of any great consequence to the inquiry, at what
precise time the city ceasecl to be inhabited. From the nppearance of the ruins its final desolation can scarcely be assigned to a
more recent date than that of Timbr;* and that it was a floul-ishing place not very long before that era is evident from the following extract from Hamdu-llah M~taufufi,who wrote during the
troubles which succeeded the death of AbG Sa'id Bahsrdur, in
A.D. 138Y.t
The ILu*
h i y aseribea the ruin of all this part of Persia to thc wars between the Kirrda and Kuil Bashi (red heads, applied by the Kirrda to all foreiguen,
Turkish as well aa Perbiart), irr the nges precedirlg the rise of the S e f a v l ~dynasty.
~
t See Ouseley'm Travels, "01. ii. p. 878. l i e flourished in the two prweding relgna
of Gbih Bhodibelidoh Pud Ablr +'id Dehiclur.
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6 r I n the district of Anjerhl there is a town which is named by
the Moghols Setfirik. It is on the summit of a mound, and was
built by Kai Khosrau, the Iiayanian. T h e town contains a large
palace: in the saljan, or court of which, there is a fountain in t h e
shape of a large reservoir, or rather, perhaps, resembling a lake,
ancl so deep that [livers cannot reach the bottom of it. Two
streams of water, each sufficient to turn a mill, are constantly
flowing out of it. When the outlets are closed, the water of t h e
lake does not rise ; and when they are opened, the streams flow
out as before ; neither at any season does the water of the lake
increase or diminish, which may be considered an extreme wonder.
Abakai Khin, the Moghol king,* put the palace of this place
into repair. In the neighbourhood there are most excellent
pastures ; and the government assessment of the district is 25,000
dinhrs."
That the Haft Iklim and the Zinetu-1 Mejilis, works of the
seventeenth century, repeat the account of Hamdu-llah, I consider as no proof of the city's having remained inhabited to their
days, for the geographical part of both these works is servilely
copied from the Noz-hetu-1 Kollib. The name of the district,
Anjerhd, appears the same in all the three copies of Hamdu-llah,
which 1 have consulted ; the orthography is also preserved in the
Haft Iklim, and in the Zlinetu-1 Mejilis, it is merely modified
into Anjereh. I can hardly doubt but that the name is identical
with the title of Anglirin, which still attaches to the district
E. of Takhti-Soleimin ; for it is called a dependency on Sohriverd, a city of some consequence in former times, situated to the
S. E. of Zenjin ; and the position of Anghrin, between TakhtiSolkimBn and Sohriverd, will alone answer this indication;
though as AngfirBn is mentioned under its own name in the
Sheref Nhmeh, a work of nearly the same age as the Haft Iklim,
and a district also bearing this title of Angurin occurs in ljamdu-llah, among the dependencies of Itlarighall, there is still
some obscurity attaching to the subject. Indeed I was long in
discovering the curious notice in I3amdu-llah relative to TakhtiSoldirnin ; for, as I shall presently show, he alludes to tlic same
place in another part of his work, under its more ancient designation of Shfi; and I could hardly expect to find an account of
the Takht under the head of SojBs or Sohriverd,: places removed from it at least 100 miles to the eastward, and at the

t
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The son of Holikfi KhLn ; died in A.D. 1281
See Noz-hetu-1 Kolilb, Persian MS.
1 %!as, which mntiined the tomb of the Pagan king, Ar hbn Khhn, son of Abekai'
KhLn, 1s now a small vill
situated in the hills, at the 3istauee of about 24 rnfier
S.B. or Zenjh.
in the immediate vicinity; but I believe that the
name is irow lost.

t

ohr river baa

present day possessing with it no connexion whatever. His description, however, is too graphic to admit of any doubt as to the
place to which he alludes. The mound, the palace, the unfathomable lake, the phenomenon of the waters, and the pastures,
are all so many direct points of evidence ; and we must resolve
other difficulties, therefore, as we best may. There is also a
difference in all the manuscripts regarding the Moghol name of
the town ; it is written Saturik, SakGrik, and Satruk. Whatever
may have been the original title, however, it no doubt represents
the word, which has been softened down into the modern pronunciation of SbrGk, and which is now applied to the river that
rises at Takhti-Sole'imin.
1 must now say a word regarding the local title of Takhti-Soleimdn, which will carry me up a few years anterior to the age of
H.amdu-llah. The present popular belief, as I have already
observed, ascribes the foundation of the Takht to Solomon and
the Divs; but Sir R. Porter mentions his having been told upon
the spot that the name was really derived from a certain Kurdish
king who reigned here ; and this seems not at all improbable, for
whenever the local title of Soleiman is met with in Persia, refening to the Jewish Solomon, as the founder of the place, it may
be considered as a very ancient impsition, dating at least from
the earliest ages of Isldm.*
I n the nresent case the title of Takhti-Soleimdn was certainlv
not applith to the place in ancient times ; and we must look:
therefore, for the derivation in the local history of the province,
shortly preceding the desolation of the city ; and here, accordingly,
we find a Soleimin Shah, to whom it seems more than probable
the title must refer.
Early in the thirteenth century there was a king of this name in
Kurdistln, nominally dependent upon the Baghdld-khaliphate.
H e is usually called Soleimin Shlh Abuh ; but I have faded to
discover any particulars of his family. H e rose into great power ;
the revenues of the ~rovincewere increased tenfold under his
vigorous and skilful &administration; and Relldr, at present a
ruinous village on the frontiers of Gerhs f and Hamadhn, became,
as his place of residence, the capital of KurdistPn. In the Sheref
Nimeh we find detailed the wars in which he was engaged wit11
the Atdbegs of Luri-Kbchek to avenge the murder of his sister's
husband, the former prince of that wild region. H e was at first

t
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Thus the ruins of Pemepolia were named Mesjidi-Solei'm6n as early ss the
annmencemerlt of the tenth century. Consult the ~ o r h j u - i - ~ e h eofb Mea'iidi.
t I consider this name of Tnkhti-Soleinlibwas a mere popular title, and have never
met with it in any historical or geographical work whatever.
1Properly Qerosb ; but now alwn s rouounced an I have written it. The district
deriver ~ t nname, I believe, from s $,$uh tribe.
F
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defeated; but afterwards, being reinforced from BaghdSId, he
subjugated the whole of Luristdn, and compelled the Atslbeg to
flee to the court of Mangb Khin, at Kara Korum.
Shortly afterwards, when H0lBk6 descended upon Daghdclgd,
Solei'mdn Shah was chosen to command the armies of the khaliphate; and it was not until the Moghol emperor obtained possession of his pereon and slew him in cold blood, with many of his
followers, that the unfortunate Mosta'sem found himself obliged
to come out of the beleapred city, and humble himself at the feet
of his conqueror.* I think it not improbable that this Soleimdn
S h i h may have built himself a palace on the margin of the petrifying lake, which fell into ruin when his country was overrun by
thevictorious Moghols, and was afterwards repaired, as Hamdu-llab states, by Abekii Khin, the successor of HolAk6 ; and it is
natural that the memory of his virtues should have been thus perpetuated in the country which he governed by the popular title of
Takhti-Sol6imb, which would still attach to the palace of his
foundation.
Taking up the history of the city prior to the age of Soleim6n
Shhh and the Moghols, we find that in all Oriental writings previous to that era it is entitled Shiz, a name which I could have
supposed had been unknown to the English reader, had I not
met with a solitary passage in the Modem Traveller," stating that
'' the first appearance of Zoroaster seems to have been in Aierbijin; and the first fire-temple is said to have been erected at
Xiz, in Media."+ The identification of Takhti-Soleimdn with
Shiz is of great importance; for I shall afterwards be able to
prove the Shiz of the Orientals to be the Canzaca f of the Byamtines ;and the great point of the verification in modern geography,
of the Sasaniancapitalof Azerbij An, will thus be at once established.
The following extract from the Ath6ro-1-Beldan, the Arabic geographical work of Zakariyd Kazvini, will, I think, then go far to
establish this identification :'< Shiz is a city of Aierbiijin, between Mardghnh and Zenjiin :
Mosa'er Ibn Mohelhel relates as follows : r c Shiz possesses
mines of gold, silver, mercury, arsenic, and lead. I t is surrounded by a strong wall, and contains, in the centre of the city,
a emall lake, which has never yet been fathomed : I tried to
sound it with a line of above 4000 yards,! but could find no
66
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* I take this sketch of the history of Solei'rnin Shih from the Sheref Nbmeh, the
Rwretu-s Sefi, and the Noz-hetu-l KolGh.
t ~ o d e r bTraveller, Persia and China Val. i. p. 59. [Probably from Texeira'r
Himtory of Persia]
I d o p t the uuiform orthography of Canrncn for the name which is written by-the
Greeks, ribxr, rrCuS rrrCar;r, KarCssir and K u ~ < r l s r r r .
Q The Arabic aaye 14,000 yards, but I give Mima'er, who, from his stories, appeara a
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bottom. T h e circuit of the lake is about one Jeribi-Hdshimi.*
At certain times, when the waters of the lake sink below their
usual level, the banks, which are thus left dry, become petrified
into very hard stone. There is also a very great fire-temple of
the Magi at this place, from whence the sacred fire is conveyed
to all the other Pvroea in the world : the neak of the cunola of
this temple bears a crescent, which is a talisman for the preservation of the city; and thus, though enemies have frequently
assaulted the walls, it baa never yet been captured. One of the
most extraordinary circumstances conne'cted with the temple, is
that the sacred fire has been now constandv burninn
there for
u
700 years, and no particle of it has ever yet turned to ashes.
Another marvel is, that whenever enemies have attacked the
place and erected Mangonels, to cast stones against the walls, the
missiles have never struck the bastions, notwithstanding that the
engines may have been erected close under the fortifications."
This account is extracted from the work of Mosa'er Ibn Mohalhal, a traveller, who described the wonders of the various
regions through which he passed. The greater part of the
'Ajbibo-1 BeldPn is written upon his authority. Another writer
has the following notice
In Shiz is the fire-temple of Aierekhsh, the most celebrated of the Pyrza of the Magi ;in the days
of the fire-worship, the kings always came on foot, upon pilgrimnge, to this place. The temple of Aierekhsh is ascribed to
Zerdtusht, the founder of the Magian religion, who went, it is
said, from Shiz, to the mountain of Sebildn and, after remaining there some time in retirement, returned with the Zend
AvestB ; which, although written in the old Persian language,
could not be understood without a commentary, After this he
declared himself to be a prophet. The occurrence took plnce in
the reign of Gushtbp, the son of Lohordsp, the son of Kei Kd6sJ
king of Persia."f
Zakariyh closes his account of Shiz, continuing to quote, apparently, from the same anonymous author, with a description of
the reception of Zeritusht, by Gushtasp ; and the miracles by
which tlie prophet established, to the king's satisfaction-the verity
of his divine mission. I need scarcely, I believe, enter into any
1

J
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mrt of Oriental Munchausen, the benefit of the Persian translation in the Wro-1 BelLd,

where tbe number is reduced to 4000. The Hsshemhite yard was of 32 inches, and
the aaerted rneanurement is therefore quite prepoatem, even with this reduction.
The Jeribi-1~hahimfwas a quare measure of 60 Hashemite yards.
t Thc nnme of this well-known mountnin is written by tho Orientah iudiflcrer~tly
Sebilin and 6evlli1.n.
1Athiro-1 Beldh~.Arab. MS. This is tbe work described by Cssiri, under the
name of 'Ajiibo-1 Beldtan, as the great geographical treasure of the Emrial library.
Sem Chiri,Bib. Plle ,vol. ii, p. 7 ,
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detail to show the applicability of this description to the ruins of
Takhti-Soleimin; its position between Markhah and Zenjin,
the neighbourhood of the mines, the massive walls encirclin~the
town, and above all, the unfathomable lake, with its petrifying
banks, are quite sufficient to demonstrate the identity.
There are a few other passages in Oriental authors relative to
Shfz, which corroborate the account of Zakarfyi.
The two works entitled Seiro-1 Belid, and Telkbk-1 At&,*
are merely abridgments of ZakariyQ's Geography ; and, as their
notices of Shiz are thus evidently drawn from the extract which I
have already translated, it is unnecessary to quote them separately.
T h e account which Hamdu-llah Mustaufi gives af the Takht,
from his own personal knowledge, is full, graphic, and correct ;
but he was a compiler as well as a practical geographer
and
thus, in his chapter on Kurdistln, we find another mention of the
place, under its old name of Shiz, copied, doubtless, from some
of the ancient authors, whom, in his preface, he states himself to
have consulted. rs E l Shiz," he says, cc is a small town, pleasantly
situated ; it formerly contained the fire-temple of Aierekhsh."
I n all the MSS. of the Noz-hetu-1 Kolub, the names are written
Shit and Arwekhsh, but I have ventured to restore the orthography ; as the juxta-psition of the two titles can leave no doubt
of their applicability to the same place, as is described by
Zakariyi, though it is probable that Hamdu-llah, in repeating
the notice, failed to recognise their identity. The fact of Shiz
also being included by him in the chapter on Kurdistin, whilst,
in another part of his work, he extends the southern boundary of
APerbijBn to the mountains of Sinl,f may be sufficiently explained
by its having formed a part of the government of SolGimin Shih,
which he evidently kept in view in describing the geography of
the province.

;t

* The Seiro-1 Beled in a Persian ; the Telkhim-1 Athir an Arabic abridgment ;the
latter was translated by Mom. de Ouignes, and published in the Not. des Manwrit*,
tom. ii., p. 386 ;it is a very poor &r, however, and quite unworthy of a place in that
collection.
t There in also, I suspect, an allusion to the farnow pond of Takhti-SoleYmin, in
Hamdu-llah'a chapter on lakes, where, under the head of Deryiichehi-Cheshrneh (or
the lake of the fountain), he says, This is on the frontiers of AngGn'' probably an
error for AnghAn) ; the banks of it
(dl
MBP u e
L L I n the ' ~ ' ~ i b - 1 - ~ a k h i f i kith tis &d that the author of that work
) infvza;b.&
hg:
wished to ascertain the depth of it, and accordingly sent in
divers, whd declared themselves to have gone down 1000 ants without reaching
the bottom." I do not find the story in Zakari L himself, ttough it is uite in his
style ;and if he real? did visit the plwe, it must l a v e been atler writin. &e Athiro-1
BeldLn, where he re ies for his description on other nuthoritiea.
f The name of Sinl ap lied by Hamdu-llab to the Kurdiat&nmountains, shows that
the title is ancient, and
it originated, indead of being derived, fmm the modern
capital of Sehnab, as is usually supposed.

..
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Another brief notice of the place occurs in YAkGt's Epitome,
called the Morisido-1 Ittild', where, after determining the orthography which, without its clue, I should hnve found it impossible to ascertain,* Shiz is described as "a district of &erbijdn, between Mar6ghah and Zenjin." It would be inter$sting,
perhaps, to verify these notices by a reference to some of the
standard Arabic authors, such ae the old geographical work
ascribed to Ibn Hauknl, to Jeihgni, and to Abii Zeid ;and whose
original authorship is still a problem in Oriental 1iterature.t T h e
Athiro-1 Biikiyell of Ab6 RiMn, and, above, all, the Md'jemo-1
Belddn, of Ybkht; but these authorities are not accessible in
the East ; and I confess, that, as far as argument is concerned,
the solitary extract from Zakariya appears t c ~me quite sufficient
to demonstrate the identity of Takhti-Soleimdn and Shiz.
T h e next stage of the inquiry must be the verification of Shiz,
as the Canzaca of the Byzantines; and this will depend upon
the campaign of Iihosrau Pnrwiz, against the usurper Behram
Chhbin, and the history of the famous fire-temple of Aierekhsh.
1 shall commence with the campaign of Khosrau, as it is described by Theophylact, verifying the line of route from all
other available sources. When the Emperor Maurice undertook
to restore the fugitive Khosrau to the throne of his ancestors, it
was arranged that the forces destined for the expedition should
enter Persia in two divisions. T h e king himself accompanied the
main body of the Romans under the veteran Narses, along the
road by M i d i n , Nisibin, and Sinjdr, to the Tigris ; while his
relative BindGyeh, with another Roman contingent, commanded
by John, the Prefect of Armenia, broke into the province of
Azerbijdn.
Khosrau crossed the Tigris at a place called Dinabad, which
must have been near the ruins of Nimrod ; and at the distance of
one march from hence, he assed the greater ZBb. H e now proceeded to a place called Aenndriana,
name derived from
Alexander of Macedon, son of Philip, who there, with his Macc-

--
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In the different MSS. that I have consulted, I have found the name of thin city
written in eight differcut wayu-Sir, Shir, Siz, Shiz, Sebz, Shin, Shit, and Shebfx ;all of
which variaholur nrise from n confusion of the diacritical poillts, and n alight change
in the formstion of the last letter.
j!t,k curioua to remark that Ahfi-1 Fe&'s uatations from Ibn Haukal, and
Yakut s extracts fmm Ab6 a i d , both mrrespon%, M near1 as pcssible, with my
ab&lged MS. of Je'ihh~. ZakdyL and Idriai a pear to lave beer, the only two
geographers who were acquainted with JeiXLni, and t%eformer, too, quotes I ~ IHI a u b l
as a distinct author.
1The trnnslstion of YLkfit'l Great Lexicon, if it could be procured elltire, would be
an invaluable service to drientnl literature. The Boclleiar~has only four \rolumeu,
but I believe that the work eri& entire in the Imperial library of St. Pete~abur~h.
In the prerentpsper I consult the only two odd volume8 of the Moljem that I havo
ever met with in the k t .
9
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ligence that the Armenian troops were in full march upon the
other side of the lake, having doubtless taken the direct line of
Biyazid, Khoi, and Urumiyah, to conduct them to Ushnei, from
whence they could cross the mountains into Auyria. The intervening lake presented the possibility of an engagement, and
Bindhyeh, whoee interest it was to effect a junction with Iihosran
without delaj, is stated to have continued his march to the southward. T h e movements of Behriim are not specified, but I conclude that, when he found himself frustrated in his attempt to
come to action with the Annenian contingent, he retraaed his
steps into the present country of the Mikris, to cover the city of
Lanzaca.
W e must now return to the army at Chnaithn. Narses, upon
discovering that Behram had abandoned the low country and
crossed the mountains into Media, immediately threw his troops
upon the p e a t Rowhdiz road, sending on ordern to John, the
~mefect,by no means to hazard an engagement until he arrived
to support them. Theophylact says, that he suddenly burst into
the country of the Anisenes, and, p i n g rapidly through it,
arrived on the fifth day (as I read the passage) at the village of
Saragana : it will be interesting therefore to identify this tribe of
Anisenes, as well to show the line of march followed by the
Romans, as to corroborate the existence in antiquity of the great
thoroughfare across the mountains by Herir, Rowdndiz, an
Sidek, to which, in my former memoir, I have alluded.
In the time of Pliny the RowAndiz mountains were inhabit4
by the Aloni, the Awnes, the Silici, and the Orontee.* T h e
Orontes to the E. of Guagamela, preserve their name in the
present tribe of Rewendl ; n corruption, doubtless, from Erwend,t
which is a pure old Persian root, usually hellenised into Orodes
or Orontes. T h e Silici, which Pliny classes under ,two divisions,
gave the title of Salak among the Syrians of the middle ages to
the whole mountain country between Adiabene and Merlin ; the
name is I believe now wholly lost among these mountains, though
the Selek are still a powerful tribe in LuristBn. The Aloni are
stated by Assemnni to be identical with the Alnnitae, who were
known to the Syrians as inhabiting the mountains contiguous to
the Gordyaans; f and perhaps the Alani of Hamdu-llah, which

-

Plin. Nat. Hist.. lib. ri.
t This mountain diirict in clearly distinguishable, in Armenian geograph under
the name of ErovLntlrni-See f3nint Martin's Armenia, vol. ii. pp. 363, #J$rhere,
Irowrrcr, the eor~uexionis unt~otied. The Georgians applied t c ~the ir~bnbitautaof
these mountnine the name of Oreti. See IUaproth's Georgian History, quoted by
St. Martin, tom. ii. p. 1b'L
1 For the Syrian rcou~~b
of Galacha and the Aloni, see h m a u i , tom. iv. p. 708,
uuder the head of Mjabene. It ia poaible that the 8elekei and Silki divisions of
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he describes as 6 c a flourishing t o m in Kurdisth, well watered,
producing corn and abounding in pastures and hunting grounds,*
may have some reference to them. Of the four tribes mentioned
by Pliny, the Azones thus alone remain unidentified ; and though
the name may possibly be referred to HazP, or Hazene (the
Chazene of Strabo) which was used by the Syrians as another
title for Arbela,? yet I confess I would rather conjecture it to
be a corruption from Anozes, or Anizes, the same with the
Anisenes of Theo hylact, especially as Ptolemy, in the route
which -he apparent y lays down from W. to E., between Assyria
and Media, names the first station in the mountains Alinza,f a
word which I read A'li-'Anizah, or the tribe of 'Anizah; and the
Armenian geographers designate all this mountain region, containing JGlamerik, KhGshtib, &c., by the title of Andsevatsi,§ a
name that is certainly referable to the %?meroot as the Anisenes
of Tlleophylact. It is singular, however, that the Syrians, who
extentled their ecclesiastical sway over all these mountains, should
employ no title resembling 'Anizah or Anisene ; and the absence
of any vestige of the name among the present Kurclish inhabitants throws another shade of uncertainty over the subject ; however, I chiefly rely on the Armenian title to verify thc position of
the Anisenes ; and 5 dajs' march across their mountains by the
RowAndiz road would conduct the Romans to Sirghn in the plain
of Ushnei, which I have already conjectured to be identical with
Saraganna.
Here took place the junction between Narsrs and the Armenian contingent ; and here, or near this place, Behrdxn failed in a
night attack with which he hoped to have surprised the Rolnan
camp. Three days afterwards occurred the first general action
between the armies. I suppose the battle to have been fought in
the hilly country E. of Sd-i?j BolBli,ll Behrdm having retreated,
probably after the failure of his night attack, along the high road
to Canzaca ; and the circumstance of his having withdrawn to a
steep mountain after his defeat, from which he repelled the disorderly attacks of the Persians, who, unsupported by the Roman
infantry, attempted to dislodge him, showing that the action
cmuld not have taken place in the plain country of Soldi~zor
Mijdndhh.

f

the Miliri tribe may dcrive their nnmcra from thn Silici or Sulak.-&a former
Memoir,

*

-

.38.

NOZ-Eetu-1
Kol6b in the chapter on ICurdidn.
Htse ~raeman;,irl l a o eitato. Stmbo, p. 736.
+ Ytol., lib. vi. c. 2.
See Saint Martin, tom i. p. 131, and tom ii. p. 363, 429. A h AvdalPs Armenia, vol. i. 296, where e t h y is told of Johan Anzevazi, and N e m h Enhdhm.
11 prop& SO-+ Bolak, but now corrupted into 866j
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Behrim, on the succeeding morning, is stated to have continued
his retreat over very difficult ground, inaccessible to cavalry, and
if we suppose him in this march to have crossed the JaghatG by
the I+ Kopri, and from thence to have wound among the steep
and barren hills which h u n d Sa'in Kal'eh to the S., the nature
of the ground will exactly answer the description. The Romans
it appears pursued him closely, and pitched their camp at night
within a short distance of his positioh. From hence it is said
that B e h r h descended into the plain which contained the city
of Canzaca; that the Romans, still following closely on his steps,
reached the river Balaroth and encamped there ; and that upon
the third day of the pursuit they at length came up with the fugitive in another plain to which he had farther retreated without
entering Canzaca. The plain of Canzaca, which is so frequently
mentioned by the Greek writers, is always a matter of some perplexity; for, strictly speaking, there is no plain whatever in the
neighbourhood of Shiz ; however, I can understand, from the
account of TheopLjlact, that Behrlm descended from the hilly
range between Sa'in I$al'eh and HisAr; that at the Bnlaroth,
which 1 conclude to be the main or northern branch of the
Sirhk, he entered upon what is called the S A r i or plain of
Takhti-Soleiman; that he then crossed the intervening hills to
the valley of the southern branch of the river, leaving Canzaca to
the left, and that in this valley he fought the final and decisive
battle, the disastrous result of which drove him into exile beyond
the Oxus, and restored KhosraG to the throne of Persia. KhosraG and the Ramans, after remaining three days upon the field of
battle, are stated to have returned to Canzaca, and to have occupied the city without opposition. There are probably no means
for ascertaining the local title of the SarGk previous to the era of
the Moghols, but if we consider that the Byzantines uniformly
employed the Greek b to express the Persian u or w, and that the
change of T for 1 is a common vulgarism in Persian pronunciation,
we shall thus restore the Balaroth of Theophylact to its true
orthography of Vhrli-rhd, or the river of VBrii; a name which I
shall presently show to be strictly applicable to the stream that
watered Takhti-Soleimin.
I t must be confessed that the loose and confused account of
the Byzantine historian affords anything but decisive evidence of
the ideptity of Ceneacn and Shiz. This point I have fortunately
been able to establish from the Oriental narrative of the same
and in following the story of Theophylact ;* it has thus
Gibbon, who had this amount before
Theophylaet Simoeatta, lib. v. e. 5-10.
him, searcely shows his usual accuracy when he say+" After the junction of the im-
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been less my object to methdise and develop the strict geographical application of his statements than to reconcile those statements
with my own personal knowledge of the topography of the line of
route. The only essential point of evidence for which I rely
upon Theophjlact is, that the great battle between BehrAm and
Khosrau was fought in the immediate vicinity of Canzaca, the
capital of Media Atropatene. For the verification of this city of
Canzacr I turn to the Oriental histories.
In two works, the K6mil of Ibnu-1 Athir, and the Arabic history of AbG1-faraj, the battle is said to have been fought in the
vicinity of ModPYn :* but this is certainly incorrect. All the
other writers whom I have consulted, such as Mes'hdi, Mir
Khiiwend, and the authors of the Lebbu-I-TewAdkh, KhelPytu-1Akhbir, and Gozideh, unite in desrnibing the arrival of Khosrau
with his Homan auxiliaries in AzerbZjin, and state that the fate of
the empire was decided in that province; but two authors, more
ancient and more authentic than any of those which I have named,
are even more explicit in their narrative, and they both distinctly
mention the city of Shiz, at that time the capital of Azerbi'h, as the
scene of action between the two rival armies. One of these is Asma'i, the celebrated preceptor of HBAn a1 Reshid,f who wrote, a t
the close of the eighth century of Christ, a synchronous history of
the kings of Persia and Arabia, previous to IslAm ; a work that is,
I believe, unknown in Europe, and which is, perhaps, the most
valuable and authentic historical volume in the whole range of
Arabian literature. Asma'i in describing the campaign writes in
the first place that when Khosrau entered AierbijAn, his uncle
Bindligeh, and Mlishil, the leader of the Armenian trmps, were
residing in the city of Shiz, having been entrusted by Behram
Chlibin with the defence of the northern frontier, and that on
hearing of the king's approach they immediately left Shiz, and
hastened to tender their allegiance ; and again in noticing Khosrau's occupation of the capital, he says, And the king went on
till he arrived at the city of Shiz, where there was a very great
fire-templc, wl~ichremains to this day. I<hosrau remained constantly at prayer in this temple, while he ordered his army to
form an entrenched camp ; and he abode for a month at Shiz, to
refresh himself nnd his troops, and employed himself in collecting
provisions and establishing bizirs.
perial troops, which B n h h vain1 st
led to rerent, the contest was d ~ i d e dby
two battles on the banks of the ~ a m%
ie
coidiea of Media.
9 Ibri Jaw$, ill the hIer4to-1 Zemh, ogreen with these two nuthon in placing the
field of battle near Modaiii. The three accountn u e probably drawn from the same
source.
See D'lIeibelot,under the titlw @.'I and Huoun. A ~ a 'died
l in A.D. 830
in extreme old age.
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T h e other authority is the not less celebrated Tabari,* who
mentions the arrivnl of Khosrau, with the Roman legions, nt Shiz,
a large city of Azerbijdn, cccontaininga great fire-temple of the
Magi, which (it is not clear whether he means the city or the
temple,) is now no longer in existence." H e then describes the
battle as taking place in the immediate vicinity, and relates, that
after the defeat and flight of Behrzlm, Khosnu proceeded to
Mocltn. Among the many copies of Tabari that I have consulted, I confess I have only found two which contain this passage relative to Shiz,t but still. 1 think these two, in conjunction
with the authority of Asma'i, are quite sufficient to establish the
verification of Canzaca. I n one MS. of this author, I have also
found another curious passage relative to this subject which
would be worth examination by Orientalists, in Europe, who
have old and genuine copies of Tabari to consult. After the
relation of the combat and the flight of Behrdm, it is stated that
Khosrau then moved from Gih (sL() to MmlAin. Now G4h
appears to denote the name place, which, in the other copies. is
named Shiz ; and, if we suppose that a single letter has been
dropped by the tnuucriber, and thus, restore the word to Gkeh,
( 8 . u for al() we shall obtain a further proof, not only of the
of Shiz uxl G-,
(for Cania but the Armenian
modification of the title,) but, also, that the ancient name of the
city was not unknown to the early Arabs.1
I now pass on to the subject of the Fire-temple ; and shall continue to quote from the Byzantines, illustrating their notices from
Oriental authors. Prooopiua tells us, that at the conclusion of
the thud campaign between Justinian and Choaroes (Kesrii

identity

Tabari is too well known to require any notice-he wna barn A.D. 839, and died
A.D.

924

t There mi no work, perhaps, in all Oriental litersturn d which the copios differ so

much from one another as the Persinn tramlation of Tabari. The divemi indeed,
ia KI peat, that it would *rm i m p i b l e for dl the HSS. now in ur t o k e been
drawn from one original re&
by the V i e r AhG 'Ali Mohammed, ma is generally
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I have Jnce met with a s
con6rmation of the identity of ShL and Canrnea in the account which Krda si g~vmof the engagement between Khmrw PamL
and BrhrLm Chiibla. The meeting of Khosran with hia uncle Bindilyelr and t+
A r m e d generd M(I.hO, reviour to the action, which is alluded to by w a ' i , u
dencribad at length in the
Nameh, and the scene of the interview, called in the
Arab h ' i r y the city o f %is! is named by Firddsi, Oanjak or Karljak (for the k and
g u e , in the Peninu, u n d a h ~ u h a b l e ) ,a title which is evident1 identical with the
Armenian Kandzag and Oteek KdrG~a. Another remarkabre evidence, which
verifies in the most satisfactory manner the argument I have drawn from the history
of the pyrmum of Aierbijfm, of the identity of Shiz or Canzaca with the ancient
Modiau capital, is the attributing by Firdahd of the name of Aier Geahelp to the
fnmou. Bre-temple of Karljeg, where Khmrau fuuilled hia reli ious vows preparatory
to the en
ment ; the very name which was bestowed by Kaiboarauon the temple
of his f s t i o n in the city or e v t l e of I)rhman Dlr.
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Anfishirewttn), " the Persian monarch traversed Assyria, and
marched direct to the city of Ardabigan, which is in the northern
art of the province, of the same name, designing to attack the
Romans, from thence, by the frontiers of Persarmenia. ln that
city is the great Pjrreum, or fire-temple, which, of all the holy
places connected with their religion, is held in most veneration by
the Persians. The Magi, there, preserve the eternal fire ; and
sacrifice many victims, which they consult for the purpose of
augury and divination. T h e fire of the Persians is, in every
respect, similar to that which the ancient Romans named the
sacred fire of the Goddess Vests."*
We next meet with an account of this grcat temple of the
Magi, in the narrative of the campaigns of Heraclius. When
the Roman emperor, according to Theophanes, burst into Persia
from the neighbouring frontier of Armenia, Khosrau Parwiz
threw himself into Canzaca, with 4000 men, to arrest the progress of the invasion. T h e emperor, however, rapidly approached, and his light troops having attacked nnd driven in the
outposts, Khosrau, in his alarm, evacuated the city, and sought
for safety in an immediate flight.
Heraclius now," in the
words of Theophanes,t took possession of Canzaca ; that city of
the east which contamed the fire-temple, and the treasures of
Craesus, the king of Lydia, and the imposture of the burning
coals." Cedrenus continues,$
when the emperor entered
into the city, he found the abominable image of Chosroes, a figure
of .the kinp.- enthroned beneath the elobular dome of the nalace.
as though he were seated in the heavens ; around him were emblems of the sun, and moon, and stars, to which, in his superstition, he seemed to offer adoration, as if to Gods, while sceptrebearing angels ministered on every side, and curiously wrought
machines distilled drops of water, to represent the falling rain,
and uttered roaring sound8 in imitation of the peal of thuilder.
All these thinen the emneror consumed with fire. and. at the
same time, he reduced to ashes the temple, and the entire city."
Tzetzes,$ in his poetical history, describes this famous palace
of Khosrau in nearly the same terms as Cedrenus-and he adds,
that the sacred fire of the Persians, originally lighted by a
thunder-bolt from heaven.11 had been nreserved
with extreme care
1 - through all succeeding ages, until it was now first extinguished in
the fatal visit of Heraclius.
0
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l)e Bcllo Pernico, lib. ii. c. 24, p. 147.
Theophanis Chrono raphia, edit. Char. p. 258.
Cedre~iiHistoria, eht. Xyland. p. 338.
Tzetzm Chiliad.iii. c. 66.
Cedrenus, edit. Xylnnd. p. 18, and Ammianus, book xxiii. c. 6, both mention the
t& tton of the Persian fire having been lighted from heaven.
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There is nothing in these accounts of the Byzantines to determine the position of Canzaca upon the map. T h e only
evidence that we can draw from them is, that Canzaca was in the
province of Azerbijin, and that it contained a famous temple, in
which was preserved the sacred and unextinguishable fire of the
Persians.
- hTowthat there have been one or more great fire-tem les in the
province of Azerbijin, from the remotest antiquity, a1 Oriental
history attests. T h e very name of the province is believed by
the critics to be taken from the fire-worship ;* althougl~,I must
observe, that, as the title of Atropatene, or Atropatia, does not
appear to have been known to the Greeks of the age of
Alexander; and, as Strabo's statement of its delivation from
Atropates, the Satrap,+ is corroborated by eastern traditions,
which remove, however, the age of Aderbid to the reign of
KesrP AnCshirwAn ;$ the question would seem still open to dispute. But I cannot here pause to discuss this very obscure
subject. The two names which occur in reference to the Aretemples of this province, are Azer-b5de&n, or Adhor Qbad e&n,
and Azergeshesp. If we could place any historical dependence
on the Pehlevi Bun Dehesh,) the temples would seem to have
been distinguished ; that of Azer Geshesp having been situated on
the mountain behind Ushne'i, probably at or near the famous
Keli-Shin ; for it is said that Kai Khosrau, after chasing
Azdewjir, from the Var Techesht, placed the Aiergeshesp, one
of the three original sacred fires, in a temple upon the mountain
of Asnevand.jl Kei Khosrau is generally allowed to be the
Cyrus of the Greeks. By Azdewjlr, I understand Azdehik, or
Astyages. T h e Var Techesht, which is otherwise called
Chejest,q and which is described as cc a lake in AtCn pAde&in,**
with warm water, curing sickness, and engendering no animal
life,"tt is, of course, the lake of Urumiyah, the Khejest, or perhaps,
Chejest (for the two words are liable to be mistaken) of Harn-

f

Qnint Martin, tom. i. p. 128, and Anqueti du Perron in the h a d . den Ins. et
Belles Lcttres, tom. xxxi. p. 365.
Strabo (p. 523), who quotes Adlephius Apollonides and Trogus, is also supported
b Ptolemy, lib. vi. c. 2, and the name inference may he drawn from Polybiur,
lit v., c. 55.
+ H m z h Iafah&ni, an Arabic historian of the 9th century, gives this derivation,
and a number of later authom follow him.
For remarks on the Bun Dehesh, or Persian (h.mogouy, tnuslrted from the
Pe levi by Anquetil de Perron, see p. 71.
See An uetil de Perron's Zencl Avesta, tom. iii
384
~ e c h & e . h ih thc only name employed i n ti?e Zcnd w r i t i ~ y . Tchqjest ii.
given in the Bun Dehrsh aa the Pehlevi trbnnlation.
** The Pehlevi name for Aterbijin.
See Zend Avesta, tom. iii., pp. 985, v. 396.
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du-llah Mustaufi,* and the mountain of Asnavend, which is again
mentioned as belonging to AtGn +d&n,f
would thus seem to
derive its name from Ushnei-the O'shnah, or Ashndkh, of the
Syrians,f-but still, from the accounts of Tnbari and Firdausi,
who, in describing the pilgrimage of Kai KhosrG to the great
northern temple, nan:e it indifferently both Azerbdijdn, (the
and Azergeshes ; and, from
Arabic formation of Azer-bade*)
many other points of evidence, 1 believe the two tit es usually to
refer to the same Pyraeum which was contained within the
city of Shlz. Indeed, I see no other way of reconciling the many
apparent discrepancies which have arise11 from a confusion of
these names, than by supposing the name of A'er-Mde&n§ to
have been the mere territorial appellation, employed to denote
the temple, in the same way as other Pyraea, though they had
each distinct and particular titles, were still, commonly called the
fire-temple of Belkh, the fire-temple of Fars, the fire-temple of
Klimis, &c. ; whilst the designation of Azergeshesp was used in
reference to the particular species of the sacred fire which was
preserved there; other temples that contained the same fire,
having also the same name, and the words being thus at length
employed, according to the BorMni-Klti', to denote a fire-temple
in general ; and, I believe the real ancient temple of Aierbtidegan, or Aiergeshesp, situated in the city of Shiz, or Ecbatana, the great capital of Media, to have been the same which,
at some period after its re-edification by Ardeshir Bdbegdn, the
restorer of the Magian religion, assumed the name of Azerekhsh,
and continued to be the high place of the fire-worship to the
epoch of the Arab invasion.
In working out the history of this fire-temple, it will be necessary to abandon, for once, my usual plan of tracing up the stream
of time, from modern days into antiquity-for, the subject forms
a distinct and important mass of evidence, the force of which
would be altogether lost if brought in piecemeal, according to
chronological order, in the different stages of the history of the
city : I shall, therefore, anticipate some of my results, and give

B

See the former memoir, p. 10.
Zend Avcsta, tom. iii. .366.
1 In the Zend prayera, a!a, Mount Anavend ia d w a p mentioned between the
Ver Khosrsu, or Lake of Virr and Vir Techeaht, or Lnke of U m l y a h , and has thus
a direct geogra bicd application to Ushnei. See Zund Avesta, tom. iii. .2.2-328.
4 The old %enian rune of the pmvines w u drloribklegin, Ador%$egio, or
Adorbi'ignn, which wss Arabicised into Azerbi'QLn, or Arerbi'in, and the Byaantiue
titlen of Mabigan. *lLa+v, *)(*871~, and *leui, V,n e d y resemble the ancient
n,
when quoting
Oriental orthography. I vsunll U a the writing ~ L e r b ~ iexcept
tium authors where I am obl. e i to observe their own
. The Orientals mmethem combine the Arabic
Penip11 formatiom, anf"2kg the word nirrb&de.gin,
or AierWghn.
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the illustration of this difficult subject, as far as I am able, in a
regular and connected form.
With regard to the original foundation of this temple, we
cannot expect any very satisfactory evidence ; indeed, there is a
great diversity of opinion among Greek authors, as to when the
building of temples for the preservation of the sacred fire, was
first i n t d u c e d into Persia. Herodotus is distinct in his assertion, that in his day, temples were unknown ;* yet the Oriental
accounts would assign the creation of this Pyroeum to a much
earlier age. I repeat, therefore, the tradition of the Persians,
rather with a view to determine the position of the temple of
Aierbijin, in the ancient capital of the province ; and to connect
their notices of the place from its earliest ages down to the extinction of the fire-worship, than in the hopes of being able to
assign it to any definite era of antiquity.
W e find the following notice in Mes'hdi, an author who wrote
early in the fourth century of the Hejrah;f and who consulted
on the subject of Persian antiquities a most curious work, entitled
"Tebektegin," or "Tebekten," which he states to have been
translated from Pehlevi into Arabic, by the celebrated convert
to Isl;im, 'Abdu-llah Ibn Mokaffa'
Among the fire-temples
anterior to Zoroseter was one," he says, "in the city (or cities) of
Shiz and Ar-RBn. I t contained idols. which were removed bv
Aukhirevin: it is also said that Anushirevdn, on arriving at
this temple, removed the sacred fire that was preserved in it to
another place, named Birket."
T h e double title of Shiz and Arr4n, which Mes'idi applies to
the city that contained the temple, I shall explain hereafter. The
passage occurs, with the same orthography, in all the five MSS.
of his work that I have consulted ; and that he can only allude to
the place which is named simply Shiz by other authors is evident
from a second passage in his history, where, in repeating a story
current among the early Persians, relative to Kei Ktlosrau, he
employs the same expression of Shiz and Ar-Ran, and adds that
they were acity (or cities) of AzerbijAn. This remarkable passage
also, which commences, " and Kei Khosrdu, when his maternal
grandfather was killed in Shiz and Ar-Rdn, a city or cities of
Aierbijbn," is, I think, of great interest, independently of the
geographical allusiin; for though Mes'idi, in common with a11
the old Pehlevi legends, supposes the ancestor of Kci Khosrau
to have been Afrisiyiib, the Turk, yet the coincidence of his sk~te:--I(

-

J

* Lib. i., chap. 131.
f Mes'Gdi's epitome, named the hIur(lju-i ~eheb,the only one of hia three historicd worts now extaut, wan composed in A.D. 944 It is a most i n t e r e a t i ~rniscella~l~
l~
d hishy, g e ~ ~uriexlt
h ~ legends,
,
and the literary g o i p of L Y day, a11d,wouId
be well worth t e attention of our Oriental Trauelatiou Fund.
VOL. X.
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ment with the defeat and rhap the death of Astyages, the real
maternal grandfather of yrus, or Kei Khosrau, at thir very city
of Shiz, or Ecbatana, is, I think, too striking not to have some
foundation in truth. That the wars, indeed, between Cyrns and
Astpagea are strangely jumbled in Oriental romance with the
contesta of Kei' Khosrau and Astyages, everything tends to prove.
Tabari, in describing the final defeat of Af&yib, says that he
Bed from Turkish, towards Rum, and was finally captured and
slain at a place, which, in one MS. is named Rgn, the Ar-Rgn of
Mes'Cdl, where he had sought to conceal himself in a haw, or
reservoir of water ; and I do not doubt but that a reference to
other ancient histories, not here available to research,* would
confirm this evidence of the identity of Shiz and AT-& with the
Meclinn Ecbatana, in showing them to have been the common
scene of the great victory of Cyrus or Kei Kh~horrrauover his
maternal grandfather.+
But to return to the temple of Aierbijh. Mes'iidl ascribes
to it an indefinite antiquity, prior to the age of Zoroaster; but
most authors agree in referring the foundation particularly to
Kei Khosrau. Thus Firdausi, in the Shih N h e h , describes the
attack by Ferlborz, the eon of Kei KiCr, upon a faanous fortress
of Aierbijin, which was named the Castle of Behmen, and
which, 1 believe, as far as the tradition may be received, to refer
to the Medinn citadel of Takhti-SoleimBn. Feriborz and all his
generals were defeated in the attack, and fell themselves into the
hands of the enemy, by whom they were long kept in captivity,
until Kei Khosrau, to prove his superior prowess, led a large
army in person against the Median fortress, and succeeded in
storming the place, and delivering his uncle and other countrymen from their confinement ;1 and in the same castle, Firdauni
says, Kei Khosrau, to commemorate his victory, erected the celebrated %re-temple, which w a known under the name of Aier
Geshesp. The Persian history of the Mojmelu-1 Tewirfkh

i!?

In default of the Pehlevi chronicles, and their tranalntiom by Ibn MokatTa' and
Ibn Mo~anna', we can only hope to et at the true npirit of the ancient l6gend.
coruultin the Arab authors prior to t%e age of F i r d a d ; for the p a t b a d of Persia
r c m s to Eave ~ n e r a l l y~ r i 5 e e dtruth to poetical ebect ; and unhappilx the splcndour of his 5ctlons threw altogether into s h d e the sober narrative of earher writen,
and ban h e n b o a t uniformly adopted an the basis of history in later
t Ibn Athir and Ibn J6d,two of the best Arabic historians, and r m e d Efendi,
a modern nuthor, in his compilation called the Sedju-l Mulilk, all mention the Bnal
capture of AfrbiyLbin, the Aiberbfjh, hut without ~ramingany particulnr city.
f I n F i r d n d the capture of Behrnen Dir, or the fort of Behrnen, in proposed by
Ke'i Ki(la, an the mean8 of deciding the rival claims of Feriborz, his mn, aud Kei
Khasrau, bis nndaon, to succeed to the throne of Persia ; and later writen have supposed thin ~e%Tmen
Diz to be idertticnl with a fort of the nnme name on the mountain
of Bevil4n, near Ardcbfl, though I do not And the name of Ardebn mentioned in the
S116h NLmeh.-See
Snint Martin, tom. ii. p. 191 ; D1IIerbelot, under the he& of
Ardebil and Ke'i KCur, ; and Nor-h*l
Kolub, in the notice of ArdebU.
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follows this story of Firdausi; and the Georgians, as they are
uoted by Saint Martin, retain in their annals the same tradition.
!kabari and Firdausi both describe the subsequent pdgriiage of
~ e ' Khosrau
i
to the temple of Aier Geshesp or Akerbijdn, recalling to mind the expression of Zakariyfi, that the ancient k i n e
of Persia always performed a pilgrimage on foot to the great
Pyrcum of Shiz; and the Bundehesh, though it perhaps errs in
the locality, still assigns to Kei Khosrau the building of the Aier
Geshesp. On referring to the Greeks, we find that the Median
Ecbatana was in*reality the scene of the strange events that
marked the childhood of the great Cyrus. H e returned to it
again, also, according to Herodotus, after his famous Lydian
campaign,* and doubtless deposited in its impregnable citadel the
captured spoils of Croesus, before he commenced his expedition
against Babylon. We thus see the origin of the story mentioned
by the Byzantines, that C~nzacacontained the treasures of
C~OMNB.
Hamdu-llah, in the extract which I have before given,
repeats a tradition of the civ having been founded by Kki
Khosrau; and in a MS. of the AjKi%o-1 Makhliikbt that I once
mw,t 1 found an account of this same city of Shiz, in which it
was stated that the pnlace contained for many ages the jewelled
throne of Kei Khosrau ; that Aniishirevdn embellished the city,
made it his place of residence, and greatly beautified the famous
throne; and that shortly afterwards, when Islim arose, the
throne was hurled by the inhabitants into the unfathomable lake,
to prevent its falling into the hafids of the Arabs. These are a11
so many points of evidence to connect Ecbatana, Canzacii, and
Shiz; but against the foundation of the temple by Cyrus or K6i
Khosrau, we have the anonymous author quoted by Zakariyl,
who distinctly ascribes it to Zerbusht or Zoroaster; and the
dtatement in the modern traveller, from wheresoever it was drawn,f
would seem to refer the temple to the same origin.
I know not upon what exact grounds Anquetil du Perron pretends to prove that Zoroaster was a native of Urumiyah.5 The
Zend and Pehlevi, works which he translated, afford certainly
most insufficient evidence ;and the Indian poem of the Zedusht
Lib. i. c. 153.

t Thk MS. was brought to me some yearn ago, when I waa not awnre of its value ;

and, being MI of erron, I refused to purchase it. I t contained two chapters "on
cities" and " on castles," which were replete with the most intereating geographical
informatiou ; and as I have since examined nearly a hundred cobies of this work,
Arabic as well ns Persian, without finding one other which posseaaes those two remarkehle rhnptets, I repard it as perhaps unique.
The orthography of X u inta out n Spanish authorit ; but I have not the leant
10s Reyes de Pernis. En
idea who t h i may be.-[~mgobl~ Texeira's Helaciones
Amberm, 1610.-F. S.1
Q I n the life of Zoroader prefixed to the Zend Avestn, Anquetil always aesumes
that this point has heen a l r e d y proved in his memoir, r e d to the Academy, which
I hnve not to refer to.
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Nilmeh, must be, I should think, a very doubtful authority. IrAn
Vij appears in the Bun Dehesh as the birth-place of the Magian
prophet ; and there are many reasons which incline me to regard
that place, the object of so much mystical awe and veneration in
the old Persian legends, as identical with the Var of Jemshid, the
Ecbatana of Dejoces, and the Shiz of the Arabs; from whence,
according to the traditions mentioned by Zakariyk, Zeritilsht
really arose. But I have no occasion here to investigate the most
abstruse subject of the age and country of the famous Zoroaster.
I shall only remark, that since, in the numerous cuneiform inscriptions of Persia, chiefly of a religious nature, which exhibit
at the present day the imperishable records of the times of
Darius and Xerxes, no trace of the name or character of the
prophet Zoroaster is to be found : it is obvious that he either
could not have lived in the age which is usually assigned to him,
or that we have most erroneous notions of the influence that he
exercised upon the national religion of the country. If, however,
he was a native of northern Media. the most likelv scene of his
first appearance would be the capital of the provin&; and in this
view, perhaps, the statements of Zakariyi, with respect to Shiz,
may be taken into some account in weighing its claim to be considered the representative of Ecbatana.
Little can be gleaned from Oriental authors regarding this earlJ
and obscure period in the history of the temple. Some writers,
indeed, assert that Queen HomLi, the fabulous daughter of
Behmen, after abdicating the throne in favour of her son DhrAb,
closed her life in the fire-temple of Aierbijin ;* and this solitary
tradition is, I believe, the last notice of the place that we possess,
in the ages preceding the Macedonian invasion.
During the rule of the Arsacidan dynasty in Persia, we know
that the religion of Zoroaster gradually fell into disuse ; that .ul
idolatrous worship partially usurped its place; that the genuine
writings of the prophet were corrupted, or, perhaps, altogether
lost; and that the holy fire languished in obscurity on the clesecrated altars of the Magi. I t is not surprising, therefore, that i~
this long p e r i d of religious darkness, while we have abundant
evidence of the existence of northern Media, as a flourishing and
independent kingdom, and while the Greek and Latin accounts
of its famous capital are minute and satisfactory, we should still
be without any notices of the temple contained within its precincts. The fire-worship, however, was at length restored with
greater splendour and respect than it had ever previously enjoyed: the priesthoocl framed a new religious code, which they
unblushingly ascribed to Zoroaster ; and Ardeshir BAbegAn under-

* See the quotations in h e l e y ' s Travels, vol. i. p. 138.
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took the re-establishment of all the great Pyroea of the kingdom.
We cannot doubt that the temple of Aierbfjin, the high place of
the Magian worship, revived at this period from its long sleep of
desecration and obscurity, and that it owed to the royal munificence of Ardeshir the wealth and celebritv that it continued to
enjoy during the four succeeding centuries of Sasanian dominion.
When Mosa'er declares that the sacred fire had been preserved
upon the altar of Shiz for 700 years, he can only refer to its
having been placed there by Ardeshir BAbegdn ; and even in
this case there must be a slight exaggeration; for in reality sii
centuries only elapsed between the ages of Ardeshir and Mosa'er.*
T h e Orientals, who describe minutely the triumphant progress
of Ardeshir through the southern provinces of hi empire, and
detail the many cities of his foundation in Firs, in Khiizistin, and
in the Arabian 'Iriik, pass over his northern campaigns almost
without notice.+ We art? thus obliged to turn to the Byzantines
to confirm the inference of that monarch having re-edified the city
of Canzaca ; and this we find in George of Pisidia, a writer who
was wntemporary with Heraclius, and whose panegyrical poems
on the Persian expeditions afford some faint aid in illustrating
that obscure period of history. The title that is ap lied by this
author to the great capital of Persia, conquered by eraclius, is
Dar Artesis; and though it must be confessed that his turgid
poetry is not easily convertible to geographical argument, yet I
think there are some descriptive p i n t s connected with the name
which distinctly prove its application to the city called Canzaca
by the othcr historians of the war. George of Pisidia states that
the city owed its origin to Artasar, the humble individual who
overthrew the Parthian dynasty, and esbblished a line of kings
which continued unbroken to his own time ; that it was built in
almost an impregnable position, and after the fashion of a lofty
tower ; that it was situated as much northernly, in regard to the
Persian territories, as it was southernly in respect to Constantinople ; that when Heraclius approached, it formed " the abode of
Chosroes and the Magi, with the appointed guardians of the
sacred fire ;"that it was attacked by Heraclius with his full array
of warlike engines; and that in here capturing the ancestral
.
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The age of M d e r , which it is of some interest to ascertain, may be placed about
A. D. 825. At least in an extract from his work giver1 in the Mo"emo-1 BeldCn,
under the head Nihiwend, he statps himself to have travelled witd Ahd Daldo-1
'Ajeli: who we know died at Baghdkl, A.D. 839. See Reiske's Abd'l Fed& vol. ii.
pp. 1 4 5 and 685. Ardeshir Biibegh began to re' n a.n. 226.
Tabmi and Ibri Athir, in the b i l , alighzy riotice the wars of Ardmhir, in
Armenia, and Aterb(jin. The Armenians are more diEum; but their accounts are
conlined to their own country. Moses of Chorene mentions the fire-temple built by
Ardeshir at Yakavan, ar
d b Saint Martin to be B k 6 , but saya nothing of
Aierbijin. See Moses,
199 p Saint Martin, tom. i. p. 153.
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treasures of Khosrau, and reducing to ashes the idols of Persia,
the emperor offered unto God the auspicious first-fruits of his
success." *
I mention all these circumstances, because Foggini, the learned
editor of George of Pisidia, has, most unaccountably, considered
Dar Artesis to refer to Dasthgerd, or Deskereh, a city which was
situated in the extreme south of the Persian dominions, which
was founded by Hormuz in a plain country, and without any ertraordinary defences, which surrendered to Heraclius without
opposition, and the capture of which, occurring at the close of
the last Persian campaign, could not possibly be called the $rst
fruits of the emperor's success.t No one who examines the subject will, I believe, doubt that the Dar Artesis of George of
Pisidia represents Canarca or Shiz, and that a curious confirmation is thus obtained of the re-edification of the place by the
founder of the Sasanian dynasty. The title of Dar Artesis merely
signifies the house of Ardeshir; and as that monarch imposed
h i name, as a sort of honorary distinction, on numerous cities
which he re-established,f Canzacn may be supposed in the same
way to have retained the epithet, without at all losing her proper
and vernacular title. The subject, however, is very difficult of
explanation ; for Arabic and Persian authors give us no assistance
whatever, and the Syrians also, who illustrate so much of the
obscure geography of other parts of Persia, having failed to establish Christianity in Aierbijin during the Sssanian ages, are
here, for the first time in vain, consulted. There is a solitary
notice in Assemani of a Median city, prior to the establishment
of Islim. It is called " Beth Raban, a city of the Medes,"§ and
was held as an episcopal see in the reign of Fir&, the grandfather of Anhshireviin, by Abraham, one of the famous scholars
of Edessa, who imbibed at that place the tenets of Nestorius,
and afterwards spread the heresy throughout the East; but
whether this place can have any reference to Canzaca, the capital
of the Medes, and the Rhn of the Arabic geographers, I cannot
of course pretend to decide. The name Artesis I conclude to
be the Armenian form of Ardeshir, which is written by St. Mar-

* See George of Pinidin, Heracliad Acma. ii. w. 167-216.
t See Histor. B p n t . N. Appendix, p. 118.

1Among othere I may mentlon, from T a m and Ihn Athir, Ardeshir Khorreh or
Jbr, afterwards called NrWiMd; Riv Ardeshir or R'uhehr, near AbGnheher (Bushier ;
Hormoz Ardeshk or Ahvh ; Aater5bld kdeshfr or Kerkhi-Mi*n (Spaniu Charax] ;
Behmen Ardelhlr or Forit M
'
&
(Perath Masene of the Syrians, near Ikph);
Nelir Ardesh(r or Nehr Su (on the slta of Seleucia) ; Berdeh Anleshir or Hezeh (Arhela), and many more less known.
4 Tom. i. p. 352, note 4. 1 dmmt think, however, that h e m a n i is mistaken in
the statement to which I here refer, and that the name of Beth Rebin, constantly
attnched to thnt of Abraham, one of the fnmoua scholan of fillessa, denotes in reality
his Syrian place of nativity or residence, rather than his diocese in Media.
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tin Ardaschks, and perhaps, (for really in no other possible way
can I account for the derivation of the name,) in the last syllable
of the word, we may recog;nise the title of S h 4 that continued to
attach to the city after the establishment of the Mohammedan
power.
In the Sasanian ages we have frequent notices of the temple of
Azerbdijb: BahrAm Ghr appears to have especially honoured
it; for, on returning from his Turkish wars, he consecrated to it
the rich and varied spoils of the enemy : the captive wife of the
Scythian king wns at the same time attached to the temple as a
menial, and Bahrim is even stated to have brought to the same
place his bride Sepined, the loveliest princess of India, there to
abjure, before the sacred and eternal fire, the idolatrous worship
of her country.* The place is named indifferently the temple of
AzerbLijAn, and the temple of Aaergeshesp, and its pre-eminence
over the other Pyraea of the kingdom is again mentioned by
Tabari, who says, that "of all the fire-templesof Persia, B a h r h
respected this the most."
In the reign of Anhshirevhn it continued the great object of
popular veneration. On thin head the evidence of Procopius is
full and decisive ; and we may remxk, that from its being usually
termed the temple of Aderbigan, that author was led to suppose
the title to refer to the city in which. it war 8ituated.t Firdausf
describes, with some detail, the visit of Anhshirevh, and the
munificent offerings which he lavished upon the temple and its
guardians ; and the ' AjGbo-1 Makhlhkdt, in also noticing the embellishment, by the same king, of the throne of Ke'i Khoera6, at
Shiz, affords another link of evidence to connect together the
original traditions of Cyrus at Ecbatana, the establishment of the
court of Chosroes or AnGshirevAn in the city of Ardabigan, and
the Byzantine tales of the treasures of Croesus, which were deposited in the citadel of Canzaca; and when we further remark
that the peculiar circumstsnce of containing a great fire-temple,
the most holy of all the Pyraea of the Magi, is common to the
Byzantine accounts of Ardabigan or Canzaca, and to the Oriental
descriptions of this city of Shiz, we draw an obvious inference
that the various names must necessarily refer to the same place,
and that the identification of the Sasanian capital of Atropatene
is thus determinately proved. Mes'hdi, in the extract which I

.

137-139.
Bee Ouseley's Travels, vol. i.
The territorial title was realr, it would a ar from the tollowing
'$'ah+, applied to the city u well an to the t e m ~ : ~ " X ' he-temple#
he
oE;:E
Fire in
s i m were in Adorbkigkn, and there wss the origin of the Bro-worahi
Pehled ia called Ador,' fmm whence came the name of Adorhkigin. d e province
commences from Hem& and the river of Zong611, and extends to Derbendi-Khiztau (the Caucasian gates), and the cities contained with~nthese limita are dl named
Adorbhgb."
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have already given, mentions that Anhshirevdn, on his visit to
this temple, removed the sacred fire to a place called Birket ;
but this can hardly have been the case, as in the succeeding reign
we find the temple still retaining its sacred character, and in t h e
time of Mosa'er the fire wa$ believed to have been preserved
unextinguished upon the altar since the days of Ardeshir.
There is, besides, no Pyraeum, or sacred place, which I can
find, in all Oriental geography corresponding with the Birket of
Mes'Qdi ; and I am rather inclined, therefore, to suppose that,
as the word merely signifies a reservoir, it may refer to the natural lake of the city, on the margin of which Anlishirevain either
rebuilt, or at least repaired the temple. Mes'Qdi, also, in another
passage, connects the name of Anlishirevdn with the most holy
of all the fires of Persia, in a way which I confess led me, at
first, to refer his allusion to this same temple. " AnQshireviin,"
he says, found the original fire which had been worshipped by
King Jem, and which had been removed by Kei Khosrau from
Khyirezm to Dairiibjird; and he transferred this fire, the most
holy of all those fires that are worshipped by the Persians, to
the temple of Kiiriyb; and when Islam arose, the Magians,
in apprehension lest the flame should be altogether lost, removed
a part of it to Nisd and Be+,* cities of Fdrs, and left the remaining part at KhriyBn, in order that, if it should chance to be
extinguished upon one altar, it might survive upon the other."
Finding the name written in one manuscript Kgziyin or G&iy6n,
I was led to refer it to Gaza or Canzaca, in the same way as I
have proposed to read GLeh, in Tabari, for Gdh; but as all the
other copies of Mes'hdi write the word KAridn, which is explained by Ydk6t, as the title of <'a small town in FBrs, containing a castle situated upon a mound of earth, which is impregnable to force ;" and as a fire-temple in the country of Fbs of
this very name continued to the time of Jeihdni, in the eleventh
century of Christ, to be the most venerated of all the Pyraea of
the province, I cannot now doubt but that the true orthography
is Khriyin, and that the notice of Mes'ddi refers to the great Persian temple,+ the site of which, however, must, I fear, still remain
a mystery.

'

At the time of the Arab invasioll among the cities of Firs, Beig waa o111yseeolld
ill consideration to Ivtekhr. The en11 Orientel authon deseribe at this p l m sculp
(urea and ruins which I can hardly dubt to be of the asme class aa thaw at Persep l i s , and the discovery of which will probably reward the search of the &st European traveller who examinea the district. The name of Beid is now ap lied to the
whole ma!lalleh or district north of WirL, and went of the'Merdbht p k l l . NisL,
conjoined witb lIei'+~by Mea'udi, is probably the Niserga of Ptolemy, and perhap
the Nixacus of the map of Peutinger.
hles'udi'a account of the Persian fire-tamplea is nbridged by Shehriethl~i,and
from him copied into Hyde (Hel. Vet. Yem., . 1531, where the name of UriyLn,
bowevcr, is corrupted into W n , and aarigne$ to the city of amin.
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In the reign of Hormue, the son of Anfishirevin, Khosraii
Parviz gave the first evidence of his attachment to the temple of
Sbiz in taking refuge within its saered precincts against the anger
of his father. '< Parviz," in the words of Tabari, '<arrived in
AierbfjBn, and entering the temple of Azergeshesp, he there
employed himself in devotional exercise. When he was restored
to the throne of Persia by the intervention of Roman aid, after
his father's death, he also held his first court in Canzaca or Shiz,
as I have already shown from Theophylact and the Oriental histories." On the approach of Heraclius he again occupied the
city, and " abode there with the Magi and the guardians of the
sac~edfire;" and when he was obliged to evacuate the place, he
carried with him, in his flight to DastAgerd, (as I understand
Theophanes,) the treasures of Croesus and the imposture of "the
burning COBIS." This imposture of the burning coals answers
exactly to the description of Mosa'er, that <'the fire had been
preserved for 700 years, and no part of it had turned to ashes;"
and as the fire seems to have been taken away by KhosraG in his
%ht, we may infer that it was preserved unextinguished upon
some altar inaccessible to the attack of the Christians; and that
when Persia recovered for a short period her domestic tranquillity, after the death of Khosraii and the retirement of the Roman
legions, it was restored to its original temple, probably by h s tom, the governor of AierbijBn,* and continued to blaze there for
two centuries later. when it was seen and described bv the Arab
he &cription which the Byzantines iive of the
traveller.
image of Khosraii, seated under the dome of the palace or temple, amid the emblems of the sun, and moon, and stars, is certainly curious, and recalls to mind the later Sasanian coins, which
thus uniformly exhibit the head of thc king surrounded by figures
of the heavenly bodies; perhaps, too, these are the idols which
are mentioned by Mes'fidi in the temple of Shiz; though he must
be in error in supposing them to have been removed by An6shirevin.
The Byzantines pretend that the city and all it contained were
cloomed by Heraclius to one great m d general conflagration ;
but this is, obviously, false, as I shall now show in briefly tracing

t

t

See Avdall'a Armenia, vol. i. p. 358.

Since writing the nbove I have met with the following pclssage in the Foreign
Quarterly Review, No. XLlII. p. 79 :-" hIeslGdi &ims that even in his time statues
aud pictured representatio~~s
of fonnn terrestrial and celestial were to be found at EI
Shccs, the seat of the MM." I have searched the Muhju-i h h e b in vain for the
statement which is here referred to; and as 'Fabarf also, who wrote near1 forty yeara
1 cannot
before Mes'ildl, declares the tern le of S i r to have beer1 in ruins in lria
help thinking the reviewcr rnibtaeen in, hin authority. But still, from whatever wource
the iuformation may be drawn, it is moat interesting, m
a
n
3 strikingly nccordn with the
Eyrautine stories of C u a .
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the s t e p of the Romans, after the flight of C h m e s to Dastagerd.
Heraclius, after the conquest of Canraar, moved upon a city
called Thebarma, by Theophanes, which he captured and burnt.
This is supposed by D'Anville to be Urumiyah, and the verification hao remained unimpeded to the present day.* As Urumiyah,
however, would have been altogether out of the line of Heraclius's
march from Takhti-Soleimiin, upon Dastagerd, whither, it is
evident, he was pursuing hie enemy, I cannot admit the identi6cation, which, indeed, appeam solely to rest upon a fancied
similarity of sound, and upon the pre-supposition of Caa~ace
being represented by Tabriz. I should look for Thebarma
solnewhere in KurdistBn proper; but I confe~smyself to have
failed in discovering any name that might reasonably be brought
forward to replace the identification of D'Anville. From Thebarma, Heracliur continued the punuit of Chosroes through the
mountainous defiles of Media; and thw, whether he followed
the southern road by Kirmdnshdh, or the western route through
the present dirtrict of the BBMns, the nature of the wuntry will
suit well enough with the description. On the approach of
winter, the emperor retraced his steps to the warm pastures of
Albania, and with the return of spring he again prepared to
renew the contest. This, his sewnd campaign, in which Gibbon
supposes him to have penetrated into the heart of Persia, appeam
to me to have been confined to the countriel bordering on the
Arras.+ The great city of Salban, at any rate, with the capture
of which the campaign terminated, I have no difficulty in identifying with the Armenian capital of VBn. SB1 is, evidently, the
Kurdish Shil, or Shk, (for the 1 and r are constantly confounded,) sipdying a city; and 33611is the aame word which is
written Buana by Ptolemy, and Iban by Cedrenua;f the title
of Salban, thus, being literally the city of V h . From the ancient
celebrity of the city, founded, as it is supposed, by Semiramis,
the exact applicability of the geographical indication, and the
perfect identity of name, there can be no question, I think, regardlng thir illustration, which seem, nevertheless, to have
the observation both of Gibbon and of D'Anvi1le.g
hen Heraclius prepared to leave Salban, two roada were
open to him, both mountainous and difficult, one leading to
Ancient Oeography, vol. ii
+
In followin the st.
of ;Pe'ri21iua, i h m not the means of collating many
rutboriti- rhic! would of eaiaarlce to the enquiries, auch as Nice horn, Euty-

chius, the Hidoria Miscellanea, and the MS. Chroniclea of Qeorge tge hlonk and
G i e o n the
thete. I chictty follow Theophausa and W e n u s .
1 See $ain%utin, tom.i., p. 138.
fi Oilbon observes in a ~ t toe hia 46th chapter-16 I cannot hd, md what ia
murh more, Mr. D'Arlville doea not attempt to leek, the Salban, Taranturn territory
of h e Hum, &., mention4 by Theophanes."
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Tarantum, the other into Syria That by Tarantum was the
shorter, but destitute of supplies, the other conducting over
Mount Taurus, into Syria, was also difficult and blocked by snow,
but the country through which it lay furnished supplies in
abundance. The emperor chose the latter road, and at the end of
seven days' most laborious marching, he reached the Tigris, from
whence he prosecuted his route to Martyropolis and Amida.
These two routes are certainly to be recognixed ; the one, in that
conducting from Vbn through the Hekdrri country and Row5ndizJ
to Arbil ; and the other, in the high road which leads from the
same place, by Betlis to Miydfhekin and DiyBr-Bekr. The name
Tarmtum I believe to be a corruption of Revend or Orontes,*
and the line which conductr through those mountains is the most
impracticable in all Kurdistdn. Heraclius pursued the high road,
and traversed the interval between Vbn and Betlis, where he
would first reach the Tigis,t in seven laborioun marches ; the
distance being, according to the estimate of Colonel Sheil, published in the Geographical Journal, nearly 100 mi1es.f
Heraclius, again, in the autumn of the succeedmg year, undertook his third and last expedition into Persia. Crossing the
Armenian frontier in September, he must have pushed through
AierbijBn with extreme rapidity ; for, on the 9th of October we
find him refreshing his army at Chamaetha,§ which I suppose
to be an error for
after having crossed the mountain
barrier between
ssyria The Persian general, who
was sent from the south to oppose him, advanced to Canzaca, and
from thence followed the emperor acmes the mountains, suffering
greatly on his march from the scarcity of supplies. It is not clear
how the Romans were employed during the ensuing month ;T
but, on the first of December, Heracliua is stated to have passed
the greater Zib, and, shortly afterwards, he fought the great
battle of Niniveh. Returning to that river after his victory, he
again crossed it, and then continued h b march to the lesser ZAb,
along the high road, which, until times comparatively modern,
aeems to have followed a line nearly parallel to the Tigris, and at
The orthography of all the n m e e in Theophsnea is moot corrupted, aa I s h d l
have fiequent merion to remark.
t The BetlfschKi is not the true Tigris, but, .e one of the most considerable of its
early tributaries, was probably mistaken h r such b the Greeks.
* Jounld of the Royal Geographical Sbciety, solviii. part i., p. 71.
Written indifferently -&
and ~ 9 . .
The Honita of the S ians, ree page 72.
Theopbum u B t g t the emperor only remained I dap at Chm.iltha, and
this is corlfirmed by t i e letter of Heracliw to the Senate, where he snys that he had
previounly reported his movements from Oct. 17th to M2rn.h 25th; the 17th of
d
his haltOctober bein the very da on which he would have broken ~ o u n aner
he was
employeiin nr ing the d i h i c t of M y ,
Me4 of the A r a b
~ n -rn
d
~ dBanM,
i
k t w e e n x e two ah.
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a short distance from its banks. Beyond the lesser ZAb, Heraclius occupied a position which is entitled Iesdem, both by T h m phanes and in the emperor's own letter to the Senate ; and which,
as we find no city or town of that name in the province of Adiabene, I conclude to have been a mere settlement of the heretical
Itzedis,* or, as they were afterwards named by the Mohammedans,
Yezidb. Continuing his march from hence, he next reached a
town containing a palace of Khosrau, which he destroyed. This
place, both in Theophanes and Cedrenus, bears the title of Rusa,
a name, however, which, as it does not admit of illustration from
the contemporary Sjnans, who afford the most copious geographical notices of all this part of Asia, I cannot help regarding as
false. If we suppose, at the same time, a transposition of letters,
we shall obtain the word Sura, and this we may, perhaps, regard
as identical with the Son, or Beth Sori, of the Syrians; a city
which was certainly situated in this vicinity, as it formed an episcopal see during the Sasanian ages, under the metropolitan of
Beth Germa; and the disap earance of which, from the Syrian
annals, after the era of Mo, ammed, may possibly be explained
by this very visit of Heraclius.
After destroying Rusa or Sura, theemperm went on to the Torna,
a name which at once recals to mind the Tornadotus of Pliny ;
and which modern geographers, relying on the evidence of Otter,
have not scrupled to identify with some imaginary Odorneh.
Not only, however, is there no river of this name in all Oriental
geography, hut, as far as I am able to form an opinion, there
never has been such a name employed in the country, either in
times past or present. The river which Otter is supposed to denote by the name Odorneh, is, in reality, known by no other title
than that of the 'Adheim.t It is formed by the confluence of the
three petty streams of KerkGk, TdGk, and T6z Khurmetli; and
is of too unimportant a character to be noticed by the Arab
also, will in no way answer either
geographers. T h e 'A!h6im,
the description or the geographical indication of Theophanes.
The Torna was not fordable, as is evident from the emperor's
apprehension lest the Persians should dispute the passage of the
bridge, and his satisfaction afterwards. at beinn allowed to cross
the %hdge unmolested ; while, at the seaso; of the emperor's
visit, the end of December, the 'Adheim would scarcely have had
two feet of water, and could have presented no impediment to his
passage. Again, as the emperor celebrated Christmas at the
lesser Zib, and pitched his camp at Beklam, beyond the Torna,

f
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The expression in the Oreek is the houses or dwelli~iga(.?.rr
of Ie$em, in
evident referelice to a tribe, an it appears to me, for otherwise the w ole would have
been
p c ; a v , or W ~ A I C .
t The b in Arnbic;_is sounded like the th in thou, in Persi.n-like a common ' z.
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on the 1st of January, one day having been, also, lost lipon the
r o d in the destruction of Sura, five marches only could have been
consumed between the rivers. The distance from the lesser Zlib
to the 'Adheim, at the nearest point where Heraclius could have
reached it, is nearly 100 miles, which is certainly too great a distance to be travelled by an army in five days, with an enemy in
front. T h e identification, therefore, of the Toma of Theophanes
with the Odorneh of Otter, supposing this name to represent the
'Adhe'im, is thus shown to be untenable. I will now endeavour to
give the true illustration.
The Torna of Theophanes, and the Tornadotus of Pliny, I
consider to be both represented by the northern arm of the great
Nahrawin canal. This is named by the Arabic geographers
Khtfir ; and, in the last syllable of the word, I believe that I
recognise the title of Toma.* T h e canal is described by Tabari
as a work of the Sasanians, and ZakariyL *ini
distinctly ascribes it to AnfishirevB;n, but it is probable that the Sasanians
only repaired an ancient excavation, which dated from the time
of the Assyrian monarchs.+ I t was derived from the Tigris, at
three points ;the most northernly of which was near ImLm Dfir,:
a short distance above the great city of Kerkh, the Beth Seluk
of the Syrians; and this arm, it is evident from Tabari, was the
real o r i p a l &thr ; though, subsequently the two other branches
were known by the same name. Below the junction of the three
streams, according to Ab6-1 F d , the canal lost the name of KAthr,
and assumed that of Nahrawh.5 T o the northern arm of this
canal, which, in the days of Khosrau Perviz, was certainly full
of water, I accordingly conduct Heraclius, in five marches, from
the lesser ZLb ; the intervening clistance being a b u t 80 miles.1)
Any one who has seen the tremendous Led of the &t6r, above
100 yards in breadth, will understand the disinclination of
The name KitGr I believe to be Arabiciaed from the Persian words K%u Ttir,
which si if the cannl or excavation of Tbr. Torna is probably a contraction of Tilr
Nahr, wzcghaa the same meaning ; aud we thus diacover the real name of the C-l
ill the Duris of Zosimus. The s d x of Nadotus em loyed by Pliny is probably an
error for Narotus, aud refers to the same word Nahr. $he plain of Dura, on which Ncbuchadnezzar erected the golden imnge, probably indicates the name locdity, and
the two Arabian towns of D6r, which were to the N. and S. of the point, where the
northern arm of the canal, the real original KC$Gr, was derived from the Tigria, have
an evident reference to this ancient nsme.
t With the usual confusion of the r aud I, the name oppenrs in the later geographers, under the form of KiitW.
Abb-1 Fed5 says, near the Kero-1 Motewe~i,commonlycalled El Ja'feri.
For accounts of this canal,'see Tabari in his notice of the building of Sdrncri ;
AbB-1 Fed& and Zakiiriyft, in their chapters on rivers ; and, almve all, Yikilt, in tho
Morhid, under the h e d KhkGl ; also Mbs'Ldi's Caliphate of h1otn1.$em. [See note 4,
p. 97.1
I\Supposing the paof the lesser 5 b to have been about midway between its
mouth and AltGn K6prl, the direct clistance will be a dcgree of latitude. Hnmdu-llah
givesthemeasurement fmm Kerkh to the lesser Zhb, upan this line, at 22 f;uaaklls.
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Heraclins to encounter the Persians at the b r i d g e i n the face of
an enemy it would have been quite impossible to have forced a
passage-and the Emperor would have been thus obliged to
abandon his design upon the capital, beyond the Torna. T h e
Persian general, however, waa afraid to oppose him; and
Heraclius, doubtless, passing the Kdtfir by the noble bridge, of
which the remains are still visible, immediately to the N.of the
ruins of Eski Baghdbd,. occupied the city, of which these ruins
mark the site, and which, under its various names of Kerkh,
Beit Seliik, and Beit Germti, or Bdjermb, continued to be t h e
metropolis of all Southern Assyria, during the whole period of
the Sasanian empire. I t must have been with a view of attacking
this great cit that the Emperor was so anxious to cross the
Torna ; and canno! hesitate, therefore, in remgnising, in the
name of Beklam, which Cedrenus applies to the city, beyond the
river, a barbarous corruption of the real Syrian title of Beit
Germ& The confusion of the T and 1 I have already often
noticed ;and I conceive that the klam, or Gelam of the Greeks,
may be thus intended for the Arabic plural formation of Geram ;
the whole title of Beglam, or more properly Bb Gerim, having
the same signification with the Syrian, Beit Germa, of the house
or city of the Garamaeans. t In support of this illustration, which
the previous identification of the Kdtur and Torna, and the restoration of the barbaric Beglam, to its true orthgaphy, would seem
to render almost certain, I may further remark, that it is impossible to suppose the contemporary Syrians could have been silent
on the subject of so considerable a place as Beklam must necesoarily have been to have contained the magnificent palace and
paradise of Khosrau, which are described by the historians of the
war ;and yet, that in the whole range of their copious geographical
notices of this district, there is, positively, no other title to be
found, which, by any species of etymological violence, can be
forced into a similarity, however remote, with the corrupted name
employed by the Byzantines. From Beit Germi, Heraclius

f

This ruined bri e is now named Kan$arah R A I , or the leaden bridge, from the
metal c l a m p with w
"f;ich the blocLs ofstone were fastened together,and it has further
ven the title of Re& to the dry bed of the Kilhr, amon the Arabs of the preselit
The canal, however, is more generally 'called by t%e modem Arab., N d r -

$

SLA.
t The orthograph

of Cedrenue isusually tobe preferred to that of our present copiea
of Theophnnes. ?<is nnme is written in the MSS. of T h e o p b e s Bnx~hp,B S X A ~ ~ A I ,
nr~dL y ~ r i ~in
r , all of which the last A is certaiuly an error of m e ancient copyist
for p. In Cedre~luewe have the orthography of &*A+, which I could farther restore
. is the common A r d i c contraction for the Syria11 Beit, and tho name
to R I ~ A A ~ &
of this city was thus written in Arabic, B5 Jermfi; but were the name uwd to denote
n peo ~ l e us
, I m p ~ min this instance, the Arabic formation would he Bi Jeranr.
8ee t i e rnrioun readillg iu Oonr'a Theolhtx~es, p. 534; aud Assernnrli, tom. iu.,
732. The Arab in a later age corrupted the name of the Qaramrenna illto
ehikeh.
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probably followed down the course of the Kdtirr, to the ruins
supposed to represent the site of Opis,* where he crossed the
canal by another bridge, of which the remains are also visible,
and, passing at the same place the petty stream of the 'Adheim,
he must from thence have struck across the desert to the Diytileh,
along the right bank of the Khdi8 canal. The nameof this river
(the Diyileh) is not mentioned in the Greek accounts of the campaign. Khosrau is merely described as having encamped, with
a large force, at a place called Barasroth, 5 miles from Dastagerd
(according to most copies of Theophanes),t where there was a
river, difficult of passage, and having a narrow bridge, which was
further obstructed by confined ways among the houses, and by
old water-courses. The Barasroth of the Greeks I conclude to
be identical with the BerkrCd of YikGt,f a canal which was derived from the Diyileh : b Khosrau was probably encam
the mouth of the canal ; and this will agree tolerably
the indication of 5 miles' distance from the site of Deskereh, even
supposing that the reading of Tamerd, which occurs in one
manuscript, is not to be prefe~reclto that of Destagerd.11 When
Khosrau fled to Ctesiphon, Heraclius advanced, and, crossing the
river without opposition, occupied the place of Bebdareh. This
name is probably the Arabic BAb, a gate, in composition with eome
other word which I confess I do not recognise, and appears to
apply to a palace on the immediate outskirts of Dastagerd. It
may, perhaps, be represented by the remarkable ruins of the
Zindiin.7 Of the identity of Dastagerd, with the Sasanian ruins
The identification of Opis must obvimly de nd upon the antiquity of the Khtiir
or Nahrawkn excavation. From the acco~ulto r ~ e n o ~ h owe
n certainly should not
suppose the canal to have existed at the time of the retreat ;but if it can he proved to
be of an earlier age, then the Phyncus will be xwpreaented by the canal rather than
h the 'Adheim, axid is must be removedfrom ~ t present
s
supposed position to near
t i e ruin. of Eski Bagh%.
t In one of the MSS. of Theophanes, the name of T+; ia employed in this pasaage
instead of that of h r r r + ) , and I suspect correct1
Tap+) is of course the Oriental
m a town upon its hanks, the
Thmerreh, or Tirrnerret, auame given to the Di &h,
aacekned, unless it be considered
exact p i t i o n of which, however, I fear onnot
identical with Jdlblh.
* See Mo+ido-1 INilk', under the head T h e r r k ; the name is now conuptea into
~rfidr~r.
Q The BarhrGd ia derived from the Difleh, below the Hamrrfn hilla, nt a p i n t
where, in former times, wna the great
of the river. Near thin Major Kep 1
found nome Sesanian sculptures, and =heard
that them are the remains
bridge at the same place. The town of DeeLereh waswatered by the TLbitb,now the
ShchriMn canal, as I Bnd from the journal of a friend who has just visited the ruins,
and whose statement is d r m e d by that of YhkGt, under the head Thbith, in the
Morkido-1 Iftila'.
e red distance must be aboat 7 or B milea.
4TmThere in here a hiatua in the present copies of Theophanea, which, however, is
sn plied from an old Latin trannlat~on,b Anmtanius, where we Bnd that the Emperor
diX not, on this oeession, enter Dnataged, but weeded direct from tho river to the
e w e of Bebdarach, mere1 a d i n g a detacLent to r r v p y the city. See the
otaa Poeteriorm in Char's &eopbanes, p. 661.
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of Eski Baghdbd, that were visited by Rich, there can hardly be
any question.
The Arabic historians and geographers enable us to trace out
this identification in the most satisfactory manner possible. Tabari
directly mentions the flight of Khosrau to Deskeretu-1 Melik, a
city containing a large and strong castle, and the most considerable place in all the country of 'Ir4k.* Je~hhniagain, in the
eleventh century, writes of Deskeretu-1 Melik, that it was a city
situated among date-trees, populous, and surrounded with cultivation, and pornwing a large fort, girt round with a mud wall,
within the area of which there was no trace of building or habitation. Idrisi places it upon the high road into Persia, at the
distance of 16 farsakhs from BaghdM; and all the other itineraries
confirm this geographical positi0n.t YAkGt describes it in all
his three works, the Mo'jemu-1 BeldBn, Moshterik, and MorBsidu-1-itti1tY;f he notices its celebrity under the Sasanians, and
ascribes its foundation to Hormuz, the grandson of Ardeshir ; in
his day it had fallen to the condition of a mere village, and was
situated, he says, "in the district of KhorAsAn, near the town of
ShehribAn." Abu-1 Fed& and many other authors, whom it is
unnecessary to quote, all afford evidence of the same nature ; and
the only thing that is required to'remove all doubt regarding its
exact verification, is the discovery of some local tradition among
the Arabs, which may still attach the name of Deskereh to the
ruins of Eski Baghdad.$ Theophanes, in stating that the effeminate Khosrau was driven by his fears to travel 95 miles a day,
and that he occupied three days in his flight from Dastagerd to
Ctesiphon, appears to me distinctly to prove the interval between
the two cities to have been 95 Roman miles; and the circumstantial evidence of the march of Heraclius confirms his statement,
which, nevertheless, was misunderstood by his copyist Cedrenus,
and which, in its suppored determination of 95 miles for the
entire distance, has been a source of perplexity to modern pgraphers. The r o d distance from Eski BaghdBd to TBki-Kesrii,
would be, as near as possible, 70 British miles, the equivalent of
75 Roman miles. Khosrau, after his arrival at Ctesiphon, is said
by Theophanes to have crossed the Tigris in his alarm, and to
Ibu-1 Athlr, in the Khmil, gives the last Orientnl account that I have met with
of this campaign of Heracliua, and maken f ueut mention of Deukeretu-1 Melik.
Je'ihh6ui9smap also of 'Mki 'Areh, @es?e
same emplacement to Deskereh.
1The name is written by the Orientals Deakereh, Deukeret, and sometimes Deskkert, but these are probably mere Arabic formations of the pure Persian word
Destqerd, which is the exact orthography of the Byzantines. Dedekertu-1 Melik in
stnted b Jeihknl to signif the ro a1 camp.
h a , or o l l
is a name commonly given by the Arabs to ruiau,
QE d
of whose
histoT they have 110 tradition ; uxl it baa thua happened that the two
cities of Kerkh and Deskereh are known b the name title at the present clay. There
are other r u b of the same uame alw in &rdiatiu.
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have taken refuge in Seleucia, which the Persians named Gudeair.
This title I at once restore to its Oriental orthography of Whdf
Sir, and identify with Nahr Sir,* a name of precisely the same
signification which was bestowed by the Sasaniana on a town of
their foundation, built upon the site of Seleucia, and which wntinued as late as the age of YakGt, to denote the suburb of MdB'in,
on the right bank of the Tigris.
Heraclius, in his anxiety to put a decisive end to the war, could
have allowed his army little rest, either at Beit Germa or Deskeret ; for, upon the seventh day after he first pitched his camp
beyond the Tome, we find him again upon the march from
Dastagerd, advancing in the direction of Ctesiphon. At the end
of three marches, which I estimate at 51 Roman, or a b u t 48
British miles, he reached a point distant 24 Roman miles from
Ctesiphnn ; the great river Arba occurring midway upon the line
between that p i n t and the city. The name of this river, which is
written Arba, by Theophanes, and which, under this false orthography, has been perpetuated in the writings of D'Anville and
Gibbon, I must at once restore. Cdrenus gives us the form of
Narba: but.- in the letter nf Heraclius to the Senate. wntrrinect in
the Paschal chronicle, and in the manuscript chronicle of Simeon
the Logothete,t the still more perfect form of spelling is preserved
of Narban, which expressed, as near as the Greek alphabet will
admit, the true Oriental orthography of Nahr Win.:
The bed
of the Nahr WBn canal, in this part of its course nearly equal
to the Tigris, passes at the distance of about 1 I miles to the N.
of Tiiki Kesri, and here, in the time of Khosrau, there was a
pontoon-bridge to facilitate the communication between the two
cities of Deskereh and Ctesipkon.4 Heraclius, from his camp,

.

Nahr Sfr is a m n t ~ a of
n Nnhr Ardeshir, a name given to this city on its reAt the time of the Arab invasion it wan one of the
dilication, by Ardesbfr B&
chief ritiaof Babylonia. & x ~ A t h i r , t hIhqe&o-l -bab of AlrU-Ilah, the fama.
n r i k h i Beghdkd, YikGt and AbGl-Fed&.
t P w h . Chron. ~ d i t Dind.,
.
vol. i
731 ; and vol. ii., p. 493.
1 In all the maps hitherto publishz which profem to treat of Compnratire Geography, this lplrioua name of Arba is attached to the DiyCleh ;and even the restored
orthography of Narban will be liable to the same error mthwt explanation ; hr,in
many later ~eogrnphicalworks, the Di 61el1 is actually named the Nnhr Win. I t ia
mecevnry to observe, therefore, that d e n the canal became blacked up, the DiyCleh,
whirh had been before ahorbed in it, continued to flow in the dry bed, from BakGhP
to the city of Nnhr WLn, and on this account, assumed the nnmo in the lower pnrt of
its rourse-See Y6#Gt9sMdjemo-1 Beldhn, under the head Nnhr WLn, andHamdo-1
lnb's chapter on rivers.
Q YUtGt distinguishes between the two eanala of Kith1 and NahrWCn,and attributes
them different ages. Thc Kaw he describea aa ihe cunal derived from the Tigris,
in the vicinity of S k r L , aud prolonged to the Di Ueh at EakGM: it WM flmt excavntd, he lays, in remote antiquity, and nub uendy repired and -enU,
Wh
by AnGahheran and llkriln al Rarhld, whileTe Nahr WLn nos derived from the
Diyaeh, nt the city of Nahr Wh,and mlonged through the desert to W ~ i t .It was
also a work of remote antiquity, arrd fefl into ruin during the troubles m which the
Khalipkate war, involved on the rise of the Seljukiandpasty. I conaider hie authority
VOL. X.
11
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at the distance of 19 miles from the river, sent on to endeavour
to seize the bridge, but this had been previously removed by the
orders of Khosrau ; and, as the Roman scouts also failed to discover any point at which the Nahr WQn was fordable, the
Emperor had no resource but to abandon his attack on Ctesiphon,
and retrace his steps into Persia. I conclude that he followecl
the route which is laid down in Idrisi; and which, conducted by
the high Persian road as far as Kasri-Shirin, and from thence
struck up through the modern district of ZohQb to Shehriztr,
crossing the Diyhleh by the ford of Bkn&hilQln. T h e t o m of
Shehrizf~r, named by the Byzantinen, Siazur,* was situated, I
have now no doubt, after examining the country, at the ruins of
Yhsfn Teppeh, where there is an immense elevated platform,
exceeding, I think, in height and extent, any of the mounds either
at Babylon or Susa. H e remained here until the 94th of
February, as he expressly states in his letter to the Senate, and
then resumed his march tn Canzaca. In four marches along the
high road to Canzaca, he would reach the town, usually called
Bbneh, at the foot of the great pass, leading across Mount
Zagros, the distance being about 80 miles, and being divided into
four re ular menzils M stages. The proper name of this town is
Berdze
Bdneh being the title of the district; and hete, accordingly, we have the representative of the Barza of Theophanes.
At this place the Emperor remained seven days, according to
Theophanes, employed, doubtless, in making arrangements for
the passage of the mountain ; and thus, as the year 628 was a
bissextile, we may, without much chance of error, fix the date of
his departure from Baneh, upon March 6th.f The remaining
distance from Bdneh to Takhti-Soleimin, along the direct route,

%,+

decuive, notwithstanding that the i norant h h a of the preseut day attach the name
of NahriwLn to both canals; and afthou& it is atated that a continued line of banks
mn be traced along the route of the Diyaeh, from the point where the ancient
I
the Digaleh,
J(b$Gr 'oined that rivrr at BakGbL, to where the renl Nahr W ~ leaves
about {il miles above the p i n t of its confluence with the Tigria. Thew huks may
have been constructed to prevent inundation from the DiyLleh, aAer its water* were
swollen by the immense stream of the Nahr WLn, and do not, in my opiliio11,at all
prove the continuation of an artificial excaratioll b e h e ~ nU G b i and the mins of
the town of NahrwLn.
* In the Emperor's letter XI-+.
See P m h . Chmn. Edit. Dindorf, vol. i..
p. 735.
The Kurds believe tbia word B e h e h to be a corm tion of Piriizeh, a name derived from a certain Krfu, who fbunded the place, but !should rather refer the two
namen of Bineh and Beneh to the Kurdish worda Bin and Ben, which have both
the snme meaning of " h i h or above," and apply most aptly to the very elevated
position of this mountain district.
1The intercalary day of the Julian year occurred between the 23rd and 14th of
February ; if we mppoae the Emperor to have leR Shehriir upon this day, we e u ~
allow seven clear days for the halt at Bana: if the date of d e w wss the true
24th aAer the intedation, we must include the day of arrival in the seven days'
halt of Tbeophanea. The dierenee of a single day, h e v e r , either mow. or lem, can
be d no eonrequence to the general w e n t .

+

by Sekiz, measures, as far as I have had means of ascertaining
from the peasantry, about 106 miles ; and this interval, at the
average d d y rate of marching, of 5 panreangs, or between 17 and
18 British miles, which appears to me to be verified, as well by
the ancient authorities as in its approximate application to the
recorded itineraries of the march of armies in the East, both in
timw ancient and modern,* 'could not require less than six days'
march for its passage-the date of the arrival of Heraclius, at
Canzaca, or Takhti-Sole'imh, being thus determined, by a very
k p l e process of calculation, to be March the I 1 th, which exactly coincides with the statement in the Emperor's letter to the
Senate-that, upon the 7th of April he had been already twentyseven days encamped at Cansear. I consider this march of
Heraclius, from Shehrizbr, by the Bdneh pass, to Canzaca, to
moborate, in a most remarkable way, the evidence which I have
before adduced, of the identity of that city with Takhti-Soleimh :
but there are also some other points of information contained in
the Emperor's letter, which are worthy of being noticed, as they
mrve still further to strengthen the argument.
The pars of Bheh, I must observe, is the only point at which
the mountain range of Z a p s am he d after the autumn
upon the rood conducting from Shehrizlir into Media;+ and t h e n
can be thus no doubt whatever M to iia representing the passage
oi Mount Zara, mentioned by Hersc1ius.f But after a few
falls of snow this defile also becomes impassable ; and all cornmnnication, except by foot travellers, is cut off between the
esstem and western faclps of the mountain. In the year of the
Emperor's visit the winter appears to have set in remarkably late.
T h e first fall of mow, indeed, as he himself mentions, did not
take place until the %4thof February ; and he was thus able to

3d

Five ancient parasaogs, or 150 Olympic stadia, are
to. l e t Roman mil-, or
rat er Wow than n h v e the
nearly 17f British, and thin I have usuall fd
daily rnte of marching in Persia, b o d of aticient aud modern armies; however, I couaider a
systematic estimate for the measurement of a day's march, a moat
deceptive means Z a n d %is,and to be avoided an much as possible In the illuntration
d Comparative ~ e ~ ~ r ~ ~ h ~ .
t Rich's Pm, named Cfnrran; the NaukbLn Pm, conducting from Penjwin to
MehCn, midway between Onrrdn and Mneh; and the Kortek Peas, leading into
Srdrsht, are all blocked by the snow ve early in the s e w n ; and thew are the
only lirm which r m u the range he-n
Gates of Z-,
at %-Gerrih,
and
the Keli-Shtn of Umhnei'.
t I n all the maps the name of Daruu is applied to theae mountains, which, being
the usual Kurdish coutraetion of W r C Khh, and the d and r Gulg c n d ~ t l cony
fmnded in Kurdish, certainly appears identical with the Zara of llrrwliirs. There
b, however, no ouch name at pr-t
known in the country. Eve hill in this
of Z a p s has nome particular title ; and the mour~tuinabove B
&n
ia
xnfrom n ruiued khhn, or caravnnserrii, in the pass; and aometimea Gird KGh, fmm an
old fort of thia title, mid to contain -1
turen and inscriptiom, on the aummit of the
I d e r all t h e e nnmw of =ra,gblh 116, or Dali K3k h v e Zuhih, and perb p s e r a Zsgmq to m original title of D i r i KGh, signifying, like ShfiG, the t o ~ d
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cross the mountains while the m
s still remained onen. After1
wards, however, he says it continued to snow uninterruptedly
until the end of March ; and the messengers, accordingly, whom
he had dispatched on the e5th of the month, to treat with Siroes,
found themselves unable to cross the range. T h e messengers left
Canzam on the 25th of March. and in four regular caravan
marches, doubtless, reached the illage of Mirideh, t: the eastern
foot of the: pass. Beyond this, however, they were unable to
proceed, the pass being blocked up by snow. A t the same
time they learned that another party, sent by Siroes, was also
detained upon the western side of the mountain with dispatches
for the Emperor, and, deeming the intelligence of moment, they
immediately sent back a courier to Canzaca. T h e man who conveyed the tidmgs of course travelled with expedition, and may
? ~ supposed
e
to have performed tlie journey between Mirideh and
Takhti-Soleimh, a distance of about 93 farsokhs, in two days.
T h e Emperor thus writes that he received the news on the 30th
of March, the sixth day after the departure of the messengers ;
and thin circumstance alone, while it applies sufficiently well t o
Takhti-Solhiin, is at the same time quite sufficient to disprove
the possibility of Canzaca being represented by m y position so
far removed from the Bdneh pass as the modern town of Tabrfz.
T h e Emperor on his march from the B h e h pass by Sekiz to
Takhti-Soleiman must have passed the immediate vicinity of the
Mithraic caves of KereftG. It is only natural to suppose that he
inspected. these singular excavations;and the inscription upon the
lintel of a doorway in the upper range of caves may possibly be
ascribed to hb visit upon this occasion. Sir R. K. Porter has
given a copy of this inscription in his travels; but though he
thought he detected the name of Heraclius, he did not attempt
to draw any geographical inference from the fact.* I also annex
a copy taken with great care by myself upon the spot ; and while
I confess myself unable to glean from it anything but perhaps
the bare name of the Emperor, I still trust that its restoration,
by some experienced archeologist, may throw a further light upon
the interesting period to which I refer it :-

Colo~lelLeake, to whom the original copy h.s been referred, nap, " I have not
been able to deripher the first line of the inscription of KereftG be .orlrl its Brat word,
H P ~ R a H t l I e r c u l e s ;but this, together with the second line, wiich appears to be
Yi
~ i s l ~ l r cr r, x i . 1, shows that the plnce was under the protection nf Hert-ulea,
'that no acoffer might enter, nor tuly evd.' Possibly the two linen mny h v e been

Bot in this cligession, to which I have been let1 in tracing the
campaigns of Heraclius, I have almost lost sight of the subject of
the fire-temple that I was engaged in illustrating. Heraclius, in
his first visit to Canzaca, is said to have wholly destroyed the
temple and the city; but that this could not have been the case
is evident from his own letter, where he writes, that upon his
second visit he found the disttict populous and well supplied; and
that, pitching his camp on the immediate outskirts of the town, he
took possession of the place, which was '' sufficiently commodious,
and contained about 3000 houses," in which he directed the soldiers to shelter their horses against the inclemency of the season.
These 3000 houses doubtless formed the town, of which the remains are to be seen along the bank of the little stream in the
valley below the hill. The fort upon the summit of the hill
probably only contained the palace, the temple, and the dependent buildings, and, as I shall hereafter show, was always considered distinct from the city. Heraclius, upon the 8th of April,
having concluderl a treaty with Siroes, broke up his camp from
Canzaca. In the words of Gibbon, His return to Constantinople was a perpetual triumph; and after the exploits of
glorious campaigns, he peaceably enjoyed the sabbath of his toils."
I shall now briefly finill what more I have to say on the subject
of the temple. Ijamdu-llah Mustaufi gives us one measurement
which is of importance to verify the evidence that I have before
brought forward in proof of the identity of this temple with that
which is usually termed by the Orientals the fire-temple of Aierbijin.
Shehrizlir," he says,
is exactly half way between
M d G n (or Ctesiphon) and the great temple of A;erbijAn."
N o w that this is a measurement derived from some ancient authority, and therefore entitled to the more respect, is evident from
the line being drawn from Modgin, a city which fell into win
immediately on the establishment of the Mohammcdan power,
and was thus devoid of any geographical consequence to the
Arabs. Had it been a measurement of the Arabian geogrnphers
the line would certainly have been drawn from BaghdM. Sheh' rizhr, as I have shown in tracing the march of Heraclius, is u p n
the direct line which connects Ctesiphon with Takhti-Solei'mgin.
T h e distance givcn by Idrisi, from Baghddd to Shehrizhr, ie
176 miles;* from Ctesiphon the distance would be about 10 or
If

f6

c6

--

the form of the character belongs to the fourth or third century heforc Christ.
The Macedoninn kurgn,having derived their origin from lIercules,carried hia worship
into Asin, where he r a n identified with the Sun. Strsho informs us that the Macerlonian princes rcaided at Ecbatana. No wonder therefore that an imription of
their time should be found in the ricinity."
* I haw d m trarclled over the greater part of this lint miself, and my o m eatimate eorrenponds with that of Idrid. The distance from So elmdni eh to
by the Seghermeh R
.,is estimated at 60 hours, or 180 miles ;d
mdy?;
trainll excesa over the nn\b to the same place, from Shehruh by Zohdb.
r-:
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1%miler longer; and the measurement of thir half of the line
will thus be determined at something under 190 miles. Assuming the city of Shehrizhr to have been situated at Yhin Teppeh,
which, from the appearance of the ruins, I cannot doubt, I can
then give the entimated d i ~ c from
e
that place to Mirideh,
from my own mad-book, to be 96 miles. From Mirideh, by
Sekiz, to Tikiin Teppeh, it is reckoned 18 f a d h s , or about
70 miles ; and from Tiksin Teppeh to the Takht I found to be
QO miles.* These three distances added together give 186 miles
for the entire distance from S h e h M r to Takhti-Soleim4n; and
aa this measurement corresponds exactly with the other half of
the line between ShehrizGr and Modtiin, 1 think we may consider the question of the identification of the temple of Azerbijdn, with the great Pyraeum of Canprca or Shiz, as finally and
indisputably settled.
I have supposed that the sacred fire was restored to the temple
when peace was re-established between the empiresof Rome and
Persia : but we cannot exuect anv notice of this event in so conperiod of the ~ e i s i a nanhals. Shortly afterwards, when
fused ;
the Arabs invaded Persia. and the oromess of their arms waa
duly registered, with religious care, we might have hoped to
have found a notice of Canzaca among the other c o e d cities of
the empire, of .which the capture is circumstantially recorded;
but the forces under Somikand Bekir that were destined to
attack Aierbijhn travelled by the route of Hamadtin and Zenj41i;
and in the pacification of the province, which almost immediately
succeeded, Canzaca, the capital, would seem to have altogether
escaped the hostile visit of an Arab army. I have failed, at any
rate, to discover a notice of Shiz, or indeed of any other city of
Aierbijbn Proper, during this period of history, which afford8 so
much geographical illustration of the other provinces of Persia; t
and it is only on this negative evidence, of no other city having
arisen to usurp its place, that I conclude Canzaca to have retained
its metropolitan character during the first two centuries of Islam,
and to have then first yielded to the rising greatness of Manighah,
which continued from that period till the invasion of the Moghuls,
to be considered as the capital of the province. T h e Jambite
1

0

* This part of the line is very circuitous : a great detour ia firat made b the N. hr
cross the mountains by the pass leadinq from B h e h to Mirideh : beyond that rill*
i t follows down the defile in the earn direction until the moulltaim are fairly cleared,
and then the road makes a weep to the S.,through Gekiz, to avoid the i m p r d i e a b l e
countr upon the direct line nlon the JaghatG and Sirdk. I t is net-ryto explain
is only 67 miles.
this ; &r the map distance R w L n e h to ~akhti-~oleiinan
t Ibn A"thii, who chronicled the Arab warn, in which he was himself a sharer,
does not even notice the AierbijLn campaign. Tabari gives the be& accouut of it
that I have met with ; but he has no names in Persian AierhijCn. I ahdl h e r e d e x
show that n certain Mohammed Ibn 'Abdu-1 Wahgd is said to have co uered AierWjh, and to have established his provincial cou* in this very city of
tbargb to
what precise period ef history the event h n I am, 1&,in
i g n o ~ c r . Hoe p. 140.

a,
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primate of the East is said to have first appointed a Christiv
bishop of Aierbijan, in the year of our Lod 630;* and we also find
that Maranan, the metropolitan of Adiabene, at the beginning of
the ninth century, withdrew a large part of Kurdist$n from the
ecclesiastical jurisdiction of AierbijBn,f and annexed it to the
bishopric of Sa1ak;f but where the Christian bishop pf Azerbijh resided does ~ o appear
t
in any of the Syrian authors quoted
by Assemani; and we thus lose the only clue that we could hope
for to determine positively the capital of the province during the
first ages of Islim.
Asma'i, who wrote under HirGn ai Rashid about the time of
the htohaqnnedan re-edification of Tabrlz, describes the firetemple of Shiz as remaining uninjured to his day. T h e travels of
Mosa'er took place some twenty or thirty years after the era of
Asma'i; and the city and temple at that time still preserved theu
conseauence; and this date (about A.D. 895), is., I believe. the
latest ;hat cah be assigned in'history to the Pyraeum of ~ i k r b i jh. In the succeeding century the Mohammedan religion gradually superseded the fire-worship in all parts of Persia with the
exception of Firs, Sistin, and the Caspian provinces ;and to this
period we must refer the ruin and desolation of the ancient temple ;
for Tabari, who finished his great history in A.D. 914, empbatically declares that in his day the temple was no longer in existence. T h e present appearance of the ruined edifice within the
fortress of Takhti-Soleimin, which I conceive to mark its site, I
have already described in the preceding Memoir.
In comexion with the temple, I have now only to consider the
name of Azerekhsh, which is applied to it by the anonymous
author quoted in Zakariyi. Aierekhsh, in the dictionaries, in
explained as the ninth day of the month Aier, on which a great
festival was held by the ancient Persians; but this signification
being unsahfactory, I turn to another formation of the word
Aderekhsh, or Derekhsh, which, in the Ferhengi-Reshidi,$ is
expressly said to be identical with the Arabic orthography of
Azerekhsh. Aderekbsh is merely explained by "lightning and
thunder ;" but Derekhsh, besides this signification, has the more
general meaning aseigned to it, of cc flashing, gleaming, glittering,
&c.," which is employed in Persia at the present day. In the
Ferhengi-Jehhgiri, the Ferhengi-Reshidi, and the BorhbniOreg. Bar. Heb., quoted by h m a n i , tom.ii.; De

SF. Momph., under the

head Harnua.

t

Asaemani, tom.iii. p. 484.

1 Sal* was the name applied by the Syrians to the Kurdish mountains between
Medis and Aseyria. See page 73.
6 The MS. which I quote under thb nsme u without 8 title ;but I believe it to be
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Kdg,Derekhsh is

also given ns the name of a fire-tern le in
AnniniyehJ founded by the RL. Majiisi, or chief of the
a
title that would seem to indicate the pro het Zoroaster, but
which, by some extraordinary confusion of riental tradition, is
supposed by the lexicographers to apply to a certain Jew of
BaghdBd, also denominated Raso-1 Baghal, or the mule's head.*
T h e name of the place which contained the temple of Derekhsh
is read by Hyde, Urumfyah ;i hut in all the lexicons that I have
consulted, it appears under the form of Arminiyeh ; and that
thin is the tnle orthography of the dictionaries is evident, from the
Borhini-Kiiti', where Arminiyeh occurs in its proper alphabetical
place, with the same story attached to it, of the temple founded
by the R4s-Majhi. At the rwne time this word, Arminiyeb,
though written nearly in the same way as the Oriental title for
Armenia,$ cannot be supposed to refer to that province ; for the
BorhCini-KBti', in the passage above noticed, describes it as a
well-known city, which contained the fire-temple of Derekhsh ;"
and adds that lr the cities of Arminiyeh and Shirk, and the firetemple of Derekhsh, were said to ha\-e been founded by the R b
Majusi."$
T h e perplexity which will at once be seen attaches to these
notices of the temple to Derekhsh might be cleared up, I have
no doubt, by a careful reference to all existing authorities. A s
the works that I wuld wish for, however, are not here accessible
to my research, I can only illustrate the subject conjecturally.
T h e notices contained in the Persian lexicons relative to the
antiquities of the fire-worship may, I think, be uniformly traced
to the Ferhengi-Jehangiri, which was published in India at the
commencement of the seventeenth century by the Ibn Fekhro-1din-Anjli, and the information of which upon that subject, derived
from the ignorant P h i priests of the time, is certainly not entitled to the respect which is usually paid to it. Regarding the
seven fire-temples of Persia in particular, the statement of the
Ferheng is a mass of fable, the evident fabrication of the Pdrsis
of India ; and the erroneous identification of Tabrlz with the city
of AderMdeghn, which contained the great Pyraeum of that
name, I attribute to the same spurious source. But still, as few
traditions are so false but that some elimmering of truth may be
drawn from them, I thus recognise, in the story of the Armenian

d&i,

B

Can this strange cwnexion of the Rbo-1
ha1 and the fire-trmple of Derekhnh
have originated in a tradition of C ~ or MKei%rBul
whom we know to have beeu
called the Mule?
t See Rel.Yet. Pem., p. 104, whrre IIyde quotea from the Jchingfri.
The provinre of Armenin is uwnll writtrrl Arminiveh, wit11 two Ion
1 conclucl? that the author of the &orhtini-Fi(i' giim tbia I-c
on $?kthority
of the Ferhe
JeMngfrl, under the head Derekhmh, copying the orthography of Ar
miniyeh, w h x he found in that p.spge.
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temple of Derekhsh a reference to the subject which I am now
discussing. Canzaca was for a long period of time really included
in the government of Armenia. T h e very name, indeed, is an
Armenian modification of the true Persian title ; and thus arore
probably a connexion between Armenia and Shiz, which was perpetuated among the Pbrsis by the supposed authority of the Zend
Atvest&;* but the author of the Ferheng must at the same time
have been aware that it could not be the province of Armenia
which the chief of the Magi, or Zoroaster, was said to have founded ;
and he appears therefore to have supposed a town of that name '
to resolve all difficulties. I cannot doubt, however, but that there
are further indications in works to which I have not access, confirming the identity of this temple of Derekhsh with the Aierckhsh of ZakariyB ; for Hyde, supposing the name Arminfyeh
to refer to Urumsyah, places the temple in the Kurdish mountains; and Richardson even more explicitly describes Derekhsh
as the name of a fire-temple in KurdistAn. In the next place,
without any hesitation, I restore to its true orthography of Shie
the name, which, under the popular form of S h i h , is united
with that of Arminiyeh and Derekhsh, and ascribed to the prophet Zoroaster. This error I suppose to have arisen from Ibn
Fekhro-1-din himself, whose learning did not enable him to elucidate the obscure name of Shiz, that he must have found in some
Persian or Arabic authority, and who accordingly took upon himself to change it to the more familiar orthography of Shirdz. T h e
connexion of the three names, and their foundation being attributed to the chief of the Magi, fully bears me out, I think, in
this amendment, particularly when we consider that Shirhz is a
mtxlern town, founded since the establishment of IslBm ; that
there are no traditions whatever extant, except this solitary passage, to connect it in any way with Zoroaster, or the origin of the
M agan worship ; and that, in describing the Persian capital of
Sl~irBz,the Borhbni-Kbti', and the Ferhengi-Jehbngiri, do not
venture to repeat the tale of the RBs Majhsi, though under the
two other he& of Arminiyeh and nerekhsh the story is detailed
at 1ength.t I thus consider the statement of the BorhBni-Kbti'
as refemng directly to the temple of Aierekhsh, in the Armenian
city of ShSz ; and thus confirming the prevalence of the tradition
which ascribed the temple to Zoroaster. When the name of
Aicrelihsh wns first assumed, it is, of course impossible to deThe Airyamh of the Zend A'veetL, which M conuected with Airyana, ns the
npecial object of the care of Ormaul, is uniformly rendered in the Pehlcvi by 1'rmL11,
and su~&
b the P a priests to refer to Armenia. See page 138,where I endeavour to attach
names to the allrient title of the provi1a:e uf Airrblji~~.
t la the Borhini-Xiti', undez both he& in the Jehhgiri and Heahidi, only under
thut of Derekhsh.
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cide. It may have been derived either from the eternal gleamiag
of the fire, or from the lightning-flash that is supposed to have
first kindled the h e , and the name, no doubt, continued to
attach tr, the temple until the edifice was finally ruined.
Having now concluded the evidence which, in illustrating t h e
subject of the fire-temple of AierbijCn, helps to establish the
identity of Canzaca and Shiz, I should, properly, pursue the history of the Sasnnian capital in its ascending series to the Roman
ages; but before I quit the Oriental part of the inquiry, and turn
back once more to the classics, 1 am anxious to give some extra& that throw a further light upon the application to the city
of the territorial title of Airerb6ijhn, and also to make a few remarks upon the pretended verification of Saint Martin, which
would place this city of Canzaca in the modern position of Tabriz.
I commence, then, with Zakariy6, whose valuable extract regarding the city of Shiz has already been of so much assistance.
I n his other work, entitled the 'Ajiibo-1 Makhlrikfit, he writes,
under the head of Nehri AierbtSjfin, that, r6according to Ab6l
Kasamo-1 Jeihlmi,* author of the Mesalik wal M e d l i o - s h
Sherkiyeh, there is a river in Ajrerbaijin, of which the waters
congeal into hard stones of various sizes, and the author," he
adds, <<ofthe Tohfeto-1 GherGb writes of the same river of
AierMijLn, that the water, as it flows forth, becomes solid atone,
and forms smooth and polished rocks." There can be no doubt,
I suppose, that this description applies to the S$rrilc, and its title
of the river of Aierbkijiin is therefore somewhat curious. Another Persian manuscript in my possession, the anonymous author
of which usually follows Zakariyi, has a longer description of the
eame river, and clearly marks the allusion to the Jaghath and its
tributary the Sarhk. " The river of Aierbtiijin," it is stated,
"rises in the mountains of the same name, and empties itself
into the sea of Tezlich.+ The waters are aleasant to the taste.
In several places' canals k e derived from tbk river to irrigate the
neighbouring lands, and these water-courses, as they intersect
the country, presently congeal into a fine stone which they call
marble, and appear like smooth polished rocks."
All that I propose from these extracts is to show that the river
which rises at Takhti Soleimin was sometimes called the N a b Azerbh'ijin, and to infer that, as the name of the Sdrlik was derived from the Moghul appellation which was given to that city, BO
- -

* This is the famous Je'ihLnl whom I u, often uote, and whose work I believe lo
have been translated b Sir W. Ouseley, under &e title of " Ibn Halkal's oeo aphy." In my 119. 1shlf110-1~A'lernhis name is written AbG-1 hi& insteafof
Abh-1 +am, which is the orthography uniformly employed by 'Z.kLiyC in hia
quotations.
t The lake of U~umlyah,so called from the village of Ter[lchat,ita northern extremity. The name L mnetimes written Tcrhj.
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alw the Nahri-Aierb&ijtin, in all probability, owed ita nune to r
more ancient designation of the same place; but whether the
city of Aierbijh received its title direct from the province and
imparted it to the temple, or the temple first assumed the name
and then gave it to the city, is, I think, a matter of very little
consequence.
The author of the Ferhengi Jehangfri states explicitly that the
name of Aderbaagdn, the P4rei formation of the AierbijQn,
was applied indifferently to the province, the city, and the temple; and I think, that in the course of my inquiry I have produced abundance of evidence to verify his statement. His
reference, however, of this city and temple to the modern emplacement of Tabriz, I directly pronounce to be altogether inadmissible; and had not the identification happened to coincide
with the results of Saint Martin's Armenian researches, I should
scarcely have thought that it required to be disproved. It is an
old saying, that the establishment of truth involves the refutation
of error; and thus every argument that I have brought forward
in favour of the verification of the Sasanian Canzaca, at the ruim
of the Takhti Soleimln, applies with equal force against the passibility of that city being representad by the modern Tabris;
but still, as the high place which Saint Martin deservedly holds
among the Orientalists of Europe demands more than a mere
negative refutation of his authority, I shall briefly consider the
grounds upon which his opinion wes formed, and endeavour either
to explain or disprove them.
Sa~ntMartin asserts that the city of Tabriz is frequently mentioned in the Armenian histories under the title of Kandsag, and
that, to distinguish it from another city of the same name to the
north of the Arras, it was named particularly Kandsag Shahasden,
the Royal Icandsag, and Kandsag Aderbadagan, or Kandsag of
A2erbijin.e Upon so interesting a p i n t of comparative geography it would have been desirable that he should have quoted
all his authorities. Not having done this, however, I can only
follow him in the three solitary notices of Kandsag, which appear
in hi work on Armenia. The first of these is in the geography
which bears the name of Moses of Chorene, but which is now
generally assigned to a writer of the ninth century. It is there
merely said that Media contains many cities, among which is
Kandsag Shahasdan,+ a statement from which nothing whatever
is to be derived as to the identification of Kandsag with Tabriz or
any other place.
Another notice occurs in the geography of Vartan, which was
written about the beginning of the fourteenth century, to illus-

*

Saint Mutin'r Armah, tam. L. p. 128.

f Tom. ii. p. 871.
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trate the more ancient work that I have before spoken of; and
here, certainly, there would appear aome ground^ for Saint Martin's identification. " Adrabadagan," it is stated, ('and Kandsag
Shahasclan form the country of Tavrezh (or Tabriz) :" a n d
wain, Heraclius is said to have regained the true cross from t h e
Persians, which k d been .guarded for six years at Tab&,* and
to have camed it from thence to Conrtantinonle: but still this
s dsaid
an
suthority is anything but conclusive. ~ a n d s a ~ ~ ~ h i k a is
to ha\-e been the country of Tabrfi, not the city of that name;
and perhaps the same explanation may be given of the detention
of the true cross, and of the march of Heraclius from Tabriz to
Conetantinople. Again, the foundation of the city of Tabriz is
ascribed in the same work of Vartnn to an epoch which will not
at all apply to the well-established antiquity of Gam or Canzaca ;
and lastly, even if the geography of Vartan did distinctly state
the identity of Kandsag and Tabriz, surely no great weight can
be attached to a writer whose ignorance led him to confound the
passes of Dariyel and Derbend, to identify Susa and Iskhin, to
transport a province from the eastern extremityof Armenia t o
the position of Tiflis, to suppose that Snrdanapalus was defeated
by Arbaces at Ecbatana, and to commit a multitude of similar
errors, historical and geographical, which it has required all the
skill and learning of his editor to rectify and explain.
The third notice of Kandsag occurs in the anonymous itinerary
that is translated by Saint Martin,+ conducting from the Armenian capital of Tovin to all the great cities of the East, Here
KanJdag Shahasdan is placed between Nakhchuviin or Nakhshivin and Dispon or Ctesiphon, at the distance of 190 miles
from the former and 370 from the latter ; and again, Kandsag is
soid to be 100 miles distant from Niniveh.
By determining the age of this itinerary we can done distinguish whether the name Kandsag applies to Shiz or to Tobriz ;
for the measurements, faulty in the extreme, suit one position
equally as well as the other. Thus if the distance of 1%) miles
from NakhshivAn appears to indicate Tabriz, the measurement
of 370 miles between Kandsag and Ctesiphon applies with equal
accuracy to Shiz,f and the distance from Niniveh will require to
be more than doubled before it will suit either one position or the
other. These are the only points of evidence, as far as I can
follow Saint Martin, upon which he has grounded his opinion of
the idcntity of Canzaca and Tabriz. They are, I think it will be
admitted, inconclusive enough, and altogether powerless against
my arguments in favour of Takhti-Soleimin. I believe, how-

+

* Tom. ii. \p.P23-425. .
Tom.ii. p. 396.
Sea p. 37, where 1 are calculated the distance from Modiin to T a k h t i S o l e ' ~
at 372 milea. From M d i n to Tabriz must be above 500 mil-.
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ever, that, putting aside the true identification, I can show further
reasons for the impossibility of Canzaca being represented by
Tabriz.
Tabriz, the Armenian Tavrezh, was supposed, by the tradition
of the country, to have been founded by Khosrau, the father of
the great Tiridates, in commamorntion of his successful foray
into Persia to avenge upon Ardeshir, the founder of the Sasanian dynasty, the murder of his relative Ardovbn.* T h e name
signifies, in Armenian, revenge, and under this title the place is
uniformly mentioned in the history of Faustus of Byzantium,+ an
author who wrote at the end of the fourth century of Christ,
when we know, from the contemporary Greeks an11Latins, that
the capital of Aierbijan was called Cnnzaca. Perhaps it may
be thought that Faustus of Byzantium, in employing the exact
orthography of Tavrezh, which signifies revenge, confirms the
tradition relative to the foundation of the city by Khosrau ; and
ns he lived only a century and a half after that era, this would be
determinative against the antiquity of the site; but it is, on the
other hand, possible that the pretended etymology may have been
a fabrication of aftertimes, and I do not therefore lay any stress
on his authority, further than as it seems to prove that, in that
early age, when the two towns of Kandsag and Tabriz were both
in existence, the Armenian historians clearly distinguished between them. According to all the Persian and Arabic geograhers Tabriz was founded by Zobeideh, the wife of Hirrinu-1
pb.hid ,in the second century of Islim ;f and as the Orientals
are most particular in defining the antiquity of their cities, and
rarely or ever ascribe an ancient site to a more recent era than it
can really claim, I consider the prevalence of this opinion as
quite destructive of the possibility of T a b r k representing the
Median capital. T h e Canzaca of the Byzantines, which H e raclius lert in A . D . 699, the metropolis of Aierbijin, must
necessarily have retained its metropolitan character in A.D. 643,
when the Arabs invaded the province; a d it is impossible to
understand how, if at that time Tabriz, under its own proper
title, had really represented this city, the name which rose afterwards to such celebrity in the East should not be found in the
historical records of the campaign. With Shiz the case wns different; the city did not lie upon the line of march, and thus
escaped the observation of the contemporary annalists; and when
See !hint Martin, tom. i. p. 130,nnd tom. ii. p. 423; .Iso Aodall's Armenia,
vol. i. p. 155.
He wan on Armenian native of Byurntiurn, and ia believed to hnve written hia
or~~lrlal
hito in Greek,of which the Armenian vemion only ia now extanf. For
his notices of Thaorezh, see Saint Martin, tom. i. . 130, note 1.
f A.D. i91. The originnl loan of the Anrocikn Khasw Lad been destroyed, I
conceive, in the desolating wars which the S m u i m mo~~arehrwaged
againatArmenia.
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in after ages the spirit of inquiry attracted the notice of the literary
Arabs to its interesting site, it had mouldered too long in N ~ I I to
enable them to reveal its ancient glory. Mardghah is said to
have been founded by Merwb, the general of the Khaliph H i sham,* in his expedition against Derbend about A.D. 740, and as
it gradually rose into consequence, Canzaca must have declined
before it. Between this i~eriodand the end of the ekhth century I plare the era of t h i geography ascribed to ~osesYofChorene, which still names Knndsag S h a h d a n as the chief city of
Aierbijdn. Tabriz must have been then a petty town, for it Lecl
not get been re-edified by Zobeideh. I t was familiar, however,
to the Armenians under its own proper title, and if the Armenian geographer had intended to allude to it, I can see no reason
for his employing a name different from that which had been
used by Faustos of Byzantium. Tabriz was rebuilt about the
close of the eighth century, but it long continued of too unimportant a character to attract the notice of the historians and
geographers. Thus neither Aama'i, nor Mosa'er, nor Tabari,
nor even Mes'lidi, who all mention S h k as the great city of Azerbijdn, make any allusion to Tabriz. In the tenth century it
annears fimt to have risen to the consideration of a town. secon&iy, however, to the capital Mardghah. I bn Haukel, adrording
to Abril Fedn, says, that in his time (about A.D. 990) Tabriz was
nearly equal in size to KhGi; and Je'ihdnt, who wmte shortly
afterwards, places it in the same class with Deh KhwArkh, Deh
Kherkin, Kh61, Selmis, and Merend.+ In the succeeding century it was destroyed by an earthquake and rebuilt. I t is mentioned in the campaigns of Toghrul Beg,both by the Greeks
and Orientals,$ and from that period it continued to rise in consequence, until, in the thirteenth century, Holikfi made it, for the
first time, the seat of the empire. After it became the metropolis of the Moghul sovereigns, the Armenians attached to it the
epithet of Shahasdan or Royal,$ in the same way as they had
formerly applied the title to Kandsag; and from this circumstance, as well a s from its having s u d e d to the metropolitan
character of the ancient city, it is not impossible that the ignorant
Armenians, who were quite unable to penetrate the oom in
which the fate of the real Canzaca was involved, adopt. a belief
in their identity. I have only further to remark that there is not
a single vestige of antiquity at Tabriz which can be assigned to

J1
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See Abhl Fed6 under the head Mar@&.

Sir W. O w l r (Travels ill Persia, vol. i i i . ~ 412)
.
has remarked mmy of thac
eitcurnstances,ahici aeem to di rove the antigulty of Tab&, but he doem not venture
to omer m y decided ?inion on %e mbjecf.
f See Cedrenus, vo ii. p.770, and dl the Oriental accounts of the Beljukinn invasion of Armenia.
4 8w Saint Mutin, tom. ii. pp. 6-153.
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any higher date than that of the Moghul eovereigns, and that,
with the exception of the solitary notice in the Ferhengi- JehBn.-eiri.. which I trace to the verv doubtful authoritv of the Median
P6rsis, I have never met withda single passage i l Oriental works,
prolific as they usually are in tales and legends of the olden time,
that would pretend to include Tabriz among the ancient cities of
the empire. All this appears to me quite conclurive against the
possible identity of Canzaca and Tabriz ; and when the evidence
which I have brought forward in favour of Shiz is further taketi
into account, I believe the most prejudiced theorist will feel himself obliged to abandon the position of Saint Martin.
Having now, as I hope, satisfactorily verified the position of the
Arabian Shiz, at the ruins of Takhti-Sole'imBn, and having demonstrated the identity of that city with the Sasanian capital of
Canzaca, 1 shall endeavour to trace up the fortunes of the city
into an age less accessible to direct inquiry.
T h e notice of Procopius describes the city as the capitnl of
Aierbfjin, in the middle of the sixth century. Two centuries
earlier, at the time of the invasion of Julian, Ammianus Marcellinus also names Canzaca as one of the most considerable
cities of Media.* We must next ascend to the time of the
Armenian Tiridates, in about A.D. 997.
This monarch, the first Christian king of Armenia, was engaged in a long and arduous war with Narses of Persia, the
eeventh king of the Sasanian 1ine.f Expelled from his count
he took refuge in the court of the emperors, and he steadfast y
adhered to their alliance throughout the war which m n followed
between Narses and Diocletian. When the Roman arms, accordingly, compelled the Persian monarch to purchase a disgraceful peace by the cession of many large and fruitful provinces,
the fidelity of Tiridates was rewarded by the annexation of the
important country of Atropatene to his paternal kingdom of
Armenia.
Peter the Patrician, who records the negotiation of the treaty,
states, that the limits of Armenia were extended as far as the fortress of Sintba, in Media,f by which I understand that Aierbijda
Pmper, terminating in the natural boundary of the Kurdish
mountains, was alone severed from the dominion of Persia, the
name of Rintha being preserved in the title of Sin& which applies
to these mountains in the middle ages ; and which is now further
corrupted to the modern pronunciation of Sehnah. I have now to
quote the most important authority that we possess for the establbhment of s connexion between Canzaca and the Median
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* Lib. xxiii. cap. 6.
t For thin period d history lee the 13th chapter of abbon.
t In the &erpta
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Ecbatana. Moses, of Chorene, who wrote his Armenian history
about A.D. 445, states, that Tiridates, visiting his newly-acquired
territory of Aierbijin, repaired the fortifications of the place,
which was named the second Ecbatana, or the seven-walled city,
and leaving there his own officers, returned into Armenia."* This
allusion can only refer to the capital of the province, a place
which, sixty-five years after the visit of the Armenian monarch.
Ammianus names Gazaca; and which, from the evidence of
Stephen of Byzantium, who quotes two writers of the second
century, it is evident also possessed that name long anterior to the
age of Tiridates. We have thus direct testimony that the city,
which from the second to the fourth century was known in the
country by the vernacular title of K a n b g , or Canzaca, sometimes
during that period assumed its more ancient appellation of the
aecond Ecbatana, or the seven-walled city ; and, I believe, also,
that the identity of name, and the very marked and peculiar
epithet of r r the seven-walled," which it is quite impossible to
suppose could have belonged to two different cities, are su5cient
to warrant my wnnecting the notices of Moses of Chorene and
Herodotus : and assertine. that their exact coincidence of name.
description, and geographical indication, can only be explained by
a reference to the same place.
Ascending from the time of Tiridates, at an interval of about
70 years, we come tu the age of Ardeshir Biibegb, the founder of
the Snsanian dynasty ; who, as I have already shown, from George
of Pisidia, must have re-edified the city of Canzaca. The fortifications which he built r r in a strong place, and after the fashion of
a lofty tower," I conclude to have been ruined in the rapid succession of devastating wars between Persia and Armenia, which
occurred during the following reigns ; they were repaired by
Tiridates, and are doubtless tho same massive walls which are
still to be seen in their ruin encircling the mount of TakhtiSoleimiin. The epithet of the seven-walled city I believe to have
been retained from the fabulous ages of antiquity, as I shall explain in my remarks upon Herodotus, and to have had no wnnexion whatever with the fortifications of Ardeshir and Tiridates;
which, as far as I have been able to form an opinion, never exceeded one single line of defence. I have found no corroboration
of George of Pisiclia, in Oriental history ; indeed, Ibn-i Athir is
the only author that I know, who describes the campaigns of
Ardeshir, in Armenia, and Aierbijin ;f and his account is altogether devoid of historical or geographical detail.
I havc now reached the ern of the Parthian empire, when the
F.
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province of Media Atropatene, or Media alone, as it is usually
called by the contemporary historians of Rome (the ancient and
general title having been retained only by this particular division
of the province), formed a distinct and powerful kingdom ;sometimes bestowed by the Parthian monarch on hip nearest relative,
as the first place of importance under him ;but more frequently
governed by its own hereditary line of sovereigns, descended from
Atropates the Satrap, whose interests as often led them to oppose
as to support the lord paramount of the feudal empire.* A11 the
Greek and Latin accounts of this period, as far as they regard
the capital of Media Atropatene, require the mutual illustration
of each other ;and I shall make no apology, therefore, for considering them as a distinct body of evidence, and collating their
various statements, without any reference to the chronological
order of the authorities.
I consider, then, that the various names of Phraata, Praaspa,
Vera, Gaza, and Gazaca, that occur during this period of history,
refer to one and the same citv : which citv.
a - as the canital of the
province, I am certainly justified in assuming to be the same thnt
I have already traced up under the title of Gazaca, to an age
immediately succeeding the destruction of the Parthian empire.
T h e proof of both of these points will appear from a comparison
of the authorities. In the account of Antony's famous expedition
into Media Atropatene, Plutarch and Appian both name the city
Phrmta.t I t is described by the former as "the large city of
I'hraata, the residence of the king of Media's wives and children."
Dion Cassius, in his narrative of the same eventful war, gives it
the title of Praaspa; he calls it the capital of the Medes, and
notices the strong malls with which it was surrounded. Strabo
again writes,$ "The summer residence of the lungs of Media
Atropatene is at Gaza, a city situated in a plain, and in a strong
fort, named Vera, which was besieged by Marc Antony in his
Parthian war. I t is 2400 stadia distant from the Araxes, the
river which separates Atropatene from Armenia." A doubt has
been raised as to whether Strabo alludes in this passage to one or
two places under the names of Gaza and Vera;§ but the whole
3

gt

'Tat. Ann. lib. xv., c. 2,31.
t Tbmghout this inquiry. See Plutnrch's Life of Antony ;Dion Caaeiua, lib. xlix.,
c. 25-31 :Anman.. up. 158-168; and P l o w , lib. iv., c. 10.
Lib.'xi.;i. 18:
a distinction ; WAnville plAlmmt all mdern ~ " $ " ~ h e mhave nu
Oeog., tom. ii.,
Qaza at Tabrlz; and Vera etweerr Sulp~iye and 1Cnzvin-Anc.
p. 234. Mons. Barbii! de Boeage Exnm. Crit. den Hint. D'Alex., p. b17) approves
of the identieeation of Oa.a with abriz; and Rennell, iu his map prefixed to the
rehest of the 10,000, follows the authority of D'Anville regardin the emplacement
of Phraata. Mr. WiUiama ( h i e ~ r Asia,
t
p. 53) places Vera ant Phrmta at Sult h F e h and Abber sup
mast strangel thnt OPla merely signiees a treasury,
and h a no reference to t r m p r mane of r%ecity.
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cdrtstrtlction of the itkhtkitit!e aPpeai$ to the most obvioubly tb *fer
tb a dnglb dty. The summer kesidenck of the kings codd be
bat in one place ; and the fntWii-ernent f ~ d dthe Akttxes, also,
mdst etidently indicates this one nili l e tnetropolis. 1 may
farther remark, tHat thk plake which k b n y attacked is d t e d
positive1 to have been the capital bf the VroPince, a aescription
that we now can only ajpply to Gazd or Canzaca, though, ori the
suppositioa bf Strabo'a alluding ta two dlfferent &ties, the scene
of contest will be represehtcd by Vera :* add again, it is to be
observed, that Plixiy, who was of course fully aware df the particulars of the Triumvir's disastroud ketreat, still on19 mentions
the name df Gnza as the bhitf city df Media Atmpatene.t I do
not think, therefoft?, it can be cbhsidered of any weight agaiast the
argument, either that Ptolemy, who, as he wnanlted different
itineraries, may be shown in every page to have repeated his
notice of the h e plack, and nbt uhfrequently even under the
same name, should be thus supposed to assigh different emplacements, in his Median tilbles, to the two cities of Gazau and
Pharaspa,f or that Stephen of B$antlh, who also sought for a
diversity of names in all available authorities, shduld, in the same
way, pretend to distinguish between the three cities cif G ~ c a ,
Praaspa, and Phraata. I do* propose to shdw the application of
all these account# to the positiori of Takhti-Soleirnh. T h e eatraordhry dtrength Of the place is apparent fibm the atxoonts of
Antoay's ctiinpaign. The Parthian and Median forces, in perfect
confidence bf itJ impregnability, did dot, at A h t , attempt to relieve the fortreks : t h y even dlowkd the Romans to erect a n~dund
spdinst tht: wall, unmolested, while they proceeded by another
route to attack the division which *as cdlning up under the command of Statianus ; h d Phfaata fully justified their tonfidence
in its strength, by baccesefufly resisting every effort that was made
to reduce it. T h e natural strehgth of a citadel oh the summit of
a mound, like that of Takhti-Sole3min, will explsiin this rare
triumph of barbarian firmness over the combined exertions of
Roman courage, discipline, and $cience.§ But the memorable
retreat of Antony into Annehk, when he was corhpelled to raise
the siege of Phraata, described by Plutarch with great topographical minuteness, affords far more determinate grounds for
illustrating the position of the citj. From Phraata thete were
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The distinction of Sttabo is eeidetitly merely between the city of Gnza, in the
plain, and the acropolis of Vera, upon the hill commanding it, +ld
which latter
place, of course, the attack of Antonr ~ s directed.
a
- t Lib. vi., cap. xvi.
f 1 say "nrpporsd," for it is very dohbthl whether the Chzaca of holemy ia
mnuIna.

4 The open city of h a , in the plain, I conclude to hwk been occupied by the
Rmnanr mthout oppolition
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t ~ ri)fltej
b
kondncting into Armenia; the one a high r o d through
I! plain and open country to thb left, which was that in a11 prdbability that was follbwed by Antoriy ih his advance ; the other
by a mote direct line, across the mountains to the right.
At Takhti-Soleim4n I i n q ~ e dof the Afshdr chief how he
would march, if suddenly orderkl to Tabriz? cc If I had troops;"
he said, "I should cettainlp take the high bad to the left, and
travel by the open line of Sa'in Kal'eh, the valley of the JeliatB
alnd the Miydnd4b plain, and no on by the shores of the lake tb
Tabriz ; but the line we genedly follow conducts directly acrosis
the hill* td the right, leaving Mardghah at some distance on our
left hand, and skirting Sehend till wb descend upon the Tabrlz
plain-" A glance at the map a 1 explain these two roads most
clearly and satisfactorily;and I cannot doubt but that it was alnng
thid mountain line that the Mardian guide conducted the troops bf
Antmy. Upon the third day's tnarch the Romans came to a
Palley where the Parthians had broken down the b d s of a
rivbr and flooded the country, to oppose their progress. I learnt
that, at the distance of about 8 farsakhs from Takhti-Soleilmtln,
on the hill road, there actually was such a river, the main branch
of the Kkengii, the waters of Which were turned off during the
s ring to irrigate the little valley in which it flowed. The
I%mms now found themselves to be pursued by the enemy; and
as on this and the three succekding days they marched in square,
and were exposed to constant attacks, they could have made no
very rapid progresi. The country appears to have been hilly,
but still not so rugged but that the kavnlry were able to act ancl
drive in the Parthian horse, when they atterrlpted to press upon
the legions ; and the account 1 received of this part of the line
skirting the district of A'jbri, exactly answers the description.
Ori the seventh day of the retreat, when the army had probably
tnarched about 70 miles, occurred the memorable engagement of
Gallus, in which the Romans lost 3000 killed, and 5000 wounded.
I have no means, of course; of verifying the =act field of battle,
but it must have been in the hills to the E. of the Miyhddb plain.
After this followed the most trying part of the retreat. The
Parthians, elated with their victory, kept up an incessant attack,
while the Romans, at every onset, were obliged to form the
testudo with their shields to protect themselves from the shnfts of
the enemy. T h e greatest distress prevailed among the troops;
provisions were so scarce, that a ldaf of barley sold for its weight
of silver ; and the soldiers found themselves compelled to eat the
poisonous herbs ancl grasses of the country. The progress was
thus necessarily slow ; and 80 miles being, perhaps, as much WJ
can reasonably be allowed for the dist<mce traversed by the
Romans d e r suck circumstances, during the succeeding eleven
I
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marches, I conduct the army, by this measurement, from the field
of battle into the district of Mihrkn-r6d, on the northern face of
Sehend. T h e country appears to have been still mountainous,
and jielding but little corn ; but, as there was no distress on account of water, I conclude the streams to have been abundant ;
and t h w indications of general character are fully answered by
the line along the eastern skirts of the great Sehend range, conducting; by Teppeh-Teppeh and &irk-B614kJ* to the district of
MihrLn-r6d. There, on the 19th day of the retreat, there was a
halt, to consult on the farther prosecution of the route. A range
of lofty hills appeared in front, at the foot of which there was a
spacious plain, and Antony believing that the Parthians had
abandoned the pursuit, was anxious to descend into the open
country. I-Ie was, however, warned that the enemy were in
a m b d e below the hills, and that, if he ventured into the plain,
he must expect the fate of Crassus. The road along the skirts
of the mountains, he was told by the Mardian guide, was rugged
and devoid of water, but it was his only safety. The camp was
accordingly struck at sunset, and the troops, con~eyingtheir
water with them, made a forced march of SO miles along the
rugged sides of the mountains, pursued by the enemy, and in the
morning descended to a river, the water of which was cool and
clear, but BO salt that it could not be drank with safety. Any
one familiar with the country will at once recognise the ster~l
range of mountains to the eastward of Tnbriz, and the great plain
stretching away from its base to the shores of the lake, and will
see that the Romans, filling their helmets and water-vessels at
the Bosmich river, must during the night have followed along the
rugged sides of the hills, beneath the 'A'ini-'Ali, till, after a
toilsome march, they descended, at morning, to the salt stream
of the Aji, the only river of this nature, I believe, in d l Aierbijh, They were told that there was a fresh-water stream at no
p e a t distance; and, accordingly, while it was yet day, they were
again upon the march; but the night that followed was more
dreadful than can be well conceived-all control and discipline
were at an end-the soldiers, maddened with their thirst, committed the most horrible disorders-and Antony prepared for
suicide, to avoid falling into the hands of the enemy. At length,
however, the army reached the fresh-water stream, which I conclude to be the little river of Sdliyin, and the dangers of the
march were over.$ The Parthians maintained the pursuit no

t

* At "the forty fountains."
This is probably an exaggeration ;in my calculation I allow for this march abou!
25 British miles.
f The distance from the Ajl to the E l i y h river is about 15 miles, which I think
nmply mtlicient for the night m m h of the b m m s in their most weary ntrd distressed conditiou.
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further than this point; and the Romans, in six easy marches,
traversed the remaining distance of 80 miles, which must have
intervened, between the SQliyin river and the Arrb, supposing
the pasaage tu have taken place at the thoroughfare of the Julfeh
ferry. T h e distance which, from this illustration of the route, I
suppose the Romans to have traversed in their retrent of twentyseven days from Phraata to the Araxes, will be about 970 miles.
I have no means of determining the precise measurement of the
mountain line from Takhti-SoleimBn to Tabriz, but it must be
as near 170 miles as possible.
T h e AfshPrs estimated the high road, by Sa'in Kal'eh, to be
30 farsakhs, or 900 miles ;and the short cut across the hills they
judged to be between 40 and 45 farsakhs, or between 160 and
180 miles.* I therefore take 170 as the mean, and adding to it
the 100 miles which intervened between Tabriz and the Arris, I
find the whole distance to assimilate with the 270 miles, which,
merely judging from the circumstances of the march, would seem
to be a fair estimate for the twenty-seven days of the retreat, all
the remarkable topographical features which occur upon the
line corresponding at the same time, with singular accuracy, to
the descriptive character of the country, that was copied by
Plutarch from the narrative of an eye-witness :but there are other
and more accurate means for verifying this distance than those
which I have yet employed. Strabo, upon the authority of
Dellius, an officer who commanded a division of the army, on
this very occasion of Antony's retreat, determines the distance
from Gaza to the Araxes, as it was travelled by the Romans, to
be 9400 stadia ; and to show that he employs in this passage the
Olympic stadium, I may instance the Fragment of Livy, in which
the same measurement is given at 300 Roman miles, equivalent,
as near as possible, to 980 British mi1es.t Relying on the estimated distance of the line, in farsakhs, I really cannot pretend to
fix the exact measurement within 10 miles, either more or less,
nor. indeed. do I conceive that the Roman calculation is entitled
to any greater degree of dependence upon its minute accuracy.
T h e best means that I have of judging, give me an approximate
valuation of 970 British miles ; and this I regard as quite near
enough the estimate of 300 Roman miles, to answer all the
purposes of geographical illustration.
I must now consider the evidence of Pliny. Mr. Williams, in
his ingenious, though, I believe, erroneous argument on the iden-

* Among the Turks of Aierbfjhi, the f d h is fully cqual to 4 Dritish miles ;but
in all other arts of the count
miles will be found nearer the value.
t Strabo, fib. xi., c. 18;
Lvy, Frngment. I conceive that Liry, Strabo, and
Plutarch all followed the onme authority of Delliuo in their lroticea of Arrbny'a
retreat.
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tity of Iefah4.n with the Ecbatana of Media Magna, sqppom that
Pliny received the greater part of his informatiop on the internal
geography of Persia, from Tiridstes, the Parthian king of Armenia, wbo visited Rome during the reign of Nero ;* but as this
visit occurred 40 yeqrs &fore the age of Pliny, I think the source
of information may well be doubted. At any rate, from wheresoever the intelligence was drawn, there is w much confusion and
inaccuracy in all pliny's Persian geography, that it will rarely
admit of verification. Thus, in reference to the present subject
he says, that Gaza, the chief city of Atropatene, is 450 m i l a
distant from Artaxata, and measures the eame from Ecbatana of
Media."t The Artaxata of Hannibal, which is doubtless that
alludd to by Pliny, yas n t u n ~ don the A s h , in the modern
district qf MQkb; a d the measurement of a point from that city,
on the direct line to fIaxnadBn, the real representative ~f the
Ecbatana of tbe greater Media, which shall be equidistant from
both places, will wnduct us to tbe plain of MiyhdPb, where the
ruins of Le'iliia may be s q p p e d to suit the indimtion ;f but there
are several circumstances vhich I shall presently detail, thqt
appear to me conclusive against the possibility pf Giliin representing Gaza; aqd evpp to make the position accord with the
evidence of Pliny, the only single authority in its favour, it will be
necessary to suppose that he mistook the true purport of the
geograpbicsl information, and assigned to the balf iqterval between Artaxah and Gaza the measurement that should, in reality,
have beeq applied to the entire distance between Artaxata and
Ecbatana. 1 believe, however, there is an equally plausible way
of explaining Pliny, without qffectiqg the already established
identity of Gaza and Takhti-Sjoleim6n. Pliny, in the measurement of 380 Roman miles from Susq to Ecbatapa, across Mount
Charban, .would seem to have been really aware of the true position of the Medisp capital; but, in the passage which immediately supceeds the notice o Gaza, and which, it i s evident, can
only refer to the same Ecbptana of the Medes that is before
stated tQ be equidistant with Artaxata from Clam, the Latin
author most clearly and explicitly betrays, that by this name of
Ecbatana, he intends to denote the Macedonian city of Europus.
" Ecbatana,"
he fays, " the capital of Media, was founged by
King Seleucus ; it is 750 miles distagt from the great Seleucia,
and $20from the Caspian gateg."il
Ir

I
I

f

Anc. Mia, p. 51.
Lib. vi. cap. 16, edit. Hardouin.
f Thls is the supposition of the Qerman ~
ever, to follow the route to Hamadin, by

t

Lib. vi. cap. 31, edit. Hardouin.

Lib. vi. cap. 17, edit. Hardouin.

~ a p h eRaichard
r,
: be p m p g hownjln, and to look Tor Qaur at the Rizil

inqpiriug into the reason of this siugular appliclrtion of
the n w e of Ecbatasa tq the city qf Rhages, which, re-edified by
Seleucus, wumed the Grecian title of Ewqpuq it is sufficient for
m y present p ~ r p s t
ea verify the measurement that is drawn from
it. Europus, new the rite of the ancient Rbagea, was situated iq
the position of the modern town of Verhmin, a d a line from
hence to Tekhti-So~eimBn,by Teherh, V q i n , m d Zeqih, wilI
measure, as nearly as I can calcdate, 385 British miles. From
Takhti-&le'imBq, along the hi& road tu Tabriz, and so on to the
Julfeb ferry, meagures, as I have already shown, about 300 mila.
There is no direct road, I believe, now trayelled from Tabriz tq
the ruins of Artaxata, at the embvchyrg of thq MQkbriver
but the deviation to the left pill necessarily cause au excess of
90 or 30 miles, over the distance to the Julfeh ferry; and we thus
obtain the same mewurement of about 395 miles for the line'to
Ariaxaw from Takhti-SoleiqaBn, that I bave shown to apply tq
the road distance between that place and Pliny's Ecbabna. The
comparative measurement being thus so satisfactorily verified,
there is no great object, I believe, in s e e h g to restore the corrupted numbers of the manuscript of Plir?y ; but 1 way, at the
same time, epggest, that if we suppose CCCCL to have been a s
error of some ancient copyist, for c c c ~ the
, positive debrmjnation
of distance will apply, wit4 the we,minute cavectnesa, as tba
comparative, and thus establish, in osn iqstasca a$ any rae, the
acc&acy of the Latin geographer.
I have spoken of the ssible identity of LeilQpaud Gaza, for
which the appearance o g b e ruin4 and, perhaps, the apthority of
Pliny, seem to have found some advocates. The reasons that I
consider
be determinstive tit are briefly these : Gaza is
mentioned w the summer residence of tbe Medig kiugs, but
Leilh, in the MiyliqdAb plain, is positively one of the very h o t w
In Antony's retreat, the distance will not
spota in d l Azerb'$q.
in any way coincide, nor is there any shorter r o d frorg Ldh @J
the Ads, than along the borders of the lake of LTrwiyab, a
oatural feature of so marked and peculiar a character, that it is
impossible to suppose it muld have been overlqoked in tbe narrative of the expeditian, had it been seep upan the line ~f march.
Again, Le'ilin is perfectly well known in Qriental' geography.
It is described in the 14th cp;~tury,by Hamdu-llah, M a spa11
town in the district of Mariighqh, surrpunded with gardens, and
d
fruit, and watered
producing corn, cotton, grapfs, ~ n excellent
by the river Jaghatfi ;" and in no author bave 1 ever met with'an

;*

I'

* Col. Monteith hns, I believe, the credit of first fixing the +tian of the ancient
Artaxata. The ruins of ArdaahLr, near Erivh, which have been ao often .srigne.i to
the Armenian capital, mark the site of the s e d Artueto, a city that rae into
power &r the d e d d o n of Hannibal'a Artarata by Corhlo.
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allusion to it in ancient times. I fear, then, that to the ruins o f the
fort, which certainly are calculated to attract attention from their
appearance, can be assigned no earlier date than that of their
Moghul sovereigns, and that its identification with Canzaca, which
disfigures Colonel Monteith's map of Aierhijin, must b e expunged from the future editions.*
Ptolemy next presents himself; and I confess I enter on his
examination with verv little 1 lea sure or confidence. From the
evidence which he gives of the comparative position of places in
relation to each other, he sometimes may afford useful hints to
corroborate the statements of other authors ; but I doubt whether
a geographical identification of any consequence in the East was
ever discovered bv the mere indication of his tables. or whether
any one at the iresent day would be content to bkld an argument on so very doubtful an authority. I do not propose, therefore, to derive any support from his testimony : if I can give a
reasonable explanation of his errors, I shall be more than satisfied.
The first difficulty which I meet with is the distinction of two
cities of Gazaca, and Pharaspa with the assignments of geographical positions, that remove them from each other upon the map
almost as far as the distance between Tabriz and Tcher'an.
Gazaca is placed in let. 41° lo', and long. 81" 15' ; and Pharaspa in lat. 40' SO', and long. 85O SO1.+ The discrepancy of these
positions alone would seem to prove that either the numbers are
corrupted, or that two different places must be alluded to ; and I
believe I can show reasons for placing Ptolemy's Gazaca altogether out of the field of inquiry. In many of the manuscripts
this name does not occur at all, the word being written Azaga. It
is placed in the extreme north of Media, within cr degree and a
half of the Araxes, which could not have been the case, I think,
had Ptolemy intended to represent the city ; that, he must have
been well aware, was determined by the retreat of Antony to be
nearly SO0 Roman miles S. of the river. The longitude, also,
when viewed comparatively with the great natural features in the
vicinity, bears the same evidence of distinction. Azaga is placed
more than a degree to the W. of the Median 1ake.f I t is even
beyond the great mountain-barrier of Zagros, and above five ded

I must a h notice another curious illustratimi of comparative geography in thin
are p1,laced the ruins of Atmpatc.11e. Kow,
map. At Kal'eh +hLk, near Sereske~~d,
fnrm whcnck this name :s drawn I am at a low to guess. Proco ius is the on1 d le
author among the clmica who ap lien the provincial title to t l e capital, m i in3i.
history it ia 11amed Arrlahigan, a&& there can be no question is identical with the
Cazncn of other authors. I must further remark, that I pased a dny minutely
cxamiuing tho mine of Kal'bh ZoMk, and that 1 was able to satisfy mpelf that no
city whatever cver couldhave existed there. The ruin8 are those of a strong Sasanian fortress, m h as are to be met with in all parts of Pereia.
Ptol., lib. vi. c. 2.
1The Lake of UrumfyPh.
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grees from the Amardus or Kizil Uzen. I t is therefore certain
that the Alexandrian geographer, Agathdamon, who constructed
maps to illustrate the tables of Ptolemy, must have followed some
other authority in placing Gazaca near the river Amardus, in
the region of the Margasii;* and if the name of that people may
be recognised in the mwlern title of Maraighah, his evidence will
thus rather strenethen the arguments
in favour of Takhti-Soleiman
"
than add any weight to the errors and confusion of Ptolemy.
I assume, then, that the position of Pharaspa is the only point
that requires to be examined; and even this will be found suffic i e n t l y difficult. From some cause, which is not duly explained,
t h e r e is a greater tendency to exaggeration in Ptolemy's latitudinal measurements of Western Persia than in those of any of the
contiguous countries ; and this exaggeration in the latitude of the
Albanian gates, the northernmost limit of Western Persia, will
be found to reach a maximum of five degrees, the gates being
placed on the parallel of 47". while the true latitude is 43".
N o w if any general principle whatever can be employed for the
restoration of Ptolemy's distorted measurements to their true
equivalents, it is evident that it can only be the assumption of
h i s error of excess being equally distributed, within certain limits,
over equal spaces ; and accordi~iglya reduction, at the rate of five
in forty-seven, should give the relative value of all the latitudes of
Western Persia.i Rut there appear to have been at the same
time so many other particular causes of vitiation in the construction of Ptolemy's tables, such ns a reference to itineraries, and
a n attention to recorded distances of other authorities, that it is, I
believe.' imnossible.
for anv uniform scale of rectification to answer
A
with correctness, in its piactical application, to any great section
of his geographical system. I n the present case, however, the
reduction gives a satisfactory result; and I believe, indeed, it will
be generally found to apply as well as any uniform scale can
possibly be expected. The rate of reduction for the latitude of
400 SO', which is that assigned to Pharaspa, will be 4" 18' ; and
this, subtracted from Ptolemy's numbers, will give the corrected
measurement of 36' 19'; the true position being determined
astrono~nicallyat 3 P 38' 19".
But if we can onlv
, obtain this imnerfect verification of latitude
by an almost arbitrary system of reduction, what can we hope for
in the far more complicated question of longitude? I t seems to
have been the usual custom for geographers of latex to follow the formula of reduction in the proportion of seven to
* See Cellnrius, Ant. Geog., vol ii. p. 671.
t It hss been often remarked that all Ptolemy's maritime positions me more ac-

-

-

~

-

~vrntethan his inland ; and this rate therefore canuot be expected to npply to the
1 atitudea in the Permian Gulf.
See Vincent%Commerce and Navigation of the Ancirnta vol. i. p. 113; and
Murray's Asia, vol. i. p. 48
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five, which was fint reposed by M. Golureliq, for the rectification
of the longitudes of !tolemy ;* but as the principle on which his
calculation depends is altogether fandul, and hw lopg been
banished from the field of geo aphical inquiry,t 1 can hardly
think the mere practical applica ility of the scale which derived
from it to be sufficient to warrant its ado tion yvitbout aqy eTqpestion, however,
planation of the reasom of coincidence.
is not so obscure as it has been thought ; for as Ptolemy himself
in d e u g the longitudinal system of his g ~ p h y , far as
it regards the constiuctioa qf his F a of Ceatr Asia, affords ue
a direct expltqation of the ca~isespf is error of excess ; sg at the
same time his own evidence ppidts out tbg only meaqs of anqlysis
by which this error can be rectified with a due respect both to
theory and pqctice. The fowdation of his longitudinal mequrament of Asia was, qa he k s e l f JeJares, the recorded itinerary
of the caravans that traded betyeen ome and China ;f and ip
constructing a map from these materia s hip enyrs of projecticlq
were threefold.
Firstly, on a line from Hierapolis, upon the Euphrates, @ the
stone tower, vhich must have been sltuated a short distance to
the eastward of YBrkend, be converted road distance to measprement upon the map, at s uniform reduction of one in eleven and a
balf, instead of one in eight, or, perhaps, which would be p l ~ r e
accuratc upon so long a line, one in seven. Secondly, he committed the astronomical e w r of computing eq equatorial degree a t
500 instead of 600 Olympic stadia; and thus upon the line of the
itinerary which was assumed tobe about the parallel of Rhodes, or in
latitude 36' el', he allowed only 400 stadia to a degree of longitude,
while the true measurement was 489 ;and, thirdly, in conve$ng the
schcesi of the itinerary into Olympic stadia, which gave him his
element for coqputiqg the degrees of longitude, $e assumed their
uniform identity with the Persian parasgng of Olympic stadia, or
32 Roman miles, whilst I belieye the schcenus have been the natural measure of 1 hour, employed by all caravans, both in
ancient and modern times, to regulate their daily march, and
have averaged, as near sr possible, a distance of 3 British miles?
The amount of excess mused by thepe three errors in the
elemenb of Ptolemy's cqm utatiog may then easily be calculated ;
and they will be Iound to
the s a l e of rectification at a reduction nearly in the proportion of ten to seven (strictly + ~ ] 1 ) , a rate
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In the Qeagraphie dea Qrees AnalyaCe."
See the admirable treatise on Ancient Oeography by M. Larenaudidre, chap. i.,
in Malte Bnul'n Geography.
- - i., cap. 11.
The Parth~anstations of laidore of n a r q , where he emplop the echmnur in descr~bingthe caravan route from !&upsto the frontiers of lndia, co~lfirmthii valuation in the mmt decisive manner.
(1 115 mhaeni .re vdud, according to Ptolemy's calculntion, at 7 O 3Q'. n c i r hue
equivalent,on the line of the Rholan Diaphragm, vould. 5' 17';
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which I believe will answer with greater accuracy t h M. Gorselin's proposed correction of w e n to five along the particular line
of Central Asia, and which has tbe advantage of being based OIJ
rational and direct evidence, afforded by Ptolemy himself, instead
of pre-supposing, with M. Gosselin, the exjstence of a system of
astrovomical observation among the early Asiatic empire% far
superior to that po-d
by the geographers of Greece, wd
rivalling the perfection of modern scieoce.* In the present casp
this scale applies, without any considerable erroy ;for Ptolemy'q
measurement from Hierapoliq to Pkaraspa, 14' 15', r d u d i s
the pr~portionof ten to seven, will be equivalent to 9' 58',. which
i p witbin half a degree of the true interval ; and, conaidermg $he
rough mat&als with which he worked, thii gpproximative acCQW
is all, I think, that can be looked for. Respecting the
relative position of Ptolemy's Pharaspa to the great natural features iq the KiGty, I mgy also remark, that it is p l d correct1
lake; an
enouah between the river Amardus and the
. Median
.
that ihe pciunt4g-barrier of zagros gppew newly a de&e to
the W. of it.
At the same time, bow eve^^ :,'Imust observe with rerpect to
Ptolemy, that I do pot ret tend to advocate any systematic rectification of his Asiatic geo~gphy. We may perceive, it is true,
witbout much trouble, the causes pf his error ; and in some instances we may gucceed in correcting his measurements, by a mere
attentiqn to those causes ; but I believe that, until we arc able to
analyse all his various sources of information, and to trace, iq
particular, every rtage of his caravan route through Asig, it is in
vain to expect to identify the greater part of his positions, or to
~epderhis yvqrk of pay real benefit to the qcience of comparative
g m a p h y . I shall andeavour to explain, in one connected form,
the many. vicissitudes of name which the capital of Media Atropatene appear8 to have undergope, when I arrive at the period of
its fouqdation. 1 h ~ v eoqly here to remqrk, that the names of
Vera, P r w p a , &c., applied to the castle upon the mounJ ; and
that the titles of Gazq and Gazaca were employed to de-ate
the t o m in the plain. Evly in the lecoad pntury the tqwn
w ~ ~ seem
l d to bave dwindled ipto insignificance, though the
castle retained ito celebrity; for Arrian, who qrote under the
Emperm Adrian, names Gazaca ag a large Mediaq village;+
apd this may be, prhaps, the reason why, if my preceding argument is correct, Ptolemy only included Pharaspa in his Median
catalogue. However, (he place must won afterwards have recovered its importance; for Quadratuo, who wrote also in the
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479.
Sre Murray'a &a, vol. i. p
f See Slephan. de Urbibus, m%r the head l%Fv.
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second century, describes Gaeaca as the largest city in Media ;*
and Agathdemon, who is supposed to have framed his maps
about the same time, gave a conspicuous place to the Median
Gazaco.

Before I now quit this portion of the inquiry, and ascend to t h e
times of the Median Ecbatana, I beg to recapitulate the state of
the argument as it at present stands. I have clearly and demonstratively shown the identity of the Arabian Shiz with the ruins
of Takhti-Soleimh. I have established, as I think, most wnclusively, the connexion of this Arabian Shiz with the Sasanian
Canzaca ; and I have now traced up the history of the same city,
under various names, to a date preceding the Christian a?-,
showing the applicability of the best authorities to this place, and
this place only, and e ~ l a i n i n gthe errors of others in a way that
can, I hope, leave little ground for cavil. I t thus follows that, in
the first century before Christ, the capital of Media Atmpatene
is proved to have occupied the site of the ruins now known under
the title of Takhti-Sole'imttn. Beyond this period, it is no longer
possible to keep up the sustained historical connexion on which
I have hitherto based my argument. T h e Parthian wars, it is
true, which occupy so conspicuous a place in the Roman annals,
were preceded by the Syro Macedonian empire of the East, of
which we also possess imperfect notices; and this dynasty, again,
arose upon the ruins of Alexander's conquest, the best authenticated period of ancient history; but still, in all these great political convulsions, Media Atmpatene escaped being made the
theatre of contest, and the internal geography of the province
thus remained, until the time of Antony, alnlost a dead letter in
Western science. The site of a greqt capital, however, r e l y
changes, except upon some change of dynasty, when the national
character of the country undergoes a corresponding alteration;
and then the event can scarcely fail of being commemorated,
either in history or tradition. I think, therefore, that if I can
show the original capital of Media Atropatene to have been
nnmed Ecbatana, and can, at the siune time, glean a few notices
of the place from history under the same title in succeeding ages,
during which the province enjoyed an almost uninterrupted tranquillity, I shall be authorised in assuming the identity of that
ancient Ecbatana with the city which represented the capital in
the time of Antony ; and when I further show the applicability to
Antony's Phraata of all the descriptive evidence regarcling the
Atropateninn Ecbatana, and explain and verify the various mutations of title which at present obscure the argument, I believe
the identification will be allowed to he proved with as near an
See Stephan. ill loco eit. I take the age of Quadratua from M. de Saiute Croix,
m the Exam. Crit. des Hist. d'Alex.
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approach to demonstration as the science of comparative geography
will admit.
I ascend at once, then, to the e r a of Herdotus, and before I
consider his geographical, I must necessarily, tn avoid perplexity,
devote a few remarks to his historical. evidence. In the verv
narrow limits here allotted for discussion, I cannot be expect&
to enter at any length upon the controverted points of chronology
between the extinction of the Assyrian monarchy, in the person of
Sardanapalus, in B . C . 831, and the e r a of Cyrus the Great, in
B.C. 55%
- The subiect has been elaboratelv treated bv Mr.
Dickenson, in a very able paper published in the Journal >f the
Royal Asiatic Society;* and though I confess that I am h d l y
prepared to admit, in its full extent, his individual identification
of the Median Arbacidzc with the lower Assyrian dynasty, or his
attempted reconciliation of oriental with classic history, yet that
he has clearly established the novel and, at the same time, most
interesting historical fact of a distinction between the two Median
dynasties of Herodotus and Ctesias, is not, I think, to be disputed.
These two authors, be it remembered, both drew their materials
from the national records of Persia; and it cannot be supposed,
therefore, that a dynasty described by one as composed of nine
kings, and continuing for 267 years, can possibly refer to the
same family which the other limits to four kings, and to a duration of 156 years, especially when, in the two lists, there is not a
single identical name except the last. That all chronologers,
indeed, from Eusebius and the Syncellus down to the present
century, have insisted on assimilating these two discordant lists,
instead of authenticating their labours, only proves how much of
system, and how little of rational criticism, has hitherto pervaded
the inquiry. I take it for granted, then, that the dynasty founded
by Arbaces, after the first destruction of Niniveh, is different
from that which owed its origin to Dejoces, above a century later;
and this distinction of the two families, involving also a distinction
of two Median kingdoms, affords me the first evidence of there
having been two Median capitals of the name of Ecbatana.
Arbaces, it is stated by Ctesias, after the capture and destruction
of Niniveh, conveyed the treasures of Assyria
Ecbatana, the
seat royal of Media; and the city is said, by the same author, in
another passage, to have esisted from the most remote antiquity,
and to have been beautified and enlarged by Semiramis, in one of
her Asiatic tours; the general description evidently alluding to
Hamadin, the seat royal of the greater Media, though perhaps in
onc particular Ctesias, in common with many others, borrowed a
tradition from the less ancient site.+ Whether the kings who
I.

* Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. viii. art. 16.
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I allude to the famous cut of Bemuamis, which sopplied Ecbatane with water.

succeedd Arbaces resided at Niniveti or H ~ d d d n ;ii df little
consequence to the argument. I t is sufficient that, aftkt a la
of five generations, w&bh are tbcoided by Ctesias, irtith rId otf? er
remark than the duration bf the tesbective rkignd, htzkus; the
lineal descendant bf A r b h i , ascended the throne of Asia ih
B.C. 691. Dudfig his reign tl &at rev& otxdrred bf the p b vinces of interior Persia, and thbugh the r e k b are n d e d b j
Ctesias, Cadusians, yet, as it is impossible to sup je W)[),000
med could have been tdised from this single tribe, am ihclirid
to include in the tebellibn the neighbouring province d Media
Atropatene ;* indeed, it is not impossible but that the leader of
the revolt, who is named Parsod& by Ctesiis, and whb rendered
himself inde endent of the great Median empire, may b t the
Dkjoces of f i e d o t u s ; Parsodes, or Ph-d,
being sh l6liatire
epithet given him from his father Phra0rtes.t
I now take up the narrative of Herdotus. H e states that the
Medes, (by which we can only understand the inhabitants of
Media Atropatene, for Artseus was upon the throne of the greater
Media,) after the peribd of their revolt, finding the evils of lioin$
without laws or government, unanimously elected Dejoces, a
native Median, to be their king. " Dkjoces," he then saps, 'c l ~ a s
ho sMner seated upon the throne, than he comfn;inded his hubjects to build a city, and to fortify and adorn it, bentodng his
attention upon no other place. T h e Medes, obedient to the
command, erected thht great and strong city, now known under
the name of AgBstana, where the walls are bhilt circle w i t h i
circle, and are so constructed that each inner circle bvertops its
outer neighbour b j the height of the bsttltments alone. This
wag effected partly by the mture of the ground, d conical hill,
partly hy the building itself. The number df the circles was
seven, and within the innermost were built the palace add the
treasury. The circumferenke of the outermost wall was almost
equal to that of Athens. The battlements of the first circle were
white, of the serdnd black, of the third scarlet, of the fourth blue,

P"

Mr. Williams supposes himself to have discovered this in the ZendehrGd of I @ h ,
but he is quite mistaken iu the gtourrdn upon which he buildn his aqume~st. However, it must be allowed that, at Hamdilu, the true Ecbatnna of Cteains, there is
tlotllir~gof the sort ; and, moreover, the phydical chhracteristie, recorded by Otesiy of
the city being built upon the declivity of the lofty mountain of Omntes, La utterly
irreconcilable with n scarcity of water. I am, therefore, inclined to suspect that, in
clencribir~~
ihe wonderful tur11re1of Semiramia,Ctesias muat have employed a traditiou
of the other Eebntaha, referring to the time when the Zindbi-BoleTmLn h e a m e rodd e d y exhaunted pf itn waters, a11d they were diverted by a subternrneclls c h l iuto
the basin of the T a t .
* I t ia worthy of remark, thtit the Caduaima are almost invariaLlp ~ssociatoclwith
the Atropnteninn Medes in all subsequent history.
t For the account of the Median dynasty by Ctesias, sse Diod. Sic., lib. ii. e. 3.
For the Atropatenb d w y of Herodotua, we that Irathor, lib. i., fmm cap. 95 to
cap. 130.
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of the ARh b-al
the& wets brilliantly cdloured with
different paints; but the battlemezits f the sixth circle were gilt
with fiver, and df the seventh witH go d."
cc Such were the palace and the su~onndingfdrtifications, that
D e j o h wnstructed for himself; but he drdered the mass of the
Median nation to construct their hdused in a circle rourid the
outer wall."
I t has beed asserted; that H e r d o t a firnishes us with no hint
trBiit *herice we may infer the relative position upon the map of
the Agbatad, +hich he t h ctitiljusl~
~
desctibes,* but this is not
the case. 1 have dlredy shown that, as the capital df the Atroateniaxi Medes, it must necessaiily have been it.1 Aierbfjin; and
Remtiutus, in another pcisdage, confirms t ~ natural
s
inference in
the most direct and positive manner.
The pastufks," he says,
cc where they kept the royal cattle, were at the fodt of the momhiins iiotth of Agbatana, to&
the Euxine Sea. In this quarter,
towad the Sailires, Media is an elevated coaiitry; filled witti
mountains, and covered with forests, whilst the other parts of the
province are open and champaign."
These mountains, again,
Horth bf A$b$tana, are frequently hentioned by Htrodotus in
his e p b d b of the birtli and &ducationdf Cprus, as fmrfiecliately
batighotis td the city; add the inditation, therefbre; of the
Gapires and the Etlldne Sea ap lying to them, bill netessarily flx
the p i t h of the CBpital of &ejoekJ d far as H~rddotuswas
himsklf a&& of it, in the northern and inodntainous division of
the provinct, or Media Atropatkne, distinguished from the champai country of Media Mdgna the south.
E e n is then, I believe, do place in this province that *ill pa
well suit the description of Herddotus d the spot whit% we find,
in after ages, still holding its metropolitrln character. The
conical hill, surrounded kith walls, is a marked and peculiar
feature that cert.&idy d&s not exist at present in any pakt of
Aierbijh, exce t at the r i n s of Takhti-hleimh.
I will now en eavodr to krplain the story of the seven walls.
This is manifestly a fable of Sabzan origin, the aeven colonrs
mentioned by Herdotu6 being precisely those bmploykd by the
oritntals ki denote the seven great heavenly bdies, or the sevEn
climates in which they revolve. Thus Nizdmi, in Ids oeth bf
the Heft Peiker, describes a seven-bodied palate; H i l t by ahrim
CfQr, nearly in the sttine terms as Heroddt~ia. T h e palace detliQted to Saturn, he says, was black-that of Jupiter, orange, or
more strictly sandal-woodoolour $--of Mars, scarlet--of the Sun,
golden--of VenusJ white-of Mercury, azure--and of the Mood,
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Wffliitme'a Anciatlt Asia, p. 2.

t Lib.i. cap. 110.
f In Persku,
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green, a hue which is applied by the orientals to ai1ver.e I
cannot believe that at Agbatana the walls were really painted of
these mlours; indeed, battlements gilt with gold and silver are
manifestly fabulous; nor do 1 think that there ever could have
been even seven concentric circles ;but in that early age, when it
is doubtful whether mithraicism, or the fire-worship, had originated in this part of Asia, it is not at all improbable that, according
to the Saboean superstition, the city should have been dedicated to
the seven heavenly bodies, and perhaps a particular part nesigned
to the protection of each, with some coloured device emblematic
of the tutelar divinity; and that, after the lapse of 1000 years,
during which-the city had enjoyed the highest religious celebrity
that it could reach, in preserving within its walls the most sacred
fire of the Mngians, the original Sabnean superstition was not
effaced, is evident from the Armenian history, where, as I have
already shown, at the end of the third century of Christ, the
capital of Media Atropatene was still chnracterised as <'the
~econdEcbatana," or I r the seven walled city." f
Herodotus probably received his accaunt of Agbatana from
the Medians whom he met at Babylon ; and that he should have
accurately preserved an indication of its geographical position,
and the remarkable feature of an embattled conical hill. is ~ e r h a ~ s
as much as can be expected from Kim. H e mustrhde b d n
grossly deceived in estimating the circumference of the outer wail
at nearly the size of Athens ; indeed, that a palace built for the
residence of a single man should be nearly twenty miles in circuit, is, of course, a palpable absurdity. 1
I believe the mound of Tnkhti-Solei'mbn to have been first
surrounded with defences by the Median Dejoces, and the area
within the walls, which was amply sufficient for the noblest palace
that kingly splendour could devise, to have been reserved by him
for his exclusive residence. The great mass of the city, as
Herodotus declares, was in the plain below, and this distinction
between the palace and the city was preserved as long as the
place continued to be inhabited.
In attempting to connect the ancient oriental legends with
legitimate Grecian history, I do so under great reservations, for,
as we attain n more accurate knowledge of the cuneiform inscriptions, everything tends to show the authenticity of the one,
and the fabulous character of the other; indeed, when we find
See the Poem of Heft Pei'ker, in the Uamseh of N i z h i . Pers. MS.
It is very curious to o k n . e , in connexion with this subject, that the figurea of
the heavenly bodiee were preserved as objecta of adoration in the temple of Shk, or
Canrpea, above sixteen centuries &er the ara of Dejoces, as long, indeed, in dl pmbAbility, as the temple continued to retain its sacred character.
1 See Larcher's Herodotus, tom. i. p. 357, where he hse decked all the ancietit
authorities regardiug the *re of ancient Athem.
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that in the time of Darius Hystaepes the genealogical glory of
the regal family was identified with the line of the Achaemenide,
tracing its descent through that illustrious dynasty from some
great primeval ancestor named Amakhern, nnd his offspring
Pelubiya, the progenitor of the Pehlevis (and whom I take to be
the Zeus and Perseus of the Greeks), and that thc nobility of all
collateral races, whether connected with Arbaces, or Dejoces, or
even Cyrus, was overlooked in this exclusive wnsideration of the
direct line of hereditary royalty, it does appear to me too much to
expect that, after an interval of 700 years, the revival of literature
should have still found the recollection of those early revolutions
of empire so strongly impressed upon the public mind as to afford
data, in the romantic histories which were then first embodied,
for assigning to each hero of popular tradition his true representative in the page of hiitory. However, it is possible that, in
matters connected with the Magian religion, a few great traits of
geography and history may have escaped the general disfigurement of antiquity, and when I also consider that in the reign of
Ardeshir BBbegBn the province of Azerbijin, and its ancient and
holy capital, naturally attracted the great share of popular attention, I gain some clue to explain the general character of verisimilitude which pervades the notices regarding these places
scattered through the pages of the Zend Afvesti. I believe there
are sufficient reasons for identifying the Airyana Vaedj6, or
Airjana the pure, of the Zend A1vestb,with Aierhijdn. Monsieur
Quatremkre has succeeded, in the most satisfactory manner, in
tracing the application to the province of Media, of the names of
Aria and Ariana from the remotest antiquity down to times comparatively modern ;* and it could have only been, 1 think, to suit
n preconceived theory that Anquetil du Perron, in translating the
supposed works of Zoroaster, insisted on assimilating the title of
Airyana to that of the province Arran, north of the Araxes,
which derived the name, doubtless, from the same source, but
which there is little reason to suppose could have assumed it
prior tu the aera of Mohammed. Bearing in mind the tradition
of Zoroaster having first appeared in Shiz, or Ecbatana, and also
taking into account the real antiquity of this city, which, as the
capital of the province, seems in all ages to have aseumed upon
occasions the provincial title, we shall now derive many curious
points of illustrative evidence from the writings of the early
Magians. A'iryana the pure, or I1r$n Vij, as it is uniformly
named in Anquetil's translation, was supposed to have been the
first terrestrial habitation crectcd by Ormazd. I t was a place of
delight
and abundance, unequalled for its beauty in the entire
-

* In n long and mmt excellent note to his translation of the Moghul history; 1
hnve not the work at hnr~dto quote the page
- - to which I refer.
VOL X.
x
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world, 'until Ahrimdn c a d to appear.in the river that watered
it the great make, which d i c t e d ita hitherto genial climate with
is said to have
the reverent homm of winter. Airyam, +,
been peopled by O r m d with a heavenly raoe, and when Jemahicl
appeared upon the earth, it WIM in this place that he fixed hin
residence, and, with the auistatce of this heavenly race, that he
eatablirhed bin authority over the world.* In a letter which 1
lately received fmm the grePt Onenklht Von Hammer, at Vienna,
he rep, rc It is eighteen yearr agv since I roved, in the ninth
volume of the Vienna Review, the identity of emahid and Dejoces ;
and thin has been since confirmed at full length by Hotty's
Researcher (Hanover, 18eg)." I rhould scarcely venture, I
confess, myself to pronounce the direct identity of any fabulous
character with a real historic oersonaaz : but still I cannot doubt
that many of the great deed; of ~ijjdcerwere transferred, in
oriental tradition, to Jemshld, the favoured hem of romance ; a d
among these, the ertsblishment of the Median kingdom, and the
building of Ecbatana. The Vendidid goer on to say, that in
A'iryana the rigour of the winter waa exmarive, the mountains and
the whole country were covered with snow, but when the snow is
melted, on the return of rpring, the rills descending from the
mountains scattered around an universal verdure-and then the
dmription commence8 of the famour palace and citadel built by
Jemshid, or Dejoces, in t h b favoured spot.
Jemshid, it ir said, erected a Var, or fortress, rufficiently large,
and formed of muared blocks of stone: he maembled in the
place a vart population, and rtocked the surrounding country
with cattle for their use. H e caused the water of the p a t
fortress to flow forth abundantly. The mil wer rich, and pmduced all that muld be desirecl, and the enanelled fields scattered
around delightful odourr-the country was excellent, a d resembled heaven. And within the Var, or fortress, Jemshid erectecl
a lofty palace, encompassed with walls, and laid it out in many
lleparate divisions ; and there was no high place, either in front or
rear, to command and overawe the f0rtrers.t The surrounding
county he peopled abundantly, and placed in the most flourishing
condition, and he applied himself to perfect Var-afshuv6, or
<' the Var, abounding in all things." 1
These parsager I have selected from the recond chapter of the
Vendidhd, as bearing the most marked application to the site of
Takhti-SoleimBin. The natural beauty of the surrounding country
in the spring wason, when the melting rnow clescends in rills from

I'

See An uetil du Pemn's Zend Aveata, Vendidad, Far&.
t @ued v e this
~ optimal reading, vol. 1. p. 276 note 1.
f See Zend Avmta, Vendidad, Fug. ii
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the mountains, ir, as I have remarked in my preceding memoir,
proverbial throughout Persia. The severity of the winter ia
equally characteristic ; for I suppose there ir no inhabited part of
Aierbijb where the rnow lies as deep as around Takhti-Soleimin. The circumstance of the great make, alw, which Ahrim i n created in the river, is, perhaps, not less curious, when we
remember that there are m many stories of thin nature connected
with the Median dynesty, from its bearing the family name of
AzdehBk,* or the dragon, and when we see that at the present
day a ridge of rock, formed by the calcareous deposit of the
water, retains thin very title of cc The Dragon." I may also notice
the isolated hill, there being no high place to command it, either
in front or rear ; the marsive walls of hewn rtone, and the palace
inside, laid out in divisions, the cause of which I have conjectured
in explaining Herodotus; the causing the water to flow forth
abundantly by an aperture, doubtlem made in the rocky banks of
the lake; and the rich and productive character of the neighbouring lands ; and I may assert, I think, that these are all exact and
determinative pintcl of evidence, that it is impomible to verify at
any spot in all Azerbijkn, or, perhaps, in all Persia, 4 t at the
ruins of Takhti-Soldimin. Indeed I can only account for the extraordinary accuracy of the description, by supposing the VendidM
to have been written in the reign of Arcleshir Bkbegtin by Magian
priests, who were familiar with the localities, and who had received
traditional account8 of the real ancient foundation of the city by
the Median king, Dejoces. There is no direct indication that I
can find in the Zend bookr of the geographical position of
Airyana, or of ite capital, which is named, in Pehlevi, Vdr-Jemgird, or the fortrerr of Jem, though Anquetil, and, after him,
Saint Martin, repeatedly state that it was contained within the
limita of Airyaman, which they translate by Armenia.+ A general comexion is certainly perceptible in the Vendfdid between
the three names of Airyaman, Aryama, which Anquetil conceives to be Urumiyah, and thin title of Airyana. They are all
mentioned as the special objects of the care of Orrnazd, and
among the first places that embraced the law of Zoroester ; but
I think it more probable that they should all relate to the kingdom of Aria or Media Atropatene, and its capital, Ecbatana, than
that the Magians, in the time of Arderhfr, should have been
supposed to commemorate either the petty and obscure town of
Urumiyah, which was unknown in history, or the hortile nation of
The Arabic form is Azdehhk. The Persian Arhdehkk, or Azhdeha.
Zend Avesta, tom. i. part ii';p. 429, and Saint Martin, tom. i. p. 271. M.Burnouf, the best Zend scholar liviug, doubts that the Ai'ryamm d the Zend A m
appliss to a country at all.-See ee'L Emai our le Yqna," tom. i. part i. p. 107 of the
Notes et Eclnixissemem."
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Armenia, which there is no reason to believe ever observed, with
any degree of purity, the dualistic principles of Zoroaster. That
the Indian P Q d s , however, understand that these two words.
Aryama and Airyaman, to relate to Urumiyah and Armenia, is
more than probable : and we thus see the origin of the tradition
which wigned to the former town the birth-place of Zomaster,
and supplied the author of the Ferhengi-JehPngiri with the stories
of the cities of Arminiyah and Shiz, and the fire-temple of Der e k h h having been founded by the Magian prophet. Airyana,
the pure, however, is the great theme of awe and admiration;
and in the V e n d i M it is exnresrlv said that Zoroaster here first
promulgated the law,* a staLmelt which in its resembling the
tradition of Shiz, recorded by Zakariyi, is strikingly confirmative
of the identity of the two places. T o the Pehlevi Bundehesh.
or the Pehlevi, translations of the Zend Avests, I cannot allow
an antiquity nearly reaching that of the writings in the Zend language. T h e Bundehesh, indeed, I believe, can be distinctly
proved, by its geographical nomenclature, to be a work of the
twelfth or thirteenth century ; and 1 do not, therefore, attach much
weight to its exl>lanation of the more ancient positions. T h e
author, however, though he confounded Vdr- Jemgird, or the fortress of Jemshid, which the Vendidid names simply Var, with
a certain fabulous Jemkend, in the country of DQmaghQn,appears to have rightly understood the locality of A'iryana the Pure,
or, as it is written in Pehlevi, I 1 r h Vij. I t was on the borders,
he says, of AtBn-PBdegAn, or Aierhijdn;t and he repeats the
tradition, that I' Zoroaster, when he received the law from Ormazd,
first published it with success in I1rdn Vij and Mediy6mih" (perhaps the country of Media, which the word literally sipfies,
rather than the name of a person, as Anquetil supposes), embraced the excellent religion." $ H e also states that Z o m t e r
was begotten in I'rsin Vij ;$ and all these indications seem to refer
to the Arabian Shiz. In another Pehled fragment it is mentioned that Zoroaster returned to I'riin Vij, after having declaretl
the law to GushtBsp,!l and that on this occasion his wife washed
herself in the Rfid Kans6 (or river of Kansh), a name which certainly recals to mind the river of Ganza, or Canzaca.7
I have stated my opinion of the modern character of tllc Rnndehesh. The names of Chejest, applied to the lake of Urumiyah ;
of the Khejend-rhd, or river of Khojend ; the Arez-ri~d,or river
of Herhaz, in Miizenderan; and the Teremet-r6d, or river of
*#

Zend Aveuta, tom. i. part ii. p. 109.
Zend Avestn, tom. ii. p. 410.
\Idem, p. 419.
Q Idem, p. 393.
ZendAvesta,tom. i. part. i i . P.N.p. 37.
hl the Pehlevi trnrlslntion of the Vendidhl of Jhmhp thin river is mid to be in
At611 Pideg'Jn.--See Zerd Avestn, tom. i. p u t ii. p. YG9, uote 1.
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Termed, in Turkisun; with a multitude of other names, that
appear to me wilfully disfigured from their true modem forms : *
all incline me to this judgment; but there are two names connected with the Ifrdn Vij, which, if my identification of them
is allowed, will distinctly prove an era subsequent to the Moghul
invasion of Persia. These names are Chekayet Dayeti, applied
a river or rivers of Azerbijh.
In the Bundehesh they are merely mentioned in wnnexion
with Ifriin Vij ; but the Zerdusht Nhmeh, as it is followed by
Anquetil in his life of Zoroaster, would appear to state that they
were passed by the pseudo-prophet on his mad from Urm'yah
to I ' h Vij, when he was travelling to the mountains to seek inspiration from Ormazd.1 With this indication, then, I restore
them to their true Turkish orthography, of JaghatG and TaghatC, or Tathi ; and if this homely illustration is admitted, while
it strengthens my argument in favour of Takhti-Sole'imdn, it will
a t the same time show from what a moat unworthy source the
modern cosmogony of the Parsis is derived. Indeed I should
scarcely wonder if the famous bridge, Chinenid, where the PGsis believe the final .,i u h e n t will take ulace. and which the Bundehesh describes as upon the chekaye;or Jqhat6,fj should turn
out to be the
K6pri, near $a'in I$alleh; and the Gate of
Hell, in the vicinity, may also be the Zinddni-Soleimh. But I
must leave further speculation, and return to my argument.
Airyana I have supposed to apply to the province of Airerbijh,
and sometimes, possibly, to its capital city. The Var of Jemshid
refers, I believe, exclusively to the citadel. The original root of
this word is the Sanskrit Vara, sipfying, " encompassing, surrounding ;" and in all succeeding ages the name was applied either
as a proper title, or in its general signification of a fortress to
this citadel of Ecbatana Thus the Zend Var, the /3dprsl( of the
Greeks, which is always employed to denote the treasury-citadel
of Ecbatana ; the Vera of Strabo, applied to the Median fortress,
which was attacked by Antony; the Balaroth or Vara-rGd (the
river of Vara) of Theophylact; and the /3aqra&u, or keeper
of the Baris, which is used by the Emperor Heraclius, in reference to the governor of this very fortress of Canzaca. The
Persian BarG, a wail of fortification," is, of course, referrible

t
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* Thus age 367) the mountains of K h k h or Dim+& are named Mad M friyad,
which 1 beqieve to be the Arabii hIa'd&o-l-~adb&or 'mine of dee1," tho mountaindistrict to the present day retaining the title of Feulid M a w e h .
t Pagel 36 4,365, and 392.
1 Zend Avesta, tom. i. part i . -p. 20.
p Tom. ii. part ii. p. 365.
is explained by Heaychius and Suidas, with a variety of meanings, dl
an embattled citadel. The word, however, is, I believe, dmmt excludivdy
the Qreekto the fob- of Persia.
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to the u m e root; and it u curious that this root should aamimilrte
no nearly to the words employed in the Semitic Imgurger : Bireh
in Hebrew ; Birth6 in Syriac ; and Birenthti in Chaldee ; also to
denote an embattled citadel.
I wbh I could gim as satisfactory 8x1 explanation of the title
which applied to the city as of that adopted by the fortreu ; but
this, I fear, is unattainable. The author of the Pentaglot lexicon,
indeed, refers tho Hebrew Achmetha, which appears to have
been the Chaldaic way of writing the Grecian Agbatana, or
" to guard, pmteot, or collect toEcbatmaB*to r root @ying
gether ;"and though the derivation is not free from exce tion, yet
ar the connectiq~links of the Syrian Ahmethim, the rmenian
Ahmetan, and the Persian HamsdbB ~ n v eto show that the
true Oriental pronunciation of the word b in favour of this etymology. I believe that it may be received in preference to my
0ther.f The great objection seems to be that the derivation af a
Peraian or Median name should be rather nought for in the IndoBactrian thm in the Semitic languages; but against this it may
be argued that the name wan certainly in ure in Syria ; that if it
were first introduced into Media by Semiramis it would necuw i l y be Semitic ; and that we have no roof as yet t h t the
Median 1ane;ung;ewas not itself of that fami y. Be the derivationt
however, whnt it may, there can be little question but that the
title WIU npplied exclusively to cities which contained a strong
a i d e l for the protection of royal treasures. We have unquestionable evidence that in the two Median Ecbatanan were depomted the treanures of the king.1 The Persian Ecbatnna of
Pliny and Jomephus can only be reprerented by the treasurycitadel of Panepolia.§ There ere grounds for supposing a
treerury to have exintad in the strong position of the Syrian
Ecbatana upon Mount Camel, which L noticed by Pliny rind
Herodotur;l( and lastly, if there ever were an Aleyrian Ecbatana

1

51

!'

Nm,

&e &hiidler's Lexicon, under the head
p. 596.
t There is no one, I believe, at the pressnt day r h o would be inrlined to pay any
regard whatever to Bochart'n faneiM derivdiorr of Ecbatana from the Arabic Aghbeth,
signifying 'I dust, or brick-coloured" (Phalr ., lib. iii. c. 14) ; and Scdiger'x reference
is, I think, equal1 umtinf.Ffory.
ofthe word to the Ilebrew D(lhnn, .a pr!me;'
d e r i v r the H e b m k h m e t h a either from
wh~chi e tr.al&-n by
ncnruum," or from Dm,
'' h~at,'~Achmetha, or Eebatana, having been a royd
nrmmer residence. This is quite in the style of" lucux a non luce~~do."
$ The notieea of the Atropatenl~ntrewry-citadel I have nlretuly iven. For the
treasury of the Ecbatana of Media Magno, nee Cteaian In Diod. ~ic.,&b.ii. c. 3 ; all
the hiatorinrla of Alexander ; Strabo.. p. 731 :' and Inid. C h r . in Iiudmn'n Minor
Qeog~aphere.vol. ii. p. G.
Q Plln., lib. vi. c. 29, and Joseph. Ant., lib. I. c. 11, a. 7. Josephus places this
Ecbstana in Media ; but the description unqueutionably refem to thc palace or cartle
of Pencplis.
1) Lib. r. cap. 19; cap. 64, Her., lib.
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point that I think very doubtfu1~-the castle of 'AmMiyah,
which, acconliq to Mr. Rich, retains to the present day the title
of Ekbadan, and which is the strongest fortress in all Kurdish,
will best suit the indicati0n.t I assume, then, that the title of
Ecbatana merely signifies a treasure-city ; and in thin way I explain both the error of Pliny, who applied the name to the
Arsacidan stronghold of Europw, distinguished from their open
capital of Arsacia, which was situated at mme distance to the
S.,f a d the similar mitake of Ammimur Marcellinus, in alluding, under the title of Ecbatana, to the city of Isfaban, whiah
in his dav formed the Sasanian ca~italof Central Persia.
In thd Atropatenian city of ~dbatana,Dejbuilt a p a h
and a treasury. Cyrw conveyed to the rame place the captured
treasures of Lydia.; and these ancient trophies of national glory
were believed to be still deposited there at the time of the invasion of Heracliua. We thus ~erceiveat once the natural cause
of the change of name in the dtropatenian capital. The erotic
Ecbatana was translated, under n native dynasty, into its vernacular synonym of Gare;$ and the modificstion which the name
farther experienced, to the Armenian form of Glsreca, Cansaca,
or Kandsag, perpetuated to the ages of its latest decadence itm
original character of the city of treasurer. But there are other
names employed in the campaigns of Antony, which are, perhap,
even leas susceptible of direct explanation. If the city were ever
really named Phraata, as it appears in Plutarch, Appian, and
Stephen, it could only have been a tempomy appellation impmed
upon it in honour of the Armwidan king, Phraates; and thb I
scarcely think probable. The title in Dion Casrius, Ptolemy,
and Quadratus, ia written Praaapa, Pharaspa, and Phmaaspa,
words which are nearly similar, and which bear evident marks of
a Zend ety~nology. The literal signification of Phraaapain Zend
would be, abounding in hones ;" and when we find in S h b o
and Polybius that this was really one of the great characterutia
of tile province,)( we at once acknowledge the propriety of the
epithet. There are two other ways, however, of explaining

-a

See Ammianus, lib. xxiii., e. 6, snd Plutarch, in the l i b of Alexander. I doubt,
however, the existence of this Aryriari Ecbabm,
t Kurdish, vol. ix.153.
f Lib. vi. c. 17.
of
u Ecbatzura, the Ryau of the book of Tobit, and Rh
Alexander, ia represented by the remnrkab e ruim of Kal'oh Brig, neu ~ e x : h
the r u i ~ of
s Arsaeia are to be seen .t Shehri-Tog&, In the derert, 12 milea 8. d
Y I ~ ~ I I I .
4 The Greeks, it ia well ki~own,uniform1 asserted their doptiou of the word Pica,
a
ftho Penian. B h a n Ye Reg. Pem. R(nc.jp., + 117,h~ c011y@
the evidence of all ar~tiquityon this subject. Tbe root, however, e of Remitie
but ru probably very a d y & u r n l i d in M i a . In modern Rraian it i.m z a
illto the term Oan'
11 Strabo, p.
Polyb. lib.^., c. 55. -
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the title, which are scarcely less plausible. I n the Vendidiid the place is named VerofshuwB, or the ('abundant Var ;"
and this is not very dissimilar to the Greek corruption ; and,
again, qohiik, whose connexion with the Median dynasty of Dejoces, however Persian fable may disguise the fact, is still unquestionable, was named Azdehik, or "the Dragon," and Bivcrasp ;*
and from this last title might have originated the barbarous
Praaspa, which still adhered to the capital of the Dragon dynasty.
I now take up the 1 s t of the many titles which I have shown to
have been bestowed on the Atropatenian Ecbatana; and this title
of A'iryana participated between the province and the city in the
name way as, in after ages, AierbijIn was employed to denote
both the one and the other. dorrls a most curious. and. at the
same time, a most gratify& subject of inquiry. ~ h ekdenc:
e
of the Zend A'vestii is, I think, strikingly illustrative. Herodotus also mentions that the Medes (by which, as I have already
shown, he means the inhabitants of Media Atropatene) were
ancientlv called Arii.t I t is wssible that the H a d of the Israel-itish = & i t y may be referrible to the same source ; for it is
worthy of remark that the HarA of one passage is replaced in the
other by r c the cities of the Medes." 3:
And the book of Tobit, again, as far as the authority goes,
appears to me quite decisive of the application of this title to the
Atropatenian capital. In the very reign of Dejoces, as it would
seem from a comparison of dates, Tobias was sent by his father
from Niniveh to Rhages. Now, between these two capitals there
have been in all sges but two routes; and what makes the discrimination between these two routes in antiquity so very difficult
is, that they both traversed a Median capital of the name of Ecbatana. The two roads conducting to the two Ecbatanas are
dbtinctly marked at the present day by a continued line of antiquarian monuments, which, I think, have been never put together
in a connected series. Thus, on the direct route to the Atropatenian Ecbatnna, we have the mound at Arbela; the pillars with
cuneiform inscriptions at Sidek, and KeliShin; the vi1lag.g of
HB'ik, immediately on descending the mountains, which, in thus
p r e s e ~ i n gthe name of the great Armenian patriarch, has evident
claims to antiquity ; the very remarkable artificial teppeh in the
plain of Soldliz, on which is built the fortress of NBkhdeh; the
tomb, and other remains at Inderkesh, near Sd-lij Bdliik; the
ruined bridge of IJ;iz K6pri; and, finally, Takhti-Sole'imin. On
the other route we have Arbela; the naphtha pits of Kerkdi,
where, from the testimonials of all antiquity, there must be some
--

1

D'klerbelot writes the name Piurasb, which is incorrect.
Lib vii. cap. 62.
f See 1 Chron., c. V. v. 26 ; and 2 Kings, c.. rvii v. 6
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most interesting remains;' the famous But W n e h , or idoltemple, on the skirts of the plain of Shehrizfir ; the ruined city of
Hiwin; the sculpture at Sheikhdn ; the arch at the gates of
Zagros ;t Baghistane, or Bisitfin ; the temple of Kengavar ; and
the Ganj Nameh, in the defile leading into Hamaddn.
Even, (lid ancient authors afford no illustration of these routes,
I think the monuments themselves would clearly mark the lines
of communication: but still the verv clearness of this nroof of
their existence rather increases the &fficulty of their disknction.
We find in our English copy of the Book of Tobit, translated
from the Greek, that Tobias arrived at the Median Ecbatana, on
t h e route from Niniveh to Rhages ;t but as a city of this name
would have occurred on either line, we do not thereby obtain any
clue to the determination of which route he followed. Certainly
if we refer to the map we shall at once see that the line by Shehrizfir, Zohdb, and Hamadan, will cause an excess of more than
a hundred miles above the distance along the direct road through
Takhti-Soleimh. Both the routes, however. were followed in
antiquity ; and the deviation, therefore, is no proof against Tobias
having been conducted along the southern line. As far as research is concerned, then, it certainly is not a little curious to
fincl that in the Latin copies of Tobit the name of Ecbatana of
Media does not occur at all ; that the marriage with Sara, and
the other events, which in our version are described as taking
place at Ecbatana, are assigned in the Latin copies to Rhages;$
and that the only plum which is mentioned on the line between
Rhages and Niniveh, and which must thus necessarily be the
same as the Greek Ecbatana, is Charran. 11
This place, moreover, is stated to be situated between Rhages
and Niniveh, at the distance of 11 stages from either. In illustrating the geography of the ancients, we must pay particular
attention to the rough estimates of distance which are calculated
in stages or day2 journey. These stages, which answer to the
Menzil of the present day, cannot be verified by their assimilation
to any uniform distance, either along the road or upon the map :
local causes will arise to lengthen or shorten them, according to
the character of the country which they traverse ; and the only

'

* Beaiden the evidence & Strabo, Plutarch, Quintua Curtiua, and Ptolem I may
observe that the naphtha pits of KerkGk occur in the sunred writings of the JAhmans,
and arc still metimen visited by devoteen from India.-See Asiatic Researches,
vol. iii. pp. 297 and 434; and vol. iv. p. 374.
t I have mentioned all these placm m the Memoir published in the Journal of the
Royal -ph.
Soe., vol. ix. part i.
* Toblt, c. v i ~ v.. 1.
The Vulgate account is certainly most confUaed ; for if the marriage with &a
tool; place at R h q p , where is the other city oi' that name to which the culgol nu
denpatched to recover the money from Oabel (c. ix, v 3 9
1) Vulgate, c. xi. v. 1.
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means of illuetration ia thus to corn e the ancient ertimate with
n the present inrhnce I give
the Menzils of the prerent day.
the stages exactly BI they are now travelled. From V e r b i n * to
Teherlm, 1 ; to K d n , 3 ; to Zenjdn, 4 ; and to Takhti-Soleimiin, 3,-making an aggregate of 11. Again, the stager from
Takhti-SoleimPn are : to S6-i?j Bdlik, 9 ; to Solduz, 1 ; to Ushnei (the villages of Hbik, or Sirgdn), 1 ; to Sidek, 1 ; to Rowbndiz, 1 ; to Herir, 1 ; to Arbil, 1 ; to the Greater Zdb, 1 ; and
to M6eu1, 1,-which also give a rerult of 1 1, and, I believe, correspond in actual dbtanoe to a nicety with the other half of the
line.
The Ecbatana of the greater Media or H u n d i n , I may re.
mark, at the same time, will not in any way suit this indication.
From Verimin to Hamadh, is 9 skges ; and from Hamadin to
M6sul is 19. I t remains to verify and to explain the name of
Charran,+ which I shall be able to do with much exactitude,
when the course of my argument again carries me down to the
Arabian geographers. Here I shall only say that the word is
identical with A r d n ; and that of this we have a striking proof in
the analogow instance of the great Mempotamian city, the name
of which was written indifferently, either with the initial guttural
K h a d n and H a d n , or without it, Amh, and, perhaps, more
simply Ar- RBn. In the time of the Greek and Latin geographers,
BI the names of Aria and Ariana had been extended over almost
all the countries that professed the Arianian religion of Z o m t e r ,
it is not surprising that the particular provincial title from which
the name arme should have escaped their observation. Apollodorus, as he is quoted by Stephen, is, perhap, the only author
who directly alludes to the A d n or Ariana of Media.$ T h e
name of Ariana, he says, is applied to a nation who border on the
Cadusians ; and, when we remember that the Cadusians, whore
proper seat was in Throm and the Gilhn mountains, extended
their swny over all the neighbouring countries, doubtless including the hill country of Zenjdn, and had been, moreover, associated
with the Atropatenian Medes in their original revolt under
Dejoces, and probably during the whole period of their later
history, we shall perceive the application of the passage. I t
has been surmised by Saint Martin and Quatremkre, that the
Airin of the Basaninn coins and inscriptions, rendered letter for

P"
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* The ancieirt Rh.aps, as I lravc alrcad mentioned, was rituated nt Kal'eb Erig.
llear Verimil~,ancl lnuat ,rot h rolrfouldecrwith the Arabian Rei. Tbe ancient r o d
probal~lyl r ~ lfrom tlre Iaiu of Sul@r~i~nlr,
11y SojPu, to Tnkhti-Sole'hin 3 but lhu
would oill shortcrr the &stance a few rndea.
The Jatholic critics hove laboured hard to e q l & the geogra by of the lntin
vcrsion of Tobit, but, as it appears to me, they have ollly irrvolvegthe rubjeot in a
greater conli~nion.-See Hardouin. Opera Belwta, p. 543.
;Skphan. de Urbibus in voce ' 4 r r i .
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in Diyir MdhBr.* Under the same head, in the Moshterek,
we find Arrin is a celebrated province, adjoining AzerbB'ijBn,
containing the cities of Beilekh and Ganjeh; secondly, it is the
tide of a castle in the temtory of Kazvin ; and thirdly, it is a title
of the famous city of HarrQn."
I now turn to Ar R h , the orthography employed by Mes'udi,
and I find in the Moreid, Ar RBn is a town between Marighah
and ZenjBn, possessing mines of gold and lead;" and in the
Moshterek, Ar RBn is n town and district adjoining the province of Aierbijiin; and, I consider this place to be altogether
distinct from the province of Arrin. 'Omar Ibn Mohammed
E l Hanafi, in kis panegyric upon Mohammed Ibn 'Abdo-1 Wahid
el Y e m h i , t says, that he conquered Aierbijh and Arminieh ;
nnd reigned at Ar W, until he caused the inhabitants to sleep
in quiet; and freed the place from all wicked men." I have not
the volumes of the Mo'jemo-1 BeldBn, which contain these names
of Amin and Ar RQn, but, under the head of Harr4n I find it
there stated that " the first founder of this famous city is supposed to have been &, the brother of the Patriarch Abraham ;
and ke is said, in memory thereof, to have imposed his name on
it, which was Arabicised into the present formation of H h "
I may dso quote a single line from the Ferhengi-Jehhgiri,
which mentions Arrtln as the name of a particular district
(bellik) of AierbijBn ;" evidently not in allusion to the provinces
of that name ; and concludes the subject by stating that AbG-1
Fedtl and Mes'Gdi employ both the orthographies of ArrBn and
Ar &, in reference to the province; and that the ancient
Georgian title applied to the same country, was Bni.$
From these sources of evidence, I think, then, I am able to
show, Ist, That the analogous instance of Hardn and Arrh
warrants my asserting the identity of the CharrBn, of Tobit, with
the Persian A r r h ; gndly, That the Ar &, of the Arabian
authors is merely an arbitrary orthography employed to express
a name, whose true Persian pronunciation was Amin, in one
word; and, Srdly, Thnt this name of Ar Rib, associated with
Shiz, by Mes'hdi, in evident reference to a single town, is assigned
by YBkGt to the same relative position between Mardghah and
Zenjln ; and further characterised by the same peculiar circumstance of possessing mines of gold and lead, must necessarily be
another title for the same place. The only pretence at distinc'6

* DiyPr Rabi'eh, Diykr Bekr, and Diyar Mo?h&r, are the three divisions of
Northern Meao otamia In Arabic Geography.
I mqcct I&.Mopammd to have been a general under the O-iade
Khaliph
'Abrlo-1 M e l ~ kI b r ~M m h , towards the close of the firat century of IslLm, but I c m not speak with confidence.
$ Saint Martin, tom. i., p. 2 i l .
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tion that yhkiit attempts, in in assigning the name of A r d n to the
town, a d Shiz to the dilrtrict ; but, if a distinction is to be kept
up, I think this should rather be reversed, and that we should
assign the title of Arrin to the surrounding country ;the A'iryana,
the pure, of the Vendidid, and Shiz, to the town of Canzaca ; or,
perhaps, to the particular embattled mound that formed its most
remarkable feature.
I shall attempt little more of argument, for, I confess, I think
m w that the identification of Ecbatana is established.
Returning to the period of the Median dynasty, we find that
Dejoces, after a reign of 53 years, was succeeded by his son
Phraortes. This monarch is identified by some chronologers
with the Arphaxad of the Book of Judith, as well from a supposed resemblance of name, aa from the circumstance of his defeat and death, by the Assyrian king of Niniveh, mentioned in
that Book, coinciding with the record of the same event, preserved
by Herodotus. T h e name, however, if it is corrupted from
Aphrazad, or Phraazad, should rather apply to Dejoces, the son of
Phraortes.* and the building
of Ecbatana. would seem to denote
e
the same monarch. I cannot admit, indeed, any direct identity
between the names of Arphaxad and Phraortes ; the one is evidently a compound, and the other appears in the tablets of
Bisithn, rendered letter for letter with the same orthography as
that employed by Herodotus : the Fdurtish of the inscription is
the fourth captive figure that appears bound and suppliant before
Darius, in his character of Archimagus. H e is described as the
king of Media, of the race of H bkhsheter (a Zend compound,
which the Greeks seem to have hellenised into Oxathres) ; but,
as the part of the inscription which particularly describes his
character and fate is illegible, I cannot determine whether this
Phraortes is the second Median king, whose subjugation of the
Persians may have led Darius, when the empire had passed into
the hands of n family of that nation, to exhibit him, under the
appearance of a captive, for the mere gratification of the national
vanity ; or whether, as I confess, it appears to me far more probable, the pnssnge of Herodotus, which mentions a revolt of the
M d e s under Darius, and which, in its supposed application to
the times of Darius Nothus, has been a source of some perplexity
to the critics,t should not really be understood as alluding to an
irunrrection of that nation, in the reign of Darius Hyetaspes,
which was speedily crushed, and the leader of which would not
unnaturally be represented amongst the other vanquished warriors who yielded to the Persian arms. But t, return to the

* Aceordingto Herodoh both the Wher and son of Dejocea werenamed Phraortea.
Syncellus gives the orthography of 'A@(
See lueher'a Heroclotus, tom. i., p%?'

+

A'phaxnd of Judith, 9 d the dacription of Ecbstaaa, which is
certainly very striking. Arphasad, ' it M said, gr the king of the
Medee, reduced many nations under his power, and he built that
great city which he named Ecbatana. I t was built of stones
squared and hewn ; and he made the walls 70 cubits in breadth
and 30 cubits in height, and he erected towers of the height of
100 cubits; and the towers were square, and measured u p n
each face a space of 900 feet, and he built gates of the same
height as the towers."*
As the Arpherad, of Judith, is nece~arilyeither the f i r ~ tor
second king of the northern Median dynsrty, this description
must refer to Takhti-Soleimbn rather than to Hamaddn. T h e
common tendency of eastam hyperbole has, probably, somewhat
exaggerated the dimensions of the fortrea ; yet the coincidence
with Herodntus and the Zend Atvestit is certainly striking ; and
the authority, if not synchronous with the events described, is, at
any rate, entitled to the confidence of a Chaldee legend of great
antiquity. T h e Assyrian king is afterwards said to have defeated Arphaxad ; but the Vulgate mentiom nothing of the subsequent capture and destruction of Ecbatana, an we read in the
English version; and, whether we suppose the Median king to
have been Dejoces or Phraortes, the evidence of Herodotus would
seem decisive against such an event ever having occurred.
Phraortes, after the disastmus result of hia Assyrian campaign,
was succeeded by his son Cyaxarea. This title has been recognised as a compound of the Persian Kd, a royal epithet applied
to the early Persian kings ; and the proper name, Axares, which
name, I must observe, in all its modifications, of Ahnsuerus,
Assuerus, and Xerxer, is positively identical in its elements, with
the cuneiform, Khrhyarsha, or, which is the seme thing (with thc
prefix of the definite article), Ah Khshyarsha. I cannot doubt
that this king sate upon the throne of his sire and grandsire, at
the Atropntenian Ecbatana. H e marched from that place against
Niniveh, to avenge his father's death, but was recalled by an
invasion of the Scythians ; in describing which, Herodotus again
clearly shows, that by the name of Media he implies Atropatene.
" From the Palus Maeotis," he says, '6to the
Phnsis and
Colchis, it is reckoned thirty days of good, travelling. T o pass
from Colchis into Media, one has to traverse a range of mountains ; but the passage is very short, for the Sapires are the only
nation that intervene between these cwuntriea. The Scicgthians,
however, did not enter Media upon this side; they passed higher
up and by a longer route, leaving Mount Caucasus on their right;+

* C11ap I., b. 1, 2, aud 3. 1 follow the Vulgate in preforenea to the Eqlilh
translation, which given even more cxaegerated m-emenb.
t Lib. i. c. 104.
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th.t is, they traversed the pau of Derbend, and from thence bumt
inbhledia
T h e Meder, under Cyaxares, aa it is well knoun, were defeated, and for 28 yearr submitted to a foreign yoke. I t is probeble that the Scythians, in their usual spirit of encroachment,
sought to extend their conquerte over the contiguous kingdoms ;
for Ct& noticee, under the reign of Aatybarer, the contemporary
monarch of greater Media, a war with the Sac=, which continued
for mnny years, and occasioned great slaughter, but was finally
accommodated without any deciaive resulb upon either side. The
Atropotenian M d w , after an interval of 28 years, recovered their
liberty; and Cyaxares then led them a second time against the
Amyrian Niniveh, which wer finally overthrown ancl deatroyed by
him in B.C. 695. On his return from this great conquest by the
direct route across the mountains, I conceive that he, most probably, erected the pillars of Sidek and Keli-Shin, to commemorate his crowning victory; .md he no doubt closed his days in hir
paternal capital of Ecbatana. Tobias, at about the same time, is
stated to have died in extreme old age, at Ecbatana, of Media,*
having migrated with his family from Niniveh during the reign
of Dejwee, when for a time there was peace in Media
and
I cannot quertion but that this is the same Ecbatana or Charrnn
whicb he had virited upon his journey to Rhages.
I t seems most probable that Cyaxares in the overthrow of the
great kingdom of Niniveh, also brought under his sway the
countries of Medin Magna, governed by the Arbacidz, who were
either identified, or at any rate very closely connected with the
Aayrian dynasty ; and that he thus, in his own person, first
united the sovereignty of the two Median. His son Astyages, in
all probability, continued to hold his court in his hereditary
capital and thun I refer to the Atropatenian Ecbatnna; all the
incidents of the birth and education of Cyrus the Great, aa far as
they may be historically received, in the writings of Herodotus,
Xenophon, and Justin. With regnrd to the Oriental accounts of
this period of history, if any great national revolution could be
expected to survive in the popular traditions, it certainly would be
the delivery of Persia from the condition of a subjugated province, and the consolidation of Asiatic empire, in the person of
Cyrus the Great. I accordiingly recognise, in the fabulous
rtoriea of Zohiik and FeridGn, the translation of the kingdom
from the Medes to the Persians ; the traits of similority, indeed,
between the historical account of the Medim family of Dejoces,
and the Persian stories of I?hohAk, Arabicieed into Zohik, are too
striking to be overlooked. The two names, in the first place, are

;"t

* Tobit, c. xiv. b. 14.

t Tobit, c. xiv. b. 3.
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nearly identified. Zohiik was likewise called Azdebak, or t h e
Dragon, the same name with the Greek Astyages; and *the
Dragon race of Armenia, whom history represented as the descendants of Astyages, were believed in popular tradition to derive their origin from the Dragons that issued from the shoulders
of ZohBk.* Agnin, the length of the reign of ZoMk, extending
to 1000 years, evidently implies a dynasty; and all tradition is
unanimous in describing it as a foreign dominion (that is, foreign
to Persia proper), which was at length set aside by a native
family. Altogether it appears to me that the Pemians must have
adopted from Astyages the last of the dynasty, the name of
AzdeMk, which they employed to denote the family; that, in
reference to the descent of Astyagds from Dejoces, they likewise made we, in the same way, of the title DhohUc ; that they
alm included, uncler the reign of this ]?hohbk, the three generations of Aetyages, Cyaxares, and Phraortes ; but that as Phraortes
was the first who brought the Persians under subjection to the
Median yoke, although, employing the name, they did not, in the
person of DhoMk, refer to the character of his father Dejoces ;
but rather assigned to that monarch as the founder of a great
civil, and, perhaps, also religious polity, the career of wisdom,
glory, and kingly power, which belongs to the fabulous Jemshid;
and it is further very curious to observe, that there was some extraordinary confusion on this head among the ancient Persians,
when they first began to communicate their history to the Arabs ;
for Mes'udi says, that in some of their legends Jemshid was made
identical with Zohhk.
This view presents, however, a thousand difficulties, the usual
rerults of collating history with fable : my object in detailing it
is merely to show that the Persians, in supposing FerldCn to have
established the seat of empire in hir native province of Aierbijiin
seem to have had an indistinct idea of the royal and metropolitan
character of the Atropatenian Ecbatana in the time of Cyrus,
after the recovery of Persian independence. The Vendidid even
ascribes the birth of FeridCn to the city of Verene, the squared,'
(or probably built with squared stones,t) which certainly recalls
to mind the Var of Jemshid, at the Atropatenian Ecbatana ; and
I believe I trace another form of this word, referring to the same
epoch of history, in the Barene of Ctesias.1 Herdotus says
that, after the Lydian campaign, Cyrus brought the captive
Crclesus and his treasures to Ecbatana, and when Ctesias, therefore, writes that Cyrus bestowed upon Crmus the city of Barene,
near Ecbatana, I only understand him to have assigned his pri-

-- - ...- . -.-

* Eke Moses,Choron. lib. i. c. 21,29,30,
t Zend Avesta, tom. i. art I. p. 269.
f In Excerpt. C t a apu!.

--

and 31, arid lib, ii. c. 24, JG, and 98.

Phot., also Stephen iu voce B+I.
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mner an honourable residence in the Var, or Baris, of the A tropatenian capital. But it may well be asked, if the Ferid6n of
Persian tradition is Cyrus, who is Kel Khosrau ? and how are all
the intermediate reigns to be disposed of? I can only suppose
that, as there are stronger traits of identity between Kei KhosraG
and Cyrur, than in any other instance where Greek and oriental
history can be compared, except perhaps between Zohdk and the
Median dynasty; the Peman fabulists, in the story of Feriddn,
must have merely embodied the remembrance of their delivery
from a foreign yoke, whilst, in the romance of Kei KhosraG and
h i immediate redecessorm, they sought to obtain from the proper
and
pineagsh of Cyrw, perfectly dintinct from the succession of Median or Assyrian royalty, a long and connected line
of regal ancmtry, for the mere purpose of ennobling the birth of
their great national warrior. K d Kdh, the grandfather of KG
Khoarad. is. at anv rate. identical with the Cambvsea of Herodotus, who &as the'real fkher of Cyrus, for the n k e is written
KBbGs in the cuneiform inscriptions,* the same with the Georgian Kapoa, the Eend Kavaus, and the Persian Kbbtis, which
was long a favourite title among the Dilemite sovereigns and,
if we could only further trace up the real genealogy of Cyrus
between Cambyses and Achaemenes, we should perhaps discover
other marks of identitv with the ~recedimeenerations of Persian
rtory. I have alreadi observed ihe man; -characteristic traits in
the early legends of Persia that connect Kki KhosraG with the
city, the fortress, and the temple of Shiz, and these all incline me
to the belief that the Ecbatana, which is mentioned in Grecian
history in reference to Cyrus, is the capital of Media Atropatene,
and not of Media Magna.
But after this period it becomes most difficult to discriminate
between the two cities. T o which of the two Ecbatanaa is to be
referred the remarkable passage in Ezra is, I think, very doubtful.
The Jews, in the time of Darius Hystaspes, prayed that search
might be made in the royal treasure-house of the kings of Babylon. for the decree which Cyrus had deposited there relative t~
the rebuilding of the temple. The words which are employed in
the Hebrew, Syriac, and Greek, to denote this treasure-house,
GeniiB, Gezb, and Gaza,f all r e d 1 to mind the Gaza of A t r e
patene ; but the succeeding verse, 66 and there was found at Achmetha, in the palace, that is, in the province of the Medes,"$
where the Hebrew Ahmethd is rendered in Syriac by Ahmethan,

;t

* The U b 6 s of the inecriptions i s the WII of Cyrus, thus showing the truc oriental
form of the h e k QpCwrr.
t The name of Kei' U G s is frequently written in old Peruial~ILPviis, and Ibn J a d ,
ill the Merato-z Zerni~i,expressl asys that the Arabic form, KibGs, is corrupted from
this ; he thus writes the name O?K& UGs, either I(BvLs, or &Ails.
4 C. vi. v. 2.
!Ezra, c. v. i. 17, aud c. vi. v. 1.
VOL. X.
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would seem to point out, in the resemblance to the modem pronunciation of HamadBn, the capital of Media Magna The
Septuagint, however, regarded Achmetha, in which they wuld
hardly avoid recognising the familiar title of Ecbatana as a generic
name for a city, and, accordingly, rendered it, by r ~ l;s and it
is also worthy of remark, that Josephus and all the Chsislioa
Greeks, although retaining the proper name of Ecbatena, yet
to
agree with the Greek Scriptures in employing the word &rs+
express the Hebrew Birth& (the palace), which ia wed as the
distinctive epithet of the city ; and I confess that, as every thing
seems to prove the attachment.of C p s to the city or hie nativity,
rather than to the stranger capital of the wester Media I should
be inclined to suppose that he had there deposited in the famom
Bie,r, or Var, hia Jewish decree, along with the other rerordr and
treasures of the empire.
It follows, also, in regard to Herodotus, that if his Echtaaa of
Dejoces is to be identified with Takhti-Sole'imb, the city which
he describes under the m e name as the capital af all Media, in
his distribution of the Satrapier of Darius Hystaapes, will necersarily be represented by the same place; f and this, I confess,
presents some difficulty, for we cannot but e u p p e the other
Ecbatana to have been fully equal, if not indeed aa the more
ancient city, mperior to the Atropatenian capital. However,
Herodotus never visited Media; and as it is clear that, in the
accounts of the ~rovincewhich he received at Babvlon, he altogether failed to iistinguish between the two capitals,be canfusion
of his evidence in thin instance is, perhaps, nothing more than
might be expected. That the Southern Ecbatana, however, was
in reality the Median capital of Darius Hystaapes may be inferred from the tablets of the Ganj N h e h , where that monarch
has commemorated his name and titles ;and, indeed, subsequently
to this Era, in a few instances only, can we discern with any
clearness that, under the name of Ecbatana, an allusion in intended
to the Atropatenian city. The Median Agdabata of llJEjchylunQ
may be either the one or the other ; but it is curious that the epithet of 'Ax~aaaib?,
which the scholiast to this piusage aerarta to have
been anciently applied to the city, should in its evident derivation
from the Zend, Ah Khshdhya, the king, resemble so closely the
title of Shahasdan, or myal, which we know to have been the
distinctive epithet of the Sasanian Kandzag. The statement,
also, which appears in a host of authorr, of Ecbatana having
Some of the MSS., however, say i r :&A'
ir riau. 880 Polyglott Bible, VOI. i.
p. 833.
) The MSS. of the Sepbmgint that use the e x p d o n , Ir rib Ir j *u, certainly
appnr to employ Pie,< an the proper name ofthe city.
t Lib. ii. cap. 92.
0 Persss, ren. 927.
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formed the summer residence of the Persian kings,* is alike
deficient in any evidence of diitinction, for if Hamatlh enjoys an
agreeable summer climate, and still traditionally retains the character of having been honoured by the annual visits of the ancient
sovereigns,+ so Takhti-Soleimb also, in all times, ancient and
modern, has been proverbially celebrated in the East for its delicious coolness during the summer months; and Strabo's statement of the Median kings having resided in their summer palace
of Gaea, is verified at the prerent day by the snmmer encampment
of the Prince Governor of Khamseh, which is often pitched during
the hot months in the delightful pastures around the ruins of the
Takht. Perhaps the only marked geographical application to
the Atropatenian Ecbatana which occur8 between the sera of
Darius and the Macedonian invasion, is that contained in the retreat of the Ten Thousand, where, however, it is impossible to say
whether Xenophon himaelf recogniaed the distinction, or whether
he merely repeated the popular story of the country, without nnderstanding ita real allusion. When he was at the foot of the
Carduchian mountains he heard, he sap, of a route conducting
eastward across the range to Ecbatana and 8 w , f which route, 1
think, must necessarily refer to the famous line by Rowcindiz and
Sidek, leading to the capital of Atropatene, and from thence by
Kurdisthn and Mesobatene to Sues ; for the route from the m e
point to Hamadan would have conducted nearly due 9. for nearly
W miles before it crossed the mountains, and this is evidently
the road which was described to him as leading in a southerly
direction into Media.
1 now come to the Macedonian
of the East, a period
which it might be expected would clear up all the difficulties relative to the Ecbatana of Northern Media, but which, on the
contrary, will really be found to aggravate thorn difficulties in
trifling degree, and which, in fact, may be considered as the great
cause of all the perplexity that involves the subject at the present
day. If we only attended to the writers previow to this %ray
we might, without much hesitation, say that the two cities were
distinguished, the Arbacidan Acbatana of Ctesiae being evidently
a different city from that described under the same name by
Herodotus, and that the native Greeks, who penued the two
histories in their closets at Athens, confounded the names, and
merely recognised one great Median capital of Ecbatana, we
might regard, perhaps, as the natural consequence of an identity
For the aunmer residence of the aneient kinp at Ecbatana, see Brismn, de Reg.
Pen. Prineip., p. 5,859,860, when, he has enumerated all the authorities.
t This is mentioned by ZeMriyL in the Athh-1 BeldLn, under the head of

Hrrmadful.
t Xen. Cyrop., lib, iu.
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of title. But that Alexander, who sought with so much care
and assiduity for geographical information relative to all the countries which he traversed, should have resided in one Ecbatana,
without penetrating the mystery of the double name, is a circnmstance most difficult to account for ; but which, notwithstanding, I
conceive to be no less certain than that this very ignorance served
to perpetuate the confusion in all subsequent geography. I t can
only be explained by the reflection that neither did Alexander
himself ever enter the province of Aierbijh, nor were a party of
his trooos even admitted. at anv time. within the frontiers of the
forbiddkn country ; or if, indaed, as I almost suspect, the gold
mines of Hysperatis, which Menon was sent to examine, may be
recognised in the metallic riches of the mountainous country on
the Asped-r6d,* or Kizil Uzen, still, even in this case, as the detachment was utterly destroyed by the wild mountaineers, no intelligence whatever could have been derived from tke exploratory
attemptt Atropates, or Atrapes, who wan the governor of
Media Atropatene under the last Darius, and who, it is to be
remarked, by the historians of Alexander's campaigns, is invariably named the Satrap of Media, the Governor of Media, or the
leader of the Medes, observed, with the Macedonians, a line of
careful and sagacious policy that p r e s e ~ e dthe independence of
his country almost alone amid the ruins of prostrate Asia, and
enabled him to transmit the crown to a long line of illustrious
descendents. The general of the Medes and Cadusians, at the
battle of Arbela,$ retired to his native fastnesses after that disastrous combat, and for a time appears to have been still prepared
to support the falling fortunes of Darius ; but when the Persian
monarchy became extinct, and Alexander returned victorious
from his Indian campaign, Atropates was among the first to propitiate the conqueror by the tender of his nominal allegiance, and
thus to Becure to himself the unmolested government of his native
province. (1 H e even strengthened himself by a family alliance
with Perdiccas,q and is further said to have displayed before the
Macedonian king a strange exhibition of female warriors on his
last visit to the greater Media;** but we have distinct evidence,
at the same time, that, in his distant and guarded connexhn with

;

?2?&rtY~uPPose~ the H spratis of Strabo m d e r +athe &strict of i v .
N.E. or Er. Rhm tom. i. p. ~g),Eutiv another pup Straha nppeatn to denote the
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nnme plnce under t ie name of Sysperntis (the sib~lnntru~daspirate being c o m m u t ~ ~ e
in ancient Perainn), ant1 this he places to the S. b~.and the limits of Armenia, and
bordering on Adiabene @. 503), which will not at
suit the uorthern position of
Inper; neither did the troops of Alexauder at any time approach the vicinity of
Erq RGm.
Ibid., lib, xri. c. 29.
Arrioti, lib. iii. c. 8.
# Ibid., c. 19.
Ihi. c. 13.
Ibid., lib. vii. c. 4.
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the Greeks, Atropates never, in any degree, compromised his real
independence, or permitted any foreign interference whatever in
the administration of Atronatene. To this exclusive and forbidding policy, then, on thipart of the native chief, can be alone
attributed the ignorance of the Greeks. That they did positively
hear the name of the Atropatenian Ecbatana, I think I can
clearly show; but it would seem that the caution of Atropates
had thrown so much obscurity over everything connected with his
country, that they were unable to distinguish his capital from the
Median city of the same name which they captured and occupied,
and of which they transmitted their accounts to posterity.
Thus I cannot doubt that, when Arrian states Darius to have
fled, after the battle of Arhela, through the mountainous tract of
Armenia into MMia, along a road which was by no means commodious for the march of a large army,* he must necessarily refer
to the line by Rowdndiz and Sidek, to which I have so often
alluded; and Didorus, therefore, in writing that the fugitive
monarch, having crossed the mountains, first came to Ecbatana,
where he endeavoured to rally his scattered forces,+ must, in the
same view, obviously denote the capital of Media Atropatene.
But Darius, after sending out Atropates to raise his warlike and
perhaps tributary neighburs the Cadusians and Sam, must have
moved himself to the more centric81 and commodious psition of
the capital of greater Media; and when the Greeks thus found
their enemy in occupation of Hamadin, on their advance from
Persepolis, it is not surprising that they at once identified this
Ecbatana with the city of the same name, which they heard of as
his first place of refuge after crossing the mountains into Media.
Perhaps, if we had the original memoirs of Alexander's captains. we should be able to unravel even more successfullv the
laby;inth of Grecian ignorance: with our present mutiated
means, the illustration must be chiefly conjectural ; and I confess
that, in this part of the inquiry, I shall be more than satisfied, if
I can give a reasonable solution of errors, which I regard as the
only real difficulty affecting t h sustained connexion of my argument.
On the dismemberment of the Persian empire, after the death
of Alexander, Atropates, or, as he is often called, Atrapes, retained, of course, the government of Atropatene, which, I see
little reason to doubt, then first received that title as its proper
and provincial appellation.: It is also, perhaps, worthy of remark, that, in the distribution of the provinces of Alexander's
Lib. iii. c. 16.
t Book xvii. c. 7.
$ See Diod. Sii., lib. xviii. p. 587; Strobo, p. 533 ; Polyb., lib. v. c. 55; and
Ptol., lib. vi. c. 2.
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empire, both Justin and Orosius* name the government of Atrapes
Media the Greater, ss if it had at this time really eclipsed in
strength and power the more extensive regions of Southern Media,
which we know to have long continued under the administration
of
- - Pithon.
- -.
- - -The line of Atropates continued undisturbed in their pressions
for above a hundred years, and, no doubt, held their court in the
provincial capital of Ecbatana. At length, however, Antiochus
the Great prepared, for the first time, to bring the kingdom of
Atropatene under subjection to the Gyro Macedonian empire;
and the account which Polybius gives of this expedition,f comparer1 with his notice of the subsequent war between the same
monarch and Arsaces of Parthia, clear1J betrays his inability, even
in the advanced sta[ge which geographical knowledge had attained
in his day in the Alexandrian school of Eratosthenes, to distinguish between the Ecbatana, which was the capital of Atropatene,
and the other and more ancient Ecbatana of the greater or southern
Media. In describing the country of Atropatene, which was invaded by Antiochus the Great, he Bays, that it was separated from
Media by a single range of mountains, and extended northerly to
those parts of Pontus which were above the river Phasis.1 and
also approached v e 7 near to the Hyrconian Sea, thus clearly defining the province of Aierbijdn divided by the Senna mountains
from the SGuthern Media 4 and including within its northern
frontier all the country below the Kur and Phasis. And, again,
in following the march of Antiochus against Parthia,ll he places
Ecbatans beyond any question in this province, by describing it
as situated in the northern part of Media, and commanding all
that part of Asia which lay along the Mmtis and the Euxine Sea,
whilst, at the same time, in continuing his description of the
city, all the other indications of its being built on the declivity of
Mount Orontes, or Elwend, of its having been from the most
ancient times the seat of the royal residence, and of its possessing
the palace, the treasury citadel, and the temple of Anaia, or Anaitis, which are noticed by so many other authors, as belonging to
the Ecbatana of the greater Media, point out a most obvious reference to the site now occupied by the modern town of Hamadh.
It has been sometimes said, that thin northern emplacement of
Justin., lib. xiii. ; Oros., lib, iii. e. 23.
t Lib. v. e. 55.
$ Polybius r-ta
this indicatian of the extent of MediaAtropatene to the north in
two other paaangeb
Q With re ard to the southern frontiers of Aierbijin, I must observe that the early
Arab peogra %era uniformly extend them to the line of Holwh~,Dindver, and flnmodin; &ld tgat no objection, therefore, can be taken td the position of Takhti-SoleYmin, midway between this lie and the Anuea, in reference to its representing the
ca ital of the province.
Lib. x. cap. 29.
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Polybius will not admit of explanation, even on the supposition of
Ecbatnnn being represented by Tabriz ;* but I cannot allow any
weight to this objection, for if the kingdom of Dejoces and Atropates extended northward to the Caucasus, as there is every r e a n
to believe, then the kpital of that kingdom, whatever may have
been its exact psition, would, in a political p i n t of view, be said
to command the countries that lay along the Msotis and the
Euxine Sea.
It appears to me beyond a question, that Polybius, in his famous
notice on Ecbatana, has confounded distinct notices of two Werent
cities, that is, that he identified the Ecbatona which he hearc1 of
ns the capital of the Attopatian province invaded by Antiochus,
and to which he assigned accordingly its correct geographical
position, with the city of the same name which was familiar to
him from the writings of the historians of Alexander and his successors, and which was really taken and plundered by Antiochus
the Great on his tnarch from Seleucia to Hecatompylos. H d
Artabazanes, the king of Atropatia, resisted the invasion of Antiochus, and stood a siege in his impregnable fortress, the problem
of the double Ecbatana could have hardly failed of being at length
cleared up ; but this was not the case ; the old monarch yielded
at once to the terms offered by Antiochus-the
Grecian army,
required for other purposes, was at once withdrawn from the province--and a deeper obscurity than ever settled down again upon
the name of its mysterious capital.
Little more can be gleaned from history of Atropatene, or i b
capital Ecbatana. The Atropatenian kings would seem to have
remained tributary to Antiochus the Great during the prosperous
state of his eastern empire; for his ambassadors, in their endeavours to deter the A c h ~ a n sfrom joining the Roman confederacy,
included the Medes and Cadusians among the wild and terrible
nations of the East, with which they asserted the Syrian monarch
was preparing to burst upon Europe.+ After the death of Antiochus, in B.C. 175, the Parthian monarchs rapidly extended their
conquests over all Western Asia; and Media, doubtless, with its
sister kingdoms of Hyrcania and Elymais, while they continued
virtually independent, still found themselves obliged to acknowledge the feudal supremacy of the king of kings. In the famous
Mithridatic war, the king of Media took no active part; but when
Lucullus, in prosecution of that war, led the Roman legions
against Tigranes, Darius, the king of Atropatene, who hod been
rendered tributary to that monarch, brought a powerful contingent
to the support of the Armelliaris, and commanded the right wing
of the Armenian army in the great battle that ensued.: Shortly

. 60.
f Livy, book rut. e. 48.
3 ~lutsrciin v i l LMJli,and Mon Canaiu.
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afterwards, Pompey succeeded Lucullus in the command, and,
after completing the reduction of Armenia and the dependent
provinces,- there- are some circumstances which seem to render i t
more than probable that he entered Atropatene, and perhaps even
visited its capital, Ecbatana. Plutarch, indeed, states, that from
the plains of Mfighgn, where Pornpey noted the surprising number of snakes, for which the plain is notorious at the present day,
he returned to Armenia the less, and there received the friendly
embassies of the kings of Media and Elymais ;* but all authors
are agreed that he exhibited Media among the other conquered
nations of the East at his triumph on returning to Rome, which
would hardly have been the case had he never penetrated farther
into the province than the plains of MGghb. Velleius Paterculus
also states, that he entered victoriously into Media.t Dion Carsius, again, describes him aa taking up his winter quarters a t
Aapid after the Albanian war,$ from whence he detached Afranimg
into Assyria, to drive back the Parthians from Arbela, and where
he concluded his negotiations with Phmates, the Parthian kbg,
before retiring to the lesser Armenia. And Orosius diahctly
writes, that, after the reduction of Armenia and the neighbouring
countries, Pompey entered Parthia, and advanced to Ecbatana,
the capital city of the Parthian kingdom. (1 If we might suppose
that, by Aspis, or Aspid, Dion Cassius referr to the Aaped-rtid,
the campaign would be rationally explained. From the plains of
hlirghin, Pompey, declining prudently enough to l e d his army
into the dense forests of Tilish,n would have moved by the route
of Ardebil to MiyQneh, near the Asped-did, or F z i l Uzen; and
here, or in the vicinity, while he was negotiating with Phraates,
he may possibly have received the homage of the Atropatenian
king, or, indeed, he may even from hence have visited that monarch
at his canital of Ecbatana. Rut the evidence h too scantv
, to
afford any certain grounds of illustrrrtion. All that I propose to
show from it is, that if Pompey, in his expedition into Atropatene,
visited, or had any connexion with a city of the name of Ecbatana,
it must have necessarily been this capital of Northern Media,
rather than the Parthian metro~olis.
A
- which Orosius. misled bv the
identity of name, supposed it to represent. I have only f&ther
to remark, that the eon of this monarch, Darius, contem rnry
with Pompey, was the Artavasdes, or htab-,
whom we E d , at

*

See Plutarch'a Life of Pompey.
t Lib. ii. c. 40.
Lib. xxxvii. c. 7.
Afrnniua in said to have met with great ditsnrlties upon hi8 march, and I conclads
therefore that he trnrelled by the Rorrhdu road.
11 Lib. ri. c. 4.
This is crrtaiuly a more rationnl explanation of Porn '8 abandonment of his
advnnce on Hgrcanin, than the reaeon uiigned by Plutnrcyof hL b e i i obliged to
return on account of the multitude of snaka.

b
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the period of Antony's invasion, seated on the throne of Northern
Media, and holding his court in the capital of Praaspa; and I
believe that I have thus fulfilled my promise of establishing an
historical connexion between this city of Praaspa, or Gaza, identified at the ruins of Takhti-Soleimiin, and the ancient capital of
t h e province founded by Dejoces the Mede.
There are still, however, a few pints of evidence to be drawn
from the geographers which are worthy of being noticed, as they
serve to show that, in compiling from the works of others, they
stumbled occasionally u n the name of the Atropatenian capital,
and employed the evi ence relating to it, whilst they probably
remained in ignorance of its true application.
Eratosthenes, the keeper of the Alexandrian library under
Ptolemy Euergetes, was the first, it is well known, to introduce a
systematic arrangement, on principle# of approximate correctnew,
into the geographical science of the ancients. The foundation of
his system was the protraction of an imaginary parallel between
the 36th and 37th degrees of latitude, from the pillars of Hercules, at the western extremity of the line, to the further limit of
Asia upon the east ; and upon this parallel, which was called the
Diaphragm of Rhodes, he proposed to mark off the longitudinal
measurements of the known world. It doer not enter into the
object of the present inquiry to analyse the means which he employed for the valuation of these measurements in stadia. It is
sufficient to observe, that his protraction of the line of the dinphragm was verified at many points by the observation of the
solsticial shadows. and that a dmree of moderate correctness is
thus perceptible in the general preservation of an approximate
equality of latitude. The pillars of Hercules, the southern coasts
of Sicily, Peloponnesus, and Attica, Rhoda, the Gulf of Issus,
Thapsacus, on the Euphrates, and the passage of the Tigris, at
Niniveh, will none of them be found to vary many minutes from
the assumed parallel of 36' 21'. " Beyond this point," says
Eratosthenes, the line was drawn in succession through Gaugamela, the river Lycus, Arbela, and Ecbatana, along which r o d
Darius fled from Gaugamela, and so on to the Caspian gates, the
entire distance from Thapsacus, on the Euphrates, being 10,300
stadia." *
Now, independently of the allusion to the flight of Darius,
which I have already endeavoured to show must have been by the
Rowhdiz road to the Atropatenian Ecbatana, a reference to the
map will at once show us the necessary application of the Ecbatana of Eratosthenes to this em lacement, rather than to the
southern paition of Hamadin. fiamadbn is
to the S. of the

'f"
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diaphragm, and above l o S. of a right line, drawn from Niniveh,
to the Caspian gatea, while the latitude of Takhti-Soleimin is
within a very few mi11~1tesof the assumed parallel ; and the place,
moreover, is upon the direct line connecting the two pints.
Eratosthen-, doubtless, computed the valuation of his longitudihal
distances from the itineraries of travellers, and the recordecl
marcher of armies ; but, in determining the line of hh great diaphragm, everything tends to prove an attempt at rcientific accuracy; and although, therefore, one great line of communication
did in reality lead from Niniveh, by Harnadgn, to the Caspian
gates, jet that, in illustrating a great geodesic measurement, he
should have referred to this circuitous-trackin preference to another route, which was also travelled nearly in a direct line between
the two p i n u that he wished to connect, appears to me altogether
contrary to reaaon. Perhaps, if we could test the relative applicability of his measurement of 10,500 stadia between Thapsacus
and the Caspian gates, to the two routes conducting to that point
by Ham&
and Takhti-Soleimdn, the indication to the latter
site would be more marked and decisive; but I confess, that
neither can I assure myself of a correct hndard for the evaluation
of his stadium, nor can I, upon so long a line, ascertain the road
dbbnce with sufficient accuracy to obtain grounds of anj value
for n comparative estimate. Another author, whom I propose to
examine, is Strabo. It has been conjectured that this writer was
ignorant of the true position of the Median capital, fmm his
omitting that definite information with regard to relative distance
from other placer with which he usually illustrates his geographical notices;* but the existence of two Ecbahnas will perhaps
more reasonably suggest that, aa he assumed a reference to one
place in all the various allusions to a city of that narhe, which he
met with in the many authors that he consulted, his caution preferred a total silence on the subject of geographical position to
the perplexity of statenients directly contrdictory ; and the same
clue, also, will resolve the ambiguities that attend his incidental
mentim of Ecbatana in a w e d passages of tlis work. Thus,
where he directly describes Ecbatana as the capital of Media
Magna, he, no doubt, allmles to the site occapied by the modern
city of Hamadin ;t but, in all his general geographical notices,
the position of Tskhti-Soleimiin will far better ?it his indimtions.
The greatest part of Media," he says, <'is composed of cold and
elmnted regions. Such are the mountains situated above or to
the N. of Ecbatana, and those which adjoin Rhagte and the
Cns Ian gates. Such, in one word, is all the northerh part of
Mega, extending sl far la Matriana md Armenia. That part of

the province eitaated below, or to the S. of the Caspian gates,
contains low ground and valleys." I t possesses an excellent soil,
singularly fertile in all sorts of productions but the olive, which
either does not exist, or ir only found small and dry.*
I t b evident that Strabo here alludes to two great geographical
divisions of Media, each pssessing physical features of a distinct
and peculiar character. The northern division, in fact, or Media
Atmpatenc, cold, rteril, and mountainous, and the southern, or
Media Magna, warm, fertile, and champaign ; and the Ecbatana,
therefore, which is made use of to illustrate the cold and mountainous regions of the North, must obviously be the capital of
Media Atropatene. This description of Strabo, indeed, I regard
as a mere amplification of the passage in Herodotus, which I
have already quoted, and, w in that passage, the northern em;
placement of the city b defined b e p n d a liability to mistake, by
the indication of the Sapires and the Euxine sea: so in this, which
is drawn from it, we must necessarily also infer an allusion to the
same place, of which, however, it is more than probable, Strabo
was himself unconscious. The mountains N. of Ecbatans, I
conceive to be Sehend, Sevflln, and the many branches thrown
off from the great Kurdistdn range, or in some instances, perhaps, that range itself. I t is needless to observe that there are no
mountain5 whatever immediately to the N. of Hamadfin. In two
other passages I also remgnise the same application to the
northern Ecbatana, rather than td Hamadin. '' Mount Abus,"
he says, I' from which the Euphrates and Araxes flow, the one
eastward and the other westward, is near the road that leads to
Ecbatana, by the temple of Baris:"t and again in his quotation of
the opinion of Polyclitus, regarding the floods of the Euphrates
and Tigris, we find, the highest mountains are in the northern
parts above Ecbatana; as they stretch toward5 the S., they diverge,
extend themselves, and become much lower.$ Nothing decisive
can, of course, be drawn from either of these notices; but the
Ecbatana route near Mount Abus, now called BIil G61,t would
seem to allude to the high road by BAyazid and Tabriz, which
Antony followed to Yhraaspa; and the high mountains N. of
Ecbatana, in thus repeating the expression of Herodotus, can
only. be
- reasonably explained by a reference to the Atropatenian
capital.
T h e last author, whom it is of any importance to notice, is
Lib xi. p. 525.

+ Lib. xi. pp. 5-20, 531.

This temple of Baris has sorely puzzled the heretics. I
P i e r & PI;.,refera to the hmous firre-temple i l l the
almat suspect that thc p
y
Baris of Ecbntana, and that t e expreaeion is uyed to illustrate the site of the capital
rather than of the l i e of r o d .
+ Page 732.
Saint Martin, tom. i. p. 39,43 ;lit. "the thousand lakes."
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Ammianus Marcellinus. In describing Adiabene, or Assyria
proper, he writes, that, rein this province, is the city Ninus,
which formerly possessed the empire of Pemia, still bearing the
name of Ninus, the husband of Seminmis, formerly a most
powerful monarch ; and Ecbatana, and Arbela, and Gaugamela,
where Alexander, after the various risks of war, crushed Darius
in a successful battle."* Now, ae Ammianus, accompanying the
retreat of Jovian, actually marched by the confines of this province of Adiabene, hb geographical evidence would naturally be
expected to be almost of a decisive character ; experience, however, has proved, that, except upon the immediate line of the
Roman military operations, his indications are of little value. In
his general Asiatic geography, the servility with which he haa
copied from Ptolemy is notorious; and, indeed, in all cases, I
t h i i beyond the sphere of his own personal observation, his pretended description of the Persian provinces will be found nothing
more than a bare recapitulation of the great names of history.
Thus, in the present instance, the defeat and flight of Darius
had united and immortnlised the names of Gangarnela, Arbela,
and Ecbatana ;and, ru, Ammianus must have been aware that the
city, where the fugitive Darius had first attempted to rally his
broken troopr after the battle, could not possibly be represented
by the remote position of Isfahin, which he had been erroneously
led to identify with the Ecbatana of Media Magna, he seems
with a nearer approach to truth than might have been expected,
to have imagined an Ecbatana in the Kurdish mountains to suit
the historical indication. I cannot of course sunnose that he
wns at all aware of the real emplacement of this' hcbatana, to
which Darius fled after the battle of Arbela ; his assigning the
city to Adiabene, and mentioning the Atropatenian capital under
the name of Gazaca, are decisive against this; but still his distinction of the two Ecbatanns is very remarkable, and would seem
to show that he felt the perplexity of the ancient notices, and had
fortunately hit upon the only way in which they admitted of a
rational explanation.
I have now concluded all the historical and geographical
evidence which I consider in any way essential to the illustration of
the Atropatenian Ecbatana. There are, it is true, many other
passages in which it would be desirable to analyse and explain
the obscurity of classical authors, which h h arisen from a confusion of the two kingdoms of Media, and of their similarlynamed capitals of Ecbatana ; but as I have already far exceeded
the limits which I proposed in drawing u p the present memoir, I
shall reserve all other points of discussion for a future paper on

* Lib.xxiii. c. 6.

the Atmpahian Ecbatana.
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t h e Ecbatana of Grenter Media.* A short precis then of the
substance and result of my inquiry is all, I believe, that is further
required.
I have shown that H e d o t u s describes the capital of Media
Atropatene under the name of Ecbatana, with certain traits of
descriptive character only applicable to the ruins of Takhti-Solelman ;that the same place is called in the Book of Tobit Charran;t
which title I hare succeeded again in tracing down through
various fields of evidence to the time of the Arabs, by whom the
city occupying the site of Takhti-Soleimh, was still named
Arran, identical with Charran, in its latest stages of existence;
that the ancient Persian name of Var, also attached to the castle
of this city of Dejoces, wer preseroed in the Greek Vera, the
distinctive epithet of the fortress besieged by Mark Antony at
Takhti-Sole-bin ;that Gaza, the more familiar appellation of the
Atropatenian ca ital, is but the translation of its ancient name
Ecbatann; that lexander and his officers, in failing to penetrate
to this city, failed also to discover its distinction from the Ecbatana
of Greater Media; and, that the confusion of all subsequent
geography is to be referred to this source ; that later authors preserve notices of Ecbatana, which can only be explained by their
application to the Atropatenian capital of that name ; the authors
themselves, at the same time, appearing in their ignorance to refer
them to the other city; that this connected series of ambiguous
allusions to the Ecbatana of Northern Media continues from the
point where we lose sight of the city, under a distinct and positive
fonn of evidence, up to the period when the capital having
changed its name, becomes familiar to the Romans, under the
title of Gaza; and here I close the most ancient, and, consequently,
the most G c u l t part of the inquiry.
The next stage of the inquiry takes up the argument at the
~ e r i o dof Antonv's Median war :it connects all the notices which
&cur in classic iuthors of the ~ t r o ~ a t e n i acapital,
n
between this
era and the extinction of the Parthian monarchy ; it assumes, an
a natural inference, strengthened by an accwnulation of inductive
evidence, all tending to the same point, that this capital must ne-

1

* The preaent inquiry is of course incomplete without thia.mpplement; for the
great y
t in favour of a llistinction of two Ecbatanaa. ia the innpplicabilit to
the nort ern emplacement of Takhti-SoleImCn, of all the historical evldence of *{exander's campaigns. I can only say here, however, that I consider nll the notices of
Eebatana which I have not nlrendy, reversing the order of the argument, specified, to
refer to the position of IInm&l.
t Perhaps it may be thought that, conaidering the a ocryphal charnctcr of the book
of Tobit and the geographical irreconcilableness of t i e Greek arid Lntin versions, I
attach an undue wei6ht to the authority; still, however, the Latin version was in
existence before the t ~ m eof St. Jerome, and the evidence therefore, us far as regards
the nnme of Charran and the equidistnnce of 11 stages from Hhngea and Niniveh,
wends at least to the third centw of Christ.
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cessarily occupy the same position ae the one which hss been
hitherto traced under the name of Ecbatana; and, in showing the
application to the site of Takhti-Soleimdn, of a11 the recorded
measurements and all the illustrative evidence of the period, it,
at the same time, verifies the preceding argument, and passes on
the great question of the identification of the Ecbatana of Dejoces
to the more tangible epoch of the Saamian dynasty.
1n.the third stage of the inquiry the great object is to establish
a connexion between the Byzautine account of the Atropatenian
capital, and the Oriental notices of the same city; and this ir
effected by showing the eventa assigned by one party to Camam,
to be described in the annab of the other, as occurring at the
great city of Shiz ;and by detailing the evidence common to both
parties, of the famous temple that contained the moat sacred fire
of the Persians being situated in this city of Canzaca or Shiz,
which was the capital of the province of Aierbijh. There are,
besides, several measuremenb and other traits of evidence in this
period of history, which uniformly accord in their applicability to
the site of Takhti-Soleimh, and thus tend most forcibly to
strengthen and condidate all the precedq parts of the argument. The inquiry is then brought to n close by the verification
of the position of the Arabian Shiz in modern geography. The detailed account of this place which I have extracted from the wor.
of Zakariyii Kazvini, compared with my own personal observation of the ruins of Takhti-Soldmh, cannot leave the shadow of a
doubt as to the identity of the two places ; ancl I believe that, in
the connexion and result of these four pointe of anaIysis, a difficulty is thus solved, which for want of a little attention and a
correct topographical knowledge, has continued to the present
day the great problem of Asiatic Comparative Geography ; a d
which, in the obscuritv which it has hitherto cast over the man of
ancient Persia, has p<esented one of the chief impediments t i t h e
spread of this interesting and instructive science.

~aghulid,eend Muy, 1839.
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~ Third Expedition inlo thegInteriurif Qw~:yana,
cornptsi the J o u ~ n yto the Sources of the Essequibo, to the
Camrnd"%roudains, and to Fmf Son Joaquim, m the Kio
Brmnco, in 1837-8. By R.H. SCEIOMBURGK, Esq., Con. Mem. ,
R.G.S.

THOSE
who take an interest in thegeography of British Guayana
will remember that on two former occasions I ascended the Essequibo to William IV.'s C a t a m , and explored the rivers Berbice
and Corentyn, a detnilnl account of which may be found involumes
six and seven of the London Geographical Journal." T h e
object of the present expedition was to examine the Essequibo to
its sources, and to connect my journeys from the east with those
of Baron Humboldt at Esmeralda, on the Upper Orinoco, who
i n the year 1800 reached that point from the west. .
Immediately on my recovering from an attacli of yellow fever
I made every preparation for leaving the colony ; and having reengaged the valuable services of Mr. Vieth, as assistant naturalist,
Mr. Momison as draughtsman, Mr. Le Breton, who took charge of
our commissariat, and aeveral of my faithful Warrau Indians as
part of my boat's crew, we quitted George Town on the 19th
September, 1837, in my friend Mr. Anindell's schooner, and,
sailing up the b r o d expanse of the Essequibo, soon reached the
post Ampa, about SO miles up on its eastern shore, where in a
few days, thai~listo the kind exertions of Mr. Crichton, the postholder, we completed our crews ; and I was fortunate enough to
enlist my old companion Peterson as my coxswain.
Sept. 9lrt.-This morning we were fairly under way. Our
party consisted of four Europeans in three corials. I t is unnecessary here to repeat the description of the scenery. I need
only say that it exceeds rather than falls short of the usual richness and luxuriance of tropical vegetation; amidat which the
majestic Mma, the stately Sawori, and the Cempia, or trumpettree, are pre-eminent.
On the 1st Octobw we landed at the Cumuti, or Taquiara rocks,
which I climbed, and found the height of these masses of granite
by measurement to be 160 feet, thus fully confirming my estimate
of them on my first ascent of the Essequibo, which had been
doubted.* On one of the rocks, as we climbed, a Carib pointed
out some Indian <' picture writing,!' which was more regular than
usual, and has a resemblance to the sculptures found just to the
eastward of Ekaterinburg, in Siberia, near
: sources of the
rivers Irbit and Pishma, tributaries of the river Tura; and at
Dighton, near the banks of the Taunton river, 19 leagues south
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of Boston, in the United States of America ; and t i which some
antiquaries have ascribed a Phoenician origin.

Whatever may be their real origin, the subject ia one of high
interest, and demands m i n a t i o n :in this part of South America
I have myself traced these inscriptions through 700 miles in long.
and 500 in lat., or scattered here and there over an extent of
350,000 square miles. Many of them I have copied, and it is
very desirable that, until some further light is thrown upon the
lubject, no opportunity of obtaining copies of these characters
should be loat.
By the 16th October we had reached the junction of the Rupununi, upwards of e00 miles from the coast. My mountaidbarometer here showed 300 feet above the sea Ascending this
stream in a westerly direction for about SO miles, we formed our
camp on its southern shore, at the mouth of the Roiwa, while I
pushed on to the Macusi settlement at Annai, near the mountain
of that name, to procure cassada bread, as all our stock had been
to show itself
lost by the upsetting of a corid, and fever had begun
to some extent amoiig our crew.
Oct. U t h , esth.-On my *turn we commenced the ascent of
the Roiwa in a S.S.E. direction, its course for SO miles running
nearly parallel to the Essequibo, at an average .distance of
15 miles: its width im here 300 yards, its depth 19 feet; the
colour of the water muddy yellow ; and ita current
miles per
hour : the banks of the river about 90 feet high : the vegetation
was much the same aa More, but few orchideous plants : a beau-

tiful lilac-flowered bignonia hung down in large clusters ; and the
pretty Inga lati dia, with its splendid purple flowers, enlivened
the dense and mk foliage of the forest. We halted for the night
mar a group of granite rocks, well coated with the black oxide of
manganese. By mer. alt. of Fomalhaut our lax. wan 3' W N.
97th-Qgth-We made slow progreab against the stream, particularly ar fever spread fast among my crew. At noon we saw
before us llome wooded hills, about 200 feet high, which extended
from E. to W., and were apparent9 part of the same chain which
c a w the great cataract on the E q u i b o , distant horn us about
95 miles to the E.S. E. Our camp to-night waa at the junction
of a meam which j o k from the W. in SO QS' N. lat.
30th. 3lst.-The river now assumes a general S.S.W. direction as you ascend, and formr several rapids ; otherwise its depth
i from 9 to 16 feet, and current 14 mile an hour. At one spot
it makes an dmost circular sweep of about 9 miles in diameter;
and the natives have cut a m a l l canal or ditch acroas the isthmus
for about 100 varda. and thtu save the circuit in their smaller
canoes. In thdaftekoon we saw two high peaks before us, about
1% milea distant, in the W.S.W., which our guides named the
mountain OF Ataraipu, one of the greatest natural wonders of
Guayana. We m n after reached the junction of the Guidaru, a
small but rapid stream, SO yards wide, flowing from the S.S.W.,
which we entered, and continued up ita course a g a h t a current at
times 53 miles an hour, which obliged ua to give up our paddles,
md to purh the canoe dong with poles. By means of four stars
the lat. of junction of the Roiwa and Guidaru is So 18' : in former
ma s this has usually been laid down 19 miles farther north.
&m. l a f , end.-The river presented no interesting feature : in
lieu of high forest-trees we found only low bushes, above which the
tall slender tree d e d r c Long John" by the colonists (Thpla&
A m & m J Willd.) rises to the height of SO feet before branching
out into a ppmidal head : its flowere are insignificant ; the segi,however, continbe to grow after the petals of
ments of the d
the femde flowers have dried up, and change in their growth
from green to white and vermilion, and become so attenuated that
the branched nerves are easily perceptible. The risps are dense,
and the tree now present6 a beautiful appearance: and to one
unacquainted with the contrary would deem to be covered with
white blmnoa, tinged with red, among which ib dark green
leaves are almost hid. This tree is infested by a very venomoua light-brown ant, which lives in ita hollow trunk, whence the
Warraus call it epoahaeri or ant-tree, and - the Arawaks jacuna.
We reached a range of well-wooded hills, about 500 feet high,
which extend in an E.N.E. and W.S.W. direction : several small
tributaries join the Roiws on each side.
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3r&jth.-We
arrived at a mall settlement named Pukasanti,
consisting of twenty persons, Caribs and Atoris, where we halted
a few days to procure a fresh supply of cassada bread, and to recover our strength, as we were all sdering more or less from
fever. I saw here several large baskets of the Juva, or Brazil
nub" which, they told me, were gathered only at a short distance :
as the tree is one of high interest to botanists, its flower being unknown, I set off immediately with a guide in a western direction.
After 9 hours' march over undulating ground, through a dense
forest and numerous swamps, we reached the region of the Bertholletia; and if ever a tree deserved the epithet of ezceba it is this:
the trunk rises straight to the height of 60 or 80 feet before it
gives out i t branches ; the bark rugged, not unlike the British
oak; the leaves dark green and smooth; but, alas for the botanist, not a flower was to be found. The nut is 18 inches in
circumference-about the size of a cocoa-nut-and contains from
&teen to twenty small nuts, rather sweet in taste : they are the
common food of the monkey, the peccari, and other animals. On
our way back we found wme seeds of the Apiba %rbu, which
are very curious, and resemble the sea-egg : the Apeaha aspera
is occasionally met with near the coast; but the f o r m I have only
found in the interior.
During the three days we were at Pukssanti the sky was
overcast, with a strew wind from the N.N.E. The mean of the
barom. was 99-55 inches, indicating a height of about 370 feet
above the sea: them. 85'; the lat., by mean of five stars, So 4' N.
6th, i'th.-Stiuting in a S.W.direction, under the guidance of
an Atord Indian, we pasned numerous erratic blocks of gneiss contorted in a very remarkable manner, and with large fragments of
quartz embedded in i t We halted on one of these blocks, which was
large enough for some hundrede of men to have encamped on it.
The stream is much broken by rapids : on reachmg that named
Carabiru we encamped, and then struck off in a westerly direction
for the far-famed Ataraipu, or Devil's Rock. After two hours'
scrambling through woods so dense that we were at times obliged
to clear our way with cutlasses, we ascended a mass of granite
about 400 feet in height, when the magnificent natural pyramid of
Ataraipu burst on our sight, raising i t bare head fmm an abyss
of dense foliage which spread around in all directions at i t foot.
The base of this mountain is wooded for about 350 feet high ;
from thence rises the mass of granite, devoid of all vegetation, in
a pyramidal form, for about 550 feet more, malung its whole
height 900 feet above the savannah, or 1300 above the sea.

From the summit of the hill we had ascended we had an extensive and magnificent view; at a distance of two miles rose
the reinarkable mass of granite just mentioned; of which, when
we consider that all beyond wan unknown ground, it might be
almost sad, in the words of the poet, that it

' like a giant stands,
To aentinel enchanted lands.'
I n the distance, range rose above range, forming an amphitheatre
to the W. I recognised the blue outline of the Canuku chain ;
the Saeraeri mountains with their conical peaks ; the dome-shaped
Vivi ; and the Dororli, rising out of the vast savannah, the scene
of my former wanderings in 1836 : to the S. were the C m - w a h i
range, towards which my steps were now to be directed ; while
nearer the Cara-etay6 raised their fantastic forms full 1000 feet
above the plain.
As 1 gazed around on thh romantic and picturesque scene, and
on the striking monument of unnumberd ages, now lighted up by
the rich glow of a tro ical sunset, my thought naturally reverted
to the companions an! the incidents of my preceding journey, and
I could not but look forward with hope, not unmixed with
'anxiety, towards the distant south, the object of my present apedition.
At the foot of the hill we climbed, called Hutu-cubana by our
Indians, and in many of the clefts of the rock, we found numerous
plant : among the more remarkable was a species of c2&a ;many
orchidem, of which an epidendtum with large umbel of bright
pink flowers was the greatest ornament; d i u r n , rnOMChnthus, mptopodiurn, and epidendrum, grew in great perfection;
several cacti, with only a few inches of soil, raised their huge
limbs in the form of a candelabrum ; while a more humble station
satisfied the curiously-formed melo-cactus, which I had not before
seen since I left the Virgin Islands : here, too, for the first time, I
found the delicioue homeliapinguin, though the more common
pine-apple ia found throughout Guayana. As we scrambled
through the wood we were greeted from time to time by the finest
perfume, whichwe traced at last to a l k , or twiner, one of the bushvines of the colonists : this sweet-smelling plant was Ichbrac?ystacRya, Benth. (Sp. L), with white flowers, of which
the largest petal was spotted with pink, growing in great clusters :
i b stem twisted and contorted in so remarkable a manner as
well to deserve the name of bush-rope." We did not return to
our camp till some time after dusk : its lat., by three stars, was
5 7 , which places Ataraipu in Q 55' N.
8th-10th.-The
two following days we toiled against the
stream to the S.S.W., meeting with numerous impediments, till
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the morning of the 10th : we reached the brook Tene-nuaro, when
we quitted our corials to continue our journey by land, sending
the canoes back to the Rupununi to await our return. Our lat.
here was '9 50' N. : altitude 560 feet above the sea.
16th-18th-After
six days spent here we set out on foot in
a S.W. direction through the forest : we crossed several streamlets
flowing towards the Guidam, and in the afternoon entered the
savannahs ; generally undulating ground, crossed occasionally by
a low range of granitic hills, and natural avenues of the Ita
palm (Mauritia jlmwsa). A t times we came upon large tracts
or bands, 200 yards wide, in a W. by N . direction, of angular
pieces of quartz, aa regularly placed as if laid for paving; a t
other times we crossed a tract of granite boulders, laid in the same
direction, and at a distance resembling fortifications. Near one
of the most singular of these erratic blocks, named Si-ai, the
last cacique of the Caribs, the celebrated Mzhamma, had once
his residence. At sunset on the 17th we reached the settlement of Watu Ticaba, consisting of six round huts, and about ti0
prsons, where we mere kindly received, although objects of great
curiosity to the Wapisianas, or Wapishanas, most of whom, for
the first time, now saw a white man.
T h e settlement is placed in the midst of granite boulders, which
here, as elsewhere, have their peculiar flora : we saw the pretty
Epidendrum biewnutum, and another orchidea, which I first found
on the Corentyn, and which, as it proves to be a new genus, Dr.
Lindley has done me the honour to name Schomburgkia: here
were two species, maryinata and mispa, and a few Cacti.
T h e Wapisianas are tall fine-looking men, with regular features
and large noses, very different from the Malay nose of the Warrau
and Arrawak ; the women are rather stout, and wear their hair
hanging down their shoulders. Polygamy is general, yet the
children are well brought up, and obedient; nor did I ever sec a
Wapisiana parent punish his child.
a stay of a week here, waiting for guides,
95th-30th-After
we set out this morning, nine in number, with a Wapisiana as
our leader, although it was with great difficulty I could prevail on
one to accompany us. Our course lay to the S.E., along a chain
of hills leading towards the granite and well-wooded range of the
Carawaimi mountains, the highest peak of which we crossed in
the afternoon, at an estimated height of 9500 feet above the plain,
and descended to our camp near the banks of the Guidaru, here
only a mountain-stream. On our road we passed alarge quantity of
sugar-cane, almost wild, and also the arrow plant (Glynmium saccharinurn), resembling the sugar-cane in its growth and its leaves.
and highly valued by the Indians: amidst them the beautiful
Amaryllis belladonna, with its brilliant scarlet flowers, grew in
great profusion.

Early on the following day we reached a Dauri settlement (an
Indian tribe belonging to the nation of Atorais) in the midst of
woods and swamps, in lat. go 9 4 N., and about 36 miles to
the eastward of Watu-Ticaba. They are fairer in complexion,
but not so mushular or so regular in features, nor so tall, as the
Wapisianaa. They paint their persons, with some skill, of a
carmine colour, procured from the leaf of a climber called carivareru (Bignonia chica), which affords a colour much more prized
than that obtained from the arnotto. T h e tribe is very small, and,
I imagine, does not exceed e00 in number.
Dec. 1st.-Continuing our journey to the S.E. through swamps
abounding in the slender Manico palm (Seaforthia) and dense
woods, in which were numerous Lecythidic~,Including the majestic Berthdletiu excelaa, and, from its smell, the far less agreeable Leythis olleuria, we crossed several brooks, tributaries of
the Guidaru, and in the afternoon, the first, running to the southward ; and shortly after arrived at a Taruma settlement of sixty
persons, two-thirds of which were women and girls. These
people are about the middle atature, like the Wapisianas, but not
so good looking. Their language differs from all the other
Indian tongues I have heard : the words seem short, and the letter
a abounds. The number of Tarumas on the Cuyuwini are said
not to exceed 900, divided into five settlements; one higher up,
the other three lower down the river. Our lat. was go 5' N.
4th--7tA.-Early
thii morning we began our march to the
S.E. towards the Cuyuwini, on which we were to embark and
descend the stream to its junction with the Essequiho. Our track
led through a forest, in which I noticed the Anni, a fine tall tree,
with a prickly nut, of which the Indians make their c o r d s ; and
the Juruba palm, used for holding the reed for their blow-pipes.
After 3 hours' march, or about 7 miles, we came to the left bank
of the Cuyuwini, here 50 yards wide, 1 1 feet deep, and flowing
to the N.E. and N.. with a current onlv A mile an hour.
The mrials in which we were to embark for a voyage of some
weeks, perhaps, were the most wretched I had yet seen: the best
of them was not 1 yard wide by 9 inches deep, in which my only
position was to squat like an Indian ; the others were mere pakasses, or wood-skins, as they are called. The Cuyuwini derives
its name from Cu u, the general term of the Guayana Indians for
the white-headed arudi (Penelope Pipile), which once must have
been very frequent here, and wini, water. I t is said to rise in the
mountains about 40 miles to the S.W. Descending the stream,
which is much impeded by sandbanks and rapids, and, from the
flatness of its banks, very monotonous, wacaught plenty of fish, and
particularly of the Luganani, or sun-fish, which is excellent eating.
We noticed few animals except a three-toed sloth, and this on
one occasion, very contrary to- its usual habits, swimming across
4
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the river, having fallen from a broken branch. The Waccawais
and Caribs eat its flesh, which they describe as fat and well flavoured, resembling the Cavia. The Indiana say there are no
Cairnam in the Cuyuwini, but it abounds in a small species, called
by the Caribs Kaikuti, and by the Wapisianar Atufi ;they are seldom more than 3 or 4 feet long, and are considered a delicacy.
We alm raw a large Comuti d e (boa), which, gorged with its
I
prey, lay inactive in a rwamp, emitting a very o f f e ~ v smell.
e
wounded it with a ball, when it made a rush towards us, and
obliged us to rnhat. I t
about 8 y d s long, and was
the largest I had seen. A ock of Murcovy ducks flew over us;
but they were too wild to allow us to come w i t h shot of them.
The Hanura, a large species of crane, wam frequent, but so meagre
that they were not worth shooting. We passed numerous erratic
blocks of greenrtane, on two of which we saw some Indian
picture-writing. On asking the Tanunar who had done it, they
replied "that women had made them long ago."
The river, as we got to the northward, made seved large bends,
and, after having reached its most northern point, turned fop. 15
miles almost due S., and held then an E. courre to its junction
with the Sipu or E q u i b o : in lat. '2" 16' N., as ascertained
by mean of mer. alt. of four stars.
8&.-Early this morning we entered the latter river, juat Mtyone days since leaving it to enter the Rupununi, from which our
direct d h n c e war only 70 miles! Yet fmm all accounts, and
pwticularly from the lamentable tale of Mahanarva's descent of
the Essequibo, from this point to the Rupununi, half a century
,we should have failed in reaching our present position by way
~ w i l l i a m1V.b Cataract, whereaa I had nor the satisfaction of
seeing m canoe afloat on the watem of the Essequibo, above all
formidab e impediments, and with every hope of tracing it to one
of its sources.
The Cuyuwini at its junction was 190, the Essequibo 180 yards
wide ; the avenge depth of the lawr ee feet, of the former 16
feet. The water of the Euequibo was dark coloured, and its
current little more than 4 mile an hour ; its course to the N. and
N.W. Its banks were wooded, but not with the luxuriance which
is so striking in the fifth parallel : hille about 500 feet high occur
occasionally on each bank, and force it into a tortuous and often
retrograde course : numerous and large erratic massea of granite
abound, to which the natives attach curious traditionr.
9th 10th.-Continuing
our w e n t of the E q u i b o in a
general S.W.direction, we p
d the streamlet Quitiva, which
joins from the S.W., and towards evening halted at the first
Taruma settlement, in the Essequibo, consisting of thirty persons,
on the right bank of the river, in lat. Q0 9' N. On the following
morning we passed more rocks with Indian sculpture upon them,
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named Bubamana ; above this the river spreads to eeo yards in
width, a d we shortly gain sight of a lofty range to the S.E., the
highest peak of which I estimated at 3000 feet above the plain:
it is called by the natives Wanguwai, or Mountain of the Sun;
its lat. is 1" 49' N A little more to the W. is a range called

.

Amucu, rounded in outline, and of less elevation
IOfli, 1la-We reached the junction of the amdl river
Yuawauci shortly before noon: its general conme iu from the
W.S.W., and it ir &led Casi-Kityu, or River of the Dead," by
the Tarumas: the Essequibo is here reduced to 70 yarda in
width. Passing the Capidiri we arrived at two Tarnma settlements, one on each bank of the river, where we were detained
some days in procaring B fresh supply of aurada bread, and in
recruiting our health, which had suffered much f m frequent
exposure to s hot run and heavy rain ; the latter became almost
constant after the 151h of December in the neighbourhood of the
mountains, while at the s a d during the same period the
weather waa fine. The natmeo, who had never seen white men,
or Padna-ghiri (sea-people), were much aatoniehed at our cookingutensils, bat more so at my cam^ and itr use. They call the
Sipa or Esse uibo Koatyang-kityu, or Coati-river.
leth--14J.-q~itti~g them nettlemen& we -tinned our
ascent of the river in a S.W.direction, and in the course of the
day p d the m
d Macurua end Pakuka, both about 1000
feet high, to the E.; the river occasionally narrowed to e0 yards,
and rendered our progress very elow. In the mume of the next
few days we p a d the Cemoa or Wangn, a stream 50 yards wide,
which comes fpom the W., and the Wapuan, with its dark water,
h the S.E.
15h-Shortly after noon we saw, to the S.S.E., the high
mountains of Piridku at a distance of 95 'miles; and at 9 P.M.
quitted the Essequibo, flowing from the S.W., and entered the
small river Caneruau, coming from the S.E. As all our guides
agreed that the upper parts of the Easequibo were uninhabited,
it was absolutely neceaaary that we rhodd keep to a route where
we could ensure finding provisions, as our coxiala were so small
we could only cany enough for five days at the utnaod On the
following day we marched 16 miles in a nearly S. direction,
through mampy ground, w a d q the Caneruau several times, aa
it divided into numerotle branches, to a Woyawai settlement.
Some forest-trees having heen cleared away, I obtained, for the
first time, a view of the chief range of the Sierra A d , and,
monnting the t r d of a tree, enjoyed at suneet a beautiful prospect of mountain scenery, stretching from N.E., round southerly
to W. The outline was usually peaked; the ridger sharp, but
densely covered with wood ; the valley appeared to extend from
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N.E.to S.W. My guide told me that Kaiawako was the highest
mountain in the neighbourhood, which he stated to be 2 days'
journey distant to the N.W. I estimated the height of those I saw
from 9000 to 4000 feet above the savannah.
Continuing our march to the southward, we followed for some
time the valley of the Caneruau, till it turned off to the S.E. I n
the evening thehighest mountain in sight, Piritiku, bore E.N.E.
about 25 miles : it forms a sharp ridge, ending, to the eastward.
in a peak, and notwithtanding its apparently abrupt and rugged
hnn, was covered with wood. Lat., by mer. el+ of stars a Persei
and cr Argus 00 53' N.
17th.-On
the following day we reached the separation of
waters between the basins of the Essequibo and Amazons 8 miIes
farther S., or in O0 45' N. lat., and met with the river Asimari
flowing to the southward, possibly the Ijabpu of our maps : it was
here 40 yards wide, and, according the Woyawais, has its sources
in Mount Yiniko, to the N.W. The valleys we have crossed
were generally E.N.E. and W.S.W. : our guides avoided climbing the mountains as much as possible; and even when we did
.so, they were so wooded that we obtained no view : the rocks we
met with were chiefly granite, and of the trap formation. Late
in the evening of the 19th we reached a Barokoto settlement, about
forty in number. The men are stout and well made ; the forehead
high, nose slightly arched, and the features regular : their heads
are domed with caps made from the feathers of the breast of the
eagle, the crest of the egret, the macaw, and the parrot. Their
bows were 6&feet long.
The night was favourable for observations, and I obtained five
mer. alt. of stars, which gave the lat. of the settlement 00 lPS. We
Bad thus crossed the equator at noon, and so far had wcomplished
one of my chief objects in this expedition; unfortunately the rainy
season had set in and prevented my extending my journey either
to the E. or W. ; and as the rain had already caused the streams
to swell, and my journey thus far had been one of great fatigue
and privation, I lost no time in retracing my steps to o w corials,
left at the Caneruau, which we reached on the %nd, and ernbarked in order to trace the Eseequibo to its sources.
The information given us by the Barokotos was that the river
Dara, which they said fells into the Parasimoni, has its sources
about 15 miles E. of the settlement: Mount Camuyau is the
highest in that direction, beyond which to the S. the land soon
becomes level. They did not know the termination of the chain
to the W.S.W., but said they extended for 90 days' march, inhabited by the H d n t y a b o , a savage tribe, which would not allow
any stranger to t o s their boundary. T o the, E. was a tribe of
Maopityans.

The number of the Woyawais that I saw on my j o u r ~ ymay
be 150 : they are of middle stature, of a lighter wlour than the
Tarumas ; indeed in their general appearance, and partly in their
language, they resemble the Macusis. The Woyawais are great
hunters, and famed for their dogs: they are filthily dirty in their
habits; even more so than the Wacawais, who are notoriow
throuehont Guavana
M&.-lmmekiately
on arriving at the boats we started on om
ascent of the Essequibo, in a general S.W. direction, although
very winding. The river flows through a.rich mountain-valley,
but is narrowed to 15 yards, and was much obstructed by trees
which had fallen across it : during the two first days we found the
current 94 miles an hour, running over a pebbly bottom, and about
3 feet deep. On the next day, finding we could make no further progress in our wrials, we set out by land along the banksof the stream,
ascending through a mountain-valley densely covered with wood.
27th.-After 3 days' painful march we arrived this afternoon
at one of the sources of the Essequibo, at a spot surrounded by
high trees interwoven with lianas, so much so that we wuld not
get sight of sun or stars; but by our course8 and distance, ke t
strictly from our last o b s d o n s , it must be in 0° 4 1' N. lat. d e
hoisted the British ensign, which we secured firmly to one of the
trees, there to remain till time destroys it ; and after drinking her
Majesty's health in the unadulterated water of the Essequibo, the
only beverage within our reach, we returned towards our corials.
The Sierra Acarai, which averages a height of 2000 feet above
the savannah, is more densely wooded than any other I remember to have seen : at times the stream meanders at the very foot
of the mountains, at others recedes to some distance ; but even
here the Sipu retains its peculiar characteristic of being studded
with granitic boulders. Fish are very numerous; we caught
.
The luxuriadce of
several Haimura, from 1%to 16 l b ~ weight.
vegetation in this mountain-valley is very striking, although showing a marked difference as compared with the flora of the fourth
and fifth parallels. Here are timber-trees of the tribes Laurinie,
Lecythidee, &c. ;but the stately Mora tree, the Psidium aroma&wm, and its kindred, are replaced by an arborescent Myrtle,
and a highly odoriferous Eugenia. We were surprised at the
scarcity of animals and birds, although probably no human foot
had ever before trod on this spot; yet, with the exception of the
smaller birds, and from time to time a single heron, or an eagle
soaring on high in the air, all was still as it might be the sandy
desert of Africa in lieu of the fertile valley of the Essequibo.
We found marks that the river, during the time of inundation,
was SO feet above its present level, and on our return in our
corials we found it had already awollen.
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90th.-We this day reached the Taruma settlement, the chief
of which had travelled much among the mauntnmr, and drew out
a rough map of the riven which rise in the Acardi chain, and of
tbe tribes which inhabit thmn : a @an of this information is
laid down in my map. , The Indians have no collective name fbt
. mountain : the terms Paauaima a d Acarai, as applied to
are utterly unknown. If there is anything remarkable in any
prvriculsr mountain, it gets a name, and generally a significant
one.
On the 8th January, 1858, wereached the mouth of the Cuyuthat rtreaar, we arrived on the 10th at t h e
wini; and -ding
landing-place of the Tammar, where, with a joyful heart I bade
adieu to the corialr, ha&~g been cooped up in one for many
weeks. We r e d the CarawaYmi mounttuns in a N. W. direction, with the same anfavourable weather which had accompanied
us since the middle of December ;and it wam only after entering
that the weather improved.
the savamxh on the 16th Jan
We stopped at the first d e m e n t or a week, on account of the
illness of several of the party, and then continued for three days
to the N., over s a v m d s , to the banb of the Rupununi, where
we were disappointed in finding canoes, and were obliged to wait
for a fortnight while we sent for our own. We then embarked
on the 15th February, and reached Curasawaka on the POth,
&r an absence of upwards of three month, during which we
had suffered much from fatigue and wet weather.
In order to carry into effect a detailed investigation of the Sierra
Aauai the traveller should pag the rainy season at one of the
settlements on the savannahs, and with the aetting in of the dry
season should advance overland to the Cuyuwini, which would
enable him to reach the first Woyawai settlement by the b e g i ~ i n g
of September. In the wooded and mountainous region of the
equator the rainy season begins about the middle of December,
and continues until March. During this time dry weather prevails at the s a d , where the rain does not commence till
April ;and while the Sipu or Emequibo overflown its bank#, the
Rupununi, a savannah rhm, b at its lowest level ; the months of
June, July, and half August, appear to be equally wet at the
snvannahs and in the monntainr.
March 3rd.-After a delay of three weeks here, which was
requisite to restore the party to health, we quitted Curasawaka,
and wending the Rupununi, halted at our old quarters at Annai.
The hut near Mount Anna?, where we had passed a month in
1835, and where Gullifer and Smith and Waterton had sojourned,
waa no longer in existence; redges and rank vegetation supplied
its place. The settlement at Monushuballi was alm deserted,
excepting by one crippled Carib, who recognisecl me immediately.
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From him I learnt that the inhabitants, having nothing to live
b
i
in the mountains, and that he was left alone.
upon, had gone totv
He offered me a tame bird ar a present ; but it would have been
a crime to have robbed him of hie only companion. On the
northern aideof the hill 1found a Macusi family, who received me
very civilly; on le8v;nS them 1 returned to oar cunp fatigued
and disappointed at not finding my old acquaiotaocea.
16th-9 1st.-Continuing slowly our m n t of the river, we met
three corials, despatched from Pirara to eumrt the Rev. W. Youd,
the firat Protestant missionary to the I n d i a ~in the interior of
Gaayana, from Bartika Point to the promhingrceee of hir future
labours. It was gratifying to observe that two of the most
anxious to do honour to him were a Macusi and Caribi, who had
been brought up at the mission at B a r e Point, at the junction
of the Cayuni and Essequibo.
Owing to the ehallow state of the river we found much dificulty
in ascending it, and did not reach Pirara till the elst, when I found
the settlement much increased in numbers, and nll the Macusis,
men,.womenJand children, busily engaged in tinirhing the chapel.
T h e mierionary's house war already completed ; and beides it I
wanted thirt huts, some of which displayed much skill in their
execution.
e decided to remain here till the return of a canoe,
in which I had .despatched Peterson, my coxswain, to GeorgeTown to obtain goods for barter, in lieu of the stock we had lost
by the unfortunate
of two of o w corials during our ascent
of the Euequibo.
The weather during the next six weeks was sultry. On the 6th
April the thermometer reached 9S0 Fahr. in the shade : at the
same time the barometer sunk to 29.3 16 ; whereas ita average
height wes 29.450, showing an elevation of 600 feet above the
sea. The prevailing wind waa east.
The Macusis are a kind and hospitable tribe, and appear to
be less indolent than the Indians generally: the women do much
of the hard work, but are otherwise well treated by their husbands : nor did I ever witness a quarrel between man and wife
while I was in the interior: on the coast, where they are debased
by E u m r sicen and spirits, the Indian may be passionate .od
tyranni in hir conduct towards the women, but not ro among
I& own tribe.
Seeingthat we collectd objecta in natural h h r y , few daya pasaed
that the nativea did not bring ur a bird or an insect, or a plant, or
some fruitm, as the pine-apple, the cashew-nut, or the fruit of the
cucurit palm. A speciea of cicada, which I believe to be the
Cicadcr tihen, in here very common : it is larger than that called
razor-grinder by the colopietr, and the round it maker more like
a nharp note of a musical glass : it is not unpleasing, and may be
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heard at a great distance. The sound is produced not by its proboscis, as has been imagined, but by means of a singularly-constructed tympanum, which occupies nearly half the abdomen : it
is heard sometimes by day, but more usually towanls sunset. T h e
razor-grinder is a different insect from the Eirlgora l a n t e r n a ~ .
although it is commonly stated that thislatter insect emits a sound
similar to that of grinding razors.
During the night we heard a multitude of strange sounds ;first
the bellowing of the wild bull, which may be heard for miles ;then
the almoot screaming voice of the frogs which inhabit the lake ;
the moan of the owl ;and the wild kukuru-kuruof the goat-sucker,
resembling more the voice of a quadruped than of a bird, and
which before now bas saued and put to flight a party unacquainted
with its strange noise.
On the 14th A ~ r i the
l weather. which had been variable. turned
to heavy r - d d on the folloGng day swarms of w q & ants
darkened the air, and as they fell to the ground became the prey
of another large and a small ant, as well as of the lizard, and of
various birds, as the strike, the roller, &c. The ant was threetenths of an inch in length, and its wing extended from six to
seven-tenths. It is, I believe, the perfect insect of the Tennes
destructor, or common wood-louse of the West Indies. On another occasion the Indians sumounded the place with fires in order
to collect a lnrge species of winged ant ;its-body was seven-tenths,
and ita upper wing nn inch and three-tenths long : this is the perfect form of the insect that erects the remarkable ant-hills spread
over the savannah, reaching from 5 to 19 feet in height. The following evening all the boys of the village were out shouting and
chasing with aicks and palm leaves a still larger speciesof winged
ant, which they collected in 'great numbers in their calabashes for
food, and, when roasted or boiled, are considered a great delicacy
by the Indians, and equal to the grugru worm, the grub of the
Calandrapalmarurn. This latter ant was the great Atta or CurAi
ant of the colonists : its body is 1 inch long, its upper wing 1 inch
and three-tenths;its head, which appears as if formed of two globes,
is 1 inch long ; the abdomen from three to four-tenths thick :the
insect b armed with four small spines, and strong dentated mandibles, which cross each other: its colour is brown, with black
eyes. The appearance of these winged insects is the sure
harbinger of the rainy season, which the: frequent showers and
thunder, and distinctness of the distant mountains, sufficiently
indicated.
From the eminence which we occupied we saw numerous flocks,
amounting sometimes to hundreds, of the Jabim or Mycteria
Americana, wading with great gravity in the swamps below: they
were very s h y i d difficult to get at. One that was shot stood nearly
~
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6 feet in height, and its wings measured 84 feet, which in extent
gives its rank next to the condor : its plumes are white, the lower
part of the neck red ; and its bill and head black. T h e young
are grey, and not rose:lte as has been stated ;their flesh resembles
beef in taste : whilst at George Town a pair was brought to me
from the h1orocco coast, which stood 5 feet high, and were so
talnc that I allowed them to wander a b o u ~ one
n occasion
much to the surprise and horror of a poor mloured woman.
This bird is called Tararamu by the Macusis; Tuju by the Brazilians ; and blora cojasipa by the Arawaks, which signifies spirit
of the Mora tree. A few days after our hunter shot an American
stork (Ciconia maguari), which was the first we had seen ; it appears to be a rare visitor at the lake : this bird is white with black
wings, which measured G feet 3 inches in extent.
T h e month of May now approaclied, and we had no tidings of
the return of our canoe from Demerara ; the rainy season had set
in, and the Rupununi had risen upwards of 90 feet. During the
last few days we hiid been rather alarmed at the visit of several
rattle-snakes, which the chilly air attendant upon the rains appears to have driven from the savannahs to the settlements; one
a b u t 5+ feet long was found inside the thatch of a hut, and
another 6) feet in length, the largest I have seen in Guayana, was
killed under some rubbish ; the latter was 3s thick os a man's
arm, and had nine rattles: how wisely ordained that this dangerous
snalte sliould be so slu~eishin its nature. or who would venture to
live on the savannahs, where there are so many ! We are obliged
to walk wilh great caution on our botanical excursions, ns these
snakes are often found coiled up under long grass ; the sound of
its rattle is dull, and would pass unnoticed in most icases, particularly as it is not so loud as the noise caused by walking through
dry grass ; which may be a useful caution to travellers. The Indians become aware of its presence 1)y the musky smell which it
has in common with some other reptiles.
On the 15th we celebrated the arrival of the Rev. Mr. Youd
to found a mission among the Indians in the interior ; he was received with open annr at the settlement, and every one strove
who should do him most lionour. But the joy of his arrival to
Ine was much damped by the melancholy news of the death of
Sir J. Carmichoel Smyth, the Governor of British Guayana; in
him I lost not only a kind patron, but a firm and powerful friend
to the expedition. From my first arrival in the colony till my
departure on the present journey, I had. ever experienced from
hiin the same urbanity and kindness, and the same wish to forward
the objects of the expedition. However desirous I might be to
do so, it woulcl not bc becoming here to recite his numerous
public acts for the good of the colony, but I must be permitted
-0
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to add, that under his government British Guajana prospered
in a manner unparalleled at any former period.
e4th.-The
birthday of our gracious sovereign Queen Victoria, was duly kept in this remote comer of her dominions ; and
the British Union waved, for the first time probably, at Pirara.
Nor could a naturalist forget that on the same day in 1695, the
great Linn6 was born at the obscure village of Ra~chultin Sweden.
98th.-We set out thin morning on a journey to the Cnnuku
mountains, as I wee desirous of seeing
of the
- the appearance
flooded savannahs.
After a few hours' journey in a S. by W. direction, we reached
the h~ghestpoint of the savannah, about 120 feet above the level
of lake Amucu, and from thence had a beautiful prospect over the
ground broken up into shallow valleys, traversed by numerous
streams ; their courses marked by the more luxuriant vegetation
or the number of the tufted Mauritia palm. Continuing our
journey to the S.W.along the water-shed or line of separation
of waters between the tributaries of the Mahu and the Rupununi, we reached the village of Awara or Tacuma; and soon
after the brook Quay&, which had overflowed its banks and
formed a sheet of water 1 4 miles broad, and through which we were
obliged to wade with the water at times reaching to the shoulder.
The pretty shell Ampullaria guuyafiensis abounds here, but it
can seldom be found perfect, as the molluaca is the prey of
numerous aquatic birds. We halted at the Macusi settlement of
Nappi-Ipiriwaki, whence we had a fine prospect of the Canuku
range, among which the Nappi and Curasawaka distinguished
themselves by their perpendicular walls of granite. Nappi is the
Macusi name of the sweet potatoe; Ipiriwaki implies an expanse
of water.
99th.-The saturated soil produces luxuriant plants; among
others I remarked that splendid species of Opchideo (an undescribed Vandea perhaps Gakandra),which I first discovered at the
savannahs on the Berbice; its scape here bears frequently from
six to ten flowers, whilst at the former situation I seldom counted
above four. This luxuriance was also observable in some Habenaricz, which at Pirara had only two, but hers frequently five
flowers. Our journey was very fatiguing, often wading, and
our feet much torn by numerous prickly Mimosa, palms, md
sedges. Crossing through a wood, I remarked numerous trees of
a species of Amyris, daerent from that which yields the fragrant resin called Heiowa, being fatter and even more fragrant ;
the Macusis call it Curu-kaytj ; the yellow Hog-plum, (Spondrat
Myrobalanus) was in season, and we found numbers of the fruit
floating on the water. Continuing our journey to the SW.wc
c r o d the Nappi, and reached a Macusi village, situated at the
-
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a Macusi settlement of ten houses at the foot of Mount Quariwaka,
near which is a waterfall formed by a stream, which precipitates
itself from that mountain, we halted at another settlement called
Cumumeru, at the foot of Mount Ilamikipang, which was to be
the termination of our present journey.
June 1st.-On the following morning we c o m m e n d the ascent of the mountain, partly to enjoy the prospect and partly to
search for the Urari or Wurali plant in blossom: the ascent is
steep and much interrupted by large blocks of granite, a mass d
which towards the summit rises about 50 feet almost perpendicularly and partly overhdngs, forming a distinct and characteristic feature. A t a height of about 500 feet we found in a glen
the first Urari plant, and shortly after many more; but although
when I first saw tliis plant in January, 1836, it was in fruit, I now
in the month of June also found it in fruit, and thus was disappointed in my search ; I presume, therefore, that it blossoms twice
a-year. As we ascended, that beautiful orange-plumaged b i d ,
the rock mnnakin. or cabanaru of the Macusi.' Ruuicola
ekoans of
1
ornithologists, became very numerous : they flitted around us s o
close that in one instance our guide nearly knocked one down
with a stick. T h e vegetation was peculiar amidst the thousands
of granitic blocks by wliich we approached the upper rocky mass ;
several new species of Myrtacee, the handsome Clusia wsea, several species of Epidendmm, Pleurotkalis, Braamla, Maxillaria,
covered the aged trunks of trees, and a species of Tillandsia had
selected tlie intermediate spaces between the rocks; the water
which h d collected at the base of the leaves, forming as it were
a cistern, was so copious, that our feet got quite wet while walking through it. W e now reached the solid mass, the Ilamikipang
or overlying rock, as it might be translated. Its top is an indined
platform partly covered with P i t m i r n k , Tillandsia, and a new
Epidendmm, with bright scarlet flowers, resembling in its leaves
that species which I discovered at an enrlier period at the A h raipu. I counted four different species of Pleurothalis and Stelis.
T h e platform was quite moist, and where the P i t c a i r n t and
Tillandrim did not usurp the ground it was covered by a pretty
running grass: but while the small area surprised us by the
variety and luxuriance of its vegetation, the prospect which
opened before us was unrivalled. Hitherto I had seen the
savannahs only from moderate elevations, but now they presented
themselves from a height of nearly 3000 feet, and the eye swept
unobstructed by any object from the isolated Makarapan in the
N.E. to the boundless savannahs of the Rio Braneo in the
W. ; the rocky summits of the neighbowing mountains, cleft into
misshapen masses, reared themselves on our right. A glance
blow, and the eye measured the abyss which extended at our
feet, but the momentary shudder at the thought of rr wrong step
.
I
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or slip of the foot vanished at the enjoyment of the splendid
view. T h e Makarapan mountain, visible to the N.E., presented itself almost in a linc with the northern face of the Canuku
mountains; from thence the forest reipned triumphant, and the
boundary line between it and the savannahs was well defined.
T o the N. the eye was arrested by the Pacaraima mountains ; a
thick fringe of wood denoted the course of the Mahu; lake-like
expansions of water showed the extent of the inundation, while
the river Takutu, where kept by high banks in its boundary,
appeared like a silvery thread woven through a rich carpet.
Some peaked mountains, which appeared to rise solitary from the
savannahs, closed the view to the north-west.
W e did not enjoy the prospect for o long time ; clouds of mist,
which approached from the E., enveloped the landscape in a
light but impenetrable veil, and we returned towards cvening to
the Indian settlement.
Aiyukante, my Macusi guide, Lad hurt his foot, and we could
only commence our return to Pirara on the 3rd of June, and
reached that village by a more direct route in the afternoon of
the 4th.
T h e canoes which we had despatched to the coast in quest
of provisions and merchandise, and which we began to give up.
for lost in consequence of their long delay, arrived at last on the
6th of June. I lost no time in despatching a messenger to Fort
Sat3 Joaquim, informing the commandant that we were ready to
remove from Yirara to the Fortoleza, where we intended to pass
the rest of the rainy season. My object was to have, during that
period at least, an opportunity of determining astronomically the
position of that place, which hitherto had been always considered
the eastern boundary of Brazilian Guayana. Our messenger
met the commandant on his way to Pirara, being the bearer of
letters from the commander of the military and civil affairs of the
Upper Amazons, Captain Ambrosio P. Ayres, conveying in.the
most flattering terms his permission to reside during the rainy
season at Fort S d Joaquim ; that he had ordered the commandant of the Fortoleza to give us every assistance, and that Le had
despatched his brother Senhor Pedro Ayres as his representative
to receive our expedition at tho Brazilian frontier.
27th.-Accompanied by Mr. Youd, we left Pirara under the
escort of the commandant, Senhor Gato, and on the afternoon
of the 30th arrived at Sa6 Joaquim. Senhor Pedro Ayres received us with every civility, and tendered his services to further
our objects. Two comfortable houses outside of the fort were
given up to us for our quarters as long as we might think it convenient.
This reception from a Government whom we knew to be at that
period fully engaged in suppressing an insurrection which h d .

lasted for more than five years, and had therefore little leisure to
pay attention to scientific objects, was more than I could have
expected in my most sanguine hopes, and I feel truly gratefal
for the kindness and civility I experienced.
Fort S G Joaquim is situated on the eastern shore of the river
Takutu, a shart distance from its confluence with the Rio Branco,
Parima, or Urariquera. A detachment of Spaniards from Nueva
Guayana arrived in 1775 by the Caroni, and the Uraricapara
at the Rio Branco, and fortified themselves in the vicinity of
the confluence of the river Yurum6. They were dispersed by
the Portuguese, who erected, as well against the incursions of
the Spaniards as against the Dutch, the boundary fort
Joaquim. I t is constructed of red sandstone, found in the vicinity, and has fourteen embrasures, mounted with eight ninepounders, in tolerable condition. I t is garrisoned with a commandant and ten privates of the provincial militia A small
chapel and five houses constitute the village; and a priest visits
the fortress every two or three years, to administer to the spiritual
wants of the inhabitants. In 1796 two individuals, Antonio
Amorini and Evora, commenced farming, in the vicinity of the
fort, with fifty head of cattle; these cattle rapidly increased, but,
in consequence of mismanagement, the owners fell in debt to the
government, who took the farms, of which they have since remained in possession.
The farms Sac JosQ Sac Bento, and SaG hlarco, in the vicinity of the confluence of the rivers Takutu and Branco, are
under an administrator. who receives one-fourth of all the cattle
which he brands with the government stamp. The number i f
cattle was stated to me to consist of 3000 head penned, and 5000
h e d wild, and 500 horses. I conceive these, however, to be
overrated. Twenty-two cattle-minders, who are enlisted among
the Indians, and are said to have pay and rations equal to a private soldier, have the care of the cattle. These men were formerly transported soldiers from Para.
The dreary time of the tropical winter was spent in S d Joaquim with arranging the notes of our former expedition, and
with constructing the map of the Upper Essequibo. Evey
opportunity which the changeable peather offered for astronorm,
cal observations was eagerly seized ; nevertheless, during a stay of
nearly three months they were very scarce. The results of my
astronomical observations give me
1' 46" N. lat., and 600 3'
W. long. for the position of Fort SaG Joaqulm. The latitude is
the result of 14 mer. alt. of stars N . and S. of the zenith, and the
longitude of 14 distances of the moon and sun or stars : 1 I of there
distances are E. and 3 W. of the moon; and I have little doubt
but that this position-is within 10 miles of the truth, which is as
new. probably, as the nature of lunar observations will admit of.

During the dry season an East wind generally prevails, and
blows almost with the fury of a gale; a change to the W.or
N.W. is at once an indication of approaching rain. W e had
thunder-storms, and scarcely once perfect clear sky and fine
weather ; it was only in September, when the wind turned to the
E.N.E., that we had hopes of the setting in of the dry searon.
LVXARDIUTANCXII
for the position of Fort San Joaquim in lat. 3" 1' 46" North.

Vague accounts of the Serra Grande or Carurni of the Indians,
situated about 31 geographical miles below Fort San Joaquim,
had long ago awakened in me the desire to visit it, and I planned
with Senhor Pedro Ayres an excursion thither. They told us of
a large lake with black water, in which porpoises were as common as in the Rio Branco, and it wanted only large ships sailing
on its surface to make it another Lake Parirne.
An observation of Baron Humboldt* that the surgeon Hortsmann of Hildesheim was acquainted with an Alpine lake on the
summit of a mountain, distant two days' journey from the confluence of the Mahu (Takutu) with the river Parime (Rio
Branco), made me the more anxious to visit that mountain.
Aug. 16th.-We left the Fort, and, favoured by good weather,
we made rapid progress. The first reach of the Rio Rranco,
after it has received the +aters of the Takutu, is S. 900 W. I t
is here about 1900 yards wide, and bordered by shady trees,
beyond which are vast savannahs, and, with the mountains Wanari
in the background, it affords a fine prospect.
T h e banks are covered with blocks of red sandstone, lying
upon stratified masses of the same description, extending E.N.E.

* ' Sur qwlquea points importam de la Gbographie do la 0uyane.'-Anrdea
Yoyag'~s8,Tom. ii. dc 1837, p. 172. Pm.Narr. roL v p. 80Q .
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Passing the low sandy island of Sobradinho on the left, w e
reached the junction of the small stream Corova or lgarape dos
Gentios coming from the savannah to the E., and then the
islands of San Josh and Retiro : the river is here about 1 mile
wide. O n the main shore were numerous trees of the Parim, a
species of mimosa, the seeds of which are used by several tribes
of Indians along Rios Amazon and Negro, as the Uaupes, Puros,
&c., in the same way a s the Otomacs and Guajibos use the bean
of the Acacia Niopo: they are pounded to powder, and the smoke
inhaled, or the powder is put into the eyes, nose, and ears, which
produces a state of intoxication or madness which lasts for hours,
and during which time the Indians have no command of themstupor succeeds, which
relves or of their passions. A general
mmetimes lasta for -hys.
Below we had a very pretty view of the Wanari and Coitau
mountains, which showed themselves between the islands Retiro
and San Bento.
The stream Cacuruau, which joins on the right, has clear
blueish waters. I t runs for some distance parallel with the Rio
Branco, having its source probably near the Muruku hills, which
bear from Fort San Joaquim N.W. by W. distant 18 miles.
The river Cauamb6 (the Gaume of Maps) is more considerable than the former; it may be about 50 y d s wide where it
falls into the Rio Branco from the N.W. The prospect from
this towards the south, comprising the islands Boa yistn and Caricatua, is very lovely, and the b r d stream of the Rio Branm
appears to wash the western foot of the Serra Grade, which
shows here to the best advantage.
Three naked hills named Matitikur, from 950 to 900 feet in
height, occupy the foreground; and a little farther S. was for;
merly a small settlement called Sanla Isabel ; it has been long
since abandoned, but a certain Senhora Liberada, a woman of
colour, has lately commenced farming
- here, and she received us
with great hospitiality.
T h e house of our hostess consisted of a large building, wattlecl
and plastered over with clay, and the roof thatched with Mauritia
leaves. In one corner s t a x l a rude hand-loom, at which a young
Indian girl was weaving the coarse cotton cloths in general use.
These cottons are coloured with the clays and ochre^ of the country, as well ns with the juice of plants, as Chica, Roucou, and the
juice of a B i p m i a , which colours blue. A species of Salicornia,
called PO~UIJO,
is used as n mordant for all dyes. The Guapes
and other Indian tribes along the Rio Negro prepare salt of the

Poluyo.
In the afternoon we walked through a wood
the savannah :
in the wood I observed the 1.argest Cerew or C a c h I had
ever seen, and it deserved the name of a Caetue-tree, if its
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structure admitted such a term. I t measured upwards of 6 feet
in circumference, and its trunlc rose to 10 feet before it divider1
into numerous erect limbs, some of them 40 feet high. Indeed
if represented a huge candelabrum.
T h e savannah did not exhibit any novelties; numerous Pan'ca
trees, Curatella Amwicana, and a species of Plumeria, which
appears to be common t8 all the ~av&nahsof Guayana, formed
the chief features of the vegetation. T h e Plumeria, which is
perhaps P. bicolor of Ruiz and Pavon, is called by the Brazilians
Xucuba, and the milk is considered an excellent remedy against
liver complaints.
17th.-We left the house where we had been so hospitably
treated, and directed our course towards a large flock of birds
which-had been seen stalking along a sandbank in the river : they
consisted of spurwing-plovers, roseate spoonbills, and the American stork : the two first did not await our coming within shot,
but the waders were more accommodating, and permitted Senhor
Ayres to fire three times at them, apparently possessing a great
deal of phlegm in their constitution.
Caricatua is one of the largest islands in this part of the river.
I t is about 6 miles long, but of inconsiderable width. Its name
signifies in the Lingua Geral ';Left Island ;" of which I could
not ascertain the origin.
On entering the stream at the foot of the Serra Grande we
found three fine canoes secured to its banks, which we soon
recognised as those belonging to the press-gang, a most villanouslooking body, lately sent by the Brazilian authorities to press
Indians for the navv.
thev had landed here in order
, I t annears
1
to continue their way overland.
Our canoe was too large to push up the streamlet; we proceeded therefore in a Bmaller one. T h e brook was winding and
much overgrown, and it was with some difficulty that we made
progress. T h e Serra Grande is generally called <'the father and
mother of rain," and it is said that if it rain nowhere else it is
sure to do so in its vicinity ; and so we found it. After a couple
of hours' strong paddling we landed at Andres Miguel's. His
house was not prepossessing in its appearance, and was worse
constructed than manv of the Indian houses. T h e owner was
not at home ; a young girl was sent in search of him, and we saw
him soon after arrive, hugging Senhor Ayres as soon as he came up
with us, and greeting me respectfully. Andres is considered the
patriarch of the race of r c the Vaqueiros" or herdsmen; to him
they flock if they want advice, on him the rising generation look
with respect, and father Andres Miguel's name is in every man's
mouth.
By a rough measurement I found the height of the summit of
(he Carumd mountains to be 9100 feet above the Rio Brancu.
L
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The rain came down so heavily that we gave up all further prearations for attempting the ascent that day, and we accepted
biguel's offer of a night's quarters. In a conversation with him
we ascertained that he once tried to ascend the mountain, but
had never reached the top ; nor had Mr. Smith been more successful, as he had been told by his compadre who served h i as
guide.* They reached only the fall or cascade. Miguel was,
however, willing to guide us to the best of his abilities. Upon
consideration it was resolved to ascend the mountain from its
western side, and to follow it along the whole ridge.
18th.-We
were up very early, but the weather looked so
threatening that we preferred to wait the result. I t proved only
a passing shower, and we embarked immediately after, the old
man accompanying us in a smaller canoe. We glided rapidly
down ; but it was noon, however, before we arrived at the %o
Branw, owing to our canoe getting foul of a projecting stump of
a tree and filling, by which much of our baggage was soaked.
The Marawani joins the Rio Branco from the west; it bas
fine clear waters of a blueish tint like those of the Cacuruau.
Mount Carumi bore from here S. 7' E. We were now so near
the mountain that we plainly observed its structure, the prominent features of which were highly inclined planes of gneiss,
resembling in many instances perpendicular walls, over which a
streamlet formed a small cascade. Our tent was soon pitched,
and, as old Mipel had arrived with the successful results of his
fishing, we selected some of that delicate species of siluridae, the
yacima or tiger-fish, and handed them over to our cook to have
them roasted, smoked, and stewed.
Under these pleasing
auspices our wreck and its consequences would have been buried
in oblivion if the remembrance of it had not been awakened by a
new disaster. The sun hone in full folce, and Senhor Ayres
intended to take advantage of it in order to dry part of hi
luggage. The awning of the canoe offered a good place for it,
on wh~chbis clothes had scarcely been spread when a sudden gust
of wind from the mountains carried the tent, with all its paraphernalia, into the Rio Branco; and before assistance could be given
the whole sunk to the bottom.
19th.-We broke up our camp at dawn of day, and wntinued
along the foot of the mountain until we reached its south-western
angle. We had now a full view of the lirger cascade, which
nlust be very splendid after severe rains ; its fall cannot be less
than 300 feet. The soil of this mountain did not nourish any
underwood, but there were many gigantic trees which over-

* Through the kindnew of Lieut. Qullifer's brother I poclaess his MS. of tbs
journey, and 1 well recollect that there were Mme obetaJa which preveutecl the
travellers from reaching the summit.
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shadowed the large coarse-grained granite blocks which their
mote occasionally grasped.
We reached a rocky plane, inclined: at an angle of 400, and
quite smooth; it offered us, however, the hope of a fine prospect,
and, leaving our shoes behind, we soon reached its top. The mist
was still hovering over the valley, and only the summits of the
Mocajahi mountains, looking like islands rising out of the ocean,
were visible.
The vegetation was so strong and dense, that we were obliged
to cut a passage through it with our cutlasses, and to follow the
leader in a sloping direction, much to the detriment of our clothing. We had now ascended for a couple of hours, and, anxious
to know whereabouts we were, we sent one of our people to a
high tree : he report. that in consequence of the thick forest he
could not see forward, but that he observed to our left another of
those naked rocks, towards which we proceeded. The prospect
from here to the S.W. was beautiful ;the mountains of Mocajahi,
along the northern foot of which the river of the same name
meanders, with the high mountains of Catrimani to the S.W.,
rising upwards of 4000 feet above the plains, were the principal
features. Extensive savannahs stretched to the N.W., bounded
to the S.W. by the dense woods of the Mocajahi. A small
pointed hillock, the most northern of the Serra Mocajahi, round
which the river wound itself, bore N. 79 W.,clishnt about
1%miles; from this point the river takes a more southern turn,
and 7 miles below the mountain Carurnti falls into the Rio
Branco.
Having breakfasted at a small streamlet, we returned to
the N. in order to fall in again with the main stream, which itself
was only of short duration, as half an hour's walk eastward
brought ur to its end. A steep mountain c l o d the valley here,
and at its foot we found the only level ground, comparatively
speaking, which we had seen hitherto, though its whole extent
was Hrnrcely 50 feet, and here the brook had its sources, receiving
i b waters from the surrounding mountains, which rose about
950 feet higher on each side. We ascended the mountain which
closed the valley; it was uncommonly steep, and numerous loore
rocks made it dangerous for those who followed.
Arrived at the top of this kill, we were again on one of the
rocky planes, but much more extensive than any of those which
we had traversed before : here were a profusion of beautiful plats
and shrubs with tortuous branches. Among them were lichens,
fernr, a rpecies of Hemionitis, and a pretty AdiaPztum, as well as
grasses, which had settled in crevices where a sdicient moisture
insured them growth :this is the first step towardla vegetation, and
vegetable soil being swept from the %her mountains by each
torrent of rain, it here accumulates in time. The gorgeous tribes
~
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of Ofchide@, satisfied with little soil for their sustenance, follow
next : of similar nature are the Bromeliace~.and the decomnosition of these thickly interwoven plants produces sufficient soil to
afford nourishment to shrubs. The Orchidece which .
I
f o u d here
consisted of three species of Epidendrum., one of them with long
stalks and large umbels of crimson flowers : the splendid Zygopetalum roatratutn, with flowers 94 inches in diameter, and an
Epidendrum which I discovered first at the catariicts of the
Corentyn.
A Bromelia with small fruit contested the ground with the
Orchidece :among other herbaceous plants I observed an Os&,
a Verbena with flowers of a vivid Cyan blue, and a flower of the
cruciferous tribe resembling Cardatnine awakened many rr recollection of boyish pleasure, when the appearance of the cuckooflower (Cardamhe patensis) was hailed as the forerunner of
spring.
A Mimosa with tortuous branches, a Cassia with bright yellow
flowers, and a Malpighia with uncommonly small flowers, were
equally new to .me; but the most distinguished shrub was an
Euqenia, with linear aromatic leaves and tortuous branches: it
reigned paramount, and we had literally to cut ourselves a passage
through its crooked branches and to continue our march in a
stooping posture.
These rocks were clothed with the retty Gesneria aggregatu
and lommtosa ;also A lrtrmeria m&lk a famed for its diuretic
qualities, and, several amarylliaceous plants. T h e EyU1rina
corallodendrum grew spontaneously in the vicinity of the rocks,
and the brilliant scarlet colour of its flowers contributed much to
enrich the floral display.
I was walking the fourth in succession, when, on looking on the
ground, I observed a Labari snake coiled up, gorged with its prey ;
three persons had stepped over, therefore, unaware of the danger,
fortunately without touching it. T o its sluggishness after its
meal alone can it be ascribed that this snake, otherwise so venornous, had not injured any one :we killed it and found a frog inside.
A t 5h.30m. we reached a saddle or depression in the mountain,
and selected it as our night's quarters: a small rill promised us sufficient water for cooking and quenching our thirst with a calabosh
of Xibd. T h e thermometer stood at 7 8 O at the time it generally
stnnds liom 83O to 85' at Fort Sac Joaquim. The evening was
beautiful, but the branches of high trees completely hi3 the
heavens from us and prevented observations.
90th.-We continued our march at 6 o'clock, and after half
ari hour's ascent we arrived at the northern side of the mountain,
where we had a pretty prospect of the valley below, enlivened by
the small cottages of the Vaqueiros and herds of grazing cattle.
A grove of Coucourit palms, through which we now directed
1
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our course, formed a striking contrast with the Eugenias and Mimosas which we had left behind us; and though the acclivity
proved steeper, not being covered by underwood, me made rapid
progress, and at 8 o'clock hod reached the western summit.
Further eastward is another, about 50 feet higher than the
western, and the depression between the two forms a saddle.
W e reached the eastern or highest summit at 9 o'clock, when
we observed with much regret that high trees and bushes impeded
an open prospect. I mounted, however, one of the trees, and got
bearing of the surrounding district. T h e eye commanded a
vast range of country. T o the N.E. it mas arrested by the dim
outlines of the Canuku mountains, the rock llamikipang bearing N. 50" E. Further eastward me observed the three-peaked
Saereri, and the Ursato or Cussato mountains, at the western foot
of which the Ta,kutu flows, which river is called by the Atorais
and Wapisianas Butu-au-urh, and is said to have its source3 at
the mountains Vindiau. six davs' iournev from the Ursato. About
ie miles south of the k o u n t k d ~ r s a i othe Takutu receives the
river Guidivau, which has its sources in the Arawasute mountains,
about 40 miles S.S.E. of the Carumi, and approaches the Hio
Branco in the vicinity of the latter mountain within 8 mil-, but,
instead of continuing its course westerly, and falling into the Hio
Branco S. of Carumii, it makes a sweep to the S.E.,flows along
the mountains Kai-irita, and falls ultimately in the Takutu, as
already mentioned. It forms, therefore, with the Takutu, a
peninsula of about 90 miles in length, and its waters cross, united
with those of the Hranco, the parallel of the Serra Carurn4 again
after a circuit of a b u t 500 miles. Next to the Cnnuku, the
Kai-irita, or Kai-iwa is the most extensive mountain-chain.
Kai-irita signifies in the language of the Ivapisianas "the
mountains of the moon." Observed from CarurnO they extended
from S.S.E. to E. by S., distant about 30 miles. Several detatched
groups occupied the ground between the Kai-irita (which the
Creoles call Serra da Lua) and the CarumA, keeping up the link
between the Serras Mocajahi and Catrimani, W. of the Rio
Branco, and forming at their passage through the river the falls
or CachoBiras.
Thefollective name of these detached g~oupsappears to be in
former maps the Sema Yauina ; however, as such it is not longer
known ; and as the tribes who formerly inhabited these regions,
the Paravilhanas 'and several sister-tribes of the Wapisianas, have
wandered, the former to the Amazons, the latter farther E., its
origin would be difficult of explanation.
T o the far N. we observed the ~ v m m iof
t the Tapaghh mountains, inhabited by the extensive tribe of ArBcunas, and a large
column of smoke pointed out the situation of the Fortaleza, where
we 4 w that the Vaqueiros hoJ intended to set the savannahs on
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fire. T h e hills MurukG were just visible. T h e country f a r t h e r
W. was concealed by the western summit: a panoramic view
was therefore out of the question; nevertheless the interesting
spectacle which the vast savannahs afford, through which the Rio
Bmnco flows, forming a number of islands, amply repays the toilsome ascent of the mountain.
Andres Miguel had visited the mountains in a S.S.E. direction,
which he described as extenrive and inhabited by a nation called
Aroaki. If this be founded in fact, it would be a remarkable
instance of the distribution of tribes, as there could be no doubt
that the Arawaaks, who at present inhabit the coast regions of
Berbice, Demerara, and Essequibo, wandered from the S. to t h e
N. Baron Humboldt in his enumeration of the Indian races
who inhabit the former province of New Andalusia, observes that
the Pariagotos or Parias formerly occupied the coasts of Berbice
v
'
and Essequibo.
They have advanced therefore further west,
j'
;,\,
while
the
Arawaaks
from the south, and the Guaraounos or
Jf
*
Waraus
from
the
W.S.W.,
now occupy their place. The few
.
.
, \; ..
.
: Caribis who at present inhabit British Guayana say that their
ancestors came from the Orinoco. A sister-tribe of theirs, the
Caripanas, inhabit the right bank of the river Amazons. T h e
subject of these wanderings is too important in the histoy of
the Indian tribes to be dismissed in a superficial manner, and I
hope to be enabled to lay it before the reader in a more detailed
form hereafter.
W e remained about 2 hours at the summit; the thermometer
stood at 9 a.m. at 7a0, while at that time it ranges generally at Fort
Saii Joaquim from 7g0 to 8S0. About 10 o'clock a fog passed
over the mountain, and the thermometer sunk to 71° 5 Fahr.
Our descent was rapid, only 3J. hours, including all delays.
From the relation of our excursion, the reader will be informed
that no lake exists at present, nor is there any ground to believe
that one ever did exist.
We h d now to toil against the current, and made but little
progress ; the night overtook us, and with it complete darkness,
only lighted by the dark-red flitting light of the large fire-flymuch more brilliant than the pale phosphoric light shown by
it near the coast. We paddled until 11 o'clock, and, as our
crew appeared worn out, we halted for some hours at the month
of the Igarapb da Serra Grande, and about 11 a.m. reached the
hut of the Senhora Liberada.
Shortly after the canoes of the press-gang arrived ; and who
can describe my horror when I found that out of the 40 slaves
there were only nine men, three of whom were upwards of 60
years old, and that the rest consisted of thirteen women, and
eighteen children under 1e years, six of them infante ? I made
the strictest inquiry whether the gang had crossed the Rupununi ;
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but I ascertained through my interpreter that they' were Wapisianaa and Atorair, from the Ursato Mountains, at the eastern'
or right bank of the Takutu.
They remained only a short period at Senhora Liberada's ; .
but we found that some of those who composed the gang were
relations of our hostess.
- \
%%d-Andres Miguel not having arrived this morning, we set
off after a very severe storm and rain, and at 5 o'clock in the
..
evening reached Fort Sati Joaquim, where, only an hour before us, i:
the slaving expedition had arrived. They had been quartered at
the fort, and every pains were taken to make us believe that the
noor Indians had abandoned their huts and fields and had followed them voluntarily. However, we found opportunity to
ascertain the contrary, a~ some were allowed to walk about, whilst
the others were kept in the fort. They paid us a visit, having
ascertained that our party did not belong to those who had so
grievously wronged them. With the assistance of my vocabulary
I showed them that I knew a few words in their language, which
caused them great joy. They assailed me now with a volume of
words, but, alas ! my knowledge did not reach so far : however, I
understood sufficient to ascertain that they had been surprised at
nipht. had been fired at. two huts set on fire, and those who hid
n; been able to make their escape had bee* led away with their
hands tied to their back. T h e conduct of the ruffiana towards
their womenand children incensed them most. They brought away
little children of 5 and 6 years old, and showed us that even they
had been tied with their hands to their backs. An old woman,
the mother of one of the young men, and grandmother of six
children, had probably given offence, and she had been treated
still more harshly. The eyes of her son, a handsome young
Indian, flashed fire at the relation of the treatment of his mother.
They told Sororeng, our interpreter, who had been summoned
meanwhile, that six men, with several women and some children,
had made their escape in the bustle. The attack hnd been made
about midnight, but, as their huts had been scattered, there had
not h e n a eufficient number to surround them. After they had
secured their victims they rifled the huts, and carried away what
they considered of value-parrots, q u n cotton, dogs, &c. There
being a number of children, the march towards the canoes proved
slow, and their provisions failed ; nevertheless, they were driven
forward like a herd of cattle, flanked by these rutEans with their
muskets loaded and primed, and on the sixth day reached the
canoes at the Igarap: da Serra Grande.
I communicated these facts to Senhor Ayres, who, as he told
me, had, since the arrival of the expedition, neither taken directly
nor indirectly any interest in it ; he would scarcely credit the
relation of these attrocitier. I ~ummonecl,however, my inter,
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preter, and he put several questions, the answers to which
show4 him the truth. It was his opinion that the inferior officers
wished to use the pressing of Indiana for the navy as an efcuse
to procure young and old, in order to sell those who were not fit
for that purpose to their allies. H e promised to report these
proceeding to his brother, tlie commancler of civil and militiiry
affairs of the Comarca (district), and he expressed his persuasion
that only those who could really serve in the navy would be
selected, while th; aged, women, and children would be returned :
doubtless his report of the number who have been secured will
prevent underlings from disposing of them.
T o the traveller who should nass
from the nresent
villaae of
a
1
Pirara to the place of embarcation on the rivulet Pirarn his
guides will point out a place, which evidently shows that it was
once the site of l~umanhabitations. Posts on which the vestiges of
fire are observable, a few cashew and arnatto trees, as ell as
some straggling shrubs of cotton, are all that remain of this once
happy Macusi settlement. His guitles will tell hiin that on one
dark night a lawless band of kidnappers arrived from the R i o
Brmco, surprised the poor inmates, and, after having set their
huts on firc, carried old and yoiing away to [lie far from their
native land ill bondwe
and slaverv. Such a fate also threatened
n
the young mission at Pirnra-llow far it has been my good fortune
to prevent it the reader may judge. T o Senhor Ajres' humane
disposition much is due; and, though the thunderbolt fell in
another direction, the young English mission was saved, mdi:
may teach the Indian that" IYhere Dritain'a power is felt,
G

Mankirld will feel her blevlink too."

May the moment snon arrive when the boundaries of the rich
and productive colony of British Guayana shall be decided by a
government survey! then only can peace and happiness be insured to those who settle on the British side of the frontier.

,

After the canoes had been provided with washboards to make
them somewhat more roomy, the Brazilians left the fort with
their spoil of human merchandise on the 25th of August. I-Iow
distressing it was to my feelings, when, previous to their departure,
many of the poor beings came to me and implored that I should
prevent them from being carried away ! Alas ! my hands were tied
in that respect as much as theirs when led from their burninz
huts! Happy for those who could wash their hands clean of the
slightest participation in these iniquitous proceedings. T h e waili n g ~of the parent, the cries of the innocent children, and those
deep-drawn sighs of the manly breast, are registered by the
" avenging angel."
Fort Son Jaaquim do Rio Bmnm, Scplcnrbrr, 1838.

1 V . - J o w n q from Fort Snn Jtmqub, on the Rio Branco, to Rnraimu, and thence b the Rivers Parimu nnd Meretuari to
EmeraIda, on the Brinoco, in 1838-9. By H.H. ~ a ~ o u BURCK,

Esq., Corr. Mem. R.G.S.

US FAVOUR.^ B L E weather delayed our departure from Snn Joaquirn to the 20th Sept., 1838. With the assist;lnce of Senhor
Pedro Ayres we had meanwhile engaged six Macusi Indians from
Malocca uncler one Cosmo, who acted as To-je-putori or chief,
and a soldier also hat1 joined the pnrty from San Joaquim. Uncler a salute of seven guns, and with the best wishes of our friend
A j r e s and tlie commandant, we left the fort at noon on that day,
and commenced our ascent of the river Takutu in a N.E. direc-.
-.
-tion against a strong current. We pitched our camp in the evening
on a lame
" sand-bank about 6 miles from the fort. After midnight one of those severe thunder-storms, so frequent at the commencement and close of the rainy season, broke upon us with
such violence that our tents were blown down, and every one fled
to the canoe, which being in a sheltered position fortunately
escaped the merciless fury of the storm, which only abated with
daylight.
9lst.-Ledges of rocks on both sides narrow the river here to
about 100 yards ; 400 vards beyond, the Ororopi, a fine broad
stream with blue water joins the Takutu from the E. at the point
where the stream turns from a S.S.E. to a S.W. course. A large
tapir was seen on the bank ; it took no notice of our canoe, and
nluneed
into the river to swim across. Our Indians were in a
a
moment paddling rapidly but silently in chase. Remiso llad
seized the rifle, and stood at the bow of the canoe; he touched
the trigger, but only the insignificant report of the percussion cap
followed, and the tapir escaped. We had forgotten last night's
storm and its effect on our guns, the powder in which had got
damp. An exclamation of regret burst from our Indians at the
failure, and they looked wistfully at their bows and arrows, as if
to say, This would not have occurred if you had left it to our management. I n the afternoon the isolated mountains Muruku and
Duruara bore W.S.W., and in the evening the Warami mountains. near the mouth of the Zuruma bore from our camp N .E.
by N. Our course and distance to-day was N.N.W. 8 miles.
92md.-Pursuing our ascent in a N .E. direction, we fount1 tlie
current to run l a miles, so that our actual progress was not Inore
than 1 mile an hour. At noon we reached the confluence of tlie
Zuruma with the Takutu, and found by measurement its width
to be 990 yards; of the Takutu 293 ; and of the latter, after the
junction, 378 yards, which is something wider than the Thames
at London Bridge. Lot. of junction by mer. alt. of three stars
-
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so eel N. The Zuruma is called by the Arbcuna and Macusi
Indians Cotinga, and is said by them tu rise 1 0 0 miles further

N., at the eastern extremity of Mount Roraima, receiving t h e
Zuruma, or Zurung of the natives, as its tributary.
e3rd.-Continuing
to toil to the N.E. against the stream, m-e
passed the rivers Aramurepani and Mia, and halted on the following morning at a sharp bend of the river, where it is bounded by
steep banks of indurated clay rising more than 19 feet above its
present level, on which were evidences of the periodical inundations. We had here a pretty prospect over the savannahs. To
the N. the Pacaraima mountains, at a distance of 30 miles,
stretched as far as we could see from N.N.W. to N.N.E. ; the
Watuta, a small chain of ,hills, occupied the foreground; the
Waiking-Epping or Deer hlountain, a singularly pointed hill,
was a little more than 3 miles from us to the W.N.W., and the
Warami bore W. by S. T o the S.S.E. we saw the Canuku
mountins, and among them the remarkable rock Ilamikipang.
We halted at sunset at a sandy spot l a miles S.W. of the mouth
of the river Virua. This stream is the Manucuropa of the maps,
no doubt so called from Manu igarap6, which signifies a small
stream. T h e Indians say it has its sources in the Pacaraima range.
95th.-After
watching all night in vain for observations, we
started at 4 A.M.,and by 6 o'clock had reached the mouth of the
Mahu. T h e breadth of the Takutu before it receives the Mahu
is not more than 199 yards, while the latter is 963 yards wide;
after their junction they do not together exceed 967. T h e Wapisianas and Atorais, who inhabit the Takutu, call it Butuau-uru.
T h e Macusis name the Mahu Ireng. T h e course of the T a kutu here describes a half circle, and appears more like a tributarv to the Mahu. We entered the latter river. and found its
current to increase to ",miles an hour at 3 miles from its mouth ;
it winds considerably, and during the floods the strength of its
cuifent must be much increased. In the dry season it forms
several rapids at a few miles south of the junction of the river
Pirara, which the Portuguese call the Pizaza. We ~ ~ u malie
l d
little way up the Pirara, which is a mere rivulet during the dry
season, and we were in consequence obliged to commence unloading our craft in order to carry our luggage over land to the
Macusi village of Pirnra.
Night had already approached, when we were surprised by the
sound of paddles, and the unexpected arrival of one of our small
hunting crafts with two Indians, whom we had left with Mr.
Vieth at San Joaquim: they brought ue the distressing news.
I eceived from Manaos, that Senhor Ambrosio Ayres, the mmmandant of the upper Amazon, through whom we had received
to many civilities, had been killed by the rebel Cabanos in an
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attempt to dislodge them from an island at the mouth of the Rio
Madeira, where they had entrenched themselves to annoy and
plunder the vessels passing up and down the Amazons.
96th.-On reaching the mouth of the Mahu I had despatched
two messengers overland to Pirara, one of them the Brazilian
soldier who had .ioined
us from San Joanuim,- to inform the In,
dians of our arrival, and to desire them to join us at the Innclingplace at the mouth of the river Pirara, to assist in conveying our
luggage to the village. I was up this morning before any one
else stirred in the camp, meditating on the melancholy news received the preceding night, and walking up and down a path
before our tent which led to the village, when I perceived, first
one, and afterwards four or five Indians peeping suspiciously over
the stunted bushes which are scattered in the savannahs. Whilst
I was wondering who they could be, my old acquaintance and
guide to the Canuku Mountains, Aiyukante, stepped forth and
welcomed me in their fashion, and was presently followed by five
or six others. T h e sight of my Brazilian emissary, it appears,
had awakened mistrust amongst the Indians, who suspected my
message to come and assist us to be merely a ruse of the Brazilians to entran them and carry them off as slaves to the Amaxons. This accounted for the caution with which they were
reconnoitring our encampment. A larger number of Indians had
concealer1 themselves in a thicket, where they had spent the night.
T h e distance from our encampment at this place to the billage
was 15 miles over savannahs and swampy grounds, impassable
during the rainy season, and when the rivers commence to overflow. About half way is an elevated spot from which there is a
fine view of the savannah, bounded to the N. and S. by the
mountain chains of Pacaraima and Canuku, and only limited by
the horizon to the W. On the E. side of this elevation flows the
Pirara, which to the N. is joined by the Napi, the sources of
which are in the mountain of the same name in the Canuku
chain. A t 2 P.M. we reached Pirara, and found our kind friend
Mr. Youd, the missionary, in good health and glad to see us.
H e had just returned from an excursion to the Rupununi, on
which, at Curua or Uruwa, in the vicinity of Curowatoka, he projected founding a new mission. T h e late cruel descimento, or '
descent of the Brazilians upon the defenceless village at the Ursato
mountains had created a great sensation amongst the poor Indians
very unfavourable to such projects. These descimentos are nothing
more or less than incursions of the Brazilian militia from the
Amazons and Negro to surprise the Indian settlements by night,
and to carry off the inhabitants into slavery. I was at Fort San
Joaquim when such an expedition arrived, which had surprised
some Wapisiana settlements at the Takutu by night, set on fire

.
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their habitations, and carried upwards of forty individuals, men,
women and children, of all ages, into slavery. I t may be questionable if the enslaved parties were not British subjects : whethey
they were or not depends on the yet undetermined line of the
boundary of British Guayana. I am happy tn say that many of
them were afterwards liberated upon my appeal, through Don
Pedro Ayres, to the authorities : some died at the Rio Negro, and
others were never accounted for. An accident which befel my
coxswain ohliged me to make a longer stay in Pirara than I
intended : this delay war the more irksome, as the weather was
unfavourable for astronomical observations.
I t was remarkable that while almost constant rains and violent
thunder-storms made our stay at Fort San Joaquim, during the
months of July, August, and part of September, very unpleasant,
there shoulcl have been comparatively fair weather at Pirara,
although the distance is not more than 60 miles. During my
former stay of three months in Pirara, thunder-storms and those
torrents of rain which mark the c h a nC ~ eof the season had been
very frequent ; but I watched my opportunity to make a series of
observations with an excellent mountain bnmmeter of T r o u ~ h ton's, which, by comparison with the register kept at George
Town, gave me for the height of Lake Amucu 520 feet above the
sea; the missionary's house stands €!0feet above this level.
T h e means during the three months were99.500 inches.
April
69' 3 Fahr.
May
99.410
81"
June
, 99.430
81"
With the aid of Mr. Youd, I here enlisted some of the natives to nccompany me to Roraima, under Aiyukante, their chief,
nnd his brother Uyamoni, who promised to be of the more use
to us, as they had some influence with the Macusis who formed
our crew.
When we were ready to start; I was rather surprised to see a
young Mncusi, who, to judKe' from appearance and size, could
scarcely have completed his thirteenth year, press forward, to
form one of our company: it appeared, on inquiry, that he hnd
been lately married, much against his own will, though in
deference to the wishes of his relations, and was anxious to join
our expedition to escape from his bride.
Oct. 8th.-A
little before eight o'clock this morning, our
arrangements being completed, we put ourselves in marching
order. As we had no prospect of meeting with any other
habitations in the next three days, me were obliged to supply
ourselves with provisions, &c., independently of the articles we
were likely to require in our future intercourse with the Indian
tribes, either for barter or for payment of cnrriers, guides, Src.
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It was a .source of much regret that the only chronometer I
had with me stopped after our return from the sources of the
Essequibo, my pocket-watch was, in consequence, my only timekeeper.
Our effects were packed in small tin-canisters, each of the
weight of about 95 lbs., tvbich the Indians carried on a brood
band, suspended from the forehead, either plaited of the joung
leaves of the Ita-palm (Mauritia JEezuosa), or consisting of a
piece of the bark of Lecythis. T o make their load quite steady,
it was fixed by other lashings round the shoulders, in the way
soldiers carry their knapsacks. This is the general mode whicll
the Indians adopt, whether male or female, for carrying burdens.
As the time of our departure -drew near, the Indians showed
some irresolution, which it was necessary to counteract with more
than ordinary energy on my part. T h e Macusis h d been for
years at war with the ArCcunas, who inhabit the regions about
Roraima; and although there had been no open hostilities for
some time past between them, still, a visit to their former enemies, they thought, might be connected with personal danger;
and some of them who a few days ago had been eager to accompany me, now required much persuasion to induce them to
adhere to their engagements.
Mr. Youd was to depart the same day to visit the Tammas,
of whom I h d given him a description, which encouraged him
to proceed amongst them, to learn how far he might he able to
turn them to Christianitv. The whole villa~e,
- in conseauence
of our departure, was in commotion from an early hou;; and
all who had guns and powder were firing away at daylight. As
already stated, a little before eight o'clock our a)lumn was put in
marching order; Peterson at the head, carrying the British union
flag,under which we h d been marching for the last three years,
thmugh hitherto unknown parts of British Guayana. Now it wasto lead us beyond the British boundaries into regions only
known to the copper-coloured Indian; but we were animated
with the hope of reaching, for the first time, from this side of the
continent, that point which in 1800 Baron Humboldt bad,
after so many difficulties, arrived at from the westward, namely.
Esmeralda, on the Orinoco. Our party consisted altogether of
thirty-six persons ; and the Indians, in their gay-feathered headdresses, some with muskets, and others with banners on their
shoulders, set out joyously.
A n hour's march, in a westerly direction, brought us to the
chief arm of the Pirara at its outlet from the lake Amucu. We
had to wade through it, with the water up to our neclts, ax$ the
luggage on our heads in consequencc. We were half an hour
crossing it. Our path lay now through savannahs, in a northerly
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direction. T h e undulating ground which occurs to the S. of t h e
lake Amucu ceases, and the clay which forms the sub-stratum is
no longer of the red colour, from an admixture of ferruginous
ochre, so striking about Piram. Those rounded and shining
black pebbles also are no longer visible, which cover for miles
the savannahs on the partially elevated ground. T h e turnuli
also of the Termes of Guayana, those wonderful buildings of
a minute insect, are no more to be seen. These savannahs are
about 100 feet lower than the missionary's house at Pirara, and
are covered, during the rainy season, with water.
A march across a savannah is at all times monotonous ; and
we had nothing to vary it but stunted trees and bushes. T h e
first consist chiefly of Curatella americana, the latter of Illal~ i g h i c ~ . *At 1 1 A.M. we halted on a sandy elevation, extending
about 4 a mile N. and S. Such spots occur frequently in the
savannahs, and are generally 4 or 5 feet higher than the surrounding plain, and interspersed with trees and bushes. They
are the favourite resort of the herds of wild cattle during the
mid-day's sun; for, although the foliage is but scanty, they
nevertheless afford some dlade, and are preferable to the open
savannahs, exposed to the unmitigated heat of the sun. High
above these trees and bushes generally rise numerous cacti,
their purple and pear-shaped fruit looking most inviting to the
thirsty traveller: it is, however, insipid to tlie taste, and by no
means to be compared to tlie prickly pear (Opuntia) of the West
India islands.
In the afternoon we reaclled the Mahu or Ireng of the
Macusis, which we ascended to the northward along its left
bank, pitching our tents in the evening on an open savannah,
whence we sent out hunters in quest of deer: tliey returned,
however, unsuccessful.
At night we were alarmeil at finding ourselves surrounded by
an ocean of flame ; the hunters had set the savnnnahs on fire :
black columns of smoke were rolling onwards, and the noise of
the hollow stalks of the large grasses, bursting with the heat,
was almost deafening. I \\,as reminded of Cooper's beautiful
and graphic account of a burning prairie.
9th.-We
recommenced our inarch at six o'clock, and after
going 9 miles reached the river Mnhu, where we hid to cross it,
at the junction of the Unamara, froin the W. T h e Maliu wns
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too deep to be forded, and I passed it with the baggage in a
small corial. Our Indians, to save time, plunged in, and swam
across; but were carried far down by the current. More than
two hours and a half had elapsed before we could resume our
march. We then ascended the left bank of the Unamara in a
W.N.W. direction, towards some bare looking hills called
Wujeh-epping; the height of which may be about 600 feet
above the p1ain;and remarkable for a huge block of granite in
one part resembling the figure of a deer, concerning which the
Indians told us many marvellous stories, as also about the rock
Tupanaghh, which we shortly after saw through a valley to the N.
A t the foot of Wuyeh, we saw some huts abandoned by the
natives, in consequence of the late descent of the Brazilians. We
forded the small river Unamara again, where a ledge of rocks
formed a rapid. I observed here two species of lacis, rather an
uncommon sight in so small a river ; but that delicious fish the
pacu, so fom1 of browsing on this herb, w a i not to be seen. We
had hitherto kept along at the foot of the southern offsets of the
mountain chain; having on our left detached groups of a very
tlesolate appearance, and to the right loftier mountains, thinly
wooded as far as we could see ; we were now entering upon the
chain itself. A large valley was before us, bounded on each
side by precipitous and rugged mountains, crowned with walllike masses of trappean rocks, the stmngeness of the forms of
which did not fail to excite the attention of the Indians, who, as
usual, were frightened at approaching what they believed to Le
the abodes of evil spirits. Our course was N.W. by W. through
this valley, which was but thinly covered with grass, and bore
evidences of having been lately inundated : after a turn to the
northward, we entered a basin-like expanse, surrounded by high
mountains, amongst which are three peaks, especially remarkable
from their singular appearance. Mara-etshiba, the highest, ape
pears to be of columnar basalt, terminating on the summit in one
abrupt pillar, about 50 feet in height: a bulging out in the
middle of this mass of rock has, by the ever-fruitful imagination
of the Indian. been assimilated to the Maraca.* the indisnensable
instrument of the Pi-ai-man, or Indian conjurer. ~ e a the
i entrance to the valley, and rising tiO or 80 feet above the plain, is a
columnar group of trap rocks, the largest and most popular of
which has been named by the Indians Canu-yeh piapa, or the
Guava-tree stump. Half a mile further westward, and not quite
so high, is another mass of rock, which any traveller might mistake for the trunk of some large old tree. It is a great. object of
wonder amongst the Indians far and near, who call it Fur&-piapa,

* A large rnttlo made of
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the headless tree." So complete was the illusion, that I almost
doubted my guides when they told me it was of stont?. The rock
rises straight to a height of at least 50 feet; its sides partly
covered by a red lichen ; on its summit a jabiru, or sbrk
(Myctetes Americantcs), had built its nest, above which we saw
the head of a young one. O n our approach, its mother hastened
from a neighbouring savannah to its protection, and, perched o n
one leg on the summit of the rock, stood sentinel over the plain
around.*
\/ We fixed our night quarters near a small streamlet, whence I
set off to visit this singular rock. The access to it is difficult,
in consequence of the nuinerous boulders on the ascent; with
which, also, we found the summit to be strewed in confused
masses. Sharp pointed rocks, many 30 feet long, and scarcely
G to 8 inches thick, here either stood erect, or were overljing
each other. They were of trap, and similar to those in the valley
of the Mahu, and at St. Bernard's, in Tortola. Interspersed
with these broken rocks we found Cacti, Agave Americana,
Bursera qummifera, Leythidem, and the wild Iutropha manihol,
amongst which the snow-white flowers and purple fruit of the
Cuctua rrpanclus were strikingly conspicuous.
Our return to the camp was delayed by the Indians having
n p i n set the savannahs on fire, and we had some difficulty in
making our way through the columns of dense smoke which for a
time separated us from our companions.
10th.- Continuing our route in a 1V.N.W. direction ot-er
similar ground to thal we had passed the preceding day, we came
of the range called Ina-mute. which we crossed at an
to a nnrt
1
elevation of about 400 feet, and descended on the opposite side
into the same valley which we had followed before, and through
which the Unamara flows. T h e Indians called the pass Mute,
or saddle!
In the afternoon we fell in with a hut, inhabited by two Macusis
and their families, consisting of fifteen persons. One of them was
a handsome young man ; his face was highly painted, and his ear
perforated by a piece of bamboo. H e wore his hair long, and
had it tied in a tail with a long cotton string, the ends of which
went round his neck, and hung behind him in large tassels, ornamented with Toucan skins. IIis wife brought us several ralabashes filled with paiwari. Proceeding on with one of these
Indians as a guide, we crossed the streams Kinote and Carara,
and arrived at 5 o'clock at Copoma, a Macusi settlement, where
I determined to halt for a day, to procure a fresh supply of
cassada. T h e men were absent on a hunting excursion, but the
D
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women and chgdren promised a supply of cassada roots, if our
own people would make the b r e d , which they were too lazy to
undertake.
Copoma, by a mer. ah., is in 4 O 3' 40" N., situated in the midst
of mountains, broken only by the valley of the Unamara. These
mountains are, according to the superstitious belief of the Indians,
t h e abode of all kinds of spirits and hobgoblins, and I regretted
only that the little knowledge which I possessed of their languagc
did not permit me to understand some of the many wonderful
stories they had to tell me of every stone which we met on our
road that was of more than ordinary size, or fantastically shaped
by nature.
19th.-We started at 10 o'clock in a westerly direction, each
individual being supplied with his share of the cassada, sufficient for the next three days' consumption. We now crossed
the Unamara, which we were told had its sources in a swamp of
Ita-palms. The previous two days we had kept the northern side
of the valley : from the W. a streamlet, called the TapirinduB,
flows into the Unamara, and, falling over a ledge of rocks, forms
a s~xlallcataract. Here one of the Indians shot a large luganani,
or sun-fish. T h e nart of the vallev which we were now entering.
asurrounded on allasides by mountains, only cut by the passage
which the Tapirindui has opened for itself, had all the sppearance of having been once a lake. And this may be also said of
the valley through which, at present, the Unnmarn flows ; or, to
express myself more properly, the valley of the Unamara seems
once to have formed one of the northern bays of an extensive lake,
of the former existence of which the savannahs between the Canuku and Pacaraimn mountains furnish strong evidences.
A t some remote period, may not these mountain barriers, before
thcy were burst through by the rivers which now flow from them
to the Atlantic, have contained a mass of water, to the existence
of which may be attributed the traditionary tale of the lake
Parima ?
Crossing a ridge of hills in the afternoon, we left the Unamara,
which we had now followed to its source, and entered the valley
of the Virua river, which, as we had seen on the QSrd Sept., falls
into the Takutu a little before the junction of the Mahu.
Though the hills were more wooded, the valleys were dry, producing only the Ayme viuipara and some Cacti. A large mountain, the height of which I estimated at 2000 fcet above the
valley, bore W. by N. about 8 miles distant, in the direction of the
river Virua, which river we crossed about 4 P.M., flowing to the
S.E., where its breadth was 33 ynrds. Its bed was full of rocks,
and contained at that time but little water; its source is said to
l o W miles further N,
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I n the evening we reached a hut, occupied by an Indian who
had three wives and a progeny of eiglit children, with a prospect
of more : this was a rare instance of numerous children among
natives who practise polygamy. T h e party were wretchedly poor,
without bread or corn, and almost destitute of common necessaries.
13th.-We started at 6 A.M., our usual hour of march, and
follorved for some time, in a W. by N. direction, the banks of
the Coya-ute, a tributary of the Virua. Our Indians stopped at
every brook to drink : unloosing their calabashes, they steeped in
them some burnt cassada bread, and made a porridge, which they
drank with glee as a substitute for paiwari.
We ke t the northern side of the valley, and at 9h. 30x11.
reached t e foot of Marawa-epping, the heights of which strikingly resemble the picturesque ruins of some ancient castle :
such I should certainly have taken them for had I been travelling
in Europe. We stopped at the foot of MaGi-epping, sadly
tired with our march over a bare savannah, and under a scorching
sun which raised the exwsed them. to 137 Fahr. at 1 P.M. T h e
stream Mavisi has its durces among some gigantic boulders, and
in its descent forms a series of cascades, some of which are upwards of 19 feet high.
14th.-Being Sunday, I had not intended t o travel, but our
position was much exposed to the sun, and what, perhaps, was a
still stronger reason, a Macusi settlement not far off induced us
to strike our tents and march in quest of it. Crossing the saddle
of the Waiyamura, we entered the valley of the river Cotinga:
from an elevated spot we had a fine prospect across the savannah
as far as the distant Mairari range of mountains whither we were
bending our course. We soon fell in with Indians, with whom
some of our Macusis claimed relationsllin. We met them w i ~ h
flags flying, horns sounding, and such demonstrations of our selfimportance as greatly delighted them.
I 5th, 16th.-We halted on the banks of the Cotinga, flowing to
the S.S.E. : this river is the Cristaes of the Portuguese, in the old
maps. I t is generally considered a tributary to the Zuruma :
the Indians, however, name it Cotinga to its junction with the
Ttlkutu, and consider the Zuruma a tributary to the Cotinp.
Our camp was this night in 4 O 10' 48" N. lat., and 68 miles W.
of Pirara. Referring to Arrowsmith's late map of Colombia,
we ought then to have been at the sources of that river, instead
of which it was 90 yards wide where we crossed it, and its depth
from 5 to 10 feet. The Zuruma is said to join the .Cotinga at
about 15 miles S.S.E.
17th, 18th.-Encamped near the foot o f the Illiiirari: this
mountain is connected by a deep saddle with the main range of
the Pacaraima: it is a stupendous mass of granite and gneiss,
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and the lower parts alone are wooded. I t is famed for a beautiful species of parrakeet (Psitticaria aobtitialis), which we saw
in large flocks.
Hitherto we had marched along the first ridges of the chain ;
but after passing Mairari, the highest of these mountains, and
ivhich I measured trigonometrically from a base of 1144 yards,
nnrl found to be 2s 17 feet above the savannah, and about 3400
above the sea, in lieu of following the longitudinal valleys of
the Pacaraima chain, we turned westward, following the river
Muyang, one of the most considerable tributaries of the Zuruma.
I t had a turbulent course; numerous pointed rocks, resembling
basaltic columns, obstructed its way, firming cataract upon cata:
ract. T h e direction of these rocks was S. 76" E., the dip N. 7 O
E., at an angle of about 75'.
Our path now became fatiguing
in the extreme-our feet blistered and injured by the shsrppointed rocks ; but if I, who wore shoes, complained, how much
more reason had the poor Indians, who were clad only with light
sandals! Here we met with a serious loss : in descending a
mountain-torrent to try its temperature, and in handing the thermometer to one of the Indians standing above, he slipped, and
fell with such force that it was broken to pieces ; leaving me with
only one. In the followins days we crossed the Muyang several
times.
19th.-The mountain Zabang bore N. by E. about 18 miles;
the river Cotinga flows past it to the eastward. Crossing the
Muyang, we halted in a shady wood on its northern bank for
breakfast. Heliconias and palms reigned here paramount : we
cut down one of the former 583 feet long, an immense height for
that family of plants. Further on we saw a tree belonging to
the labiatiae (Hyptis mmbrana-ea) of much beauty, and its leaves
of a highly aromatic smell. T h e flowers were of a bright blue,
the calix lake-coloured, and the floral leaves of the spike changed
from green through white into a pink colour, accordingly as the
rays of light fell on them. T h e tree was about 30 feet high- ,
the trunk rugged, and the wood hard. As we issued from the
wood an Ardcuna settlement of two houses was before us. When ,
first observed we were mistaken for Brazilians ; the women and ,
children fled. and the men made some show of defence : but as
soon as recognised, we had a cordial and noisy welcome. T h e
Ardcunas are fairer than the Macusis, and of the same make.
Indeed, they call themselves a brother tribe, although they have
lately been at war with each other. As far as 1 can judge, their
lanauaee
has much resemblance. There were eicht men : the
..
women I had no opportunity to number, only tw: ventured to
approach US. Our lat. by mer. alt. was 4" 99' N.,and by our
reckoning we were 103 miles W. of Pirara. Before us we saw a
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remarkable ridge of mountains differing widely in appearance
from those we had seen before ; they extend E. and W.,and, in
lieu of pointed summits, were flat at the top, though rising perpendicularly ; they consisted of red and white sandstone.
90th.-Continuing our route to the N.W.towards the sandstone
range of Humirida, we crossed several brooks, tributaries to the
Muyang. The valley through which it flows from its sources
was closed by wooded mountains; the sandstone ridge was still
5 miles distant, when we halted at the foot of mount Kinotoima,
to prepare for its ascent. For the first hour our row1 passed
through wood, and it took us another hour before we reached the
summit, which I estimated at 2000 feet above the valley, and
about 3000 feet above the sea. From this spot we had a magnificent view of mountain scenery to the west; Erimitebuh
bore W. lo0S. ; Mareppa Emba, resembling a tall spire on the
roof of a church, rising 3300 feet above the savannah, bore W.
20" S., distant about 30 miles; Ucaraima W. 30" S., and the
bare granite mass of ItIairari S. 420 E.
We continued our march upon table-land, only interrupted by
soft, undulating hills. The vegetation was here very interesting
to a botanist ; numerous Orchidea, chiefly species of an Epidendrum, which I found for the first time at Atamipu, with large
rmbels of a pink colour, and a variety of the same with white
Llossoms edmd with rose. as well ns another the stem of which
was upwards of 8 feet high, ornamented the mountain savannah.
I was much gratified to find here the first arborescent fern I had
reen in the interior of Guajana : it was a Cyathea, and its stem
rose 15 feet high before it threw out fronds.
A t e P.M., we crossed the Yawaira flowing northwards, and a
tributary to the Caroni ; we had entered, therefore, the basin of
the Orinoco, which is divided from that of the Amazons by the
ridge of sandstone mountains which we had just ascended. The
Yawaira, or Tiger river, may be considered its most south-eastern
affluent. I t was about 13 yards wide, and, according to the
Indians, it falls through the Wairing and Cukenam into the
Yuruani, which is an eastern tributary of the Caroni.
These regions of sandstone have their own Flora. Every shrub
was almost new to me ; except some melastoma, very few were in
flower. If it were possible to transplant a botanist among these
bushes, without his being nwure to which port of the world he had
been conducted, the rigid leaves and tortuous branches would
cause him to fancy himself in New Holland, among the Melakuca
and Proteacec. The most attractive was a shrub with rigid
leaves, and'a rose-coloured flower like a simple Camellia, until a
nearer inspection proved it to be a Kielrne ia. Interesting as thin
shrub was, it could not vie with an Orchi ea,doubdegs the tallest
0
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v e t described. and which. for the eracefulness of its stem. the
h l e n d i d configuration o i i t s flowers, and its smmatic smeil, is
perhaps not equalled among this most singular and mast fragrant
kind of plants. Long before we reached it the eastern breeze
wafted the delightful odour towards us, and I looked curiously
: at last
from side to side to discover the source of this frmance
c.
. I espied flowers, white as a lily, which, on graceful stems, rose
above the surrounding shrubs. I hesitated to pronounce it an
Orchidea-strange and eccentric as this tribe is in its forms, but
on coming nearer, no uncertainty was left, and it proved to be one
of the most beautiful of its class, and has since been named
Sobralia Elizabethea, in honour of her royal highness the Princess Royal of Prussia.
At an abandoned settlement we got the first view of those remarkable mountains, of which Rorairna is the highest. They were
w r p ~ in
d dark clouds, and distant about 40 miles in the N.N.E.
Crossing the Yaiwara, we travelled to the N.N.W. O n
emerging from a wood we had another view of the Roraima
range; and shortly after halted at an Arecuna settlement, where
we resolver1 to stay some days.
T h e night proved very cold, the thermometer standing, at 6
o'clock, at 6 lo ; all shivered as if the cold had been below the
freezing noint.
Numerous Arecunas arrived in the course of
1
the day from the neighbouring settlements ;they had heard of our
arrival, and in the evening thcre were between sixty and seventy
strangers round our tents, looking with wonder at us and the different objects of our boggage. They behaved very orderly, and
were bv no means forward. A severe thunder-storm. which
raged about sun-set, dispersed them ; but at our evening prayers
they were silent spectators.
!21st-%Srd.-'Fhe
most striking object in the landscape is
Roraima, which, at the distance of 35 miles, appears like a dark
wall capped by clouds. We started this morning on our projected
tour to the Crystal mountains, and ascending a densely wooded
hill in a southern direction, nnd following a limpid brook, we
entered a mountain savannah, while before us rose Pa-epping, or
Frog-mount. T h e sandstone here showed itself in horizontal
beds, strata lying E.3 N.,and formed terraces in the declivity
of the hill, which we now descended for abnut '200 ft., when our
guides stopped at a small hillock, which they pointed out as the
Crystal mountain, and indeed the upper surface waa covered by
numerous rock crystals, much weathered from exposure, and comparatively of small size, the largest being of one inch in length.
The Arecunas say, that formerly there had been some of four or
five inches in length, and clear as water; but the Portuguese had
carried them all away.
0
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Nicolas Hortsman. I think. was the first who made the existence of these Crystal m0unta.i- in Guayana known to Europeans.
On our return. we had another visit from the n e i e h h u r i w
Arecunas ; they were good looking men but painted, "and w-o;
pieces of bamboo fixed through their nose and chin; in lieu
of ear-rings, they had'bird's heads, chiefly those of the humming
bird, and a small creeper of a brilliant blue colour. Round their
loins they wore a girdle of monkey's hair. Our lot. by two observations was 4' 35' N.
95th.-At 7h. SOm. A:M., set out on our journey to Roraima;
crossed to the right bank of the Yawaira, and travelling N. passed
the junction of this river, with the Wairing 1 mile to the W.S.W.
T h e peak of .Zabang
.
.
bearing
. . .
E. by S. towered high above t h e
other mountains in its vicinity.
A t 10h. SOm. halted at an Arecuna hut on the left bank of tha
river Cukenam, which I estimated at 30 yards wide; its banks,
though eoft. high, arg overflown during the wet season. It mmes
from the N.E., and at lfr mile distance to the west is joined by
the Wairing, whence it turns off N.W., towards the Yuruani,
which it ioins at about Q5 miles distance. accordinrc
" to Indian
information. Following the Cukenam upwards in a N.E. direction,
ancl fording numerous streams which rushed from the mountains on
our left to join it, we again crossed the river, and reached another
Arecuna settlement. Here we found a feaet prepared for us, as
messengers had announced our coming, and we met with a most
hospitable reception. Feasting and dancing by the natives, dressed
in their gayest ornaments, lasted the whole night; and the mnstantly-repeated burden of the song, of tcRoraima of the red
rocks, wrapped in clouds, the ever fertile source of streams," resounded in my ears the whole night, and haunted me even during
the little feverish sleep I was enabled to get. O n this occasion
there were at least 80 natives present, which, with our own party,
44 in number, made quite a crowd for these regions. There was a
grand display of gorgeous plumes and head-dresses, and the whole
winged tribe apparently had been put in requisition to furnish forth
the most brilliant of their feathers. Besides these, necklaces of
monkey teeth, peccary teeth, and porcupines' quills, to which
were attacbed long cotton fringes hanging down their backs, and
sus ending squirrel, toucan, and various other skins.
Among the strangers was a Sarrakong, from the Mazaruni.
H e told me it was a journey of 7 days from Roraima to his settlement on the banks of the Mazaruni. I inquired about the
Cumarow, anxious to have some point with which to compare my
observations with those of Mr. Hilhouse ; he told me it was S
days from his place to the Cumarow, and that the road to the
Mazaruni passem by Roraima. T h e chief of the tribe gave me
.I

the same infomiation ; and it was afterwards corroborated by the
Ar&cunas, near Roraima, who pay frequent visits to the Sarrakong. This man gave me the followingitinerary :--Leaving their
settlement, Arawayam, they travel the 1st day to the Maurisi, an
offl uent of the Yuruani ; on the 33 day they reach the Cuyara,
where it is navigable for small craft; on the 4th they reach the
river Cako; on the 6th, the Mazaruni; ancl the settlement of
the Sarrakong on the 7th ; from whence it is 3 days further to
the Cumarow. T h e Ist, they reach the Yaraica, an affluent of the
Mazaruni from the E.; the next day the Zinauwaru, and the
Cumarow on the 3d. Calculating the ordinary rate of their travelling, and making allowance for the winding of its affluents, the
nearest part of the Maearuni cannot be less than 50 miles in a N.E.
by E. direction from Roraima, which gives a difference of g8
miles in lat., and 48 for departure. Now, I found the lat. of the
E. end of Roraima to be '5 9' 40" N . ; and the point where the
mad from Roraima cuts the parallel, would be about 5' 371 N.,
whence it is still 3 days to the Cumarow, in a N.N.E. direction.
If I am not mistaken, Mr. Hilhouse places the Cumarow cataract
in 5' let N . I agree, therefore, much better with him in its
longitude than in its latitude.
96th.-Followed the southern foot of a range of sandstone hills,
remarkable for their resemblance to fortifications on a gigantic
scale. We crossed the river Wene, and then turned N., and
ascended about 300 ft., whence we saw Mount Zabang to the S.E.,
and the remarkable range of flat-topped sandstone mountains of
Roraima, more resembling basalt in their outline, rising like a
wall in the N.N.E.; passed over the saddle in Amauparu, so
cleft and rugged in its structure, and so steep in ascent, that we
were obliged to tread in the exact steps that had been worn, or
perhaps cut out by the Indians. After descending, we halted at
the foot of Mount Waramatipu, a wooded hill 700 ft. high, which,
from its dark foliage, appears almost black as seen in contrast
with the light-colourecl mural precipice of Roraima.
27th.-Shivering with cold, the thermometer being at 583, 1
awoke, and found the Indians crouching round the fire. Started
at sunrise, and continuing our journey to the N.N.W., at I I
o'clock we reached a settlement of Arkcunas, called Arawayam
Botte ; unlike the other Indian settlements we had seen, it was
enclosed or barricaded. I t consisted of 3 square houses, with
gable ends, and a round cabin. The natives informed me, that
further towards Roraima we should find no illhabitants, as their
neighbours were gone on a journey. We were detained here 8 days
by bad weather, during which time I only got two observations,
which gave our lat. 5" 4' N. The mountain of h r a i m a wag
almost constantly clouded; a d no day passed without thunder
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and lightning. I measured a base line, in order to ascertain its
height and distance, as well as of the other mountains in sight,
and watched every opportunhy for repeating my observations, i n
order to obtain a mean result.
Nw. 2nd.-We started in an E: direction for the Rorairna
range, crossed several intermediate ridges and rivulets which run
towards the Yuruani. Vegetation was scanty except upon the
stream-banks. A t 7 miles we turned N.E. for 7 miles further,
as far as the brook Doh. O n mount Kaimari 1 could not but
admire the regularity with which a number of boulders of different
sizes were placed: if human hands. had set them with line and
compass they could not have been laid more regularly. Their
direction was S. 84' W.. over a surface of about a mile. I n the
afternoon we passed the brook Doh, about 12 yards wide, ahd
shortly after the Cukenam, about the siime width, within three
miles of its source. From the brook Doh our course became
E.N.E. for 4 miles, and at 6 P.M. we were witbin a mile of the
perpendicular walls of Roraima, and encamped for the night in n
hollow. We had the greatest difficulty in procuring fire-the
constant moisture rendering the brushwood very difficult to
burn. At midnight the thermometer stood at 59' Fahr. Before
sunrise and for & an hour after, Roraima was beautifully clear,
and we saw it in all its grandeur from an elevation of 3700 feet
above the Arkcuna village of Arawayam : its steep sides rise to
a h e in~ h of
t 1500 feet : their summit therefore is 5900 feet above
Arawayam; they are as perpendicular as if erected with the
lumb-line; nevertheless in some parts they are overhung with
fow shrubs, which, seen from a distance, give a dark hue to the
reddish rock, and the appearance of being altered by the action of
the weather. The geological formation is the same as that we
had examined on Mount Kaimari, namely, the older sandstone.
One of the most remarkable features of this localitv
, is the nre1
cipitation of waters from these enormous heights, which afterwards
flow in different directions into three of the mightiest rivers
of South America, viz., the Amazons, the Orinoco, and the
Essequibo. Several mountains called Roraima, Cukenam, AyangCatsibang, and Msrima, may be said to form almost a quadrilateral
figure, of which Roraima is the highest and the most southeasterly point. This quadrangle occupies from S.E. to N.W.
10 geographical miles; the eastern extremity of Roraima is, according to my observations, in 5' 9' W' N. lat., and the northwestern point of Ayang-catsibang in 5' 18' N. lat. Their
greatest extent is %5miles between Roraima and the west end of
Irutibuh: at the distance of 9 miles N.W.from Ayang-catsibang
rises another rocky wall Irwarkarima, to a height of 3600 feet,
remarkable for an urn-shaped rock on its eastern end, which,

standing as it were on a pedestal of 3 135 feet above the Arhcuna
village, is 466 feet high, and at its widest part 38 1 feet. Next
follows Wayaca-piapa, or the felled tree, which, as the Indians
say, the Spirit Macunaima cut down during his journey through
these parts. Way- is less in height than the rest of the group,
and resembles an obelisk with a truncated head. T h e three
mountains, Carauringtebuh, Yuruaruima, and Irutibuh, conclude
the group ; Carauringtebuh, the highest among them, is 494.5 feet
above the Arhcuna village. Rornima is rarely free from clouds ;
I only saw it so on two occasions. The circumstance of thick
forests extending from its northern extremity to the coast of the
Atlantic, while to the S. spread large savannahs, may be one of
the causes of the constant humidity as well as of the frequent
thunder-storms of these regions. I can ill describe the magnificent
appearance of these mountains with their thundering and foaming
cataracts precipitating themselves from a height of 1400 or
1500 feet. esnecia1,ll'vwhen swollen bv the rains after a thunderstorm. o n i n e of'these occasions i had the good fortune to be
at the Kamaiba, the largest of all these cataracts. Far-famed as
is the Staub-bach of the Swiss Alps, it is but a single 'fall.
Roraima boasts of five, besides many smaller ones, after rain. T h e
neighbouring Icukenam sends forth as naany, and Marima perhaps still more ; the latter fall into the Aruparu river. The mountain of Roraima is 34 miles long, but of inconsiderable hreadth.
From its eastern side flows the Cotinga, which mingles its waters
with those of the Takutu, Branco, and Negro, and ultimately falls
into the Amazons. A little N . of it the Cuya, a tributary to the
Cako, which joining the Mazuruni, flows into the Essequibo.
From the south-western side of Roraima several streams flow into
the Cukenam, which has its source in the neighbouring mountain
Icukenam, and forms with the Yuruani the river Caroni, a tributary of the Orinoco. The Yuruani itself, which the Lndians
consider the head of the Cnroni (Caroni-Yamu), flows in numerous streams from the north-eastern side of Icukenam, and is joined
by others from its western side and from the mountains of Ayangcatsibang (literally louse-comb), Zarangtibuh, and Irwarkarima.
The river Aruparu flows likewise in numerous streams from the
rocky wall Marima, joining, at 4 days' journey from its source, the
Cako. The river Carauring, a tributary of the Yuruani, flows
from Mount C a r a u h e b u k . T h e Cako. one of the chief
branches of the upper Mazuruni, has its source on the eastern
side of Irutebuh, while the Cama, which flows from the western
- - joins the Apauwanga, a tributary of the Carom, N. of the
side,
Y uruani.
T h e marshy savannah at the foot of these mountains abounds in
most curious and interesting plants ;among them is an Utricuhrio,
Q
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the most beautiful of its tribe, and which I have had the honour
to dedicate to the most distinguished of American travellers,
Baron Humboldt. T h e root is fibrous, and from it springs one.
or sometimes two, fleshy renifurm leaves. T h e stem, of a dark
purple colour, rose to a height of 3 or 4 feet, and bore several
flowers about 94 inches in diameter, and of a beautiful purple.
T h e lower lip falls like a collar, and is about 2 inches wide.
T h e upper lip or hood is large, bold at its margin, and larger
than the palate which it overshadows. Another plant of great
interest, the Heliamphm nutans, resembles the pitcher-plant in
its leaves, which are similar to those of S a r r m i u uarwhrk;
but there was a great deviation in the flower ; as in the present
genus there are several flowers, v d the seeds are winged. T h e
flower resembles our snow-drop, consisting however of from four
to six sepals.' Of no less interest is a Cypipedium growing by
the side of the Utriculatia and pitcher-plant in a marshy soil. I
think it is the first South American species. Its hairy and leafy
stem, 5 feet high, bore on each peduncle several flowers, which
were also hairy. I have no space to mention the numerous other
plants of this remarkable region, excepting one, a Ckistk, with a
deep scarlet flower and stem and purple 1eaves.t
After visiting this singular group of mountains we returned
by Arawayam to Uruparu, where we arrived on the 9th of
November, and where fever broke out among my people and
detained me : they felt severely the change from the regular
temperature of their savannahs, where the thermometer seldom
ranges more than 10' or 1 lo, viz., from 75' or 78' to 85' or 90°
in the shade; whereas on the elevated table-land we had recently visited, it stood during the night and in the morning from
60' to 6.9, and rose at !i?
o'clock in the heat of the sun to which
we were naturally exposed while travelling, from 105" to 1 10':
this, added to the damps and rains to which we had been exposed for four weeks, sufficiently accounted for fever, and I
only wondered that I escaped myself. I felt that it was impossible for me to leave these sick men to their fate amongst
strangers: they had trusted to me and left their homes, wives,
and children, to accompany me, and as I had been hitherto successful in treating their maladies, I determined to remain with
them, and do my best for them : in the interval I endeavoured to
collect the best information as to our further course, and came to
For a description and drawing of this curiws plant see Mr. Bentham's
On the HsliampLma mulanr," Trans. of the Linnsociety, vol. xviii. p. 4 2 r P r
t ,The Flora of Roraima u further distinguished by Ymumia di&ra+;
drrt i / h (N. Sp. Benth.) Lipnchaete n r r b n r i ~(N. Sp. Bentb.) Calra dim'cata (N.
8p. Benth.) Achyroclins faccida, Hyptu membranocea, Raplea, Kiebneyem, Sobrali.,
LMonlogbuMn, and several other undetermined speciee of Orchidee.
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the resolution of starting hence in a S.W. direction, by which,
according to the Indians, we should reach the Parima on the
ninth day.

"

3

After a stay of twenty-five days in the n e i g h h u r h d of
Roraima, we set out on our journey towards Esu~eraldaon the
Orinoco. Retracing our steps in a southerly direction for SO
miles, we reached the sandstone range of Humirida.
21st NOD.-This morning was one of the coldest we had experienced in Guayana, the thermometer at 6 A.M. standing at 5g0.
W e started at 7h. 9Om.,and by 10 o'clock were descending Mount
Taripar6, one of the mogt southern points of the great sandstone
ridge we had lately traversed. Tariparu is in the vicinity of
Mount Kinotaima, which we had crossed a month ago. T h e
road over it is not only fatiguing but often dangerous, from the
numerous boulders of quartz and the steep precipices on either
side of the traveller. Nevertheless we reached without accident
the Maese, a streamlet at the foot of Tariparu, where we
.halted to breakfast: hence the peaked mountain of Arawayang
bore S. 61" E.
Q2nd.-This day commenced with the ascent of the Arawayang,
which we crossed at a saddle that connects it with the neiszhbouring ridges below the summit, which we were glad to es%ape
the difficulty of mounting, for the road was fatiguing enough as it
was. From this saddle we had an extensive prospect: we saw
Mairari, which we had passed a month ago ; Zarumaika, to the
S.W., and Mampang, and Tarenni, which we were to ,pass in a
few days. We crossed several brooks whch empty themselves into
the Inkarama, an affluent of the Muyang, and descended to the
S.W. a b u t eooo feet into a mountain glen, where a cataract is
formed by the Warampa, another aflluent of the Inkarama : near
the confluence of these streams we found an Indian settlement
deserted; some of the cotton-trees were loaded with cotton, which
our Indians eagerly collected. W e waded through the Inkarama,
where it was ahout 90 yards wide, and had some difficulty in
discovering the path on the opposite side, from its being overmown
with low bushes: we then commenced to ascend Mount
u
Saraurayeng. From its summit we saw again these detached
groups of mountains which bound the savannahs, and among
which we could easily distinguish Muritibuh by its tower-shaped
top. I saw here white quartz regularly stratified, its direction
being N. '
8 W. We found some Macusi huts at Canaupang
where we halted for breakfast, and procured an additional quantity of yams, a welcome increase to our stock of provisions.
Mairari bore S. 5g0 E. In the afternoon we passed the Zama,
a tributary of the Muyang, and travelled in B S. direction over a
-~
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table-land, slightly elevated above the valley of the Zuruma : h e r e
we were shocked by the sight of the skeleton of a human beiig
near the site of a cabin which appeared to have been burnt down ;
to all appearances it had been lying there for months. The
bones were already bleached, and those harpies, the carrion-crows.
had done their work upon the flesh : we naturally concluded that
the unfortunate man had come to his death bv the fire which had
consumed the hut: but we heard another &count of it in t h e
evening, which horrified us, from a party of Macusis, whom w-e
fell in with journeying to the savannahs to collect salt : they told
us the skeleton was that of one of their own people who was
blind, and whose children, grown up,. a boy and a girl, they
pointed out to us among their number.
The p o r man, it appeared, had beenin the habit of going about
with them ; and though he could find his own way to the provision-grounds, in one of their excursions he lagged behind and
lost his way. With their usual thoughtlessness, no one went in
search of him till two days had elapsed, when no trace could be
found of him; and no doubt he was no further thought of untilhis remains were discovered some time after. Can such be the
state of parental affection among the Indians? Our lat. this
evening by Achernar was 4' 18' N.
gS,rd.-We were now in the hasin of the Zuruma or Zurung.
and travelling S.E. we twice crossed the Yanau, one of its small
a h e n t s , which flows in an E. by S. direction towards the low
savannahs, which we reached at one o'clock P.M. We found the
Zuruma about 50 vrvds wide. and much broken bv rockv dikes.
which cross it, for&ing numeious cataracts. ~ h e dik&
b
rettm
to be links between the mountain-chain we had just left nnd the
isolated groups of Mampang irnd Muritibuh in the S. We followed the Zuruma some distance in a S.S.E.direction, before
we could find a d a c e to ford it safelv. We then turned S.W..
and about 9 mills from the foot of J ~ o u n Mampang
t
reached
a magnificent cascade formed by the brook Marai Kawana, as it
falls over a perpendicular height of 300 or 400 feet. The valley
of the Zuruma extends in a S.S.E. direction, and is about five
miles wide. We were now in the country of he Wapiaianas, and
halted for the night at one of their settlements.
94th.-Our path was strewed wit11 numerous blocks of granite,
which made our march fatiguing. At 8 h. we massed the Warauwayang, a tributary of the Marua, the river Parima of the maps. I t
was here about 30 yards wide, and, the Indians say. has its sources
in the N.N.W., near Mount Uaraima. The Indians call this
river the Marua, and not Parima, by which name, or rnther
Paruixna, they desiiate the Rio Branco of the maps from .its
sources (Urariquira) to its confluence with the Rio Negro. I t is
-----
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full of broken ledges of rock, which enabled us to pass it easily,
without the necessity of going up to our middle in water. The
grass on the opposite side was very high ; and my coxswain was
nearly bitten by a rattle-snake in it, upon which he came unawares. The lndians set fire to the grass to prevent its escape. ,
W e encamped at the foot of Mount Marua, where we found two
huts, inhabited by Wapbiamu :the greater part of the inhabitants
'were gone to the aavannah to collect salt.
95fi-This being Sunday, we halted all day. About 12 miles
distant from Marua, S.E. by E. 3 E., the Indians told us of some
very remarkable boulders of granite, which they call Tamurumu.*
T h e highest, which they call the " abode of the spirit Mscunaima," .
they described as 300 or r K X ) feet h i k , and covered with hieroglyphic figures, like the mke at the cataracts at Waraputa, and
at Temehri, ahd elsewhere on the river Corentyn. We were prevented from visiting them by an unfortunate accident to one of
our party, who war, bitten by a.rattle-make. H e was brought in
senseless. I ordered the wound, which was over the artery of
the leg, to be sucked alternately by two powerful men, and well
rubbed with salt and sweet oil, which were also given internally,
and a ligature to be fired tightly above the wound. When he
recovered his speech, he complained of acute pain, not only in
the wounded part, but likewise in his side, under the arms, faintness of sight, nnd giddiness. His pulse,was small and irregular ;
and I feared much for his life, when he fell into a new stupor,
and threw un
blood from his stomach. I then gave him a dose
1
of castor-oil, ,and covered him with blankets, tokroduce perspiration, which, after an hour, was copiously effected, and his pains
became leu acute. He told us whilst fishinn at the brook the
snake had jumped at him, and bit him in tw; places. He had
once before met with a llke misfortune, and s d he had been
saved by drinking a small cup of milk drawn from a woman's
breast. This was accordingly procured for him. We did our best
to promote perspiration, and continued to rub the wounded part
with sweet oil. The leg was not much swollen; but his eyes were
bloodshot, and it was evident that his sight was affected. His
Ijmbs remained rigid, and he complained much of giddiness till
night.
On the third morning he was so much better that I determined to leave him to the care of his relatives, and to proceed
next day on our journey. Lat. by mer. alt. of Fomalhaut 3"57' 40".
We had consequently crossed the river Marua in about 4' N. lat.,
about e0 miles from its sources further N. in the Ucaraima
-

This is, no doubt, a corruption of Tepu Mereme, "~aintedrock," in the MayM. de Humboldt dincovered a dmilpr rock on a ssvannah a few
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mountains, which is very different from its position in the existing
maps.
27th-Ma.-Leaving
our invalid a supply of rice, to which I
ordered him to be restricted for the three next days, we continued
our march to the S.S.W. and S. for 4-0miles over the savannah,
keeping the mountain-chain on our right at a distance of fmm 15
to 20 miles. Its general direction was E. and W. T o the S.
we observed several isolated srouss : among them CawaibasPi
appeared the highest. Mount Wawatibuh bore in the morning
S.S.W. : along its southern foot flows the river Maiyari. In the
afternoon the group Tupae-engtibuh and Waikamantibuh bore
W. The river Maiyari is turned somewhat more eastward by
this goup, as it passes the latter mountain. W e crossed the
river Maiyari in So 33' N., where it was about 1W yards wide,
and, travelling W.S.W.,
reached the next day a Macusi settlement
called Curutza, consisting of 3 round cabins, with about 50 inmates. This place was 3 miles from the river Parima or Rio
Branco, and about 19 miles from where .it is joined by the
Maracca to the S.S.E. This latter stream, the Indians say, is
not a distinct river, but a branch from the Parima, which, separating from it some way higher up, here falls into it again, after
forming a large island of the intervening country. Of the settlements of ConceicHo. Caiucaira. and San Joaii Bantista,- which
are marked in the latest maps in this vicinity, I could discover no
trace whatever.
T h e number of women in Curutza far surpassed that of the
men, who, in consequence, indulged in a plurality of wives. One
aged man had three, two of them sisters, whom he had lately married, and by both of them had children then in arms. Thechief of
the tribe had as many wives ; one an old woman, who was evidently
mistress of the household, notwithstanding the great attraction of
her companions, who were young enough to be her daughters.
Dec. 1st--3rd.-Our
course was W.N.W. : passing about 8
miles to the southward of Mount Tupac-engtibuh, which I estimated to be 3000 feet above the savannah. Jt forms a wall-like
ridge of rock, thinly overgrown with wood. Waikamantibuh,
which is one of the same group, is more peaked and regular iq
shape. In the afternoon we crossed the brooks Avariapuru and
Warapapura, which join the Parima about 3 a mile from each
other.
A t 4 P.M. we reached a Zapara settlement, called Sawai
Kawari, where we found upwards of sixty Indians, r mixed assembly of Purigotos and others collected together from the
Uraricapara, Merewari, the Orinoco, and Paraba, a tributary of
the Caroni. I soon remgnised in the captain, a Purigoto, the
same fellow who three years before had told so many lies to Mr.
C
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Brothergon about Lieut. Haining and myself, when detained by
sickness at San Joaquim, while we were exploring the upper
Rupununi. I suspected that he was after no good, and that he was
deceiving the poor savages who were with him, and who, he said,
he was going with to Pirara and the Corentjn: amongst them
were some Oewakus, who live in a wild state at the sources of
t h e Uraricapara, neither women nor men wearing any covering.
T h e i r huts are moved from place to place, and they seem little
attached to localities, flying at the appearance of any stranger ;
those I saw appeared very timid : they were about 4 feet 10 to
5 feet in height, slender, eyes small, face in general long, and
their colour lirhter than that of the other Indians. Verv different
beings were the Maiongkongs and Mnuitzi, who, I bdlieve, are
sister tribes, and inhabit the Merewari and Paraba; they were
from 5 feet 8 to 5 feet 10 inches high, and even taller, faces
round, eyes set close together and somewhat obliquely, forehead
small and retiring, their figures broad and muscular, long eyelashes, but the eyebrows, an well as beard, plucked out. Among
the females of the Caribis and other tribes of Gnayana, they have
a strange fashion of increasing the size of the calf of the leg by
tying bandages round the other part when young. These
Maiongkongs had not ohly such bands round the leg, but likewise round the upper part of their arms, on which they wore
armlets of their own hair for necklaces they wore a bunch of
the slender stems of a cryptogamous plant, a fern, which they
called Zinapip, and to which they ascribed talismanic property.
Their waistcloths were of their own manufacture, hung with
fringes and dyed red. T h e Mauitzi resembled the Maiongkongs in dress and appearance, but the Guinaus who were with
them had oval faces, small heads, sharp features, and high cheekbones, with rather a gloomy expression of countenance. We saw
but few women with them, and were told they had not yet arrived,
thouh ex~ectedfrom the Parima.
A; I uAderstood they intended to finish their journey by land,
I applied to the old Purigoto to sell me their canoes ; he seemed
at first anxious to deter us from proceeding, and to alarm us with
fears of the starvation and sickness prevailing higher up the
Parima and Uraricapara, that we should find no people, and such
tales ; but at last he wan induced by presents, &c.. to comply with
my request, and I further engaged two of the Maiongkongs,
who, I found, came from the vicinity of the Orinoco, to accompany us, with the old captain's permission.
By mer. alts. of a Cassiopei~and a Eridani, our lat. was
So 35' N. During our observations the strange Indians evinced
much wonder, and were all ear and eye ; they believed we were
pi-ai-ing or conjuring. The old Purigoto, however, wished to
D-
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show his importance, and to prove that he knew something of the
matter, and pointed out several stars by name-Achemar
he
called Irika ; the three stars in the belt of Orion, Kaikara ; Aldebaran, Wauyari-Yutta;the Pleiades, Yumang ; Capella, Yawaiva
4th-This morning was disastrous to our future astronomical
o b s e d o n s ; in winding up my watch the chain broke, and we
were thus left without a time-keeper, n misfortune witbout remedy, for, had I sent back to the colony, two months must have
elapsed before a messenger could possibly have returned, and then
the season for travelling would have been nearly over. I resolved,
therefore, to go on and do as well as I could; but henceforth we
had to estimate the time. In Guayana the traveller ought to be
provided with instruments in triplicate, and they should be of the
best construction. I was unfortunately so peculiarly situated, and
was obliged to make m many sacrifices to procure other instruments, that I was not provided even with duplicates, and though I
had written from Pirara for a second watch, it liever reached me.
5th.-At gh. SOm. we started in a S.S.W. direction, and in I
hour reached the confluence of the small river Paparu with the
Parima, where we found the four small corials promised us by the
Purigoto. We were just preparing to load one of them, when
down he came with his people and told us he had changed his
mind, and dould only let us have one corial, as he meant now to
go by water himeelf to Pima. As ane, however, was useless to
us, I was obliged to insist with him on our agreement, and at last
to take by force another, but he went off with the two smallest, I
was prevented from using my fire-arms only by the fear that false
accounts might be circulated amongst the Indians as to our real
objects. After this quarrel I set the people to work to cut down
some spars wheredth to make paddles, and to raise upon and
otherwise fit the corids for our expedition. The whole party
were in motion, and our camp looked like a dockyard.
6th-The corials were ready by noon. From the information
I h d collected from the Maiongkong Indians, one of whom
was especially acquainted with the regions of the Orinoco, and
told me of the Cassiquiare, the mountain Maravaca, and the river
Entuari (Ventuari), I thought it advisable to follow the Parimrr
instead of the course of the Uraricapara, as I had first intended.
At half-past one we entered it, where it was about 500 yards
wide, and much impeded by rocks, forming a series of rapids.
Our course ascending the stream was S. 40' W. We had no sooner
entered the rapids than I found the corial was overloaded, and I
was obliged to send back two of my party : our frail bark, however, still took in so much water wherever' w e got into the surge
of the rapids, that on reaching the mouth of the river Yurum6 we
landed, and cut down a Wanussuri-tree (Cecropia peltata), out of
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which two side-planks were made and shortly added to our washboards, which, though it did not accelerate our way, at any rate
rendered our passage more safe, and mved the people from
getting wet.
The river Yurumb joins the Parima from the N.W. It is
shallow at its mouth, much impeded by sandbanks and rocks, and
about 108 yards wide. In the Portuguese survey it is called the
Idome. The Indians of the present day call it Yurum6 ; of the settlement of San J& Baptists, which appears in the latest maps,
no vestige now exists. I found the latitude of junction to be
So So' 40" N., differing but little from the latest maps founded on
the Portuguese surveys~
7th.-A succession of falls made our progress very slow : at
those of Marari, Tiatiapang, Arukiama, and Matinpang, we were
obliged to unload the corials and c a r 7 the luggage overland.
Our direct distance made during the last three days was only
.,
14 miles, and as I estimated our height at 110 feet above the
;.'
Yurumd, this would give 8 feet fall for a mile.
!
About 9 A.M. we reached the mouth of the Uraricapara, which ,
may be 80 yards wide. Its water is of the same colour ; and its cur!
rent about the same as the Parima, namely, nearly 3 miles an hour.
Towards the end of the last century the Spaniards had on its
1
right bank, aome way up it, a small fort called Santa Rosa, which, 1
however, was abandoned, and its site overgrown with bushes when
'4
the Portuguese surveyors visited it at the commencement of this
,
century. Its lat. was .So 50' N; If I had not met the Maiongkong-Indians now with me, I should have attempted the ascent
of the Uraricapara, as recommended by M. Humboldt, instead
;.
.'
of continuing on the Parima, but as they all agreed in their accounts that I should find the upper parts of the river uninhabited,
and should thence have a long journey to make westward overland, I determined on keeping by the latter. The last reach of
the Uraricapara is S. 46' E., and it appears to come from the
N.W. : however, near its mouth some hills turn it to the S.W.
T h e lat. of point of junction deduced from last night's observation is 9' 90' N.
The river Parima, before it is joined by the Uraricapara, is
about Q00yards wide ; not far from their junction the same ridge
which crosses the Uraricapara traverses it and forms two great
cataracts. The Purumamd Imeru is certainly one of the largest
falls in Guayana, vieing in size and magnificence with William I V.'s
cataract on the Essequibo, and the falls of the Corentyn. This
formidable obstacle to the navi~ationseems to arise from the
river having forced its way througi the hilly range already alluded
to. Narrowing to about 50 yards, it divides intu two streams, and
precipitates itself from a height of k0 to 45 feet: the whole
s t
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width of the river a€ the fall was not more than 10 yards w h e n
we passed it, though I have no doubt during the floods t h a t it
must be much greater. A little beyond occurs a second fall of
about '25 feet, making altogether a descent or fall in the river of
from 70 to 75 feet from these cataracts. We had no alternative
but to carry our corials over the range, which was about 350 feet
'above the river ; and though the ascent was for about a third of
the way almost at an angle of 60° by a difficult path made by the
Indians, we nevertheless completed the portage by 4 P.m., and
embarking above the falls once more, proceeded about half a m i l e
farther to a convenient resting-place. Lat. by mer. alt. of two
stirs So 18' 20" N .
1 1th.-Passed
on the left the mouth of the branch called
Maracca, signifying Ir rattle" in the Macusi language ; it is about
100 yards wide, and partly obstructed by an island; as before
mentioned, this branch is said to flow E.N.E., and to join the
Parima about 36 miles farther to the eastward. After this separation of its waters: the ascent of the main stream. or Parima. is
again in a S.S.W. direction; we soon came to another cataract,
the Emenari, where we had again to unload and to carry our
baggage and our corial for a distance of 600 to 700 y d over
land. Half a mile in a southern direction from this fall, the river
is reioined bv a branch which senarates from it about e0 miles
hig<eer up : kur Indians told us, $ we followed it it would lead
us far to the N. and away from a Zapara settlement which a-e
hoped to fall in with in the course of the day.
At one o'clock we arrived there, and found the people located
in a verv wild s ~ oalmost
t
inaccessible from the falls and r a ~ i d s
by whi& it is eAcircled. T h e men of the tribe were so hideoLsly
ugly that we called them the Ugly Faces. They seemed to suffer,
most of them, from inflammation in the eyes, many of them squinted
horribly, and others were evidently dropsical. Their voices were
squeaking and very disagreeable : the chief only was a good look:
ing personage. T h e women were a striking contrast, and really
very pretty; one girl I thought the prettiest Indian I h d as yet
seen. Altogether there might be about forty of them crowded
into three huts : these were built round, neatly thatched with
palm leaves, not pointed at the to as the Macusi houses, though
with an opening for the smoke. $he interior nu dean, the only
thing commendable among them.
The Zaparas, it appears, have arisen from the intermarriage of
Macusis and Arkunas. They principally inhabit the mountains
Tupae-eng and Waikamang, though there are likewise a few of
their settlements along the banks of the Parima, of which this was
one. Their whole number probably amounts to not more than
300. They differ little in appearance from the Macusis : if any-

thing, they are more slender, and not so robust in figure. I had
no opportunityof collecting any of their words, but their language
is merely a variety of that of the parent tribes, the Ar6cuna and
Macusi. As they were short of provisions, and could only spare
us a bunch of bananas, we continued our journey next morning.
l9-14th were spent in toiling with much labour and fatigue
up a succession of falls and rapids : our daily progress barely exceeded 3 or 4 miles in a westerly direction. T h e river in some
' places is bounded by steep hills t
u the water's edge ; in others it
opened out into a wide expanse of 9 or 3 miles, thickly studded
with islands. It is richlv stored with fish. Haimara. different
ties of Siluridele, chiefly Pimulodus, and various others ; the
xctric
Eel (Gymnotue electricus) abounds-several were shot
with arrows measuring from 5 to 6 feet. During our progress
through the falls, our Indians were frequently stunned by h e i r
shocks ; they are eatable, but too fat to be good; one which measured 5 feet 9 inches, and was 14 inches in girth, weighed twenrytwo pounds. T h e Macusis call it yaringra ; the Guinaus, yal-imina ; the Maiong-kongs, arina.
17th.-We passed this morning the mouth of the river Uruwd,
which joins the Parima from the N.W. I t appears to be of the
size of the YurumC : 5 days' journey from its mouth it is inhabited by Kirishanas. At nmn we landed at a settlement of
Waiyamara Indians, which our guides informed us would be the
last we should fall in with for eighteen days ; it became therefore
necessary to provide ourselves with a fresh stock of provisions, for
onrs were a t t h e lowest ebb.
T h e settlement was some distance from the river. It consisted of two huts, and the ruins of a third, which had been
lately burnt down. The captain received WJ, sitting on a low
stool, surrounded by his men, all armed with war-clubs: having
heard whnt our guides had to say about ue, he rolled up a few
leaves of tobacco in the inner bark of the cakarally tree (Leythis
ollanh) in the form of a cigar, Ilghted it, and after smoking it for
a little while, handed it over to me. Though no smoker, for
form's sake, I gave a few puffs, and handed it on to our guide.
This custom, though very common among the North American
Indians, I have never seen before among the Indians of Guayana.
This party consisted of forty-five individuals, besides those who
were absent clearing a new space for provision grounds: they
looked sickly and haggard, and were a striking contrast to the
more robust and healthy Aricunas we had previously seen. I
observed two blind ersons, and others suffering from sore eyes,
and one who was de ormed. I t would appear, from this instance,
that the shocking practice of destroying deformed children is not
so general among the savages of Guayana as has been supposed ;
,
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neither could I learn anything of the practice of destroying one
out of every birth of twins, as has been mentioned by Humboldt.
T h e principal settlements of the Wayamaras are along the
river Mocajahi, the Kaiyawana of the Indians, and about 3 days'
journey, or 50 miles off to the southward: the tribe is not numerous; they only spoke of three other settlements besides their
own. In appearance they resembled the Zaparas, and their
height was scarcely above 5 feet 6 inches. Their language in Many
respects was different from the Macusi, and appears to abound in
the ph, as t+haeri, kaephnari ears. They could not count beyond
five; for ten they say tuphara :their intermediate numbers, six to
nine, I could not learn. Their captain, or Kaibisaka, is known
by the name of Marawai, and had an intelligent face. In the first
instance he refused our application for provisions; but the +ht
of some knives, beads, and hooks, induced him to change his
mind; and we agreed with him for twelve baskets of cassam
roots, and several bunches of half-ripe plaintains. I t took, however, almost a day and a half before that quantity could be delivered ; and, after all, it was only enough for a full allowanci? for
our men for five or six days ; whereas we had a journey of eighteen
before us before we were likely to get any further supply, if we
were to believe our guides. By mer. alt. of four stars I found
the lat. to be 3" 14' 48" N.
20th.-We
proceeded onward once more to the W.N.W.
The course of the river was still broken by rapids and islands.
At noon we passed by a stream called the Paruainn, running
into the Parima from the S. by two mouths. Towards evening
we halted near a temporary hut of the Waiyamaras, containing
twenty-five individuals, children included.
elsf-22nd.-At 8 A.M. we had a distant view to the N.N.W.
of the blue outline of the Maritani mountains, whence flow the
Uraricapara and the Paraba rivers. We afterwards passed the
small river Akamea, which joins from the S.
On the following morning the Maritani range was more distinctly visible, extending from E.S.E. to W.N.W. at a diatance
of 15 miles. I have already stated that it divides the waters of
the Caroni from the Uraricapara and Parima, and is no doubt
a continuation of the Pacaraima range. I t is inhabited by a
few Waiyamara and the wandering tribes of Oewaku. I inquired
in vain for the portage of Anocaparu ; my Indians were not acquainted with it by that name. Paru signifies, in the language
of the Guinau, a brook, and is not applicable to a mountain
nortime.
93;d-95th.-continuing
in a northerly direction we neared a
range, being a continuation of the Maritani mountains, and of the
same sandstone formation : they rise from 9000 to 3000 feet above

t h c river, in many places perpendicularly. The river Parima flows
along their south-eastern base : the summit of one of them is a
cone, like the Wa~acca,of the Roraima range. It is covered
with underwood, and its dark colour, added to its singular form,
have obtained for it the Indian appellation of Quatta, after the
monkey (Atelis panisnu). The vegetation of the river's banks
is here more luxuriant than below the large cataract: we observed
among others a tree which distinguished itself by the elegance of
its clusters of white flowers tinged with rose, and its large stamens
of a rich pink colour. These clusters were borne in profusion,
and their dazzling colour was well contrasted with their airy
foliage, of dark green pinnated leaves. The young leaves, of light
green, hang down as if in fringes, and add to the variety of its
rich appearance. It proved a genus as yet unknown to botanists,
and the name of ELIZABETHA
REQIAwill henceforth distinguish a tree which in beauty vies with one of the most splendid
pmluctions of the eastern hemisphere, the noble Amhmstia, and
the no less distinguished Brownea of the western tropical regions.
A second species of this new genus, the Elizabeth cocca'~a,which
fringes the banks of the inland rivers, has clusters of scarlet flowers.
At noon Mount Pakaraima bore N. 4" W., distant about 4
miles. It is a singular insulated mountain, and from its figure
has been called the Pakara or Pakal, meaning a basket.* I
estimated its height to be about eOOO feet. It consists of. sandstone. A range called the Ariwana mountains, running more
northward, follows the Pnkaraima, and are higher and steeper.
From the Ariwana descend the small rivers Kawanna and inikiari, which join the Parima from the northward. The waters of
the Inikiari were of a light yellow colour, and temp. So lower
than the air. At noon one of our guides, a Guinau, pointed out
a hill distant about 15 miles to the north, where, he said, the
Paraba or Paragua had its source.
-.
We halted at a provision plantation of the Kirishana, a wandering. tribe like the Oewaku, though much more warlike and
courageous; ahd as wild as nature made them. They go with- ..
out any clothing; and live either on game in the mountains, or,
when that is scarce, upon the fish, turtles, and alligators of the
rivers. Occasionallv thev exert themselves to clear a small snot
of wood, and plant;t wiih capsicum and cassada roots, as it
peared they had done in this case ; returning for the gathering as
suits their other avocations. For their expeditions by water they
construct light canoes of the bark of trees, which are soon made :
fire does the work of the axe. As the Oewakus are despised by
the other Indians, so the Kirishanas are dreaded ; they know it,

&-

A chain of Pakaraima mountains also occurs on the Upper Mazaruni, very probably m named from a fancied resemblance in their form to the Pakara of the
Indians.
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and make no scruple of plundering the more defenceless tribes

1

, 5 whenever they have an opportunity; their poisoned arrows are
1
.. always ready. Three of the Maiongkongs who were lately sent
1

.' down the Parima to hunt fell in with some of them, who killed

-

two out of the three-the third escaped, and brought the news to
their party, who in their alarm all took at once to flight. We
found no traces of their having been recently in the neighbourhood, but our Indians were not the less on the alert all night.
According to the maps, we were now at the source of t h e
, Parime; but, in fact, this river was here still 900 yards in width.
26th-98th.-At
our halt this evening the lat., by two o b s e ~ ~ a tions, was So 40' N. T h e mou~itainsof Quatibuh and Quebetibuh bore N.W. and N.50°W.,and the river flows between them.
They are from 1000 to 1500 feet high, rugged, and of the same
formations as the rest, mndstone, which shows itself in horizontal
strata along the river, and forms dykesand rapids where it crosses it.
T h e wooded mountains of Masuaka, towards wbich we were
now to bend our course, bore W. by N.at noon, on the following
day looking like a wall, extending N.E.and S.W. At 2! P.M.
we halted at the junction of Arekstsa, the cnurse of which we
were henceforth to follow, in a N.W.direction, instead of the
Parima, which here forms an abrupt angle, coming from the S.W.
This river is of less size than the Uraricapara, and perhaps not
more than 33 yards wide. It falls intu the Parima from the N.W.,
in lat. So 44' N .
T h e breadth of the Parima here was about 950 yards: its
course from W.S.W., through a long chain of mountains, the
blue outlines of which we could trace b a great distance. T h e
course of the Arekatsa, as we ascended, wasvery tortuous at first.
Its banks were low and sandv, and covered with numerous nalm\ trees, interspersed with which I remarked also a spec:es of
mountain-cabbage, the cucurite, a few manicolas, and another
plant resembling it, called ariha ; two species of turo, and the
popo, which, though a very scarce plant, within 100 miles of the
coast, was here in great abundance.
A species of Tripla&, different from that of the coast and the
lower rivers, was also very common. W e halted at a fall of the
river called Warimieme, which, although apparently small, forced
us nevertheless to unload, and to carry the luggage over-land.
Our ]at., by means of four observations, two N. and two S., of
the zenith, was So 45' 40" N. At another fall, called Meriaol,
on the following day, we had again to unload our corials, and to
carry the luggage for nearly 3 a mile over land.
gglh.-We found it impossible to proceed further by water ; so,
on reaching the Kaimukuni, I determined to abandon the corials.
From hence I aent some messengers forward to the first Guinau
settlement, with directions to meet us, with some small corials and
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prnvisions, of which we were already in want, at the Aiakuni, a
tributary of the Merewari, whence I hoped to be able again to continue our journey by wa~er-carriage. We followed them next d?y.
Jam hi?,1839.-Our path led for the first 5 or 6 miles in a
W.N.W. direction, over mountains 500 or 600 feet bigh, through
which runs the Kaimukuni, the bed of which we followed upwards, wading through the water, sometimes to the loins, at others
to the shoulders; glad enough we were, therefore, to reach a hut
where our baggage had been already deposited.
,This day, the first of the year, could not pass without many recollections of the manner in which we had passed t L same anniversary since I commenced my travels in these regions, and with
the particulars of which the reader has been already sufficiently
acquainted by my previous journals. I t did not pass away without
my having but too good muse to remember it: hardly had I
reached our night's lodging when I found myself seized with a
severe attack of bilious fever. Three of the Indians were also
taken ill; and, to make matters worse, we were very short of provisions. Our last cassada bread was gone, and we had to subsist
as we could on mountain-cabbage and wild-fruits: game was
hardlv to be found. and even fish was sauce.
It &as not till the 5th January that we could attempt to resume
onr journey from the Kaiiakuni, which had dwindled to a mere
rill. We asceded a high hill, and followed a path to the N.N.E.,
leading from the Kaimakuni to the Aiakuni, a tributary of the
Merewari. T h e mountains we were now crossing, and which I
estimated to be about SOOO feet abovd the sea, divide the Merewari and its tributaries from the Arekatsa and Parima. They
are thickly wooded, and range E. and W. : we crossed them in a
direction of N. by IS. Their height does not prevent the Indians
of the Merewari from mrrving. their corials and canoes across
them ; the prtnge is about 3 Giles.
6th.-We
arrived at the Aiakuni, and found there the messengers we had sent forward with three small corials, but no provisions, though we were told the Guinaus would meet ue with
wme bread half way to their settlement. Mountain-cabbage was
in the mean time our principal food.
7th.-This afternoon we entered the river Merewari, the width
of wlrich varied from 150 to 900 yards, as more or less swollen by
the rapids. I was surprised to find so large a stream, as, according to the map, its sources are placed 80 miles farther N., and
60 miles farther W. than where we met with the river ; anrl to
judge from its extent, I should say we were at least 40 miles from
its Bouroe to the S.W.
This river, the Mareguare of the Spanish maps, is a tributary
to the Erivato; or rather at the junction of the two they form the
VOL.
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river Cauri. About Q P.M. one of the wri.lr, in parring a rapid,
u - p t ; fortunately we lost nothing, as the water was shallow. .
I ywanlr evening I rucceeded in obtaining an observation of a,
Eridani, which gave our lat. 4 O 5' N. This wae at a fall, near which
,called Canicoan.
we 8th.he river being swollen, we had much difficulty in pusi q the falh and rapids, and had w e d timer to u n l d . The
falls of Apai-sbibf and Kributu were at least e0 feet perpenjoined the river from the mountains.
dicular. Several strea~n~
right and left. One of them, the Wai-ina, from the E.S.E., I
artimnted b be about 80yards wide at its mouth. Our guide told
us it wes the rewrt of savage Indians, who did not permit any
stranger to paw their clamp. The vegetation along the Merewari
war luxuriant : numemu palm-trees, end the Heliconha gigantica,
divenified the acenery.
In the afternoon we were gladdened by the sight of the corial
we were w anxiously expecting with provisions, and which brought
I W, sr prombed, a supply of fresh ausada, nnd tbe famurite drink
of the Indians, paiwari ; no small treat to our hungry stomachs
Entering the Avenima noon afterwards,a few miles to the S.W.,
up this stream, we reached the site of the Guimu settlement
on a mall but rhep bill, a short diitance from the river. Here
we found two huts, with fifty inhabitants, chiefly young females.
They o o ~ u t e dof Guinaw, and a few Maiongkongs. Young and
old came forward waving their hands, and apparently rejoicing
to see us amongat them. The place and its sumunding scenery
reminded me much of the firat Woyawai settlement we had visited,
and the huk wem quite am filthy, in spite of their efforts to make a
better appearance.
In lat. 4' 16'N..about Somiles N.W.. is themountain Araha.bv
the eastern foot of which flows the ~ h r i w a r;i it looh at a chi&&
like a rugged and perpendicular ridge of sandstone. Beyond, in
the W., is the mountain Paramu, and about 25 miles from that
mount Pabaha, where we were told were the murcer of the
rivers Cacara and M6r6wari. The Erevato, the Indians said,
rose in Mount Maria-etshiba, near the murce of the Entnari
(Ventuari), which river the Maiongkongs call Paraba. The
fact that the M6rtiwari is to be found 90 miles further S. than
laid down on the latest mnps is of importance to geography, and
narrows the limits within which we may expect to find the mnrces
of the Orinoco to compnratively a &dl ;ange, 90 or 40 squnre
miles
W. of the Guinau settlement.
The course of the MCrCwari winds much, fmm the succession of
hilly ranges through which it has to force its way; and is so
much broken by rapids as to be impassable above the Aiakuni,
even Ily the small canoes of the Indiane.
'

a

T h e sandstone range called Maratti Kuntrobnn runs from
W.N.W. to E.S.E., and separatei the waters of the Paraba
( P a m p a , Paraua,) from those of the MBrBwari. T h e natives
going hence to the Paraba carry their mrials to the N.N.E. over
the mountains Pamuyamu. till they reach the Catsikari, a tributary of the Curutu, which flows into the Pnraba. T h e portage
of the Paraba Musi, of which Baron Humboldt rpeaks, la well
known to the Guinau and Maiongkong Indians.
I found the language of the Guinau very different from that of
the other tribes which I. had met with in Guayana. This was
strikingly exhibited in speaking of the heavenly bodies: the
Macusis, Caribis, and Arawaaks, Src., call a star seriko, serika,
serigu ; the Guinaus call it Yuwinti : the moon, which is called
Nuna by the Caribis, and Capoi by the Macusis, is called Kewari bv the Guinaus.
I n answer to my inquiries as to the history and origin of their
tribe, they could give me no information whatever. N o Europeans, they said, had ever before visited them, prevented as they
supposed by the numerous cataracts of the MBrEwnri river.
They do not differ in manners from the generality of the natives,
and are equally indolent. Their chief meal is 'in the morning
and evening, consisting of n pot of fish or meat ; or, for want of
them, of a sauce made of the leaves and fruits of the capsicum.
This is first set before the head of the family, who shares it with
the men and guests ; the women afterwards take what is left.
T h e women paint their bodies with a black dye (perhaps from
the h a or Genipa Ameticana), and wear round their ankles,
knees, wrists, arms and necks strings of light blue M s . They
cut their hair short ; and some wear trinkets of tin in their ears.
T h e faceri of the men were painted with the preparation of the
chi- : they wore round their ankles, knee-joints, and arms, braids
of their own hair; some wore beds like the women. Through
the cartilage of the ear was thrust a piece of bamboo, one endof which was ornamented with the feathen of parrots, macaws,
the black powis, or, in lieu of the bamboo, they wore tbe tuskr
of the wild-hog; necklaces of monkeys' or peccarys' teeth were
likewise common. Their speech is boisterous, and their laugh
- is
still more w, ending in loud screams.
As unfortunately the Maiongkring, of the Upper Orinoco,
were at war with the Guinaus and Maiongkong of this region
and the lower Orinoco, I could not persuade the guides who
had accompanied me so far to continue with me, though I offered
them higher pay; they were afraid of their lives, and said they
should surely be poisoned if they went on.
They had no knowledge of Esmeralda, or Mount Duida, by
thare names, though on further explanation they made me under.
I
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stand that Esmeralda must be their Miram, and the D u i d a
Y6onnamari. They were well acquainted with the Maravnca.
which they described as a mountain like Roraima; they also
knew the Frenchman M. Arnott, who, I was told by Senhor
Avres,- trades between Bararoa and Eameralda.
Under these circumstances I determined, as soon ns my invalids were wnvalcscent, to cross the peninsula formed by the
M6r6wari, and to prouced westward in search of the sources of
the Orinoco.
T h e state of the weather had been changeable, the thermb
meter varying from 6 4 O to 88' in the murse of the day. T h e lat.
by mer. alt. of four stars was 4 O 16' N.
Jan. 14th.-We started from the Guinau settlement. O n
going to the huts to take leave, I witnessed tlie melancholy scene
of a young woman dying of consumption : near her hammock sat
her lrusband, calling her repeatedly ; but she h e a d him not :whilst their child, a little boy, was assiduously employed in putting
hentd stones into a vessel filled with water, which stood under
her hammock, and sewed as a kind of vapour-bath. We afterwards heard that she did not survive the day.
We followd the course of the M6ri.wari downwards in e
northerly direction, passing several falls: small hills on both
sides hemmed it in at times, so that its brcadth was little more
; '
than 30 yards. T o w a d evening we reached the mouth of Qe
.' '
Cannaracuna, which joins the M4rdwari from the W.N.W.Its
'
waters were quite black, and strongly contrasted with those of
h
,
the MBr6wari, which are of a reddish hue. We encamped at iis
' ,
to
;mouth in lat. 4' 30' N. and quitted the Mkrdwari, which flows
away to the north.
15th.-The ascent of a small river is, under all circumstances,
most wearisome, especially if it be shallow or impeded by rapids,
aa WM the case with the Cannaracuna. The monutonv of the
scene was only broken by occasional glimpses of the ru&d and
.broken ridges of sandstone mountains at a distance, which, to our
imagination, assumed a thousand fanciful forms. In the afternoon all further progress with our corials bemne impossible.
T h e river for miles was broken by falls, and thickly studded with
-"boulders, between which no corid could pass. We had no alter. : native but to leave our corials, and continue our journey by land.
- . As the people I had with me were not rufficient to carry our
. . baggage we had to leave a part behind, intending to send for it
the following day. After a march of 7 miles over steep momtains we reached two huts, inhabited by Maiongkongs and
Guinaus, in all thirty-two persons; some of these men and
women were very singularly painted with lana in various patterns,
one not unlike the Greek border. We were now at the change
d
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of the moon, and in the evening were visited by a severe thunderstorm, with such cloudy weather that my hopes of an extensive
view from this elevated site were entirelv, frustrated:, it wm
-equally impossible to procure astronomical observations.
The following day we sent for the remainder of our baggage.
I was seriously indisposed from the effects of dyspepsia, brought
on by long fastings, and insufficient or bad and indigestible food,
particularly mountain cabbage-a
delicate dish where the means
are at hand to prepare it properly, but highly indigestible as we
were f o d to eat it.
17th.-This
settlement was on a small stream called the
Yapekuna, about 3 a mile from its junction with the Cannaracuna, on which wc once more launched our d
s to p m e d
onwards by water.
As we approached the high ridge of sandstone mountains, I
estimated some heights, called Sarisharinima, at about 4000 feet.
They were covered with wood, and more rugged than the range
of Roraima; and, to judge from the boulders strewed at their
feet, the sandstone wai more crystalline.
Leaving the corials whilst they were forced over some rapids, I
walked about half a mile across a savannah, a rare sight in the
midst of the dense forests which extend hundreds of miles in all
directions : it was a sort of oasis in the desert. for the oriein of
account. I found thk soil mixzwith
which it is not easy
sand, ancl void of vegetable earth, being a kind of red ochreous
clay. The Indians pointed out a few prild calabash trees (Crescentiu cujetci). A short distance from this savannah we came
upon an Indian hut, constructed in the most fragile m d e r , and
open at the sides. The inhabitants, nineteen in xiumber, were
engaged in making a new provision field; among them we observed, for the first time, some men and women entirely naked,
though painted. The river meandered along the foot of the
sandstone mountains, with almost continuous falls.
18tL40th.-The people of one of the smaller corials which
had started before us came to a halt to dig up the larva of some
insect, which I found them eating with their cassada bread. I t
appeared to belong to the order Hymenoptera, nnd was enveloped
in a lump 'of clay, hardened like a shell. I did not taste it,
though I dare say it was as good as the larva of the Culandra
palmalum, or Grugru-worm, which the French colonists consider a great delicacy.
We were again obliged to abandon the corials and to continue
our journey hy land. I t varied little from that of the preceding
day; and to me, nn invalid, it was extremely fatieuing. In the
whole day, we made only about 5 miles. A t the junction of the
Kuihakuni we left the Cannancuna, and proceeded to a Maiong-
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kong settlement, where in the wening we were joined .by a party
of Aricunas from the Cmni.
Finding that the eldest of the Arhcuna party understood the
Macusi language, and as the want of an interpreter had already
twice mven rise tu mistakes a d loss of time. I was very anxious
to e&&e
liim to gu with us, which he agreed to do: on our
allowing him to stay with his friends till next day, ar he had been
ro long absent from his home.
Though their language is different, we have hitherto found, in
all their settlements, Maiongkongs mixed with Chinaus. T h e
men are distinguished by their love of finery. While the Macusi,
Caribi, and Arawaak Indian is satisfied with a string of coral or
red beads round the neck, and perhaps some white ones round the
leg or ankles, the Guinaus and Maiongkongs wear a profusion
of them, and particularly when they can get them of a light blue
colour. When travelling, or when unable to dord such a d i play, they tie bands of their own hair round the ankles, knees,
arms, and neck. Sametimes they wear the root of s fern.
I saw, in several instances, pieces of Wedgewood ware, rounded,
and fastened to the upper parts of the arm. But the greatest
object of admiration amongst this party was an old English uniform of the 86th regiment, formerly stationed in Demerara. How
it had reached to the mnfines of Colombia no one could tell us.
One Indian was domed with the crest feathem of the rock
manakin-a clren which would have been rather costly in England, where each skin of that magnificent bird mats from el. to 31.
H e told us that the manakin is commonly met with in the
Sarishnrinima mountains.
I obtained several observations, and fixed our lat. in 4 O Qf' N.
T h e weather, though fair for wme daya past, was e x c ~ l y
cold-the thermometer stnuding, st six A.M., from 594 -5 to 6e0.
elst%%nd.-Our march was still to the south over mountains,
the average height of which I estimated to he from 3000 to
4000 feet.
About noon, we again reached the MB~wnri,studded with
tocke, and broken by numerous falls : its breadth about 50 yarC ;
course nearlv S.S.E. We followed ita left bank for several
miles, to th;
where we were told we should find coriaks.
On reaching it, however, there was but one, old and half rotten,
which we were obliged to e n d on to the next sett1ement-a day's
journey down the river-in quest of more. Thus we were again
delaved
, in consecluence of false information.
In a direct linb to this place from the Guinau settlement-or
rather from the junction of the Avenima with the Mbriwarithe diatance does not exceed 53 miles in an E. by S. direction ;
wbereas, if we bad ascended the river by its winding course

through the mountains, we should have been obliged to make a
great circuit against the stream.
A long chain of heighb which stretch in the 4th p a l l e l of
latitude from N.W. to S.E., turn tht river to the eastward, and
separate it from the system of the Upper Orinoco, to which it
would appear at first to belong. These mountaim are, no doubt,
part of the Sierra Mai, laid down in the old maps; their average
height is from eOOO to 3000 feet, aad they are thickly wooded ;
in contradistinction to the sandstone mountains, which form the
connecting link between the Sierras Parima, and Pacaraima, and
whose direction is E. and W.
The old man whom we had hired as our interpreter, ran avmy
with another Indimduring thenight. We dacended the M6rCwari i
for about 3 miles, and entered itr tributary, the Emekuni, which i
joins it from the S.W. ; at about 16 mile8 up we arrived at o i
Maiongkong settlement, whence we were once more to reaums ;
our journey by land.
From this place we had a prospect of a large chain of maantains at the distance of about e0 milea, extending from the N.N.E.
to S.S.W. A high mountain called Mashiatti war pointed out to
me, which bore N.W., where we were told the blowpipe-reed
grew in abundance. Our guide told us also that the river Ventuati,
which the Maiongkongs call the Paraba, flowed in its vicinity.
This would place the wurces of that great tributary of the Orinoco
further S. than laid down in our present maps, if the information of the Maiongkong Indians is to be relied on. We saw it^
their cabins several reeds of the blowpipe plant, upwards of 16
feet long, perfectly straight and free from knotr. The armm
which the Maiongkongs use, are more than twice the length of
those of the Macusis, which are only 1% inchem long: they are
\ *
.
made of the middle fibre of the p& leaf, and dipped in poison
iS'
for 3 inches from the point. The poison l&
like the urari,
but the Indians call it cumarawa, and the Guinaus, markuri. My
observatwns gave me for the latitude of the place, 4' 1 1' N.
As I found that we could not procure an increase of pruviaions,
we left next morning, having with wme difliculty hired two
Indians to assist ur in carrying the hgjpge in place of those who
bad deserted us.
96th-The difficulties of the mountain r o d were very gmt,
no sooner was one h111 p
d but another rooe before us ; so that
our progress was slow, and my first attempt to urge the camem
to hasten on was met by a threat to strike work altogether, and
'
leave me in the midst of the w d . I found that instead uf my
well orgenised Macusis, I had to do with saviiges, well aware of
their numerical superiority. The range of these mountains,
which during the h t day of our march hatl a mth-wertern di,(
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rection, changed more to W.N.W., and we had therefore to cram
their arb. Many of the heights were conical, and the average of
tho= which we m o d was from 1000 to 1.500 feet : we raw
others which could not be lerr than 4000 to 9000 feet, both on
our right and left.
To my great surprise we once more found ourselves in the
fluvial system of the Parima (Urariquera of maps), and set up
our huts on the banks of the Bilima, a small tributary of the
Awarihuta, which flows into the first-named river.
I had hitherto doubted the accounts of the Indians, that the
Parima could have its sources in the vicinity of those of the
Orinoco, so far N. and W. of its position in all existing maps.
As soon as our huts ware erected, I was amused to see the
I Indians set to work assiduously to dig up the earth at the water's
1 edge with long sticks, flattened at the end.
On approaching
them, I found they were searching for large worms which lie conceder1 in the mud : they seemed to me like our Lumbricru, or
rather Gordiw, only much thicker. After washing off the mud
the Indians ate them raw, and apparently with much delight.
In the afternoon we entered a cabin inhabited by ten Maiongkongs, and as our provisions were low, I halted for a day to
obtain a fresh supply ; the rather as I was told that we should not
find nny other habitation for four days.
From this place, which according to my observations was in
4 O 33' N. lat., and by reckoning in long. 6 4 O 51tW., Mount
Paba, where the MBrhwari has its source, bore N. 190 E., its
estimated distance being 55 miles; I have therefore thought myself warranted in placing those sources in 4' 58' N. I d . and
6 4 O 97' W. long. ; about SO miles S. of their situation in the old
maps: its farthest southern p i n t is also 85 miles farther S. than
laid down hitherto.
T o the S.E. was the Parima, which for 40 miles runs E. by N.
along a ridge of mountains, the highest peak of which, the
Kaiwinima, rose about 9500 feet, and bore S.40. E., from our
psition. This group extends about 4 miles from S.W. by S.
to N.E. by N., and belongs, as far as I could judge from a distance, to the sandstone formation. Mount Paba, 5000 feet higb,
decidedly belongs to that series, and the ridge from which it rises
runs nearly E. and W. At 5 miles off, to the eastward, is a remarkable peaked mountain, which the Maiongkongs call Arawntta. the Guinaus. Biribu.
All accounts *eed in placing the sources of the Orinoco ro
near to those of the Parima, and so much to the S. of their position in the maps, that 1 hoped to reach them in another seven days.
99th.-Starting again on our jourr~eyin a S.W.direction, at
14 lnilem we crossed the Awarihuta, one of the m a t conside~bje

-- . /
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tributaries which the Pnrima receives from the far N.W. It was
a b u t 30 yards wide; its waters light coloured, and the current ,
strong, running over a gravelly and sandy bottom : further east- :
ward it is inhabited by the Mncu Indians. Its course, ns far as \
we could trace it from the mountain, wns S.E. by E., and the
natives pointed in the same direction when we asked them where
it joined the Parima
The mountain ranges which we had now to ascend ran E.by N.
and W. by S. ; our mad over them by a nearly due S. course, became very fatiguing from their great elevation.
Several rivulets poured themselves turbulently down towards
the Awarihuta, forming in many places large cascades, over a
coarse-grained granite in which large flakes of hornblende were
predominant. Every species of palm had vanished, nor was a
heliconia to be seen ; they were replaced by arborescent ferns:
amongst the forest-trees 1 noticed the sirabali, haya-haya, akayari,
tataba, ducal;, cumara, walaba, and different species of cakerali,
besides others, surpassing them in loftiness and size, which were
new to me. A high mountain, which the Indians called Putuibiri,
and which I estimated to be 5000 feet high, towered to the
westward of our path.
3 1st.-We now entered the svstem of the Orinoco, and found i
all the streams which we crossed: flowing south-westwsrd into the I,
;
Ocamo, a tributary of that river. A chain of mountains to the
southward, the blue outlines of which stretched N.E.and S.W.,
was pointed out to us at our journey's end ;there, our guides said,
were the sources of the Orinoco, surrounded by lofty and umb r a p u s trees. 1 was prevented from taking an observation,
though I hoped to do m next morning at an Indian settlement
which we expected to reach. The weather was fair, but the
mornings and evenings oold ; the thermometer at 6 A.M. seldom
reached above 620 Fahr.
.
Feb. 1st.-This day put an end to my anxious hopes of reach--\
ing the sources of the Orinoco : in the evening we arrived at the
, ..'
huts of the Maiongkongs, and found them in the greatest con- i, ?
,
.
sternation, and about to fly from the place in consequence of the
I..
:
massacre of twenty of their tribe by the Kirishanas, who inhabit
.
.
the mountains between the Orinoco and Ocamo, and who had
treacherously fallen upon them when on their way to visit them
for the purposes of traffic. The same savages had immediately
afterwards surprised a Maiongkong settlement only a day's
journey from where we then were, and killed every person.
These outrages had excited a general panic; and my party became infected with the same fears to such an extent, that not only
did they perem torily refuse to go forward, but made hasty preparations for d i n g to their heels and leaving me and my baggage
,
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to my fate. In vain I offered them every bribe I could sfford,
even my own rifle, to which the chief had taken a parti&
liking, and which wes the present of a kind friend; nothing c d
induce them to give up their determination to return; and I was
thus obliged most reluctantly to turn back at the very threshold
of the rourcea of the Orinoco.
However, their true positionis no longer a geographical problem,
n single glance at the map on which my route ia delineated, will
rhow that all uncertainty as to their rituation ir now reduced to
within the narrow limita of lesa than 30 miles ;and even that un.*
-,
certainty ir lessened by the concurrent accounb of all the
., Indians, that they were certainly to be met with in the chain of
4.."' r' mountains which, as I have stated, they pointed out to me.
I could only prevail on the I n d i i to wait till the next morning, which I was anxiow to do that I might procure observations,
in order still more nearly to determine the sourca of the Orinoco,
8 G
which that d i s ~ i s h e dtraveller, Buon Humboldt, waa himaelf
.$
prevented from fixing by a similar misfortune, frustrated, am be
. ..'
says, by the hostile Indians above fimeralda, who, it appearm, are
identical with the savage Kirimhsnaa, who had thus w nner:
pectedly thwarted my own views.
9nd.-The weather did not permit me to take an observation,
although I waa up the whole night watching for one. Every precaution had been taken to prevent our being surprised by the
Kirishansr; and such war the general alarm, that all were glad
when the morning approached, and we commenced to retrace our
to the northward.
determination now was to make the best d my way to
Esmeralda: it seemed that there were two r t d a thither, one
direct W. was the shorteat and eesiest; but the h g h t of the
Indians obliged me to abandon this, and to make a long circuit
northward, by which they mnsidered themselves safer from their
wemiea. After 25 m i l a over our former path we turned
N.R.W. for 90 milea farther to Warima : it was at first ir most
wearisome and monotonous route, through forests so dense and
.high, that nothing was visible beyond our path, till after having
nscended a mountain higher than the rest, we found ourselves
unexpectedly on a granite platform of vast extent, wergrown with
alpine shrubs, Bromaliacea, Orchidere, Commelinacea, and various
other vegetable prodnctionr of high intereat to a botanist. They
were remarkable for their *tic
size; the stem of one, a
B~omeliaeea,was from 1% to 14 feet in length before it spread
out into leaves: as it was not in flower I could not determine to
which genus it belonged; I considered it a Tillmdeio. Several
others of the families related to that genur cover the rocks
with their foliage; each like r natural ciatern, yielded us upwardrr
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of a pint of water-that which was on the top, clear and pure, the
remainder filled with residue and a slimy matter peculiar to the
plant: the water is, however, well tasted, and our Indians clrank
copiously of it. A Cmmelinacea, with a stem 4 feet long, bore an
umbel of yellow flowers, the delicate structure of whose petals
contrasted widely with their rigid sepals. I recopired aeveral
species which I had observed in Roraima, the flora of which, in
many respects, reaembled that of Mount Warima : the splendid
Uliricularia was there, but the rocky grounct not affording sufficient
moisture, it grew from between the leaves of the watery Ti2ladsia.
It had a strange effect to see its stem adorned with magnificent
blue flowers r i s i i above the summit or crown of the Tillandeia.
Surmnnded by these magnificent planta I turned towards the
panoramic landscape spread before us. T o the N.E. the eye
reacher to the Sarisharinima mountains, along the foot of which
we had been so lately toiling ; they stretched like a wdl from W.
to E., o'ertopped by the lofty Mount Paba; its summit enveloped in thick clouds. In the E.' we discovered the mountains
of MBdwari, which turn back the course of the river so named,
and prevent it. junction with the Parima. Having arcended
about 200 feet higher, we overlooked the mountaim to the S. and
W. of us, and could distinguish rising above the horizon the
groups of Maravece and Ytionamari (Duida): the Paremu
(Padamo) flows by the first, d the Orinoco parses by the
southern aide of the latter. At a distance their structure resembled much that of Roraima, but I presume they are hqher. , ,
Large columns of smoke rose in a S.E. direction, where we
were told waa a settlement of Macu Indians on the banks of the
river Awari: further wathward we saw the mountains of the
Ocamo which we had just left. The latitude of Warima is 4' N.,
longitude deduced by reckoning, 65' 5' W. These granite
mountains of Warima, etretching to the northward, form the division between the tribatariea of the Parima and the mighty
Orinoco. The rock is fine-grained syenite, traversed in a
W.by N. direction by numerous veins of quartz from 1 inch to
3 inches broad. Here we met again with thickets of palm-treer,
the lnanicole of the aMlt regions; it grows in manhy mils which
receive a snfficient supply of water from the granite platforma
After we had descended for about 1300 feet, we followed a rill
which ran W.S.W., and c r o d soon afterwards the brook
Yawarui, which flows into the river Matakuni a tributary of the
Parsmu. We c r d the Matakuni, 3 miles further W.S.W.,
where it war about 10 yards wide. In Arrowsmith's map of
The spedimeus which I brought with me have proved it to be the reindeer-mom
(Lichea rangiferinaa, L.), which r t r certain elevation appear6 to be dispersed all
wer the g l o k .
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Columbia a river of this name appears ar a tributary of the
Ocamo, but the nativea whom I have hitherto met with know
nothing of it. The Matakuni, along which we were travelling,
has its sources two clays' journey further N.
5th.-We continued our course to the W.S.W. and assed Dver
mountains with savannahs upon their summits. An ~ u p a t o r i u m
of moderate growth overspread large pieces of ground ; its leaves
were characterid by extreme bitterness, combined with a slight
aromatic taste.
The summit of t h w elevations at first looked to me to be
cwered with snow, an appearance cawed by two species of lichen,
which densely covered the ground; it war of pure white, and I
do not remember any s
es in South America which could tie
with it in whiteness.
fter the morning dews this lichen is soft
and pliable, but when the sun reaches the meridian it becomes
rigid. It resembled the reindeer-mom, but the great difference
in the climate prevented my supposing it to be that species.*
We had great difficulty in finding water, and it was late ere we
reached a omall spring, near which we took up our night's quarters.
The cold war intense, fivm which our blanketa gave us very inadequate protection. At Q A.M. the thermometer stood at 57O,
- at
past 5, at 560 Fahr.
7th.-The morning was fair and cloudless, a d we saw the
high mountains of Maravaca and Yeonnamari quite distinctly :
they bore from S.W. to W. by S., comprising an extent of 300, at
a distance of no less than 40 miles. A nearer range stretched
W. by N. and E. b) S., and was met by transverse ridges running N.N.W. and S.S.E. : along the latter flows the river Knndanama On these mountains large patches of wood alternate with
savannahs; the grass of the latter was burning in several directions, and the horizon was obscured by large columns of smoke.
We had a toilsome journey across the mountain ranges ere we
reached the narrow valley of the Kundanama, a tributary of the
Paramu. We passed it where it was about SO yards wide, and
where the Indians had made n bridge of two trunks of trees, with
a balustrade of lianas, across a cataract. Here we found two
cabins of Maiongkongs and Guinaus, containing twenty-three persons, but augmented by a party of seventy men of thc Maiongkongs, returning from a visit to the upper Ventuari (called by
them Paraba), which gave the place a more populous appearance. They, too, had taken alarm with regard to the Kirishanas. Large baskets of ressada bread were hung up in various
directions, while on a small barbacot we observed them smoking
thousnnds of that species of worm which I have before described.
Here we obtained nnother supply of c a d a bread, ready made,
which enablcd us to proceed on our journey without delay. I was,
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however. o b l i d to leave behind one of our Indians. who was in
such a keak itate, from low fever, that we had had
carry him
in his hammock. Lat. by two mer. alt. So 57' N.
8th.-We had a difficult ascent acnwr mount Kikiritza, r i s i n ~
about gOOO feet above the Kundanama. O n its summit we found
a,&n a region covered with low bushes and tufts of white lichen.
Mosses are generally found only in humid places, and here,
where everything bore the stamp of dryness, and rhe vegetation
was generally stunted, t h b profusion of mosses and lichens was
surprising. They consisted not entirely of the species of lichens
just mentioned, but of m o w s which clothed the branches and
trunks of the trees, and covered the ground to such a thickness,
that on sitdng down one might have fancied oneself reclining on
the softest downy cushion. Mosses, it appears, therefore, do not
require continued moisture. A t noon we reached a cabin of
Maiongkongs lately built: it contained thirty-two persons, the
greater part of whom were young people. They had had intirnation of our coming, and had gathered for us some of the fruits of
their new plantations; among the rest were some pine-apples,
small in size, but surpassing in sweetness and aroma any other
I had tasted previously, even those at Watu Ticaba, which I then
thought so superior.
I n the direction of N. 4 E., at a distance of 14 mile, rose a
i, remarkable for a colossal
high peak, called by the natives Ara
mass of rock, which r k s perpen icularly on its southern side.
T h e little river of the same name flows along its foot to the S.E.,
and joins the Kundanama.
W e were delayed several hours to Lire fresh people in lieu
of some of our crew, who were no longer able to go through
the fatigue of carrying our baggage over the mountains ; and here
1 witnessed what I had not before seen, the Indians bleeding each
other ns a remedy for over fatigue. I found the Macusis and
Wapisianaa cutting each other's legs with a piece of rock crystal,
an instrument to which they ascribed particular virtue, refusing
instead of it my offer of a lancet.
T h e mountains continued in a N.N.W. a d S.S.E. direction.
Their summits must be sometimes exposed to tremendous tornadoes, to judge from the trees lying prostrate over large extents
of ground. So great was the number of trees thw felled, ae to
form barriers which we found it ditficult to surmount.
While traversing these mountains we saw a number of that
most beautiful bird the cock-of-the-rock, or rock monakin (Rupicola ekgam), and I had an opportunity of witneasing an exhlbition of some of its very singular antics, of which, though I had
heard stories from the Indians, I had hitherto disbelieved them.
Hearing the twittering noise so ~ e c u l i a rto the rupicola, I
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cautiously stole near, with two of my guides, towards a spot secluded from the path, from 4 to 5 feet in diameter, and which
appeared to have been cleared of every blade of grass, and smoothed
as by human hands. There we saw a d-of-the-rock capering
to the apparent delight of several others. Now q r e a d b g its
wings, throwing up ita head, or opening its tail like a fan ; now
strutting about, and scratcking the ground, all accompanied by a
hopping gait, until tired, when it gabbled wme kind of note,
and another relieved him. Thus three of them suwreively took
the field. and then with self-a~~robation
withdrew to rest on one
1 1
of the low branches near the scene of action. We had munted
ten cocks and two hens of the party, when the crackling of some
wood, on which I had unfortunately placed my foot, alarmed and
dis rsed this dancing company.
g e Indian. in order to obtain their beautiful &ins. looks out
of their divermion, which cannot be'misiaken;
for these
there he hides bimself, and armed with his blowpipe and poisoned arrows, awaits the arrival of the dancing party. H e does
not fire till they are BO eagerly engaged, to all appearance, in
their aport, es to allow him to bring down four or five successively
ere the rest take alarm and disperse. Senhor Ayres told me it
would be easy to procure, in the vicinity of the river Uaupes, from
200 to 900 skins during the pairing season, when the cocks are
more particularly disposed to congregate, and exhibit their beauty
in these strange capers, to win the affections of some favourite mate.
After a gradual demnt to the Mahamd, which flows S.S.E. to
the Kundanama, we met again with palm-trees and Heliconias.
10th.-The mountains continued in parallel ridges, slightly
deviating from N.N.W.and S.S.E., but of less height, and ow
descent wm considerable. The air was warmer, and the thermometer at eix A.M. stood at 65'. The white lichen had d i p peared, and the other species no longer formed a compact turf.
At the height of 4000 feet, it was replaced by a speciea of Lywpodium, which coverecl whole tracts, and gave them the appearance of green mearlows. I saw this species for the first time,
which, like most of its congeners, is a prostrate plant. Among
these patch- there was likewiae another species, the reproductive
organs of which ended in apparent spikes, while on the former
they terminated in branches. The latter reached a height of
from 4 to 5 feet.
We crossed the streams Msnzaba and Marawia, and entered
!'
, with it the basin of the Pararnu, on the banks of which river we
arrived at three o'clock in the afternoon. I was disappointed in
the Paramu, which I bad believed to be a much larger river.
Where we first fell in with it, in lat. So 5 0 N., it was about 40
yards in width: its water of a muddy appearance: the current
-
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swift, running S. about 3 miles an hour, and broken by numerous ,
boulders of a cxmrae-gained granite, which in these regions pre.i
veils at the foot and summit of the mountains. I t rushed im- , '
,5 C
petuously along, forming numerous falls. In the m a p it appears
i.
,
under the name of Maquiritari or Padamo; but the MaiongV
kongs and Guinaua, inhabiting its banks, call it Paramu. We
i'
'
encamped on its left bank, while our Indiana proceeded to the
opposite side to take up their quarters in a deoerted cabin. T h e
rain fell, towards evening, in torrents.
11th.-After
crossing the river, we continued along it, in a
S.S.W. direction, for several miles, and then turned in a more
westerly direction to visit the settlement of one of our chief
guides, a Maiongkong. We crossed the small river Kurikanama
where it formed a very fine fall, and flows, in a S.S.E. direction.
into 'the Paramu. T h e Cuyaka, which we were following, falls
into the former. W e reached, at noon, the Indian settlement,
situated on a small hill, rising ahout 80 feet above its shore. It
consisted of two large round cabins and a mud-house, in the
midst of mountaim &ingone above the other aa far as that callecl
by the Maiongkongs Maravaca Huha, which bounded the scene,
and which appeared to me, as far as 1 could judge at so great a
distance, to be the highest part of this range, which, in its general
configuration,resembles Rornima, though lesr steep, and not prerenting the same unbroken wall. T h e Indiane were anxious to:
"t"
make ur welcnme. I counted sixty-four individuals, and was told ,,
that many were absent. They were well-fomeil, and the greatest ,
part of them perhaps not above twenty-four years of age. They
were painted and dressed like those of their tribe already described. T h e women had the hair of their head cut short, and
were not, like others of their tribe, in a state of perfect nakedneas. After the first ceremonies of reception, the women brought
us divers fermented drinks, followed by a whole array of little
. ..
pots filled with muces, and a number of neatly-plaited flat, ,,. '
.,
b k e t s containing each a fresh cake of cassada bread. We didii
not see any fire-arms among them, but few of the men were ! <:.
without cutlames of British manufacture, which they take great '
pride in keeping bright.
T h e Maiongkonp are inveterate smokers : while travelling
m o w the mountains at every halt a fire was immediately
kindled, round which they squatted to prepare their cigars, which
are made by wrapping up the tobacco in leaves of Indian corn.
I t u customary, on the arrival of a stranger at their huts, for
several individuals to offer him their cigars, after partly smoking
them themselves. T o me, who did not smoke, this was at all
timer a severe ordeal.
T h e Maiongkonga art?a p d d haughty tribe. With one
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end of his waist-cloth thrown over the shoulder, he stalks about
as if the world were his o m . He taker great +US with hi
appearance, and drhis hair, dividing it over the front with
the greatest nicety. A war-club, different from those of the
Caribis an3 Macusis, is him constant companion. It is pointed
at the end ; and when he sits down or squats, he sticks it into the
ground before him. Like all the Indian tribes, they awake early,
and chatter to each other while lying in their hammocl. At 5
o'clock they rise to bathe in the neighbou*
brook or river,
while their morning meal i preparing by the women, after which
they go out to hunt, or lounge in their hammocks.
They eat also at 9 o'clock, at 19, and about 3, ancl make a
grand'meal at runset. This we observed they took before their
huts, when the sauce-pots formed the principal dishes. T o these
meals our people were always invited, sometimes by several
parties at a time, so that it seemed a continual feast.
Tki settlemen1 is famed for its manufacture of baskets a d
blowpipes; and here I had at last the satisfaction of seeing the
plant which produces those wonderful reeds which' the Irulians of
Guayana hold in such h i h esteem for the construction of their
blowpipes. The reader of Humboldt's,Personal Narrative will
recollect that the Indiana who returned to Emeralda from the
gathering of the Brazil-nuts, brought with them reeds which were
from 15 to 17 feet long, entirely free from anything like a knot.
They were quite straight d amooth, and perfectly cylindrical.
M. de Humboldt, howeber, could not determine to what genus
they belonged. I f o d that they grew at the foot of Maravaca,
and ascertained them to be a new species of A d i n a r i a , which
grows in l q e clusters like the bamboo-Lhe first joint rising,
without a knot in the old plant, from 15 to 16 feet: about that
height, the first branches strike of?,' and reach from 30 to 40 feet
higher. The stem is seldom more than 4 an inch in diameter,
and its own weight gives it an arch-like bend, which adds to its
graceful appearance. It is peculiar to the sandstone ridgee of
; the Upper Orinoco, between the riven Ventuari, Paramu, and
! Mavaca.
The lndians call it Curata; and the Maiongkong
and Guinau Indians, who inhabit there regions, are called the
Curata people.
The mean of seven observations gave our let. 9047' N. From
this 1 estimated Mount Maravaca, the highest of the group, to be
in 9O 40' N. lat. ; and Kurieniheri, which is of pyramidal form
and isolated, in So 38' N. lat. The mountainous nature of the
place end the thick woocls prevented my measuring any base-line
to ascertain the height of Maravaca ; I estimate it, however, to be
from 10,000to 11,000 feet above the ma. Water boiled at the
Maiongkong village at 905O .5 (about 9300feet). The temperature

'

,

at sunrise was from 59' to 6 1 ;its highest, shaded by the tent, was
88"; and at sunset, from 78' to 80'.
A t 9 A.M. a slight breeze
rose from the E., which continued till mid-day, when it died off.
Before we left the settlement we procured what, to us, was a
great prize-a small calabash full of salt from some Guinaus
who had come from t l ~ eriver Cunucuma, making the journey in
four days, from which I supposed its distance was about 50 miles
in a westerly direction. They told us that the breadth of the
river near their place was about 100 yards, and that none but
of their own tribe lived there. They, like the Maiongkongs,
are famed for the manufacture of Cassada graters, in which they
cnrry on a brisk traffic with the neighbouring tribes. T h e party
consisted of four men, tnll and well made. Besides graters, they
had a number of new hammocks, for which our Macusis bartered.
hZy stock of merchandise was, however, so reduced, that I could
not supply them with articles to pay for their purchases; nevertheless, though the Guinaus had never seen them before, they
trusted to their word that they would send back the payment
l ~ one
y of the men who were tu nccompnny us to Pirara, where
I expected to find a new supply of goods: T h e purchases
consisted in hammoclcs, cassada graters, waistclothe, girdles of
human hair, and ornaments of m&caw and parrot feathers. I
procured also a few bivalve shells from them from the Cunncuma,
which they wore as ornaments ; they belonged to a species new to
me, and though perforated in order to fix them to a necklace of
monkey's teeth, they were not so injured by it as to render them
useless for description.
15th.-We started from the Mniongkong settlement, and emLarked on the P a r h u , which we followed in a S. course. Somewhat below the river Puruniamn a series of falls c o m m e n d .
where we met with a serious disnster. One of the small corials,
in passing a fall, filled with water and sunk; and though the
corial was recovered, her load was almost entirely lost: among
other thing was our newly-purchased stock of salt, and all our
plates, which, although not of the most valuable metal, had
rendered us the service of the most costly.
A similar accident shortly afterwards befel another corinl,
which, however, we got ashore before she sunk, with no other
damage than the wetting of her cargo, which a bright sun soon
remedied. T h e river, for the space of 300 yards, was a succession of rapids nnd falls; some so large nnd dangerous that we
had to unload the corinl five times, and to carry the luggage over
land.
16th.-The river continued the same; indeed some of the falls
were from 15 to '20 feet perpendicular, and we had to unload rep e a t e d ~ . About noon we reached the cataract Marivacaru,
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the largest we had yet passed ; the river here precipitated itself
upwards of 30 feet over a ledge of rocks ; we had, of course, to
unload, and carry the corials and luggage over land. Thence we
followed the river in a S.E. direction, till we saw at some distance
before us, what I first mistook for clouds of white smoke from
some fires kindled by some of our Indians who had gone on before.
But I was soon undeceived ; it was a sheet of foam formed at the
junction of the river Kundannma with the Pnrdmu. This river,
coming from the N.E., is about 35 feet higher than the Pardmu.
Before it joins it, at its mouth, is a small island, by which its
waters are divided into two streams, which rush down over two
grand cataracts, one of which is 90 feet high. T h e dense white
foam contrasts strongly with the dark colour of the Parfirnu,
while clouds of mist, formed by the contest of the waters, rise high
into the nir. and hano like a veil over the verdure of clusters of
palms, and thick umbrageous trees.
I know of no other instance where a river joins its recipient in
so turbulent a manner. I estimated the breadth of the two falls
at 300 yards; at their foot they formed a large basin, on the
southern shore of which thick masses of sand were denosited.
brought down by the Kundanama from the sandstone ranges. It
will he recollected that we had crossed this stream, on the 1st
of February, in lnt. So 57' N., and whence its circuitous course
has been S.W. by S. to its junction with the Parimu, which, according to my observations, is in lat. So SO' N. T h e lat. of our
camp this night, at 4 miles distance, being 9' 96' N.
17th.-After
passing the cataract Cavana, we h d comparatively smooth water; but previously, the Parimu surpsses in
the number and height of its fall any river 1 have ever before
seen; and truly thankful I was to the Almighty that it hncl
pleased him to allow us to reach their termination in safety.
Many an anxious moment had I passed during the two preceding
days. T h e river now widened to about 150 yards, its banks Lecame low and were clothed with*rich verdure and clusters of
palms, amongst which we recognised the Cbucourite, Culua, Lou,
Yopo, Araho, and saw several others which were unknown to us.
From the moutl~of the river Watamu the Pardmu took a
sharp bend towards the N.W., and brought us opposite to a
wall-like range, the continuation of the mountains of hlaravaca.
T h e sun reflected its rays on their bare sides and made them
appear of snowy whiteness ; Wataba Siru bore N . W. by N. ; its
summit, an isolated cone, was wrapped in clouds. T h e N. part
of YConamari (Duida) bore W.N.W.; it extended further S.
than we could see, and appeared to us not so elevated as Wataba
Siru by 9000 feet. We halted at noon at a Maiongkong settlement, beyond which the owners of our corials had stipulated that
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Mata kuni- Parrimu.
we should not take them, but I had been led to expect to be able
to purchase here a large corial, which they said had just been
finished.
19th.-The canoe in question arrived this day; it had been
built near Mount Wataba Siru, and had taken the natives more
than eight days to t r ~ s p o r ttci the Pariniu; it was sufficiently
large for our purposes ; the length was 33 feet, and breadth 5.
T h e owner was dressed in high style in some finery brought from
Angclstura, where he had been lately. H e spoke a few words of
anish, and appeared in every respect a very intelligent mnn.
uch care as he had bestowed in covering his own person, he
did not seem to think it necessary to be so particular about liib
wife, who went in a state of nature. W e agreed for the price of
the canoe, a part of which was paid in cutlnsses, axes, calico,
knives, &c., and we all went to work to fit her with temporary
benches to carry us to Esmeralda.
90th.-We started in a 9.W. direction this morning in our new
canoe. During the last three days we had had daily thunderstorms and rain, and the river had risen uuwards of a foot. Some
falls below the settlement were passed without accident; the
canoe stood the heavy surge admirably, and though large, answered the helm well. We had every reason to be satisfied
with our new purchase: she was strongly built of cedar, and was
very light, a quality which, as I had not yet given up all hopes
of proceeding by the Mavaca, adapted her for being
over land. T h e Maiongkongs are excellent boat-builders, and
they can complete their work with fire and axe in less time than
any other Indians. Below the last cataract of the Padmu we
were welcomed by a pair of fresh water dolphins, which followed
us, sporting and gamboling around the canoe. Our course from
this point was S. by E. as far as the Matakuni. To-day I estimated the breadth of the Partimu to be 970 yards; its bnnks
were low, and the current much less than the preceding day.
Among the falls we saw many of the fish named Pacu ; they
differ in shape and colour from the Pacu of the Essequibo and
Mazaruni, and are of a dark-blue, approaching to black. After
reaching the smooth water, whenever it was shallow we saw numerous species of the tribe Sililrid~~
and others. On the shore
we noticed the gigantic Oubudi tree, covered with its bright scarlet or yellow fruit. The heat became very oppressive; the
thermometer, exposed to the sun, rose to lYSO. Shortly after
noon I observed round the sun's disk a large halo 4S0 in diameter; the exterior of the circle was white and the inside tinged
with yellow, and which lasted till the sun was within 95' of the
horizon. Though I had frequently seen halos round the moon,
1 had never before noticed one round the sun. T h e day waa
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hazy, and in the N.E. were heavy thunder clouds. Towards
sunset we reached the river Matakuni, flowing from the N.N.E.,
which we had previously crossed while traversing the mountains
to the northward: it was there only a small brook scarcely 10
yards wide, here its breadth was 150 yards. After midnight I
obtained with difficulty, on account of the cloudy state of t h e
weather, an observation of cr Centauri, which gave our lat. So 9' N.
I have already observed that the Matakuni appears in the
maps as a tributary of the Ocnmo. On inquiry I could not
ascertain that there was any hlatekuni which flows into that river;
the Indians were only acquainted with the tributary of the
Padmu.
9 1st.-Before sunrise we were in our canoe, expecting in a few
hours to cuter the Orinoco. The waters of the river Matakuni
are white, and render the Parimu much lighter in colour than
before its junction. There was no difference in the temperature
of the two rivers ; the waters of Loth were 8e0, while the nir was
7s0.
We were still followed by the dolphins, at least we fancied
they were the same which had joined us the preceding day, and
under their escort at 9 A.M. we entered the Orinoco. T h e
course of the Partimu had been latterly S.E., but its last reach
is S. el0E., and it is abut 300 yards across; the Orinoco, abme
the junction, is not much broader : lot. of confluence 9" 54' N.,
or 18 miles to the southward of its usual position in maps ; the
benring of Duida consequently differs, and really is, N. 400 W.
by compass. When the natives pointed out the mountains to
me where they said were the sources of the Orinoco, and
which, according to my calculation, are in 9' SO' N. lat., I
thought that the river made a sweep to the eastward of N.,
hut now I feel convinced that it pursues a W.N.W. course
from its source to its bifurcation below Esmeralda A few miles
W.of the Parkmu the width of the Orinoco increases to 400,
500, and 600 yards. We met with numerous sandbanks, and,
as we had been told, many difficulties as we advanced ; the river
was frequently, the whole way across, not more than 19 or 15
inches deep, and we had tu dig channels for our canoe to allow
of its passage. There waa so little current that in many places
the water appeared rtagnant, and was covered with scum and
bubbles; when the canoe scraped the bottom, it turned up a
species of fresh-water algae of a green colour and covered with
mucous matter.
The banks of the river were low and the adjacent country flat,
and only now and then broken by isolated low hills densely
wooded : to the northward, however, the Duicla and its adjacent
mountains seemed tu rise to the clouds. A pyramidal mountain

was remarkahle among the rest for its shape, but as it was our

Indians' first visit to the Orinoco, they could not tell me its name.
Hearing a dog barking on the right shore, we pulled towards
the place to ask for information, but in vain : n e found a single
hut watched by a fierce dog, and apparently only tenanted by
some females. We inquired the distance to Esmeraldn in all the
Indian lanrruoees
we could muster, but could onlv obtain answers
c=
in an unknown tongue: nor [lid we get a view of the tawny beauties, who hid tlie~nsclvesbehind the door of their cabin, and were
.,:
protected by their watch-dog, like another Cerberus, from dl ,.:,'.
intruders.
We halted at a sandbank opposite the river Wnpo (Guapo),
where myriads of sandflies swarmed and most unmercifully tormented us, gs indeed they had done ever since we had entered
the Orinoco. This infliction. under n heat of 1300 in the sun..
to which we were fully exposed on the broad river, was almost
intolerable, nor did it cease till the setting in of darkness, when
a gentle breeze fanned our burning faces. By four observations
of northern and southern stars we halted in 3" 7' N. lat.
4end.-We started at 6 o'clock in full expectation of seeing
Esmeralda. Light fleecy clouds enveloped Mount Duida, but
thev vanisbd after the sun rose above the horizon. and for the
fir; time we had a full view of these stupendous rocky masses,
partly illuminated by the rays of the morning sun. Our progress
was not without difficulty ; we got aground several times on sandbanks, and had to traverse from shore to shore to avoid shallows
and to follow the winding course of the river's channel. At
.'
length we came in view of a fine savannah extending to the foot
of the mountains, which I knew, from Humboldt's description,
to be that of Esmeralda. and some canoes tied to the river's bank
showed us the landing-place. I cannot describe with what feel- .
ings I hastened ashore ; my object was r e a l i d , and my observations, commenced on the coast of Guayana, were now connected ! \
i
with those of Humboldt at Esmeralda.
I t is but due to that great traveller to acknowledge that at times
when my own physical powers were almost failing me, and when
surrounded by dangers and difficulties of no ordinary nature, hi8
approbation of my previous exertions cheered me on, and
encouraged me to that perseverance which was now crowned with
success. T h e emaciated forms of my Indian companions and
faithful guirles told, more than volumes, what difficulties we had
surmounted.
T h e village was a few hundred pards from the shore; half
way to it we were met by the alcalde, who welcomed us in
Spanish. His attire certainly did not bespeak his dignity, being
nothing but n shirt made of the hark of a tree called rnirrimn,
,
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which covered hi loins. H e led us to his hut, where hir wife,
children, and grandchildren were assembled, and where we soon
found that for the present, at least, he was the only adult male
inhabitant of the place. His Sefiora put wme smoked fish and
cassada before us, while he made incessant inquiries respecting
European affairs; he spoke of France and Paris, England and
London, Prussia and Berlin; he inquired what states were at
war, and what Ferdinand VII. was doing in Catalonia. T h e
change of affairs in Spain was new to him, and he could not conceive how a queen could govern there : equally wonderful to him
was Donna Maria's ascent of the Portuguese throne. H e spoke
of Napoleon, and, indeed, showed that he had a very fair acquaintance with European matters, which was accounted for
when he told me that he had sewed during the late revolution in
Columbia ar a sailor on board a privateer under a Catalonian
commander, and had been much in the West Indies. When I
had answered his inquiries, in my turn I was equally ansious to
obtain from him some information respecting my further route. I
was very unwilling to descend the Cassiquiare, by which I knew it
was at least e00 miles further to Bararoa than bv the Mavaca and
Padaviri, which on many other accounts would have been the
route I should have preferred. We had no decent clothes left in
which to appear among civilised people, neither had we any
money, which on the Rio Negro would be requisite in order to
buy what we wanted for our sustenance ; whereas the Indians of
*e Mavaca would have supplied us in exchange for the articles
we had still left to barter with.
Old Antonio Yarumari prefaced what he had to s a j by telling
me that he was born at the hanks of the river Siapa, and was of
the Ipavaquena nation, and was therefore well acquainted with
the rivers and portages ; that in the low state of the rivers at that
season it was impossible for us to proceed by the Mavaca. T o
corroborate the truth of his sbtement he called forth a miserable,
half-starved looking being of an Indian, whom we had not previously observed from his being hidden behind a sugar-mill which
occupied part of the room. This man, Antonio told us, was from
Brazil, or, as they call it, Portugal, and had journeyed several
times
with a Frenchman between Bararoa and Esmeralda.
t According to their joint information it appeared that the mouth
of the Mavaca was 4 days' journey from Esmeralda; the Indians proceed up it for 5 days, and then journey one day and a
half over land, passing a large mountain when they come to the
river Siapa or Durowam; this they follow only for a short distance, and ascend one of its tributaries, the Mandavaca, to the
Manehissen, which flows into the Marari, a tributary of the Yadauiri: the Marari once entered, they reach Bararoa in 7 days

Esmeralda.
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more. But this route, they said, was only passable during the
winter season, or from May to September. As I saw no reaeon
to doubt their statement, however contrary to my own wishes, I
thought.1 could do no otherwise than follow their advice and the
course of the Cassiquiare, and this therefore I made up my mind
to do.
Thirty-nine years had now elapsed since Alexander V o n i
Humboldt visited Esmeralda, and found in the most remote
Christian settlement on the Upper Orinoco a population of
eighty persons. The cross before the village still showed that its
inhabitants professed to be Christians, but their number had ,
dwindled to a single family-a patriarch and his grandchildren. Of six houses which we found standing only three were inhabited ;
their plastered walls and massive and well-finished doors showed
they were not built by Indians. Before one of them, which we
took to have been the church or convent, we observed a small
bell hung up in the gallery, bearing the inscription San Francisco Deasis Capp. 1769." Nature, however, had remained the
same: Duida still raises its lofty summit to the clouds, and flat
savannahs, interspersed with tufts of trees and the majestic Mauritia pnlm stretch from the banks of the Orinoco to the foot of
the mountains beyond, giving to the landscape that grand and
animated appearance which so much delighted Humboldt.
A ridge of heaped-up boulders of granite, named Caquire, in
forms the most grotesque, and in some places looking like vast
edifices in ruins, occupies the foreground, and at its foot Esmeralda is situated. Some pious hand has planted a cross on the
largest of these granitic blocks, the airy form of which stands
boldly in relief with the blue sky as a background, and heightens
the picturesque appearance of the surrounding scenery: it also
reminds us that although nature and man appear in savage state,
there are still some in this wilderness who adore the Deity and
acknowledge a crucified Saviour.
T h e highest p i n t of the Duida is, according to Humboldt's
measurement, 7147 feet above the savannah,* or 8378 feet above
the sea. The Indians of the rivers Parnmu, Cunucuma, or the
Maiongkongs, or Maquiritnres, in general call the Duida Yeonamari, and Esmeralda Mirara. Towards the W. N. W. the mountains rise gradually to the height of about 3000 feet, clothed at
first with dense forests, succeeded by rocky cliffs, only here and
'I

,

*

M. de Humboldt meamred a baseline directed towards the nunmit of the moun-

tain in order to ascertain the height of h i h . I mewred a beaeline, 725 yarda in
leri h, which ran parnllel with the mountain. The horizontal diwtnnce
14,$29 yards ; the double vertical an~lelnat the extremities IB 81 37" and
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13"; the elevation resulting from whlch wns at int A 7145 feet, at point B 7155
feet. This .greos so c h e l y with M. de ~umhogt'ameanurernent that it appear8
Jmmt accidental ; it is the more remarkable, aince the opedona were carrled op
with the sextaut.
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there sparely covered with vegetation. T h e range extends in
sinuous outlines towards the loftiest peak, which bears N. 300 W.
from the village. Its base is covered with wood, from which an
unshapen rocky mass rises boldly to a height of 4660 feet, and so
steeply that it is impossible to reach its summit. From this p i n t
the range turns to the N.E.by E., throwing out buttresses and
escarpments which look like the works surrounding a vast fortitication. T h e most castern point of the Duida bears N. 8' E.,
distant about I0 miles from Esmeralda ; but another rocky mass
of more wall-like form rises still further N. of Duida, and stretches
E. and W. towards the hanks of the river Paramu; beyond are
the mountains Wataba Siru, Ekui, Mariaca, Satawacn, and Maravam, all belonging to the same system, but Maravnca is certainly
the most eleyated of them all, and cannot be less than 10,000
feet above the sea.
Having ascertained that Ronima and the adjacent mountains
consist of quartwse sandstone as well as the Maritani and
Sarisharinima mountains and Pabn, I was led to believe from the
similarity of their appearance that the Mararaca group was of
the same formation, in which I was confirmed by some specimens
which Mr. Morrison brought me. I felt sure, also, that Duida,
which evidently belonged to the same group, wuld not be different, although M. de H ulnboldt states it to be granitic ; and to
satisfy myself I made an excursion to that part of the mountain
where the dense wood ceases, and .the rocky mass rises almost
perpendicularly: here, as I had previously found at Maravaca,
the summit of the mountain consisted of 4000 or 5000 feet of
quartzose sandstone, resting on the granite below. Numerous
veins of quartz traverse this sandstone in various directions, and
are analogous to those of the Crystal Mountains near Hornima
T h e rock crystals and chlorite quartzes on the Duids have been
mistaken for diamonds and emeralds, and have given rise to the
erroneous name of Esmeralda for the iniserable village so called.
T h e heaped up boulders I have already spoken of as at the foot
of the range, are chiefly of granite interspersed with large pieces
of quartz of a highly crystaline nature, and veins of the same rock
frequently traverse the boulders. Spots of dazzling whiteness nre
observable along the precipitous declivities of Duida when the atmosphere is clear and the sun reflects 1Js rays on its walls, which
consist, no doubt, of quartz ; and the numerous fragments which
are found on the savannahs below and in the beds of the streams
which flow from it, prove its abundance throughout the range. A
charming prospect presents itself from the cross of which I have
already spoken. T o the north the high mountains, with their
outline strong and bold, were near, and sofrening into blueish tints
as. they recede in the distance. T h e course of the Orinoco up,wards can be traced for p considerable distance. A few incon-

siderable and isolated round hills rise on either side of it, and in
the west ; elsewhere dense forests cover the plain. Below is
Esmeralda looking like a deserted village, the noon-tide heat and
prodigious swarms of sandflies* confining the few inhabitants to
their houses; savannah extends from the village to the river, n
few stunted trees, and some Mauritia palms, rising from the thick
grass, on which numerous tumuli of a s~eciesof termes, from
3 to 4 feet high, and black like the soil of which they are built,
form a singular and remarkable object. Such is thc prospect of
Esmemlda on the Orinoco.
M. de Humboldt observed that the inhabitants of Esmeralda
" lived in great poverty, and their miseries were augmented by
large swarms of musquitoes," an observation equally applicable at
the present day. T h e inhabitants are miserably poor, and as to
the numbers of sandflies, from the first dawn to nightfall , I't surpassed anything I had ever seen, and I' thus it is with us the
whole jear, even during the winter season, we are equally
plagued at night by these musquitoes," said old Antonio; nor
does use make the natives less sensible of their bites, and they
seemed to take mite as much ~ a i n sas we did to keen
these
A
Mod-suckers fro& their hands, 'face, and feet. In their houses
they place a kind of latticed door before the entrance, made of
fine pieces of palm-wad, just sufficient apart to admit light, whilst
in some measure it keeps the insects out. I substituted my musquito netting, which answered the purpose better.
T h e inhabitants do not cultivate the grounds in the immediate
vicinity of Esmeralda, not considering the soil any longer worth
f?.
planting from its being exhausted by repeated c r o p : their provision grouncls are several miles distant. Antonio, finding we , :.
meant to stay two or three days, set out in his canoe for these , .
plantations, promising to return the following evening. Good as
his word he came back to us next day, loaded with some fine i
bunches of plantains, and a small basket of oranges and limes, an :
unexpected and most welcome treat to us. H e brought us liliewise
some Brazil-nuts. and a fruit which he called Pentari : it
..-was yellow, round, the size of a small apple, and of a highly
delicious flavour. I believe it was a Sapotaceae, although I could
not discover the bony seeds of that tribe-indeed the whole inside
was soft. T h e means of eight observations by merid. alt. of the
stars u Aurigi~,u Columbae, u Argus, u and 1-3 Centauri, u and
y U r m Majoris, gavc me 5'
1 1' 3" N. for the latitude of
Esmeralda M. de Humboldt determined it :lo 1 I' N.
-
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English colonists misuiune generally tlle p a t of the tropim, musquito. The
musquito, a mall fly, M its name bespeaks, in a apecies of Simulin, at~dis called in
tbe color~ies,sandfly ; the gnat, or raueudo of the Spaniards is a Culex.
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fiom Esmeralda, on the Orinoco, to San Carlor
and Moura on the Rio Negro, and thence bt Fort San Joapim
to Demerura, in the S ring of 1899. By r. R.H. SCHOMeunox, Corr. Mem. f; G. S.

V.-Journey

6

AFTERa S L ~ Yof three days at Esmeralda, during which we completed our new canoe, and made other preparations for our long
voyage, we left it on the afternoon of the 95th February, and continuing the descent of the Orinoco to the W.N.W. for 13 miles,
durina which it receives the small streams Mantari, Sodomoni,
and Tamatama from the N., and the C u m from the S., we arrived at the remarkable bifurcation of this river, so well and m
fully described by Baron Humboldt, that little is left for any subsequent traveller to add. From this spot the principal branch pursues its course at N. 74OW., winding round the ftmt of the Sierra
Parima, and eventually, after a semicircular sweep of about 800
miles, falls into the Atlantic Ocean : the lesser branch, named the
Cassiquinre, or Cnssisiare,by the Guinaus and M aiongkongs,strikes
off at a right angle to the S.W., and preserves this course for about
190 miles direct distance to the Rio N e ~ onear
,
Sen Carlos; thus
connecting the two great basins of the Orinoco and the Amazons.
From the entrance of the Cassiquiare the summits of Cerro Duida
bore N.E. nearly, but the clouds prevented my getting an exact
bearing. T h e width of the stream was only 100 yards ; the rate
of current 7-10th~of a mile per hour. T h e river winds, in short
turns to the southword; it is shallow, and much obstructed by
sand-banks, studded with rocks of granite; its banks are high.
and covered with dense but not lofty vegetation. Among others,
I rcmnrlted the Siruaballi, a species of Lnurus, and the prickly
Sawarai palm (Astrocaryu,nt Ja~tariMartius).
96th-28th.-We
passed the small streams Caripo and Pamoni. which Jioin the river from the E. A little S. of the latter
I observed, on some granite rocks, several circles and lines; they
were the first Indian picture-writing we had seen since learing
the Essequibo. Opposite the Curamoni, which falls in from the
eastward about 40 mllrs from the Orinoco, we again measured
the current. and found it as before. Immediatelv S. of this mint
1
the waters of the Cassiquinre, in the rainy season, are said to find
a second channel to the Rio Negro, more to the westward; it is
called the Itinivini. At that period the current runs upwards of
5 miles an hour, and fills the bed of the Cassiquiare to overflowing.
Such was the case when Baron Humboldt ascended this stream
in 1800. At the time of our descent, the banks, where the
Itinivini is said to flow off, were from 10 to 10, feet above the level
of the water. Lat. of our camp this evening was 9' 28' N.
March 1.-The
river runs S.S.E. for about 7 miles, when it
.
I

turns again to the westward, near the outlet of the small lake of
Vasiva, which we passed this morning on our left. At 15 miles
lower down, the streams Carie and Mumuni join from the W. ; and
3 miles below, on the E. bank, is a remarkable rock of granite,
rising above the surrounding trees, which I estimated at from
5 0 to 60 feet high. Lat. by merid. alt. 2' 14' N.
I
2nd.-A ledge of granite rocks and several islands obstruct the *
".
p q e . At fZ miles below, the river Siap, or Durawaka of the
"'
nclaans, flowing from the Untaran mountains in the E., joins the
Cassiquiare, in lat. 2' 7' 50'' N. This stream is 150 yards wide ' . '
at its mouth, but is said to be much obstructed by shoals and
,
rapids. A t 5 miles below we landed at Mandavaca, or Quirabuena, a village of twenty houses on the eastern bank, the first
inhabited spot met with in descending the Cassiquiare. Here is
a church, a small square, and a population of about eightg creole=
and Indians, whose chief occupation is in making ropes of the
fibres of the chique-chique palm (Attaleafunifera), which, at the
time of the high waters, are carried to Angostura, on the Orinoco,
for aale. Here is no padre, or priest; a missionary from Angostura, a distance of 600 miles, visits them once in two or three
years ; the g o d fathers " of the mission, as they are still called,
returned to Europe on the breaking out of the revolution. We
were told that the Cassiquiare rises 15 feet above its present
level at the time of the inundation : the village is 25 feet above
the water. We slept this night at Santa Cruz, 7 miles beyond,
on the western shore, a poor village of about eighty persons. Its
lat.. by observations, was 1" 57' 50" N.
3rd.-We started, as usual, before day-break, by the light of a
bright mnon. At sunrise the river was covered over its whole
breadth by swarms of ephemera, or day-flies, which flew against
the stream. A t 3 miles below, the river Pacimoni joins from the
eastward; its entrance is about 300 yatds wide, but, as far as we
could see, it was surrounded by sand-banks, more remarkable
from the dazzling whiteness of the sand contrasted with the very
dark water of this stream. From the point of junction, the river,
which had been flowing S.S.W., I~endsabruptly N.W. for 10
miles. Two hours after we halted at the Buena Vista, a village
with a church and twelve houses, on the southern or left bank, and
where we found the people troubleeome. At five miles below,
the Cassiquiare again bends sharp to the W., and pursues this
general course for 94 miles to its junction with the Rio Negro.
On its S. or left bank, just below the bend, a remarkable transrted block of bare granite rises 150 feet above the stream.
Eumboldt named it Piedra de Culimacari, hut the natives now
call it Vanari. At its base is an impenetrable thicket of bamboos,
palms, liaoas, &c. ; and a little to the right are other miuses of
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granite, one 40 feet high, resembling an obelisk in form, which
supports another rock on its top; against this reclines another
boulder, also bearing a smaller on its summit, and a t h i d block
stands apart to the right of the others ; the whole forming a picturesque and curious group.
I t was at this spot that M. de Humboldt had observations for
lat. and long., whence he deduces the position of the junction of
the Cassiquiare with the Guainia and of Fort San Carlos. With
the exception of the first night after leaving Esmeralda, I had an
observation for lat. every night; and at this place agreed, within
half a mile, of M. de Humboldt; but my estimated longitude,
or by dead reckoning from Esmernlda-and I paid great attention
to my courses and distance-differed 9'from the determination of
that distinguished traveller. I should, however, have unhesitatingly adopted his poeition of Culimacari, if M. de Humboldt himself possessed greater confidence in his observations. A mistake
also appears in the distance to Solano, which M. de Humboldt
lays down at 91' W. of Culimacari ; whereas, by my reckoning, it
is only 1%'. And it may be discovered, I think, in the traveller's
own narrative, in which he says that he left the mission of San
Francisco Solano at a late hour, to make a short day's journey,*
and halted at 5 P . M . ~ near Culimamri. Now, supposing the
relative situation of these two places to be correct, he would have
made 91 miles direct in that short p e r i d ; while at p. 419 he
tells us that with all the strength of the rowers they could only
make 9 miles in 14 hours.
A t slmset we landed at Sen Francisco Solano, a village on the
left bank inhabited by Cheruvichahenas Indians ; it is rather
r larger than Mandavaca, and has a population of about 1e0 ; but
I' is not so neatly built. T h e night was clear, and the lat. by mer.
alt. of a A r m s lo 59
-' 50" N.
4th.-By day-break we were already 4 miles from Solano;
numbers of goatsuckers (caprimdgus) of white plumage, spotted
near the tail with black, occupied the place of the ephemera of
yesterday.
T h e Cassiquiare widens considerably on approaching its junction with the Guainia ; several islmds extend along its right bank,
and large ledges of granite impede its course. Immediately a t
its mouth there is a small island on the left. Although the
water of the Cassiquiare is much darker after the junction of the
Pacimoni, that of the Guai~iiais still blacker ; the united streams
flow to the S.S.E., under the name of the Rio Negro. T h e
breadth of the Cassiquiare at its mouth is about 530 yards ; that
of the Guainia about GOO : the general course of the latter is from
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the last reach before the junction comes from N.
E. 200 S., thus
forming an angle of leoo. The length of the Cassiquiare, including its windings, is 176 geographical miles. Lat. of junction
1" 59' N.
T h e Rio Negro holds a general S.S.E. course from this p i n t
for about 70 miles; its current we found only 14 mile an hour.
Passing between the right bank and the island of Mibita, we
. ,
avoided the rapids of Uinumane, and in two hours arrived at San
Carlos, a village of 400 persons, on the E. bank of this river, and ! '
chief place of the district. Immediately opposite, on the right
bank, is the ruined square fort of Agostinho, almost covered with
bushes; the breadth of the stream here, by measurement, we
found to be 615 yards: in August it rises 15 feet above its present level. T h e Indians here are of the Paniba, Pure, Guari- '.
china and Zanibos tribes; but there are neither negroes nor
mulattoes. Lat. by mer. alt. of two stars, 1" 54' 55'' N.
I n spite of all my inquiries I could gain little information in
addition to that given by M. de Humboldt of the upper course
of the Guainia, although the Justice Don Diego de Ping had travelled much in the interior, and, among other places, had visited
the Raudal de Guaharibos, on tlie Orinoco, about 50 miles above
Esmeralda. These Indians have retired, it is said, farther to the
eastward, and are still hostile to any stranger entering their '
country. T h e river, says Don Diego, is scarcely more than 100 * .;
yards wide at the Raudal or Cataract, and lessens considerably
above; the Gehette being the last stream of any consequence
that joins the Orinoco ns you ascend. H e agrees also with my
information as to the north-westerly course of the river below the
Raudal : ns to its sources he knew nothing, but my recent journey .
has so far set that question at rest.
6lh.-We had no native pilot in our boat, and we therefore
passed the island of Sm J&, 7 miles below San Carlos, which
forms the provisional boundary between Brnzil and Venezuela,
without knowing it. As we proceeded on our descent of the
river we saw a large party of sixty persons, and eleven corials
and canoes, on a rocky island, who were on a fishing expedition
from San Carlos. We landed afterwards at the solitary hut of
Senhor Cordeiro, formerly a lieutenant in the militia, but who on
the breaking out of the Cnbanno war fled from St. Isabel by
the rivers Maraviha, Pacimoni, and Siapa, to San Carlos. He
has since visited the mountain-chain whence these rivers have
their source a second time in search of sarsaparilla; and I
gained much valuable information from him respecting these
regions, which is laid down in my map.
Before reaching Senhor Cordeiro's hut, we observed in the
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distance a singular hill, which bore S. P 8 O E. ; it was isolated and
ended in three peaks, but night obliged us to halt before reaching
it. Our lat. by obs. was lo 18' 90" N.
7th.-Early
in the morning we passed the granite hill of
Cocui, rising about 850 feet, at 14 mile from the E. bank of the
river. I t is bare and steep to the S . , but has dome trees on
its E. and W. sides, and is of a remarkably picturesque appearnnce. Another hill of less height is situated about a mile N.E.
of Cocui. Here was the dwelling place, about the middle of the
last century, of the Manitivitano chieftain Cocui, notorious for his
cruelty and debauchery. H e was the implacable enemy of the
Jesuits, and devastated their missions. M. de Humboldt, when in
San Carlos, in 1800, met the son of Cocui. Dr. Natterer, of Vienna,
who ascended the Rio Negro to the junction of the Cassiqniare,
climbed to the summit of the mountain of Cocui. In the afternoon we odserved the Pirabuku chain of mountains, of which the
S.W. angle bore S. 34" E. Threatened with a thunder-storm,
we used all our exertions to reach Marabitana, and landed there
at e P.M.,just in time to escape the rain.
San Jos6 de Marabitanas, the frontier fort of Brazil, is situate
on the western bank of the river, and consists of a palisadoed
mud embankment, mounting eight guns; two of which were
English; seen from the river, the little fort, the church, and a
row of houses extending along the banks, has a cheerful appearance. I t is under the charge of a serjeant and six men, and the
whole village contains about 150 persons. By mer. alt. of four
stnrs I found the lat. to be 00 56' N., or I6 miles to the southward of its position in all extant maps. T h e somewhat elevated
situation of the fort afforded an extensive view. The Pirabuku
mou~~tains
bore from E. to E . SOo S., at a distance of about SO
miles, rising, probably, 1500 feet above the plain to the W.
Isolated hills, as Cocui, appeared to form a link of communica- tion between the chain containing the sources of the northern
tributaries of the Rio Negro and the mountains of the Sierra
Tunuhi, near the sources of the Xi6 and the Isanna, to the left
bank of tlle Uaupes.
For about 5 miles above and below Marabitanas the Rio Negro
takes a S.S.W. course, thence a W. course for 18 miles ; when, after
the junction of the Xi&,it turns due S. for 45 miles, as far as the
confluence of the Uaupes. At 6 miles below Marabitanas it receives the Mahuaba and Dimiti from-the eastward; by means of
the latter, and n small portage, the Indians of this district to the
westward carry on a brisk trade with those of the Maturaca,
Cababuri, and of the whole mountain-chain to the N.E.
We estimated the mouth of the river Xi6 at 150 yards wide ;
at the W. point of junction is the small village of San Marcelino

of 6 houses-yet even this scanty population was comparative
society and cheerfulness to us, accustomed to the monotony of inland navigation, when sometimes weeks elapsed without a single
habitation.
9th.-Near
the small village of San Joab Baptists de Mabj
we saw a large decked canoe waiting for the rise of the waters to
enable her to navigate the stream. I t is only at that period that
the products of the forests, as zarzas, pucheri, jalap, balsam
capaiva, Src., can be carried to Para, a voyage of 9 months with
tlie stream, and of 6 months against it. T h e river is here nbout
900 yards wide, but divided into several channels by islands and
numerous ledges of rock. A t 1.5 m. below is Nossa Senhora da
Guia, a village containing a church and thirteen houses : 3 m. N.
of this village the river is narrowed by ledges of rock to 400 yards ;
and 1 m. farther S. the river Isanna joins from the N. W. and W.,
flowing from the Tunuhi range : its outlet was 950 yards wide,
and its waters black. Its upper parts are thickly inhabited by
Indian tribes, against whom an expedition had recently been sent
,
under pretence of pressing them for the service of the Brazilian
navy, but in fact to send them into the interior to the mines as I .'
slaves; and such was the terror caused by it, that many of the 1 '
villages were tenantless, or inhabited only by women. A t 3 m. I I
below is San Felipe, a village on the W. bank, with a church and
six houses ; and 6 m. far~herS., on the opposite lank, the miserable hamlet of Sta. Anna. where we took shelter for the night
under an open shed, wllilk the thunder rolled heavily all aro;nd
us. T h e villages on the banks of the Rio Negro are far more
neglected t h n the Spdnish villages on the Cassiquiare and at San
Carlos: more than seven years hacl elapsed since a priest had
visited them; and the present pastoral journey of Padre Felipe
was the talk of the country. Lat. by mer. alt. 8 17' N.
10th.-After 93 hours' pddling this morning I was surprised
to find mvself off the outlet of the river Guanes or Uaunes. which
in all the maps we had seen was laid down S. of the equator,
whereas, by our distance run, and last night's observations, it
must be in O0 8' 30'' N ., differing fully 9 miles in lat. from its
generally supposed position.
We ascended the stream, which is called Ucayari by the Indians,
about 1 mile in a westerly direction, to San Joaquim de Coanne,
a deserted villape on the S. bank. the inhabitants of which hacl
removed to Kaiwana, a settlement 6 days' journey up the river,
where they maintained a brisk trade wit11 tlie catives. Just below
San Joaquim the Uaupes divides into two branches, forming a low
island 5 m. long ; but of the channel connecting this river with
the Curicuri, as laid down in most maps, the natives know nothing. T h e width of the Uaupes at its mouth may be 300 yards
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at this season ; the current rather stronger than that of the Rio
Negro, or I h miles per hour ;its water black. From this spot the
Rio Negro assumes an E.S.E. direction, which is its general
course, as far as San Thomar, a rlitance of nearly 5250 miles.
Just below the southern point of the island the river has hiih
banks, and is narrowed in by two ledges of rock to a width of
400 yards, but imlnediately expands again to its usual breadth of
1 mile, with islands near both banks, and studded with rocks.
T h e prospect here is very lovely : in the distance'to the S.S.E.
is the group of peaked mountains named Wanari Mapan;
newer, some isolated hillocks rear their heads out of the plain,
., while the foreground is animated by several little cotkues erected
:\ on t l ~ eislands and banks of the river, surrounded by plantain and
I banana trees, above which the graceful paripa or Pirijao-palm
(Guilielma specwsa) raises its pinnatcd leaves. T h e river
Cocobixi here joins from the south, while almost immediately
opposite, on a projecting point on the eastern bank, stands the
lonely chapel of Sta. Barbara, raising the peaceful emblem of
Christianity, even in these sequestered wilds, above the broad rirer
which foams and flows at its foot.
Such is the scenery at the spot in which the Rio Negro crosses
the equator : more than fourteen months had elapsed since I had
before traversed this parallel 500 miles farther to the E.; and
although but an imnginary line, one cannot help attaching some
interest to the great circle to which we are accustomed to refer
our chief geographical measurements.
A low hill, about 9 miles S. of the chapel of Sta. Barbara, on
the western bank, would, according to my reckoning, be exactly
on the equinoctial line; and in the absence of any other name,
perhaps it may be permitted to call it the Ccrro do E q d o r .
Below this the river is impeded by rapids and falls, which
follow in quick succession; and a steady hand at the helm, and a
quick eye, are of the first importance : these excellent qualities
we had in our old pilot Bernardo, from Xi$; and we la~idecl
safely towards sunset at S d Gabriel, a small stone-fort of six
guns and fourteen men, on a projecting eminence on the left bank
of the stream.
I 1th- 19th.- As the weather was cloudy and lowering, w e
were detained here a day, in order to get an observation for latitude, a point of some importance, so near the equator. On the
night of the 1 lth a mer. alt. of two stars gave me '
0 7' 30" S.
T h e population of So6 Gabriel is about 900: the chief employment of the woman is in the manufacture of l~ammocksfrom the
Miriti or Mauritia palm. The cords are coloured blue with
indigo ; pink with the roots of the mirapirank~tree ; and yellow
with the fruit of the manbratice; ochrc, from the o r u ~ k uor
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Figures are usually worked in the hammocks; and a
They sell at
Manaos and Para for about 10 or 19 milreis (about 32.). T h e men
manufacture cordage, or piazaba, of the fibres of the Attalea
funifera.
.r
T h e commandant here was in great dread of an attack from
the Indians, in revenge of the barbarities committed by the slaving
expedition before alluded to, and had made preparations for
defence. Saii Gabriel, as well as all other places in the magnificent province of Rio Negro, has suffered from the devastating
influence of political disturbances. Formerly flourishing villages
existed where is now done a name to be found : numerous b a t s
were then trading between Gran Para and the Upper Rio Negro,
an inland navigation of upwards of 1400 miles, almost without
impediment ; now hardly a vessel is to be seen.
T h e largest rapid in this river occurs just below the fort ; and
we here unloaded our canoe, and transported the baggage for
about 1 mile over the Cerro Arruyabai to the lower port or Embarcadero. T h e fall of the stream may be about 90 feet. ' On
our r o d I remarked on a ledge of granite some Indian figurewriting, of the greater interest, as it was the first we had met
with on the Rio Negro. T h e figures were in the form of a labyrinth, and was remarkable for the depth to which it was cut in
the rock ; and although the footpath leads over these rocks, and
thousands may have walked over it, the figure is not at all obliterated: an attempt to imitate the figure at a later period, and
probably with a hammer and chisel, is nearly effaced, and shows
more strongly the peculiar skill of the original workmen, whoever
they might be.
W e re-embarked at 8 A.M., and were carried quickly forward
by a strong current, caused by the continual rapids of Cujubi,
for two hours, till opposite the small settlement of Cumanau.
Passing the rivers Ingwa and Curicurian we saw a group of
peaked mountains in the S., rising 9000 feet above the plain, and
at runset reached the deserted village of San Pedro, 16 miles
below. JCat. by mend. alt. of a Argus O0 90' S.
13th.-The temperature of the air this morning at daylight
was 7s0; that of the water 860 Fahr. Heavy thunder was rolling
towards the S., and shortly after the rain fell in torrents. I much
feared the season was breaking up.
W e met a family of half Indians, who had been up the Marih
to p m r e clay for pottery ; we bartered with them for some fruit
called yuccu by the Spaniards, and cocui by the Portuguese, in
hopes of obtaining seed to introduce the tree into the colony at
Demerara. The fruit is pear shaped; the seed, or kernel, is
YOL. X.
s
p x l workwoman can finish one in three days.
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oblong, and upwards of 9 inches in length ; the stone or endocarp
is dark brown, with a broad white scar, and surrounded by a pulp
of sweetish taste; the outer coat contains an acid milk. I could
not discover what plant produces it. T h e river Marid is e00
y a d s wide at its outlet; I was told that by means of a tributary
of the Japura, probably the Amoniu, the Indians travel from this
river to the Amazons. From this point the Rio Negro winds
between E.N.E. and E.S.E. in reaches of 15 miles, for a distance
of 45 miles, as far os Nossa Senhora das Caldas, when it resumes
its general easterly direction ; its width near the village of Wanawacca, where it is comparatively free of islands, is about 2 miles;
its depth varies considerably, from 10 feet to a few inches, and
numerous dry sand-banks occur; the shores are flat and thickly
wooded; palms are numerous; but the height of the forest trees
seldom exceeds 70 feet ; the majestic Mora of the rivers of Demerara is entirely wanting.
14th.-Starting early, we were by daylight off the almost deserted village of Maqarubi, and 4 miles below, at 7 o'clock.
passed the junction of the river Cabab~ui,about 150 yards wide,
which is said to have its sources in the chain of mountains 100
miles to the N., where the sarsaparilla grows. Below Carmo,
a village now in ruins, on the northern bank, the river spreads to
3 miles in breadth, and affords a distant prospect towards the
four isolated mountains of Jecan, which rise on the S. bank of the
stream. We landed at 1 I A.M., and halted the day at Sant' Antonio de Castanheiro Novo, where we were received in a very
friendly manner by the commandant. This village of 100 persons is situated at the foot of a hill on the northern bank of the
-river; its lat. by obs. of rr Argus gave me O0 I 7' 30" S., and its
long., by my reckoning, 65' 42', or'26 miles to the westward of
its position in most maps ; the maps also err in placing the river
Maraviha to the westward, while it is in reality 16 miles to the
E.of Castanheiqo ; the distance also to this place, from the Cababuri, is about 90 miles instead of 55 miles, as usually represented.
15th.-Passing the rivers Abuara and Inambu on the N. bank,
and the mountains of Jecan on the S., the stream expands to a
width of from 3 to 4 miles, with numerous islands; the current
was here 1 . 7 miles an hour. At the mouth of the Maraviha is
an island 4 miles long, which causes the river to flow out by two
channels, of which the western is the larger : this stream offers a
high road to the sarsaparilla mountains, said to be 190 miles to
the N., but is not navigable during the dry season. Threading
our way along the northern shore, through an intricate labyrinth
of islands, we reached Sta. Isabol, an almost desertedvillage, with
a fine church on the northern, nnd not on the southern Kank, as
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often placed in our maps. Nearly opposite the river UenivLi,
Aiuana and Urubaxi offer communication with the Japura to
the S., where also much sarsaparilla is collected.
16th and 17th.-The first news at dawn of day was that our
pilot had escaped, not wishing to go any further from home with
us ; as no other was to be procured, I was obliged to trust to the
coxswain of my boat. Continuing along the northern shore, at
10 miles we passed the river Daraha, flowing from the N., and
about as wide as the Marawiha : the Rio Negro is here studded
with rocks of granite, belonging to the same group as those at
S t a Anna and Sd Gabriel, 150 miles distant, so that some idea
may be formed of its extent ; none of them have the black crust
of oxide of manganese, as I had observed so generally in the rivem
of British Guayana As we advance to the eastward the river
widens, and now averages from 5 to 6 miles, and when we enter a
long reach, we have an almost sea horizon ; it occasionally extendr
even to 10 miles in width, at least so I judged it to-day, when I
saw it clear of islands.
18th and 19th.-In consequence of the desertion of our pilot,
we had great difficulty in &covering the mouth of the Pdaviri,
ancl indeed entered two other streams in search of it, till, on the
morning of the lgth, we met an iyaritea, or large canoe, coming
un under sail, from which we learnt that we were 6 miles below
iC mouth. w e accordingly profited by the fair wind, with a tentcloth as a mainsail, a hammock as a jib, and the British ensign
waving at the stern, turned the head oi our canoe up the stream,
and in less than an hour reached the entrance of the Padaviri,
which is so kid by islands that it is difficult to discover; the
whiter colour of the water, which forms a strong contrast, wwld
be the only guide, as a large island turns its outlet to the E.
Within, the stream narrows to 150 yards as we ascended to the
settlement, where is a large rope factory for the Para government,,
but not at this time at work for want of Indians. This establishment is situated about 9 miles up the Padaviri, on its E. bank,
and had now about fifty persons dwelling there.
We had hoped to find here Mr. Vieth and Mr. Le Breton,
two of our expedition, but they had gone on towards the Rio
Branco.
20th.-It
was so hazy this morning on leaving the Padaviri,
that we could scarcely see 90 yards before us; the natives call
tLs haze fumaqa, and declare it proceeds from the burning of the
savannahs, distant some hundreds of miles, but this would seem
improbable. It, however, raised the temperature of the atmosA strong E.
phere to 81; while the water continued at 83'.
wind usually set in in the morning, reached its greatest strength
about noon, onrl then died away, and by 3 P.M. the rive? was nr
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smooth again aa if it had never been agitated by waves, which in
the morning made it more resemble a sea-coast than an inland
stream, upwards of 1000 miles distant from the ocean.
Blot.-In order to reach Bararoa, we were here obligd tr,
crosi the Rio Negro by a winding course amidst the numerous
islands, and reached Lamalonga, on the S. bank, at 3 thii morning.
I estimated the width of the stream at 10 miles.
Bararoa, formerly San Thomar, 9 miles lower down, is situated
on an eminence on the S. bank of the river; steps or rather
ladders, lead up to the houses fron~the water. Here is a church,
and the ruins of twenty houses; the only inhabitants we found
were an old n q r o woman, and an Indian girl : the leaves clambering over the roof, and the high bushes and grass before the
door, gave the idea of utter desolation.
I observed near Bararoa a species of palm, which I had not
previously noticed, growing in clusters of from forty to fifty ; the
atem is slender, set with prickles, and rises to a height of 40 feet,
bearing a crown of fan-shaped leaves; the fruit tesselated, and
with one seed, removed all doubts of its being a mauritia (Mauritia aculeala) ; it is called in the lingw geral, or common language, mantnna, and distinguished for its gracefulness and the
large clusters in which it grows. I t appears to delight in the soil
along the river's banks, and the current tears away whole clusters,
which are found with their heads immersed, and their roots k i h
above the ground on which they grew. A second species, which
is frequently found in the neighbourhood of the former, has pinnated fronds or leaves, and its stem is surrounded by fibres, the
fruit smooth, with one seed, and compressed. Excepting these
two species of palm, the foliage was dismal, the long drought
that had prevailed having deprived the trees of their green colour,
and indeed of their leaves. I n whatever direction we turned, we
saw fire and smoke, and by night had the aplendid spectacle of
seeing whole islands in a blaze, and numerous other fires in the
distance. I t is remarkable how the fire renches small islands
separated miles from each other, unless it arise from spontaneous
combustion. The heat and drought had been equally fatal to
fish, which died in great numbers in the dried up pols, and
tainted the atmosphere around. That strange species of turtle,
the mata-mata, or Chalys jinrbriata of naturalists, abounded in
these pools, ant1 night have been collected in hundreds were it
not for its disagreeable odour; it is, however, crten by many,
and declared equal to the large river turtle.
29nd.-The granite blocks and ledges so frequent in the Upper
Rio Negro have quite vanished, and indurated clay has taken
their place. We passed the large lngoon Warirn or Aim6 on
the S. shore, which receives a river of the same name, and soon

1

afterwads arrived at about thirty cottagcis, extending for upwards
of a mile along shore, and around which the owner plants his I', .
coffee &c. ; they are called sitios, or estates; there are but few : ;' ;
negro slaves here ; indeed along the whole of the Rio Negro I ';
do not think there are 600 : an equal number of Indians are kept
in slavery and used as domestics, labourers, k c . I succeeded in
procuring here a small quantity of dried fish of the pirarucu of
the Brazilians, or warapaima of the Macusis (Sudis yigas) ; its
flesh, dried and salted, forms one of the chief articles of trade of
the rivers Negro and Solimoes. This large fish, which reaches a
length of 12 feet, is scarcely known to naturalists ; its scales are of
a considerable size and of a beautiful crimson, whence its name of
pirarucu, or red-fish, in the lingua yeral. A great deal of this
fish dried is exported to Para, and when the river is low a handsome profit is made; it here costs from 2 to 3 milreis, or about
les., the arroba of 39 lbs. ; this fish is also plentiful in the
Rupununi, and one is surprised that the colonists do not turn it to
account and carry it for sale to Demerara ; the pirarucu is usually
taken by a number of small boats armed with harpoons, which
drive it among the shallows, where it falls an easy prey. Moreira
or Cabuquena, in the vicinity of which we encamped that night,
is in '0 34' 54" S.; it has a church and twenty houses, but it
appeared abandoned at present, its former inhabitants having
retired to their sitiar.
23rd.-The variation of the compass by an amplitude at sunrise this morning was 5' E., and such nearly has been the result of
all my observations throughout Guayna. From the meridian of
6S0 90' W. the river assumes a more southerly course, and for the
next 150 miles, as far as the mouth of the Rio Branco, its general
direction is S.E. Continuing along the southern shore we
ipassed the river Quihiuni and the lagoon
Gunimaru, and halted
b sunset on an island.
94th.-We reached Barcellos, now called Mariua, at an early
hour ;its aspect is not uninteresting. T h e church, larger than any
we had hitherto seen, b built on elevated ground and surrounded
by several good-looking houses ;some schooners and sloops, which
were at anchor before the town, gave an animation to the pieture which is so much wanting in these vast rivers. A t the can- . , ;
mencement of the preHnt century Barcellos had from 10,000 to
le,OOO inhabitants, and was the capital of the Capitania do Rio
Negro, but since the seat of government has been removed to
Manaos or Barra, its downfall has been rapid. At present
scarcely twenty houses are inhabited ; os the greater part of the
proprietors live on their sitios or estates,and cultivate the ground.
After r separation of six months we here joined M a r s . Vieth
and Le Breton, who had been engaged in making collections in
,
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geology and botany. T h e difficulties and delays they had exp n i e n c d fmm the authoritin wm a proof to me that had 1 not
brought my own boat's crew of Warraus, and of Spanish Indians
of the Guinau and Maiongkong tribes, all together twelve in
number, months might have elapsed before reaching Barellos;
whereas we had only been el days actually en mute from Esmeralda to this place, being a distance of 575 miles, including windinga, or on an average upwards of 97 miles a day; nor should
we have made so much progress had we selected the Mavaca and
Padauiri for our route. It was a subject of much gratification to
me to visit the principal families of the place, and especially the
Senhores Rodolfo, Pini, and Coito, to thank them for the kindnew and attention which they had shown to our party during its
~ t aat thie place.
Lying prostrate on the river's bank at Barcella, are two blocks
of m s e marble, which were intended to be placed as b o u n d q
marks on the frontiers of the Brazilian, the Spanish, and the Dutch
poereseions; but now they have little prospect of reaching their
destination.
T h e river opposite Barcellos is nearly 15 miles across, but
divided by several islands into as many channels ; the banks preserve their alluvial character, with the exception of one large t m ported block of coarse-grained granite, which by some nccident
has found its way hither. The river was at its lowert level while
we were here, lower indeed than it had been in the recollection
of Senhor Coito, who had been for upwards of 30 years a rerrident. The rising of the river usually begins in the early part of
March, and reaches its highest level in June; being a rise of from
15 to QO feet, but sometimes as much as 25 feet. It falls gradually, and is, on an average, level in September.
The weather was unfavourable during the three days of our
stay, and I could get no observations.
!i!7th-99th.-Having
completed our provisions for a long
voyage, we started in the afternoon, and continued along the
routher-shore of the river within the islets with which it is lined :
the river had already risen 10 inches, and was rising rapidly ;
so much so, that many of the small islands were inundated and
the sandbanks covered. A few of them yet visible were crowded
with cormorants, the razor-beaked gull, and rose-coloured spoonbills. Townrds noon of the 99th we passed Aracari, Carvoeiro,
or San Miguel de Rio Branco, which in spite of its high-sounding
name, contains only a church and twenty houses, pleasantly
situated on the south side of the river, but partly fronting a small
inlet. Immediately opposite on the north shore is the outlet of
the river Serevini, which being connected by a channel with
the Hio B r w , is usually considered a western mouth of that

river, and is known by the name of the Boca Amayau. The
Rio Negro is here contracted from 15 to 9 miles in width ;as we
continued along the southern shore at 9 miles below Aracnri, we
again met with rocks in the river, the first time since leaving
Isabel, a distance of nearly 950 miles. A few miles beyond, the
waters of the Rio Negro assumed a whitish tint, a sure s i p that
we were opposite the lower or eastern mouth of the Rio Branco
or White River. We halted this night on an island covered with
a species of Eugenia,with the fruit the size of a large cherry, and
pleasant to the taste.* We watched in vain for observations, nor
did we lie down till our last hope, the Centauri, had passed the
meridian. We soon after started and reached the Ilha de P&a
at sunrise.
30th.-The
Indian picture writings which make this small
island remarkable, are on its S. side, and sculptured in hard granite
blocks, and although the atmosphere has not been without its
influence, they are still several lines deep: they are numerous,
and consist of the representations of men, birds, and animals. On
one large boulder thirteen figures representing men, are arranged
in a line as if dancing :the most remarkable figures, however, are
the representation of two vessels under sail ; the smaller a twomasted vessel, the larger not unlike a galleon, as represented in
the subioined woodcut.
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There remains, therefore, little doubt that these pictures have
been made at a later period, and after the discovery of the Amazons, when the vessels .of the Conquistedores already floated on
the mightiest stream of the world. It is not improbable that the
group of figures relate to an event of great rejoicing; perhaps
the first arrival of Europeans on the Amazons.

[Indian " picturnwriting " nt thc Ilhn du Pnln.]

The Indims of the present day in the vicinity of Pdrero admit
the antiquity of these figures, and say that they were engraved by
means of constant friction with quartz pebbles. Such may have
been the case ; but our trial proved fruitless ; as indeed do our
attempts to produce fire from two sticks, though it is done with
ease by the Indians : unwearied patience may have accomplished
it. These figures, it should be remarked, are not so deeply cut
as those on the Corentyn, or at Warsputa on the Essequibo.
Pedrero, the former Moura, and ltarenda~la,or " the place of
rocks" of the natives, and by which latter name it is now called in
all official documents, lies about 10 miles E. by S. from the Ilha
de Pedra, and on the S. bank of the river.
It became an agreeable duty to me to render to Capt. Bemfico
and Senhor Brandao my thanks for the kind attention which they
had shown to Mr. Vieth and Mr. Le Breton. We were received
with much hospitality, and remained 3 days at Pedrero, which, as
it was during Easter, had a lively appearance. Being in the act
of building a new church, mass was held in the house adjoining
our residence, which sewed afterwnrcls as a ball-room. The
greatest curiosity in Pedrero is an Albino, an Indian of the
Wainnmpu tribe. H e is a man of about 40 years of age, and I
have been told that his two children are likewise Albinos.
About 10 years ngo, Moura or PeJrero was a flourishing place,

with about 100 h o u k and 1000 inhabitants ; the present number
of inhabitants does not amount to more than 900.
On our return-voyage we found the river much increased, and
we had to stem a strong current : we again
the Ilha de
P d r a , but did not reach the entrance of the io Branco till late
in the evening, nor our halting-place till past midnight.
3rd A il.-The
night was cloudy as before; and I had not
been ab e to get any observation since the eend March. We
]>ursued our voyage in a northerly direction, ascending the Rio
Branco: as this river was still falling, and the Rio Negro fast
rising, we felt its influence in helping us onwarcl 'full 30 miles
from its mouth : the banks were high. A t 99 miles the channel,
which communicates with the river Serevini, goes off to the
S.W. O n the morning of the 5th we landed at Santa Maria, a
small settlement on the E. bank, about 46 miles from the mouth
of the river: from mer. alt. of two stars during the preceding
nieht its lat. is O0 37' S.
We found here a number of the Indians who had been taken
in the late slave-hunt, or descimento, as it is here called: the
government had ordered that the old men, women, and children
captured on that occasion should be released and sent to their
homes. As soon as those at Santa Maria heard that my arrival
was expected they declared they would wait for me. They mnsisted of two old men, five women, and two children, who were left
to themselves, and almost starving : our canoes were almost overloaded ; however, I made place for three of them in my own, and
bought a small craft for the remainder. Another party of seven
were to follow on the next day.
6th-8th.-The
river offered no interesting feature, and the
shallows continued: the banks were high, nnd we were compelled
to pitch our tents on the sand-banks ; not particularly agreeable.
especially as we were exposed to thunder-storms, which usually
came on at midnight, and wetted them through. Towards sunset,
on the 8th, we landed at NR SD. do Carmo, a small village
50 miles higher up on the right bank, famed for its orange trees :
the popnlation appeared numerous, perhaps 500; and among
them were many Wapisima and Atoroya Indians, who had been
brought here on the occasion of some former slave-hunt, and
afterwards liberated. T h e night proved clear : and the ]at, by
means of four mer. alts., was 00 16' 30" N . : we then found that
we had crossed the equator on the p r e c e d i i day.
Sth.
to one of the most
- . 10th.-We were last nizht ex&d
1
violent thunder-storms I had ever experienced while we encamped at the mouth of the river Wariacura. We left Carmo at
9 A.M., and paddled till 4 ~t 6 in the evening. A t 1 1 miles
we passed the outlet of the Catrimmi, Qnthe W.bank : ~t was
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then almost choked up with m d , and dwindled to a mall rill,
scarcely 4 yards wide, a circumstance unheard of before. Its
width, when the river is full, is 150 yards.
Some years ago a party from Carmo ascended the river Catrimani and reached the Sarsaparilla country. At 60 miles from
its mouth is a settlement of Pauishana Indians, who trade on
one side with those at the wurce of the river, and on the other
hand with the Indians of the Mocajahi and the Wapisianas at
the Rio Branco. A path is said to lead in five days from the
Catrimani to the Mocajahi or Kaiawana. The bed of the Catrimani is much impeded by rocks and cataracts during its passage
through the mountains, and only navigable for small canoes
during the rainy season. Its last reach on joining the Rio Branw
i E.S.E. A little above its junction, and on the same side, the
small stream Inivini falls into the Rio Branco. Lat. of camp at
0 34' 90ft N.
Wariacura '
1lth-17th.-At
26 miles beyond, we passed the mouth of the
river Uanavau, Anava or Wanawau, which falls into Rio Branco
from the N.E. and E., and is said to have its sources near thoae
of the Yurawauri, a tributary of Essequibo ; at its upper part it is
inhabited by Tarulna Indians; I estimated its width at entrance!
at upwards of 150 yards.
In the parallel of 1" 45' N. granite blocks re-appear about 10
miles S. of the Yawuttan mountaim, or Serra da Cnchoerinha of the
Portuguese, which rise to the height of 300 feet above the plain,
chiefly on the river's eastern bank ; this tract of granite extends
Branco; the
acmss and forms the well-known falls on the
whole extent of these falls and rapids is 7 miles, and at the
largest, the Caruwanna, it is necessary to unload the canoes. I
estimated the perpendicular fall of the whole at 60 feet in the 7
miles ; the largest is scarcely 10 feet perpendicular, and is much
1- formidable than the Etabally and Taminet falls on the Essequibo.
lath, 19th.-This
day we had our first view of the Serra
Grande, or CsrumQ mountains, bearing N.N.E., and gladly
recognised our old acquaintance. At sunset we landed at the
Sitio Angelini, and, as the night proved clear, the first since the
ISth, we found its latitude to be Q0 18' Wf N. The report of
our having been killed on the Orinoco had reached this place ;
and although strangers our arrival seemed to .cause general joy.
In the afternoon of the 19th we passed.the mouth of t h e river
Mocajahi, the Kaiawanna of the Indians, which comes from the
W. It presents the remarkable feature of joining its recipient
against the stream of the latter, which here runs S. 17" W., while
that of the former N. 4Q0
from bein9
di- E..- or onlv three noints
A
c
rectly opposed ; nor does it appear to have changed its course, as
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the trees on both its banks aeem of equal age. Thi river ir
inhabited by Pauishana and Wayamam Indians ; Murumuru, . . .
the first rettlement of the former. is said to be 14 days' journey
distant from it. mouth; but aa the river is very winding, a much : ~.
shorter path leads from the Wapisiana settlement at the Wauwau :,
to the Pauishaniw ; thus the two tribes keep up a constant intercourse. From all I can learn. I am of o~inionthat the Iiaiawanna has its sources at the great division t f waters between the
Orinoco, the Parirna Proper, the Catrimani, and the Pedauiri, or
at the southern angle of that group of sandstone mountains which
branches off from the Maritani. A path of 3 days' journey is
.r \
said to lead from the Wayamara settlement at the Parima, in
So 15' N. to those at the Mocajahi, where the latter river is said , i
to be 40 yards wide. This would p i n t to a source farther W. , /ri
than laid down in all recent maps. Indeed, from all I heard 1 ,s
when near the head waters of the Orinoco, the Paraba, which has
its sources in the vicinity of Mount Tematiban, and by which the
Indians of these regions descend to the Rio Branco, is the Mocajahi of Portuguese maps-the Kaiawanna of the Wapisianq.
We travelled this day until half-paat one in the morning, and
halted at the foot of the Serra Grande or Carurnti.
S % % n d . - T h e wind blew in such heavv nuats from the
northward that we made little progress; but by perseverance, on
the afternoon of the eend. we atrain reached Fort Saij Joaauim.
Seven months and two- days Ohad elapsed since our deiarture
from the Fort, during which +od
we had made a circuit of
about 2400 miles, a tract comprising the sources of the northern
tributaries of the Takutu, the waters of the Ma~aruni,the sources
of the Caroni, the northern tributaries of the river Parima, the
wnrcer of the PQrawa, the Parima Proper, the Merewari, the
Orinoco, the Cassiquiare, and the northern tributaries of the Rio
Negro to the confluence of the Rio Branco, which river we had
now ascended for 900 miles, including its windings, in twenty days,
and eventually reached our starting p i n t at Fort Saii Joaquim.
W e were welcomed by the commanclent, and our old quarters
given to us; but I was too anxiom to push forward to Pirara
to remain long, and on the afternoon of the Q7th aet out in a very
.5
light corial, and arcending the Takutu with great difficulty,
owing to the want of water-aa this stream, which in the receding
July we had found 690 yards wide, and I I feet Beep, hrd
:r
dwindled at its mouth to a width of 10 yards of running water, ,:
and 11 inches in depth-we reached P i r a r ~on the evening of the
,...
1st May. We found here a Brazilian detachment in possession,
who ultimately drove away the zealous missionary, the Rev. Mr.
Youd, and diapemed his flock. What right tho Brazilian govern- ment i
d thus to act n e d not be discussed here; my duty is only .
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to report the fact, that the former chapel was converted into
barmcks, and the building where the first seeds of Christianity
had been sown among tlre benighted Indians, became the theatre
of obscene language and nightly revels.

After three months' drought, the first rain fell at Pirara on the
3rd May, and with it commenced the great change of weather;
the rivers began to swell, and by the middle of May the savannah
represented a lake, out of which Pirara, being 80 feet above the
level of lake Amucu, rose like an island. T o w d the end of
May, our heavy canoes, with our collections, amvecl from Fort
Sac J q u i m , and were launched on the Quatata, which communicates with the Rupununi ; they soon floated on the latter river,
and, carried rapidly forward by a strong current, we reached its
junction with the Essequibo on the 1 Ith June.
O n the 13th we landed at the Comuti, or Taquiara rocks,
which again I climbed, and found the height of these masses of
granite by measurement to be 160 feet, thus fully confirming my
estimate of them on my former ascent of the river.
The Essequibo was full to overflowing, the falls no longer impeded our progress; in five days we descended the distance it
had taken us twenty-three days to m e n d . On the morning of
the 17th June, we approached the Protestant mission at Bartika
Point, and the hoisting of flags and firing of guns gave us proof
of the kind interest the inhabitants took in our safe return. By a
strange coincidence I was on this occasion, ae I had been on my
return from my first expedition in 1836, received on landing by
the Bishop of Barbadoes, who wae now, as then, on a visit of inspection to the mission, and it was with sincere regret that I had
to cwmmunicate the sad news of the dispersion of the mission at
Pirara. in which t h i worthv and much-resnected nrelate had not
only &en the liveliest inierest, but ib roundatfon may be, in
some measure, attributed to his instrumentality.
Two-and-twenty months h d elapsed since I had passed this
s p t , on my ascent of the Essequibo, and bade adieu to c i v i l i d
life and its comforts; during this period I had examine11 the
Essequibo to its sources, made the circuit of upwards of 3000
miles chiefly by water, which has been detailed in the foregoing
pages, and wns now, by the blessing of Providence, returning
safe to George Town, Demerara, which I reached on the .!2Oih
June, 1839.
Such is the internal navigation of one of the most luxuriant
colonies in H e r Majesty's dominions, that I cannot conclude this
report without directing attention to the facility for water corn-
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municletion offered by the rivers which intersect this rlitrict of
South America. By traversing the prtage between the Quatata
and the lake Amucu (in the rainy season about 800 yards), and
by a canal of 9 miles' length between the Guapre, a branch of
the Marmore and the Madeira, and the Rio Aquapehi, n branch
of the T a m and the Paraguay, an inland navigation would be
opened between Demerara and Buenos Ayes, over an extent of
4e0 uf lat. The N a p , a tributary of the Solimoes, offers communications wirh Quito; the Ucayali with Cuzco ; the H u a l l a p
with Lima and the Pacific Ocean. By the Rio Negro, the Orinoco, the Cassiquiare, and its tributary the Meta, there is uninterrupted navigation to New Grenada, and within 8 miles of
Snnta PB de Bogota. If British Guayana did not possess the
fertility which is such a d'itinguishing feature, this water communication alone would render it of vast importance ; but blessed
as it is with abundant fruitfulness, this extensive inland navigation
heightens itr value as a British colony ; and if emigration, sufficient to make its resources available, were properly directed
thither, the port of Demerara would rival any in the vast continent
of South America.

V1.-Narrative
of the Proyress of Arcfic D~scocey 011 the
Northern S h e o America, in the Summw of 1839. By
Messrs. PETER
\ DEASE
and THOMAS
SIMPBON. Cornmunicated by Sir J. H. PELLY,
Bart., Governor of the Hudson's Ray Company.
For! Simpron, Ocl. 16, 1839.
HON.SIRB,-We have the honour to report the completion of
all the primary objects of the expedition-the entire fulfilment
of Governor Simpson's original instructions, under which it has
been our p o d fortune to act, and something more ; though, ar
we plainly told your Honours last winter, it wan quite out of the
question to think of reaching the strait of the Fury and Hecla
from the Coppermine River.
On the eend of June we descended that impetuous stream
to the Bloody Fall, where we remained uptil the 28th. Thi
intervnl was employed by Mr. Simpson in exploring Richiudoon'r
River, discovered in 1838, which discharges itrelf, as we then
suppooed, into the bottom of Back's Inlet, in latitude 67O 54' N.,
longitude 115' 56' W. A party of about thirty Exquimaux were
encamped there, all of whom fled precipitately to the hills except
one family, whose tent was placed on an island in the stream.
With these last a communication was opened, through our interpreter Ooligbuck, but the circle of their little lives being confined to Berens' Isles and the borders of Richardson's River,
they had no information to impart of any value.
On the 3rd of July the first slight opening occurred in the
sea ice, of which we took instant advantage ; but our first week's
. journey did not exceed 90 miles, and it was the 18th, after s a d
work, before we could attain Cape Barrow. From its rocky
heights we beheld, with equal surprise and delight, the wide extent of Coronation Gulf partially open; whereas, long after the
same date in 1838, the whole parly might have crossed it on foot.
A t midnight on the 90th we landed at Cape Franklin, just one
month earlier than Mr. Simpson's arrival there on his pedestrian
journey of the year before. A violent easterly gale arrested our
progress for the next four days; and on the 27th and 98th we
encountered
- . . great
.
peril in doubling Cape Alexander.ami&t very
heavy driving ice.
From Cnpe Alexander, situate in lat. 68O 56' N., long.
1060 40' W., to another remarkable point in lat. 68O 33' N.,
long. 93' 10' W., the Arctic coast may LK comprised in one spacious bay, stretching as far snuth as 1st. 67' 40' before it turns off
abruptly northward to the last-mentioned position. This vast
sweep, of which but nn inconsiderable portion was seen by Mr.
Simpmn last year, is indented by an endlees succesrion of minor
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bays, separated from one another by long narrow projecting points
of land, enclosing an incalculable number of islands.
From this description it will be evident that our route was an
extremely intricate one, and the duties of the survey most harassing; but, whilst perplexed beyond measure in finding our way
through these labyrinths, we derived great advantage from the
protection afforded by the islands from the crushing force of the
seaward ice; and the weather was generally clear. In fact, the
most serious detention caused by ice on this part of the voyage
was from the 1st to the 5th of August, on a point that jutted out
beyond the insular chain. White Bear Point, as it was called,
lies in lat. 68' 7' N., long. IOSO S7' W.,variation 54O 45' E.
These bays and masses of islands present a distinct succession of
geological features, which can be best illustrated by our series of
svecimens of the rocks that comwse this wild and barren coast.
$estiges of Esquimam, mostly oid, were met with wherever we
landed. They appear to subsist in single families, or very small
parties, and to travel inland for the deer-hunt in the month of
June, not returning to their sealing islands till the ice sets fast, in
October. A river, twice the size of the Co permine, which falls
into the sea in lat. 68' Q' N ., long. 104" 15' fV ,is much resorted
to by reindeer and musk-oxen in the summer season.
Finding the coast, as already remarked, trending northerly
from the bottom of the great bay, we expected nothing less than
to be carried round Cape Felix of Captain James Ross, contrary
to the conjecture hazarded by Mr. Simpson in his narrative of
last year's journey. On the evening of the 10th of August, however, (at the p i n t already given,) we suddenly opened a strait
running in to the southward of east, where the rapid rush of the
tide scarcely left a doubt of the existence of an open sea leading
to the mouth of Back's Great Fish River. This strait is 10 miles
wide at either extremity, but contracts to 3 miles in the centre.
Even that narrow channel is much encroached upon by high
shingle islands, but there is deep water in the middle throughout.
T h e 19th of August was signalised by the most terrific thunder storm we have ever witnessed in these regions. Next day it
blew roughly from the westward, with a very dense cold fog ; but
we ran rapidly south-east, passed Point Richardson and Point
Ogle of Sir George Back, anti continued on till the darkness of
night and the increasing gale drove us ashore beyond Point
Pechell. The storm shifted to the north-east, and lasted till the
16th, when we directed our course, with flags flying, to the Montreal Island. On its northern side our people, guided by Rlackay,
soon found a deposit made among the rocks by some of Sir George
Back's party, but, as Mackay seemed to think, without that
oficer'a knowledge. I t contained two baga of pemican and a
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quantity of cocoa and chocolate, all perfectly rotten, besides an
old tin vasculum and two or three other trifling articles, of which
we took possession ns memorials of our having breakfasted on t h e
identical spot where the tent of our gallant, though less successful, precursor s t o d on his return from Point Ogle to the Great
Fish River, that very day five years before.
T h e arduous duty we had, in 1836, undertaken to perform was
thus fully accomplished; and the length and difficulty of the
route back to the Coppermine would have amply justified o u r immedinte return. We had all suffered more or less from the want
of fuel and the deprivation of warm food, and the prospects grew
more cheerleas as the cold fall weather stole on apace; but,
having already ascertained the separation of Boo~hiafrom the
American continent. on the western side of the Great Fish River.
we determined not desist till we had settled its relation thereto
on the eastern side also. A fog which had come on dispersed
towards evening, and unfolded a full view of the picturesque
shores of the estuary. Far to the southward Victoria headland
stood forth so clearly defined that we instantly recognised it by
Sir George Back's exquisite drawing. Cape Beaufort we almost
seemed to touch ; and with the telescope we were able to discern
a continuous line of high land as far round as north-east, about
two points more northerly than Cape Hay, the extreme elvtern
p i n t seen by Sir George Back.
The traverse to the farthest visible land occupicd six hours'
unremitting labour at the oar; and the sun was rising on the 17th
when we scaled the bluff and singularly shaped rocky cape to
which our course had been directed. I t stands in lat. 68' 4' N.,
long. 94' 35' W. The azimuth compass, by Jones, settled exactly in tlie true meridian, and agreed with two others, by the
same maker, placed on the ground. From our proximity to the
magnetic pole, the compass had latterly been of little or no use;
but this was of the less consequence as the astronomical obsemtions were very frequent. T h e dip of the needle, which at
Thunder Cove (19th of August) was 8g0 99' 35': h d here decreased to 89" 16' 40" N. This bold promontory. where we lay
wind-bound till the lgth, was n a m d Cape Britannia, in remembrance of our glorious country. On the beetling rock that sheltered our encampment from the sea, and forms the most conspicuous object on all this part of the coast, we erected a conical pile
of ponderous stones, 14 feet high, that, if not pulled down by the
natives, may defy the rage of a thousand storms. In it was placed
a sealed bottle, containing a sketch of our proceedings; and possession was taken of our extensive discoveries in the name of
VICTORIA
TII e FIRST,
amidst the firing of guns and the enthusiastic cheers of the whole party.
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On the 19th the gale shifted from N.E. to E.S.E. ; and after
crossing a fine bay, due E., with no small toil and danger, the
coast bent away N. E., which enabled us to effect a run of
40 miles. Next day the wind resumed its former direction, and
after pulling against it all the morning among the shoals and
breakers, and gaiping only 3 miles, were obliged to rake refuge
in the mouth of a small river.
From a limestone ridge, about a league inland, we obtained a
view of some very remote blue land in the N.E. quarter, in all
probability one of the southern promontories of Boothia. Two
considerable islands lay far in the offing, and others, high and
distant, stretched from E. to E.N.E.
Our view of the low main shore was confined to 5 miles in an
easterly direction, after which it appeared to turn off greatly to
the right. We could, therefore, scarcely doubt our having arrived
at that large gulf uniformly described by the Esquimaux as
containing many islands, and with numerous indentations stretching down to the southward till it approaches within 40 miles of
Repulse and Wager Bays. The exploration of such a gulf,
which was the main object of the Terror's ill-starred voyage,
would necessarily demand the whole time and energies of another
expedition, having a starting or retreating point much nearer to
the scene of operations than Great Bear Lake ; and it was quite
evident to us that any further foolhardy perseverance could only
lead to the loss of the great object already attained, together with
that, of the whole party. We must here be allowed to express
our admiration of Sir John Ross's extraordinarv excaDe from thin
neighbourhood, after the protracted enduranci of o& ships, unparalleled in arctic story. The mouth of the speam which
bounded the last career of our admirable little boats, and received
their names, lies in lat. 68' 9 B t N., long. 990 7) W. ; variation of
the compass 160 e(Y W. The strong wind that had forbidden
our advance gave wings to our retreat. The same night, the 90th
of August, we landed once more at Cape Britannia, and next
morning we crossed direct to Point Pechell, with a heavy sea.
On the eend we explored a long narrow bay on the west side
of Point Ogle, which extends to the 68th parallel of latitude.
The north wind blew roughly, with sharp frost, and next day
we got no farther than Point Richardson. Thence we crossed
wer, on the Uth, to what had from the continent appeared
like two islands, but which we rightly knjectured to form part
of the southern shore of Boothia; or, to speak with greater
precision, of that land on which standa Cape Felix of Captain
Jam- Ross. This shore we had the satisfaction of tracing for
about 60 miles, till it turned up to the north, in lat. 6B0 41) N.,
long. 98O eet W. Only 57 miles from Rods Pillar the dip of
VOL,
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the needle was 89" QyN. ; the magnetic pole bearing N.N.E,
distant YO miles : the variation, as shown by both the azimuth
compass and the horizontal bar needle was 43' E. The objects
seen on this coast are easily enumerated-a low uninteresting
Iimestone tract, abounding nevertheless in reindeer, murk-oxen,
and old native encampments. T o the westward a good deal of ice
appeared ; and vast numbers of snow-geese p
d high werhead,
in long triangular flights, bound for milder skies.
Whilst engaged in taking observations our men conrtructed
another durable memorial of our dbveries, which was saluted
in the usual manner. Then, recrossing the strait on the !25th, w e
resumed for some time our outward route, only keeping more
along the seaward verge of the islands, no M to shape a straighter
course.
The weather, from being threatening and unsettled, soon became unequivocally severe. On the 99th of August a snowstorm began that lasted for seven days, during four days of which
we were fixed to a single spot by the violence of the N.W.gales,
while the frost was ao keen that the pools 'among the rocks on
which we lay became solid enough to bear a man. A more moderate interval succeeded this fierce outbreak. Quitting the coatinent again, at the large river already mentioned, we struck
N.N.W., for an extensive island 9% miles off, which we coasted
N.W. for eo miles; and, shortly before sunset on the 6th of
September, stood out from thence due N. for the nearest point
of Victoria Land. which roved eauallv distant. We have never
seen anything more brill-t
than h e <hosphoric gleaming of the
waves when darkness set in; the boats seemed to cleave a flood
of molten silver, and the spray, dashed from their bows before
the fresh breeze, fell back like showers of diamonds into the
d e z ; I t was a cold night; and when we at last made the l&d,
cl s faced with eternal ice, obliged ue to run on for a couple of
leagues before we could take the shore with safety. T h e coast
of Victoria Land, which we explored for upwards of 150 miles, is
incomparably the boldest we have met with in these seas. Often,
near the shore, no bottom could be found with 35 fathoms of line ;
and the cerulean blue colour of the water everywhere indicated a
profound depth. There are several noble bays, the largest of
which, N.W. of Cape Alexander, is 90 miles wide, and equally
deep, backed by snow-clad mountains. I t attaine to 690 40' N.,
the highest latitude of this voyage. At length we reached the
extreme point seen by Mr. Simpson, from Cape Franklin, in
1898, where the coast of this large country begins again to trend
northward of west ; Cape Barrow being by computation S.S.W.
distant 50 miles. On the 10th of September we crossed this
magnificent strait with a atrong E.S.E. or side wind and a rough
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sea, in which our gallant boats, old and worn out ar they were,

acquitted themselves beyond our most sanguine hopes. Our
return from Cape Barrow was miserably retarded by furious
N.W.winds and severe rtress of weather. Winter permanently
set in on the 15th of September ; and next day, to the undisg.uised
joy of the whole psrty, we re-entered the Coppermine River,
after by far the longest voyage ever performed in boats on the
Polar Sea. Leaving one of our little craft, together with the
remains of the pemican (which through age and long exposure
was become quite monldy), and various other articles, as a prize
to the first Esquimaux who may visit the Bloody Fall, we
ascended the river with our double crew in four days, abandoned
our tents and everything but absolute necessaries; crossed the
barren grounds up to the knees in snow, having unluckily left our
snow-shoes on the coast, and safely reached Fort Confidonce at
dusk on the Wth. The fisheries had failed sooner than ever;
atld we had good reason to congratulate ourselves on not being
doomed to pass a third winter within the Arctic Circle.
After settling with the Indians, liberally rewarding the most
deserving, and supplying all with ammunition gratuitously, we
took our departure on the evening of the 96th) in two inland batteaux; one belonging to the expedition, the other came from Fort
Simpson sixteen days before our amval.
Our passage of Great Bear Lake was most boisterous and inclement in crossing the body of the lake and other considerable
tmvmes ; our lwats, with everything in them, and even the very
clothes on our backs, became converted into shapeless masses and
concretions of ice. It was high time for us to erca from Great
Bear Lake, for the temperature, which was at 4 O be ow zero when
we landed at the head of the river on the evening of the 4th of
October, fell 100 lower in the course of the night ; md next day
we descended the rapid stream in the very midst of the driving
ice. On entering the Mackenzie we experienced a temporary
mitigation of this excessive cold; but we should most assuredly
have stuck fast above Fort Norman had not the northern gales
sgain rose in their strength, and while they shattered and dispersed the rapidly forming ice, enabled us to stem the current
under close-reefed sails. At noon on the 14th of October, after
forcing our way, with no small risk, through the torrent of ice
forced out by the rivers of the mountains, we reached this place,
and were cordially welcomed by our valuable friend chief-trader
M6Phemon,who had for some time given up all hopes of our
arrival.
Mort of our people are still d i c t e d with acute pains and swell i n e in the limbs, caused by cold and exposure; and we are
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assured by Mr. MrPherson that he has never known or heard of
so early or vigorous commencement of winter in M6Kenzie's
River : on the other hand, so fine a spring as that of 1839 reldom
visits these frozen regions ; and to this favouring circumstance,
under Providen&, ought our signal SUCC~SS be partly ascribed.
Oct. 30.-The state of the ice at length enables us to dePp;rtch
couriers to Slave Lake. In the mean time Governor Simpson's
highly valued letter of the 17th of June, which unfort~nate1~
missed us in our way hither, has cast up overland. We rejoice
in having anticipated the Russian expedition, and secured to our
country and the company the indisputable honour of discovering
the north-west passage, which has been an object of search to all
maritime nations for three centuries. When our expedition was
planned at Norway House, in 1836, it was confidently expected
that Sir George Back would have achieved the survey of the
Gulf of Boothia with the Terror's boats, and that our meeting
at the mouth of the Great Fish River would have left no blank
in the geography of northern America. That officer's failure, the
exhaustion of our men and means, d the necessity of a new
wintering ground, render a fresh expedition indispensable for the
examination of the Gulf of Boothia; the circuit of which, t~
the Strait of the Fury and Hecla, according to the Esquimaux
accounts, cannot be less than 41X) or 500 miles. It only remais
for us to recommend to your approbation the plan pro@
by
,Mr. Simpson, to perfect this interesting service; which, as he
had no wish to avail himself of the leave of absence granted, he
is prepared to follow up whenever the limited means required ue
placed at his disposal.
' We have the honour to be
Your most obedient humble servants,

.
0

To the Governor, D
Committee of the
pany, London.

ty-Govmr, ~ n d
Bay Comc&uudson's
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V1I.-Journey .from Angora by Kai:pariyah, M(~lliti~ah,
and
Gergen ~ a t e h - s i ,to Bir or Birehjik. By W. AINSWORTH,
Esq., in charge of an Expedition to Kurdistiin.

DUR~N
theG three winter months that the party remained in
Angora, various excursions were made to hills immediately in the
ncighbourhood of the town, in order to obtain bearings for mapping the country; among others we visited the summit of Chal
'riigh, 6 miles south of the city, whence we got a good bearing of
Hasan TBgh, a remarkable peak rising 8000 feet above the sea,
18 miles S.S.E. of A&-SerG, ant1 120 miles from Angora.
A more distant excursion was made to the mines of Ishik Tdgh,
about 40 miles N. by E. of Angora, and lying 4560 feet above
the sea; the route to which is laid down in the accompanying map.
On the afternoon of Tuesday, the 19th of March, our party,
consisting of Mr. Russell, Mr. Rbsam, and myself, accompanied hy a k h a v h ~bishi and two khavB~es,sent by Z 3 d
Motlammed Pishi, as a guard through the Kurdish districts of
HGmheh, quitted Angora, and travelling in a westerly direction,
halted at Emir Yaman, a \illage of twenty-six houses, 4 hours
from the city.
March 90th.-Passed
a small lake which it took 25 minutes
to ride round ; beyond this we descended from a low undulating
country into the valley of Murtah Ovah-si, which we had esplored
higher up on our excursion to Ishik TBgh. T h e peculiarity of
this fine and fertile valley is its being bounded to the W. by the
prolongation of the hills of AyBsh, and being suddenly closed up
at its southern extremity by hills of trachyte, amid which the
CMr S6 and the river of Angora cffect their junction, while in
the pass is situate the small town of Istin6s.*
A t the entrance of the same pass is a bridge, at wliich point the
great Constantinople road and that to Istlinds, only 4 an hour off,
separate. I n descending it, compact uniform trachytes are succeeded by trachytic conglomerates, near Istjn6s, broken up into
peaks and pinnacles, and backed by steep cliffs of rude but picturesque appearance. T h e town contains about 400 houses, 5 0 of
Mohammedans and 350 of Armenians ;it occupics the right bank
of the river, and, confined by the cliff, forms a long narrow street,
which is well stoned up, like a quay, and adds to the general
appearance of comfort and cleanliness.
A remarkable rock, almost insulated from the cliff, advances over
the lower part of the town. It is crowned by ruins of former times,
covered with etorks' nests, and burrowed by cavernous passages
'VlalgaBtLnk
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difficult to reach. These caves measured, the first 9 feet by 7,
the second 34 feet by 10, with an opening to the E.
Another aeries of caves, approached with some difficulty,
stretched along the face of the cliff in three tiers. The first
chamber was reached by a gallery on the face of the rock, 16paces
in length : from this another gallery ascended, partly in stairs, by
the side of the rock 18 paces, where a little protection is given by
a wooden railing. A long series of chambers were there entered,
some having wells for water; and most of them fire-places. The
whole extent was 145 paces ; the chambers seven in number, the
galleries four; but many of the chambers were again divided, as
if for one or two families. There were no remains of antiquity
discovered during this examination, and the caves appear to have
been places of refuge from persecution, or a retreat for security or
defence. In the burial-ground of the town there were some fragments of large columns and cornices hewn in trachyte, and one
tombstone of white marble, with an illegible Greek inscription,
probably brought from some other place.
The left bank of the river is occupied by gardens, and the new
church, which does credit to the industrious Christians of the
place, who toil chiefly in merinos and twist.
elst.-Mr. Russell and I rode out early in the morning,
accompanied by a guide, to ascend the GGklG TQh, the highest
mountain in this part of the country; turning to the left, just
above the junction of the Char SG and Angora river, we soon
quitted the trachytes and gained a barren country of chalk-marl
and greensand, here and there disrupted or traversed by dykes
of trachytic rocks. The clistrict was hilly, with the usual character
of friable or marlv formations, rather a b r u ~and
t shindv declivities
and round-topped hills; on one of these, $ our right, were some
huge stones, which appeared as if once piled together with regularity. After Q hours' ride, crossing a small rivulet with red
water, we began our ascent, and soon reached the village of
G4kl6, of about 40 houses. Here we obtained another guide,
and proceeded in our ascent, crossing several glaciers, amid a
dense fall of snow, accompanied by a strong wind from the N.
After about 4 an hour we reached a YailA, or summer station,
near which was a cave celebrated in all the adjacent country,
being distinctly visible at a great distance, from its occurring
in the face of a cliff which rises almost perpendicularly to the
summit of the mountain. The cave, however, only presented us
with a wide semi-circular opening in indurated limestone, which
also contained large veins of calc-spar and some travertino. The
cave: was 50 yards in width, and 20 yards in depth; and had also
lateral small caverns, and nearly vertical passages of no great
interest. It waa fronted by a wall of atone, which enclosed a kind
0

J

of platform for keeping aheep or cattle. As the snow continued
to fall so densely, that we could with difficulty see a few yards
before us, we gave up any further ascent (the chief object hi+.
been to obtain distant bearings), and returned the aame eve*,
both wet and cold, to the hospitable Christians of Istinbs.
99mE.-From Istiids we visited the junction of the Char SG
and Angora river,* which occurs amid clitfs of trachytes, about
PO0 feet in height ; and from thence we continued in a southwesterly direction over hills of the same character as yesterday,
passed Tatlar, now a ruined village, on the left bank of the
river, A$-jik small villages beyond A'nti-Yht, also a poor village
with small lake to the S. Beyond was A+ Tepeh (island hill),
of volcanic. origin of rather a singular conical form, which carrying tilted-up formations in a long line to the s., has caused a
remarkable bend in the river. from whence its name: c r o s k
u the
neck of the peninsula we &n reached the banks of the river,
backed here by the hills of Germesh, rising from 800 feet to
I000 feet above the plain, and a little farther on we came to the
farm of the K a d K6yunli, or black-sheep tribe, consistiug of
about 20 houses enclosed in a square, like an Arab or Persian
fort. The valley was bounded to the N. by the westerly prolongation of the Aybh hills, composed of chalk, chalk-marls,
and red and ochrous yellow sandstones, dipping N.W. at an angle
of So,
and preserving great regularity.
Q3rd.-We rode out early in the morning to visit the castle of
Germesh. The river was forded with difficulty, although in
summer it is said to be nearly absorbed by the surrounding
friable soil. Onr first visit was to the warm spring (84O of Pahr.),
which issues from the declivity of the castle-hill. Over it there
is a small bathing-house, with a circular dome, constructed of
stones cemented by mortar, and apparently belonging to a remote Mohammedan era, although ascribed by the natives to the
former possessom of the soil, under the usual designation of
Genoese.
The ruins of a castle, apparently of Roman origin, o m p y the
summit of the same hill, which constitutes the most easterly point
of the Germesh TBgh. This castle, now in a very ruinous condition, was built of stone, cemented by g o d mortar, and consisted
of an interior portion, 58 feet in length by 30 in breadth, bounded
to the N.W. by ste c l i i , 36 feet deep, and to the S.W. by a
wall 19 feet deep. ? h i more approachable side was, however,
defended by an outer rampart, 50 feet from the interior, and
having three round towers, one of which riser to the N. of the
highest part of the fort.
The summit of the hill, about 700 feet high, consists of
* E q r i 86, called st Angora Ckiblk ch& (Pipe liiver).
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hypersthene rock and basalt ; the declivitim exhibited twp, tub,
and conglomerates.
Returning to K6yunli, we joined the rest of the party, and
proceeded over a level plain of river alluvium 4 miles, to the
p i n t where cliffs of chalk approach the river banks from the N.,
leaving a small and fertile plain, succeeded by Ybkari Turkhhli
(Upper), a village in a chalk ravine, where the river is received
among hills, and where there is also a wooden bridge. The hills
soon become higher, with rounded summits, and rather steep declivities, being composed of indurated limestones in waved and
contorted strata; and we entered a pass that presented some picturesque points of view. About 1 mile from the entrance is a
copious hot spring, of very pure and clear water ; and there arc
remains of an ancient road, that was in part hewn out of the rock.
Beyond this a large cave is seen at an elevation of nearly 400 feet
from the valley below, which contains the ruins of a building of
strength, adapted for defence. Thb had been once the retreat of
robbers, for whom the pass offers many advantages in the pursuit
of their avocations. Near the exit of the valley the limestone
reposes upon mica-schist and clay-schist, with quartz-rock. Beyond this is an open ain, in part cultivated, with the village of
Ashaghi Turkhili ( wer) to the right, bounded, to the N. d
W., by a long range of uniform low hills of gypsum. The river,
free from the rooky pass, now takes a more westerly direction ;
and we followed a middle route between it and the hills for
about 4 miles to the village of Sarrubh, the residence of an
A'ytin, and where we were to obtain fresh horses.
Q4th.-We continued our journey along the same plain, with
the river to our left, and gypsum hills to our right; the valley is
about 5 miles in width, and bounded on the S. by the Gemesh
hills. After travelling from 5 to 6 miles the valley begins to
narrow ; and in the gypsum cliffs, as they approach the river, are
numerous caves, used as folds for sheep of the Angora breed.
There was then a sad mortality among these delicate animals;
many were dying before our eyessand the vultures were so glutted
as to be too lazy to move.
Below is a bridge over the Angora river, by which a road is
carried to Servi-HisQr,*fording the Sakkiyah, + a mile further on.
At this p i n t both rivers enter wild and focky passes in sienitic
rocks, which here suddenly succeed to the gypsum; a narrow
peninsula of the latter separates the two rivers, expanding as it
extends unwards to the N. The Sakdrivah has a verv tortuous
course ; &d, after forming several small Lkes, enters 4 t h its tributary into the sienites ; after flowing through which, amidst falls
and precipices, for about 13 mile, the two rivers effect their
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junction, just before the igneous rocks are succeeded by an open
plain, soon again shut up by other mountains.
By this excursion we determined that the site of Pessinus did
not exist, as Col. Leake supposed, on the E. side of the Sangxrius. Mr. Hamilton and M. Texier have, I believe, identified
the ruins of BBIB-BbBr with that place; but some difficulties
remain to be reconciled in the march of Manlius ; and what is to
be said of Plutarch's statement that Cato the younger walked in
one day from Ancyra to Pessinus ?
Our luggage, escorted by Mr. RassPm and two Khavhes, had
gone clirect from SarrubPs to the village of MislG, fording on their
way the Angora river (EngGri Sh). Having accomplished our
exploration, we had thus in part to retrace our steps between the
two rivers, over low undulating hills of gypsum, with some limestone and breccia deposits, and then across a wide plain, extending from the castle at the eastern end of the Germesh TPgh, to
the village above mentioned, situated at its westexn end, a distance of about from 1%to 15 miles in a straight line. At the
western extremity, trap rocks no longer occupy the whole mass of
the hills, but only the summits, and repose upon cretaceous marl.
There is one hill further W. than the village ; beyond it is the
vale of the SakPriyah ; and there are no other hills of importance
intervening between this and the conical summits and serrated
peaks of the Sevri-HisLr mountains.
MislG was once a flourishing village, probably on an antique
site ; but its walled-in gardens are now neglected, and its houses
falling into ruins. A b u t twenty only are still inhabited. The
country is watered by many copious springs : partridges begin to
abound, and ground-squirrels have made their appearance in
numbers.
95th.-We ascended the pass in Germesh Tdgh, S. by W., and
entered upon a fertile valley, stretching from E. by N. to W.by S.,
and shut up at its eastern extremity by a ridge that unites the Germesh Tigh with the Sha'bin-uzi lilgh, of which bearings were
taken from the Chi1 T k h , near Angora. The latter is composed,
like the former, of cretaceous rock and basmite. T h e Sha'brinuzi has also sandstone on its southern declivity. Before us was
a large village, also called Sha'bBn-hi. The rivulet of the valley
is a tributary to the Sakhriyah.
T h e ascent of the hills of Sha'bin-hi occupied us about 1
hour. From the summit we had an extensive prospect. The
undulating district of Hgimineh, the valley of the Sakiriyah, the
mountain of Ayish, with the distant ElmPh, Idris, and Sevri-Hi+
chains, formed the chief features. Descending the hills by the
ytil6 of the village of YaghmGr UaM (Father Ram), WJ *sing
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some small caves with hewn arches, we reached a fine cultivated
plain, where we first entered the district of HGmkeh. Our r o d
lay along continuous fertile lands, producing scarcely anything but
wheat and barley, till we reached e r g h a h - l i (Jackdaw town), a
large village, the seat of the Vaivodah of the dltrict, and having
every appearance of much agricultural wealth.
96th.-The rich agricultural land around e g h a h - l i does not
extend far : we had not travelled an hour to-day when we found
ourselves upon a high undulating upland of chalk, without wood
or cultivation, and but few ligneous or vivaceous plants. T h e
vegetation comisted of a few gnunineae and wormwood. T h e
average elevation of thh u p l d , from a number of observations,
is 9000 feet. After travelling about 16 miles in a S. E. direction, we came to a valley with a rivulet, divided into two parts by
a range of hills, through which the waters find their way by a
namow and precipitous pass of compact limestone. The lower
and more northern valley contains two or three villages, the
largest of which is called Uj*, and wss generally cultivated.
T h e southern valley contained the T u r k o m h village of Alif,
with tents and about twenty houses, but not everywhere cultivated.
A t this village we found numerous tombs, columns, cornices, and
.
.fragments, evidently of Byzantine origin, and apparently inother
dicating an ancient ite.
From hence our road lay up the same valley till we turned to
the E. to K@i K6i (Judge-ville), formerly the seat of government
of the whole district of H&im&neh. A t present it contains about
forty houses, built upon the declivities of some barren hills of
compact non-fossilifemus chalk, with hard friable limestone,
dipping 1 5 O N.
97th.-Having sent our luggage to the village of JGlhk, Mr.
Russell and I started to visit some warm springs in the neighb o u r h d , where some remnants of antiquity were said to be. We
reached them in about three quarten, of an hour, and found, as indicated, a large hot spring, resenting the peculiarity of issuing
from the top of a round or fat-topped hill, about 300 feet above
the adjacent valley. This spring is inclosed in a showy modem
building, with the usual dome-roofs, divided into two parts, 39 feet
square; one for men, the other for women. The roof of that
intended for the men has fallen in, the place being totally neglected and abandoned. The s u p l y of water is considerable; its
temperature is 41.5 Cent. (135 Fahr.), the air being 58' Fahr.
The baths are inclosed in a space that is surrounded by a wall,
400 yards long by 300 in width. I t was also formerly defended
by bastions, now in a very ruinous condition. Within this inclosure there i a modern jam?, or mosque, also going to ruin,

constructed chiefly with the stones of a Greek temple ; there are
also many ruined modem houses, and a burial-ground, with
Byzantine tombstones, cornices, pillars, &c., but we found no inscriptions. By the side of this inclosed space there appeared also
to have been formerly gardens and respectable houses ; but now
all is deserted, and not a b e i i was to be seen around.
Our route from the baths passecl up a narrow valley, where a
few composite plante first appeared in flower, amid limestone
shales tilted up at a high angle. From thence we commenced
the ascent of Ardij T&h (Mount Juniper), not however, much
covered by shrubs of any k i d , and composed of sandstone and
limestone shales. The crest is elevated about 600 feet above
the plain of H 8 ' i m b h ; 900 feet above the valley below; and
359%feet above the level of the sea.
An hour's descent brought us to the Tilrkomh village of &zil
KGi, where we obtained, after some demur, a change of homes, and
proceeded rapidly with t h e up a long valley, and over naked
uplands, to the mountain of GGkcheh Buniir (Heaven-gate
Spring), at the foot of which were tents of Kurds, newly arrived
in these districte. Passing round, we reached the village of
Kizil-jah Kal'eh (Red-dish Castle), where we were disappointed
in not finding the castle which we had m e d a l from its name
ancl from report. It is merely one of the itone-forts so common
throughout Lesser Asia. The mountain of KarAjah TAgh was,
however, now on1y a few miles from us ; but as night was approaching, and we had still a long way to return to join our luggage,
and as the plague also, which had been stated to exist at Kddi
K 6 , and in various parts of the country, was again said to be
very bad, in order to prevent our stopping at Kizil-jah Kal'eh,
and S h j i s , and turn
we were obliged to yield to the Khaback upon Chaltis, a large village, where we did see a few people
sick : we then crossed a hill, and arrived late at J616k, a poststation on the road from Angora to Kdniyah, situated in a gIen
of trachytes. Prom the hill above JGluk we had obtained some
valuable bearings, by which, in the absence of astronomical observations, prevented at this season of the year by continually
cloudy weather, we were enabled to connect Karijah Tlgh with
ChAl Tdgh, and Hose'in WzL, near Angora, also with the Ayhh
mountain, and then again with Ghat-Mtba and the Ardij TBgh.
98th.-Issuing out of the glen we traversed a plain towards
some limestone hills, and, leaving the baggage to pursue its way to
K a d Gedik,* wc approached the foot of thcse to visit some sepulchral or monastic grottoes of little interest : crossing the hills we
came upon Kurkl'i, a Kurd village, with more grottoes of a similar
0
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character, and, proceeding along at a good pace, soon reached
a narrow glen, composed on onc side of indurated chalk, on t h e
other of trachytic conglomerates. On the side of the cretaceous
rocks are several large caves, arranged in tiers. The lower
story mntains a few large chambers, one of which is supported
by square pillars, and has sepulchral recesses. Above is a long
central chamber, 19 yards deep, with an arch in the centre, to
the right what has apparently been the chapel, 7 yards long by
5 yards in width ;while to the left a long gallery leads to a small
chamber. This excavated monastery is in the same style, but
not so complete as those actually existing at Deiri Za'ferb, near
MArdin.
From hence, d e s c e n d i the trachytic hill of Kard Gedik, w e
joined our baggage at the village of the same name, and proceeded in a north-easterly direction 3 hours, over plains of
monotonous outline, similar in structure and vegetation, till we
gained Banam, a large village at the southern foot of Elmi TAgh,
and between that chain arul another of different composition and
appearance, called U f r i T h h .
99th.-The
range of U'ri Tigh, which stretches from S. W.
to N.E.,south of Elm& Tigh, is composed of a central nucleus
of serpentine and steaschist. These rocks are traversed by dykes
of quartz rock, with abundant chalcedony, and have also tilted-up
limestone, apparently of the chalk formation. On the northern
side there is another association of rocks, consisting of basanites,
associated with hornstone, flinty slate, and red quartzites. There
is a large deposit of gypsum on the southern declivity. The barometer on the crest of the U'rfi TAgh indicated an elevation of
4630 fect, or 86 1 feet above the plain of Angora.
In these mountains there have been several shafts sunk in
search of cop r ; and furnaces formerly existed at Karglah-li,
which we ha been particularly requested by Z d d Mohammed,
P i s h i of Angora, to visit and examine. We found only small,
although numerous, veins of pyrites, which were not promising.
T h e deserted galleries of the mines had become the retreat of
foxes, which were much discomposed by our intrusion. The
southern slope of the U'rA TAgh is covered with fir, which tree
is rnre on the northern side. Snow was also abundant on the
southern side, especially where protected by low oak woods. We
spent the night at Karghah-li, a village of about forty houses, with
abandoned gardens, and a fine spring issuing from the g j p m
rock.
30th.-An
extensive tract of low undulating country, almost
like a plain, extends between the U1ri Tigh and the IiCrah
TAgh, to the S.E. The fall of waters is towards the Kizil
Irma$; and the wuutry kcolnes more hilly in the neighbour-
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hood of that-river. This district is called Tabinli : the plaine
abound with the large field-partridge and with small bustards.
In about the middle of it there is a small stream, called from a
neighbouring village Tbl. I t is only 3 yards wide by one
deep, but loses itself in marshes and small lakes before it joins
the Kizil Irmik. On arriving at Khrah Thgh we met withour old
friends the s a l i f e r o ~red
~ sandstones, which exhibited themselves
chiefly as a coarse grit, upon which were superimposed gypsum,
marl, and fresh-water limestones. This was on the outskirts ; the
central ridge is composed of red and brown sandstones, and
sandatone conglomerate; and above, yellow marl and gypsum.
During the pnssage of this chain, we were overtaken by a sharp
storm, amid which we had yet to travel several hours. We descended to a small village, and entering a gorge in red sandstone,
passed two beds of pink and white limestones, adapted for quarrying, and succeeded by dark-brown sandstone. We thence
travelled along another cultivated vale, ascended over a hill-side,
and made a rapid descent, in limestone gravel hills, to the large
village of Kari-jiler, containing about 300 houses, all inhabited
by Mohammedans.
3lst.-Abut 9 miles from Kard-jiler is the celebrated bridge
of Cheshni [Chdshnigir *I. It occurs at a remarkable spot, where
the river leaves an open valley, in red saliferous sand and sandstone, to enter a bold rocky pass in ienite, which is scarcely more
than 1 mile in length. The bridge, said to have been erected by
Sultan Murbd, is built of recl sandstone. It has one large and
four lesser arches, at the water's ordinary level, one high up on
a rock in the centre of the bridge, and some others still smaller
on the level of the water. T h e width of the river there is
31 yards. T h e bridge at the highest point is 19 yards above
the ordinary level of the water. T o the eastward of the bridge is
a large village called Kapu KQI (Bridge-ville). The jurisdiction of 'Izzet, Pbshti of Angora, terminates here, so our Khav@ses took their departure. T h e country we were now about to
enter upon, belongs to the mines called Denek Ma'den, for which,
after changing horses, we immediately started.
Our road lay in a N.E. direction, over a rude hut not unpicturesque sienitic mountain, called Begrek TBghi. Below the
river pass, we observed two small islands, a house, and ford. On
these hill8 vegetation was forward ; the dwarf almond-trees being
about to blossom: on the summit we observed graphic granite
and a dyke of basalt in sienite. nescending from Uegrek Taghi
we entered upon a remarkable granitic district, low with rounded
whitish hills, but deep rocky ravines, with rivulets, and a gene-
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rally scanty vegetation. This district is inhabited by the Jerid
tribe of Turkomine ; and in one of the valleys we passed Gotovah, one of their stationary villages, with sixteen houses; beyond
it HBji-' AlI, and the Hasan16 BdbB-SG, with fifteen houses. T h e
country suddenly changed, after a rather long, but not unpleasant
ride, when we reached the end of the granitic rocks, there being
a fine cultivated plain, called Chipif. Ovah-si. Beyond this we
came to a hilly country of indurated limestone, in the midst of
which, rising gradually to the heights of Denek, is the village of
Denek Ma'den, where are the furnaces and the residence of the
director of the mines. We had mntinued rain all the latter part
of the journey.
The ores turned to account at Denek Ma'den are simnlv
galena. more or less argentiferow. The mines in the neigh&;h o d of the village are now unproductive, the chief vein being at
9 hours' distance. The present produce of the mines, when in
* full work, is said to be equal to 1000 okes,* of eg lbs. each,
weekly; which quantity yields 23 okes of silver. The village
near the mines is in better order than most of those establishments : the charwal is k e ~in
t a large wooden enclosure. a handsome fbuntain pours its witers into\ small basin surroinded by
trees. The Greek miners have a small church; the Mohammedans have also their mosque, but without a minaret. There
were fourteen roasting furnaces, two smelting furnaces, atul one
open one, for the oxidation of lead and the reduction of silver. The
mines have a large jurisdiction, including seven Kaziliks, t from
which men and fuel are obtained ; and the produce of the taxes
is also devoted to the maintenance of the same works. It would
have been hard, under these circum&ances, if they had not been
made to return something to the government; but so jealous are
tlie 'Osminlis of their mines, that the Ma'den Aghb-si h d been
removed, after three years' residence, only a few days before our
arrival. The mines were formerly under the immediate superintendence of the government at Constantinople ; but it was said
that Ziid PQsh&was about to take the responsibility of them
upon himself. Our reception at the mines was anything but
civil, although we rewgnised personally some of the miners; on
the contrary, much anxiety and jealousy was shown, so it was
thought better to continue our journey next day, although I had
intended to make some mineralogical researches. The elevation
of Denek Ma'den above the sea, by our barometer, is 3340 ft.
April 1st.-Our road descended in a southerly direction along
the valley of the Denek rivulet, 4 1 miles, when we reached the
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village of Jindl O'gh16, belonging to the Jerid Turkomhns,
whose tents we also met with in the recesses of the hills further
on, where the valley expands considerably. At 7 miles from Jinil
O'ghlG, the Denek rivulet falls into a stream flowing N. 50 E.,
from the conical mountain called Chelebi to the S.W., to join the
river of Yh-Kdt.
Near this point was the small village of MerdBn 'Ali, from
which we travelled over a hilly uncultivated district, descended to
find another tributary of the Yb-KBt river flowing from a small
lake, and then along a gravelly plain to the foot of granitic hills,
where is the village of A b e d , or Hamid, of fifty houses, inhabited chiefly by Turkomim. Its elevation is 9700 ft.
%ad.-We
could not get the necessary quantity of horses from
our Turkomdn friends, so a part of the baggage was put into
'arabahs, or carts, drawn by oxen. which proceeded slowly up
Mount KaA G6z (Black Eye) while we made a lateral excursion
up one of the culminating pints, to examine an old castle, but
found only the remnant of walls, now divided into cells for sheep
and goats. T h e labour of the ascent was amply repaid, however,
by a good round of compass bearings. Its elevation is 4 180 ft. ;
and the fort commanded the chain of Elmi TBgh, Idris T k h ,
over Kal'ehjik and the BBrhli chain. .
A t the southern foot of KarB G6z is the village of 'I* Kbjah-li,
from whence we proceeded, still in a southerly direction, over a
fine fertile plain, to Sogher,* a small village where we were to
obtain horses. This plain is bounded to the S. by the KBwind i Tagh, with i b castellated summits ; to the W. by the lofty
snow-clad and wooded range of Birdnli, terminating to the
N.W. in serrated ridga, evidently sienitic; to the N., by the
+rB G6z, and to the E. by the remarkable mountain designated
as Bdz-bk. T h e plain of *ogher is at an elevation of 3390 ft.,
and has all the characters of a true alpine plain ; marshy, with a
vegetation of rushes and hedge-grapes, and no shrubs or flowering
plants of a warm climate. We had a sharp frost at night.
3rd.-Crossed the plain to visit TAsh Kernah : large quarries
of marble, opened in ancient times, but now not in use, at the
foot of the Bhdnli chain. Thir mountain-range, rising upwards
of 9000 ft. above the valley of the Kizil Irmdk, is composed of a
nucleus of granite, sienite, gneiss and mica-schist, tilting up limestone and some sandstone. The granitic rocks predominate in
the W. and N.W. ; limestones in the central portions, where, in
consequence, the outline of the mountain is now roundecl. T h e
rocky cones and castle-bearing pinnacles near Jemilah are composed of granites and gneiss. Mica-schists predominate in the
--
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easterly and south-easterly portions. T h e limeston; at Tdsh
Kasmah is non-fossilifemus, rather coarse-grained, but of a
pure white colour. At the eastern end of the plain, the valley of
thc Kir-Shchr river opened before us; but we turned to t h e
westward, to the village of Jemdlah, of sixty houses; above
which, upon a rocky hill, are the ruins of an old castle. This
building proved to be an edifice of various ages, formerly constructed of large hewn stones of granite and gneiss, repaired and
modified by the Mohammedans in former ages, and in a still
more slovenly manner in modem times.
A pile of stones, which is said also to mark the site of a castle,
called Gechi Kal'eh (She-goat Castle), m p i e s the summit of
the mountains at the opposite side of the entrance of the valley of
Kir-Shehr. At 4 or 5 miles down this valley is the village of
Kiziljah Kci, where the beautiful and renowned gardens of the
once flourishing town of Kir-Shehr commence, and extend not
only to the town itself, a distance of 5 miles, but also far beyond,
much exceeding a11 published reports. T h e rivulet of Kir-Shehr
is called the Kalichi-sh and is not the Kdndk, by some considered
ns the Cappadox of Pliny.
Kir-Shehr is a sad example of a town ruined by religious fanaticism. I t never was very populous or rich, but, with gardens of
unbounded fertility, possessed most of the necessaries, and many
of the luxuries, of life. These tranquil comforts brought around
it, however, dervishes of many orders, to whom religious zeal bequeathed various edifices which, like villages, are, to the number
of seven, distributed round the town-the resources of which they
have drained and exhausted to the very last: what houses still
remain are mud hovels of the lowest description ; the only j'ami'
is ruinous, and its minaret broken in half: 3 k h h s are abandoned; the bezestgin, which is a goodly building, is untenanted.
There are six mesjids; and the population is stated to be from
3500 to 4000. There is only one Christian resident, who is employed in the manufacture of gunpowder.
T h e mountains N.E. of Kir-Shehr are called Khirkah TAgh,
and are said to conceal a rock-fort, called Sefh Kal'eh. A t a
short distance from the town is a hot spring, amid some rocks of
travertino, which have apparently owed their existence to hot
water containing lime, iron, and other earthy matters in solution.
T h e aspect of these rocks is very various; waved and contorted,
with huge nodules of argillaceous ironstone. T h e spring is protected by a wall, and its water falls into a small bath. The
temperature was SG" Cent., or 1 lSOFahr., the air being at the
time 53' Fahr. T h e weather was clouded and rainy, and allowed
of no observations at Wr-Shehr, although it is a point which we
were very anxious to fix astronomically.
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5th.-The
ruins of U'ch AyRk (Three Legs), to which our
attention had been directed by Mr. W. I. Hamilton, as existing
between Kir-Shehr and NeL-Shehr, we ascertained to ha\.e been
passed alredy in our journey, and that when at JemLlah we had
left them 9 hours to our left. Mr. Russell and I accordingly,
this morning retraced our steps along the Kalichi-sC as far
as the bridge of Jemilah, and continued thence N. 5. E. to
JuhCn, for which place we had n letter from the Mutesellim of
Kir-Shehr, to procure us a guide. Passing over the southeastern slope of Bdz-Ck (the Bdz T i g h of Mr. Hamilton's informant), we gained in an hour's time the crest, from whence we
saw an extensive plain stretching before us, in part cultivated,
with here and there the encampments of Turkomiins; and only
bounded by the hills of saliferous red sandstone. In this plain,
and immediately below us, was a ruinous and rather lofty structure, isolated at the foot of the hills, without any
build- adjacent
ing or ruin.
Upon closer examination this ruin was found to be built of
baked tiles, with a deep mortar bond, and to belong probably,
to the Byzantine era. I t appears to have been a monastery or
church of the Byzantine Greeks ; and was perhaps used in more
modem times: but the dome has fallen in, leaving the cross
arches to stand forth in nakedness ; whence the present name of
the ruin. There is a small spring and a collection of recent
Mohammedan tombs in the neighbourhood. Bdz-Gk T&h is a
granitic mountain, not so lofty as Birinli, and consisting of nearly
one isolated mount, with a stone fort upon its summit. All the
country around appears to have been once in a state of defence ;
six castles are to be counted on the hills around the plain
of Sogher. T h e neighbouring hills are composed of granite,
gneiss, and mica-schist, supporting cretaceous limestone and red
sandstone. T h e last elevation of the Bgrdnli, the Bbz-bk, and
the Kdrvhser6 chains of hills, waa posterior to the deposition of
the supra-cretaceous red sandstone.
We returned to Klr-Shehr in the evening; the Hasan TBgh,
with its bold and sharp, although not conical, but rather bicapitated summit, reflecting the gleams of the setting sun from its
perpetual snows, was an object of constant attraction during the
ride. &r-Shehr appears to be at an elevation of 3095 ft. above
the sea: and the sdJacent plains may be considered as forming
part of the great central plateau of Asia Minor.
6th.-Our
route lay S.E. by S. over an undulating grassy
country, at the foot of the Khrvinserf hills, the soil being camposed of gravel, quartz, and primary schist; 3 miles from FirSkehr is a nearly circular mound of earth, 40 it. h h , sur-
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rounded by the ruins d a wall 234 paces in circumference,
with the remains of six lateral towers. -In the same neighbowh o d there is a spring, of which the water expands into a weedclad basin. This remnant of an ancient fort, or guard-house,
is called G61 H i s k (Lake Castle). Passing Emirlar w e of
twenty houses, near the right bank of the Kizil Irmbk, here flowing through red sand and sandstone, we amved at Mujiir, the
ancient Mocissus (?).
Having about 600 houses, Mi?jtir is distinguished as a kagabah,
or market town, the intermediate between a city, (Shehr,) and a
village, K$i,*-a word that is variously pronounced in daerent
parts of this country. M i?jk is built upon a calcareous freestone,
easily wrought and quarried. Caves and subterranean dwellings
begin to make their appearance here. There are many gardens
in the neighbourhood; and a little higher up the valley, is a
mound, the probable site of the castle of Mocisous. In other
respects, remnants of antiquity are rare. The first time for many
a day, the weather began to clear up, probably from our getting
more 8outhward ;and we obtained a meridian altitude of the sun,
'giving for the latitude of Miijur 39" 5' 40tt N. ; its elevation
being 3 140 feet.
Leaving MhjjGr, we passed KurjG G61 (dry lake), in a valley,
a small village with caves, and beyond it Yurb Klim (dry sand),
another small village entirely inhabited by Troglodytes, and
arrived in the evening at Haji-Bekthh, a holy spot, situated in
a high part of the country, nnd visible a long way off.
Hiji-BektBsh is a remarkable example which may be adduced
against the constant outcry that taxation is the mole cause of
poverty, nnd of the present ruinous condition of villages and towns
in Lesser Asia Kir-Shehr, which, with its luxuriant gardens,
fine soil, abundant water, and warm exposure, might be made a
mart for the production of silk, we have seen, is but a wreck.
When asked why the town was so prostrate and fallen, the ready
answer was, excessive taxation. At Hziji-Bekleh, no one complained: on the contrary the people boasted of their privileges
and prosperity. The tomb of Hbji-Bektaah, one of the great
Turkish Saints, and founder of an order of' Dervishes, has saved
this Kqabah from taxation ;for all ita inhabitants are required to
pay, is for the support of the tomb ;and a portion of the salt-mine
of Tk Kdi is also assigned for the same purpose. Yet notwithstanding these advantages, every other house is, as usual, a ruin.
The 'ay4n has built himself the only stone house, while the inhabitants, having little to pay, work still less, but sit in listless
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groups, sunning themselves and smoking through a day's existence. The whole appearance of the place is that of unproductiveness and idleness. The tomb itself, whlch it ought to be
their pride to have in a good state of repair, is allowed to crumble
into ruins.
There is close to this place a high mound, in part composed of
loose materials piled up upon strata of red sandstone, and surrounded by a moat or ditch. This mound is called Kard Kavuk
(Black Bonnet); and by Rennell is identified with the site of
Gadasena, a place anciently renowned for its sanctity, as this place
is now (Stmbo, p. 537) ;but we are, from various circumstances,'
more inclined to place Gadasena at U'ch Ayak.
Haji Bektash is situate at an elevation of 3780 feet above the
level of the sea; Mount Argeeus bearing S. 5 P E., Hasan Tagh
S. 3eoW.by compass.
8th.-In order to shorten a great bend of the Kizil Irmdk, the
early part of our route to-day was mountainous, by the conical
hills of Aka-juk, camposed of quartz reposing upon gneiss and
mica-schist. On descending upon the plain of the Kizil Irmhk,
we p a d the village of Salhdab ;and arrived, in time to obtain
a meridian altitude of the sun, at this great bend of the river,
which has so long led geographers to suppose that there was an
eastern and a southern branch of it. It is in 38' 48' N.
The low country near the river was occupied hy sandstone and
cretaceous rocks, in nearly horizontal strata Keeping along its
banks, we were ferried over at YBrapasbn, where it is about 400
yards in width, but very shallow. Ydrapdn at present contains
about 300 houses, and is built along the side of a cliff composed.
of a friable light pink-coloured sandstone, supporting cretaceous
limestone. The same cliffe extend in a sort of semi-circle, for
nearly a mile, everywhere perforated by caves of various dimensions, a few of which are ornamented with columns and devices,
but we found no inscriptions. At the eastern extremity, the rocks
have been denuded, leaving the harder and coarser material in the
form of numerous cones and heam.
of from 10 to SO feet in
1 height. Many of these contained also a separate grotto, often
sepulchral. Ydrapnsdn appears to be the Osiana of the tables.
In our route to Ne6-Shehr (New Town), we passed a ravine
still more remarkable for the curious forms in which the same
friable rock presented itself. Sometimes tmncated cones balanced
huge masses of rock upon their points ; and at other times they
were wrought, apparently by the action of the elements, into fantastic shapes, in which the resemblance of lions, frogs, lizards,
and birds, might be traced. As a proof of the near approach to
truth exhibited by some of these forms, it may be mentioned that
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one of our party was.thoroughly impressed with their having been
sculptured by the hand of man, and our sbruji insisted upon their
k i i g the work of a gaur.
9th.-The origin and correct etymology of Neb-Shehr, or
Nev-Shehr, has been given by our learned Foreign Secretary,
Mr. Renouard, in Mr. W. I. Hamilton's memoir.* I t is a pleasing
and cleanly town, situated at the side of a bold ravine, and itself
rather darkly backed by high cli% of volcanic rock. T h e Greeks,
who form a considerable portion of the community here, appear
to have congregated into the "new city ;" for all the numerous
anrl various troglodyte villages in the neighhourhd, are now.
for the most part, as Sitlav, k7Qrapas6n,kc., abandoned by their
original occupants. Neh-Shehr contains 9000 houses of M o hammdnns, 800 houses of Greeks, GO houses of Armenians, 9
large $mi's, 1 greek church, 9 k h h s , 1 bath, 6 mohammedan
schools, and a quadrangular castle, with round towers at the
angles. In a commercial point of view, it is, when compared
with other towns of the interior of Asia Minor, a very flourishing
place. U p the ravine, is the small village of Gbrah ; and downwads, at a short distance, the picturesque troglodyte village of
NBr, or the pomegranate. Ne6-Shehr is in latitude 38O 37', and
at a mean elevation of 5940 feet.
10th.-We h d intended making an excursion to LJrgbb, to see
the curious rocks described on that route by Mr. Hamilton, and
earlier travellers, but it snowed all night and all day ; bar. 95.5 10
inches ; mean of ther. 4Q0. As we had now quitted the ancient
Morimene and Chammanene, it is important to make one remark
upon the hydrography of these provinces. Pliny (lib. vi. c. iii)
mentions the river Cappadox as forming the boundary between
Morimene and Galatia. Rennell identifies the Cappadox with
the Kardash Cesme (Karindhh Cheshmeh) of Tavernier, on the
left bank of the e i l Irmik. Colonel Leake, and most other
geographers, have a large river named Kdnik, flowing into the
Kizil IrmAk, between Klr-Shehr aud Chdshniglr Kopri (on the
right bank). This does not agree with our observations ; for in
that interval we met with only two large rivulets, both of which
were feeders of the Delijah IrmBk, or $6 (Maddish water), which
is a large river on the road from Angora to Yuz-KBt. I t appears
thus that the Cappdox corresponds with the river of Kir-Shebr,
or the Kalichi-sh. There is, however, a river called KbnLk, which
has its source near Y6z-Kbt ; and, flowing past Bhldk and Imlar,
empties itself into the Kizil Irmik, between the parallels of
Kaisariyah and UrgGb.
1lfh.-Having been detained by continually bad weather, we
Geographical Journal, vol. viii. p. 148.

rejoiced to-day at a little improvement, our next ste taking us
to the salt mines, and thence to the lake of K6ch- ishr. T h e
Shehr-KyayAsi (ketkhod8-si)* gave us a little trouble previous to
our departure, having asked us for 400 piastres for the delay;
also requiring two piastres per hour for horses, the ordinary post
price being one piastre ;and further asserting, because Mr. Russell
had been a little unwell, that we had brought the plague into the
tom. These matters were not arranged without some discussion
with the mutesellim.
12th.-We travelled four hours in a N.N.W. direction, over a
plain of volcanic sand, and extended forlnations of basanites, amid
which rose curious denuded hills, to T f i z KJi (Sdt Ville), near
the b a k e of the I+il Irmdk. Close to this village are the saltmines, to which the attention of the expedition had been called, as
being near HBji Bekthh. T h e salt occurs in a powerful bed,
the extent of which it was impossible to judge of, as none of the
actual shafts go to its floor, although many display its roof. This
bed occurs in a stiff yellow clay, sometimes bluish coloured, with
abundant crystale of gypsum, which is superimposed upon it in
horizontal beds, a little to the east of the mine. There are about
seven shafts now open : these are distributed, in a rather curious
manner, round the sides of a pit formed by the excavations of
former years ; and they run in-to various depths, from Q0to 100
feet. The salt bed was about 40 feet below the level of the hill :
the galleries are carried down at a high angle of inclination ; and
the salt is taken out in baskets, carried up rude etairs cut out of
the clay. There was also a shaft at the bottom of the pit, but
it has long ago fallen in, nnd is now the grand receptacle for
rain water. While Mr. Russell and I were at the mines, there
came on a severe thunder storm : torrents of water came pouring,
in a few minutes, into the pit from several sides at once ; the soft
clay gave way in large masses, and several slips occurred round
the sides of the pit. I t appears very likely that works so carelessly carried on, will, some day or other, he overwhelmed all at
once.
I shall not venture further here than to state that these salt
deposits are evidently of a supracretaceous or tertiary era. The
geology of all Garsaura, or Garsauritis, is of a most interesting
character; but, notwithstanding the intimate connexion of that
branch of knowledge with physical geography-here affecting not
only the general features of the country, but also the dwellingplaces of its inhahitants-I shall not dwell upon local yeculiarities for fear of repetition; but will afterwards, in aa brief a 7 k 8 ~ m - i
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as possible, exldeavour to establish the chief points in the history

of these remarkable rocks.
14th.-Our route lay S.W., up the valle of the T6z-Kgi
1 KQi, a village
rivulet, containing fresh water, and passing
of thirty dwellings, chiefly caves; and Chiftlik,. another small
village, in part of caves, in 2 hours we reached TBtlar. This
place has been already described by Mr. W. I. Hami1ton.t 1
have only to notice the perfect colouring of the paintings in the
cave, where is the old Greek MS. ; the existence of a castle, on
the top of the cliffs, and a kind of dirt-bed between the sedimentary
rocks and the basanites.
From Thtlar our direction lay N. 600 W., over undulating
downs of basanitic pebbles. At 4 miles is Chular, a Turkomin
village of thirty houses, by side of rivulet ; and about 3 miles farther,
we entered a rocky
s of sienite, with a poor village. These
hills are called Thsh- eller, and are almost entirely sienitic, with
the rocky serrated outline generally peculiar to such formations.
We travelled along a wide and monotonous plain, upon which
many camels were feeding, extending from the foot of the T h h Teller to that of the loftier mountain of AhAjik, both of which
had furnished us with bearings ever since we reached Kir-Shehr.
The same evening we arrived at SAri Karamin, the seat of a
vaivodah, sent hither to govern the TurkomAn tribes, and not
appointed by themselves. The dogs were very ferocious : one of
them tore a large piece out of Mr. RassBm'r coat. T h e people
were only a little better.
15th.-Crossing a bridge over the rivulet of AkAjik, a gentle
ascent led us to Bk-Khur, a village of caves, with ruins of a
khLn. On our left was the mountain of Kharin; and before us,
and extending to the limits of the horizon to the right, a nearly
level plain of cultivable and in part cultivated land. A t Dbminli,
distant about 3 miles, the face of the country altered; and at
Danishmanli, a village of twenty houses, 9 miles further on, were
hills of sienite, rather remarkable, inasmuch as impacted masses
of diorite, passing into fine-grained sienite, are distributed
throughout the formation, which itself consists of small grains of
hornblende, amid large crystals of feldspar. A rocky range of
sienite extended hence to A'yAnli, the seat of the A'yQn, containing
about twenty houses, where we arrived well drenched by the
rain, which fell incessantly all the latter part of the journey.
Half an hour to the N.E. of A'yinli are some ruins, and part of a
Byzantine church. The natives know no name for the place,
save KillsB, tlie church ;' and it is from thence that they draw
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the marble columns which decorate their rustic burial-ground.
This site appears to be upon the cross-road which led from
Pamassus to Archelais Colonia, and which in this district, contained the stations of Oezala, Nitazus, and Ardistana The direct
clistance from A'yhli to Ak-Ser6i is SO miles, which approiiniatee
to the distance of Ozzala; but, considering the inequalities of the
soil, more with Nitazus, the two stations not'being very far from
one another.
16th.-A fall of snow set in in the evening, and continued'till
the morning, remaining on the ground and on the hills at A'ydnli,
at 3800 feet above the sea. We did not, in consequence start till
after 10 A.M. (it was still snowing hard, with a cold northerly wind),
over an undulating district of granite and sienite, reaching only the'
village of Sipdhiler, a term applied in Asia Minor exclusively to
horse-soldiers. We were here kindly receivd by the inhabitants
belonging to the Turkomhn tribe of Sherakl5, of which we were
the more sensible, as we had left the D d m h l i tribe at the last village, on ncmunt of the ill-feeling exhibited towards us.
Sipdhiler, a village of about sixteen houses, at an elevation of
5580 feet, is situated at the foot of a range of sienitic hills, which
rise about 800 feet above the village. This range is called tho
Kdjah Thgh ; and the natives point out three hill-forts upon
different rocky summits, which were, however, mere accumulations
of stones, without masonry. One of these is called Chdbchik
W'eh-si, and another BGllAjah Kal'eh.
17th.-From the upland, at the foot of the Kdjah Tkh, along
which we continued our route this morning, we had a fine prospect.
of the Kizil Irmdk, and were enabled to connect our present journey with the B i r l n l Tiigh, Kir Shehr, Mi?jAr, and Hdji Bekthh ;
the hills above which were all distinctly recognisable. Beyond
the village of Demir-lt KGi, and about 7 miles from Sipdhfler,
we turned in a south-westerly direction to cross the Kdjah TAgh.
T o our right, or N.W., was a bold rocky granite group, named
the Sarh-buldk TQh, the offsets of which stretched down to the
K u i Irmik, which river separates them from the Bdranli Thgh,
itself advancing in a rather remarkable bold and isolated summit,
over the Kizil Inndk, which has a very tortuous course from hence to
Cheshni KQpri. The pass over the Kdjah Tdgh is commanded,
although at some distance, by a hill-fort on a high sienitic cone,
cnlled Toklfi Tal'eh. Soon after descending from this, range of
hills, the plutonic rocks are succeeded by indurated limestone,
in curved and contorted strata; these by grey and brown sandstone, composed of granitic sand and pebbles : and these again
by saliferous red sandstone, which alternate with gypsum, and
form low hills along the eastern shore of the Great Salt Lake.
Pnssing the village of Turn-dMd, we obtained a meridian o b m -
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vation in N. lat. SgO 56'; and after a short journey (much delayed,
however, by one of our baggage horses failing), over a hilly district,
we came to the pass of Kazi byhk, in sandstones and gypsum,
and which is defended at its entrance from the west by the castle
of Kdch Higr.
The view of the Great Salt Lake from the entrance of the
pass is very beautiful, but it wants wood. Narrow at the north,
where it is hacked by low hills, it subsequently expands almost
beyond the reach of the eye; is next lost behind the hills of Injeh
Btirn6, a small cape to the S. W., and then re-appears to the south
IU a wide and distant expanse of water, backed by lofty summits,
which are, however, in reality at a great distance beyond the extremit of the lake.
I8d-1n the sheltered and sunny exposure of Kdch
many flowering plants welcomed us at once to spring. T h e castle,
from whence this place derives its name signifying
Ham
Castle," occupies the top of a hill, which is nearly isolated from
the remainder of the range, and commands, according to ancient
ideas, the tawn and the entrance to the paps of Kbi-iiyidc. The
foundations of the castle are now difficult to trace, and occupy an
oblong space, 389 feet in length by 150 feet in width. T h e loose
stones are piled up within this space into so many sheep and gnat
folds, whence its modern name. The present village of K-bsh
contains 130 houses, but no resident Christians. Here are saltpetre works. A mer. obs. gave its latitude in 38' 55' 50" N . ;
approx. elev. 9856 feet. The information we obtained regarding
the value of the salt lake was pretty nearly the same as is given
by Mr. W. I. Hamilton.* A portion is said still to be claimed
by Ahmed Beg, son of Chapwdn OIgh16; and Hdji 'Ali Pkbi
deputes the Mutesellim of Ak-SerG to receive the revenue.
19th.-We bent our steps towards the northern end of the lake,
our route lying near its shores, along a level plain, bordered to
the right by a long range of low hills, at first of red and brown
sandstone, then capped by gypsum, at length entirely supplanted by the latter deposit, which extends to the extreme
northern end; where the hills terminate in a plain bounded to
the north by the P b h d TBgh. This last chain, noticed in Mr.
.Hamilton's memoranda, is, as that traveller suggested, composed
of red sandstone, supporting cretaceous marl and gypsum. It
does not rise more than 800 feet above the lake. T h e weather
being fine, we obtained a good mer. alt. of the sun, which gave,
for the most northerly point of the lake, 39' 7' 3W' N . ; bar.
97.143 ; alt. ther. 659
Passing by Arghun KG, a deserted village, with bad water,
we travelled in a westerly direction over hills of cretaceous lime-
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stone, covered by limestone breccia, affording a scanty pasture to
large herds of camels, and food for flocks of small bustar&. W e
were approaching KarAjah Tdgh, from the southward : a small
lake of fresh water was to our right, and a more fertile plain was
occupied by several encampments of Kurds, with their flocks ; in
the midst of which was the large village of KulG K6i, containing
upwards of 100 houses, only lately garrisoned by the cavalry of
H6ji 'Ali Pishi, who had obtained from the Kurds much stolen
property, taken with them on their journey northwards towards
HB'imineh, on lea~ingthe vicinity of Kbniyah. We had travelled
1% hours from Kdch Hisiir; and Ku16 K G was 9 hours from
Kizil-jah Kal'eh : the district is called KorCsh Kq4lik.
20th.-From
Kulh Kdi we were enabled to follow a more
southerly direction, and to approach the shores of the Salt Lake,
of which it was our chief object to recognise the form and direction as much as possible : 3 miles S. SO0 W. from KulG K 6 is
a hill or mound with a moat, called Ba'l-chah-Hisir. T h e
country around undulates gently ; the soil b cretaceous; and
having many springs, is covered with grass, in consequence of
which the tents of Kurds are to be seen in every direction.
Out of this district rises a nearly isolated hill of a long form,
about 800 feet above the level of the lake, and formed of basanite, supporting limestone. I t is called Tavshdn Tgghl (HareMount). Beyond this is a small lake, which, by a a m . alt. of the
sun, taken on its northern limits, is in 38°48'45" N. I t is called
Kc5pek GGl (Dog-Lake). T h e soil now became covered with
mesembryanthemum and artembia. We passed another saltmarsh, nearly dried up, and reached In-Avi, a large village, on
the side of a valley containing a stream of fresh water flowing into
the lake, the western limits of which we had been skirting all
day.
!
i
1st.-From
?
In-Avi our route lay in an easterly direction along
the valley of the rivulet; marshy, with abundance of plover m d
water-birds, amid which were flocks of herons. A t a distance of
about 6 miles, having left the valley and turned over a plain of
gypsum, in part cultimted, we came to a lake called Murid @5h6
G61iJ*about 8 miles in length by 4 in width. The shores of this
lake, at its northern end, unlike the Great Salt Lake, were steep,
the waters having exposed beds of gypsum beneath the su erincumbent lacustrine deposits. TO the west of this ake
were some remarkable hills of volcanic rock, which had constituted useful points for bearings from K6ch Hishr, and dl along
the northern and western sides of the lake. T h e firsi of these
was called B6z TQh (Ice-Mount), a more or less rounded hill,
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immediately south of In-Ad, composed of baranite covering indurated limestone : the second was an isolated mass of basanite,
of remarkable appearancz, as it rises out of a level plain of lacustrine deposits. It is called Kard Tepeh (Black-Hill) ; and
there are said to be rnina upon it. The two others similarly
circumstanced: one of them is a double hill ; the other a low
conical volcanic mound.
Continuing along the banks of the Murid Sdh6 Gbli, where
the plains were very flowery, and where we obtained two species
of j e r k besides a beautiful phdaro us we came to a river flowriver had its origin in an
ing north into the great Salt w e .
extensive adjacent marsh to the south, part of the waters of which
lake.
flow into the Mudd S6h6 Gdl, and part to the Kdch
At this point is a very antique aqueduct, the masonry of which is
completely hid by a thick incrustation of travertino, deposited, as
on the aqueduct of Daphne, near Antioch, by the waters trickling
from the artificial canal. This duct, which crossed the river 'ust
noticed, is called from that circumstance Kay& Bdghaz (C 8-
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Nine miles from hence, continuing in a S. S. E. direction,
along an almost perfect level, we passed T b u n U'yGk (PeaceMound), an artificial mound, that once supported a large edifice; the ruins of a former considerable town are almost circularly disposed around this central mound. These ruins are
now, with the exception of a few fragments of columns, level
with the ground ; so we discovered nothing of interest, nor any
inscriptions : by position, however, the site may, with every
probability, be connected with Congusta or Congustus of the
tables : 4 or 5 miles from this, travelling over a marsh, which was
in part crossed by a stone causeway, we arrived at the K-beh
of
Iskil, built upon the same great level ground; but as the lake
contains no coralliferous or molluscous animals, it would be
difficult to say positively, if it were not for the nature of the soil
and the configuration of the land, that this great plain south of the
lake has been formed by the gradual diminution of the waters of
the latter.
Iskil contains about 400 houses of Mohammedans. The Louses
are much scattered, the streets consequently wide ; there is no
daily market, and a general appearance of-neglect, as if the town
belonged to the shepherds of the large flocks which pasture over
the lacustrine plain, who have no villages to seek refuge in,
but nnw and then distant enclosures, like ckavdnser6is, for the
cattle.
We made but a short journey over the same plain to SultAn
Khan. About 4 miles from Iskil we found some interesting
Nirur (U'yiJc BgwAt), consisting of a mound 60 feet high, for the
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most part artificial, numerous Byzantine remnants in avery broken
condition, and some antique grottoes in cretaceous marl, here
covered by limestone conglomerates. A modern mesjid, built
chiefly of the hewn stone fragments of former edifices, had succeeded to older ruins, but was itself now also a ruin. Close
by the town, which may probably be the Perta or Petra of the
Itineraries (found also in Ptolemj), there flowed a fine stream of
water, which lost itself in marshes immediately beyond it. These
marshes form in the line we were now taking, the southwesterly limit of the lake ; but they are so far dried up in autumn
as to allow of a cross road from Iskil to Ah-Seri'i.
Sultin Khan (the Sultan's khin), is about 10 miles from Tskil;
and by the sun's mer. in 3B0 15' N. I t is so named from a kh6n or
ciravinserdi which adorns this otherwise poverty-stricken village.
This k h h is divided into two parts the morc easterly is not
very lofty but wide, and ornamented by a gateway of rich Saracenic
workmanship. This portion is 70 yards long by 64 in width ;
the westerly part is in a better state of repair, and is very lofty.
I t is 61 yards long, by 48 in width. I annex a translation of its
Arabic inscription by Mr. R d m :" The exalted Su1t;in 'AlBu-d-din, great king of kings, master
of the necks of nations, lord of the kings of Arabia and Persia,
aultan of the territories of God,guardian of the servants of God ;
'Aldu-dunyai wa-d-din, Ab6-1 Fat-h, commander of the faithful,
ordered the building of this blessed khdn, in the month of Rejeb,
in the year 668" (A.D. l964).*
93rd.-In pursuing our road from Sulgn KhPn to Ak-SerSi,
in an E.N.E. direction, we had at starting to go round the sources
of a rivulet originating from six different springs, and thence continued our progress over a marshy land. All that part of the
plain which extends between the lake and the gradual rise of land
towards the foot of the Hasan ?6gb, is lower than the more continuous and extensive portion of the same plain, lying between the
lake and the KarAjah Tigh. The plain we were now traversing
is diversified by two ruined khans, a long causeway of stone,
and numerous wells approached by paved roads upon an inclined
Not the Khalif, but one of the Seljukian S u l e s of K6niyah. The princes of
that dynasty adopted many of the titles here given, M may be men on the11 coins in
Adler (Muneum C&Y)-lbrgiaaum, vol. ii. p. 75) and Maraden (Numiwatica OrienMia) ;and they probably saauned the title of Commander of the Faithful" (AIIIin-iMGminin) after the extinction of the chaliflte, on the murder of Mosta'aim bi Uah,
by oxder of HulLkh, A.H. 656 (A.D. 1258): m that according to the date here
e d d r e tmrt the hltorisn Abmed el DimnhM, quoted by Adler (p. 74),
t e prince here named was eldest son and wcesaor of GhayyPthu-d-din, the tenth
maltan of K6niyah, who died A. H. 654; but other historians p v e no such lrueceasor to
that sulwi ; and according to Adler, E l Dirndl$'a statement is dm roved by coins
still -t
:f e r p of *riatic history me, indeed, more in want of e!widatio~~than
the chronology o the Seljukian Sul)6ns of H6m.-B. 6.
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plane. A t 34 miles from Ak-Ser4l we crossed the river of Ulnr
Irm4k by a stone bridge : it flows into the Baytiz S4 or rivet of
Ak-SerBf, a few miles below.
Before we leave the region of the Salt Lake and enter upon
the rocky districts of Garsauritia, it may be allowable to make one
or two brief observations. T h e Palus Tattseus of the ancients is
called at the present da by those resident in the neighbourhood,
Tbz Ch6li (the salt-6esert), as it is almost entirely dry in
summer; but it also sometimes called TC GQli (the Salt Lake),
Aji Gdl* (Bitter Lake), or K6ch Hi& Gdli (Lake of Kdch
Hi*), T C l a h (Saltern, or Salt-Work) :Memlihah and Mellihah
in Arabic, signify the same thing.
T h e eastern banks of the lake are tenanted by pastoral Turkomdns of quiet habits, but the western side is inhabited by Kurds,
who are constantly giving trouble to the government by their predatory habits. I t was most likely, on this account, that Mr. W. I.
Hamilton could not find any one to take him to the lake from
Afiyiin &rB-Hisdr, Ak-Shehr, IlghGn, or even K6niyah; for
fresh water, according to every report, is never wanting to the
west of the lake. We met with the same difficulty on approaching the lake from the N.W. ; but once on its banks, we were resolute in following the yet unexplored western line, in doing
which we approached near to the southern declivities of b r h j a h
Ttigh, the northern front of which we had also visited in our excursion through Hgimineh. There was, tlierefore, no real difficulty in completing the north and aouth lines through this part of
central Asia Minor, as the distance previously unexplored required
only a journey of 4 hours.
T h e lake which, as before mentioned, is almost dried up in
summer, was nearly at its greatest extent at the period of our
visit, and consequently well adapted for an exploratory recognizance. T o the N., N.E., and N.W., where it receives no large
tributaries, it is entirely dry in summer, and its limits are well
defined by the absence of vegetation, and the coating of salt and
mud; but in its south.western and southern limits, where it receives several large streams of fresh water,-which are mnrked on
the map, the plain being, as has been mentioned, very level, far
beyond the limits of the lake, the tributary waters spread themselves out and convert the whole land into extensive marshes; so
that, between marsh in winter, and salt desert in summer, it is
difficult to find out what may be comidered as the southern
boundary. But as the line of our route extended to pretty nearly
the point where nll the southerly rivers, except the Bay62 $6,
spread out into marshes, and that line is again connected with
Kbch-Hisir, by the labours of Mr. W. I.Hamilton, as good an
idea of the real extent of a lake constantly varying in the details

of its form, may be obtained, as if its exact limits tothe south had
been astronomically fixed.
A series of barometrical observations gave for the mean height
of the lake above the sea, 2500 ft. T h e elevation of many places
around not also much exceeding it : Kdch-Hisbr, 2836 ft. ;K616K6i, 8856; U'zGnler, 8778. I n Ad, 8984 it.; Sultin Khin,
2908.
T h e lake contains no fish, nor mulluscous or conchiferous
animals; its waters and its banks are therefore frequented by
few aquatic birds. Although constantly on the look out, we cannot say that we ever saw one bird on its bosom, though the
story of birds not being able to dip their wings in the water, is
evidently fabulous. T h e state of its saturation is, however, very
great, for salt is c o l l e c ~at~ almost all seasons from the bottom
of the lake, and washed in its water without any sensible loss by
the process.
94th.--4k-Sedi has been fixed by Mr.W.1. Hamilton in 38O
N.lat. The weather did not allow of our taking any observatiom
there. T h e town contains 800 Mohammedan, and 10 Armenian
houses. I t derives its chief interest from its numerous Saracenic remains, some of which are of great beauty. I t was evidently a considerable town, and a place of opulence under the Arabs, probably at the time when so much care was bestowed upon the great
road passing by Sultan Khin, no doubt a continuation or branch
of that given by Idrlsi, as the high road from Baghdad through
to Kdniyah. Ak-Sergi is also
Malitiyah to G i ~ i y a h thence
,
supposed to be a more ancient site, and has been identified with
Archelais, or Archelais Colonia, a colony of the Emperor Claudius, which, in the Antonine Itinerary, is placed at 149 M.P. from
Ancyra; and in that to Jerusalem, at 162. T h e knownlatitudes
of Ancyra and of Ak-Sed'i, make the actual distance correspond
most nearly with that given by the Jerusalem Itinerary.
T h e greatest difficulty connected with this question is, that
Pliny (lib. vi. c. 3,) places Archelais upon the Halys, in consequence of which, supposing that the river of A&-SerAimight have
once flowed through the lake into the Halys, we parhcularly examined its northern limits in order to determine that point, and
can safely affirm that there does not appear to have been any
probability, even if the level of the lake were much higher than at
present, of there ever having been a communication between it
and the Halys. T h e insulation of the Bay+ S6, and the nonexistence of r r a southern branch of the Halys," are important facts
in the geography of Aeii Minor.
T h e next object, which we proposed to ourselves on leaving the
great Salt Lake, was to follow in art the great road from Phrygia,
through Lycaonia, by the capita of Cappadocia; and it is to be
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remarked, that in discussing the route in the Theodosian table
from Amorium to Tyana, all commentators have agreed in supposing it made a bend to the south, for had it been straight, it
would have passed through Archelais ;but, as it is, Rennell brings
it 1 3miles to the southward of it, and Col. Leake follows a similar
line. T h e position of the ruined towns, which we were led to believe
might have been the sites of Congustus and Perta, left us only
in doubt as to the tontinuation of the road to the south of Hasan
Tdgh, in the line of the present road from Sul+n KhBn ; but by
taking the cross road given by Strabo, from Ephesus to Tomisa,
into the account, and considering that the two, which must have
crossed each other, probably met also in one or more sites common
to both ; and those s~tes,the Garsabora of the Tables, and Garsaura of Strabo, nnd the Coropaasus of the Tables,'and Nazianzus
of the Anton. Itinerary, are to be sought for in the aggregation of
mines and early Christian remains, existing in the secluded valleys
and rocky ravines at the north-eastern foot of Hasan Tigh, where
Mr. Hamilton visited Virbn-Shehr-we now went in search of
these, Gelvedereh, Belistemah, and Sevri-f;IisQr.
The hills above Ak-SerLi are composed of red and brown sandstone, with gypsum ; but in continuing up the course of the Bay+
SC, these are soon succeeded by volcanic rocks and sand, which
give a new feature to the aspect of the country. Level uplands
terminate in abrupt cliffs over deep ravines, with shingly and sandy
declivities which are generally covered with the ruins of rocks
fallen from above.
Some villages, as Demirji Kci and SelmBcliir, the houses of
which are a mere aggregation of loose stones, are so curiously
placed, under such circumstances, on the declivity of hills amid
fallen rocks, that at a little distance it is difficult to distinguish
the one from the other. After a ride of six hours in a S.E. direction, through a country of this description, we approached Gelvedereh by a narrow valley, the cliffs on each side of wl~ichare
burrowed by grottoes, often variously ornamented; and the bottom
of the valley is full of ruins. The modern village of Gelvedereh
is exactly in a similar position, only that the inhabitants appear to
have kept recoiling from the more open ravines into the more unapproachable recesses that a number of these offered to their
choice. At this point they have built themselves a handsome
new church: and the caves and "
mottoes. which continue without
interruption for a distance of from one to two miles on the
approach to the village, are here fronted up with stone-work, so
that the houses rise in terraces, one above the other, and occupy
the head of two separate ravines. The grottoes are similar to
those met with in other places, as Y L r i p d n , Tdtlar, &c., but
rather more ornamental. We did not perceive any ruins indica-
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tive of no great antiquity as those found by Mr. Hamilton at the
neighbouring site of VirAn-Shehr, 3 hours from hence, S.W.
T h e first site entered upon in this day's fide is at present called
Belistermah.
Leaving Gelvedereh, we ascended, in a storm of wind and rain,
the rude rocks of Semi Hisar.
. . - near the crest of which is a curious
conical hill, bearing the ruins of an ancient edifice-whence the
name of the mountain. Below this are cliffs of sand and tufa,
with a few caves and a small Greek village, bearing the same name
as the mountain. From this valley we gained another, more
isolated, and surrounded by barren, rocky, volcanic hills, in the
midst of which are the ruins of a pretty modern Greek church.
Our guide did not know the way over the district we had now
entered upon, and we were not long in losing our track, which we
(lid not regain till, after travelling 24 hours, we came upon hills
We had prewhich commanded the great plain of Mil &6b.*
viously been passing through ravines, and amid hills generally
covered with wood, and com sed of tufa, conglomerate, and
obsidian. It rained incessant y as we travelled over the plain,
which is cultivated, and abounds with villages, but is ill supplied
with water, being at an elevation of 4198 ft. In the centre is the
large village of M i l dk6b, another curious Greek colony or congregation; it contains 900 houses of Greeks, and 70 of Mohammedans. T h e men trade at Constantinoyle, the women cultivate
their gardens. Their dress is peculiar. Water is obtained with
labour from deep wells, of which there are several, surrounded
by stone enclosures, each of which belongs to a different family.
There is one modem church, in part built of the ruins of an older
edifice, and dedicated to St. Theodore ; another in ruins, dedicated to St. Michael ; and a pretty chapel, in the same condition,
to c C All Souls." There are also fragments of another church,
where we copied from an altar-piece, the only distinct and consecutive letters which bore any appearance of antiquity-

P"

T h e houses are all built upon the same plan, the frame-work
k i n g formed by three or four well-turned eemicircular arches,
and the interval filled up with rubble and masonry. They are
mostly excavated from the mountain to keep off the summer heats.
The village is built upon a level plain of volcanic sand, which in
summer is drifted about by every breeze, to the great inconvenience of the inhabitants, who also, to protect their cattle and

* An Armenian nuno :MU-A'#6b, for Mk-YL*
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fodder, have paved circular spaces in front of their houses, giving
to the place a cleanly ap earance. The gardens are at the foot
of some hills about 2 mi es N.E. of the village, where there is
also a dome-shaped mountain, called Chevri, upon the summit of
which an annual festival is kept at Easter.
Passing over the Chevri hills, we came, after a 14 hour's ride
N.E.,to Kaipr K6i, a village with a ruined church, a rather
pretty khraviinserrii', and other relics of former times. I t has now
only five houses belonging to Greeks, and about 90 to Mohammedans. By its name and position, this place might be identified
with Dio-Caesarea. Three miles to the right is a conical hill,
bearing the ruins of a church or monastery, called Charink
Kilisii.* About 5 miles from K a i K6i,
~ passing the ruins of
a small Greek village, with remains of a church, a few caves and
houses with pavements in front of them, we descended in a
southerly direction, by a picturesque pass, into the valley of S6w6nli Dereh, described by Mr. W. I. Hamilton, as Suandum.
T h e pass we descended by, was hewn out of the solid rock, below
which the valley opened most picturesquely before us; and it is.
RB Mr. Hamilton observes, a truly remarkable place.
T h e cliffs
at the head of the valley are not above 60 or 80 ft. high, and the
declivities below, about 100 ft. ; but both become loftier farther
down. T h e valley follows a rather winding direction; and
throughout its whole length, from the top to the base of the hi1
of Cybistra, are caves or grottoes more or less numerous. Tirecl
with n continued rain and a drenching every day, we stopped at
(Yrtah K$i (Mid-ville), a cleanly Greek village near the middle of
the valley.
f was fine, and a meT h e morning of our arrival at --Hisir
ridian altitude of the sun gave for its position 38' 91' 90". Soon
after our arrival, Mr. Russell and I started for Zingibtir Castle. I t
rained all the evening, and also while we were taking the measurements, which occupied no small time in so large and so irregular a
building ; but we were anxious to compare it with the details of
the ancient accounts of Cybistra and Nora.
The castle of &ri-Hisiir, or of Zingibir, one of the most
remarkable ruins in these districts, stands on the loftiest of two
volcanic cones belonging to a hill which forms nearly the most
southern point of a low range, extending northwards to Injeh-Sli,
and southwards in low hills towards 'Ali Ttigh. These hills are
merely detached from the central upland of Garsauritis, and
cannot be said, as Rennell supposed (No. 9, pp. 172, 194), to
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connect the Lycaonian hills (I+r&jah TAgh) with Anti-Taurus
('Ali TBgh), or to be a continuation of the Lycaonian hills eastwards, and of Anti-Taurus westwards.
Cybistra has been identified by Col. Leake and others with
KarB Hi?&, but .by Rennell with a place called Costere.* It is
chiefly remarkable on account of its having been the military
station of Cicero, while watching the motions of the Parthian
army, which threatened Cilicia and Cappadocia from the side of
Syria. Strabo places Cybistra 300 stadia from Caesarea, this,
upon the scale proposed by Colonel Leake,t would amount
to about 343 British miles. There is some difficulty in ascertaining what distance is meant in the Theodosian Tables: but this
would corres ond very well. The distance of Karri-Hi. ail. from
Caesarea by t e Injeh SG (Sadacora), being estimated at 12 hours
or 36 British miles.
The castle of Nora or Neroassus, appears on a variety of
grounds, to be the same as Cybistra. Plutarch describes it as
situated on the confines of Cappadocia and Lycsonia, while Rennell objects that this castle is not on the common boundary of the
provinces, because the district of Tyana intervenes, which is not
the case, the district of Tyana being altogether to the south of
Kara-H-k.
Rennell says it consisted of distinct forts near
each other, but Plutarch only mentions the great inconvenience to the garrison, from the narrowness of the space in
which they were confined, enclosed as it was with small houses.
Diodorus (lib. xviii. c. 41 Ed. Wesseling) describes it also as a
single castle, situate on a high rock and very strong. Pluhrch
gives to it a circuit of not more than 9 furlongs (440 yards) according to the translators, 950 paces. And Diodorus says, only
9 stadia, or 404 British yards, in circumference. The superficial
content of the interior castle, reduced to a figure of an equal
periphery, is 1 1 British yards. The plan generally agrees with
Plutarch's description, but is so heterogenous, that it is to be regretted that it is lost with the others.
It is to be remarked that this castle commanded the pass by
which the great road from Caesarea led By Soandum, to Iconium,
as also that which continued southward to Tyana and Cilicia.
On leaving Garsauritis for the district of Cresarea, the country
is too interesting, and has been too little the object of recent descriptions to be passed without remark. Garsauritis is to be
viewed as eminently a rocky country; Morirnene has ranges of
mountains; Central Cappadocia is similarly situated, as is also
Melitene; but Garsauritis is remarkable for its wild and stony
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districts, secluded glens and ravines, and often picturesque
outline; but it has also fertile plains and still more productive
declivities. Wood is generally wanting : there ia some on the
Sevri-Hihr hills, but for fuel, dry dung, charcoal, and the roots of
astragalus tragacanthm are generally used. Whither grants were
made in modern times to the Greeks of this.unpromising land, t o
render it tributary to their industry, whether by apprehension or a
morose love of seclusion, they willingly retired to the r d c h and
caves of this singular country, or whether they have remained
around the ancient abodes of their forefathers, the present servile
and ignorant race can tell you nothing. Marrying early, the men
repair to Constantiwple and Smyrnato trade, while to the women
is left the care of the house, the flock, and the vineyatd: an
evil follows from this which once attracted the legislative attention
of Lycurgus ; the females become masculine and full of violent
passions, and when the men return to their homes, they are often
very far from finding an echo to the subdued tones and more
polished manners which they had learnt to appreciate in the
civilised world. T h e priests who remain at home, might be supposed to have some influence, but they are often old and unserviceable &d even sometimes disrespected.
Garsaura, or Garsauritis, it is well known, formed one of the
divisions of Cappadocia, and was bounded to the south by T anitis
and Lycaonia; to the west by Phrygia (Plinl;, lib. vi. c. Sf, and
the district of Tattapalus, or the Tattaean marsh (Strabo, p. 568)
which lay along the common boundary of Phrygia, Galatia, and
Cappadocia (Rennell, vol. ii. p. 157) ; to the north by the H a l p
and Morimene, and to the east by the district of A r p u s and the
Cappdocian Cilicia. I t thus constitutes a separate district,
equally remarkable with respect to its natural features and its
remains of art, its cdnfiguration, its structure, its ruins, its caves,
and its population.
T h e north eastern pnrt of Garsauritis is particularly characterised
by its conical volcanic mountains, its streams of lava, and basanitic
cliffs, but above all, by its naked volcanic tufa and tephrine rent
into deep and narrow glens, studded with cones and pinnacles,
also the effect of disintegration, and often presenting an infinite
variety of singular forms ;and lastly, cliffs and recipices excarated
almost wherever such present themselves, wit v a t multitudes of
grottoes that have served, or serve still, for dwellings, churches,
chapels, monasteries, or tombs.
T h e N.W.portion of Garsauritis derives its features, which
are less singular and of a more inhospitable character, from a long
range of sienitic mountains ; rocky and picturesque in the T & s h
Teller; undulating in the S6ri KaramBn; stony and wild, again,
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at ChQmlirli; bold but rocky, with castellated remains in the
K6jah TBgh; abrupt and truncated cones at T6k16 Kal'eh;
grouped and mountninous in the S8ri-biilitk Tigk, and there the
sienites meet the mountains of Morimene (BbrAnli TQgh) and
enclose the Kizil IrmQk, or Halys, in deep and narrow valleys and
ravines.
Central Garsauritis is characterised by the A kQ-juk mountain,
a tame saddle back, not very lofty, but visible from all Morimene.
Connected with it are many offsets, in the deep valleys of which
are the lakes called Delvehli, Tursupb, and others. This district
is tenanted by the AkAjuk Kurds, who possess a tolerable reputation for good behaviour.
T h e Tatteea or Tatta Palus, is acknowledged to have been in
ancient Phrygia (Strabo, p. 568), extending through the southeastern part to Taurus, that is the plain of Perta, extending to
Karhjah and Hasan T k h , was considered as bounding, as well as
its northern part, on Galatia, and formed part of the kingdom
made up by Antony for Amyntas. T h e S.W.quarter of Garsauritis, . as thus limited, is pre-eminently distinguished from the
other quarters by the lofty summit of Hasan Tigh, rising upwards
of 8000 feet above the level of the sea. This mountain has a
nearly conical form, and is said to preserve patches of snow
throughout the year. Its north-westem base is bounded by the
plain of the lake ; to the S.W.a low undulating country connects
it with the Kariijah T Q h , while to the E. it is prolonged by one
or two cones, and then a lofty chain of hills, which shut up
Garsauritis to the S., but do not extend as far as that part of
Taurus called 'Ali Tdph, and from which they are separated by
the uneven territory of Tyanitis.
Hasan T4gh is in every direction a picturesque and striking
mountain, but there is still more interest connected with the
curious glens and rocky ravines at its base, than with its own
acclivities or heights. Of volcanic origin, excepting the sandstone
and gypsum deposits of Ak-Serhi, almost immediately succeeded
by trachytes to the east, it has spread over the whole country a
considerable, although local formation of trachyte, claystone, and
clinkstone,' which generally reposes upon tufa or tephrine.
These rocks iduence the configuration of the whole of the
south-western quarter ; the compact uniform products of effusion,
are spread as it were, in vast beds over the rocks of aggregation,
g i v i q rise to plains or slightly undulating lands, with sometimes
stair-like terraces ; but where there is water, as along the courses
of rivers, the dstrital rocks of a friable nature are carried away,
Although I me trachyte, clayntone, kc., I am far from admitting the correctneu
of these terms.
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while the more compact r o c b are tumbled down, leaving v e r t i d
cliffs above and acclivities of sand below, with scattered masses of
rock, amid which the habitations of men are so intermingled, that
it is sometime before the traveller can distinguish them from the
ruins of the cliff. The face of the rock above, as well as the declivities of sand below, when not covered with fragments, are
in many places studded with numerous grottoes.
O n approaching the foot of Hasan TAgh and the head of the
waters, the tributary streams are more numerous, and the ravines
in consequence more frequent, sometimes as many as three or four
are to be observed meeting at short distances, and all with excavated cliffs and innumerable nest-like mansions of the living and
the dead.
But at other times lavas (tephrines) mingle themselves with
domites, leucostines, basanites, and basanitic conglomerates, forming ranges of hills as in Sevri-H9r: and then again, the rude
domites advance upon the lower territory in naked rocky masses
like a true granitic country, surrounding little isolated basins amid
which are again found the ruins of habitations, and of stone
churches, belonging to the same race of men.
The modern Greeks are not, however, confined to these wild
spots, SO difficult of access and so rarely inviting to the eye. T h e
small town of MA1 A'k6b has been described as situated in the
midst of a fertile plain-Kaisar K+i or Dio-Cizsarea is again in a
rocky district. T h e south-eastern quarter of Garsauritis partakes
indeed of both features, grassy uplands with tepehs or solitary hills,
sometimes with old churches on their summits, as at CharinkKilisB, and cultivated plains, with little water or wood, out of which
also rise bold, rounded, and naked hills of lucostine, like the
phonolitic domes in Scotland and France, and the seat of superstition, as in the Chevri and other hills; and lastly, on the confines
of the district, we find at $6wAnli Dereh and places adjacent to
it. the same deen cut vallevs with the same renetition
of cliff and.A
cave scenery as awaken the traveller's interest and fix his attention in the northern and southern portions of this very remarkable district.
28th.-We
started along the plain of @&-Hi&,* where
vegetation and scenery were both monotonous. The rivulet of
&6-H$Br flows onwards in winter, as it did at the present
moment, to the most southerly of the lakes that occupy the plain
of Knr6-H$dr, which become mere marshes in summer. A t
that time the quantity of water brought down from the Shwinli
Dereh by KarP-H$&r is so small as scarcely to suffice for t h e
-
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purposes of irrigation. T h e plain of KarL-H+r, actor* to
our barometers, has an elevation of 3430 feet, and does not send
out a stream in any direction. A range of hills stretched along
our left, in a direction N.N.E. A t their foot were caves with
ruins of a Christian village. O n the plain, 3 houlvl from KarkH$;Zr, there is a ruinous khdn. T h e foot of Ajish TBgh had
hitherto been occupied by hills of volcanic sand, tufa, and conglomerate, which terminated in a well-defined line on the plain ;
but immediately beyond what is now the northern lake, a considerable stream of basanitic lava had flowed between hills of
sand, &c., expanding towards the base of the mountain, and advancing upon the plain in a northerly direction, exteruling to the
limits of the Great S h l i k or Marsh, beyond Injeh Sfi. T h e
low cliffs formed by these scoriaceo~~s
and lava-basanites are
partitioned out by the industrious Christians for the cultivation of
the yellow berry (Rhamnus infecton'w).
Injeh S6 (Slender water) is a small town, remarkably situated
in a ravine of volcanic conglomerate, which is traversed by the
rivulet that gives its name to the town; Injeh SG (Narrow
River), not InjG S u (Pearl River). T h e town is shut up at its
N.E. extremity by a handsome khbn, the walls of which extend
from one side of the ravine to the other. T h e ravine expands at
its upper part, and opens into another, having a north-easterly
direction. Both the declivities and base are occupied by dwellings: the Mohammedans and Greeks having each about 750
houses. There are also many grottoes. T h e Christians have
two churches, one of which makes a fair appearance on the hill
side. T h e houses are also for the most part good and cleanly.
Injeh S G is governed by a Mutesellim, sent from Constantinople ; the produce of the taxes of the town being devoted to the
maintenance of the JBmi', .called MahmGdiyah, in the Mohammedan capital. It was indebted also to the Sultan, when Kara
MqtafA was Vezir, for its Khan and J h i ' .
29th-Our route to Kaisariyah lay to the E.N.E., along the
borders of the Great Sdzlik or Marsh, alternately at the foot of
black rocks and cliffs of Inva, and occasionally by stony unpleasant paths over the same rude material. Mr. W. I.
Hamilton has remarked upon the absence of rivuleta in the
declivities of A rjish, the melted snow being almost immediately
absorbed by the porous volcanic rocks, but on this side it reappears in abundant springs, more or less circularly disposed in
little rock-enclosed valleys, where they unite, not to form rivulets,
but to expand over the great marsh previously alluded to. Beyond these basanitic rocks with frequent springs, we came to a
more open valley, everywhere covered with gardens, and making
VOL. x.
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a short ascent over the side of U1lh-li mountain, we p a d by
what was apparently a great subsidence in the rock, called Kurk
Kurk; and thence descended upon the plain of Kai'sari~ab.
passing, before we reached the town, a long peninsulated hill,
called Besh Tepeh (Five Hills), at the extremity of which is a
ruined castellated enclosure, and upon which is said to have been
blult a portion of the ancient town of C w e a .
May 1st-8th.-Wsariyah
is a town of great antiquity. AS
Mazaca, it was the capital of Cappadocia, at the time that the
Greeks knew it only from the reports of casual travellers. I n
the time of the early Roman emperors it took the name of
Caesarea, but with the addition of its original name. Be*
aituated at the foot of Mount Argaeus, it has also been denomlnated from that mountain. Its modern name is a mere corruption of the ancient one; at present it is vulgarly abridged into
Kai~ar. I t appears once to have been a large and populous city.
After the captivity of the unfortunate Valerian (immortalised on
the rocks of Shipin), Demosthenes, a Roman, not so much os
Gibbon, remarks, by the commission of the emperor, as in the
voluntary defence of his country, resisted in Casarea the progress
of the Persian arms. The town was subjected to a nearly
general massacre, and is said at that time to have contained
400,000 inhabitants. The modern city, which is for the most
part in a very ruinous condition, contains 12,176 Mohammedans,
5237 Armenians, and I109 Greeks. Total, 19,522 persons.
This was the Ayh's report to Mr. M m .
During our stay at Kaisariyah the weather presented some
very fine intervals, which enabled us to obtain a series of Lunar
Observations, which gives its longitude 35" 45' E. Its latitude by
a number of mer. alt. of sun and several stars is 98" 41' 40".
We also laid down a plan of the city and of its ruins, which
chieflv belonn to the Mohammedan era.
~ b attenhn
k
of the expedition had been particularly called to
the investigation of the hydrography of the immediate neighbourhood of Kaisariyah: whatever may still be the difficulties that
will hang over the statements of the ancients upon this subject,
nothing cnn be more certain than that no rivulet or river flows
from that neighbol~rhoodto that called by the Turks Tokhmah
SG, the sources of which, to put the question beyond all doubt,
we investigated in a subsequent part of our travels.
There is a rivulet which flows from the northern foot of Arjish,
and which, sweeping round 'AIi TBgh, passes by the populous
village of TAgh Kazi, nnd is thence, at most seasons of the year,
lost in irrigation ; at others it is a tributary to the Siirimsiik.
There is also mother small tributary to the same river. from
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Manju-li. Mr. W. I. Hamilton ascertained, in going round
A jish on the east side, that there are no traces of any stream or
waters except such as flow N .W. or S.W. The S4rimr6k river,
which we traced nearly to its murces, flows from the village of
the. same name, in a westerly direction across the great plain of
Kaisariyah, where, at a distance of 9956 yards from the city, it is
8 yards in width by Q feet in depth. It loses itself in the S&li$ or
Great Marsh, where it is said to be joined by the Kar4 $6, a d
to flow by B6ghBz Kgprl to the Kizil Irm6k.+ This united
stream is what Messm. Hamilton, Texier and Callier identify
with the Melas of Strabo (xii p. 538), after the submersion of
the lands of the Galatians.
The noble mountain of Ajish, the ancient Argaeus, vulgarly called Ardish or A jeh, is now clearly proved to be the
loftiest peak in Asia Minor. Almost perpetually involved in
clouds, during our stay at Kaipriyah, we had only an occasional
glance of its extreme summit: and the season of the year in
which the snow line descends to within a few hundred feet of
the plain, put all attempts at an ascent out of the question, even
if, after Mr. Hamilton's labours, it had been deemed advisable
to incur the delay and expense entailed by auch an undertaking. The structure of this fine mountain, which, like Hasan
Thgh, is principally of volcanic origin, and belongs to a comparatively modern epoch of activity, will be best described by
the before-mentioned traveller; but the whole, in a general
point of view, presents an intererting accumulation of conical,
rounded, and saddle-backed hills, chiefly compoaed of grey
friable lavas, with a basaltic base. The manner in which these
various formations are dispersed about the declivities, is rather
remarkable, and always very distinct.
The summit of Arjish bears from the Armenian church in
Kai~riyahS. 17' SO' W. ;the variation of the compass at the same
place was 10' 30' westerly, hence the true bearing of the summit
is S. 7" W. Its summit appears to be about 10 miles from its
average base, considering it for the moment to be isolated on
every side, which it ir not to the S.E. This would give a mean
area for the whole mountain of 300 miles, and a dircumference of
60. Its elevation, as determined by Mr. Hamilton, is 13,809
feet. The report that both the Euxine and the Mediterranean
may be descried from its summit, given by Strabo (p. 598), must
be received with caution, since its distance from the Euxine is
170 British miles, and from the Mediterranean 110 geographical

* Baron Wincke, a Pruwian da5 otiieer, who accompanied the unfortunate expodition of ZaXd Mohammed PLahL, dm rerifled this fact. He further statea the
marrh to be divided into two distinct part6 to the N.
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miles, with ridges of high mountains between both. There is also
a tradition that the Romans had a castle on its summit, where
Tiberius Cocsar used to sit, which is not deserving of attention,
except as probably connected with the adjacent summits of 'Ali
Tdgh or U'ldnli.
T h e Armenians have preserved a written chronicle of t h e
earthquake that ravaged Kaisariyah in August, 18% ; but it contains little that is of an;y interest to the philosophy of these destructive phenomena. I t appears that it commenced two hours
before runrise on the morning of Thursday, August lst, and was
accompanied by a loud noise, the shocks being repeated for as
much as ten hours from that time. Many minarets and other
lofty buildings were thrown down. T h e record says that there
perished as many as 665 persons. T h e houses thrown down
are mentioned rather hyperbolically as beyond enumeration.
Several of the neighbouring villages that were built in ravines of
crumbling rock, suffered severely. A t Tdgh Kazi 17 houses
were destroyed by the fall of a rock. At Manjusun, 3 hours to
the west, the loss of houses was also great. A catastrophe of a
similar kind which occurred at Beli-Yhi has been noticed by
ML Hamilton. I could obtain no satisfactory account of any
well-defined swallowing up or subsidences.
There was some discrepancy in the barometrical results obtained by ourselves and by Mr. Hamilton. Ours gave for the
elevation of Kaisariyah above the sea only 3936 feet, Mr. H.
placing it at 4800 feet. T h e boiling point of Robertson's thermometer was 95.8; our barometer stood nt Q6.314; the thermometer at 59. Cloudy weather.

VI 11.-Notes on a Jou
from Ka'isarlyah, by Maldyah, to
Bir or BBehjik, i n Z y and June, 1839. By W. AINIEsq., in charge of an Expedition to KurdistAn.
H A V I Ncompleted
G
our astronomical labours at Kii-iyah,
we
took our departure, on the 9th May, up the course of the river
of SBrirnsBk (Garlick) in a direction N. 600 E., passing finst a
Mohammedan ruin, and then Girlamik and Khurmb-li, poor
villages in glens of volcanic tufa. A t 6 miles, there was a small
lake, covered with A l k a plantago in flower, and numerow
we
specimens of Fuliccr atra. About 13 miles from K d ~ i j a h
crossed the Sirimshk, on a bridge where it was 6 yards wide by
2 feet in depth, and flowed from E.S.E. to W. by S. From
hence me commenced a long ascent till we came upon a large
open valley, with a salt lake at its northern extremity. There
were two villages on this plain, TCz H i y h (Salt Castle) and
l'albs; at which last we stopped the night. T o the S. was also
an old khPn and village, called Sultan Khhn (Sultan's Inn).
The salt lake of Palis is about 3 miles in length by one in width ;
but in summer, is nearly dried up. I t is said to be farmed for
40,000 piastres, 01. 4001. annually. Forty piastres are paid for a
cart-load of salt, and ten for that of a camel or bullock. Gypsum
is quarried here and at SBrimgtik, and taken to KG+riyah in
order to be burnt for whitening.
10th.-Crossing the plain we ascended hills of sandstone and
gypsum, which we now also observed forming high hills and
cliffs along the valley of the Kizil IrmPk to our left. A t about 8
miles, we crossed hills of bassnite, Arjish bearing S. 44O W. ; and
then turning to the eastward, arrived at Gelermek, a post-village,
built on the side of the hill, and containing 900 houses of Armenians, m d only 70 of Mohammedans. A marshy plain extended
before us, with a gradual rise to the W., bounded by the snowclad Khanzir Tigh (Wild Boar Mount), bearing S. 9e0 E., and
to the N. by hills of red sandstone, named SQrichik (Yellowish),
and Shema' Tdgh (Mount Flambeau). Having changed horses.
we travelled 3 hours further, to a small Armenian village, of 96
Armenian and 5 Mohammedan houses, called Insinli, secluded
amid cliffs of gypsum. T h e approximate elevation of this spot
was S980 feet; and the sedimentary formations extending between
this and the Kizil Irmik, and forming a band of about 5 miles
in thickness, averaged upwards of 4000 feet in elevation ; the
snow-covered Khanzir TQgh,extending all along our southern
horizon, probably attains an elevation of 5000 feet. Arjish bore
S. 48. W.by compass.
1 1th.-Continuing about an hour along the upland, we found it
closed up by a hill, with a pond at its base, beyond which was tlie
WORTH,
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village of Kay&Bnhh (Rock Spring), and below an extensive fertile plain crowded with villages, and watered by many rivulets, the
largest of which was the Y b k CMi ( B m t Brook). Passing
-her
and rivulets, we came to the village of Chaushun, or
Jevrhen, and thence arrived at SMr-Kid114 where we intended
(ar it war the residence of a governor, aml a post village) to
change onr direction, a d proceed, if possible, at once to Virin
Shehr, which we expected to find in this neighbourhood. This,
however, led to a very long and angry discwion, the governor
endeavouring to wade giving us horses off the great road by every
means in his wer; and we finally succeed& only in getting
them to the vil age of A M - l i , situated on the mountains to the S.
The waters of the valley of SUr-Kiahli all unite at the &me
at Topdsh, a village and ferry on the I@il 1 6 4 .
It rained hard on leaving Shir- KirhlB. Our road lay in a S.E.
directiin, up the coume of the Ybnak ChBi ; and in about an
hour's time we left the plain to enter among low hills of limestone, dong which we continued 3 burn to the village of AMsilli, at an elevation of 4680 feet, and near the head of the waters
flowing north-westerly to the &il Irmik.
19th.-We started early in the morning for the ruins of V i h
Shehr. They were said to exist in a wild and rocky district, in
which there were no villages, and only wandering Kurds of very
bad repute. Our road lay at first S.SO0 E., then S. np a ridge
lying between Abisil-li and the plain of Kayd B d r . This
range, called Ye1 Gadugi, rises about 7 0 0 feet above AbU-Li,
or 5400 feet above the sea. Its direction is nearly due E. and W.
There were many patches of snow along the coast; and the
waters on the northern declivities flow to the Kizil Irmik, and
from the wuthern to the +iihGn, the ancient Sam, or river of
Adanah.
Having gained the crest of the Ye1 Gadugi, an extensive plain
of chalk was observed stretching before us, about 15 to e0 miles
in length, by 10 in width. From the elevation at which we rtood,
this plain appeared almost as an uniform level, but when travelled
over presented slight undulations ; and was cut, by the tributaries
of the SaihGn, into raviner, with nearly perpendicular c W , or
steep declivities, varying from 100 to 900 feet in depth. This
plain was huncled .to the S. by a range of mountains, now snowcovered, and stretching from E. to W., named the G6k Dil-li;
to the S.W. by a spur of the 'Ali Tbgh; to the W. and N.W.
by the Khanu'r T k h ; to the N. by the Ye1 Gadugi; and to
the E. by the prolongation of the same, and the Kar4 T6nGz Tigh
(Black-Boar Mount), stretching towards KarS; BruiAr and the
easterly llonrce of the Saihun.
Descenthe Ye1 Gdugi, and passing by a tepeh with
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ruins, calleii K6shik-li U'yiik, we crossed a rivulet 3 yards wide
by 9 feet in depth, flowing from E.N.E. to W.S.W., and said to
rise 3 hours' distance at a ruin called Cheralik. This stream,
called B&&r $6, is crossed by a one-arched bridge; and 5 minutes
before it, to our right, were the ruins of a village called BizAryeri, ruined by the Kurds, who have long since arrogated these
districts to themselves, and expelled a11 quietly-disposed inhabitants.
We now began to ascend a short distance, and gained the level
of the chalk upland, which we continued traversing for 9 hours,
in a direction S. 10' E., when we arrived at the junction of two
ravines: one short, from the N.E.; the other long, and containing
a stream called TBshli Gcjkcheh, S yards wide by 1 foot deep,
but narrowing below, in marshy ground, to 1 yard in width by 4
feet deep. This stream has one of its sources, it is said, at KarA
Bun&, distant frorh 4 to 5 hours' easterly ; and others at a Ya'ild
called Kaftsnji, S hours' distance ;and is one of the chief sources
of the Sailpin, according to every account we could obtain from
various authorities. We crossed it by a bridge of one arch, and
continued our road down its banks, winding from S.W. to W.
This is an important point to establish in the hydrography of this
part of Asia Minor, because it is evident, that if we had traced
up the waters of the Kizil IrmQk to their head, and, passing
them, had come upon tributaries to the SaiXGn, no river or rivulet
that is tributary to the Euphrates can possibly exist to the W.
of this, or between Kar&BunQr and A jish TQgh.
After about an hour's ride, we came to where a large stream of
very clear water joined the TLhli G6kcheh from the S. This
was said to be the river of Virdn Shehr, and we turned up its
banks. T h e river was 7 yards wide, by 9 or 3 feet in depth, remarkably full of fish, which, apparently from being long undisturbed, had in many cases attained a very large size. T h e united
streams flowed through a glen N. 90' W. w e had not pursued
our way long up this river, when we came to the ruins of which
we were in search, and which we found to consist of an almost
square space, pointing nearly to the four points of the compass,
traversed by the river, flowing here N. and S., and encompassed
by a wall, which extended further on the W. side of the river
than on the E., on which side it was also in a more ruinous condition than to the W. T h e wall, generally about 7 feet in breadth,
was defended by several square towers; and was still, although
in a ruinous condition, in many places upwards of 20 feet in
height. There were also four gateways, corresponding nearly to
the four cardinal points. T h e architecture of the place, the cheracter of the walls and towers, and the newness of the mortar, at
once satisfied us that this wae not a Roman or a Byzantine relic,
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but the ruins of a Saracenic fort, erected for the defence of t h e
road, as we learn from Idrisi (p. 939), which shows this site to
correspond with Shohriir (Little City), placed by Rennell at
57 geographical miles from Kaisariyah, and 18 from Tonosa. The
interior s ace was the most part rocky, and presented no ruins,
except o one or two insignificant buildings. and of a bridge that
had been constructed with hewn stones. There was also a similar
one in a glen, a little below; and there were some ruins of little
interest upon a hill, f of a mile N. 75" E. This station, formerly
traversed by a great road, had still a horse path carried through
it, now little frequented on account of its being unprotectd. T h e
river is said to have its origin from a limestone cavern, 9 honrs to
the S., a circumstance which -ia rendered highly probable by its
crystalline clearness. There are also several fine springs flowing
into it, from the rocks in the interior of the fort. I t rained during
the greater part of the day, with a cold northerly wind; but we
were able to return to Abasil-li late in the evening, without
having suffered any interruption or annoyance, except fmm t h e
weather.
13th.-We left AbLil-li, pursuing our way in a north-easterly
direction, along the northern foot of the Ye1 Gadugi, and t h e m
down a ravine of sandstone to Gi-iz O'ghlBn, a small village of
twenty houses, where we entered upon the plain of T~nb,
feet below Abisil-li, the waters from .which are tributary to the
& i l Irmfik. T6nJz, the anrient Tonosa, although formerly
a place of some importance, as the point of union of the two mads
from Castabala, Comana, and Arabissus, as well as the point of
separation of those to Sebaste and Nicoplis, has not a single
remnant of antiquity to boast of. It is still a post-village, 7 hours
from Delikli Tish, contains about sixty houses, and a mesjid
with a minaret. The governor of T ~ i n 6 zis a Turkomtin, residing
near Yfiz-K6t. T h e taxes are collected, as in many other places,
under the flattering falsehood of their being devoted to the support of the sacred temple at Mecca. Sheep and goats are generally sent hence to Aleppo, or, as they expressed it, to 'Arabistdn.
14th.-Quitting Thnuz, we proceeded through the hills of
K a r i T6nGz by the pass called Ebijik BdghAz. Having gained
the crest, we found the waters all flowing southwards. They
were now tributaries of the Tokhmah S6. Upon this basanihc
upland was an extensive oblong space, with the ruins of a wall
now level with the ground, and a rivulet flowing through the
centre, called Kurkli Yerdi, and very like the remnants of one of
the stations on Idrisi's road. T o the S.W. was a conical basanite
hill, with a ruin called Karsi ZiyPrat (Black Sanctuary). We
now descended by a long valley, crossing a double rivulet by two
bridges, and then ascended again upon an extensive chalk plain.
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T o our left was a high group of hills called Teger ; to our right
a lower group, formed of indurated limestone in curved strata,
and called KQ'i-Mhsh. Leaving this plain, we entered upon a
valley bordered by cliffs of basanite, with a ruined castle, named
Kwh-s;Zki. I t was late in the evening when we arrived at ManjClik, an Armenian villnge of fifty hortses, with an assumed appearance of poverty, but much real comfort, and probably some
agricultural wealth, where there is also a good church.
15th.-We left Manjh-lik by a glen of basanite, in a S.E.
direction, which led us upon a plateau of the same rock. T o the
S.W.was a low district of red sandstone. After about an hour's
ride, we gained a valley with a rivulet tributary to the BiiliklG $6
(Fishy Water). Before us was a stony chain of limestone hills,
which we soon entered by the pass called Saki1 T6tPn (Beardstroker), from its requiring patience and resolution to get through
it, a man's stroking his beard being expressive of these qualifications
among Asiatics. The road wound from S. to S.W.,which is also
the general direction of the valley. We continued along a narrow
ravine for about 5 miles, when the pass suddenly expanded, and
was backed by another range of limestone hills, the ruins of a
fort being also observable upon a nearly isolated summit to the
left. This secluded and rocky district is called Baghrtin. We
now began to ascend the next range, amid patches of snow and
an early but brilliant spring vegetation, consisting of sweet-scented
hyacinths, blue anemones, white and yellow squills, and a few
ranunculuses and red tulips. These flowers sometimes almost
carpeted the rocks, and contrasted brightly with the stony sterility
around, where steep and barren cliffs were thrown into deep relief
by a clear sunshine, and their shadows darkened by long ridges
of snow.
We descended on the other side still over a rocky country,
travelling Q hours till we came to a narrow ravine in chalk and
fissile limestone, with flinty slate, but without organic remains,
at the end of which we reached the valley of the Tokhmah Sli,
with the gardens and picturesque town of Gurun before us.
16th.-Gurun, in lat. 38O 43' 10". is situated on the southern
bank of the river, about 15 miles from its sources, and at an
altitude of 3906 feet above the sea. Its position is in a narrow
glen of fissile limestone, from 400 to 500 feet deep. T h e gardens
below the town, dispersed along the river's banks, afford much
relief from the dreary stony wastes and rocky ridges by which the
town is approached on almost every side. T o the N. there
is a divergent glen, up which the houses are carried for some
distance. This glen terminates, on the south-eastern extremity, in
a rude cliff of limestone, erforated by numerous caves, which the
f a l h g down of the shing y rock have rendered no longer hnbit-
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able. On the top of the cliff, are the remains of an irregular
castellated building, of which one face has fallen with the cliff;
other two sides meet at an acute angle, and are defended by roand
and square towers of rude construction. T h e whole is built of
slaty limestone put together without mortar, and with little art;
and if the e d i c e occupies the site of an ancient building, it does
not itself belong either to a remote epoch, or to a people among
whom the arts were in much regard. I t was in vain, also, that we
sought over other parts of the town for remains of antiquity. T h e
famous city of Commana, wherein was a temple of Bellona, with
an establishment of 6000 persons, cannot evidently be sought for
at Gurun. I t is more likely to be the site of Arabissus, 78 M.P.
from Sebaste. Gurun is 53 G.M., 74 M.P., from Arcas, Commana
49 G.M. and 38 M. P. from Tonosa.
T h e houses of Gurun, although of less pretensions than even
those of the small towns of Nev-Shehr or Injeh Sfi, are whitewashed and clean; and there is much appearance of comfort
and prosperity. Its merchants trade with Aleppo, Mar'ash,
Sivbs and Consbntinople. Gurun has now, with Derendah, replaced Al-Bostan, which, rendered insecure by its mountain
position on a frontier line, has dwindled down to a mere village.
The taxes of Gurun belong to the Harame'in, the two sacred
mosques at Mecca and Medinah.
17th.-Mr. Russell and I made an excursion to the sources of
tlie Tokhmah Six. This river enters Gurun, by a northerly curve,
through a deep and narrow glen in limestone, called the Toprdk
Vir6n (Desert Soil), beyond which it is named the Injeh Sfi
(Narrow River). This glen being impassable, we gained the
Injeh $6 by crossing a rocky ridge of hills called Khurkhun, with
small patches of snow, and spring flowers, by a path remarkably stony. From a commanding position hence, we observed
the valley of the Injeh S6, extending S.W. to the fort of the GGk
Dil-li hills, the most northerlyof which bore N. 80° W. Between
the G6k Dil-li (the other slope of which we had visited on our
excursion to Virin Shehr) and the Baghrin hills to our right,
and which we had crossed over on coming to Gurun, were the
Sringerlh Tbgh, also n low range of limestone hills, stretching 15
miles from S. 70' W. to N. 800 E., 5 miles off. Kara Bundr
lay immediately over a line of low hills that united the GQk Dil-li
with the SGngerlh hills, N. 59' W.
On the west side of the den, the Injeh S G received many tributaries: one from some Kurdish tents (Kizil Virdn), 14 hour
N. 60' E. ; and sexera1 small rivulets from a district of basanite,
which we passed over on descending the hills to gain the river's
bank. We crossed it by a bridge, where it was 6 yards G d e by
9 feet deep; and then ascended to Injeh 56 KGi, a mere farm,
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where nearly one-half of the stream is supplied from a glen
bearing N. W. by W. The main branch still continued a tolerable
rivulet one hour further up to the village of K6pek Virin (Dog
Desert). There were also other small tributaries: one from
Tbh-terah (Mountain-skirt), W. of K+pek Viriin ; another from
Re1 Buiriir, in the G6k Dil-li. We returned the same day to
Gurun.
18th.-Leaving Gwun, we proceeded to the eastward along
the northern bank of the Tokhmah Su, which is bordered by
chalky difk 300 feet high. A mile below, was the village of
Khuzin, of sixty houses of Mohammedans, with gardens along the
banks of the river, from the sudden rise of which they appear
to suffer much. Numerous grottoes exist on the cliffs above.
A mile beyond is a small waterfall over basanite; and a little
further on, the river receives a considerable tributary from the S.,
which is said to isme from a limestone rock only 3 miles from its
junction. This subterranean stream, with the not uncommon
name of Gtjk B u h h (Heaven Spring), is renowned for a fish
which has only one bone, and ia sacred to 'Ali. Up the same
valley, ie the village of Tanil ; and immediately below, the
Tokhmah S G forces its way through a steep and rocky pass of
basanite, above which, to the S., there is a curious isolated mass
of the same substance, looking like a castellated building, and
called Tanil rock.
We descended hence to the large village of Tanil, with sixty or
seventy houses of Mohammedans, beyond which the volley opens,
and the Tokhmah $6 receives another tributary called SQch
Aghz (Hair-mouth), which flows through lofty limestone cliffs to
the N. On the right bank, and at the foot of a rather remarkable hill. is the village of Tokhmah, whence the river receives its
name. Half a mile below this, we crossed the river over a bridge
of one arch. It is here, after receiving the GQk Butidr and
the SBch Aghz, 16 yards in width by 18 inches in depth, but is
much lower in summer. A little below it enters into a glen of
limestone, dipping E. The road hence turns to the S., but joins
it again between a ravine and a village called O'rtah Kci (Midville), and a recess on the N. side called Sdri Kayd (Yellow Rock).
Beyond this, the river loring itself amidst lofty and inaccessible
cliffr, the road is carried over limestone hills, in a S.S.E. direction, to the valley of Derendah; while the river itself-passing
by Dereh-jik (Little Valley), with perpendicular chasms, and a
cliff nearly iwlated in the midst of the stream-washes the walla
of a first portion of the town, containing a few gardens, and two
'tall minarets, and then pouring itself into a dark and narrow
ravine, isolates the castle-rock from the opposite precipices, and
then issues forth from itr narrow chasm to water several miles of
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gardens and country houses, which form the summer residences
of the inhabitants.
19th.-The rock upon which the castle of Derendah is rituated
is nummulitic limestone, forming cliffs of from 50 to 100 feet in
height, and rising 300 feet above the river's bed. T h e castle is
only approachable in one direction, which is defended first by a
gateway of modern construction and Saracenic style, with an inscription which was so high as not to be legible by Mr. Rassim.
Then ut a distance of 92s feet up a winding road, there is another
portal of a similar character ; and 961 feet further ascent brought
us to the top of the rocks, with a ruined bastion to our left.
The northerly point of the rock is defended by two walls, and
there is a hewn staircase leading down to the waterside defended
by another wall. There are also many hewn cisterns for preserving rain water. The southerly point is defended by a curtain
30 feet in width, with two lateral round towers ; beyond them is
a smaller square tower, where the rock is m l y 90 feet in
width. There are also some other minor defences all ruinous ;
but the cliff is in general so steep, and the asperity of the rock
so great, as to require no outworks. T h e extent of the rock from
the northern to the southern wall is 669 yards, the width various,
but it does not exceed 150 yards. Upon the platform there are
about forty houses. All these ruins by their style, the appearance of the mortar, and of the wood used in their construction, do
not date beyond the epoch of the Turks, nor did we perceive any
remains which we could determine as belonging to an ancient
period, although Derendah, from its remarkable position, has all
the appearance of having been one of the many Roman or
Byzantine sites which existed in Armenia Minor and Melitene, a
of Cappadocia.
The town of Derendah, like Gurun and Malltiyah, is abandoned in summer-time, the inhabitants retiring to the gardens
lower down the valley, and this gives to both towns an appearance of population far exceeding the reality. At Gurun, at an
elevation of 9 18 feet above nerendah, the inhabitants had not yet
left the town, but here they had quitted it a fortnight earlier, and
to us a great and almost incredible inconvenience resulted from
this, as all the cloacas had been opened upon the streets, and the
walk lo and from the castle was rendered by this circumstance a
more sickening business thnn can be
imagined.
In the warm valley of Derendah we collected about 200 species
of plants already in flower, most of them fnmiliar friends, belonging to the genera Thlaspi, Cynoglossum, Sinapi Papaver, Ra:
nunculus, &c., and only interesting to geographical botany. The
Tokhmah SG is here very rapid, and flows at a rate of about ' of a
mile an hour. Lot. by mer. alt. of O and by .:Polaris 98O 3;' N.
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Derendah in a S.S.E. direction, we crossed
Dereh-si (Lover's Valley),
more beautifully wooded even than that of the Tokhmah S6, and
crowded with country houses. I n the centre is a rapid rivulet, 5
yards wide by 9, feet deep, which we crossed on a bridge, ascending hills of gypsum, along which we continued to the village of
Shibuk; the valley of the Tokhmah S d was always visible on our
left hand, and that river was joined, 3 miles below Derendah, by
Bhlikl6 S6, the river of Manjd-lik, &c., and the most remote
source of the river. Our road then lay more to the S.E., over a
low, undulating country of marl and gypsum, in part cultivated,
and bounded to the S. by lofty hills of indurated limestone.
Passing the village of Yehijah, also with summer habitations,
we ascended hills of red and brown sandstone, succeeded by marl
and shelly limestone, from which I made a large collection of
turritellrt?, cones, k c . k c . T h e country beyond the valley consisted of long ranges of conical hills and steep platforms, which
were composed of basanite and trap rocks.
W e commenced our ascent of these mountains at the village of
Setrek. They are all together called Bel-li Gedik, but many of
the different summits, which have the appearance of having been
rude hill-forts, have distinct names, as Chichak-li, KarQKayik,
Kilisi Kal'ah-si, SQrichichak, &c. T h e crest of these mountains
we found, after about 9, hours' ascent, to be at an elevation of
5685 feet, and we enjoyed from thence a fine prospect of the hills
of A1 Bostin and the mountain chains along the Ja'ihAn (Pyramus).
From hence we descended to the encampment of the Kurdish
tribe of Bekr U1shQghi,and having announced that we came to
place
under their protection, we pitched our tent in the
-- ourselves
- valley below.
elst.-We
travelled to the eastward still over a trap country,
occupying the h o t of the Akjah TBgh. Shortly after mounting,
we met a Kurdish chief on his road to Bosdn, with family and
attendants. His two wives rode before him : both were welllooking, fat women ; their faces were uncovered; they rode astride,
and remarkably upright, kith an air of dignity as if they had
been the mothers of heroes. Crossing some limestone hills,
where I obtained another collection of fossil shells, we passed
Jafali, a small village in the head glen of the Aghjah TQgh, then
made a long -cent up a partly cultivated country, and traversing
a ridge of'limestone with a large cave, descended by a ruined khan
into a wide and picturesque valley, bounded by steep limestone
cliffs, and the furthermost point east that belonged to the Akjah
Tdgh Kuds. These mountaineers had for many years rendered
this r o d totally impassable, but attacked in all their strongholds,
90th.-Leaving

a hill and descended into 'A'shik
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and besieged in their castle of Kurnak, 4 miles to the N. of xu,
by the troops of WAfiz Pbhd, they were completely reduced, till
the unfortunate affair of Nidb, when they rase again to a man, to
revenge their partly imaginary wrongs. I t took us 3 hours to
cross this extensive vale, abounding in Kurd villages, and during
which we passed several ruined k h 6 ~ ,and an old bridge over
the central rivulet, showing much former communication. After
another rocky ascent, the great plain of MalAtiyah was -en to
extend before us, and descending amidst dwarf oaks with flowering epipactis, we reached 'Ark&, the ancient Arcas, bnilt on a
mound, like most antique sites, yet having few remains of ancient
times to boast of.
22nd.-From 'Ark6 to Mallitiyah, or indeed to the Euphrates,
is one continued plain, extending along the foot of the BdghliKhQnli TQgh (Garden Inn Mount), and lowering gradually towards the Tokhmah S L ~
and
, thence towards the Euphrates, the
lowest axis of the plain being naturally below the junction of the two
rivers. Three miles from 'Ark6 we passed the Sultsln Su, 5yarda
wide by 2 feet deep, a tributary to the Tokhmah SG. The plain is
entirely formed of limestone-conglomerate with pebbles of variow
sizes, and is covered with flowering plants, which give it a very gay
appearance. I t was remarkable at this altitude how many of these
flowers were common also to England. The individuals, and perheps even the species, over the same space, were more numerous
than
in our most flowerv meadows. and some difference of locali.ties presented. themselies, for plants of rhadowy hedge-sides, as
Vinca minor, and plants of warm, stony acclivities were here intermingled wit11 the vegetation of plains and meadows. Peesing a
large and abundant spring, we a m e to the deep valley of the
Shakmah S6, which we crossed upon a bridge with an eliptic
arch, a rare form in this country ; and after 2 hours' ride along
gardens and vineyards, obtained permission to pitch our tent in
one of the most shady and retired of the former, in the village or
town of AspGzi, which is the summer residence of the people of
Maliti .ah, and 2 hours, or 6 miles distant south of that place.
Brd-A great deal of misrepresentation has appeared concerning the summer and winter towns of Malitiyah. MalQtiyah
itself is a small town of about 900 houses, situated upon a plain,
and watered by a rivulet which is a tributary to the Tokhmah SG,
but from which it is at a distance to the S. of at leart 5 milea
There is little or no wood near the town, which is consequently
exnosed to all the violence of the sun's ravs in summer. There
ar; remains of the old walls of Melitene andaof its gateways, as well
also of a castellated building ; but all are in a very ruinous condition. Formerly, the inhabitants of Malsltiyah used to reside

them in winter, and retire to the gardens of Arplizi in summer ;
but HPfiz Pdshi having made it his head-quarters, has for many
years past occupied the town almost entirely, and the inhabitants
have been obliged to remain in Aspki, where, in consequence, a
b h d r has sprung up, and all the comforts and conveniences of a
t o r n are to be found, while Malitiyah has sunk into a total state
of ruin and wretchedness, although even in Hiifie PishA's absence,
i t is still the seat of a KLim-makim or deputy. Malitiyah has
been spoken of by geographers as being in a very cold situation ;
and at an elevation of 9780 feet. Although not so high as the
central plateau of Asia Minor, still the temperature in winter
must be low. The constant temperature during our stay of a
large and abundant source issuing from limestone rocks, was 5s0,
probably about the term of the mean annual temperature. I t
was not, however, on account of the cold that the inhabitants left
their summer dwellings, but on accnunt of the heat that they
quitted their winter ones. There is scarcely a difference in elevation of 900 feet between Asphd and Xlalitiyah, but the former
extending over 6 or 8 miles of territory at the foot of the Beg
Tdgh, is subjected to a refined system of irrigation, whichappears
to have belonged to a remote antiquity, and which has converted
what would otherwise have been n barren plain, into verdant and
shady gardens. The Turkish inhabitants of MalAtiyah are proverbially luxurious, particularly affect very gaudy-coloured clothes,
and as the old governor of 'Ark4 said to. us, "Having little
money. and still less care, they fill their pipes, and sit by the
fountain's side." HBfiz PbM had also so little gallantry as to
say that the ladies of Maliitiyah lay under the mulberry trees to
let the fruit 611 into their mouths. Malitiyah and Asp6zl are
both very unhealthy in autumn, when fevers often assume an
alarming type. Out of a brigade of 3000 troops as many as 400
were lost in a single autumn. The force of radiation at Aspuzi
was llO. During our stay here, we made excursions to the
N.W. to the junction of the Shakmah Sli and the Tokhmah Sri,
to the bridge of the latter, and to its junction with the Euphrates,
the details of which are laid down in the map.
T h e meridian of Mal4tiynh has hitherto been fixed on the
maps from that of Someisit. Rennell (vol. i. p. 980) says
Somekit is the connecting point between A l e p p and MalQtiyah,
and the parallel of the latter can be in no other way obtained
than by tracing the distance through and from the bend given
to the .Euphrates hitherto at Someisit, this bas led Q serious
errors in the construction of the maps of thia part of Asia Minor.
D'Anville considered Malitiyah as placed 1' of lat. in error in
the tables of Nqiruddiin and of U'lugh Beg. Rennell, however,
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who corrected D'Anville's e m , in giving to Asin Minor lo too
little in extent N. and S., placed Maldtiyah in SSO%' N. T h e
lat. of A s p h i by our observations was 38' 93'. In Mr. Brant's
map Maliitiyah is in 38O 97'.
Before we quit MalBtiyah, it is as well to remark, that two
r i m appear to have been confounded under the name of Melas
by the ancienta : the river which sprung from the side of mount
Argasus, 40 stadiq or 4 G . M., 840 yards from Casarea, and
which by the bursting of its dikes overflowed the lands of the
Galatians (unless the latter had a settlement on the Tokhmah
$ti), can scarcely have been the latter river, but was rather the
Sh ; at the same time, however, Strabo (p. 538) decidedly
describes the Melas as flowing through Armenia Minor into the
Euphrates ; and it is generally admitted that the same river gave
its name to the Cappadocian province of Melitene, and to the
Town, which as a Roman Station, from a camp became a city, and
the capital of the province of the same name. I t was indeed from
this circumstance that D'Anville and Rennell both supposed the
Melas to flow through the city of Malitiyah.
On leaving that part of Anti-Taurus which extends W. of the
Euphrates, and comparing it with what we had previously obaervecl of the same mountains E. of the same river, it is impossible
not to remark, that the ancients have g e n e r a l i i w i d great
sagacity in regarding as a continuous chain that which to all
appearance is only a country of mountains. T h e most careful
and accurate observation can but distinguish a few groups, which
only when put dl together can be considered as Anti-Taurus;
but it is to he remarked that these groups are all composed of
modern sedimentary deposits, with a few volcanic rocks; and
thus by structure and configuration, geologically speaking, constitute the sub-alpine region of Taurus, and thence are properly
Anti-Taurus.
T h e first group eastward of A jish is the Khenzir T'agh, which
probably does not attain an elevation exceeding 5000 feet. Its
direction is from S.W. to N .E.,
and its extent and width are pretty
well defined ; but it is continued eastward by low ranges of sandstone hills, which constitute the Ye1 Gdugi and Kard T ~ i n 4 z
ranges, rising scarcely 1000 feet above the plains; but between
them and the Kizil Irmak there are other hilly districts, sometimes
rocky, and composed of indurated limestone and volcanic rock ; at
other times undulating, with occasional cliffs composed of smdstone, red sand, marl, and gypsum. Such are the Sirichik, the
Shema' TQh, the AbLil-lf hills, &c.
T h e next easterly group in the Teger TAgh, rising out of a
great plain of limestone, watered by the Bdik-lu 56. This
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group is distinguished by some bold isolded mountains, which do
not, however, attain any very great elevation ; and between this
group ancl the Kar6 Bel, described in my '' Resea~ches,"is a
hilly country of limestones, r d sandstone, and gypsum. This
part of Anti-Taurus is important, on account of its dividing the
waters which flow N. from those which flow S. and E. But
south of it there are other and loftier groups : the first and most
remarkable of these is the G6k Delli, or K6seh TBgh, separated
from the Khanzir T6gh by the great limestone plain, which contains the head tributaries of the Seihtin. This chain is separated
by the valleyof the same river from the S.E. offsets of Arjish and
the lofty ranges of 'Ali TBgh. T o the W. it lowers near KarA
Buidr, rises again in the Singul6 T k h , a limestone range of
no great elevation, which itself joins with the Baghrdn TAgh ;the
latter breaks into lofty cliffs over the BBlik6 Sti, and is prolonged N. of the Tokhmah 86 to the plain of Maldtiyah, where
low hills of tertiary rock are separated by the river itself from the
northerly extensions of the Akjah Tigh, a part of Taurus.
30th.-It was our intention to have proceeded from Maldtiyah
along the course of the Euphrates, more particularly with a view to
exploring the pass of Elegia (Plijah ;called by D'Anville, Pas de
Nushar,) but the disturbed state of the Kurds rendered this
journey impracticable, They had only lately been attacked in
their mou~tainstrongholds in these countries, viz. Khkhtah and
Gergen Kal'ah-si, by the troops of HBfiz PBshS.; but this campaign, ow* to the abundant resources of the mountaineers, had
turned out of little avail, and Kikhtah was still in open rebellion.
T h e Kgim-makdm, therefore, refused to lend us horses or to
assist us with guides on our expedition. Under these circumstances, in order to render our passage through Mount Taurus as
useful to geography as possible, we resolved upon advancing by
the pass of Erkenek, andvisiting the unexplored districts of Besni
and A d e y h i n , in order, if possible, to reach the Euphrates at
the southern end of the pass, and in the neighbourhood of Gergen
Kal'ah-si.
I t was necessary, for this purpose, at first to retrace our steps
across the plain, at the foot of the BAghli-Khhli TAgh, to near the
valley of the Sultdn SG, when we took a more southerly course,
crossing over a corner of the mountain range, then entering upon
the great valley of Sultdn S6, which separates the Btighli-Khinli
and Kurd-Y6suf Tdgh from the Akjah TBgh ; and after passing
along this for about two hours, we turned into a recess in the
BBghli-Khiinli, where we found the village of G$zeneh, and
pitched our tent for the evening. By mer. alt. of Jupiter, and
alt. of a Polaris,* Gcjzeneh is in 38' 11' N.
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~1st.-Continuing our route up the valley of the Sultan
S6, in a S.S.W. direction, we eoon crossed a branch of the
river which came from the eastward, from the Kurd-YCsuf T%h,
in a dee ravine of limestone, reposing upon fine-grained sienite.
In this. eep valley we passed a k a r a ~ nof Persians coming from
the Hajj, or pilgrimage. Ascending hence, our road lay through
a forest of oak, to the point where the plain b e p to widen near
the head of the S u l w $6 and those of the Gck Sh, both tributaries to the Euphrates, but flowing in opposite directions. Upon
this plain, at an elevation of 3688 feet, was the ruin of an ancient
town, called by the common name of Vir4n Shehr. This town
had been encompassed by a double wall on all but the S. side :
the walls were very thick, and defended by towers. In the interim
is a chapel, in a very simple and unornamental style, Q8 feet long by
I 8 feet 6 inches wide, and an arch of e0 feet semi-circumference.
There is also an acropolis and a central mound, now converted
into a khbn. These ruins belonged to more ancient times than
those of the Virh-Shehr, at the sources of the SeihGn, and were
identified by us with the Lacotena, or Lacobena of the Tables,
which is evidently the same as the Lavinianesine of Ptolemy
(v. 7), which he places to the S. of Melitene, and E. of Cataonia,
and consequently, as Rennell remarks, on Mount Taurus. In
the subdivision of Cappadocia into ten provinces, by Strabo
(pp. 594, 535), Laviniasena is noticed as one; and further on,
(p. 340), he mentions a prefecture of Cappadocia, by the
name of Laviniasena," both of which appear to refer to the same
district.
In the evening we gained the village Sarghi, situated in a valley, at an elevation of 4050 feet at the southern foot of a group
of mountains called K u h TBgh (Dry Mount), which are a continuation of the Kurd-Ybsuf. There are here no less than twentythree springs of water issuing from limestone rock, and forming
a large and abundant source ; there is also another large spring
of the same kind at the foot of the hills, about a mile to the W.
They all join the GGk S6, which rises near a village 1 hour to
the N.E. ; then flows downwards to the S.W.towards the district
of Virln Shehr, bounded by the hills of Tbjik-G<zi$n and MA&.
T o the S., however, it winds round these, and making a sudden bend
enters into the pass of Erkenek,where it isjoined by another rivulet;
becoming then a large body of water, it is crossed by a modem
bridge in the road to Pelvereh, and another in the road to TJt,
and ultimately joins the Euphrates in the westerly bend made by
that river between Hoshun and RCm Kal'ah. T o the N. and
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N.W. of the valley of the GQk SG, are the NGr Hal& TBgh, the
southern prolongation of the Akjah Tiigh; and to the W., the bold
group of 'Ali-shehr T&h, the highest part of Taurus in there
districts.
June let.-Crossing the valley of the G6k Sb, we ascended
the mountain of G6k Tenah, composed of limestone, with the
still more lofty MBrsd to our right, whose bare precipices and
rocky summit with long ridges of snow gave it much of a truly
alpine character. From this mountain we descended upon a
marshy but fertile plain, extending to the foot of the Tdjik TBgh
and Ak Tdgh, and bearing a tributary to the Gck $6 ; thence
crossing some low hills we entered upon anothei plain, and from
thence into the pare of Erkenek. This paris exists in what constitutes the most central and linear extept of Taurus in these
districts. Starting from the Euphrates by the Ura BAbA, the
central chain may be considered as prolonged by the 'AshQ Ttigh
above KKPkhtah, and the Tdjik T k h and Ak Tdgh to above Pelvereh ;while the separation of the colossal cliffi of limestone which
constitute the Erkenek and Pelvereh mountah, and through
which the Gcjk SC forces its way, forms the pass called Erkenek.
We entered this pass, following what was at once a road and watercourse by a rocky glen of limestones; but we soon left the rivulet
far below us, till we reached the point where it receives a tnbutay from the Ak TBgh, at which p i n t are several picturesque
mills; then turning m n d we came to the village of Erkenek,
which was formerly a guard-house in the pam, but has rapidly
increased in size. The village is beautifully situated at the N.
side of the ravine, where the river, continually descending amidst
rocks and precipices to the W., finnlly reached a varied and
boundless mountain scene. Notwithstanding its wild position the
village is surrounded by gardens nnd trees, watered by innumerable springs, and every possible inch of ground is turned to
account: it is situated at an elevation of 3838 feet above the sea.
The same evening we continued down the vaIley of the Erkenek
river in a S.W.direction; a beautiful fall of water precipitates
iteelf over the limestone cliffs to our right., the river itself being
enclosed in a deep glen of the eame character till a mile below
the village, when it enters upon a district of schistore rocks,
covered with a scanty vegetation. We arrived after it was dark
near the spot where the G6k Sir joins the river of Erkenek,
both flowing to the S.E.through a m k y alpine country, and
we had some difficulty in finding a space large enough to pitch
our tent.
end-About a mile above the junction of the rivers we c r ~ ~ d
the G6k SC upon a modern bridge of two unequal arches ; above
it are the rains of a much older building ; from hence we began
ze
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to ascend, passing the ruins of an ancient aqueduct covered with
a thick coating of travertino ; at the summit of the hills vineyards,
on a warm chalky soil, led us to the village of Pelvereh, which
had been lately abandoned by its inhabitants on account of the
oppression to which they considered themselves exposed by travellers to and from Malitiyah and the army of Hifiz Phhi.
The ancient Perre, which is undoubtedly the same as the modern
Pelverreh, was remarkable as being a connecting point, in the
Antonine Itinerary, between the routes from Cappadocia, Mesopotamia, the lesser Armenia, and Syria, as it still is in the present
day a point of union of roads from Bir, Somcidt, Aleppo, and
El B o s h . Hence, from these circumstances, the existence of a
pam through Taurus in this part was conjectured by Rennell to
exist. We were to have changed horns at this village, but as
there were no inhabitants IIO alternative remained hut to take
what we had on to Besni: the road became less mountainoas
and vegetation more varied as we travelled in a southerly direction round the foot of Khurkhun, a nettrly isolated conical mountain of ophiolite and stewchist, from whence we descended to the
valley of Ak Dereh, at the southern foot of the Ak Ttlgh, and
containing a tributary to the Euphrates; a long ascent up the
Hamiyayan hills, and a less tedious descent to the S., led us to
Besni, now a small town with a ruined castle, and the site of the
ancient Nisus.
To our left, or S.W.,on quitting Pelvereh, and supplied by.
springs which descend from that place and from the adjacent
hills, are three small and prettily-situated lakes which communicate with one another, and thence supply a common stream, which
flows b a valley passed on a former journey from Mar'ash to
R,h~-&~ah,and constitutes the easterly source! of the J i b i n ,
the main branch of which it joins in the valley below Mar'ash.
3rd-Besni lies in a narrow limestone glen, without gardens
or trees in the town, and thus pent up, is hot and unhealthy in
summer, when the inhabitants retire to their vineyards and country houses. The castle is in a very ruinous condition, and stands
on the summit of a cliff,which is nearly surrounded by. the buildings of the town. Besni contains '3500 houses of Mohammedans
and 950 of Armenians, with a tolerable bLAr, but provisions
were uncommonly scarce, on nccount of the demands of the military, and we had to pay 3 piastres, equal to 74d., for a cake of
bread, in England worth a penny. Besni stands in 37" 4'3' N.,
and at an elevation of 9340 feet; the rivulet flows down the ravine to S. by W. The crest of the Hamiyayan hills has by barometer an elevation of 3 160 feet.
4th.-Started from Besni, passing round the town to the N.,
crossing a bridge by the Mutesellim's house, and then turned E.
--

by a village of weavers over a hill of limestone, with cones, pee
tens, &c., and cove'red with vineyards and country houses. The
valley of Ak Dereh, well-cultivated and full of villages, lay below us to our left; while the valley of H-n AyBs-si to o w
right, separated us from the hilly country above the 'Arab&
OvGh-si.
The valley of Ak Dereh, at first extending W. and E. to
Terbesak, at this last place turns S.E. to join the Euphrates. We
forded it a little below this bend about 7 miles from Besni, and
then ascended by the Kurd village of Al-mQnli, to a rocky
country, rendered verdant, however, by many beHutiful vineyards,
but terminating to the N.E. in bold precipices over the valley of
the G6k Sb. The ride to-day was altogether through a beautiful
and fertile country, and we spent the night in a grove near the
village of S k - b b l d k , which was full of bids, that made the
valley resound with their varied song. As with us, the nightingale
bore away the palm, and it had the advantage here of singing all
the evening a s well as by night.
5th-About an hour from S h h - b a i k we came to the valley
of the G3k Sb, which was here divided into three branches. Notwithstanding this we had great difficulty in fording the river, which
was both rapid and deep. On the left bank was Bur-KhnBk, a
village with a neighbouring ruin, said to be that of a K h h ; above
were the tents of the K6chAnli tribe of Kurds ; our road hence lay
over nearly level grassy plains, well watered by rivulets, and extending from the foot of Ak TQgh and T6jik Tigh to the
Euphrates. After a journey of 7 hours we arrived at the town of
Adiyamin, which we ascertained from existing traditions to bc
the same as the Hisn Man+ of Idrisi, and also probably the
Carbanurn of the itineraries.
Adiyamin is a small town nearly circularly disposed round a
mound called the Castle Hill. It is surrounded by gardens and
groves, and contains 800 houses of Mohammedans and 300 of
Christians. It has several mosques, three ruinous khhs, and one
bath. On an adjacent hill are the tombs of two celebrated men,
M4mGd el AnsQri and Ibn Zair Ansdri. Lat. by Spica Vuginis and Polaris,
46'. Elevation 9700 feet.
6th.-Our road lay through a country of the same character as
yesterday, only with deeper valleys and larger rivulets. Six miles
from Adiyaman we passed KQrii U'yGk (Black Mound), thence
over alternate plains and valleys, always along the foot of Mount
Taurus, we passed many villages of Kurds, who now constituted
the whole of the population, till we arrived at the tillage of
Kerkunah, or Kerkun B6zbk, where we pitched our tent in
a small orchard of apricot trees. The Kurds sought to pick
a quarrel with us in the evening, a d even got to h a n d i c d with
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our tiemants, but we mnneged to quiet them; notwithstandine
which, when it wrm dark a d impossible to start, they came and
told us we had no right to have our tent in the orchard and must
decamp immediately; their object in this was too plain to be
m*understood, and was therefore peremptorily refused. W e
ultimately obliged them to give us a guard from their own village
to watch over oar things. K e r k d by mer. alt. of Spica Virginis, b in lat. 3 7 O 43' 20" N.
7th.-Left Kerkunah early, and travelling to the N.E. pasred
&djhdn, a small village, then Kharil, where we descended by
a ravine in chalk, beneath sandstone, clothed with wild fig-trees,
mulberries, and the refreshiig Judas tree (Cercir siliquastrum).
At the bere we reached the river of KBkhtah, the waters of which
were anciently carried to the capital of Cornmagena, by aqueducts
running parallel to the Euphrates. We experienced no trouble
in fording the river, which formed several branches, and ascended
by an orchard of pomegranate and mulberry trees, of which there
were many along the banks of the river, at a distanoe from any
house. There is also an infinite number of sparrows, which here,
though unused to see men, immediately become social. We
arrived early in the afternoon at TdkLiz, a village of a Kunlish
BdYahBeg ;in the evening the chief paid us a visit in our tent, he
was very suspicious, and our open plain statement regarding the
objects of our journey did not satisfy him. H e examined our
things closely, and appeared to think that if there were a general
division of them. he would take care to come in for his share. In.the evening there was a robbery committed close to us ; a party
of the villagers armed themselves and turned out, but finding that
the people robbed did not belong to them, they returned without
interfering.
T6kiriz is but a small village of about sixty houses, most of
which are enclosed in a kind of quadrangular fort. Its lnt. by
mean of mer. alt. of Spica Virginis, and alt. of Polaris, is
37"46'W t N. Elevation e015 feet, and not above 5 miles in a
direct line from the Euphrates.
8th.--On leaving T6kiriz we began again to approach Mount
Taurus in a N.E. direction, our object being to reach Gergen
Kal'ch-si, which was at the exit of the Euphrates from the mountains.
Kikhtnh was only S hours off, and possessed a castellated relic,
but it was impossible to visit it as the Kurds were in open rebellion. We could not get a guide for our road, but travelled
from village to village, passing Tornedah, a village situated on the
two sides of n ravine, with a rivulet flowing S.E., and soon gaining
the gravelly country of the Euphrates, with several villages and
cultivation, succeeded by a district of basanites, from which we
descended into a deep valley adjacent to the Euphrates, called
-~

- -

Chimhnl. We ascended hence a steep limestone-hill, and following a rocky path, reached Oldish, a village of eighty houses,
.with gardens and orchards, inhabited by Armenians and Kurds.
T h e costume of the latter was very picturesque, all wearing a
waistcoat of brown felt, with cartridge pouch of the same colour.
N o adult went out without his gun. Following n rude path on the
side of a limestone declivity, we reached n narrow pass, with pinnacles of limestone on one sik, and remarkably curved strata on
the other, and this led us into the valley of Gergen. There
were remains of two square buildmgs, and of a wall which formerly defended this pass ; a quarter of an hour's ride along the
foot of the cliff led us to the village of Gergen, peering over which
and advancing on a bold rock over the Euphrates war the castle
of the same name.
9th.-The
modem town of Gergen, although the seat of a
Mutesellirn, is only a small place, containing about 1 0 0 houses,
and there are thirty more in the castle. T h e chief~~"pu1ation
is
composed of Kurd mountaineers of the tribes of ulerli, Durg5nli and Murdedf ; hut there were also a few quiet, devout
Turks, besides twenty houses of Armenians in the town and five
in the castle. This small congregation has a priest and a church.
T h e Mutesellim was then with the Ser-'Asker's army, and his
representative made it a point of telling us on our arrival, that the
Kurds could not be kept in subjection, that he had no command
over them, and requested that we would not pikh our tent far
from the town, as otherwise he could not be answerable for
robberies.
Early in the morning we visited the castle, an interesting
remnant of antiquity : the castle-hill is eeprated from adjacent
cliffs by an excavated way 91 feet deep and 4 1 feet wide ; this is
crossed by a wooden bridge, supported by central square pillars.
T h e gateway is rather handsome, but of Saracenic architecture,
with an Arabic inscription over the portal : it leads into a covered
way with three arches, extending 25 feet, and then by an open
way along the side of a rock 100 paces to a second gate. Here
the passage is cut out of solid rock, in which there is a recess like
a frame, which may have contained a statue or head in bas-relief,
but now totally effaced ; round this frame is a long inscription in Byzantine Greek letters, of which only a few words here and
there remain legible. Beyond this we entered upon that part of
the fort which contains the houses, and which is in a more dismantled condition. On the h i h e s t part of the rock there is a .
mass of solid stone-masonry ; there was also in the castle three
small pieces of ordinance of curious workmanship which belonged
to the period of Arab domination. Gergen web-si has been
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identified with Juliopolir, b i t it has evidently ofkn changed
masters, and ap
s to have been as long a place of resort for the
Arabs of the
as it has been a retreat to the restlles
Kurdish'.mountaineers. It w- very remarkable that the Commander of such an army as the Ser-'Asker's should leave in his
rear such points of retreat and defence M Kdkhtah and Gergen
unsubdued or unprotected.
The view from the castle is one of great beauty, and in one
direction, that of the plain of Siverck, very extensive, being only
limited by the @rijah Tigh to the E., and extending beyond
the reach of vision to the S. The great slope of the Kurdish district of T6kkiz towards the Euphrates, is however for the most
part hid by limestone cliffs.. To the N., N.E., and N.W., is
varied mountain scenery, amid which the rocky paos of Kikhtab,
the high comcal mountain of 'Ashiu, the bold mountain ridges,
all limestone, of Kizil Yabin, Sarab6n and HaserPn, and still
more the remarkable cone called Ura Biib6, form the principal
features ; but the most attractive objects are the green adjoining
vallies and the rich sloping hills, in districts suppoeed to be almost
uninhabited, but where villages are met with, and cultivation is
extended in almost every direction. The Euphrates sweeping
round through Mount Taurus a few miles above D"lrisk6, attains
at that point its most easterly curve, rolls over rapids immediately
above the village so named, and then turning again below the
cliff of the castle of Gergen, passes through a very narrow gorge
above 400 feet in depth, of which one-third is formed by nearly
perpendicular cliffs: from this it emerges below the valley of
ChAmhni, and its banks become for a time productive and
lnxuriant. The valley of Gergen, wider and more cultivated than
that of Chiimlini, . boasts of two villages besides the town : the
chief rivulet that supplies it with water, comes from the rocky
Kakishur Kebbin, while another stream rolls like a white sheet
over the declivities of the SarabJn. The adjacent valley of the
Euphrates contains the two villages of Dirisk6, and two smaller
ones of Panduri at the foot of the castle. The summits of the
mountains around are, for the most part, bold, rocky, and barren,
the declivities are also rocky and uneven, but well wooded, with
much breadth and depth of shadow. The whole effect is one of
dark mountain scenery, with occasional glimpses of light from.
winding rivers, white cliffs, smiling villages, crops and vineyards,
which still belong in this, as in almost all towns, rather to a subalpine than to a mountainous region of the first order.
The well-known statement of Pomponius Mela (lib. iii. ch. 13)
' ni obatet Taurus, in nostra maria venhrus," which is introduced
into all notices of the Euphrates, as referring to the non-existing
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bend or elbow of that river at Samosata, may now, that the knowledge of the course and windings of the Euphrates has been so
much improved, be made to apply to either of the most westerly
curves of that river, the one occurring near Malhtiyah, the other
at Rrim-Kal'ah. The most weighty arguments are in favour of the
first and principal curve which takes place before the river enters
Mount Taurus, that at Rumkal'ah being south of the m o u n ~ o u s
district. Pliny (lib. v. ch. 24) says, Blmd Elegiam occurrit iUi
Taunu m m . " Elegia is represented by the modem I'z O'ghlri,
and it is there that the Euphrates after issuing from the mountains
of Kebbin Ma'den, and having turned to the west round the remarkable peninsula of 'Alxlu-1-WahhAb, terminated by the rocks
of Munshir (D'Anville's Pass of Nushar); receives the Tokhmah
SG, and then takes an easterly bend to pass the rocky mountains
of BQghliKhanli and Beg T k h . T o the E., however, the obstacles met with by the river do not assume a formidable character
till the Mount of Sarim-cum or Da'wah B6gh6zJthe structure of
which is described in the rc Researches," approach the river, and
hence it is between them and the limestone mountains of Beg
T k h , that the first rapids of the Euphrates, which are only
two, occur. The second obstacles, marked also by two rapids,
occur at the meeting of the Shid T k h , so named from a village
i n the mountainous district W. of the Euphrates, and the Azarak
(Azrak) Tdgh, in the declivities of which lie the north-western
sources of the Tigris. Immediately below these rapids the river
can be crossed pn rafts, and with the exception of another small
rapid, it then flows on without interruption, nearly to Gergen
knl'eh-si, above which, as mentioned before, there is a single
rapid, noticed by the ancients as being above Samosata, but I
could not trace any existence of it at present. Before we arrived
at Rbm-Kal'ah, besides many smaller ones, the river makes two
large bends, the one in a westerly, the other in a southerly direction, and the last is caused by a huge hill of limestone near
Jemjemeh. Below this there is a ferry, a little beyond which
the river enters into the massive limestone district of RGm Kal'ah,
by which it is finally turned into its ultimate south-easterly direction. This last circumstance is almost the only one in favour
of the supposition that this westerly bend in that alluded to by the
ancients as preventing the Euphrates from joining the Mediterranean, but we must also consider that the extreme easterly origin
ascertained by this expedition, to belong to one of the sources of
the Pyramus, also places the Euphrates to the N. of Taurus, in
a position which would allow a writer to say ni obstet Taunu, in
nastrcr maria wenfurus." Modem geographers knew that neither
the hills of Samosata nor those of Rb-Kal'ah, were Taurus,
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and hence D'Anville (Eu hrate et llgre, p. 7) says, that the
Taurus of Pomponius Me a, is Amanus, but Amanus has no
existence W. of Gaur T Q h . It appears, however, that Plin?
also considered the hills at RGm-Kal'ah as 'Amanus, for he s a ~
Samosata stands at that remarkable bend, in the course of the
Euphrates, where, after i b emancipation from the skirts of Tanmr,
it first points towards the gulf of Issus, but the rootis of Amanm
turn it aside from the Mediterranean towards the Persian Gulf.
This, it is to be observed, is the second repulse the river meets
with according to hie own account: the first on entering Taurus.
the second nt the roots of Amanus.
T h e whole time of our stay at Gergen Kal'eh-si was occupied
in endeavours to keep the Kurds in good humour: they insulted
us, and sneered at us, which is a rare thing, even in the interior of
our tent, but forbearance prevailed ; and after undergoing a long
trial of temper and patience, during which we many times nearly
came to open war, we got mules and started with a party of
mountaineers, who, as they were luckily going on business as
far as Bir, did not dare to carry their guns with them, a circumstance which rendered them much less impudent and obtrusive,
but did not entirely quiet their strange tempers. Before I leave
Gergen Kal'eh-si, it is well to remark, that in the &ley the
lower beds consist of red sandstone and sandstone conglomemte,
supporting limestone, with pectens, cones, madreporites, &kc. T h e
strata dip in opposite directions, at the two sides of the valley. The
elevation of the town is 2734 feet ; and the latitude by mer. alt.
of the sun and of Spica Virginis, 57' 56' 30" N.
10th.-The valley of Gergen Kal'eh-si, except in proceeding
N., has only one entrance ; and descending due S. from this, we
reached the borders of the deep limestone glen, previously noticed,
and named H a d d : the road winds down the side of the precipice,
and becomes, in some parts, a mere staircase. As there is but
one small raft on skins, the whole of the afternoon was occupied
in ferrying over; after which we repaired for the night to the
village of Masrd, where we were quite delighted to find the inhabitants quiet agricultural labourers.
11th.-Our road now lay in a south-westerly direction, parallel
to the general course of the Euphrates, the river flowing through
hills of trap. Passing Hadrd, with groves and gardens, we
came, after 3 hours' ride, to the banks of a small river, full of
fish, called Zengibllr (Negroes), which, before it joins t h e
Euphrates, forms a large muddy pond, abounding in Trionj-x
Euphratica, which I had not observed anywhere farther N.
Relow this point there are some small rapids in the Euphrates:
after travelling % more hours over a dark country we came to a

larger tributary, called Ch6m Chd? (Fir-river), flowing slowly
through a deep ravine of chalk. Passing this we came, in e
hours more, to a ravine with a small rivulet, and numerous excavated caves, some of them of large dimensions. At the head of
this ravine was the village of Hoshun, with about fifty houses,
situated upon a tel or tepeh (Ml or mound) ; and by an alt. of a
Polaris, in lat. 37O 37' 90" N.
12th.-We had now to travel over a country very little cultivated. There were several small villages on the banks of the
Euphrates, which is joined, at a short distance below Hoshun, by
the three mouths of the KBkhtah river, which form a delta.
From hence to Someisfit the remains of an aqueduct, which carried
the water of the Kakhtah river to that place, are every now and
then visible. Ita lofty arches, supported either by strong walls or
piers, must have been a work of some importance. As we had
reason, from the neighbornhood of the army, to suppose that
Someid? would be partly abandoned, we stopped at the small
village of Leclar, a short distance to the N. of the town ; and by
alt. of a Polaris in 37' 34' N.
13th.-When we passed by Kantarah, the village opposite to Somei'sgt, we found it, as we expected, deserted : after 5 hours' slow
ride. we left the banks of the river, near the bend of Jesuiuneh. and.
ascending low chalk hillr covered with gravel, pmsedJthe ill&:
of Ydsinjah, where we observed many flocks of rose-coloured
thrushes (Turdus roseus), the Selaucidra of Pliny, and arrived for
the evening at Yaildsh (seat of a b6yah-beg), a village built round
an antique-looking tcl or tepeh. T h e surrounding country is
well cultivated ;but there is a want of water, which at the village
is obtained from wells. By position and distance, this would
appear to correspond with the ancient Porsica, which we had
been looking out for since we left the banks of the river, already
surveyed from Bir to Someisit, by Lieut. Lynch, I.N. Yailish,
by alt. of a Polaris, is in 37' 93' N.
14th.-Travelling over the plain as before, we approached sonie
low limestone hills, with rude houses built with stones, which had
formerly belonged to edifices of some pretensions, both as regarded size and ornament: these were scattered about in three
groups, about 4 mile from one another ; the central group was the
largest, and contained the remains of two churches, still in n goor1
state of preservation, having been solidly built, after the fashion of
the Greek churches i t Mal-Agob, with bold semicircular arches,
and roof of large slabs of stone. These churches evidently belonged, however, t. a Syrian community; for the altars were level
with the floors; whereas in the Armenian churches they are
raised, and in the Greek are placed in a sanctuary.
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Accompanying these ruins were some curious cavities, hewn in
the solid rock, in the form of a pear, the Lase varying from 8 feet
to le feet in diameter, and the depth from 1%feet to 90 feet, or
upwards; but the aperture is small and round, and generally
covered up with one, or, at the most, two great stones. They are
coated in the inside with mortar ;and some of them being broken
down, are used as stables for mules ; others are filled with tiba
or chopped straw, the usual food for horses. These cavities have
been supposed to be tombr ; and their proximity to the church
appears to favour such a supposition ; but they may also have
been repositories for corn or water. The mortared walls favour
the supposition ; but the first is rendered most probable by the
circumstance of cavities of a similar nature, but less carefully constructed, being still in ure in many parts of Syria and Asia Minor
for the same purposes. This spot le now called U'ch-KilLB (the
Three Churches) ; and there are still the houses of a few poor
farmers in the neighbowhood.
A little beyond this we came to some more ruins : a single wall
with
two. windows was all that remained of the church of this
.
village. The soil was now formed of indurated chalk, appearing
often on the surface, like a rude but nearly level rocky pavement,
at times covered with a slender vegetation of.grass. The outline
of the country wns undulating; but there was an almost continuous
barrenness, and a total want of water. In this inhapitable &trict we were constantly meeting with ruins of early Christianity,
ecclesiastical or monastic edifices, often of great beauty; remainn
of large villages, with deep cisterns or reservoirs hewn out of the
solid rock ; arches isolated on some lone rocky summit ; or fountains clererted and broken up. We were evidently passing
through an interesting district, an being the sent of one of the
early Christian communities in these countries; and it was imposrible to travel through such a scene without asking o n d ,
was it from fkar of prosecution, to avoid jealousy or envy, or still
more probably to practise the severe exercises and austere selfdenial which sprang from a then young but ardent devotion, that
here, as in the Syrian hills of ReihP and Edlib, and amid the rocks
of Sheikh BarBket, or Mount St. Sirneon, the early Christians
retreated into stony and sterile districts, without shade from the
sun, and even without spring-water to quench a summer's thirst.
We pitched our tent in the evening in the gardens 1 hour
to the N. of Bir, ae we expected the town to be crowded : the
tents of the Ser'asker's troops extended along the op ite banks
of the Euphrates. Our position was in 37' St 15"
We auffered in this place from dust and flies ; so much so that we could
hardly get on with our work.
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15th.-Crossing the Euphrates, we rode to the village of
Nizib,* where HPfiz PQshP was encamped with his troops.
This village, situated in N. lat. 57' 1' 15", and nearly due W.
73 miles from Bir, ie at the foot of a range of limeatone hills,
which extend E. and W. from the banks of the Euphrates, near
Te1 Balkis, to beyond the meridian of 'Kin-tdb : a rivulet flows here
from a long valley in this low range of hills, which it fertilises in
its progress,joining the river of Kezrin,: about 1) mile below the
village. The soil presents a nearly uniform level at the foot of
the hills, sinking only gradually towards the river, when it is cut
.into deep ravines. Between the hills and the valley are many
groves of olives and fig-trees. HA62 PhhP had at first entrenched
himself in a camp on the heights, immeJiately above the river, on
the right bank, and opposite Bir ; but had subsequently removed
to the plearanter valley of Nizib, where his camp was only fortified to the right, or the W. and S.W. The general was delighted to see us; but when we mentioned the object of ow visit,
to obtain a fermh, and a khavdg, for the district of Sinjh, his tone
altered very much. Theae countries had shown many symptoms
of dissatisfaction at levies lately made for provender, &c., for the
army; he therefore thought we had better delay a little. We
then proposed to proceed by Nisibin ; and, after further conversation, he terminated by urging, in a manner that .could not be
refused, that we would spend two or three days with him in the
camp. 'Ali Beg, a colonel of irregular troops, was sent back
with us to Bir; and so fearful were they of our disappointing the
general, that we were much pressed to spend the night at the
governor's house at that place. The next morning, on our a m d
at the camp, we found a large and showy tent, with a numerous
retinue of servants, placed at our Jisposal, and our table wag
served from the PbhPa kitchen.
On Thursday, J m e eoth, the Egyptian army made its appearance, having driven before it the advanced guard of the Turks,
and captured several guns and tents. On Friday, the elst,
Ibrabim PBshP reconnoitred the psition of the Turks, which led
to a small engagement between the out-posts, and afterwards to a
more serious demonstration. Saturday, the eend, the Egyptians
,commenced their march along the right bank of the Keun ; and,
Sunday, the eSrd, had crossed that river, and occupied a position
close to our camp, by which, with a short march further, they
were enabled to command the whole of our left. HPfiz P b M
was at this conjuncture recommended, by the Prussian staff-officers
N e b in R m ' q and N h i b in Dnunmond's map.-F.S
t K h h (Roumeau).
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at that time in his service, to attack the Egyptians in their present
position, or to retire to Bir. We also made a last attempt to
obtain even a teikereh to enable as to leave the camn. I remesented the necessity of my moving, not so much on my own
account, as for the safety of my instruments. " If you are not
aafe here," answered the R s M , 6r when d l you be safe ? Have
you so little confidence in our success?" T o this I answered, if
he would only let me send my luggage to Bir, I would willingly stop with him myself. After some hesitation the general
promised he would start with me at midnight. I had, however,
scarcely imparted his last determination to the Pru~ianofficers
when a Mlillah interfered : the P h h 4 altered his intention, and
resolved upon giving battle the ensuing morning : at midnight the
camp of the Egyptians was canonaded and thrown into disorder; but the MUahs alao prevented any advantage being taken
of this.
94th.-The two armies came into collision; that of the Egyp
tians, with irregular troop, wan 34,300 strong, according to the
reports that could be most relied upon, with 110 p n s ; that of
the Turks 33,900, with 160 guns. There were alw on the side
of the Turks two battalions of Egyptians, that had surrendered at
the taking of 'kin-tdb, besides many deserters. Three regiments
of Turkish cavalry remained inactive during the conflict. The
Egvtian prisoners and deserters gave way at once, and the Bashi
Bhzuk, or Irregular troops, to whom was left the support of the
extreme left, repaired, soon after the commencement of the engagement, to the camp where, tearing to pieces the tent in which
it was known that the treasury was deposited, they endeavoured
to secure whatever was in their power. The Egyptians, in the
mean time, meeting with no opposition, had advanced along the
foot of the hills, and, taking possession of the village of Nizib,
and the head of the amp, opened a fire upon the line of fugitives
and troops along its whole extent. Notwithstanding all these
disadvantages, the main M y of the 'Oim4nlis fought with great
courage, and the battle remained some time undecided, till the
misfortunes entailed at first drew the remainder into disorder,
and flight became general.
Early in the morning we had endeavoured to secure horses
sufficientto carry off our bagpge in case of misadventure, and
while Mr. Russell and myself rode out to see the progress of
events, Mr. Rassim was to superintend, if possible, their starting.
In this, however, he was opposed by the Turkish troops, who, on
his trying to escape, surrounded him with their bnyonstr, and
finally, on the plundering irruption of the Bhshi B6zlik, he wru
obliged to make his escape, with only a servant, who carried two
1

.

small bags. The very early period of the engagement, at which
the Egyptians planted their guns, and opened a raking fire close
to our tent, prevented Mr. Russell and myself from ever regaining
it, notwithstanding many attempts, in which we were also much
impeded by fugitives and.retreating artillery. My maps and papers
I had luckily secured about my person, and the sextant and Kater's
amplitude and altitude-instrument had been packed upon a spare
horse, upon which a servant was, in case of emergency, to effect
his retreat. We thus commenced o w retreat apart from one
another, our arrangements having been previously made that we
should meet at 'Ain-titb. It was, however, near sunset, when
following the dense crowd of fugitives, that the ruined towere of
Riim-Kal'ah, only a few miles to our right, warned me that we
were upon a wrong road. We then became alarmed for the safety
of Mr. R a s a h , and resolved upon running the chance of finding
our way across the country. We had not, however, left the main
body a quarter of an hour, before we found ourselves at hand
with five armed Kurds, who were very vociferous in demanding
where we were going. Being thus caught off the road, we thought
that they took us for deserters, tying to join Ibriihim Pishi, and
having entered into a colloquy, we foolishly got off o w horses to
show our fermb, which was a signal for a commencement of
robbery, in which they obtained possession of my watch, and
from Mr. Russell of his chronometer. They then hesitated
a moment how to proceed, durin@;-whichMr. Russell, Laving
stolen round his home, secured hi gun, and had it pointed at one
of the robbers, and by a nearly simultaneons movement I had'
mounted mine, and secured my pistols; the consequence was,
that we obliged them to restore ow watches, and even to pick up
some papers which had fallen during the discussion. We, however, gave up the idea of crossing the country, and rejoined the
main body of the army, with whom we continued our retreat,
passing a rocky ravine of limestone about 400 feet in depth, down
the sides of which the road was the most precipitous and difficult
I had ever seen a body of men, still less loaded horsee, attempt,
and entailed the most curious scene of disasters and fallings over
that can be well imagined. After dark, we reached another
ravine of a nearly similar character, where, having divided a small
crust given to us by a soldier, for we had not broken fast all day,
Mr. Russell and myself slept by our horses, under the shelter of
a noble plane-tree. It may be remarked here, that in the course
of the day's journey we found basanites cropping out in the great
uplands of indurated limestone of Riim-Kal'ah, a circumstance
which does not occur nearer to the Euphrates.
96th.-We
continued our retreat, ascending steep precipices to

.
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the valley of 'Arabhn Ovahsi. The natives of the numerous
villages in this fertile valley had armed themselves against the
Turks, who offered no violence nor harm to their habitations; but,
dividihg themselves into two parties, the infantry by a 4sustained firing cleared the rocks, while the horsemen united
against the bodies in the plain. The firing of both parties was,
however, very harmless. Passing over a long steril l i m e - n e
country, where many broke down from mere thirst, we reached
a small river, crossed by a very antique-looking and ruinous
bridge, which was what I had often asked for in these countries,
the Pons S i n p of the Tables. Here, by accident or otherwise,
two corn-fields caught fire, which spread with fearful rapidity;
we passed many villages on our road hence, feeding our horses
o c ~ i o n a l l yin the corn-fields by the road-ride, for we had no
alternative, they would not give or sell corn, or a piece of bread
at the villages, and our safety depended upon our steeds. We
stopped again two hours, from 11 to 1, and slept a little, arriving
at Besni at 3 o'clock in the morning. When daylight cast its
early glare upon the singular groups sleeping in the streets, on
the roofs, or by the fountains, or collected in the houses, b 4 h ,
and mosques;% was a scene never to be forgotten, but to us particularly delightful, for here we found Mr. H a s h in good health,
and afterwards a servant with the instruments; but the other, who
had in charge Mr. Kass4m1s desk, with a chronometer and a
small sum of money, was, from what was afterwards heard, robbed
and stripped near R6m-Kal'ah. Many already began to arrive
in this latter condition, and one European medim, little accastomed to trudge it on foot in hot countries, had lost his horse and
all his clothes, by unwarily getting himself among a party of
Bdshi BdzGk, actually in the main line of retreat. Some attempt
at reorganization was made at Besni, by Sa'du-llah PBsh4, second
in command; orders were given not -to leave the town, but to
collect together for the morrow, and we thus gained some rest,
and started in a stronger body.
97th.-On passing the foot of Mount Khurkhun, a sharp irregular firing from above brought many a hundred muskets to bear
upon the spot, and soon dislodged sparty of Kurds. We stopped
a few moments at Pewereh, and the same night reached Erkenek,
where we obtained some food.
98th.-Crossing the Gdk Tenah, where we passed the body of
an Armenian killed by the Kurds, we proceeded by Sarghi to
the sources of the Sulfin $6, where we found fourteen guns that
had been sent as a reinforcement; these we took back with us,
stopping the night at Gbzeneh, or G6z &hiinah, and reached
h p b i next clay.

I

mth.-We found HBfie P b h d had also arrived at this place
by another mountain road, along which he had been subjected to
very great annoyance from the Kurds. We at once requested a
teikereh for SBm?6n, to which, when granted, was added the
polite offer of a TBtAr. W e intended to start by break of day, but
the P b h h insisted upon seeing us before our departure. H e did
not sleep, he said. We accordingly waited upon him at S A.M.
next morning. and found him alreadv UD. His brother. Ibrdil
P b h d , had g e n weeping during the 'kg'ht. I t was almckt with
difficulty that we got away from our distressed friend, and we
only got that morning to MalBtlyah, having had to send a message
back for a guard, as the road to Sivhs, by Delikli TAsh, was shut
u p by the Reshvhn Kurds. Luckily, the mutesellim of 'ArabKeil (Kir), who had come to satisfy the inhabitants of his district
that H B f i z 'PQshBwas still alive by his personal report, was about
to return that evening, so we resolved upon altering our road, and
started soon after dark, with a guard of about thirty men, over
the bridge of the Tokhmah-$6, and by the banks of the Euphrates,
deeping a few hours at Mor HamBm, where the inhabitants
boasted of having themselves captured seventeen Kurds that day.
July 3rd.-We arrived at 'Arab-Keil (Kir) early this morning
and feasted upon fried eggs, mulberries, and sour milk. What a
change had come over our circumstances, when a few days ago a
bit of bread would have almost tempted us to robbery! The only
drawback was the health of the party. T h e hot rays of the sun
had been unrefreshed by any breeze for two days; both Mr.
Russell and the TBtir were completely knocked up. Our horses
had also suffered severely, and had mostly sore backs or abscesses.
A guard was given us to Diwigi, which we reaclied by a road
different from that by which I had formerly travelled, and which
presented me with some new geological features, more particularly
an extensive trachytic tract.
We stopped a day at Sivis, in lat. 3g0 44' N,, and amved on
Monday, July 15th, at Simslin. Here we found one of the steamboats had had an accident, and the others upon the same station
had not been here for some time. Much anxiet prevailed in the
town, to which many Europeans had repaired rom the interior,
on account of the alarm produced by the death of the Sulpin,
and the defeat of the Turkish armv. There had also been several
cases of plague in the town, whici malady had been brought by
a Circassian vessel.- Under these circumstances, we resolved
upon not waiting the chance of a steam-boat, but to continue our
journey by land ; we accordingly the same evening retraced our
steps through the beautiful but muddy forests that clothe the
shores of Paphlagonia, and, sleeping near a spring, next day
Y O L . X.
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reached Gerzeh, formerly a bathing-place of much repute, but
all the ruins at present existing are of the Mohammedan ma
At Melzevin we repained the Preat road, which we found to
our surprise. to be m"wded with vagabond and undisciplined
mldiery, the remains of the army of Zaid Mohammed PhmM of
Angora, which, after robbing the treasury, had, upon the news of
HBfiz Piithi's defeat, broken up into separate parties, now on
their wav to Za'ferbn-B6li. Kaskrmhni. Bbli. &c. We had the
greatest 'difficulty in keeping 'peace with these disorderly troop,
and one TAtAr deserted us during the night-time. We, however,
got through with safety, and on the 98th July amved at Conrtantinople.

1X.-Notea of a Journey through a p a ~ otf Kurdistdn, in the Summer of 1838. By JAMES
BRANT,
Esq., H.B.M. Consul at ErzRlim. Communicated by Viscount PALMERSTON,
G.C.B.
MY arrangements being completed, and the weather having become apparently settled, after a late and wet spring, I left ErzRhm on the 16th of June, 1838, accompanied by Mr. Adam
G S r d Glascott, of her Majesty's navy, who had volunteered to
make a map of our route, and my surgeon, Dr. Edward Dalzel
Dickson.
Crmsing the low range of mountains eastward of the town,
called the Deveh B6yun6 (Camel's neck), which rise to about
800 feet above Erz-RGm, we descended into the plain of PaPia
A t its western extremity we passed a small stream coming from
the S., which for a short space flowed to the N., but soon after
took a more easterly direction. I t is one of the confluents of the
Aras, and before remhing Hasan Kd'eh, unites with various other
rills, which descend from the mountains round the plain. At
that town, the river assumes the name of Hasan Kal'eh Sli ;
it has there attained some size, reaching to the horse's girths in
fording it, and being from 90 to 30 yards in breadth. I was informed that, twenty days previously. it had been so swollen as
to have been quite impassable. Flowing still in an easterly
direction, at 9 miles distance, it unites with the Bin-g61 S6,
or real Aras, but is previously joined by the KGrd (Wolf)
and Ketiven $6, both coming from the mountains on the southern
side of the plain. At the point of junction of the Kal'eh and
Bin-g61 $6, is a stone bridge, called the C h 6 b h KGpri (Shepherd's bridge). After the union, the river is known only by the
name of Aras, but, even before its junction with the Kal'eh $6,
the Bin-g61 Sh is often called Aras by the natives. I t has a
longer course and a greater volpme of water than the Kal'eh
Sii, and is therefore entitled to be conaidered as the principal
stream. I t rises in the Bi6-gtjl TQgh (Thousand Lake Mountain), a lofty range to the S. and W. of Khinis (or Khunbs).
T h e district of PBsin is divided into two begliks, the Upper
nnd the Lower.
Hasan Kal'eh, 18 miles E. of Erz-R6m, is the seat of the Beg
of the Upper Plsin, whose beglik contains about 190 villages,
inhabited chiefly by Mohammedans. T h e greater portion of the
Armenian peasantry emigrated into Georgia when the Russian
army evacuated Turkey, after the peace of Adrianople ; in consequence of which emigration, the ~opulationof the villages has
been much diminished, and there is a great deal of ground uncultirated for want of hands.
The Aras divides Upper from Lower PQsin, but there are
- -
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a few exceptions, as wme villages, which should by this rule
belong to the Lower, are notwithstanding attached to the Upper
Phin. T h e lower division is governed by a Beg, who resides at
a village called Ars, on account of its beiig his native place, not
from its importance. This beglik contains seventy villages, and
emigration has diminished their population and left lands uncultivated, as it has done in the Upper beglik.
T h e two divisions of P h i n extend about 40 miles in length,
and the breadth varies from 6 to 10 miles. Both are fertile in
grain, are in general well watered, anci have excellent pastures.
T h e villages contain from twelve to 100 families, but the greater
number have thirty houses and under ; the larger villages being
few.
On the opposite side of the river, facing the town of H w
Kal'eh, there are innumerable hot springs : some are bituminous,
but others appear to contain iron and lime. The hottest are 105'
of Fahrenheit. There are two baths built over the warmest and
most copious sources, both constantly filled with bathers. The
town was one of the old Genoese trading stations, and the castle,
built by these adventurous merchants, occupies the oblong summit
of a spur thrown out from the main range, which rises about
1600 feet above the plain. T h e castle commands the town. The
modern double wall encircles the town, and joins either end of
the castle. This will1 is said to have been built by a person
called Hasan, whose name has superseded the former one belonging to the town. Some travellers have supposed the ancient
Theodosiopolis to have stood here, but there are no remains
of antiquity whatever. The bath is certainly not Roman, nor is
the bridge close to it. The Genoese caetle has long been in
ruins and unserviceable ; the modem walls are in so dilapidated
a state as to be quite useless as a defence.
The inhabitants are exempt from Siliydneh, in lieu of which
they pay about 501. towards the expense of supporting the postestablishment, and are besides bound to entertain strangers, itself
not a light tax, as natives seldom pay anything for lodging and
food provided them. The town contains seven mosques and seven
fountains, most of which are more or less dilapidated.
As I shall frequently mention the SBliy&neh,* I will here e r plain that it is a tax levied for-the expenses of the public administration of the Phshllik. The mode of collecting it, is as follows:-When
the amount is fixed by the PBshd, the heads of
each religious sect meet at the seat of government, and apportion
it among the districts of the PBshilik In the ditricts, the heads
Literally " Annuity ;"the corn lete phrase ia GLliyheh Mu4LI.'ahd, i. a. erehe
or tax to proride for the annual &in of p b l i c r n m b hee H.nnrr'6 O c h .
den Osmnnirhen Reichs, V11. 575, and Meu~uakit.. Muki9'ah.-F.S.

of the sects living at the residence of the chief authority apportion
the sum allotted to the district among the villages. In the villages the sum to be raised in each is again subdivided among the
inhabitants by the heads of the village. I t is in some degree an
arbitrary tax, and varies in its amount according to the disposition
of the PQshA, who produces no accounts to justify its amount, and
no one can dispute with him the reasonableness of the charge ;
however, the tax cannot be exorbitantly increased, unless for some
very evident cause, without exciting great complaints; and therefore the Siliyineh of one year does not much exceed that of the
preceding.
elst.-On
leaving Hasan Kal'eh we crossed the plain in a
southerly direction ;at about 44 miles forded the K6rd S6, flowing
k,the E., and 13 mile beyond we forded the Ketiven SG, at a village
of the same name, situated at the entrance of a defile; these
rivers unite before they fall ink, the Kal'eh SG. We crossed the
defile of Ketiven, and gradually ascended the mountains, until we
reached a lofty limestone ridge, estimated at about 1400 feet
above Hasan Kal'eh, or 7930 feet above the sea From this
ridge we descended into a deep, romantic, and wooded glen, following which in its descent, we were led to the banks of the
Bin-& Sli, at a place where there is a stone bridge over it,
stated to be a b u t 6 hours higher up the stream than the Chdbhn
KQpri. The river comes from the S.W. and runs to the N.E. :
the current was rapid, the bed full, and apparently deep, and the
breadth about 40 yards. Without crossing the bridge we ascended the mountains in a S.S.W. direction, and after an hour
reached the small Kurd village of Eipler. The distance fmm
1;Iasan Kal'eh I estimated at between 16 and 18 miles, which it
took us 7 hours to accomplish.
Eipler contains twenty families of Kunls, ten of which are
tolerably well off, but the rest are in straitened circumstances,
and serve as shepherds and herdsmen to the others. The only
road open during the winter from Erz-R6m to MGsh passes
through this village, the others being blocked up by snow. Its
elevation by our barometer is 6960 feet above the sea. T h e
people this year, on representing their poverty, had half their
Sfiliyeneh remitted, although the whole amount was but l2L :
they dltivate some fields, which give them a scanty supply
of grain ; their main dependence, however, is on their herds
and flocks. They easily obtain an abundance of hay for their
cattle during the winter, and there is pasture enough during
the sum'mer.
29nd.-The
distance from E'ipler to Kci-li is about 10, miles
direct S. On our way to it we crossed a mountainous tract, which
abounds in excellent pastures: not far fmm E'ipler we passed
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near a large Kurd village, called Agh-yk, but it was situated
lower down the mountains than our route, and out of sight. An
escort of ten Kurd horsemen wbo accompanied me came from
that village. We reached Kci-li at 9$ A. M ., and procured a slight
breakfast while waiting for our baggage to come up. The village
is situated close under the mountains, at about 5900 feet above
the sea, 3 a mile from the banks of the Bin-ggl Su, and is in the
beglik of Khinis. I t formerly contained a great many Armenian families. I was told that
emigrated to Georgia, and
only about 15 Mohammedan families now reside among extensive
ruins. T h e flat between the river and the village is rather
marshy: a guide accompanied us to point out the ford. T h e
Bin- 61 $6 is here from 50 to 60 yards in width, its current
r a p i t the water reaching above the horses' girths. A very little
more would have rendered it, if not impassable, at least dangerous and inconvenient, for, as it was, our baggage was wetted.
After the passage of the river we ascended through n long grassy
valley, crossed a mountain-ridge at its head, descended by a stony
path, and afterwards turned due E., our course to this spot having been about S. In S h hours from KSi-li, we reached Aghverin, the estimated distance being about 10 miles, and situated
about 300 feet higher than that place. In the early part of the
day's journey we saw the Bl~i-gGlTBgh : it is a long flat range ;
the snow lay on it only in patches, but it is said to retain some the
whole summer. After turning our faces eastward we had the
splendid peak of SapBn (Seibhn) TQghin view, capped with snow :
it was. however. at a'izreat distance. and seen over the tons of the
intervkning mountains. Our baggage did not reach thk village
until nearly 9 hours after us, during which we were exposed to a
hot sun without shelter.
The Ak-sakB1-li (literally white-beard), or head of the village,
was absent ;he had gone to Erz-RGm to obtain a supply of shoes,
clothes, and other necessaries for his family. The village is in
the beglik of Khinis, and contains eleven families of Kurfls,
three of which only were in good oircumstances. They had altogether about forty fields under cultivation, and a good stock of
sheep and cattle.
Q3rd.-From AghverBn, Khinis was distant about 9 miles,
over a plain cut by deep ravines, more or less broad; the sides are
generally of perpendicular rock; the bottom, pastures or cultivated fields. Rills of water flow through some, while others are
quite dry. At a village named Parmak-siz (Finger-lees) in one
of these ravines, we passed a small stream of water, which rose
in q mountain near Aghverh, called Kard Kay4 (Black rock) ;
and a little distance further on, a larger stream occurs in a broader
ravine of the m e character; the latter river is called Kilisi SG,

-

from a ruined Christian church at the foot of which i t passes, but
higher up it goes by the name of Peig Sh, from a village on its
banks ;both these streams flow E.S.E. towards the Murid ChBi ;
the last-mentioned, I believe, rises from the range of Bin-&l
Tigh. We reached Khinis at 9 A.M. This day and yesterday,
whenever the breeze intermitted, the heat had been very great,
even as early as 7 or 8 o'clock in the morning.
Khinis* is an old town,with an antiquated castle, and hence
is generally called Khinis-Kale'h-si. I t belongs to the PGshAlik
of MGsh. T h e Beg resides here: he is brother of Emin PQsh4
of MGsh, and is named M u d Beg. He was absent ; but his
Kyayi sent the usual compliments and offers of service by his son,
an officer in the militia, he himself being confined to his house
by illness.
This most wretched town is situated at the bottom of a deep
ravine, with precipitous sides of rock, at an elevation of 5686 feet
above the sea: through it flows a stream, over which, within the
town, two small stone bridges of a single arch have been thrown ;
the stream is called the Kal'eh Sh, but lower down it assumes
the name of 'Arc4 Sb, from a village on its banks : it rises in the
Bili-g$l T k h , and falls ultimately into the Murid ChLi. T h e
town contains about 1 9 0 houses (100 Mohammedan and 90
Armenian) and a well-built mosque. T h e castle, standing on a
peninsula with perpendicular sides which advances into the
ravine, is on a level with the surrounding plain, and overlooks
the town. A wall, now in ruins, crosses the neck of the peninsula,
and once protected the entrance to the castle: the wall, right and
left of the castle-entrance, extendr along the edge of the ravine,
and afterwards crosses it at each end of the town, uniting with two
outworks or towem on the opposite side. These works, as well
as the castle, have been long going to decay. T h e Beg resides
in the castle: the apartments of the outer court are in ruins;
those in the inner are tenanted by the harem of the Beg, and were
unapproachable. There is no trade here, but for the supply of
the most ordinary wants of the peasantry. The b h i r contains
about thirty stalls, in which nothing was to be seen but Aleppo
handkerchiefs, used as turbans by the inhabitants; boots and
shoes from E r z - R h n ; cotton cloth of the country-manufacture;
tobacco, pipe-bowls, and a few other common necessaries, with
fruit and vegetables. T h e ordinary and legitimate revenue of the
Beg is derived from n tenth of the produce of the soil, which yields
him about 1502. per annum. I n lieu of SiliyPneh, the people
are bound to entertain strangers ; and, this being a post-station,
guests are numerous, and the tax not a light one. The soil is
-.
not private property, and is never bought oriold. A person may
Khonh or Khan(ls.--Jib Numi, p. 435.
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build on any unoccupied ground, without a rent being demanded,
or he may cultivate any vacant land by paying a tenth of the produce to the Beg. Any one who neglects to cultivate his fields
risks losing them, should there be an applicant for them ;but that
never ~ ~A.D D ~ Xas
M there
.
is more land than hands to till it. T h e
winter is long and eevere; the summer hot, succeeding rapidly
to the melting of the snow. T h e town is situated near the foot
of the Bin-g$1 T k h : it requires, however, six hours to reach
the summit, on which there are said to be the remains of a castle.
This I am inclined to doubt, as I have re~eatedlvfound that a
few stones are quite sufficient to give rise to a similar report. In
a N.E. direction, 7 hours distant, is situated a diitrict called
TCzlah, from a deposit of rock-salt found there, which suppliea
all that is wanted at an extremely moderate rate to the country
around. Here about fifteen Ibs. wuld be bought for twopence.
T h e Kyayd of the Beg waa extremely civil in supplying us with
lambs, milk, k c .
95fh-On inquiry se to the best road to Miish, I found that
the villages on the direct and ordinary route were without inhabitants, as at this season they were in the mountains for the sake
of pasture. We should not, therefore, find the supplies of food
necessary ; and I was consequently advised to take a rather more
circuitous road. By the direct one there was a large river to
cross, which must have been forded, but not without inconvenience;
bv that recommended. however. it could be n d bv a stone
bkdge. I therefore determined adopt the c o k e sugiested.
O n leaving Khinis we took a southerly direction, and croased
several narrow valleys, with rich grazing-grounds, and ravines
such as I have already described. A t 95 hours we passed a small
Kurd village, named Mil-akulBsh, and thence took a S.W.
direction. We continued over the mountains by bye-paths,
through good pastures, abounding with an infinite variety of
beautiful and sweet-smelling flowers. Our course gradually
became more westerly, until we finally descended by a long slope
facing the W. to the village of Giimglim. We were 9+ hours on
the day's march ; but, as we had frequently halted for our baggage,
our progress was slow, and I did not estimate that we had advanced more than 40 miles. A thunder-storm broke over the
mountains; ancl just as the people were occupied in pitching the
tents a violent squall of wind occurred, but it was of a moment's
duration, and norain fell on the low ground we were on.
T h e village of Gumgum is situated in a pretty valley, at an
elevation of 4836 feet, with the Bii-g+l TAgh on the N.: from
Khinis we had gone round the foot of the range. By a direct road
from hence, Erz-Rum can be reached in %)
t hours ; and there
is a ~racticableway straight acnas the K"-&l Tligh range.

-
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T h e village is a Vakuf,* or endowment belonging to a mosque.
T h e chief has the title of ShBkh, and is of a sect of Dervishes.
T h e inhabitants enjoy an immunity from SBliy4neh, and from a
contribution of men to the regular troops and militia T h e place
contains thirty Kurd and about 15 Armenian families. Since we
left the plain of Pdsin I had not seen much tilled land, and the
fields I met were carelessly cultivated: in most places the g r i n
was just appearing above the ground. I n this valley more land
than usual was to be seen under the plough ; and I was informed
that the soil is rich, the seed rendering about twelve-fold in good
seasom.
96th.-From Gbmglim we took an easterly direction, and after
an hour's march passed the Kurd village of Kerbah-kdh, situated
on the side of a mountain, at the foot of which runs the Chdr
B+r river, coming directly from the Bi~i-&l TAgh. In 1) h.,
gradually descending to the stream, we crossed it by a stone bridge,
beyond which, at 19 h. distance, the Ch4r Buhilr unites with the
Murid ChSi : they meet in a straight line, the latter coming from
the E., and the former from the W., and immediately afterwards turn off at a right angle through a narrow valley in a
southerly direction : our barometer here Bowed 4138 feet above
the sea. As I rode along the valley on the banks of the ChRr
Buhbr, I supposed the MurAd ChP'i to be a continuation of that
river. The distance from Gum*
to the junction of the rivers
I estimate at about 1 1 miles. T h e straight road from Khinis
comes across the mountains, down to the Chk Buhhr, before its
junction, and that river must be forded; it was deep and broad.
T h e united stream turns through a valley, which widens gradually
until it becomes a part of the plain of M b h . I n the valley the
river might be a b u t 70 yards wide, but its Led expands when it
reaches the plain. From the junction of the rivers to a village on
the plain, called SiAwah, is about 8 miles, and 3 beyond we
stopped at Kirawi, where we pitched our tents : the day's journey
occupied us 8 hours. This village waa inhabited by Annenians only. In the whole plain of Mhsh there are not any
Mohammedan peasants intermingled with the Armenians ; a fact
which would clearly point out this country an belonging rather to
Armenia than to Kurdistin : indeed the tent-dwelling Kurds are
evidently intruders, and the stationary Kurds, it cannot be doubted,
belonged originally to the nomade race.
T h e Kyayi of the village would not give me any information ;
How should I
to every question I asked he replied only,
know?" but I afterwards found a priest who was more communicative: he confessed to me that the KyayA was afraid lest he
Pro crly Vakf, i. e. Permanence ; and thence an endowment for religiw and
,%,tars pup'!&.-F.S.
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should be known to have communicated anything respecting their
affairs. T o remove all ap~rehenkionon that point, I assured the
priest that I never on any occasion disalosed from what source my
informatiun was derived : he pretended to believe this, but h e
showed that he was only half persuirded of its truth. There are
twenty families in the village, which is the property of Murid
Beg of Khinis. T h e villagem own about 300 cows, oxen, and
buffaloes, efiO to 300 sheep, and twenty bmod mares. In wet
seasons grain yields ten to twelve fold ; in clry, four to fire only.
The soil is light an13 sandy, and they do not imgate it. All their
wool is required for domestic use, and they have none to dispose
of: they p o w linseed for the sake of the oil, used for bnming.
T h e winter is not of so long duration as at Erz-Rhm ; but it is
still very severe: mom falls to a great depth; the river always
freezes, and loaded carts pass over the ice. The village pays three
Sbliyhnehs in the year, each amounting to about 51. or 61.; the
usual Khartij, or poll-tax ; and the share of the produce belonging
to the Beg, besides the Kishlik (winter quarterage), the heaviest
imposition of the whole. These altogether form a load of taxation
under which the people appeared very discontented; but the
KishlBk seemed to form the prominent grievance. The villagers
are forced to give winter quarters to ten Kurd families In the
time of the Russian war the army reached Mhsh; and, when
quitting it, the Armenians wished to accompany the invaders, but
it wns not allowed. The Russians were then advancing, and the
encumbrance of emigrants with their families did not suit them.
At that period the Kurds regarded the Armenians as partisans
of the invaders, and made no scruple in plundering and often
murdering them. Since the operations of Reahid Mohammed
Pashi, and of HBfiz Pishi, and particularly since the enrolment
of the militia of this PBshilik, the Kurds do not venture to rob
openly, and even instances of secret theft have become rare : the
effect of the last measure has imposed a moral restraint on this
wild race, which is extraordinary when it is considered how few
the numbers of the militia are (in this Piishdlik not many hundreds), how recently the system has been introduced, and how
inefficient the force yet is, from the imperfection of their equipment and discipline.
Near SikAwah is 3 small hill called Osp-polur, which means
in Armenian Itthe mountain round sa a lentil." On this little
~ i s i n gground 'Alhu-ddin Beg, a Kurd chief, made a successful
resistance to the government forces sent to destroy the independence he was trying to establish. H e waa the founder of the
family of Emin Pdshd of Mdsh; and the event alluded to happened about a century ago, after which the hill obtained its name.
In the country I had passed over from Erq-Rlim I had scarcely

seen a tree, except in the dalebefore mentioned, and on the banks
of the ChB;r-B+6r and Murbd ChKi, near their union, where
soma willows and dwarf trees are found : in this featureit bore the
general character of all the high table-land of Armenia.
97th.-Quitting Kirawi, we contintled along the plain, having
the Murtid CCh at a short distance on our left. In 3 hour we
crossed the river by an ancient bridge of fourteen arches, in so
dilapidated and dangerous a condition, that it is unsafe to ride
over, and we d l dismounted and Ied our horses. The breadth of
the bridge is 208 paces, and it scarce m d e d at all over the
banks: the barometer here showed an elevation of 4183 feet.
The Murad does not approach nearer to Mbh, which bore about
S. from the bridge, whence the river takes a westerly course.
Immediately on crossing the bridge we quitted the river, and
passed a large Armenian village called Sul6k; thence riding
over an extensive tract of meadow-land, in which hay-making was
actively going on, in % hours we reached the Karli $6. We
forded it near an old bridge, the water reaching to the horses'
knees, and the breadth of the stream being about %5 yards. The
&mi S l i rises in the range of Nimr6d Thgh, visible to the eastward, distant 94 to 26 miles, and about 4 or 5 miles below the
ford terminates its short course in the Murdd Chi'i: 4 mile from
the Karii Sh we came to the village of Chevermeh : here we encamped close to an extensive building in ruins, the residence of
the former Pashas of M6sh. The distance from Kirawi to Chevermeh I estimated at about 9 miles.
After we were settled in our camp I despatched a K h a v k to
the P W to announce my arrival, and to deliver a letter from the
Ser-'asker of Erz-Rum. I likewise made known my intention of
parsing two days in the town (to enable me to make inquiries), and
requested that a house might be furnished me. Soon after the
Khavie was gone Khurshid Beg, the youngest brother of the
Pdsha, and his K-yay& in passing by on his return from a tour in
the plain, stopped at our tents. He was attended by about ten
horsemen. After paying the usual compliments, offering his
services, and taking n cup of wffee, he left me for the reeidence
of the Piah& The Khavtiq returned with an officer of the
Phhti's to compliment me on my arrival, to know what I stood in
need of, and to .express his desire to see me as soon as I could
conveniently wait on him. H e said a house should be -prepared
for me in the town.
98th.-This morning the Kyayii of the Armenians came to
conduct us to the quarter prepared, which we reached after 3 an
hour's ride.
MGsh is situated in a ravine : as its opening was not in the
direction of our encampment, the city was not visible from thence.
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The P i s h i was at the Musellim's in the town, and sent to welcome me, and to know when I would pay him a visit. I iixed
3 o'dock in the same afternoon. At that hour the ChAGsh BASK
(head messenger) of the P k h i came to conduct me to the Serfi
(palace), situated at a village called Mogiyunk, rather more than
a mile eastward of the town. It was a large quadrangular building, with an irregular tower at each corner, in the same style as
the old residence of former Y L b near our camp. This new
Ser& was built by Emin P h h 6 a short time since, and Khurshid Beg had a residence close by not yet finished. I was
ushered into an elevated Kiosk (Kdshk), over one of the mmer
towers, which was entered by crossing the terrace of the palace :
the view from it was extensive, and ite height made it accessible to
every air that stirred, and very cool and pleasant. The P L M
was in his harem when I arrived, but he soon appeared, and welcomed me to Mhsh, making the usual inquiries as to my health,
mode of reception everywhere, &c. I had seen the P h h d at
Erz-RGm, and this was only the renewal of our acquaintance.
Emin PLhd is of a family which has long held this Phshilik :
the founder of it was the'AlAu-ddin Beg mentioned before (p. S48),
since whose time, with few and short interruptions, some member of
the family has always governed the Phshilik in a state of greater or
less independence. His father, Selim P L h i , was beheaded about
SO years ago by the then P h h d of Erz-Rirm. Emin was at that
time a youth of about 15 years of age, and his youngest brother,
Khhrshicl Beg, an infant in arms. H e has also two other brothers, Sherif Beg of Bitlis, and Murid Beg of Khinis. T h e
P i s h i is a handsome man. above 6 feet in height : and the other
brothers, though not possessing the same commanding appearnnce, are yet fine men. All have the reputation of brave and
skilful warriors, and, from their rank and personal qualities, the
family possesses great influence in the country.
The PBshd invited me to dine with him next day at noon.
99th.-Our quarter in the town was so filthy and confined that
before I went to the P i s h i I had the baggage sent back to our
tents, intending to go thither direct from the SerG.
A t 1 1 a.m. the Sarrdf ,or banker of the PBshi came to accompany us to the palace ; it was mid-day when we arrived. After
taking coffee ant1 conversing a short time, the dinner was served ;
it was in the usual Turkish style, but, except in its abundance,
without anything to distinguish it from the repast of an ordinary
person. Several of the Pishi's officers were seated with us : this
would not hat-e been allowed among T u r k of rank, but there is
very little ceremony among Kurds.
I took my leave after having invited the PBshi to come next
day to my tents, to try the effect of arms with detonating locks,
0
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which he wished to witness. 1 paid a visit afterwards to Khurshid Beg : the conversation turned on horses chiefly; he promised to accompany his brother on the morrow.
30th.-The Pdshi came at 1 1 ; his suite was neither numerous
nor brilliant. H e tried some pistols and a rifle, and shot very
fairly with both : he approved much of cap, but was particularly
struck with the rifle ; he could not conceive how so small an arm
could carry so far. Khhrshid Beg made some better shots than
the PPshP ; he is considered as the most daring and most skilful
warrior among the brothers, though all are reckoned brave. They
were much esteemed by Reshid Mohammed Pbsh4, and did him
good service in his operations against the Kurds. Kh6rshid Beg
declined sitting at table with his brother ; he said he had never
resumed to sit or eat in his presence; but an officer of the
$&hi's, and h i scribe, vulgar, low persons, were allowed to do
both. T h e PBshB considered the being helped, instead of helping himself out of the dishes, as a very useless ceremony. T h e
Beg dined in another tent on the dishes which were removed from
our-table.
O n the following day I paid the Pdshd a visit to take leave,
and remained conversing with him for some time; at the conclusion we parted with mutual expressions of regard.
MCsh is a town as miserable in appearance as in reality; it
contains about 700 Mohammedan and 500 Armenian families.
T h e latter form the wealthiest portion of the population, and on
them devolves the whole weight of the annual Sdliybneh, amounting to about 9000l., the Mohammedans being exempted from it.
T h e present PBsh6 does not extort money from the r'ayah population, but he is said not to spare the chiefs of the Kurd tribes
when gmd opportunities present themselves for levying money.
Husein, who held this Pdshdlik for a year, and was replaced by
Emin, whom he had superseded, was very rapacious, and was
said to have been in the habit of levying sums from r'ayahs,
nominally in proportion to their supposed wealth, but often so
disproportionate as to have reduced many to indigence, and to
have obliged most to dispose of all their little superfluities. T h e
Kishldk pdrah-sf, or the sum paid by the various Kurd tribes in
the Pbshdlik of M6sh for winter quarters to the Ser-'asker of
Erz-Rdm, is an arbitrary tax, depending on the disposition of the
Ser-'asker. T h e villages of the plain of M6sh are, ~ r sbefore
observed, all inhabited by Armenians, but beyond the limits of
the plain, there are both Kurd and Armenian peaants, sometimes mixed in the same, and sometimes each inhabiting separate
villages : however, throughout the PbshPlik, the Armenian peasantry exceed in number the Mohammedan; I mean, setting
aside the tent-dwelling tribes. There are few articles produced
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in the neighbourhood of Mhsh wbich would be fit for exportation
to Europe. T h e principal products are gain and tobacco, but a
large number of homes, horned cattle, nod sheep, are disposed of,
principally, of course, by the K u d tribes; dealers mme to buy
sheep and drive them for sale into Syria, as well as to Conotantinople. Some gum-tragacanth and gall-nuts are brought for
d e to MGsh, but they are produced elsewhere. Cotton cloth of
a coarse kind is manufactured for the use of the country, and
cloths are brought from Aleppo for the consumption of the inhabitants ; a very few European manufactures are wed, and those
to a very limited extent, for in general the people are too poor
to urchase any bat the commonest articles. The plain may be
calf& a fine one, heing nearly 40 miles in l e d and h m I$! tu
14 milas in ita greatest breadth ; it is watered by numerous
streams, but in some parts it is stony and arid. I t is said to cdnb i n upwords of 100 villages, each having from e0 to 40 families ;
there are mme few which have more. T h e climate is less
rigorous than that of Err-RGm ; as much mow, perhaps, falls,
but the cold is not so severe ; the summer is warmer ; indeed, it
is often sultry. Our barometer showed an elevation of 4893 feet,
or about 1300 feet lower than the plain of Erq-Rhm. Grapes
are grown in vineyards on the sides of hills, and a great abundance of melons are produced ; there is no scarcity of any kind of
common fruits. T h e only trees to be seen are a few planted
around the villages : the recesses of the mountain-range on the S.
are said to have oak-forests, Lut'I suspect the trees are small.
There are several varieties of the oak ; one produces the gall-nut,
and another manna: the latter is a saccharine secretion which
does not possess any medicinal quality, or any pecdm flavour.
I t is collected by suspending the branches with the leaves on
until they are quite dry ; they are then shaken ; the manna falls
off, and is purified by boiling and skimming off the pieces of
broken leaves and any extraneous matter : this manna is used for
making sweetmeats, instead of sugar. I t is a very uncertain product, and is often for a succession of years not to be found in
sufficient quantity to be worth collecting: dry seasons are in
general favourable; wet, the contrary; but still in the present
summer, one of more than an average degree of heat and drought,
the crop failed.
July end.-Emin Pdshai had appointed an escort to accompany
me to the next Aghi, beyond the limits of his territory on the mad
to DiyBr-Bekr, where I expected to meet HBfiz Pish4. There
were two roads from Mlish, the one by p i n g down the MUM
on its right bank to Pdlfi, and then turning to the S. over the
mountains ; the other by immediately crossing the mountains on
the S. : the latter was the least frequented and the most rugged ;

the former, the most circuitow route. I was, however, told that,
with respect to the state of the road, there was scarcely a choice,
and I therefore selected the shortest. I left Miish, attended by
Sherif Agh& with nine Kurd horsemen ; he is chief of a tribe
named Elmhn-li. which nasses the summer in the mountains bordering the plaii on the's., and the winter in quarters in the
villages at the foot of the same mountains. T h e first day we
reached a village named Kizil Aghdj, situated nearly at the
western extremity of the plain, close under the mountains. T h e
d i r g e stands on the banks of a copious and clear stream which
runs through a ravine and flows in a direct line to the Murdd
ChG, which we saw winding through the centre of the plain,
about 6 miles off. T h e distance from Chevermeh was about 10
to 11 miles due W. We passed through revers1 villages on our
way, and saw many others in the more central and fertile part of
the plain.
The village of Kid Aghiij, though apparently large, contained
only thirty Armenian families : the numerous buildings, which
give it an appearance of eome extent, are occupied by the Kurds
and their cattle, as thirty families of Sherif Aghb's tribe winter
here. The people complained of extreme poverty, and, to judge
by the absence of every kind of furniture from their huts, the
complaint is not without foundation. Their land is arid and
stony, and will not produce wheat or barley, but merely millet.
They however owned about ,300head of cattle and 600 sheep.
After we had pitched our tents, Sherif AghA came to pay his
respects and take a cup of coffee. In reply to my inquiry as to
the number of his tribe, he said it consisted of 180 families : he
stated that nearly 900 years ago seven families only came fmm
the neighbourhod of O'rfah, and settled here, and they had increased to their present number under the protection of the family
of Emin Pkhi. I think it probable that 100 years might be
nearer the time of their arrival in this country than 900, but a
century more or less is nothing to people like Kurds, who have no
precision in their ideas on any subject. His tribe pays about
4501. for their Kishliik. I asked why, instead of paying such a
sum annually, they did not build themselves houses ; he replied
that besides houses, they must have lands from which to collect
their hay, and fields to raise their corn and straw, and that the
whole plain waa already occupied. H e might have added that,
being shepherds, they could not attend to agriculture without
altering their habits, and that at the period when they must make
their hay and cultivate their fields they were fully m p g e d in
attending to their flocks and herds in the mountains. There might
perhaps be no serious objection to the present mode of giving
quarkrs to the Kurds, if they did not ill-treat the Armenians, if
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the sum fixed was a fair remuneration to the peasant for the
labour and inconvenience, and if. it were paid to him instead of
to the Ser-'asker.
Sherif AgM considered H46z P h h 6 as more powerful than
Reshld Mohammed Paishd, from the former's having succeeded
in subduing the KhanPn Kurds, in which the latter failed.
3rd-From K i d AghPj we skirted the southern side of the
plain till we reached ita extreme boundary in about 4 an hour;
we then turned to the S. and ascended the mountains. After
reaching the summit of the first mnge, called Koshm T h h ,
at about 6800 feet, we saw two others; the hihest, named
Ant6gh TiSgh, had a good deal of snow on it, but it does not
remain all the summer : this mountain appeared the centre of the
group, the ranges on each side being lower. There were dwarf
oaks on the s l o1 ~ e of
s the mountains. but none seemed to attain
the size of trees. We descended into a deep ravine, and after a
few ascents and descents, not very long nor stee reached a
valley called Shin, in which there are some scattered urd houses ;
they were however all untenanted, the inhabitants being on the
hills for the sake of Dasture. We encam~edon the banks of a
stream not far from iome Kurd tents, f k m which we obtained
supplies of food. About fifty families cultivate this narrow but
pretty valley, and as many as can find room in the few houses
which exist, remain there during the winter ; they belong to a
tribe called BBdikdnli, which consists of 550 families ; the principal residence of the tribe is more to the S., and they winter near
the Tigris, where those of this valley who cannot find accommodation here in the winter join them. The crops were backward,
and the Kurds were irrigating the fields. This tribe refused to
submit to Reshid Mohammed Pbhd, and took up a position in
this valley, where it was attacked, and, after having suffered a terrible defeat, submitted : 300 recruits were then given to the
Piishi, and the tribe lost all their property and arms, and have
been since very much reduced in wealth and importance. Before
their defeat, they held this mountain tract in lawless independence,
permitting neither caravan nor passenger to pass through it,
without having secured their protection by a present.
Sherif AghA came as usual to toke coffee. I inquired of him
respecting the Yezidi Kurds. H e said they do not pretend to be
Mohammedans, and they curse Mohammed. They call Satan
Meliki T d h h (King Peacock). H e said they were very angry on
hearing the term Sheitin (the Turkish for devil) used in their presence, and he confirmed the account I had previously heard, that, if
a circle be drawn round one on the ground, he will not move from
the spot until he has obliterated it. H e knew nothing of their faith.
The Chirigh Sdndurain (Lamp Extinguishers) are quite a dis-
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tinct sect ; they dress up a log of wood in fine clothes and p e l i i s ,
and adore it. When a g e n t man dies they inter all his wealth
with his body. T h e Mohammedans, if they hear of the burial of
a chief, watch their opportunity, and opCh the p v e at night for
the sake of what is to be found there. The Dhjik Kurds are
most of them of the latter sect; they are called Kizil-bLh
(Red-head) by the Mohammedans. There are many Kurd tribes
who are Mohammedans; many are Yezidb, and but few are
Chiraigh S6ndurBns.
4th.-Immedia!ely
on mounting, we commenced ascending
the Darkhsh TAgh. I t took us 14 hour to reach the highest
part of the range, which we crossed at 6490 feet above
the sea, and immediately commenced the descent by the most
difficult path I ever went over ; sometimes it led us round precipitous hollows in the hills ; sometimes it came clown in a zigzag
the face of a nearly perpendicular rock. Our horses, though led,
often slipped off the uneven and narrow path, and risked being
precipitated into the abyss, perhaps 1200 feet in depth, and it was
by great caution alone that a person even on foot could keep his
mth. Below us ran the river, on the b d s of which we had
a
been encamped ; there it had an easterly course, but after quitting
the valley it turned westward, rounding the mountain up the face
of which we had climbed to the S.S.W. Along our path numerous springs issued from the sides of the mountains, all of which
are carefully and skilfully conducted by long channels to i m e t e
fields found on every spot which admits of cultivation ; new them
a hut was generally to be seen. After a difficult and fatiguing
walk of Q hours (for riding was seldom possible), we found
ourselves oppsite to the high ridge we had crossed, and scarcely a
mile distant from it: we waited two hours for our baggage to
come up, fearing the muleteem might require assistance. We
then proceeded, winding along the mountains' sides by paths very
little better than those just described. In Qt hours we came
down to the stream which we had seen so long in the valley
below us; it was called the Kolb Su (Handle Water), and was
etty considerable river, reaching to the girths in fording.
aficrossed it, and waited under the shade of some trees, but our
baggage did not make its appenrance, and we proceeded on our
march. In Q hours we reached an Armenian village called
Agharhn by the inhabitants, but Khanzir (Hog) by the Kurds,
beautifully situated in a gorge of the mountains opening to the
plain, commmding a splendid view, and surrounded by magnificent walnut-trees. We here procured some food, for which a
fast and a ride of I Q hours gave us an appelite. 1 met here
a man belonging to HPfiz Piishi, named Abed AghP ; he was
remarkably civil, and he it was wbo ordered us our repast. The
VOL. X.
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people complained loudly of exactions, and declnred they had no
longer the means of paying what was demanded of them. I t was
thought probable that the Kurds left with our baggage would
conduct it by another and shorter road to the village we had
originally fixed upon as our resting-place, and w e therefore
mounted again at 54 P.M., at the same time sending people back
to tell the muleteers that we had gone on. At 7 we reached the
village of Nerjki, the residence of a Kurd chief, called Htiji
Ti161 Aghi. H e received us very hospitably, and had a supper
p r e p a d , which, however, was quite unnecessary after the repast
we had had at AgharGn. Our baggage did not appear, an11 we
slept in the open air under the trees, theweather being sufficiently
warm to render any covering unnecessary. The distance we hnd
come was called 8 hours by the Kurds; we had, been 10 hours
riding and walking, besides many long stoppages for our bagw e ; it occupied our loaded horses 1% hours to Agharhn,
14 hour short of the village we reached. I never met in my
travels so dangerous and difficult a pars: the passage of troop
could be easily arrested by a small force, and it would be quite
imnossible to drse artillerv over it. Yet I was told the K h a d n
mduntains are stili more inhpracticable, and that no loaded animal,
except a mule, can traverse them at all.
5th.-Next morning early our l o d s arrived; the horses were
too much fatigued to mme beyond Aghnrun the evening before ;
our people were well treated 11y orders of Ahmed Agh4, H B f i z
Pdshri's man. Many of the horses had fallen down the sides of
the mountains. but fortunatelv none were much hurt. and no very
serious damage had occurre6 to our baggage ; as by a miracle,
the case of instruments had not suffered in the least. Our host
was an old Kurd chief; he had resisted Reshid Mohammed
Pdshi, and his house was in consequence burned; he himself
escaped to the mountains, but was afterwards forced to surrender;
he was detained as a prisoner at DiyPr-Bekr for a twelvemonth,
and was then sent to his home and restored to the command of l~is
old district, but his fortunes were ruined, his house destroyed, his
dependents dispersed, and his two eldest sons had fallen victims
to the climate of Divdr-Bekr. H e himself was almost blind from
cataracts forming in both eyes, which were nearly matured ; he
asked Dr. Dickson for a remedy, nnd was lnucli grieved to hear
that he could not furnish one; he was told that an operation
would alone relieve him, and to have that performed a journey to
Constantinople was necessary ; he said that was impossible, it was
beyond his means. This HAji could scarce speak any Turkish,
and he used a native of DiyAr-Bekr, his scribe, as interpreter. I
inquired through him how he was so imprudent as to attempt to
resist Reshid Mohammed PBshA, invested as he was with author-

.

ity from his sovereign. The HOji replied that neither he nor his
fathers were ever subjected to PQshb, or paid taxes to the
Sulgn, and he could not understand why he should be forced to
do so; he had therefore resisted as long as he could. Seeing
most of us engaged in writing and reading (for he was always
seated near the tents), he asked whether we could all write. I
re~liedthat most of our neasantrv could do w . H e said such an
achuirement was an uselkss one 6 a man like him : since he had
been able to handle arms he had ncarce been for an hour in his
life without being called on to use them, either in defending the
property of himself and his dependents, or in revenging the injuries inflicted on them by their enemies. H e remarked, with
an evident feeling of regret for his now powerless and humbled
station, that in his younger days he had arms, horses, followers,
and money. H e was now deprived of all these things. Without
doubt, his want of power, the excitement of a turbulent life,
added to his loss of sight, must render hi present
compared with his former, anything but agreeable. l!rition'
is wife was
e tall masculine woman. I was informed that whenever attacked
at home she was alwajs to be found at his side, loading his rifles
while he was firing at the assailants. Such is the usual occupation
of the warlike dames of Kurdistiin, and not unfrequently they take
a more active part in the strife. The H4ji derived his title from
his grandfather, who had performed the pilgrimage to Mecca,
since which, the distinction had descended to the representative of
the family. H e was near sixty years of age, tall and stout, and in
his youth, no doubt, had been a powerful man, and well fitted for
the head of a turbulent clan. One of his men had been wounded
in the arm by a ball in the Kharzin affair; it was only a fleshwound, and improved immediately by the treatment recommended
by Dr. Dickmn.
The Hiiji had supplied us liberally with lambs, milk, bread,
&c., and I gave him as an acknowledgment an English shawl,
and somc handkerchiefs printed at Constantinople, much prized
among the Kurds : he put them all on his head, and came to take
leave the evening before our departure. H e almlogid for his dry
hospitality, as he termed it, and said he had sought in vain for a
horse topresent me with, but had not been able to find one worth
my acceptance. I assured him I was very grateful for hie hospitality and attention, and better pleased at his not having given me
a horse than if he had.
The position of Nerjki was pretty; it was under the crert of
the mountain, overlooking fields which sloped down to the Kolb
S6: there were a p d many fruit-trees about it, and in a glen
clore by, a delightful fall of pure water, which supplied the village
and imgated the fields ; the rocks were limestone, and the ground
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rough and stony, but wherever cultivation was practicable there
the land was sown. The climate is by no means severe; the
summer is hot, but tempered by a constant breeze ; the winter is
short, and much snow does not fall, nor does it lie long on the
ground. Its elevation by our barometer only 3550 feet above the
sea. The harvest had nearly terminated, and an abundance of
common fruits were ripe; both melons and grapen are p w n ,
but had not reached maturity.
I inquired of Ahmed Aghd whether the complaints of misery
I had heard from the people were just: he said, yes ; they were
in a state barely removed from starvation, and could not pay the
impositions laid on them. H e believed HAfiz P b h a was ignorant
of this, and he attributed the heavy drains on the people to
Sa'du-l-lah PLshd of Diydr-Bekr. No one, however, dared to
state the fact to Hafir Pdshh. Ahmed Aghd's testimony, as that
of a Turk and o stranger, and one employed to collect the PQshh'r
dues from the people, may be received ns valid, and he appeared
to me a humane man. He had been remarkably civil, and offered
to accompany me, and I willingly accepted his offer. The Hdji,
too, sent one of h
is sons.
6UI.-Notwithstanng the early hour at which we departed,
the HAji made his appearance in the morning to take a last farewell, with his shawl and handkerchiefs on his head. We mounted
at 5 A.M., and, taking a westerly direction, descended to and
crossed the Kolb $6. We then rode over low mountains covered
with dwarf oak-trees of several varieties. We crossed another
small stream, called the YBk Sh ; the climate had now sensibly
changed: the oriental plane and Agnw caatw grew on the
borders of the streams, and the cotton-plant was cultivated in the
fields. At 10 A.M. we reached the village of Darakol, 2993 feet
above the sea, situated on the high bank of o considerable stream.
named the $drum S6 (Sword Water), the bed of which is very
broad, but the stream was divided into many channels : in the
sand of the bed I remarked a number of square holes in rows,
which were prepared for planting the water-melon, which is said
to arrive at very great perfection. The Sdrum SG, as well as the
others we had crossed, flow towads the Tigris, and unite with it
in the district of Jezirah, which was called 8 days' journey from
hence.
D a d o 1 contains sixty families, eleven of which are Armenian ;
the latter are poor, and serve the Mohammedans ; the village is
in the district of the Beg of I'lijeb. I asked whether the Christians had joined the Mohammedans in resisting Reshid Mohammed Pdshd ; the Armenians replied they were f o r d to do so ;
but A b e d Aghd denied this, and declared that they were as
pertinacious in their opposition as the Mohammedans. The roil

is a whitish clay, and very arid, but there is abundance of water
with which to irrigate it. T h e houses are all built of clay slate.
T h e weather was sultry, and we had several strong gusts of wind,
which raised most unpleasant and dense clouds of dust. Some
showers in the afternoon relieved us from this inconvenience.
7th.-We
reached I'lijeh (Warm Spring), our next station,
after an easy day's march of about 10 to I 1 miles. T h e sky was
overcast, and the air had been cooled by the showers of the preceding day. T h e Musellim was absent at Diyir Bekr, but his
son officiated in his place, and pointed out a pleasant garden for
our tents, a mile from the town, with a eat number of fruittrees, and a clear spring issuing from the imestone rock, commanding a fine view of the plain we overlooked. We found also
I'lIjeh to be 3779 feet above the sea. T h e son of the MuseJlim
spoke very little Turkish. 'Abdi Beg aid me a visit ; he was
younger son of the late independent 8eg, ,HusPn: his elder
brother, Be'irBm Beg, was in exile at Adrianople, and another was
major in a regiment stationed at Diyir Bekr. A brother of the
present Musellim, named 'I'sa Beg, also came to see me. This
K a p b a h contains 750 Mohammedan and 213 Armenian families ;
the latter are not cultivators or owners of land, but are mostly
engaged in manufacturing c o m e cotton cloth; the cotton used is
partly raised in the country, and partly brought from Kharp6t and
Erz-R6m ; the former is of the growth of Adanah, the latter of
Kh6i, in Persia. T h e b h i r s are miserable stalls, and scarcely
a n article of European manufacture was displayed in them. The
town contains four fountains and two mosques.
I inquired of 'I's? Beg whether the people were more contented now than under the rule of the old Beg; he said they now
enjoyed tranquillity, which they never did before, and the Mohammedans were certainly happier. As to the Rafihs, they were
more heavily taxed at present, and he did not positively deny their
destitute condition; but, he observed, they always complained.
They paid last year, as SgliyAneh, 802., and they pay K h d j a h u t
6s. Sd. per head for every male.
I will relate here what I learned respecting the independent
Begs of Hazer6, I'lijeh, and Khini, in the Sanjdk of Tiriki.
T h e first contained about 60 villages, and was governed by
Rejeb Beg. H e had 300 horsemen in his service, regularly paid
and well mounted and armed; besides these, he could collect from
his villages a h u t 700 horsemen, and SOW to 4000 men on foot,
armed with a sword and rifle. H e was considered as the richest
and most powerful of the three Begs. H e derived his wealth
from his having plundered three or four P b h i s of Diyir-Bekr,
and various rich caravans ; but it is admitted that many acts of the
kind, committed by others, were attributed to him. He resisted
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Reshid Mohammed P4sh6, was subdued, and exiled to Adrianople, where he still resides. T h e government collects the revenuer
of his district and rivate property, out of which he is allowed
I W ~per
. month. %he receipts are said to be very considerably
more than the pension.
T h e Beg of Ilijeh was Husein AgM, who was succeeded by
his eldest son, Bei'rlm Beg, now in exile at Adrianople ; the
father died immediately after his defeat by Reshid Molpmmed
Pbshl. T h e Beglik contains seventy villages, and the Beg could
command SO0 horsemen, and 4000 to 5000 men on foot, armed
with sword and rifle. His revenues were considerable, but he spent
them all in reserving his interest among his dependents by
liberality, an he had no treasure in reserve.
Khini was under Temir Beg, in exile with the rest at Adrianople ; he could bring into the field 900 horsemen, and 9OOO or
3000 men on foot, armed like the others. His Beglik contained
sixty villages : he spent all his revenues among his followers.
These three Begs were always in alliance ; occasionally they
were at peace with my hurt, Hilji ZilHl AghB, but most generally at variance. H e was lesr powerful in the number of his
followers, but his country being in the mountains was more defensible ; and he maintained himself stoutly against his foes. T h e
three Begs were more frequently, indeed for fifteen years almost
constantly, at .war with Mind Aghi, whose residence was at a
place called BbnGkah, not far from Haeer6. H e had only 100
horsemen of his own, with about 5000 or 6000 dlemen ; but, as
chief of the tribe of the Siliv6nli Kunls residing in his neighbonrhood, he could command 500 horsemen more.
In their contests the forces seldom met in open field. T h e
attack of a village being determined on, the confederates met at
an appointed rendezvous, and endeavourecl to surprise the inhabitants, and carry off everything they could seize. Of course
defence was made, and often a rescue attempted, in which many
lives were lost. An act of aggression was revenged by a similar
one from the opposite party. It was in autumn, after the
gathering of the crops, that these plundering expeditions were
undertaken, probably because a greater Looty might then be expected. The Armenian peasants carried arms, and fought with
the Mohammedans; they were treated by their masters on an
equal footing. Mirzi Agha's peasantry were principally Armenians. T h e only difference obsemed between the Christian and
the Mohammedan was, that the former paid about 7d. annually to
the Beg, but no other tax was exacted; the Christinn now pays
to the Sultan 6s. 9d. Khanij, besides his share of Sdiydneh. T h e
Mehammedans are, I believe, in this part of the country, exempt
altogether from the Slliyaineh. These Begs were defeated by
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Reshid Mohammed P6Q4, and their residences burnt : on the submission of M i d Aghi all the others immediately tendered theirs,
considering resistance hopeless.
T h e people now enjoy the most perfect security, which they
never could ensure for an instant under the former system. It is
true they pay more ; but I should have imagined the exemption
from robbery and murder was not too dearly purchased by their
present taxes :they complain, however, of the unusual imposition,
while they forget the advantages which they have acquired.
Ahmed Agh6, and the son of H4ji zilil Agh4, left us here,
and returned home.
8th.-The Musellim's son came before daylight, wearing on
his head a shawl which I had presented to him the evening before,
i n return for the supplies with which he had politely furnished us.
From our garden we passed through the town, situated under
lofty limestone cliffs in a ravine full of fruit-trees, and with numerous rills of water rushing down it. T h e view of the plain is
commanding, and the position of the town seemed.wel1 chosen;
but the houses looked like ruins. T h e remains of the hurnt
palace of the Beg showed it to have been o vast building, and a
splendid one, considering the place. Our course was west by
compass, and we kept close under the mountains, ha\lng them
on our right hand. After 3 hours we passed a large Armenian
village in a broad ravine occupied by fruit-trees, gardens, and
cultivated fields, a clear stream watering them and spreading
coolness and verdure around. But before and after reaching this
willage the ground was rocky, and the crops of grain very light ;
the reapers were everywhere getting in the harvest. After a ride
of 5 hours, we arrived at the Kqabah of Khini, but our baggage
was long before it came forward. I estimated the distance to be
from 18 to 90 miles. We found a shady garden to encamp in,
under fruit-trees, and the Musellim gaye orders to the KyayP of
the Armenians to see that we were furnished with everything we
stood in need of. T h e muleteers complained that the animals
had not recovered from the hard day over the Darkfish mountain,
and requested I would allow them a day's repose, which 1 consented to the more willingly as we were in a pleasant place, and
the Musellim was very civil.
T h e town contains 300 Mohammedan and 150 Armenian
families. T h e KyayL said the Armenians were very poor, that in
one way or another their tases amounted to about SOOZ., and they
had been much impoverished by exactions. O n the score of tranquillity they were much better off now than formerly: they did
not jain their Beg in hi struggle with Reshid Mohammed Pishd,
but surrendered their arms when they were demanded by the
pbh6. None of the Armenians are cultivators, but some own

vineyards and &ens,
and send their fruit for sale to DiyirBekr, 12 hours distant, bearing S. by W. by compass. They
are all engaged in spinning and weaving cotton-yarn and cotuse
cotton cloths. T h e Kyayi calculated that there were 120 looms
in the town, producing annually 50,000 pieces of cloth ; they are
sold among the neighbouring villages for their consumption, but
some are sent to DiyAr-Bekr as well as to Mlish. They dran
their cotton from Kharp6t and Erz- RGm. In the town h a most
abundant spring of water, the source of a river called the An&
S 6 (Granary River). Anbbr* means a barn for groin." T h e
head of water is confined in a stone-built basin, and the supply
issues from beneath several small arches. At the base of one of
the sides the water is very excellent and limpid ; and the thermometer put into it indicated 57' of Farenheit: as the springs issue
from the rock, this should show the mean temperature of the
climate ;this supposition is the more probable, as the spring in tho
garden at I1lijeh gave the same temperature, and that also issued
from limestone rock. T h e people said this water was warm
in winter and cool in' summer-a pretty sure indication of ita presening an invariable degree of temperature. Khini has an elevation of 8934 feet.
The Musellim, Sherif Beg, a native of Diydr Bekr, had paid
me a visit soon after my arrival, and had been remarkably obliging in supplying our wants. I returned hi call : his residence
was very miserable, but he said he was repiring some moms in
the harem of the old Beg's house, which had been burned. I
learned from him that HAfiz P4sh4, on his return from Khan&,
went from hence to Sivin Ma'den, an iron-mine, which he w a
working by the aid of Europeans; it was situated on the road
from this place to PAlC. T h e Beg showecl me a specimen of the
ore : the discovery was not a new one, the mine had been worked
before ; but the iron, he said, did not prove good, and the enterprise was abandoned. H e made some inquiries respecting
England, and asked me whether it were better than this country.
I said it would not bear a comparison, since it w-ashighly cultivated, and this a desert ; there the people were industrious, intelligent, and always aiming at im rovement; here they were listless, and never attempted to ameyiorate things. H e observed the
inhabitants were very stupid, and had not introduced 'arabahs, i. e.
carts, which were wed in many other parts of the country, and
were peculinrly adapted to these plains. I replied that their indolence was perhaps less owing to their stupidity than to the
nature of the government. If a person gained money by superior
activity and intelligence, it was seized on by some rapacious go-
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vernor ;rn that all motive to exertion was destroyed. Headmitted
there war truth in the remark; but said the natives, when they
ud and forget their duty ; and
hecame rich, were apt to grow
he cited as an example the con uct of the Begs in thip neighhurhood, who were puffed up with their riches, and turned rebels.
I replied that, if the government had been a just one, and porrresred a proper control, there would have been no motive to
become rebels, which was probably an act of self-defence, nor
could the Begs have succeeded in becoming independent. H e
hoped that now the country war subject to the control of the
legally-appointed authorities it would enjoy tranquillity, and that
prosperity would follow asa natural consequence. His idea that
~ p ! emust be kept poor by oppression to make them obedient,
IJJ qu~te
a Turkish mode of keeping subjects to their duty ; and
this maxim, so long enforced, has reduced the country to the state
in which it is. I heard from a Sarrdf of DiyBr-Bekr, who had
come hither to recover 2501. of the Musellim, for money advanced
him to make presents on his appointment, that he expected to
receive his money almost immediately, as a Sdiytheh was about
to be imposed on the people for the purpose. Thus they are
taxed, not for the real exigencies of the state, but to fee rnpacioua
Pkhits or their attendants. For the civilities received from
Sherif Beg I made him a suitable present.
I0ih.-Quitting the tnwn,and keeping a courne West by compass, at about 14 hour, we reached the extremity of the plain of
Khini. We then entered a gorge or pass in the mountains, and
emerged from it into another well-cultivated plain; in S h hourr
we reached the banks of a river which came from the north
through a rent in the mountains. The stream turned west for
about 2 miles, ancl then to the southward, and passed an
Armenian village named Zibeneh, whence it takes the name of
the Zibeneh S6. I was informed the source of this river w u in
a range of mountains, on the other side of which the Mudd Cha'i
runs, the range being parallel to the course of the river. _We
descended from the high bank, and crossed the stream ; the water
was clear, the current rapid ;it was at one time confined ta a nmrow deep channel of 50 feet; at another it ran in several channels over a wide sandy bed. We kept along the right bank of the
river : on the opposite side, where it turns off to the south, in a
perpendicular cliff of rock rising from the stream, I saw a'number
of caverns excavated in the rock ;they were high above the water,
and could not have been reached without a great deal of difficulty.
Laving the river we ascended to higher ground, and continued
over an extensive level, covered with large fields of grain, which
the reapers were busily engaged in cutting. I saw also many
fields sown with maiz. We passed near a village, and afterwar&
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through a narrow valley, at the opposite extremity of which we
came to the village of Pirhn, in a ride of 6) hours, the distance
being estimated at 16 to 18 miles.
The village is situated at the mouth of a ravine, overlooking s
small but pretty plain. Below the village there are some kitchengardens; but we could not find a spot to pitch our tents, and we
took up our quartem at the house of Ahmed AghR, the chief.
H e had just returned from Arghanli Ma'den, and informed me
that Hifiz P4sh4 was at KharpJt. Pirbn contains ninety Mohammedan and eighty Armenian families ; it is one of the fifty
villages belonging to the Beg of Egil. T h e Beg W a l w a y s been
subject to the governor of Arghan4 Ma'den, and never robbed, as
the other Begs were in the habit of doing, and the people consequently had always enjoyed tranquillity. Prom the appearance
of the country, I s u p p ~the
l people to be well off; the Aghi
said they were so formerly, but impositions h d increased so much
of late, that they were much fallen from their prosperous state.
They were obliged to supply 5000 loads of chamal to the -4rghani
mine, which they did at a loss to the village, of about 9501. I
presnmed this was in lieu of the SBliydneh, to which the AgM
replied that the Sdliykneh and every other usual tcur must be peid
as well. H e told me the charcoal was made in the mountains on
the north, but the wood was rapidly decreasing. Near the village
are the ruins of an Armenian church ; one arch standing proves it
to have been a massive building, but rough in its construction.
I met here two Jews of Aleppo, employed by a merohant of their
own persuasion in that city to sell Aleppo manufactures, for which
they ieceive gall-nuts in payment ; these are forwarded to their
mastem & A l eA~ n o .
11th.-We rose early, as the day's journey was rather long
and mountainous, and there was no intermediate village between
this place and the Arghank mine. We commenced our march by
moonlight, at eh. 40x11. A.M. We passed a very stony defile, and
descended to a small stream flowing to the S.E. : an hour beyond
it, we cane to a more considerable stream having the same coirse;
the road from hence became more mountainous. We arrived on
the edge of a steep mountain, directly opposite to the mine, with
the Diy4r Bekr branch of the Tigris flowing between us; descending this mountain, we crossed the river by a bridge in rather
a dilapidated state, and ascended to the mine. We had aeen
very few traces of cultivation on our r o d , and those few were
near the mine : the hills were of a crumbling whitish sort of clap,
without vegetation, and their ap earance made our day's ride
monotonous and uninteresting.
e got to the mine at 113 A.M.,
the march having occupied us 9 hours, and the estimated distance bcing a h u t 95 miles. Our baggage, however, did not
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reach until 9 P.M. We were l*ed
at the house of one of the
head miners, who was remarkably civil, there not being any spot
on which we could pitch our tents. The elevation is here 3644
feet above the sea.
19th.-From the town we crossed a ravine, and immediately
entered a good broad mad, a continuation of the military mad
commenced at Samsdn by Reshid Mohammed P b h i , but only
continued to the top of the mountain overlooking the plain of
Kharpbt ; the addition was made by Hgfiz Pdshi, and facilitated
the passage over these steep and rough mountains. I n about
3 hours we got out of the mountains, and came down to a very
pretty plain, crossing a small stream not far from ite source ; this
is the chief af3uent of the Diydr Bekr branch of the Tigris;
from hence it winds among the mountains, receiving in its course
all the draining8 of the range we had passed, and before reaching
the mine it has been swollen into a large river. Crossing this
plain, and entering a narrow glen, we came to the Kurd village
of Kizin, situated among trees. T h e village stands out of the
high road, but is much frequented by passengers; we reached it
in 6 hours from Arghani Ma'den, and I estimated the distance
14 to 15 miles. T h e village contains thirty-five Kurd families,
who should be well off. I asked whether they were so. Our
host, the head of the village, said the passage of traveilers was a
heavy tax ; they paid about 216 for Sdliydneh. They had a
large stock of cattle and sheep, and there were a great many
fields under the plough, so that, not having h e a d the usual loud
complaints of misery, I take it for granted they are in very comfortable circumstances. I had before lodged with the chief, and
he recognised me when the circumshnces of my visit were brought
to his recollection. I found him then, as now, extremely obliging
and very willing to supply our wants to the best of his power.
13th.-Descending the ravine in which Kiein is situated, we
came in sight of the pretty lake of G6ljik, and immediately fell
into the military road, which brought us to Kharplit. From the
summit of the range of mountains a rich prospect presents itself;
the plain of Kharp6t is one of the best cultivated perhaps in
Turkey, and the fields were waving with good crops ripe for the
sickle. A range of low hills, thrown out from the mountains
on which Kharplit stands, runs nearly across the plain, and divides
it into two portions. A t the most eastern extremity the Murid
is seen entering it, and, after skirting its edge, soon again quits it
through a break in the mountains on the N.E. corner of the
plain. T h e two divisions may be about 50 miles in length ; they
are very populous, and there is no unoccupied ground ; in fact, it
is the richest and most populous part of the country. We
'
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reached the Armenian village of Iicjnk in 4 hours, and, wbile
waiting there to allow my K h a v h to go forward to announce my
arrival to Hifiz PQshd,we procured a breakfast. After an hour's
halt, we mounted a ~ a i nat 9,and reached the village of Mezirah
in hours. T h e P k h d gave us a garden to encamp in, sent us a
~umptuousbreakfnst in the Turkbh style, offered tents, furniture,
and everything we wanted, appointed persons to attend on us, d,
in short, nothing could exceed his politeness and attention.
Mezirah is a small village in the plain about Q miles from the
town of Kharpht, lying 36 18 feet above the sea; it waa chosen
by the Pbshi for his residence, on account of a palace'there
which belonged to Is-hAk, a former Pbshd, who was decapitated
by Reshid Mohammed Pishd. N o habitation in the neighbourh o d would have been extensive enough to have contained the
harem and suite of the P k h i , and it possessed the additional
advantage of being close to the camp.
During my protracted stay here, all my party as well as myaelf
suffered much from fever, and, despairing of s e e i q the recovery
of all completed while residing here, I determined to move away
to a purer atmosphere; on the 25th of July, consequently, I
struck my tents, and set off on my return.
My stay here would have been both shorter and more satisfactory, had not sickness prevailed to so great an extent. Not only
were all our party sufferers from fever, but the PAsld was attacked,
and also an agreeable European officer attached to the army.
This detracted much from the satisfaction of a visit to so polite
und distinguished a person aa Hafix Pkh6, who did everything to
render our stav snreeable.
1 1A
2 'made the moat considerate arrangements for
The P Q ~ ~
providing for our comfort on the journey to Mhsh, and deputed
his TBtBr Aghi to accompany me with two other Titars, and,encumbered as we were with several sick, we soon felt the advantage
of having with us so attentive a mihmdnddr.*
We left Mezirah at 6 A.M., and after a hot ride of 4 hours in
an easterly direction reached the village of AlisMn. Four
attendants were very ill, and so much worse for the march, that it
was impossible to move the next day. In our new position we
had escaped some of the inconveniences of Mezirah, but the heat
was nearly as oppressive ; the soil being n whitish clay, the reflection from tile sun and the dust were annoying. T h e T i t e r Aghi
proposed that the sick should be conveyed in 'arabaha, that we
should travel during the cool of the night, and make one march
Literally " Pweyor ;I' but MihrnCndkr ia the title of an o a r of rank appointed
to attend upon an ambassador, and provide him with everything he or his mite can
w.ut.-F.S.

to P116. The air there was represented as pure and cool, and
if the sick required rmt it would be more beneficial at Pblh than
if we remained in the plain exposed to the heat.
AlishAn is situated in the plain, having to the S. the mad
lea*
to Arghan4, and on the N. the break in the mountains
through which the Mudd flows in its course towards its junction
with the Kar4 Su, or Western Euphrates, above Kebbin Ma'den.
The village is about 9 hours distant from the river, and contains
100 Mohammedan families. A Shlifineh is levied annually of
6000 piasters, or CiOl., and besides a tax is paid of 5 piasters, equal
to Is., on every kilo (kileh) of wheat, and of 3 piasters, equal to
7fd., on the same measure of barley. The kilo here is equal to
nine batmlns, or 1481 h . Grains of various k i d s are grown, as
well as cotton, and the palma christi for the sake of its oil used in
lamps. Each peasant owns a pair of oxen to plough his ground,
two or three cows, and a few sheep; the cattle are sent to the
mountains to feed during the day, but they do not pick up sufficient to keep them, and they are furnished throughout the year
with chopped straw at home. There are neither pastures nor
waste lands in the plain.
Before Reshid Molpmmed PBshi's successes against the Kurds,
they often plundered the peasantry, but at present the most perfect security exists.
26th.-In conformity to the propored plan, in the afternoon
two 'arabaha were procured, and two sick placed in each. Our
party mounted an hour afterwards. Rather more than a mile
from Alish4n we p a d through a large Armenian village named
Hogask, and close under the mountain8 on our right were several
other villages surrounded by trees; we crossed a spur of the
range round which the river ran on our left, and descended into a
valley in which war the village of Tilkeh : we reached it at
midnight, and rested until the dawn was breaking, when we again
mounted, and in 4 hours arrived at P416. From Tilkeh the
plain extends to the banks of the Murid, about a mile distant.
We kept along the side of the mountains until we descended to
the river, lower down than the town of Pblli, which ig situated on
the opposite bank. Rising from the stream, we ascended a
mountain, on the slope of which were extensive gardens, and traversing them under the shade of fruit-trees, dercended ngain
to the river's banks, and after riding for a mile up the stream
crossed a bridge, followed the right bank for half a mile, and
then mounted a steep ascent to the town, placed high up the
mountain under a lofty peak, crowned by an old castle.
The Beg being absent, his brother sent his errirf (banker) to
meet me at the bridge, and to excuse himself for not coming
- in
person, being unwelf.
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The Beg wam superintending the operations at ~ i v bMasden,
'
which was raid to be 8 horn distant, by a very mountainous and
difficult road. I was conduded to the +rrAfs house, where I
took up my quarters ; it was airy, a d commanded a fine view of
the river. When c r d n g the bridge, three men plunged from its
centre into the stream, and swam ashore ; they met me at the end
of the bridge, and claimed a present for the exhibition. The
height they dropped is about forty feet; the stream is very rapid
and about 100 vards wide. It is not considered safe to ~ a r over
s
the bridge on hkrseback : the buttresses (the only r-ns
of a
more ancient structure) have been united with w d , rough1y and
by no meana solidly put together. Our barometer at the bridge
showed an altitude of 28 19 feet ; at the town of PBld 32- feet.
From the town up the stream, the channel is compressed into a
narrow space, by mountaim rising abruptly from its banks. In
aome mrts its breadth does not ex&
SO v d .- in otherr it is
three *times aa much. I saw a man drive an ass through the
river under our residence, but from the numerous tunu Be made
it must require a perfect knowledge of the ford to enable a person
to cross it without risk. Four keleks, or rafts, passed down the
river while I was at PQlG; they were composed of boughs, supported hy inflated skins, and charcoal was stacked on them. A
man at each end with a addle directecl the raft. On the dav
after our arrival our sici rejoined us: they were alJ much imt
proved in health, and in a state to continue the journey on homeback.
The town of Pnlh contains 1000 families;
Armenian and
600 MusulmBn. The former are employed either in manufacturing or in general trade ; 900 looms are worked, producing
cloths from native cotton, and there is a dyeing establishment and
a tannery. The Armenians complained of the heavy taxation to
which they are subject. The Mohammedans u e the sole owners
of the gardens, and cultivators of the land ; a few vineyards,however, belong to Armenians.
The direct road to Erq-Rim is closed by snow during three
months ; the distance is 8 camvan days and 49 port hours. The
course of the river is E. and W. I estimated the distance fmm
Kharput 36 miles due W.by compass.
29th.-On leaving Pdlu we passed through the town under the
castle, and over the crest of the ridge, from which we descended
by a gradual slope into m extensive and well-cultivated plain,
studded with numerous villages surrounded by mharJo and
vineyards. Our direction was N.N.E. by compass. In 14 hour
we came to the Armenian village of Hoshmat, the estimated distance 5 miles; here the Erz-Rhn road branches off from that we
followed, and takes a northerly course. On the opposite side of
4

the plain beaFing N.W. is a large Armenian monastery at a
village called HabPb ; the plain. on the N. is bounded by a low
range of mountains, beyond which runs the Perez Sii, rising in
the Sanjtik of Khiji (in the Pkhalik of E r q - R h ) , and f a l l k
into the Mured 3 hours below P61C; the river was said to be a
considerable one, but fordable in summer.
We left Hoehmat at 8 A.M. ; in Q hours we came to the extremity of the plain, and after an ascent of an hour reached
Mezinrh. A short distance from the village the chief persons of
the place came out to meet me. Our baggage and sick had preceded us, having marched through the night, and on my arrival I
found the tents pitched under the shade of fruit-trees.
The situatiofi was very pleasant ; it commanded a view of the
valley and the mountains on the opposite side, and in the distance
the lofty summits of the Dlijik range, capped with snow, were
visible. The cool temperature was delightful, and our convalescenb experienced great benefit from the change. Mezirah is
m feet above the sea.
situated at 5
The vil+
conteins fifty or sixty MusulmAn families, and I
should suppose them to be well off by their style of dress and
cleanly streets, which were all swept before the houses, and were
unencumbered by heaps of filth, as is usually the w e .
A letter was brought to me from the Beg of PB16, inviting me
to visit the Sivhn mine ; it wnr written in Frepch by some of the
Europeans there, and, although addressed ti, Russian travellers,
wlis evidently intended for me. I wrote a reply in French, and
excused myself on account of my having advanced too far on my
journey.
The ore is a rich iron ; the director, a French engineer, named
Chatillon, fell ill in the autumn, a d on his way to Constantinople
died at SAmsh. Since then the works have been suspended.
30th.-We left Mezirah about f to 5 A.M., and descended the
mountain on the side of which it is situated; for a short time
we followed the valley, then crossing it, we ascended the mountains on our left, and passed over a rough track strewed with
immense boulders; on the summit were springs of water and
ptures. We descended from the ridge, and a little way down
came to some tents, after a march of
hours from I\~Ieeirah.
The persons encamped here belonged to the village of Chevli,
whither we were ping, and they reside here during the summer
for the sake of the pasture the mountains afford. From the tents
we descended to a narrow valley, having trees and meadows in i b
bottom with a rill of water, but not any habitations. As we a&
van&
the trees became more abundant, and we finally entered
on ~uountainscovered with oak. I observed the usual varieties ;
t b t which procluces the mama, a d that which bears the gall-
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nut, but none of the timber was large. This wooded region is
lofty, and the ascents and descents both frequent and steep. Our
descent from thence was gradual, the wood continuing until we
approached the village, which we reached in 34 houra from the
tents ; but our baggage-horses came up long after us. The distance from Mezinll I considered about 90 miles E. by compass.
Chevli is the residence of the Beg of Jabdkjlir, or Chibdkchlir,
a district belonging to the PbshAlik of DiyAr-Bekr, which city
was said to be 24 hours distant. The Murhd-ChKi was Qh hours
off to the S., and is fordable in summer at particular places. The
road to it from hence is good, leading down the valley ; but after
crossing the stream tlie route to Khini passes over very difficult
and steep mountains, a continuation of the range of M6sh. Chevli
ie situated in a narrow ravine, evidently formed by water, and on
the banks of a small stream. The village contains 150 families;
half are Kurds and half Armenians; their general appearance
did not give the idea of prosperity. I received a visit from the
Beg, who was not a very intelligent person. He commands sixty
villages, mostly small, many being inhabited by not more than from
five to ten families. H e said they hod been always oppressed by
more powerful neighbours, such as the PIshA of MGsh and the
Beg of Khiji, both of whom had often plundered them. H e could
only collect in his beglik about 100 horsemen and 1000 footmen
armed with rifles. -When attacked by a superior force, they fled
to the mountains, taking with them all the property they could
carry away, leaving the rest at the mercy of the assailants. They
had been deprived of their best mares, and did not now possess
any fine horses. This stste of insecurity no longer exists, but the
effects which have resulted will continue to be felt to a distant
period. The people pay as SAliy4neh 201. to 301. five times a-year,
and as usual, complained of heavy taxation. The Armenian portion of the population are the principal cultivators of the soil.
Barley and grain enough are not raised for the consumption of
the inhabitants: hay and firewood, however, are obtained in abundance from the neighbouring mountains. Upwards of 1000 head
of cattle are owned by the villagers collectively,consisting of cows,
oxen, buffaloes, sheep, and goats. The poorest class gather gum
trngacanth in the mountains, which, as well as the wool of the
goats, petty traders from Diybr-Bekr and Pdlli come hither to
purchase. The oaks in the neighbouring mountains usually yield
a crop of manna once in three years. It was expected this seaiwn,
but, although the weather had been favourable, no manna had
been found.
I went down to the river's side to bathe, and left my watch on
the bank. As m n as I discovered the loss, 3 hours after, I
informed the TdtBir Aghd, who applied to the Beg. A child con-

fessed to have picked it up, and an elder person had taken it from
him. A promise was given that it should be restored, but an hour
elapsed, and no watch was brought. The Ttit&r Aghi returned
to the Beg, and threatened that, if the watch were not forthcoming
immediately, he would bind him hand and foot, and send him by
a k h a v h to Htifiz PtishB. This threat had the desired effect,
and in five minutes the watch was produced. T h e incident shows
how much the authority of the P L h 4 is respected, even in this
wild part of the country, where neither he nor hi troops have
yet appeared.
1stAugust.-The day's march being long and very mountainous,
our heavy baggage was despatched at midnight, and we followed
at 5 A.M. We descended the ravine to the plain, at the opening
of which the stream of the village is joined by a more considerable one coming from the mountains we had traversed before
reaching Chevli. T h e plain was very stony, and a good portion
wan covered with low underwood. After crossing it we entered
among the mountains, and in our course passed through a pretty
valley, with wood ancl rich meadows, and a river which runs into
the MurBd-Ch&S. The stream came from the N.E., and is called
the GSnluk-Su, froin the name of the district in which it rises.
From this valley we made a long ascent to the village of 'AshQhah,
or lower Pakengog. The distance I estimated 1 1 miles, which
m u p i e d us 3%hours, on a general compass bearing of E. by N.
Our baggage took another road, which, though more circuitous,
was less mountainous, as it wound through the valleys. The situation of the village was beautiful. O n all sicles were mountains
clothed with oaks ; and to the S. wns seen a loftier range, which,
as it was said always to retain some enow throughout the summer,
could not be less than 10,000 feet in height. The village contains fifty or sixty Kurd fsmilies. Seated on a green sward close
by a cool spring, and surrounded by trees, we were served a most
excellent bieakfast.
From this place we kept p d n a l l y ascending, and in about 9
hours reached Y6kbreh, or Upper Pakengog, distant from the
lower between 5 and 6 miles. Our barometer here showed an
elevation of 5904 feet. We found our tents itched under some
walnut-trees remarkable for their size ; and many others of equal
dimensions, scattered about the picturesque glen in which the
village lay; added to the beauty of the scene. T h e inhabitants
were absent at their summer pasturer, but our Kurd escort
brought some of them down, and after a little difficulty we procured the necessary supplies. These people are wild, and under
very little control. When the Tdttir arrived who was sent forward
to order some preparation to be made, a savage-looking greybearded Kurd refused to supply anything, and, on receiving
YOL. x.
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probably some abuse, said he would collect the villagers and
shoot us all like pigs. This insolence was represented to the
Tdtir Aghi, who ordered the fellow to be bound, and threatened
to eend him to HBfie PBshb. The man denied what had been
attributed to him; and, after he had been thus detained for two or
three hours, irltercession was made for him, and he was released
on a promise of more civil behaviour to travellers in future.
About a month previously, the Beg of the lower village attacked
the inhabitants of the upper, and obliged them to pay him about
751. as a ransom, besides having slaughtered some cattle to feast
his people, and having carried away many more. The chief of
the village requested the T i t & Aghi to allow his son to accompany him to Hiifig Pbhb, to represent the conduct of the Beg of
the lower village. The two villages are perpetually at war, and
the upper being. the least populous suffers proportionably.
When at Chevli, in walking through the village, I happened to
stop before the house of the Kid1 to look at a mare standing there.
H e m n after sent to say that, if she pleased me, he would make
her a present to me, which I declined. The Imim of this village
represented to the Tat.tir Aghi that the Kaidi had taken the mare
from him, besides a gun and a sabre, because he had killed an
Armenian ten yeare before. The T 6 t h Agh6 promised on his
return to oblige the Kaidi to restore the property. These facts
will give some idea of the unsettled state of this part of the
country,
and of the singular and loose way in which justice is ad. .
ministered.
end.-We
quitted the village before 5 A.M., and immediately,
by a rough road, commenced ascending, in a general S.E. direction, a mountain-range covered with small oak. In 4 of an hour
we reached the summit, and rode on it for about 4 an hour more.
I observed there a great deal of obsidian, mostly in very large
pieces, and the earth was a deep red colour. Our descent was for
a long time through a wood: emerging from this, we continued
down the slope of the mountain, which was stony, until we came
to the TBkhtah Kepri-$6, or river of the wooden bridge. It flows
from the northward, and falls into the Murtid-ChG about 3 hours
below the place where we forded it. The stream runs in a ravine
with steep rocky sides, and its banks are covered with trees. The
current. was rapid, the water girth-deep, and in breadth it might
be 30 yards. After leaving the river the ground was of the same
nature as in approaching it, but in the plain below the soil was
rich and well cultivated. We saw two small villages, but did not
approach them ; and at the termination of the plain we came to
Boghlin. We had been 44 hours from Pakengog, and I estimated the distance about 19 miles. To the left of our road,
among the low mountains bordering the plain, I observed a peak

which appeared in form like the crater of an extinct volcano. It
was lower than the mountain on which I saw so much obsidian,
and several miles distant from it.
T h e village of BoghlBn, governed by a Musellim, contains
skty Kurd families. T h e Musellim provided a good breakfast ; and his two eons, handsome Kurd youths, attended on uo.
W e took it in a chamber contiguous to a mosque, in which was a
small reservoir of cool water supplied from a n e i g h b o w spring.
From Boghlin I was accompanied by a son of the Murellim.
W e ascended through a valley, passed a small village, and soon
after reached the crest of the range, from whence we obtained an
extensive view of the plain of M hsh, and the M d d winding
through it. After a ride of rather m6re than 9 hours we arrived
at the monastery of ChBngeri.
This monastery is frequented by numbers of Armenian pilgrims. I t is dedicated to St. John the Baptist, called in Armemian Surp Karabed, part of whose body is said to be contained in
a case placed on an altar in the church. I t owes ita high reputation for sanctity to the possession of this relic, which is believed to
p m s the power of effecting miraculous cures. The church is
ancient, and is said to have been built A.D. 304. I t is a massive
stone structure, without any pretension to architectural beauty,
and very gloomy on account of the smallness of the windows.
Around the spacious court, in the centre of which the church
rtands isolated, are numerous rooms and stables, as well for the
accommodation of the inmates as of pilgrims. The walls enclosing the building are lofty, solidly built, and well calculated
to protect the convent against the attack of an enemy During
the Russian war the monastery was taken possession of by Kurds,
who remained in it for several months. They plundered the
treasures of the church, and burnt or threw into the water all the
books and manuscripts. After the treaty of Adrianople, a fermdn
was issued by the SultBn ordering the restitution of the stolen
property, but most of it had been destroyed, and very little was
ever recovered. Several bishops reside here : they appeared
people of uncouth manners and no learning, and complain that
the nilarims are much less numerous than formerlv. The monastery owns two villages : the revenie derived from them must,
however, be small ; and its chief dependence is on the contributions of devout visitors. I everywhere heard persons speak of
the great sanctity of the place, and the merit of performing a
pilgrimage thither; and I was therefore surprised to hear the
complaints of the priests as to the diminished number of the
devotees.
I had heard such exaggerated accounts of the richness of the
monastery, the number of rooms devoted to the use of visitors,
1
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and the handsome treatment they received from tile priests, that
my disappointment wns great at finding that I coulcl not obtain a
decent room to lodge in. I was shown the best, but all were
dila idated and filthy; and I preferred taking up a station on a
sm 1 terrace shaded by trees, in the neighbourhood of a cool
spring : it was outside the monastery, on the slope of a hill. Park
of the building were undergoing repair, and a great number of
masons were employed : the work was done in a very substantid
way, in cut stone. Females do not appear to be excluded from
this monastic retreat, for I saw several within its precincts. A n
annual fair is held here on St. John's day, and is frequented by
people of every religion, sect and nation, to be found in the surrounding country. This year a quarrel arose between a Kurd
and a Christian: blows were exchanged, weapons drawn, and
theft attempted ; but on the occurrence of the dispute the people
conveyed their go& within the walls of the monastery, entl
although there was much alarm and confusion, very little property was lost. T h e progress of the fair was, however, interrupted; and Khiirshid Beg, Emln PtishB's brother, came to
restore harmony between the Kurds and the inhabitants of the
monastery. T h e Armenian who owned our hired horses had,
through imprudence, a relapse of his Kharplit fever: he tied
(with faith, I believe) the efficacy of St. John's body, but he did
not experience any salutary effect, and has f o r d again to apply
to the more certain remedies of Dr. Dickson. Our cook was so
clevoutly disposed and so earnest in his devotions, that it was with
difficulty he could be withdrawn from the church to prepare our
dinner.
T h e keepers of our horses took them to graze at a villilge belonging to the monastery, and allowed them to stray into a field
of clover which had been cut and carried. While the men were
lying down to rest they were attacked by the villagers, and two
of them were seriously injured by blows from heavy clubs. T h e
T 4 d r Agh4 having already gone forward to MGsh to announce
my approach to the Pjlsh4, I sent another T A t t to seize the villagers, but the offenders had escaped. I applied to the head of
the convent, who produced two innocent men, declaring that the
culprits hadfled to the mountains. I insisted that they should be
found by the next morning, or I would take Lim with me to
Emin PBshA.
3rd.-Only one men was this morning brought forward, and
the sufferers said that, although present, he did not actually strike
them. Finding the priests unwilling to give up the delinquents,
on mounting I obliged the chief of the convent to accompany me.
After 3 an hour's ride he promised, if he were permitted to return, to scncl the guilty persons to M i ~ s hwithin two days. I with-
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out hesitation consented to his proposal, but the promise was not
k e p ~ In e hours we reached Ziydret (Place of Pilgrimage),
situated in the plain, a short distance from the foot of the
mountains. The village is inhabited by forty Armenian, and
gives quarters to twenty Kurd families in winter. After quitting
Ziydret we directed our course to the Murdd, about 3 miles distant, and forded it where it is divided into two channels : the fint
WBI only knee-deep, the rrecond reached to the horses' shoulders.
A little earlier in the season it could not have been fordable.
Where the two channels were united the river was 100 or 190
yards wide: the water was muddy and the current slow. Almost
immediately after crossing we came to the village of Shekirdn,
containing about sixty Armenian, and afibrding kishldk to between twenty and thirty Kurd families. On our road after we
crossed the stream which runs by Kizil AgMj, we passed close
under the village of Pakengog : both of which were before noticed
on the road to KharpiiL
Before reaching Chevermeh, our old encamping station, I was
met by a man sent from Emin PHahit to offer the house of
KhCrshid Beg for my accommodation. I declined it, however,
preferring our tents; and signified my intention of encamping
at Arishbdn, the village nearest to the PBshL's SerG. We reached
this after an extremely hot ride of 4 hours from Ziytiret, from
whence I estimated the distance full 12 miles, as the road was .
gocd, and we left our baggage far behind. I dismounted at the
house of Mahm6d Beg, the chief of the village, who is a relation
of Emin P4shd. While waiting the arrival of our tents and
baggage, an excellent breakfast was served. Mahmud Beg had
that morning arrived from Bitlis with Sherif Beg, who had been
sent for by Emin PLhti, and MurAd Beg was hourly expected
from K h i ~ s . The brothers were assembling to consult on the
new position Emin Ptishi found himself placed in by the transfer
of his Pdshdlik to Hifiz PQshB;and also to collect their resources
in order to make much presents to their new superior as would
secure to Emin P h M his re-appointment. Soon after my arrival
the Titdr Aghi came, accompanied by the K h a v 4 ~B L h i of
Emin Pdsh4, sent to welcome me. The former insisted, on the
pospart of HBfiz Pbshd, on Mahmud Reg's showing me every
- sible attention.
Two hours after our arrival the baggage came up, and our tents
were pitched near the village : we found the weather unpleasantly
sultry during the day ; the nights were however agreeably cool,
but we were tormented by mosqnitoes.
I interchanged visits with Emin PQsh4, who received me with
great cordiality. Sherif Beg also paid me a visit, and i~lsisteilon
m y taking up my quarbrs at hi residence at Bitlis, whither he
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expected to arrive as soon as I should, for he intended to return
home as Boon as Emin PBshP should have set out for Hit.6~
Pbhii's head-quarters, and he would make the journey in 1time than I should.
7th.-We this day quitted ArishbAn for Birlb : immediately
after mounting we were joined by a person belonging to Sherif
Beg, who acted as MihmAndQr, but we roon discovered the
change and felt regret at being deprived of the services of the
TQtar Aghd. We took an easterly course along the southern
edge of the plain of M6sh. In 3 hours we came to a halt at the
village of Khbq-kci. We made this short march in order to divide the distance in such a way as to reach Bitlis early the third
day. The road from Ariehbdn was over a dead flat, and the
distance between 9 and 10 miles on a bearing of S.E. by E.
Near the foot of the mountains the soil is gravelly, but it improves as you approach the river in the lower parts of the plain.
I observed several fields of unripe gain, notwithstanding the
summer had been dry and hot. T h e village contains 150 Armenian, and gives Kishlik to forty Kurd families; there was a
very large stock of hay collected for their use. I t is curious to
see the immense ricks which are usually placed on the flat roofs
of the houses, and give the first notice of one's approach to a
village. The hay is twisted into bands, and made up into large
bundles, which are neatly stacked in the form of a truncated
pyramid, without thatch. T h e peasants complained that the
Kishlek kept them in a state of poverty ; but, were it not for this
heavy imposition, they would be very comfortable. Last year
they hnd to pay about 801. to provide fodder for the cattle of the
Kurds, the stock laid in having been expended from the unusual
duration of the winter. Two brothers of the KyayA of the village
were killed by some of their guests in a dispute. The murderers
were taken to Erz-Rhm, and the Ser-'asker would have executed
them, but the surviving brother dared not to appear against them
lest he should himself be murdered for having demanded their
blood. The house of the Beg was the only one in the village
which had two stories ; its external appearance however did not
promise much comfort within. The Beg had gone to Mush to
attend on Emin Pbhd, to whom he is related, and his llon came
in his stead to pay his respects.
Three hours distant, across the mountains, which here border
this plain on the south side, in situated an extensive plain which
belongs to the Beg of Kharzbn, but he resides about 96 hours
beyond. Before the late defeat of the Kharziinlis by Hlifiz PdsM,
the Beg's son said that I could not, without danger, have encamped on the spot where I was, hut must have availed myself
of the protection of a house, as the Kurda of KharzAn were con-

stantly crossing over the mountains to plunder and carry off cattle
at night. T h e slaughter among the Khanin Kurds he represented as very great. Two-thirds of the population are Armenian, but they did not take part in the contest. T h e KharzQnlis
were divided among themselves. T h e Reg and his party sided
with the P4sh4, and the inhabitants only of the more mountainous districts resisted him : had the whole population been
united mv informant thoueht
" tho attack would have failed.
We were encamped close by a place where the grain was collecting previous to its being trodden out; and 'arabahs, or carts,
drawn chiefly by buffaloes, were constantly arriving loaded with
it. I observed that the wheels of some of these turned on the
axle. whereas in eeneral the axle is firmlv,fixed on the wheel. and
revolves with it. I thought I had discovered an unusual degree
of intelhgence in these peasants, and I remarked the difference of
the carts to a farmer ; he replied that those which I considered
superior were cheap, only used by the poorer peasants, and that
they did not last above two or three years. T h e others could be
used for twenty, by merely changing the axles. T h e wheels of
the latter were strengthened with iron, and had iron tires, and
cost about 52. a-pair. I called his attention to the easy draught of
the cheaper carts, of which he seemed quite aware, and I pointed
out how they might be improved by .strengthening theaxles with
iron, and making iron boxes to the wheels, but the man said they
had no smiths among them. T h e good wheels are brought ready
mnde from Erz-Rum, and fixed to the carts, which are constructed on the a p t . The common carts are also made here ;and
I think the man said they cost about 153. : nothing but wood is
used in them, not even an iron nail.
I here saw the person who was collecting the Kharaj, or polltax ; and he told me the entire amount for the whole Pgshilik
was 46) purses, 33001. I cannot judge from this of the exact
number of the Rayah population; there are various grades, each
paying a different sum, and I do not know how many there may
be of each class, but at a guess I should estimate the male RayPh
population at 13,000 above 14years, below which age.Khar4j is not
exacted. T h e number of children is veryremarkable throughout
the country; scarcely had we arrived in a village before they were
seen issuing in swarms from their underground habitations ; and
most of them were either naked or only half-clothed with rags :
in this village I think there were more than usual. If bad food.
scanty clothing, a severe climate, and epidemic disease, added to
the total deprivation of medical aid, did not cause a more than
ordinary mortality among the children, the population ought to
increase at a rapid rate.
8th-We atarted by moonlight to avoid the heat of the day:
0
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in 1h. '20m. we reached the village of Irishdir, and then c
d
the K a d S6, which was knee-deep and 15 yards wide. A
quarter of an hour beyond it, we p a s 4 Ahkevank, and forded a
small stream which falls into the Karb Sli, to which we came
again in another half-hour ;and, riding along its bank, soon after
pamed Nokh. I n 4 an hour more we reached Marnik, also
close to the river: all these villages are Armenian, and, except
Nokh, large; the distance from KhkLk6i to Marnik I estiMarnik, after a short time we
mated about 9
- miles. Leavinrr
w
crossed a spur, thrown out from the main range, extending far
into the plain: we afterwari!: came down upon a pretty extensive marsh, the waters of which flow into the K a r i $6, but the
river itself only skirts the marsh : we rounded this, and rode
across a flat with meadows, corn-fields, and melon-grounds, when
we again forded the Kar4 $6, and entered the village of Mushbkshir, which is inhabited by fifty Armenian families, and is
the property of Sherif Beg of Bitlis. The distance from Mamik
I estimated at 6 miles, on a bearing of S.E.by E. by compass.
W e encamped to the eastward of the village near a threshing-floor,
in a very hot and exposed situation, which we chose on account
of its distance from the water. to avoid mosauitoes. O~Doaiteurr
wns the range of the ~ i r n r i iTggh,
i
and mtre m u t h w d , on the
other sidepf a marshy plain, the Kurd village of NBrshh.
The Nimrhd range runs nearly N. and S., hut at its southern
extremity is terminated by a cross range, called the KerkG
TAgh, running E. and W. The sides of the latter are green
with underwood ; its summit is flat, and resembles the truncated
cone of an extinct volcano. T h e road ran through a hollow between the Kerk6 Ttigh and the chain of mountains which borders
the plain of M h h on its muthern side, and which continues in an
easterly direction along the lake of V h .
9lh.-We
left Mushilishir early in the morning, and went
round the marshy plain intervening between that village and
NGrshin; in about 3 an hour we crossed for the last time the
Knr4 Sii, here coming from the N., and skirting the base of the
Nimr6d range, the ravines and valleys of which it drains. In an
hour more we were opposite to Nlirshin, but did not approach it
nearer than a mile. I t is inhabited by Kurds, and covers an extensive site, the houses being dispersed among gardens and fields.
Its appearance from a distance is more cheerful and pretty than
most of the villages in this part of the country. From thence we
ascended a gentle slope between the two ranges of mountains,
and passed a small village with a ruined khin near it, called
Kifir Borg, or Borj (Infidel's Tower), and inhabited by M&ammedans. Some Yezidi Kurds here overtook us ; they cnme from
their tenb on the Nimrlid T Q h , and were going to Bitlie. One
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among them, who spoke a little Turkish, said they were not Mohammedans, and drank brandy, and from this circumstance he
appeared to claim fellowship with Christians. It is a very usual
opinion among Mohammedans to consider the great privilep
conferred by Christianity to be a liberty toindulge in intoxicating
liquors, and I have often heard Turks express surprise that we
used them with so much moderation. A t about 2 hours from
NGrshin, when opposite to the eastern extremity of the Kerku
range, we turned to the S. down a narrow valley, which by a
gradual descent led us to' Bitlis. T o the point where we made
the turn our course had been E. On either side were lofty
mountains, and a stream flowed in a ravine with perpendicular
rocky sides (apparently basalt) cut in the bottom of the valley.
I n two places the water fell over ledges of rock which ran across
the ravhe, but the volume of the stream waa now too small to
give any grandeur to these cascades.
In the course of our descent to Bitlis we met several large
khans of a very solid construction, but in a ruined state, and SO
near each other, that I was at a loss to imagine the reason, until I
learned that in winter in this pass the wind often rushes through
the valleys with fearful violence, and, when accompanied by snow,
endangers the lives of persons on the road, for advance or retreat
are then equally impracticable. T h e khins were built to afford
refuge to caravans or travellers caught in these storms, and the
peasantry were bound to resort thither on the appronch of bad
weather, to be at hand as well to give assistance as to furnish
supplies during the detention of persons, and to open a way
through the snow-drifts for their release. T h e ruin and neglect
of such useful buildings and customs, is a proof of the decay of
trade and of the indifference of the local governors to the welfare
of the people. T h e rock in the valley through which the road
passes was nearly as soft and light as pumice, and the horses had
worn in it deep channels; it was evidently of volcanic origin. W e
were eh. YOm. from the turn in the road to Bitlis, and I estimated the whole distance from Mushlkshir at 15 to 16 miles.
Our Kurd guide went forward to announce our approach, and
before entering the town, I was ]net by the Sam-f of Sherif Beg,
who conducted us to the Beg's Ser6i'.
T h e valley of Ritlh runs nearly N. and S. One ravine
branches from it to the W., another to the N.W., and a third to
the E. ; at their common point of junction with the main valley,
the town is situated at an altitude of 5 156 feet above the sea In
the centre of the space it occupies, rises an abrupt rock, on the
summit of which are the ruins of a castle, the residence of the
former Begs of Bitlis : at its eastern base lie the bJArs, while tho
streets lining the banks of the streams which flow through the
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valley and ravines, and extending up them, give an irregular
form to the town, which coven a considerable area, on account of
the gardens interspersed among the houses in the ravines. Bare
limestone mountains rise on every side to a very considerable elevation, perhaps nearly 2000 feet above the valley, and the bottom
of the ravines and valley are filled with gardens and orchards
irrigated by numerous streams and springe. This antique-lwking city, placed in so remarkable a situation, the severe character
and great height of the mountains, and the cheerful vegetation of
the valleys, viewed from the residence of Sherif Beg, combine to
form a prospect as singular as it is interesting.
The castle-rock rises perpendicularly from about 50 to 60 feet,
and the walls 30 feet above the summit, which they completely
encircle ; they are solidly built and loopholed, and before the use
of cannon, the place might have been considered impregnable.
The only access to the castle is by a narrow and steep p a w ,
defended by rreveral strong gates. Within the external wall the
whole is a mass of ruins, and the plan of the residence can scarce
be traced : it is untenanted except by one or two poor familier,
who have sought shelter in some outhouses which have escaped
the general wreck.
The bOBdrs are extenrive and apparently well stocked ; they we
entirely terraced over, and the roof is used as a highway for foot
passengers. The road through them runs between the shops,
and is narrow, scarcely permitting more than the passage of two
persons abreast, and, from the crowd which thronged the b e i t s ,
it was difficult to make one's way through them; they are very
obscure, the light being admitted only by means of perforations
made for the purpose at intervals in the roof. Two good kheins
atford accommodation to wholesale traders : the streems are
crossed by single-arched bridges, which are sufficiently numerous
to afford a ready passage from one part of the town to another.
The population consista of 9000 Mohammedan and 1000
Armenian families. There are three mosques with minarets,
and about twelve tekiyehs or convents, belonging to the Howling
Dervishes, of which sect this city would appear to be the principal seat.
The houses are all flat-roofed, and every building in Bitlb is
of stone ; the material used is a volcanic rock, which fmm itu soft
texture is ensily worked. The blocks are squared and are cemented with mud ; a few only of the houses have the joining of
the stones pointed with lime.
The Begs of Bitlis were always powerful enough to preserve
their independence until they were subdued by the father of
Emin PbhB, since which time, the Beglik has been attached to the
P t h i l i k of M b h . Eighty villages were said to be under the
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command of Sherif Beg, and his territory forms therefore about
one-third of the whole PBshdik. During their independence the
Begs struck a small copper coin which is still current at Bitlis.
The place is certainly of high antiquity, but I could not obtain
any precise information as to its history or founder. A n Armenian, who was reputed to be learned in the annals of his
country, was introduced to me ; he said he had read the history of
Bitlis, but could only remember that its ancient name was
Salamsur, and that of its founder Iskender, a Pagan king.
The residence of Sherif Beg is situated on a short spur thrown
out towards the S. from the mountains, and running half way
across the mouth of the eastern ravine. The level summit of the
spur is occupied by the building, from the walls of which the
ground slopes abruptly : on the W. it overhaw the town,on the
E. the ravine which unites with the main valley under the southern
termination of the spur. This elevated position, upwards of 300
feet above the valley, ensures a cool breeze in summer, when the
town below is oppr&sed with heat.
This palace was erected by Sherif Beg, and has been finished
about two years: it is a rude and extensive building. In the
centre is a quadrangular court, with a copious fountain of fine
water, placed on the side facing the entrance: three sides are
devoted to the use of the male portion of the Beg's establishment,
and hie own sitting and receiving rooms ; the fourth to the harem.
The ground floor contains the stabling and storehouses. In that
above are the rooms, which are all entered from an open gallery
overlooking the court. The windows are on the outer walls of the
building, &d command extensive views. In the centre of the
rooms are bare 0ag-stones, and on either side is a raised sort of
bench, on which are placed felts with cushions. A sitting-room,
with another within, usually occupied as the receiving-rooms of
the Beg, were allotted to our party. Soon after our amval we
were served with a good breakfast, at which the Beg's son, a
child of four or five years of age, attended by an Armenian,
gravely seated himself and played his part. T h e Beg himself
had not yet arrived from Mush; his Kyay6 was absent, and the
attendants and hangers-on were few; so that none of the bustle
usually found in a Kurd Beg's residence was now perceptible.
T h e heat of the sun was disagreeable when it beat on the side
of the house we inhabited, and the flies were numerous and
troublesome ; but in the shade the air was cool. The nights were
brilliant, the atmosphere remarkably clear, the temperature agreeably cool; and when the sun set it was a pleasure to mount upon
the terrace where we always slept. T h e heat is not oppressive
except in situatiom inaccessible to the breeze which usually blows
down the valley. In winter the snow falls or drifts into the
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valleys to so great a depth that the communication with other
places is always difficult, and often interrupted.
I was told that the Beg never took his horses out of the stable
for four months together. Common fruits and vegetables are in
great abundance ; but none indicating a hot climate are found at
Bitlis itself. Though but little grain is produced in the valley of
Bitlis, yet the neighbouring districts yield a superabundance, and
the price is very moderate : indeed all the necessaries of life are
cheap.
On the evening of Friday, a little before sunset, several parties
of the Dervishes in different quarters began to howl to the beating of drums ; their tone nt first was extremely loud, but after s
time it became fainter, until it ended in a low moan, like that of
a person quite exhausted. I think the whole time these fanatics
were howling must have been full two hours. Every sound was
distinctly heard, though the Tekiyehs were distant ; and the wild
discordant cries and monotonous beat of the drum were far from
agreeable.
T h e second day after my arrival at Bitlis, Sherif Bee: returned.
H e had quitted ~ h s the
h kvening before : travelling I& night, he
got to N6rshin in the morning; in the afternoon resumed his
journey, and reached his home a little before sunset.
We had dined before the Beg arrived : his first visit was to our
apartments ; he cbntted while a repast was preparing ;after having
parlaken of which we repaired together to the terrace to enjoy the
cool of the evening.
The next evening we conversed again with the Beg on the
terrace. T h e following morning I departed early : he came out
of his harem to take leave, and I drank coffee with him. I was
treated very hospitably by Sherif Beg ; every want was supplied ;
and I had some difficulty in persuading him to accept a present
of small value. I promised, however, to send him a pair of
English pistols and some fine powder on my return to Ere-Riim,
a present which I knew was quite irresistible.
In point of trnde Bitlis is the most important among thc places
I visited, Iet still its commercial transactions are far from extensive.
T h e consumption of foreign articles is small in quantity and
limited in variety. No coffee but that of MokhA is used, which
is brought from Baghdid. A small quantity of East India indigo
is required for a dyeing establishment, which is generally supplied
through E r z - R i m or through Persia.
Unbleached British calicoes are sold to a moderate extent, and
our shawls to a less: besides these some woollen cloths, printed
calicoes, and gay-coloured silks and satins, are purchased, and r
small rlunntitj of refined sugar. I believe the nbove-enumerated
articles will cwmprise the whole list of foreign goods. T h e prin-
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cipal consumption is in the manufactures of Damascus, Aleppo,
and Diyhr-Bekr, and coarse cotton cloths manufactured here
largely, and imported also from different parts of the country, for
the purpose of being died red. This place is celebrated for the
brightness of the colour produced ; and the cloths thus died
are exported to distant parts of the country, as well as to
Georgia. A few European calicoes are likewise died; but the
great bulk are native. The lnanufacture of short heavy calicoes
is very extensive throughout the whole country. The cotton used
is mostly grown in the districts of Shirvbn to the S., and Khan4n
to the W. ; but it is imported likewise from Khcii.
Although the raw cotton is as dear asin England, and although
the yarn is spun by hand, nnd woven by the most ordinary process,
yet the calico is sold cheap ; and I doubt whether the British manufacture could be made to compete with it, on account of the low
quality, the great weight of cotton used in the latter, and the great
expense of a long land-carriage on an article so bulky and at the
same time of so little compnrative value. The production of calicoes
amounta to several hundred thousand pieces ; but a tulerably
exact account cannot possibly be obtained. The madder used in
dyeing the red colour is produced in Shlrvin. Galls are brought
to Bitlis for sale from the Kurdisdn mountains to the eastward
and southward. A considerable quantity of gum tragacanth may
be collected on the mountains. There are two plants;* one with
a white and the other with a pink flower. ~ g forker
e
yields a
white gum, which is exported to Europe ; the latter, a brown kind,
of very inferior quality, which is used entirely in Turkey.
T h e gum is collected by persons who traverse the mountains
for the purpose: they clear away the earth from the roots of the
plants, and make incisions in them, from which the juice exucles,
and in a day or two hardens, when the people return to gather it.
The occupation affords but a trifling remuneration under ordinary
circumstances, and few people follow it, except such as can do
nothing else, as old men, women, and children; but when the
demand is great, and the price unusually high, other labourers
take to the pursuit, and then an immense quantity is collected,
for the plant is most abundant on all the mountains.
13th.-On quitting Bitlis we took a northerly direction, and
ascended the valley by which we arrived. As we emerged from
it into a plain, we reached RashwBk Khbn, sometimes called
A l e m h i Khin, from a village of that name near at hand. T h e
kh4n is in a ruined state and unoccupied; but the remnins show
that it has been a magnificent building of the kind. I t is very
spacious, and of solid structure, but through neglect its vaulted roofs
have fallen in, and rubbish encumbers the chambers
and passages.
--
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As we proceeded along the plain we had on our left the
KerkG Thgh (the cross termination of the NimrGd TQh), and
on our right n continuation of the range of mountains which
bounds the southern side of the plain of Mush. Although cut
by the valley of Bitlis, the range continues in its original essterlJ
direction, skirting the shore of the lake of Vbn. Before descending to Tadvh we came to a hollow way, in which a long line of
isolated rocks, called the Camels of Tadvhn, protrude above the
mil. I had been informed at Bitlis that they resembled exactly
a string of those animals ; but they proved only misshapen rocks,
as unlike camels as any other living thing; and a superstitious
belief in the sillv tradition with which thev are connected. could
alone make any one perceive the similitude. The fact is, the
parts of the rock which have connected these fragments have
yielded to the action of the atmosphere, which the fragments
themselves have resisted, although they are a soft lava, such as is
found in descending the valley of Bitlis. In a 4 of an hour we
reached the village of Tadvlln, which is situated near the lake,
apd is inhabited by forty Armenian families. Close by the village
a promontory juts out into the water, on which are the remains of
a small fort. The distance from Bitlis to Tadvan is about 10
miles, on a bearing a little E. of N. I found the water of the
lake quite salt : the Ijeach was sand and shulgle ; and I could not
help fancying myself on the sea-shore. A great deal of pumice
was visible; the pieces were very small in general, and rounded,
so that they appeared like cork balls. I found likewise some obsidian on the shore.
Our baggage not arriving, I sent some horsemen to discover
what had become of it, and they returned with the information
that it had gone forward ; we therefore found ourselves obliged to
follow it, and at 3 P.M. remounted. We passed round the bay
of Tbdvlln, and at the head, saw the village of Ordl, situated a b u t
a mile from the shore. After quitting the lake we crossed a
ridge of the mountains, and descended into the Gizel Dereh
(beautiful valley), a name it well deserves. Picturesque mountains, magnificent trees, a luxuriant vegetation, and clear rills of
water, here combine to form as enchanting a scene as an admirer
of nature could wish to see.
On the shores of the lake the village of Elmili (apple ville) is
placed ; but, leaving that at some distance on our left, we ascended
the valley, and passed the village of Kurd Khbn, hid among the
trees, and, after rising above the wood, the village of Sarllch, close
under the main range of Ajerdsh Tbgh. We then crossed 8
ridge and came to a plain with several villages, around which were
fine walnut-trees. We stopped at Avatak, which appeared the
largest village on the plain, and learned that the conductors of

our baggage had taken from thence a guide, and had proceeded
onwanls. Although the night was fast approaching, and we and
our horses were fatigued with our double march, we had no
remedy but to proceed. We went down to the lake, and afterwards continued along a rocky road, hanging over the water,
sometimes high above the lake, at others near its margin. On the
way we met the guide returning who had conducted the baggage,
and we took him with us in order that we might be certain of not
miming it. About 9 P.M. we reached thevillage where the muleteen had stopped, named Garzit. It was too late to prepare a
supper; and after a cup of tea we lay down to rest without
troubling ourselves with pitching tents. The muleteers said
that at every village the people told them that we were in advance,
and had left word that they should follow.
This deception was p&ised to prevent our quartering ourselves on them, as they did not feel certain they should receive
payment for what they would be obliged to supply. Our people
had continued their march until it was dark and their horses
knocked up ; and they believed we were before them. The distance from Tddvh was about 18 or 20 miles. The direct distance
from Bitlis by the road which the loaded horses had taken was
called 10 hours. After the long ride of the previous day I should
have been glad to have given ourselves and animals a rest ; but
the village wse a miserable one, very filthy, and there seemed to
be a sad want bf necessaries ; so we were forced to go on. Garzit
m n t a i ~about ten or twelve Armenian families, and, scl well as
another small village, called Surp, is situated in a sheltered plain
of small extent, surrounded by mountains which recede in a circular form, with the lake in front: the position is very delightful,
and it was with regret we found ourselves constrained to proceed.
14th.-On leaving the village we quitted the plain, the road
running along the slope of the mountains, which were covered with
shrubs and dwarf oak,* and the lake was beneath with its deep
blue waters : this part of the road was pretty. We passed a boat
loading wood. She was close in-shore, with her stern a-ground,
while her head was afloat. Soon after this we saw the village of
Dedebekreh, near the lake, but at some distance on our left.
We, however, did not approach it, but struck inland, ascending
the mountains through a ravine which led us over the crest of the
range into a narrow valley, which we descended until we reached
the plain of G61-li and the village of the same name. It is inhabited by a mixed population of Armenians and Kurds, and
contains thirty or forty families. The ~ l a i nwas tolerably well
cultivated, and there were some pastures around the village. The

* Whence ita Armenian name.-F.Y.
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lake is about ) an hour's walk distant, but hidden from sight by a
low range of intervening hills. The Aghi holds his post under
Khin Mahmlid : he resides in a roughly-constructed though lofty
building, without any external windows, and only one entrance : the
terrace of the house had a parapet round it, and the walls were
loopholed. These indications of security had become needless
since Khan Mahm6d had gained a predominant influence in the
country, as he maintains an excellent police. We met here a
Khaviy of the Ser'asker of Erz-H6rn returning thither; he had
with him a man belonging to KhIn Mahmiid, who volunteered to
return with me, and to act as guide, in which capacity he had
served the Khavbg.
crossing the plain of GQl-li we ascended the
15th-After
mountains, which were clothed with dwarf oak, and rode along a
ridge overlooking the lake from a great height. We saw a line of
bold headlands, with bays between, stretching out to the N.E.,
and lofty mountains rising at their back. We went inland behind
them, and, descending into a valley, passed through a village
named Nmigas; and we saw another lower down, called Peleli.
We ascended again, still with the lofty range on our left, and after
accomplishing this ascent we looked down on n narrow valley,
having at its head the Armenian village and monnstery of Khanjaik. By a steep descent we reached the stream in the valley
below the village, and were met there by the head of the monastery, who expressed regret that we had not passed by his residence, as, hearing of a stranger travelling, he had prepared some .
refreshment. A traveller can seldom afford to turn back : and I
could not make up my mind to do so in this instance, as ki had
still a good portion of our day's journey before us. In our progress
along the valley we passed several villages, and a caravan resting
on its way from V4n to Bitlis. Our course down the valley had
been about S. ; but where another crossed it we suddenly turned
eastward, and reached a plain of some extent running down to the
lake. We halted at the village of Norkukh; but, on inquiry,
learning that a boat plied between the island of Akhtamar and a
village on the shore, we determined to proceed thither with the
idea of visiting the Armenian monastery, situated on the island.
From Norkukh I sent forward our guide to inform Khdn Mahmlid
that I should visit him next day on my road to Vdn, and I gave
the man an introductory letter addressed to the chief by Sherif
Beg of Bitlis. We then again mounted, and, crossing the plain,
which was marshy as it approached the lake, we came to the shore
near the village of Isbkend ; but proceeded from thence along the
beach to another, called Akavansk, which faced the island of
Ahktamar, and was thc property of the monastery. We encamped
on thc beach, with extensive orchards in our rear and the lake in

front. The superior was here superintending the conveyance
(to the stores on the island) of the produce of the lands of the
monastery, for which purpose a boat of no promising appearance
was employed. She came from the island in the morning, and
returned in the evening with her cargo, making only one trip in
the day ; it would have been therefore necessary to pass the night
at the convent. The uncertainty and delay which attended the
movements of this frail bark, from her clumsy construction and
her depending entirely on the wind to effect the passage of between 3 and 4 miles. deterred me from visitinr the convent. T h e
bishop came to see me: he spoke no Turkish; and as he was,
besides, a dull ignorant man, I could not have expected to derive
much information from him, and I felt little regret at giving up
my visit. The bishop complained that Khdn Mahmdd extorted
a eood deal of monev from the establishment : but he uraised his
ecellent police and ihe security enjoyed wit& the j u r h c t i o n of
the rebel chief, previous to whose time he said the country was in
a most unsettled state.
Before sunrise next day a messenger anived from Khdn
Mahmhd to request me not to give myself the trouble of coming
to see him, as he would be absent on a shooting excursion.
Khan Mahmdd is the son of an independent chief of a district
called Mukush, which is situated on the southern side of the
A jerdsh mountains. The family possessions had descended to
the son of an elder brother; and Khdn M 4 m d d and other brothers had acquired for themselves by the sword the possession of
upwards of 100 villages, which had belonged to the Pdshilik of
Vdn. They had made frequent incursions over the Persian border
for the sake of plunder ; and by these, and tt)e revenues derived
from their villages, they had managed to amass a considerable
treasure, which enabled them to attach to their interest a numerous body of desperate followers, aided by whom and their own
bravery, they had defied the power of the Pishis of Vbn and the
vengeance of the Persian government. Latterly Khdn M 4 m 6 d
bad thought it prudent to tender his submission to the Ser'asker
of Erz-R6m through Is-hik Pdshi of Vin, and hnd sent thither
a brother for the Durnose : he had been well received bv the
Ser'nsker, and didis& with honour, and he was now on hi; way
back.
#hiin M&mdd never ventured into the town of Vdn, although
occasionally he had interviews with Is-hbk PLhh at the villages
near; but at these he was always accompanied by a party of 500
or 600 armed dependents. The brothers possessed many strong
places, the chief of which was the castle of Mahmhdiyeh, where
Khdn Abdkl, the next brother to Khin Makmhd, resided. It
had been in their possession only a few years. Pashvansk KalLh,
CI
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the residence of Khan MahmCd, was situated under the main
range of A jerosh, about an hour distant from Akavansk, where
we were encamped, but it was in a valley, and out of sight.
16th-I here dismissed the man belonging to Sherif Beg, of
Bitlis, and the guide who had accompanied us from G61-li was
appointed by his master to continue as our escort to Vbn. H e
preceded us to Vastin, as he said 800 men were assembled there
in antici ation of a threatened attack on K h h MAhmCd by the
Beg of ezirah, and he wished to inform them who we were, to
prevent the possibility of an insult. We left the village of
Aknvansk, and kept close to the lake : in about an hour we had
reached the edge of the plain, bounded by a spur thrown out from
the main range, which separated thie plain from that of V e i n .
Along the ridge of the mountain lay our road : at the further extremity was placed the castle of Vas* in a commanding position : we passed close under it, and then descended into the plain.
T h e village stands on its edge below the castle. T h e plain was
extensive and pretty ; the main range, a continuation of Arjerdsh
TBgh, but called here Erdosh TQgh, rose precipitously from it,
without any branches at its foot : its height was probably 4000
feet above the plain, there being some patchee of snow on its
rummit. Villages surrounded by orchards occupied all the
higher parts of the plain along the base of the mountains, and
lower down were cultivated fields and pastures. The troops wllected by Khin MahmCd were quartered in these villages ; but
we neither saw nor heard anything of them. Near Vas$n was a
burying-ground, in which was n handsome Mohammedan tomb
built of sandstone; the inscriptions in Arabic characters were
quite fresh ; in style of architecture it resembles similar buildings
found in various parts of Turkey, at Erz-Rlim, K a i ~ r ,and
Akhlit: I presume them to be of the age of the khalifs : none
I ever saw were so well executed or in so perfect a state of preservation as this.
A long p i n t running out into the lake forms the Bay of
Vast6n. This point seems to be the result of the continued
depositions from n large river called the Anjel ChG, which rises
in the mountains above M+mCdiyeh Kal'eh. Beyond the point
a sandbank extends a great distance, and it appears probable that
the bay will be at some time completely filled up, as it is already
very shallow. We continued along the edge of the water till we
reached a village, which we passed through, and, crossing over
the spit of land, came down upon a small village in the valley in
which runs the Anjel Chzfi. T h e valley was narrow, the soil a
deep alumine; and, although the channel of the stream is in
general not more than 15to 90 yards broad, it appeared deep. W e
rode along the banks to a Sod, in crossing which the water
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reached to the girths. On the other side was a larger village
than the preceding. From thence our road lay over bare limestone hills sloping to the lake. We passed another village, and
then came to a small verdant valley in the shape of a theatre : at
the head was an aqueduct, supported by a wall in some parts,
which carried a stream of water to the city of V i n by an open
canal. This useful work is attributed to ShemirQm. or Semiramis, the reputed foundress of VBn; in some maps it has been
converted into a river under the name of Shemirim $d. T h e
springs are at the head of the valley. T h e canal skirts the
gardens of Artemid, and serves to irrigate them and to turn some
mills on its way to VBn. We passed along the upper edge of a
long line of orchards, which border the lake for about a mile before reaching the village of Artemid, which is placed a k v e them,
and at their further extremity goling towards V h . T h e inhabitants were now in their garden-houses, and the village was nearly
deserted. We encamped in an orchard on turf, and under the
shade of fine large fruit-trees. T h e quantity of common fruits
produced here is considerable, and a great many apricots dried in
the sun are exported from hence. W e were 73 hours from Akavansk to Artemid, but, having made a good many stoppages to
take bearings, I did not estimate the distance at more than 15
miles. I inquired whether there were any inscriptions, but was
told that none existed ; and there did not appear an edifice of
any antiquity. I was told that 'Abdu-r-razz6k Beg, the brother
of Khin MahmGd, was in the village on my arrival ; but, on sending to express my wish to see him, I learned that he had already
departed. T h e Khazinahdir* of 1s-hik Pdshd paid me a visit :
he was going to V i n immediately, and I sent by him my compliments to the Pkshi, requesting to be accommodated with a garden
to pitch our tents in. T h e Musellim soon after came to pay his
respects : he was a native of the HekkBriyeh country, but had
been resident at V i n for the last sixteen years. H e told me
Jllimerk was 40 hours from Vin, and S. of it was the Hertdshi
district, governed by a chief with the title of Hertdshi Amir
Aghi. The capital was named Shih TBgl1,t S days' journey
from J61imerk. The road to the latter place was quite safe.
T h e Phhh's khazinahdhr returned in the evening with the compliments of his master to say that the house and garden of his
doctor were at my service.
T h e village of Artemid is populous ; but I omitted to record
the number of its inhabitants.
16th.--In the morning early the Muhurji (signet-bearer) of
the Phshd came to escort me to Vin, and to compliment me on
his part. W e descended from Artemid to the shores of the lake,
-
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and rode along them. Just before reaching the town, I was met
by some mounted officers of the militia and a file of sir soldiers,
who preceded me to the residence of the Pdshi, just outside the
walls of the city. H e requested me to call in passing his residence on our way to our quarters. Being unprepared for n ceremonious first visit I would fain have excusecl myself, but I saw it
was'likaly to give offence, so I complied with the request. I was
received in an open pavilion, in which was a fountain and a large
tank of water outside with two swans in it. After a short visit
we proceeded to the garden allotted to us, and took up our residence in a pleasant and airy kiosk (k3shk), pitching a tent for the
attendants.
Soon after we were settled in our new abode, TifGr Beg, son of
the PBshP, came to compliment me on the part of his father, and
to say that he would call in the afternoon. I requested he would
not give himself that trouble, as we were tired with our journey,
and as I proposed paying my respects to the PBshi in the morning.
17th-I went at 10 o'clock, and was received in the open
pavilion. T h e P i s h i was polite in his inquiries and offers of
service : he is a man of about sixty years of age, a native of Vin,
from which 'his travels had not led him to any distance, never
having even been to Con~tantino~le
: his manners and behaviour
indicated benevolence of character. H e inquired as to the relat i ~ eposition of Great Britain and Hindbdn, and seemed to
think they were contiguous. He asked the extent of our dominions in India, and our military force there and in Great Britain.
With regard to his own city he, like others, attributed its foundation to Shemirdm. H e said the lake at one time extended to tbe
mountains ; an assertion unsupported either by fact or tradition.
If such even were the case it must have been before the foundation of the city, or Vin could not have existed on its prescnt site,
and there is every reason to believe it must always have occupied
the position it now does; the report may therefore be regarded as
one of those idle tales so common in this country. The Pishd
was very curious to know whether any of us could interpret the
arrow-headed inscriptions. T h e residence he occupied was extensive, and was built by his grandfather: it was of sun-dried
bricks, but had stood uninjured by half a century. T h e houses
ancl walls are all built of earth, which is so tenacious that they
last fifty or sixty years without repair. T h e PishA politely
offered us the use of the bath in his town residence. T h e son of
the PAshb, Tifiir Beg, was present, and seated himself at a
sign from his father : it is very unusual to see this among eastern
nations. While I was with the PQshP, a messenger came to announce the approach of Sulpin Aghi, chief of the tribe of
Hiiderinli Iiurds. I took occasion to a4k the Phshii what sort of
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a person he was, and expressed my intention of visiting him, as I

was anxious to see a distinguished Kurd chief in his own
camp. T h e Pdsh.6 replied that, as he would return Iny visit next
day, he would bring Sulpin Aghd with him, that I might, form
my own opinion on the subject. On quitting the palace I met
Sulgn Aghi, just arriving with a suite of attendants.
18th.-The P i s h i came, accompanied by Tifiir Beg and
Sultin Aghb, both of whom he motioned to be seated in his
presence. T h e Kurd chief said that in taking the road I proposed, I should pass by his tents, where he should be happy to
see me. H e was a good-looking middle-aged man, and his tribe
reputed rich and powerful. H e seemed under great restraint
before the Phhh, and soon retired with Tifiir Beg to the garden.
I made some inquiries of the P b M respecting Khdn Mahmiid ;
some of the particulars have already been stated. H e had
agreed that the Royahs in the districts commanded by himself
and liis brothers should pay to the Sulpin., Khadj and the usual
taxes which until now had gone into his own exchequer, that the
fixed quota of men should be furnished to the regular force and
militia. H e had a year or two before allowed an agent of the
Porte to take a census of the population of his territory. What
other concessions the PdshB of Erq-R6m would demand was not
yet determined on, but it was understood that if all mere acceded
to, Khin Mahm6d and KMn Abddl would be named Musellims, i. e. governors of their respective districts. I mentioned
the refusal of K h h MahmGd to receive me : the P6sh.i said he
could only account for it by supposing that he wished to avoid
sus icion of any connerion with Shedf Beg, whom he knew KMn
Ma mGd did not esteem highly.
W e had a good deal of general conversation, which is principally recorded in what follows respecting Vbn.
The great charm and b a s t of VBn are its gardens, which
cover a level area of about 4 miles, by 7 or 8, situated between
the city and the mountains to the eastward. This plain is occupied by vineyards, orchards, melon-grounds, and some fields, and
nearly the whole population of the city resides there in summer.
T h e principal roads are lined with houses, and the whole appears
like an extensive village. T h e gardens are all surroundecl by
mud walls, wbich interrupt the view, as the ground is a dead flat.
Through the main avenues streams run, which are bordered by
willows, and even at mid-day one may ride in an agreeable shade.
I visited the KGja11 Rfish, or chief of the Armenian cnmmunity,
to see the style of living of tliat people. H e had lately built a new
house, and may be supposed, from his station, to live as well as
any other Armenian of the superior class. The liouse mas
spacious, but very humble in its style as well as in its furniture :
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both he and his brother lived in it, and each had a familv. From
an elevated kiosk there was a view extendmg for a dis&ce over
orchards and vineyards. There did not seem to be any want of
necessnries about the establishment, but nothing that I saw indicated the least approach to refinement or luxury.
T h e women reside in their own apartments, where they cook
and perform all the menial duties. No servant is kept, except
perhaps a man to look after a horse or a mule, and assist his
master likewise in his business. This mode of living is not peculiar to the Armenians of VQn, it is usually adopted throughout
the country; and it is only at Constantinople that refinement
and luxury have made inroads into these primitive and uncivilised
manners.
I visited the principal Armenian church : externally it resembled any other house. T h e body of the edifice was a large flatroofed apartment, supported by pillars, or trees roughly smoothed
with an axe, and lighted by a sort of skylight; it was both dirty
and obscure. Attached to it was a newly-built recess, in which
was laced the altar, and it was as gaudy as carving, gilding, and
glaring colours could make it. Passing through the gardens in
their width we reached the edge of the mountains, and on the face
of a large limestone rock wgre shown a long inscription in the
cuneiform character. A flat surface had been cut to receive it, which
might be from 10 to 142 feet high and about 6 broad, and at the
base was a confined landing-place. There was no approach to it
in front, but it was reached by climbing over a part of the rock at
the side, which had been worn so much that it was extremely difficult to pass without slipping down. T h e rows of letters are
separated by a fine line cut in the rock ;the letters themselves are
about 9 inches in size, and well formed. T h e lower part of
the inscription has been much defaced by mischievous visitors, and
could not, I think, be copied. The upper part appearecl as fresh
as if lately cut, and was uninjured by the weather. T o copy it
the aid of a ladder wouldbe required. The rock is a hard, compact limestone.
19th.-A person came on the part of the PBshd to conduct us
to the bath : it was small, scarcely heated, and the linen supplied
was very scanty. Afterwards a breakfast was provided, and we
walked through the Sersi. T h e summer receiving-room was in a
court below-a sort of open saloon, with a fountain in the centre:
it wns painted gaily, but was old and dilapidated. T h e M l n ,
which I had wished to have seen, was not open. T h e winter
receiving-room of the I'fisM I entered: it was well furnished in
the usual style. T h e SeGi is extensive, but not kept in order,
and resembled the houses of great Turks in general, of which
size is the peculiar characteristic rather than neatness or conve-
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nience. We walked from thence through the city: the streets
are narrow, dirty, and ill paved; the external appearance of the
houses in general mean : there was, however, to be seen occasionally a residence which showed that it had once belonged to a
man of consequence ; but the general aspect of the city indicated
decay. The bkhrs were confined and the shops ill furnished,
and I scarcely saw an article of European manufacture: there
was, however, an abundance of Venetian glass beads, with which
the Kurd females ornament their persons. The supply of fruit
was superabundant.
We entered the town by the O'rtah Kap6, or middle gate, and
passed out by the Tabriz Kapii, or eastern gate, the nearest to
the P;ishA's residence outside the town. There is a third gate at
the opposite extremity of the city, called Iskeleh Kaptisi, or
Wharf Gate-a name given to a village on the shore to the north
of the city, where the boats used on the lake load and unload.
The city is defended by a double wall and ditch, the inner wall
being flanked by irregularly-shaped towers ; but the walls would
only be an effective defence against cavalry or musketeers.
Between the Tabriz gate and the P i h i ' s house, judging
from the appearance of the ground, there must once have been a
suburb. Issuing from the Tabriz gate, we went round the abrupt
termination of the rock, to its sloping side at the back of the
town, in order to look at an arrow-headed inscription. Two
arched recesses are cut in the rock near each other, both about
10 feet high and 6 feet deep : the sides of one are perfectly plain,
but on the left side of the other an inscription has been cut, which
resembles that already described, although it is much shorter, and
the lower portion has been almost defaced.
90th.-The P b h i had been absent from Van for two days, to
meet K k n Malpnhd at a neighhuring billage, in order to arrange some details respecting his submission. On his return
the P k h i sent me an order to visit the castle : we passed at the
back of the rock. Beyond the arched recess before mentioned is
a shallow cave, in which three square tablets have been cut to
receive inscriptions; two were high up beyond the reach of a man,
and were in a state of perfect preservation ;a third was low down,
and was nearly defaced. All were in the same style as that
already mentioned. We proceeded to the N.N. W. end of the
rock, where is the only entrance to the castle. A part of the wall
here is very ancient ; the stones are immense blocks worked, but
irregular in shape, and they are fitted to each other like the stones
in a Cyclopean wall. This is very probably part of the fortress
which TimGr, on capturing VAn, found so much difficulty in
destroying, and its solidity mc+kes the conjecture plausible. The
first gateway had neither gate nor guard. Passing through it, we
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mounted by a steep ascent; and some way up, came to a gate
where a guard was stationed, before passing which, the order for
admission was examined ; thence, accompanied by a file of soldiers, we proceetled to the opposite or E.S.E.
end of the ruck.
Here we dismounted, to descend alittle wny to examine the caves,
the great objects of curiosity. T h e first is a natural cavern
in the face of the rock towards the town, about 95 feet by 18 : its
walls have been flattened, but the roof remains in its primitive
state. The external front of the cave has been smoothed, and the
door cut in a regular shape. Within the cavern, on the side
opposite the entrance, are two rmall chambers, and one on each
s ~ d eright and left. The doorways are regular, and appear at one
time to have been built up. In one of the chambers a brick wall
had been built all round, about 6 feet from the floor, and thence
an arch was thrown over. This was opened by Temir Pbhd, in
the hope of fin*
a treasure ; but I was informed that nothing
was discovered but the rubbish lying in a heap in the cavern.
I obtained a light and examined all the chambers, but could
not discover either letters or paintings on the walls. Among
the rubbish I found some fragments of coarse pottery, attached
to which was a woollen stuff, mixed with something like bitumen. In one of the small chambers were bones, among which
Dr. Dickson discovered some of a boy and of a woman. T h e
second cave was less artificially worked, both inside and out ;and
there were but two inner chambers: in the floor of one was an excavation, which from its size and shape was doubtless intended
for the reception of a corpse. The examination of the caves left
me in no doubt of their having been used as sepulchres. After
viewing them we mounted to the summit of the rock, on which is
placed the I'ch Kal'eh, inner castle or citadel ; it has a separate
wall and entrance : part of tho wall is ancient, probably of the same
age as that below. The buildings within are all in a dilapidated
state and uninhabitable ; but a few men are quartered here. On
a platform is a battery of guns of various calibres, which are fired
on the occnsion of the B6irim, or the arrival of a Pishi. There
is an immense number of guns on different parts of the works,
but most of the pieces are of very antique shapes and unserviceable, and scarcely one among the whole has a carriage in an
efficientstate. Within the outer wall, although outside the citadel, is a copious spring of water. The external works are partly
stone and partly sun-dried bricks, and are so dilapidated and so
unscientifically constructed, that as a fortress it is quite contemptible. There were said to be 190 artillery-men for the service of
the guns, commanded by a captain : the men usually follow their
trades in the town, and have no uniforms; but they are to receive
clothes from Constantinople.
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T h e rock on which the castle is built is a long, narrow, isolated
mass, rising out of the plain. I t runs in length S.S.E. and
.N.N.W. T h e south-western face is perpendicular, but the
north-eastern slopes rapidly to the plain. The S.S.E.end terminates abruptly, and the N.N. W. affords the only access. T h e
highest art may be about YO0 feet. T h e rock is about half a
mile in ength at its base: in breadth it varies; but at the summit, where the citadel if placed, it cannot exceed 100 yards, although from the inequality of the surface it is difficult to judge
correctly. The whole rock is of a hard compact limestone. The
town lies at the base of the perpendicular side, and a wall encloses
it, uniting with the rock at both ends.
Were the works and guns in good repair and efficiently
manned, no force that could be brought against it would probably
be able to reduce the nlace.
I n returning, I passkl by the Iskeleh gate into the town, and
rode through its whole length. T h e people relate wonderful stories
of the former flourishing condition of Vdn, one of which states that
a man was stationed a whole day at one of the city gates, and,
counting only 14,000horsemen pass through it, lament was made
for its fallen greatness. I inquired of a native nearly seventy
years of age, whether he recollected the city more lmpulous or
more extensive. H e replied no ; but that the people were richer
and t r d e more active and prosperous in the time of a Pdshi
named Dervish, who maintained his independence of the Pork.
H e beat in succession three Phsh6s sent to depose him, but was
at last conquered by Sert Mahmid PkshB, aided by the Piishas
of Erz-RGm, Kblg. and Bdyazid. Since that period Vbn had
gradually declined in prosperity. This event happened about
twenty-two years ago, fourteen jears revious to which Dervish
Pdsha had governed Vbn. The popu ration of the city, including
the gardens, is estimated at 5 0 0 Mohammedan and 9000 Armenian families. In the country throughout the PhhQlik the
Armenians outnumber the Muselmiins. An immense number
of the former, natives of the P4shdlik of Van, migrate to Constantinople, where they employ themselves as labourers, porters,
artisans, and sometimes sarriifs. Latterly a register of them has
been kept by the chief of the nation, and the last year showed
3 1,000 absentees. About 3000 annually return to their families,
and as many to Constantinople. They obtain high wages there,
which enable them to support their families, and by living sparingly to accumulate something with which, after a few years, they
return to enjoy themselves at home until their savings are spent,
when they go back to the Capital to earn more. This practice
shows how redundant the population must be as compared with
the means of employment ; and since the ppulation is thin, for
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extensive tracts of fine land are without inhabitants or cultivation,
it is evident something is defective in the administration of t h c
affairs of the PhhQlik, or migration need not be resorted to.
Insecurity on account of the Kurds is one impediment to agricultural labours ; but it is hoped that evil is in gradual progress
of being remedied. T h e Kishlik is,about to be abolished in the
district between VQn and the Bendi-mahi S6, which falls into
the N.E. corner of the lake. This, if carried into execution, will
be a great relief to the peasantry of that portion of the PBshllik.
After quitting the town, I called to take my leave of the P b h i :
the caves were the subject of conversation. T h e PhhA urged
me to stay a little longer, as he wished to give me an entertainment: I excused myself on the plea of my long absence from
Erz-Rtm, and the time I should still be on my journey. T h e
PhhA said that Sulgn Aghii would certainly have reached home
before I passed by his camp. I took leave of the PlishQ after
thanking him for his polite attentions. H e is, from all I could
learn and see, a worthy old man, but unfitted from his age and
want of intelligence, for being Governor of a fine but uncivilised
Plishililc, which, since the new order of things commenced in
Turkey, should be administered by a chief of activity, energy, and
enlightened views.
The trade of VQn is very inconsiderable, and the consumption
of European goods insignificant on account of poverty's preventing
people from indulging in their use. The position of Vdn, however, its soil, climate and indeed every circumstance, favours its
being an important place of trade. Bad government and want of
security are the only impediments to the development of the
natural advantages it possesses. There are about 500 looms employed in manufacturing coarse calicoes from the cotton imported
from Persia : these are used in the neighbourhood, and some are
sent to Bitlis to be died red, a part of which return here for the
consumption of the people. Besides these, Damascus and A l e p p
manufactures are usually adopted for the clothing of persons of
all ranks. What other things are re uired and are not found at
V6n, are m t for from ErE-Rhm or bersia Shawls of Kirrnk
are very generally used. T h e country produces a few yellow berries* gathered in the neighbouring districts, and the Hekkiriyeh
mountains furnish orpiment brought hither for sale; but there is no
other aticle for export, except it be some fruits, dried and fresh.
Grains of all kinds, fruits and wine, abound and are cheap,
and linseed is grown for making lamp-oil. Every person of
respectability owns a house in town, a country-house with en
orchard and vineyard, and perhaps a few fields. Having thus his
house rent-free, and most of his very moderate wants supplied from

* Hbamnur infectoriau.--f.
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his garden, or from the profits of a petty trade (carried on with a
capital of from 901. to 1001.), a man manages by economy to
meet the expenses of a Gmily: few, however, grow richer, excepting some who follow the occupation of v r i f or bankers, and
who manage generally to improve their fortunes. Persons not
possessing the above advantages resort to Constnntinople to o b h
a livelihood. I inquired as to the value of property, and was informed that a good large garden with a house might be had for
about 1501. : 52. would be required to pay a gardener, and the
produce may be estimated at 15L, leaving nett 101. or 64 per cent. ;
a poor employment of capital in a country where the Interest of
money is usually 18 per cent. per annum. The most valuable
produce is that of the vineyard, which is, however, very precarious,
as a premature winter cuts off the grapes. T h e juice is expressed
and the must sold, the buyer converting it into wine. A
batrniEn, by which weight it is sold, equalr 90) lbs., and fetches
about Is. : grapes sell at about id. per lb. for eating, apples 4d.
per batmin, bread about 7d.per batmin, and mutton about Id.
per lb. I t is evident, therefore, that subsistence costs very little.
Five or six crazy boats navigate the lake, and are sometimes
employed to convey raw cotton or cotton cloths to TQdvhn, on
their way to Bitlis.
They bring on their return grain and
timber from the shores of the lake. There ia not a small boat
on the lake, nor has any attempt been mode to fish in the deep
water : a small fish is caught in the spring in immense quantities,
as it comes to spawn up the streams which flow into the lake.
Baskets are employed for the purpose, and the people catch and
salt enough for their use, besides what they send away as presents,
and a very small quantity which they offer for sale. This fish
resembles a herring, and is much esteemed. I t would be a great
convenience were passage-boats established on the lake. A person now has to make a journey of several days, not free from
danger, which in a boat would only take a few hours, by crossing
instead of going round the lake. Encouragement should be given
to fish with nets in the deep water. There can be no doubt that
fish abound, as is clearly indicated by those caught in ascending
the streams, and by the number of cormorants, gulls, and other
waterfowl which frequent the lake. This is of an irregular shape ;
in extreme length from N.E.to S.W., or from Arnis to T i d v b ,
about 70 miles, and in extreme breadth from N.to S. about 98
miles. Its area may be 1000 square geographical miles. I t
seldom freezes at any distance from the shore, but the N.E.end,
being shallow, is in severe winters frozen, and the ice can be
crossed.
I estimated the level of Vbn to be 1000 feet lower than EreRGm, or about 5467 feet above the sea, and the climate is much
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milder ; a considerable quantity of snow, howe\.er, falls, but
the frost does not reach the degree of intensity it does at ErzRhm.
239-d.-On our departure from V6n we passed at the back of
the Castle rock, taking a direction N. by W. Leaving Iskeleh
Kfi, a small village on the borders of the lake, about a mile on
our left, and increasing our distance from its shores as we proceeded, we went over undulating ground, and in 33 hours reached
A16 Kci (beautiful village), our intended resting-place. As the
road was good and wo made but few stoppages, I estimated t h e
distance between 19 and 14 miles. The village contains IcM
Armenian, who afford KishlRk to 30 Kurd families. On the hill
above the village is an old church in ruins: at the foot of the
same hill is situated another church of small dimensions, and a
larger one of modern construction is to be seen in the village.
The vineyards were very extensive, and a considerable quantity of
wine is made, which is sent to Vin for sale. A low range of hills
intervenes between tho village and the lake, which they shut out
from view. The soil is a whitish clay, which, when the searons
are wet, produces abundant crops ; but in a contrary case, they fail.
The water descendine from the mountains suffices for the vineyards and the use of the villagers, but the supply is not ample
enough for irrigating the fields. In the afternoon we were joined
by the Muhurdhr Efendi (seal-bearer) of Ishhk PLh& who was
to accompany me to BByazid ns MihmAndAr.
24th.-From Ali Kci we first took a course about N.E. : in 4
hours we came to the shores of the lake, having hnd a high range
on our left hand between it and our road. W e passed several
small villages, and saw some flocks of p a t s and sheep, but there
was not much land under cultivation, although the soil appeared
excellent. After following the lake for 2 miles we wain struck
inland behind n range of Gountains which advance in& the lake,
and in about an hour reached Merek. Here is a monastery and
church dedicated to the Virgin, whose festival was now celebrated. We passed a g o d many peasants, men, women and
children, wending their way thither to join in the festivities. We
were 6 hours on the march from A l i KGi, nnd, the road being good,
I estimated the distance at about 20 miles. Merek is situated
on the side of the mountains at a considerable elevation above the
lake. Outside the village, I was met by some horsemen sent as a
compliment by the Su-BLhi, who presides at the festival, to maintain order, and several bands of the rude music of the Tuntry
also came out to meet me, not to do me honour but to obtain a
present. T h e festival attracts people from all the surrounding
country : the love of pleasure, however, hae quite as much to do
with their assembling as devotion. Dancing seemed to be the
'2

principal amusement of the women, of whom various groups were
seen treading with solemn pace the circulnr dance, to the sound
of their usual harsh-sounding drum and fife. T h e women were
all dressed in red cotton petticoats, with white cotton veils over
their head reaching to the waist. T h e male portion of the assemblage were amused by the exbibition of dancing bop, or the
antics of a bear. Every now and then came in a fresh party from
n village, the chiefs of which were mounted on horses ; the females
followed on mules, asses, or oxen, with their young children
alinging round them. Music and young men dancing preceded
the cavalcade. Ry similar parties the crowd liept hourly increasing: each set as it arrived took up the station allotted for its
encampment on the side of a hill. T h e people were all in their
holiday clothing : the display of finery, however, was very moderate, and the effect of it was not much improved by the dust collected on the journey. T h e scene was noisy enough, and certainly extraordinary, but the separation of the sexes renders such
exhibitions very tame in eastern countries. I n the evening the
people thronged the small church even to suffocation, and while
the service was going on fanatics were crying to the Virgin for
relief from ills which no aid within their reach could alleviate,
and endless crossings and prostrations attested, if not.the piety of
the devotees, at least their superstitious belief in the efficacy of
their invocations. Without the church was a rock with a smooth
surface which was s u p p e d to possess the miraculous power of
maintaining pieces of rock perpetually in contact, provided the
person placing them there was free from sin. Here were seen
numerous persons sufficiently credulous to make the vain attempt.
After holding their fragments, and trying repeatedly whether they
had stuck, by removing or slackening the pressure of the hand,
they were mortified to find that their hopes and endeavours were
fruitless-a discovery which one would have thought their consciences might previously have led them to make. Some of the
more crafty sought out slight inequalities in the rock, hoping by
this device to gain a temporary triumph. What blind ignorance
in the people do such attempts betray, and what debasement in
the clergy who countenance them ! It is quite indispensable to
the success of missionary labours in these rnuntries to enlighten
the Christians, for unless that be accomplished, any progress
among the Mohammedans were utterly hopeless. I was told
that between 5000 and 6000persons meet together at this festival.
A great mnny Kurds came for other purposes than devotion. T h e
money which the devotees deposit in the church is equally divided
between the Pisha and the clergy, and I heard each party received about 501., a proof either of the poverty of the Christians,
or their indisposition to be liberal to the church. The SJ-BPshi
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looks after the Pbshi's interest, nnd keeps a watch over the box
containing the contributions. A t night the church-doors are
locked and the keys delivered to the SC-Bishi ; but he takes the
additional precaution of securing the door by affixing his own seal,
which would not indicate a high opinion of the honesty of the
priests.
A little before sunset the S6-Bbshi mounted, and, attended by
a concourse of Kurd horsemen, made the circuit of the tents. I n
a field below our camp, the Kurds for a short time amused themselves in their martial exercises, galloping and wheeling their
coursers about,' firing their pistols, brandishing their lances,'advancin~and retreating
" in mimic warfare, after which the whole
cavalcade continued its pmgress. T h e dancing and music was
kept up until after midnight, when the noisy m w d , exhausted
by fatigue, sunk into repose.
95th.-One of our muleteers was vcry ill with a relapse of the
Kharp6t fever, brought on by indiscretion at Vbn. On rising it
was discovered that two of our baggage-horses had been stolen.
All the horses were picketed near our tents. T h e keepers slept
among them, and the SG-Bhhi appointed four guards to keep
watch during the night, yet nobody had heard the thieves. T h e
guards were threatcned by the S~I-Bishi,but no discovery ensued,
and we were obliged to depart without our horses. A Kurd who
accompanied me from VBn was returning, and I wrote by him to
inform Is-hik Pishb of the robbery which had been committed,
and to request him to oblige the Sfi-Bishi to recover the animals.
T h e Su-Bbshigave us six horsemen as a guard to our nest station, and he himself with some men accompanied us a little way
out of the village. We kept along the side of the hills, and did
not descend to the level of the lake until we had nearly reached
its extreme limit: we rode through pastures of coarse dried grass
to the Bendi-MBhi-Sh (Fish-Bank River), intending to ford it at
its mouth, but we found the water too deep. A Kurd at the first
step ; went above his horse's chest. T h e river is a considerable
one, broad, ant1 of a dark-blue colour, and the banks were covered
with high reeds ; it has its sources in the mountains which are
traversed going direct to BByazid. The sources of the Mu&
are in the same range (but more to the westward), of which the
Bendi-Mbhi drains the southern valleys, and the Murid the
northern. T h e whole course of the former stream may be 35 to
40 miles from its sources to the Lake. After our unsuccessful
attempt at crossing, we kept up the Bendi-MAhi for about 4 miles,
where we found a bridge in so dilapidated a state that our baggagehorses had great difficulty in climbing over it, and some were
nearly precipitated into the water in the attempt. I preferred
fording the stream, which reached to the horse's breast. Two
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hours further u the river, is Biirgir (vulgo Beigir) Kal'eb, the
seat of a Kurd eg ; the road-to Biiyazid passes through it, and
between the two places there are no villages whatever. The
whole intervening country is a mountain track frequented only by
the Kurd tribes. The distance was said to be 1%hours : but from
my subsequent experience in passing a different part of the same
range, 1 should conceive it more likely to be 90 hours. I h a k
PbsM has given orders to the heads of the neighbouring villages
to repair the bridge, and some materials were already collected.
From a bank close by the bridge issued a spring of the temperature of 55OFahr., which should show the mean heat of the climate.
After crossing it, we followed the stream down to the head of the
lake, where we came to a Kurd encampment. Here my escort
asked permission to quit us on their return, the chief having
first given orders to the Aghii of the Kurds to furnish an escort
on the morrow. We went along the banks of the lake for an
hour, when we turned up the side of the mountains to another
Kurd encampment occupied by the inhabitants of a village beyond, named Amis, who were here for the sake of the pastures.
O n the level of the lake we had been much annoyed by innumerable swarms of a small fly which left a green stain on being
squeezed; but at these pastures we were above the level they
seemed to inhabit. Our encamping-ground was very rough, near
a small spring of g o d and cool water : the p p l e appeared very
poor, but they furnished us wit11 what they possessed, and we
obtained supplies for ourselves and cattle. Many of the Kurds
of this tract of country are already settled in villages, and the
tents we passed belonged to some who were encamped for the convenience of pasturing their cattle. The Kurds were induced to
settle at Arnis by exemption from taxes, but they were charged
with looking to the security of the road and the entertainment
of passengers. Several Kurd chiefs came from neighbouring
encampments to pay their respects to us during the course of the
afternoon.
96th.-Very early two Kurd Aghds and several horsemen arrived as an escort. T h e chiefs, however, after riding a little
way, took their leave. We descended to the edge of the lake,
ant1 were again molested by the swarms of flies. T h e country
was auite waste. but the remains of walls which had sewed to
inclok fields shbwed it had not always been so. Our Kurds said
there had formerly been vineyards and gardens the whole way,
but at what period they could not tell, nor were there any wild
fruit-trees or vines to be seen. We passed the ruins of a large
Khfin, and of a village near it. I saw an opening in the mountains on our right, which looked like the sitle of a crater broken
down, and the rocks being a black h a d hone~combedlava con-
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firmed the probability. W e had started at 6, and at 94 A.M. we
met a TBtdr of I?-hak PdshP's on hi way from Erz-Rhrn t o
V6n ; he had letters for me, but not wishing to open his packets
on the mad, he returned with us to the village from whence he
last came. W e crossed a small clear stream rolling over black
iava boulders, and mounting a high bank continued dong it for
a short time, and then came to the village Hnidar Reg, where
we stopped to get our letters. This village is not' far from, although out of sight of, the lake. T h e stream we had crossed
flows through a pretty valley which the village overlooks, and
some way up was seen an old Armenian church. The distance
from Arnia I estimated at about 10 miles. At 11i. A.U. we
resumed our journey, and after f hour came in sight oft he lake
and the castle of Ardish,* close on the water's edge. W e rode
along the sloping sides of the mountains, and finally descended to
the plain of Ardish ; on entering which, we crossed one considerable stream, afterwards several smaller ones, and a good deal of
swampy ground, before we reached the place. T h e Musellim
met me outside, and invited us to his house ;but as our tents were
further on I excused myself, and he accompanied us to our
camp, which I found pitched on the banks of another considerable river called the Ardish Cha'i. Beyond it, on the other side,
the plain extended and appeared to be a marsh. The Musellim,
named A b e d Beg, was a fat good-humoured communicative
person, and joung for the post he occupied : he was a native of
Ardish, and had not been further than Erz-RGm, MGsh, Bitlb,
and Vdn. The castle, as it is called, is in a most ruinous condition. The walls had fallen i n many places, and they did not
reach down to the shore, M) that the town was open to the lake,
and may be said not to have any defences. The houses within
the wnlls were in the style of the villages, half under ground.
The Kqabah is inhabited by about 100 Mohammedan and
a very few Armenian families; but they have a small and very
ancient church. The territory commanded by the Musellim contains twenty thriving and large villages, and a few which are small
nnd p r . T h e people possess a great number of cattlc, sheep,
and mares, and the pnstures are extensive and fine. T h e soil is
alluvial, deep, and very productive. The lake from this place to
its extreme eastern end is very shallow, and the deposits from the
numerous rivers which flow into it seem to be filling it up.
Tradition, however, says that the lake now covers what waa once
a plain, with the Bendi MBhi nnd Ardish rivers running through
i t ; but 1 consider it ns more probable that such may at some
distant period be the case than that it has already occurred. The
* Properly ArjLh; Jih. Numi.,p. 414 ; St. h l h M~A:ruri'~rmbnic, i. 54
-P.S.

plain of Ard'lsh is evidently gaining on the lake ; in ten years it
has d v a n d about a mile. Formerly, along the shore there was
an impassable morass, which the road to Ardish led round : now,
except in spring, when the mud is too deep, the road cross- the
plain in a straight line. The water is slightly brackish only, and
much less salt than at Tidvin ; which can be accounted for from the
number of rivers so near each other falling into this shallow part
of the lake. . The Musellim said the peasantry would be very
rich and prosperous were it not for the onerous tax of the Kishliik,
and the thieving propensities of the Kurds. H e remarked, it
were better to live on the mountains than in a village ; meaning
thereby that the Kurds were better off than the poor villagers on
whom they were quartered, and whom they spoiled. The tribe
of Hiiderin-lis under SullPn Aghd pasture their cattle on the
neighbouring mountains, and pass the winter in the villages belonging to Ardish. I asked the character of Sulgn Aghb: he
said he was not a bad man for a Kurd, but his tribe robbed when
they could. If the chief is applied to, he promises restitution,
but some excuse is usually made in order to defer or evade it;
either the robber is Baid to be absent, or the stolen property to be
concealed, but 7t is promised to be restored on the tribe's coming
to their winter auarters. when it could not be secreted : however.
except the own& himself &cover his lost property, and cai
clearly identify it, it is never recovered, and of course every artifice
is used to prevent its being found by the owner. The Musellim
admitted that thefts were less frequent than formerly, and that they
were made by craft rather thnn by violence. A single traveller
might be stripped, if met by a party of Kurds, but no personal
injury was done to him unleas in resisting, he wounded some of
the robbers. H e had often heard the abolition of Kishlzik talked
of, but he saw no symptom of its being carried into-effect..
The winter is severe, and a great deal of snow falls, but the
cold is never so intense as at Erq-Rhm : occasionally the lake
freezes firmly enough for people to cross over from Ardish to the
opposite side. Near our encamping ground they were collecting
many heaps of grain preparatory to its being trodden out ;the frequent 'Arabahs bringing it in, the swarms of children sporting in
the river, the numerous herds of cattle pasturing in the marshes,
together with the curious lounging about our tents, united to form
an animated scene.
97th.-Westward of our tents, on the opposite side of the river,
I had observed at a distant village a stone building, which I
supposed to be an Armenian church ; but as we were starting I
inquired by chance what it was, and was told it was the tomb of a
Persian king ; more I could not learn of the person of whom I
made the inquiry] and no one better informed could just then be
VOL. X.
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and then crossed near a village ; from thence we took a westerly
direction over high ground, having mountains between us and the
lake, and a higher range on our right : we again approached the
lake, and soon after +n
quitting it, to round a high land, we
reached the Armenian village of Ashraf, situated in a ravine.
We were about three hours in making the distance, which I considered as being about 8 or 9 miles from Ardirh. After a rest of
13 hour we proceeded. Below the village the ravine widens into
a plain which extends to the lake, and has in it many vineyards :
we had procured some tolerable wine at our breakfast at the
village. Our road continued near the lake, with abrupt mountains on our right. After an hour they began gradually to recede,
leaving between them and the water a small plain; we had a
view of Sapdn TQh* from bare to summit. The water of the
lake wee very shallow and stagnant, and it was here formed into
a land-locked bay, on the surface of which numerous waterfowl
were seen. The margin was bordered by meadows, in which
were small pools of stagnant water, dark coloured, and strong
smelling, and apparently impregnated with sulphur. About 3
miles from the lake towards Sapin T6gh was the village of
Nfirshin. Quitting the bay, we went over a rising ground, and
again came in sight of water. I took it to be another bay, communicating with the main lake, but on a nearer inspection I found
it was a distinct piece of water. The soil was sandy, and the
crops, which the peasantry were reaping, were remarkably fine
and clean, and 1observed the grain was sown in drills. I learned
that drill-husbandry and a careful system of +culture was universally practised in this part of the country. A long wooden
block, with a sharpened end hollowed on a slope, is drawn by two
oxen, and makes a trench about 6 inches deep. A boy follows,
and lets the seed fall from his hand into the trough, from whence
it runs into the drill ; the grain is picked over by women, and the
finest heeds selected for seed. After the crop is reaped the
weeds are cut down and burned. Hoeing is not practised, nor
from the appearance of the crops can it be required. The fields
are never irrigated; and although there had not been any rain for
some months, and the soil appeared dry sand, yet the bottom of
the drill was quite moist, and the people said that in ten days the
seed now sown would appear above the ground. I asked some of
them why they sowed thus, and how long the system had been in
practice; they said they learned it from their fathers, and they
followed it because they saw it produced excellent crops : this was
all they knew on the subject. It was curious to find practised in
Se'itAn Ti&, J. N.,y.'413. Sapin is probably a modem Turkish eonuption,
Z'rnmtlyn~ifor Urmiynh, and

Jikimcrik for J616merli.

an uncivilid country from time immemorial, a system of agriculture which had been introduced at no distant e p c h in our own
country as a novelty. We reached the village of Ann, situated
at about 1 mile from its lake, at Sfr P.M. We were 54 hours
from Ashraf; but our progress being slow, I did not reckon the
distance more than 14 miles. T h e SA-Bbhi came to meet me,
and invited uo to his house while our tents were being pitched. H e
offered us some cool sherbet and water-melons, which were
both very acceptable after our long and sultry ride. This village
is the property of Is-hBk Pdsha, and contains fifteen Armenian
families, and ten Kurds make their Kishldk here. T h e S6BQshi was an officer of the PdshA's establishment, and comes
hither fur two months in the autumn to collect his master's
share of the crons. which he shim off to VAn. and then returns himself to w k i on the ~ 4 s h l .H~e came to
tents to pay
his respects : he warned the muleteers not to leave their cattle out
at night, as he would not answer for their safety, offering stabling
in the village. H e spoke much of the productive qualities of the
soil, which was well adapted to the culture of the water-melon:
the peasantry formerly cultivated it, but finding the fruit was
always eaten by passing Kurds, they ceased to do so. T h e pastures near the village are good and extensive, and the peasants
own a considerable number of cattle and mares. Soda is collected
on the borders of the lake, nnd is sold to the Kurds for making
notap. A ragged Kurd was discovered prowling about our tents :
he was mistaken for a man of the village by the servants ; but the
villagers disclaimed any knowledge of him, and he was driven
away; his object was, no doubt, to have watched an opportunity
of purloining something.
98th.-The Musellim of 'A'd-el-jivdz* was at a neighbouring
village, and the Sh-BSshi sent to inform him that I was proceeding to his K-bah
on the morrow. T h e night was cold;
our muleteer continued very ill ; and a servant was also seized
with fever. We mounted at 6 A.M., and passed between the
lakes : the distance may be & miles ; and from the character of
the intervening ground, a s well as from its elevation, I infer that
they never have been united. T h e small one w w only slightly
brackish. T h e Musellim of 'A'd-el-jivL overtook us on the
road, and accompanied us: he was a fat talkative person, had
travelled rather extensively in his own country, and was civilised
enough to take snuff. H e spoke in praise of the fertility of the
soil, and the mode of cultivation, which he said was peculiar to
this country; and he boasted that no place except Erz-R6m could
show such excellent bread. H e stated that in favourable seasons
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wheat yielded twenty-five, rye fifty, and barley forty fold ; a produce I never found in any other part of the country. On
approaching 'A'd-el-jiviz we had on either side of our road
meadows and orchards. The Musellim insisted on our dismounting at his house, where, seated under the shade of trees close by a
pretty waterfall, a breakfast was served to us. The stream came
from a small lake in the mountains. and served to irri~atethe
gardens and turn some watermills ii its short course to ;he lake
of VBn. Our baggage, on coming up, was sent to the house of
a Turk, one of the chief men of the village. Our tents were
pitched in an orchard on turf under fruit-trees : the inclosure was
small, and the walls impeded the free circulation of the air; so
that although we were in the shade, we found the heat rather
oppressive.
The M usellim came to pay me his visit in the afternoon : he
was very civil and obliging, and took care that we should have
what supplies we stood in need of. T h e town contains about 950
Mohammedan and 30 Armenian families. There is an old
castle in ruins, placed on a high rock above the town, which is
inclosed by walls uniting with the works of the castle at both extremities, and running directly down to the lake. There is no
defence on that side of the town ; but the water is too deep to
admit of persons getting round the ends of the walls which terminate in the lake : they are in a tolerable state of repair, and the gates
serve to keep intruders out. T h e town is small, and many houses
are in ruins : the greater part of the inhabitants live in detached
houses among the gardens, with which the whole valley is filled.
The rocks are limestone, and pure water runs in great abundance through the lanes, semng to irrigate the gardens. There is
great plenty of common fruits ; and water-melons and grapes also
thrive well. On the whole 'A'd-el-jivL is a pretty and pleasant
place.
There are about twenty looms in the town, which produce
coarse cotton cloths of the usual kind; and both Turks and
Armenians are weavers.
30th.-I had resolved to stay here some days, to recruit the
sick, as well as to afford us an opportunity of ascending S a p h
TQh.
While my companions were engaged in other pursuits I determined to visit Akhldt, which is from about 14 to 16 miles from
'A1d-el-ji*, the road running the whole way by the shores of the
lake. I topk with me a few attendants and a guide, and mounted
early in the morning. We first crossed the town, and then, continuing along the edge of the water, passed a small village about
a mile from it, placed among orchards; thence we ascended a
steep rocky path, and rode under high cliffs, far above the level

of the lake : the rocks were all limestone. After an hour's ride,
the mountains receded from the lake, and we entered on a plain
where the limestone ceasecl and was followed bv clav slate. T o
that again a coarse conglomerate succeeded, the component parts
of which as we advanced gradually became smaller, until before
reaching Akhlfit, it was converted into a fine-grained light sandstone. After crossing the before-mentioned plain, we kept along
the base of the mountains, close by the lake: at 3 hours we
crossed another plain, in which were situated two villages surrounded by fine walnut and fruit trees. On approaching AkhlAt
we came to some more gardens, from whence, instead of going
along the shore to the town, we kept higher up the hills, to visit
the old town. I first passed some Mohammedan tombs, exactly
like those met in so many parts of Turkey, at VastAn, Erz-RGm,
and Kdsar. They were made of the light sandstone which
appears to resist the effects of the weather, for the inscriptions
were quite fresh. There are a great number of similar tombs
and of small chapels dispersed among gardens, fields, and cottages.
In a deep narrow ravine are the principal remains of the town:
in the centre of the ravine there is a rock, much like that of the
castle at Bitlis. on which are the foundations of a solid structure.
probably a casbe or palace, the stones cemented with lime. 0;
the opposite side of the ravine is a large tomb in ruins, said to
be that of a sovereign of the place. O n this side was one buryingground of immense extent, many of the graves in which had headstones, of one piece, 19, feet high ; and besides this, there were
several other smaller burying-grounds, evidences of the extent of
the population of the town. Turkish or Arabic inscriptions are
found on all the tombs, and on other buildings ; and from them
probably might be collected some particulars as to the history of
the place. All that the people could tell me was, that it h d
been the seat of an ancient sovereign. I t was, perhaps, this town
which was besieged and taken by TimGr in the Fourteenth Century.
From these ruins I returned to the modern AkhlAt, and, entering by the western, passed through the town, and went out by the
eastern gate. The town is surrounded by a double wall and
ditch, the inner being flanked by irregular towers : at the higher
end is the I'ch Kal'eh (inner castle), or citadel. The town is
completely walled on all sides, even facing the lake, down to the
borders of which it extends. The houses in the city are built
of square stones, cemented by clay, very much in ihe atyle of
Bitlis. The modern town certainly is of some antiquity, from the
style of its buildings and the character of its fortifications. I did '
not see a living soul in passing through the place ; and we went
to rest ourselves and horses in an orchard on the banks of the lake.
W e were followed thither by the son of the Musellim, who was
4
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to his
absent. 1 had seen the lad at M h h : he rent rr mefather, who was in a village near, to inform him of my arrival :
meantime a breakfast was provided, and we procured from the
orchard plenty of apricots, pears, and water-melons. After resting
for two hours, I was j u t on the eve of starting. on my return
when the Musellim arrived. H i name was Sheikh Helvah; be
had been attached to Edad P b h i of Erz-Rim, and recollected
having seen me there. The PBshB placed him as Kyayi to
Husein, when he was named to the PLhBlik of MGsh. After
Ijukin Pishh's deposition, Helvah was sent to this his native city
as Muaellim. H e derivea his title of Sheikh from his father, who
was head of the order of Tunling Dervishes. The Musellim
pressed me to remain the night at Akhlit ; but, having promised
to return to 'A'd-el-jivh, I was obliged to decline his civility.
Two young Kurds accompanied the Musellim ; they were named
Mo-ed
and Mustsf4 Beg, aona of A b e d , a former P b h 4 of
MGsh, and cousins to Emin, the present PLh&. They lived in
this neighbourhood, and possessed considerable landed property.
Both were handsome young men, very tastily dressed in the Kurd
fashion, and mounted on beautiful mares, richly caparisoned, each
with a numerous suite of attendants well armed and mounted.
Mohammed Beg, the elder brother, had a moat prepossessing
countenance and manner, indicative of good nature and high
breeding; but I heard that he was a most atrocious assassin.
Musafi Beg, on the contrary, had a sullen look, but was described
as a much more respectable character : he had been mamed to a
daughter of Is-hak P h h i , who had since died. Mo?mmmed Beg
was said to have himself killed, or caused to be assassinated,
eighteen or twenty persons. About four years ago, he with his
servants attacked a party conveying treasure, which he plundered
after murdering the people. This, added to his former crimes,
induced Es'ad Pishi of E r z - R h to order Is-hAk P$sh&to seize
Mohammed Beg, and send him to Erq-Rh.
H e got intelligence of this, and fled to Baghdad, where he
remained until Es'ad PhhA's removal from Erz-R6m. He
then returned home, and has since remained unmoleeted: however, he dares not venture into any town where n P h h i resides.
Another of his atmities was related to me. A servant of his
possessed a most beautiful wife, whom he saw and coveted : one
day he called the hnsband to him in the stable, put him to death,
and took his wife into his harem. Some one remonstrated with
him, and asked why he could not take the woman without murdering the man : he replied coolly that he was his own servant,
and no one could question his right to dispose of him as he pleased.
For this deed he was never called to account. These and many
other similar facts which I heard, show the impunity of as-

sassins and robbers among these lawless Kurds. These brothers
had inherited considerable property; but they had wasted a good
portion of it in maintaining and attaching to them a numerous host
of devoted dependents. The &stan= fnnn Akhlait to TTadvain
was 4 hours; to Bitlis, 8 ; to Mhh, 16 ; to Melacgird, 19. I
returned to 'A'd-el-jivb by the d leading all the way at the edge
of the lake. Drill husbandry is in Fee here : the soil wss a
fine and apparently arid sand, bat was moist at the depth of the
trenches.
SIst.-Towads evening, we left 'A'd-el-jivrlr: to go to a small
village, 6 or 7 miles distant, named Norshunjuk, situated at the
foot of SaNn Thgh, where we proposed sleeping, in order that
we might have as much time as possible for the ascent of the
mountain. We reached the village as the evening was closing in,
and, having obtained an open gallery, betook ourselves to rest.
The vermin prevented OUT sleeping much, and we rose before dawn :
we could not p u r e a cup of coffee in this miserable village.
1st September.-We
commenced the ascent at 5h. lorn.,
attended by two mounted Kurds asguider. We fint took a northeasterly direction along the roots of the mountain; and after
about an hour's ride turned to the N. up the steep side of a
conical hill, which had every appearance of having been a crater.
Before reaching the summit we diverged into a hollow between it
and the main part of the mountain, which we soon afterwards
began to ascend. We passed over several patches of snow, hard
enough to bear the horses ; and finally stopped on the edge of
the crater, beyond which the horses could not proceed. T o reach
this spot we had taken 53 hours. Opposite to us, on the N.E.,
was the cone, which seemed to have been f o d out of that side
of the crater. We could only reach it by following the edge of
the crater ; for to have descended into it would have increased the
height of our after-ascent very much. T o reach the base of the
wne by the path we followed, the descent was considerable. The
con6 is formed of fragments of rock, of various sizes, not united
by any earth, but all lying loosely in a heap. The rock is all of
one kind, either grey or pale red, remarkably light, and, in walking over, the pieces are easily displaced, and they rattle like
cinders : small bright mystals are seen in fracturing the rock. It
appeared ss if, after being calcined by a subterraneous fire, the
fragments forming the cone had been heaved up by the same force.
The ascent was more laborious than any similar one I ever attempted, not only from its steepness, but from the oppression at
the chest we all felt. We could not ascend more than five or
six steps without stopping to take breath. The top of the cone
is a level, surrounded by a ridge with numerous peaks, forming a
sort of enclosure. Every part was of the same loose rock, end I
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perceived only a solitary fragment of a different appearance, which
I took to be the rock before it had undergone the action of 6re.
We ascended the outer ridge of the cone and one of the highest
peaks overlooking the lake of V4n. It occupied us 4 hours from
the time we dismounted to attain this point. Here the theodolite
was fixed, and bearings of the surrounding objects taken
From hence we could perceive that our first steep ascent was
the side of a crater, and in the hollow of the summit was a small
lake called Aghri GG1 (Painful Pool). Looking S. from our
position, wns an extensive field of snow lying at the foot of the
cone. In the hollow between us and the dace where we left our
horses the snow had melted and formed aAPl : this was entirely
ice in the morning; but before we quitted the mountain it had
thawed very much, and was covered with water. The Kurd
guides had promised to show me a snow-worm, and one of them
descended to this loo1 to find the animal, but he did not succeed.
Although both the Kurds asserted that they had seen it, and although at places in this country distant from Sapin TQghI had
been aasured of the same thing, yet similar assertions among
euch a people are too little to be relied on, to establish a fact, of
which ocular demonstration would be to me the only satisfactory
We saw the lake of Erjek E. of VBn-that of NBzuk
Akblii!, another laxe a little further W., as well as the
mall one from whence the stream of 'A'd-el-jivk rises. The two
peaks of Ararat were distinctly visible, the range of Bin-gQ1 also,
and the cone-like peak of K6seh TAgh, above ToprAk Kal'eh, in
the plain of Arishkerd. We all felt unpleasant effects from our
ascent, and the Kurds said everybody experienced the same,
which they attributed to the weight of the air. Dr. Dickson was
quite sick at the stomach ; Mr. Glascott so giddy that he could
not continue taking his bearings without every few minutes
quitting his work to rest ; I had an intense headache ; two persons
were so affected that they could not proceed beyond the foot of
the cone ; one who mounted it descended at once, and on getting
back vomited violently ;even those who remained with the horses
suffered from pain in the head. This could not have arisen from
the mere height of the mountain, but might be occasioned by the
escape of some gas from the crater; although, if so, it was quite
imperceptible. Our barometer failed us at the top of the mountain: the mercury had long been gradually escaping from the
tube ;but we had hoped by care to have been able to preserve it
in a sufficiently effective state to assist our ascertaining the heigbt :
however, so much air had got into the mercury that no dependence could be placed on it. This being the condition of the
l~arometer,the column of mercury descended below Q0 inches.
We had ascertained the lake of V h to be 5467 feet above the
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level of the Black Sea. We had evidently not reached the limit
of perpetual snow; but it froze every night, and we certainly
could not be far below the line of congelation. At mid-day the
thermometer stood at 48', while it was about 80" at El-jivk A
great deal of snow remained in various parts near the summit, but
the very highest peaks were bare of it ; there was no glacier on
the mountain. , Taking all these facts into consideration, I should
estimate its summit to be between 4000 and 4500 feet above the
lake, or from 9500 to 10,000 feet above the sea. I was told that
the ascent of the mountain was only practicable from the middle
of August to the first week in September, and that, had we
delayed our visit, we might have been disappointed: in fact, on
the 14th September, from the plain of Arishkerd, we saw the
summit of Saptin TQgh completely covered with snow. The
specimens of rock which I collected prove beyond a doubt the
volcanic nature of the mountain : but there is no record or tradition of its having been in a st& of activity. I found neither
pumice nor obsidian, although both are seen on the shores of the
lake; basalt, scoria and other volcanic rocks, were in abundance.
Lava has burst from many parts of the mountain beside the
summit.
Supan* means holy, and is one of the epithets applied to the
Deity. There are numerous traditions respecting this mountain,
but, like most Mohammedan legends, they are chilclish, and
without a shadow of probability. We were I f hour returning
to our horses, and, after a short rest, mounted, and in about
9 hours descended to Norshunjuk, from whence in 19 hour
we got back to El-jivtiz. We were all relieved from our unpleasant sensations by the time we had reached the foot of the
mountain.
Not a tree is to be found on the S a p h TBgh, nor even a
shrub: there are some pastures, but we did not see herds or
flocks on our journey, nor any tiaces of tents.
We were much fatigued by our exertions and long abstinence,
for we had scarcely touched food since leaving El-jivb. We had
some cold meat and bread with us, but nobody had any inclination
to eat.
3rd.-We left El-jivh at about 7 A.M., and after getting clear
of the village and the surrounding gardens kept at the base of
Saptin T k h , at some distance from the lake, whose shores we
had skirted on approaching El-jivhz. We passed the remains of
an Armenian village, where there is a large burying-ground and
Sap611 (a plough-hnndle) is probably a wrmptio~rof Slbh (apples), or SeiMn
(atreamm); but Supan, the name meant by Mr. Brant's informanta, wan taken by
them for the Armenian MV or a~q~azart-holy, sacred. It does not, however,
appear that the Armenian writers give that name to thir m~~~tain.-F.S.
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a ruined church. On our right, about 3 miles distant, was the
village of Arin and its lake. We came down to the lake of Van,
at the p i n t at which we had before quitted it on approachmg
Arin, and thence turning from it, took a course towards the hills
on our left, having the village of N h d n in view. . At efh. P.M.
we reached the rmall village of Ghjiyeh, situated among low
hills. The weather war sultry, but the road wae good, and I
reckoned the distsnce 18 or e0 miles.
The principal rock I remarked at the foot of S a p h TAgb was
a b l t i c kind of porphyry, which I found likewise at the
nummit of the mountain; the soil is light and sandy. On our
road we raw two mounted Knrda with some reaners : when thev
perceived our psrty they proceeded onwards. 6 n e of my peopL
mde up to the reapers to procure a draught of water, and they
told him thnt the two men were on the p i n t of stripping them of
everything they had with them, but seeing so many horsemen
approaching they made off. Similar acts are of ordinary occurrence ;and one of my p r d n observed that this was not a country
for an honest man to live in. The village of Ghjiyeh contains
ten Armenian, and gives Kishlik to twelve Kurd families.
4th.-Having but a short ride to the tents of Sultan Aghi, we
did not start very early. We mounted at 74 A.M. and reached
our encamping ground a little before 9. We passed the small
village of Arbuzunk, situated in a hollow ; thence we rode over
undulating ground until we reached the tents of the Kurd chief,
pitched in a grassy bottom among tmme hills. His receiving
tent was a Turkish single-poled one of cotton, given to him by
the P h h l of E r z - R h . The tent which contained his harem
was pitched at a distance, and was a large black goat's-hair one
in the usual fashion. There were only about ten other tents in
the same valley, and I was rather disappointed at finding the
chief of a powerful tribe so ill attended. The grass was now
dried up, but in spring the herbage must be luxuriant, and there
was a copious source of water at hand.
The chief received me in his Turkish tent, and gave me coffee
and sherbet. Meantime our own tents were pitched near his,
and a breakfast of the usual kind was sent-fried eggs, honey,
yoghiirt (curds or sour milk), and bread, all good in their kind.
In the afternoon SulFn Agh4 paid me a visit: he was more
cheerful and talkative than when I saw him at VQn. I inquired
respecting the separation of the Haiderdn-lf tribe into two divisions. H e said the other portion had been always accustomed to
frequent Persia, that lands were given to it by the governor of
AzerbfjSn, and thnt nt the mnclusion of the last war between
Turkey and Persia, it had been formally recognised by the
Sulgn as belonging to, Persia That division of the tribe had
- -

been commanded by his own brother, Khim Aghi, until .his
death, when his son succeeded to the dignity. On the decease of a chief the elders of a Kurd tribe elect a succesmr:
this is always done from the same family: either an uncle, a
brother, a cousin, or some relation of the former head of the
tribe, is chosen ; in fact, any member of the family who is in the
general opinion endowed with most bravery or judgment. T o
him is confided the direction of the &airs of the tribe; but he
does not appear to poesese great power, and may be considered as
the president of the council of elders, without whose concurrence
nothing of much importance is undertaken. Sulgn AgM is sgid
not to be rich, indeed not more so than many of the respectable
members of the tribe. When presents are to be made the elders
assemble and inquire what things can be found among the tribe
suitable to the occasion. Those chosen are valued, and the proprietors indemnified by a levy on the whole community. I did
not ask SultQlnAghQthe number of his tribe, knowing how little
the replies to such inquiries can be depended upon, but one of our
party inquired whether he commanded 9000 tents, to which he
assented. From others I had heard the numbers variously dmated at from 500 to 1000; and some said he had 1000, while
others stated eOOO horsemen in his uervice. Such is the uncertainty of the information which can be gained on these pints. I
asked whether I might be allowed to see the interior of his private
tent : he replied that it was not their custom, and I must excuse
him. I said I thought that the Kurds did not conceal their
women like the Turks : he answered that they did not expose
theirs to view. I believe some mystery is observed among the
women of the chiefs, but certainly the same rule does not hold
good with t h m of the lower ranks.
I asked whether his tribe were good friends with the Hasan
'Alis, a tribe belonging to the Pbshblik of M b h : he replied that
last year the latter killed two of his peo le ; that he had represented the matter to the PilshL of Erq- irm, by whom it was
referred to Em5n Pdshi of M b h : he had, however, not
received any satisfaction ; and he remarked that the only
justice he was likely to obtain was to kill two men of the 1Jasan
'Alis-a
proceeding I recommended him to abstain from, as it
would probably bring him into trouble. H e said that his tribe
receive Kishlik, but they provide hay for their own cattle, or if
they are furnished with it by the Armenian peasantry, it is paid
for. H e did not pay the PQshiof Erz-RGm for Kishlik, but he
could not deny that he made him an annual present. This was
of course a mere equivocation, and roba ably he did not like
to avow that he paid Kishlik money. I inquired how the Kurds,
who live ao many months in the pure air, could bear to bury
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themselves in the close and filthy stables of the Armenians. He
confessed it was very disagreeable and even painful to them, and
they looked upon it as an imprisonment. Why then, I asked,
did they not build airy houses for themselves ?-the reply was,
that they did not understand house-building. He said the
Zebeki and Ha'idelhli Kurds were sent back to Persia by force ;
they were very unwilling to quit the Turkish territory, and would
not have done so of their own free-will. H e admitted that the
pastures and abundance of water in Turkey were great advnntages
over Persia, but the milder winter in the latter country was some
compensation.
Sulgn Aghi is held responsible for robberies committed in
any part of the lands over which his tribe pasture. Some E r i h
(Revh) Kurds lately plundered a village near Akhlbt ; he pursued the robbers and recovered the property stolen. During
this summer, sixteen Viin-lis (people of VBn) returning from
Constantinople were missed : they were known to have been at
a village near Khinh, but beyond that, not a trace could be found
of the people, their horses, or their property. Every possible
search was made by Is-hak Pbshii and the local governors, as well
as by Sulgn Aghii, but without the least success. H e supposed
that they must have been carried beyond either the Russian or
Persian frontier by Kurds subject to those countries, ancl there
made away with. They were known to be possessed of money,
for many people at Erz-Riun had given them packets in charge for
their friends at Vbn, thinking that so numerous a party would
reach it in safety. Even in a country thinly peopled as this is, i t
must excite sumrise that so considerable a number of Demons
should be lost &out
leaving a mark by which
de&-the
authors or show the mode of their disappearance. I t was not
SultAn Aghi's custom to place patrols near his tents, unless
when he apprehended an attack from a hostile tribe. These
tribes have not generally many tents in the same place ;five to ten
may be seen together, and as many some way lower down a valley
or ncross a neighbouring hill, just as the pasture suffices for their
cattle. In spring they first feed on the low grounds, and rise towards the higher mountains as the senson advances and the lower
pastures are consumed. They return gradually from the high
grounds as the cold forces them to descend. When danger approaches they collect their men by beating drums on the hills,
and the signal is repeated from camp to camp. Sulgn A g h i
said that in an l~ourhe could thus summon 150 horsemen, well
equipped for battle. I requested him to collect some men, that I
might witness their exercise. I n the evening he and five other
Kurds mounted and galloped about with their spears below the
tents; but it was not a sorry exhibition of this kind I wished to
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witness; many times the guards who accompanied me on my
ourney had made a better show. In short I learned or saw very
ittle on this visit which I did not know or had not witnessed before; and I should not have made it, had I imagined it would have
been so bare of interest.
About the end of October the Kurds go into their winter
quarters, where they remain between five and six months according as the spring is more or less advanced. None of the Kurdr
in this part of the country are in the habit of using defensive
armour ; they carry a lance, a brace of pistols, a small bellmouthed blunderbuss, a sword and shield There is sometimes
to be found among them a case containing three darts, which is
suspended to the saddle-bow, but this weapon is now generally
out of use. The Haideridis have the reputation of being brave
warriors, and of breeding good horses ;of the latter I did not see
any favourable specimens, but they said the neighbouring P4shis
had. taken
- so many from them that but few of a good breed remained.
SulNn Aghd is married to a sister of the Kurd brothers whom
I met at Akhldt.
In the evening at di~mer-time,the chief sent us from his harem
neveral dishes : a very excellent pad6 containing a whole roast
lamb, force-meat balls fried and covered with a sauce of cuds
and garlic, dates stewed in grease, exquisite y6gh4rt, and very
nice white bread-cakes. The dishes were all savoury, but too
greasy to please the European taste.
5th.-The
night was cool, and the morning actually cold.
Sulpin Aghd was up before we set off, and invited us to take a
cup of coffee in his tent. I had made him a present of a few
trifles, and he returned me a horse, which I would fain have declined had I not wished to avoid giving offence. We mounted at
3 LM., accompanied by two Kurds who were instructed to collect a sufficient escort from the tents we should pass near on our
road ; but, although one oi the men went to every encampment
we saw, not a single horseman attended the summons. We went
over undulating ground without cultivation, where there must be
good pasture in the spring and summer. We saw, at one green
spot supplied with water, a few tents and a herd of mares and
colts. We passed afterwards into a long valley, in which were
numerous encampments along the waters of a small rill, of which
the banks were auite verdant : from thence we crossed some hills
and came to an extensive plain. Under the mountains on our
left was an Armenian village, called KarA Kilisi,* from a church
built of dark-coloured stone about 3 miles distant. We passed a
very extensive Armenian burying-ground, and near it I saw the
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ternaim of a large village : a mile further on, were remainr of
another village with its burying-ground, of mmaller size than the
preceding. The plain was almost without cultivation, but the
soil was by no means barren ; the neighbourhood of the Kurds
must have caused the desertion of the villages. Beyond the last
ruins we c r o d a river, that which runs into the lake under t h e
walls of Ardish Kal'eh on its western side: that castle was
visible at a distance of about 19 miles. On the opposite side of
the plain we reached a village, but, instead of entering it, turned
up towards the mountains, and crorring a low ridge, descended
into a deep valley : through it flow two streams, which, uniting
before they quit the valley, form the most eastern river of the
plain of Ardish. We crossed the river and ascended the ravine
with one branch of the stream in it, till we came to the village of
Knnduk. Some of the inhabitants were encamped below the
village, the remainder were at other places pastwing their cattle,
and the village was left without a living soul in it. The nmrl w.as
generally good : although we were 8 hours on the day's march, 1
only estimated the distance at e0 miles, as we made several short
haltn and had not pushed on. A short space from the villagers'
tents were those of some Ha'iderhli Kurds : as the ground near
them was good, and we came last from their chief, we made n o
hesitation in pitching our camp in their neighbourhood ; but they
were very uncivil, and could acarce he pemuaded to furnish us
with anything. We represented that we .must have supplies, and
that they had better give them, and receive their full payment,
rather than oblige us to seize them by force. The Kurds said
they had nothing to sell or give. A khavbs * said we must be
provided with a Iamb : a Kurd seized him by the throat ;but being
a powerful man, he shook off the savage, who made an attempt to
get hold of the gun of another Kurd standing by-the khavss?
drew his pistol-the Kurds as well as our party interfered to p r e
vent arms being used, and peace was restored. The k h a v h found
a drinking-cup and a handkerchief missing from his person : he
discovered the thief in possession of the latter, and got it hack,
hut the cup could not be found. The propensity to thieve seems
irresistible in a Kurd. I believe he cannot help appro riating to
his own use any article he covets, if the opportunity o er ; and he
appears to think it his privilege. After the scuffle everything we
required was furnished and paid for, and the offender got friends
to intercede and ask the khavdss to nardon him: he made the
most humble apologies, and kis'skcl t6e hand; of the kha\It?.
The motive of their behaviour it is difficult to account for,
since the men who accompanied us informed them whence we
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came and whom we were, and they were told at the commencement that everything should be paid for. After nightfall the
uncle of Sul@ AghB. came with a message from him to excuse
himself for having unknowing1J sent me to a village, the inhabitants of which were at their summer pastures, and to see that our
wants were supplied.
6 t h - h we were to &ake a long march over high mountains
we d&rmined to commence it early, and we made prepratioxu
for moving by moonlight : the air war cold.
Before mounting I sent for the uncle of Sulgn AgM, to whom
I represented the dispute of the preceding evening. I pointed out
the author of the disturbance, and requested that Sultan Aghi
would reprimand him severely for his conduct. I availed myself
of this opportunity to return the horse Sultan Aghii had given me.
H e was so knocked up by the previous day's journey that I knew
he could not stand that before us, and I was afraid we should be
much troubled with him. 1 did it in a way as little offensive as
possible, by praising his breeding and g o d qualities, but stating
that his youth and low condition made it impossible for him tc,
continue the journey, and I requested that Sulgn Aghi would
keep him until he had gained strength, when he might send him
to me at E r z - R h . T h e old gentleman said he saw I did not
like the horse ;to which I repeated my former reasons : however,
he seemed still to conrider it as a reproof to Sultan Aghi for not
having given me a better animd : if so,the reproof was not hthout
some advantage, for, instead of only having as yesterday two men,
an escort of eleven was now sent with me.
At 5 A.M. we started ascending the ravine: on the banks of the
stream were small trees, and among willows, alders, and birch,
were wild apple and pear trees, and currant-bushes.
A t a place where the ravine branched off and two small rills
met, we were offered the alternative of a shorter but very difficult
road or n longer and easier one. AB the latter was likely to be
sufficiently mountainous for our baggage-animals, from the nature
of the ground, I chose it in preference to the former. A t about
10 A.M. we reached a few Kurd tents, where we procured some
exquisite y6gh6rt1 clotted cream (kaimik), and bread. T h e
people were Hai'derin-lie, and said they were going to join the
part of their tribe settled in Persia An old Kurd with a hand&me countenance, a dark expressive eye, and a grey beard, said
this was no longer a'country to live in. I asked whether it was
because they were not now allowed to plunder : he declared that
he had never been a thief, but that they were ruined by the demands of the Sultin's PiishL. 1 observed that the quantity of
mares, cows, and sheep around the tents (only five in number)
showed that they were not quite destitute : he replied laughmgly
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that what I saw was of small value ; a suffiaent indication of his
estimate of wealth, and of the unreasonableness of their complaints.
Their stock, I am certain, would have constituted independence in
any c i v i l i d country, to people whose wants are so small. Although among the Kurds there is positive evidence of pastoral
wealth, yet one never sees the women and children well clothed,
the latter being either naked or having a few rags which scarcely
cover them. The women are neither neat nor cleanly in their
dress. In youth both sexes are robust and healthy, and have
beautiful teeth, but their exposed and laborious life makes the
females grow prematurely old, and scarcely has the youth advanced to manhood when his appearance indicates a far greater
age than he has really attained.
After an hour's rest, we quitted the tents, and crossing a small
rill, began a steep ascent terminating in the summit of the range.
At eg P.M. we had attained the highest part of the AlA TAgh
(Beautiful Mount) : we soon crossed the ridge and descended into
a deep valley by an almost precipitous path ; the descent occupied
3 an hour. From the top of the valley (named the ZeKn Dereh)
ctme a small stream, and down its sides trickled innumerable
rills of water, which, uniting at the bottom, formed a brook at
almost every step augmenting in volume ; these are the sources
of the Murid. On the northern faces of the highest peaks of the
range the snow lay in large masses, and I consider the A16 TAgh
as very little inferior in height to the S a p h Tiigh. We crossed
the stream and continued by its left bank down the valley, which
is generally narrow, with a grassy bottom. In our way we saw
neither Kurd tents nor cattle of anv kind. and onlv at one s w t
join h e
some grass cut for hay. Three or &ur tributary str~ams
Murad before it reaches Diyidin, but I only perceived one of
any size. A little before sunset we passed a ruined village, and
then crossed to the right bank of the MurAd. At 61 P.M. we
came to an encampment of peasants who had come hither from a
neighbouring village to pasture their cattle. We proceeded onwards, and at near 9 P.M. reached PiyBdin : we and our horses
were fatigued with our long day's journey. The governor, a
brother of Behlhl P i s h i of BAyazid, could not give us a place to
rest in, but we got into a stable, and on some new hay soon fell
into a sound sleep, while waiting for the arrival of our baggage
and tents. About midnight they came up, and in an hour after,
having procured some tea, we were in oufbeds.
7th.-After the long and fatiguing march of yesterday, neither
men nor animals were in a condition to move onwards, but Dr.
Dickson in particular was very much distressed; he had been
unwell since our ascent of Sapan TAgh, from having eaten too
much snow while on the summit. I sent a messenger with a
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letter to Behlil P4shd to announce my approach, and ;a request
him t9 furnish me with a sufficient escort, as the road between
DiyMin and Biiyazid was said to be very unsafe from Kurds.
I heard that K h i m AghA, son of Husein AghA, chief of the
Kurd tribe of ZeUn-li, was in the village, and I invited him to
come and take coffee with me, which he did. H e was about 18
years of age, neither good looking nor intelligent, but he had with
him a fine young man who kept up the conversation and showed
a good deal of sharpness. He had been in KhorLBn, rrnd knew
all the British mission by name. Khsim Aghi had just come
from the Russian frontier, whither he went to bring away about
sixty families of his tribe, which had been residing on the Russian
territory m d wished to rejoin their tribe in Persia. T h e Russian authorities made no objection to their departure. The young
Kurds admitted that Turkey was a preferable residence to Persia :
in the latter country they enjoyed many advvtages which they
did not in the former, but they seemed to consider these were
more than counterbalanced by the abundance of water in Turkey.
T h e Beg.of DiyAdin, by name ' A b d u - r - r d k , paid me a
visit. I inquired of him as to the route from BAyazid by the
frontier, and was told that it was good and quite safe, but that
there were not any villages on the line, and that I should experience difficulty in procuring food for our cattle. This circumstance, added to that of the weather becoming daily too cold to
keep horses out at night, made me consider it inexpedient to
follow that route.
DiyAdin is a large village, inhabited by a mixed population of
Kurds and Armenians. Being on the high road to Persia, the
people are subject to exactions on account of travellers, but they
indemnify themselves by selling their barley and straw to caravans
during the winter at exorbitant prices. T h e walls of the castle
are partly broken down, and at present afford no protection.
T h e residence of the Beg is most miserably dilapidated, and the
harem, or female apartments, alone are habitable. H e has only
one receiving-room outside its precincts, which he offered us on
our arrival, but my khavig thought a stable in the village more
comfortable. This was a Genoese station, and part 0.f the walls
of the fortress show it to have been originally well built. One
wall rises on the edge of a steep precipice, forming one side of a
ravine in which the Murid runs : the other walls rise from the
plain. I t might easily be made defensive against Kurd assailants, but could not be converted into a strong position. I t ought
not, however, to be allowed to continue in its present dilapidated
and defenceless state.
8th.-Just
as we were about to mount, after having had our
tents struck and our baggage loaded, my messenger returned
VOL. X.
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from Behlhl PiehA, who requested that I would defer my journey
until the following day, as he considered the roads not quite d e ,
m d would send me an escort of fifty men. However, I had
proceeded too far towards a move to consider it expedient to
defer our march; and as our party was strong, and we had a
guard of fourteen horsemen, 1 did not apprehend there would be
any risk of an attack; but I judged it prudent to keep in sight of
our baggage-horses, and our progress was therefore slow. We
started at 6 A.M., and did not reach BRyazid until
P.M.,
although the distance does not, I think, exceed 18 miles.
We etopped on the banks of a beautifully clear stream &led
Gerndwuk, near a stone bridge, and from thence despatched a
k h a v k to advise Behlhl Pdsh4 of our approach, and to select a
good encamping station near a village which lay at the foot of the
hill on which Bhyazl'd stands. Midway from DiyAdin, Bhyazid,
or rather the palace of the Pashi, becomes first visible, placed on
a crag, on the eides and at the foot of which the city is built.
A plain of more than 15 miles in extent intervened between us
and the foot of Aghri T@h, or Mount Ararat, which elevates its
enow-capped peak in majestic grandeur. By its side rises the
smaller peak, without snow on it, which appeared insignificant in
the neighbourhood of its gigantic brother. The two peaks are
quite distinct and detached from the rest of the range, which they
seem to look down u p n in proud superiority. Near the point
alluded to, half way to BAyajid, the ground is strewed with fragments of lava, of which also the rocks rising above the earth are
composed. The stream of lava has not come from the main p a i r
itself, but from a part of the range between which and Ararat
intervenes a plain. That the ark, after the flood, rested on this
mountain would seem to admit of doubt. Its height and its inaccessible nature is against the supposition, and the dimate of the
neighbourhood is too severe for the olive. I heard from HPfiz
P i s h i that Mount Jhdi, near 'Amddiyah, is, by the Mohammedan
writers,* stated to be the Mount Ararat of Scripture; and I since
perceive, in Mr. Rich's Journal, that in the country round
Mount Jiidi a long course of traditionary history records this fact.
J t may be remarked that in the neighbourhood of Baymid there
are no traditions respecting the ark, and the natives know the
mountain by no other name than Aghri T i g h t We saw no
mounted Kurds on our road, but a few on foot conducting some
sheep and cattle towards the frontier. They said they belonged
to the Zelinli tribe, that they came from Georgia, and were going
to join their tribesmen in Persia.
In the afternoon a high wind arose, and continued during the
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night. I t occasioned a very disagreeable dust, and the blast was
so strong that I was apprehensive our tents would be carried
away. Towards morning it fell calm ; but at noon, or soon after,
the same inconvenience occurred, and during the four days we
were at BQyazid a strong breeze regularly returned. The dust
on the terrace was so annoying that we removed into a room,
which, t b u g h in a dilapidated ,state, we found more agreeable
than our tent.
The Commandant of the battalion of troops stationed here paid
me a visit. H e complained of inactivity in a place of so little
resource as Riiyazid, and said his troops suffered in consequence.
I asked him why he did not employ them to keep the Kurds in
check. H e was placed, he replied, under the orders of BehlGl
PbM, and could do nothing of his own accord. The same afternoon a man came from the P h h i to say that he had been named
MihmPndtir. and desired to know when I intended to start. I had.
after some ;rouble, succeeded in hiring an 'arabah for the use of
Dr. Dickson, as he was unable to ride; and I fixed two days
afterwards for our departure, expecting he would by that time be
able to bear the journey.
The insecurity of the country, the illness of Dr. Dickson, the
disagreeable wind and dmt, and the cloudy weather, iudisposed
us from visiting Ararat; and the latter rendered all observations,
either astronomical or with the theodolite, impracticable. On this
account our stay was most unsatisfactory in a11 points, and we
were anxious for the moment of our departure from BAyazfd.
From the only occasional glimpses we obtained of Aghri TBgh
(Mount Ararat), I judged that the snow descended about eOOO
feet below the summit, which should give 13,000 feet as the
approximate height of the mountain. On the morning of our
departure the lower peak was covered with a slight coating of
snow, which had fallen the previous night. Tho city of RAyivn'd
is situated among the crags, and in a sort of recess of a range of
mountains facing Aghri TBgh, which rises on the opposite side
of a plain about 8 or 10 m i l a wide. The PBshA's palace, a
handsome stone building superior to any I have seen in Turkey,
is built on the very summit of a peak, and looks down on the
town. The mountains, however, around are still more elevated :
from them the Russians brought guns to bear on the palace, and
after a few shots had struck it the town surrendered. It is now
in a most dilapidated and mined state, the bizirs are wretched
and ill supplied, and the place does not wear the appearnnce of
commercial activity. The people appear an uncouth and illdisposed race, and have contracted the rude manners of the Kurd
tribes by which they are surrounded, and with which they are in
constant contact. Aftcr Erivdn (Revh) came into the possession
\
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of the Russians, and they established a quarantine on their frontier.
all active intercourse between Erivin and Biyazid ceased, and
from that time the latter may date its decline, which was rendered
more complete by the emigration of the greater part of the
Armenian population with the Russian army.
T h e ancestors of Behlhl Pdahii have for several generations
ruled the PBehdlik of Biyazid, nominallyas a de dence on ErzR6m ; but MMmU, the father of the present K h A , established
a real independence, and was a powerful though lawless chief.
H e built the palace, and obliged the Kurds to bring him materials
at their own charge. His former residence is situated on the
on~oeiteside of a ravine. in face of the new Palace: it is half exciiated in the side of thd mountain, and contains immense stores :
it has also a battery of guns in an unserviceable state. T h e place
is impregnable, except by the aid of artillery ; and its position and
cherncter are well chosen for the residence of a chieftain like
Mahm6d P b M . who mitzht be considered rather as the head of a
band of freebooters thanoa p h h i governing a wide district. On
the summit of the same mountain, on the side of which this
stronghold is placed, are the remains of a more ancient castle,
which I suppose to have been the last of the stations of the
Genoese. I t was in the more modem castle that M. Jaubert was
cvntined. H e was sent on n mission to the Shih by Napoleon,
and was known to be the bearer of valuable presents. T h e P i s h l
coveted these ; and, after forwarding M. Jaubert with an escort,
despatched a band for the purpose, who attacked the party, blindfolded M. Jaubert, and brought him back to Biyazid. H e wan
then put with his Titar and servant into a dungeon, the mouth of
which opened in the floor of an apartment of the Pdahd'r harem.
Here he and his companions were confined for about six months,
and fed sparingly with bread and water. It was probably expected they would die in their confinement, and that no inquiry
would be made for them, or no discovery of the mode of their
death, while their valuable jewels would have become the property
of(MGm6d P L h i ;but M. Jaubert and his attendants fortunately
outlived their cruel treatment. The P h h Q fell ill and died, and
his inhuman conduct towards the prisoners wns supposed by his
family to have brought on his head the vengeance of Providence,
and as soon as he had expired, they regained their liberty. Behltil
P i s h i qucceeded to his father's dignity, and has held the office
ever since, except for about a year. His execution of the duty
assigned to him with respect to the recovery of the plunder made
by the Jeldli Kurds, from a Persian caravan in 1834, incurred the
displeasure of Es'ad, P i s h i of Erz-RGm, who named Demir
P h h i to the PBshilik in Behlhl's stead; but the conduct of the
former was so outrageously rapacious and violent that the inka-

bitante petitioned for his immediate removal, threatening that, if
their demand were not complied with, they would emigrate to
Georgia. Demir P h h i was in consequence displaced, and Behllil
reinstated, and has since held the office.
12th.-We quitted Rtiym'd in the morning. Dr. Dickson
started an hour in advance of the rest of the party, in order to
give time for the buffaloes which drew his 'arabah to get forward
at their slow pace. W e took the direct road to Diyddin, the
same by which we had reached BByazid. A d e ~ i s hrequested to
join our party, to which I assented. I learned from him that he
was a native of Bokhbr4, that he had performed the pilgrimage to
Mecca, and had been wandering about the world for twenty-two
years, and was now returning to his country. H e came last from
Erq-RGm, and had wished to have a guide from the PBshi of
Biyazid to conduct him to the Russian frontier, on his way to
Erivin. This RehlGl Pashi refused, and he found hiinself
constrained to retrace his steps to Erq-R6m, from whence he
proposed going to Ghmri, and by Astrakhan (Azhderkhh) to
Bokhiirb. About midway I turned out of the road to a pleasant
spring, around which were the remain8 of a village. It was at
this spot that a short time previously a K h a v h of the P h h d of
Erz-Rlm, returning from Biyazid after delivering a message,
was robbed. The K h a v k was accomnanied bv an escort of four
horsemen : they were attacked by twelie ~ u r d ; ; the KhavAe was
wounded, and all were plundered. I reached Diybdin at 94 P.M.,
having been 83 hours on the march. Our loads preceded us, and
the 'arabah reached the place an hour afterwards. The wind
was very high and the .dust very annoying. The Beg civilly sent
a supply of barley and straw for my horses.
13th.-We left Diybdh at 6 A.M. The morning air was quite
cold. Our road led along a plain, and we had on our left the
Murld ChSi at a short distance only. After riding 3 hours we
crossed the river opposite to the Armenian monastery of U'ch
Kilid (Three Churches), which we reached at 9 A.M. We pitched
our tentn on a piece of turf near the river, and were fortunately
free from both wind and dust, by which we had been so much
annoyed at Biyazid and Diyidin. The head of the monastery
paid me a visit, and tendered his services and the supply of whatever we might want. H e informed me that the mo~lllsteryderived
its name of U'ch Kilisi, or Three Churches, from its having been
the largest of three,-one of which there are some trifling remains
of on the mountain almve the present, and another in the plain,
the traces of which have been entirely lost.
T h e convent was said to have been built A.D. 306,by the architect of Chhgeri, after hc bad finished that; and from hence he
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went to Ech-Miadzin,+ where he erected the patriarchal church.
This is a massive stone building, both larger and more handsome
than the church at ChAngerl ; but the out-buildings here are less
extensive and in a more dilapidated state. T h e court is surrounded by a very lofty wall. Many of the windows have been
blocked u p with stone in order to strengthen the walls, which
show svmDtoms
of decav: the church has thus been rendered
1
wry gloomy. One cokir, which was severely shaken by an
earthquake some years ago, has been rebuilt; another corner is
in a tottering condition, and must come down if not soon repaired.
I asked why the church at Ech-Miadzin did not send money to
repair the damage. The answer was, that it expected money horn
them. This monastery depends on the patriarch of Ech-Miadzin,
and the surplus produce of its lands are remitted to him ; he,
however, sends in return a few necessaries. Half the body of
St. John the Rantist is nossessed bv this church. and it is on
account of the riputed &raculous Gwers of that ;elk that the
monastery is a place of pilgrimage. Formerly the priests dmived
a large revenue from the contributions of devout pilgrims ;but this
source of wealth has almost failed, for the devotees are now very
few. This defection has arisen from the depopulated state of the
surrounding country, as well as from its insecurity. A bout thirty
years ago, a great number of Armenian villages were scattered
over the plain of Arishkerd, extending from DiyMin to beyond
M6116 Suleimln. and manv of them contained from 900 to 400
houses : now there are very few, and those only holding from
twenty to forty houses, with the exception of two. The Armenians
form a small proportion of the present population, for nearly the
whole emigrated to Georgia. Within the last two or three years
five villages have been re-occupied by families from the vicinity of
Eriv4n. They are of Persian origin, a sort of gipsy tribe, and
are called Terekemeh.t They are a people of unsettled habits
and doubtful honesty.
About fifteen cottages round the monastery are occupied by
peasants, whbm the'priests employ in the cultivation of their lands,
but the greater part of their estates remain untilled for want of
hands. The number of buffaloes, cows, oxen, mares, and sheep
which I saw returning in the evening from the pastures showed
that t w did not exist anything like want in this community. In
former times, the monastery was often plundered by Kurds ; and
Hasan KhAn, who was Serdhr of Erivfin when it belonged to
Persia, had onre mtnpletely stripped it of all its treasures : latterly it has been tolerably free from serious depredation. A
.
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month previously, however, six horses had been carried off by the
Kurds ;but on application to the Phhd, five were recovered, and
the value of.the sixth was promised to be paid. Kurds oiten
steal things in the hope that by some expedient a part may be
retained, and, M there is neither shame nor punishment .attached
to the act, it is no wonder that it ie often repeated, even without
much chance of its being productive of gain.
The Mudd S G runs about 100 paces from the monastery: it
was at this time an inconsiderable stream about 90 to 30 paces
broad, with the water reaching to the horses' knees. In spring it
swells so much as to be perfectly unfordable, and it can only then
be crossed by a solid stone bridge situated about 1 mile lower
down the river.
I inquired whether there was any library or manuscripts in the
convent, and was told there were a great many books, but that
they were in a state of confusion. I was admitted, however, into
a dark room on one ride of the altar, in which the church ornaments were preserved. I found a heap of books there covered
with dust; but there did not appear to me to be more than 109
volumes. All I laid my hanrls on were Armenian books printed
at Venice, on subjects mnnected with the church service. I
found one Armenian manuscript bound, of which I asked the
title ;but the head of the convent replied that it was on religion.
I suspected from his manner that he could not read it, and my
suspicion was Boon confirmed. He had spoken of a book in the
collection, both the subject and language of which was unknown,
which 1 expected at least to be Latin or Greek. After a search
it was found, and proved to be the work of Moses Chorenensis, the
Armenian geographer : half the page was occupied by the Armenian original, and the opposite half by a Latin translation. Had
the priest been able to read his own language he must have discovered the subject of the work, and probably what was the unknown language. The head of the convent, though extremely
obliging, was a dull, uninformed pnion, and quite unfit for the
direction of a religious establishment.
After sunset, I received a visit from M. Scaffi, an Italian
Catholic priest on his way to Persia. H e had intended to have
visited Ech-miadzin with a French gentleman named Bork, commissioned by the Academy of Sciences at Paris to explore the
East. Both were stopped on the Rumian frontier. After nn
applicatyn to Tiflis, permission was given to M. Bor6 to visit
Ech-midzin, but M. Scaffi was not allowed to enter Georgia,
and was forced to return from Gfimri to Kg?, from whence he
had come hither by way of A'ni and KQhiimin : he was going to
BLyadd, there to wait for M. BorB.
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14th.-It was rather a long day's march to Kari Kilid,* but all
the intervening villages were inhabited by Terekemehs, and I
wished to a ~ o i dstopping among them. W e rat? before daylight,
and found the air unpleasantly cold. As I was about to mount,
a caravan from Persia passed by, which had travelled through the
night. A Russian major named Clemon was aammpanying it:
he had been purchasing horses in Persia for his government. He
stopped to visit the church. I saw him for an instant, but as he
spoke only Russian and German we could hold no conversation,
and we had no intercourse on the road ;he travelling by night and
I by day, it would have been impracticable under any circumstances.
W e commenced our march at 54 A.M.
A t about 9 hours
we passed a village named AllegGr, situated on a stream which
immediately below the village falls into the M d d . Here we
met a large caravan repsing after a night's march. The goods
belonged to Georgian merchants, many of whom accompanied
them, and were destined for Tabriz ; they were chiefly of British
manufacture. T h e muleteers were Persian, who always prefer
night to day journeys ; the reason of this preference in summer is
obvious, but the custom is commonly followed even in winter, and
its advantage at that season it is difficult to imagine. Soon after
quitting A l l e d r we met the Murid at a bend in the river: in
descending to its banks we came suddenly upon a large party of
horsemen ; they were from K~Ts,
and were escorting about fifteen
families of Zhelli Kurds on their way to join their tribe in Persia.
The Kurds were accompanied by their wives, children, cattle,
tents and household furniture. We were on the right bank of
the river, and kept near it, as it wound through a narrow valley
with luxuriant p u s . O n the opposite side of the river we saw
the village of KalasGr. After a time, the Murtid made a bend to
the left, and we ascended a bank forming the boundary of the
valley, and then rode over a sort of table-land, the river running
in its valley on the left side, while on the right was a plain with
several small villages. T h e soil of the table-land was rich, but
very little cultivated; in fact, the scanty population of the plain
is insufficient to cultivate half the land, and wide tracts of fine
ground are waste. Below the plateau, in the valley of the Murid,
we passed a village named Zird, and towards the termination of
the plateau, another named Y h j a h l i (LucernVille),similarly situated. All these villages are inhabited by Terekeme*.
The
table-land itself may he 1 i or 19 miles in length, and is terminated beyond Yhnjahli by a bluff, round which thc streams of the
right-hand division of the plain flow to join the Murkd. We had
Black church.-F.S.
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from hence a view of Saphn Tdgh on the horizon : it war, covered
with snow very far down, and the mountains bounding the plain
on our right had also a slight coating. About 1 hour from the end
of the table-land we reached the Armenian village of Karh
KilisB, so called from a church in ruins built of a dark-wloured
stone. T h e village contains thirty-five families, all Armenian.
T h e MurAd was not far distant, and, after passing through a
break in the low. hills which had to that point bounded its
southern bank, it takes a more southerly course, from Diyldin it
having been nearly W.. Before the river passee through this
break, it is joined by all the streams which flow from the mountains
on the northern side of the plain. T h e distance from U1ch Kilid
to KarA Kills& I estimated at about 94 miles, the road level and
excellent the whole way. A t KarA Kilid I found Lieutenant
Lynch, who had come from Baghdad by way of Erz-Rhm with
despatches for Persia.
15th.-We began our journey at 53 A.M.: the weather was
chilly, cloudy, and threatening: however, it cleared off as the
day advanced, and long before mid-day became hot. We met
to-day several caravans, and with those of yesterday they must
have been conveying at least 1500 horse-loads of European merchandise to Persia.
A t 73 A.M. we stopped at a small Kurd village named M6114
' 0 h 6 n to procure some breakfast; but after much difficulty a
little bread, a few eggs and some milk only were produced, the
caravans having consumed all the provisions. The village contained but seven families. Near it ran the Sheriyh 86, which,
coming from the low mountains bordering the plain of the same
name westwards, falls into the MurPd at the break in the hills
before mentioned. We afterwads passed near another small
Kurd, village, and at 9 P.M. reached AldllA Sulei'mh. The distance from K a r i Kilid may be called 18 miles.
T h e plain of Arishkerd extends 9 or 3 miles further
and
reckoned from niybdin its whole length is not less than 40 miles,
with a breadth varying from 6 to 16 miles. T h e soil is rich, and
the plain abundantly watered, containing about thirty sillages,
three only of which have Armenian inhabitants. Kari Kilid and
MdllA Suleimbn are occupid by them exclusively, and of the
200 ho~lsesof Toprnk Kal'eh half are Armenian. All the remainder of the inhabitants of the plain, except the few at the
monastery of U'ch Kilish, are Kurcls and Terekemehs. hIdllA
Sulelmin has thirty-five families, but the other villages, except
those particularly mentioned, are small. T h e plain certainly could
easily maintain double the number of the existing villages, even
were they all large ; and it is lamentable to see SO fine a country
comparatively deserted. Beyond the low range of S h e r y h rtigh
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a plain is said to succeed, extending to Mal-enl,
a distance of
about 36 miles. From the latter place to Khinis I believe
the country to be generally level, the b n c e probably e4 miles,
so that from Khinls to Diyidin there is a nearly continuous plain
of about 100 miles.
Toprdk Kal'eh, the principal place in this plain, and the reridence of the Beg, the son of BehlGl PbhQ, is distant from
M611d Suleimdn 4 or 5 miles E., and is situated close under the
mountains. T h e afternoon was wercast, and the clouds at last
burst in thunder and heavy rain. which lasted about four hours.
During the night the rain again fell in torrents, and our tents
were so saturated with water that it would. have been inconvenient to have moved, M, I resolved to give our horses a day's
rest, and Dr. Dickson time to recruit preparatory to n long ride ;
for 'arabnhs cannot cross the range of mountains which eepamtes
the plain of Arishkerd from that of P h h , and we had no means
of avoiding this range.
16th.-A gholdm (servant) of the British envoy in Persia
passed with despatches on his way to Erz-Rtim. I found we were
obliged to make a long march from Mdlld Suldmin to Deli
Rdbd ( M d Papa). T h e Kurd inhabitants of the villages near
the road being still at their pastures, we could not have procured
food there either for ourselves or our cattle. There w e two
asses over the mountains. One leads through the village of
bahar, and is always used by caravans, and most frequently by
travellers, being open both summer and winter. T h e other
winds under the KQseh Tdgh; is seldom taken by travellers
oven in summer, never by caravans, and in winter is stopped up
ljy snow. I t is shorter than the Dabar pass, but more mountainous, and on that account, as well as from ita character of
insecurity, is usually avoided. I chose it, however, because it
was the ieast circuitous.
17th.-M611i Suleimdn is directly under the peak of K+eh
TBgh. W e mounted at 6 A.M., and immediately commenced the
ascent. We passed close under the peak, which is a bare cone.
On account of its rising from a range in itself lofty, it did not
impress me with the idea of great elevation ;but, from its appearance when viewed from Sapin TAgh and other distant pints, it
cannot be less than 8500 or 9000 feet. Snow does not remain on
it in summer, and it was entirely free at this time. W e afterwards passed through n valley called Chat Dereh-si, from a village of which nothing is now distinguishable but the site, from
some existing mounds of earth and stone. Several ravines unite
at the point where the village stood, in the recesses of which
Iiurds used to conceal themselves, and watch unseen their opportunity of plundering caravans or travellep. This probably
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occasioned the ruin of the village, and the abandoning of the
route. Not longer ago than in 1835, a TAt4.r was plundered close
to the site of Chat ; he wss conveying jewels to Persia, and was
wounded in defending his charge. No robbery has since occud-partly
because the route has been seldom frequented,
and partly because the Kurds have since that time been held in
check more effectually than before. From Chat we ascended a
narrow ravine, with a stream running down it, and thick underwood on its banks. At the top we crossed a bare ridge, and immediately descended into another pretty valley with fine pastures,
but without either villages or cultivation. We might, by follow; but the route was ciring this valley, have reached Deli B&b&
cuitous, and we therefore crossed a range to shorten it. We
passed above a Kurd village, situated high up in the mountains,
called HBji Khalil, and we descended upon Deli BQbb, reaching it
at 3 P.M. : we rode 9 hours without a halt, and the distance could
not be short of 26 or 98 miles. Our baggage reached us 2 hours
dterwards. After passing HQji Khalil Dr. Dickson was so fatigued
and in such pain that he could not ride further, and, an 'arabah
being fortunately obtained in the fields, he was conveyed in it to
Deli BAbi.
While waiting for our baggage we were entertained by the
Kyayb of the village with an excellent repast : he was a civil man,
and furnished us with everything we required without making
any difficulties. The village is inhabited solely by Armenians,
of whom there are 35 families. If I might judge by the large
heaps of grain collected to be trodden out, I should say the peasants were well off; but the usual complaints of oppression were
made. T h e KyayQ regretted much not having followed tlie
Armenians in their emigration : he said, from the persons visiting
them, they knew that their countrymen in Georgia were pleased
at the conduct of the Russian government, and at the determination they had taken.
This village is the property of Selim Beg, an officer of the
Siptihis,* at Erz-RJm. H e receives, as lord of the soil, 100
somirs of wheat, equal to about 1100 Winchester bushels, worth
between 602.and 851.
There is a Turkish tomb here, from which probably the name
of the village is derived : it is a building of some size, and devout
Mohammedans, in as sing it, stop to pray. The Armenians could
not give any account of the tenant of the tomb, nor any erplanation whence the name of the village was derived. The Aras flows
about e hours north of the village.
18th.-Leaving Deli Bibb, we rode over the undulating surCavalry ; but SiI&hi (seapoy) is a general term in Persian for soldier ; Sipdh
m y ;" S N M , " belong to mi army ."-f.5.
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face of the plain of Pbsin ; and at 9 hours, passed the village of
B a t h Kqi on our right : below it runs the Aras, and on the oplwsite side of the river the Kqabah of Khorldn was visible,
through which lies the road to K h . A little further on, w e
came to the village of Yhz-veren, where we procured some breakfast, and half an hour bcjond it, we passed the large village of
Komasiir, and afterwards the smaller village of Mendiven. Continuing our journey, we came to the village of Emrakum, where
we encamped. The day's march occupied 6) hours, and the estimated distance was 18 miles.
19th.-During the night a K h a v k arrived from Mr. Suter,
who had been informed of our approach, an4 who intimated his
intention of meeting us at Hasan Kal'eh. We mounted early,
and in 1 hour reached KQpri K+i (Bridge Village), so named
from a stone bridge called C h 6 b h Kgpri (Shepherds' Bridge),
which crosses the Aras. I n the previous spring, part of it was
washed away, and it was now undergoing repair: the new portion was built of stone, in keeping with the rest of the edifice,
but it gave way Boon after its completion, either from the foundations being defective, or from the frost's having decomposed the
mortar before it was dry. The Bih g61 Sh and the Hasan Kal'eh
S6 pass through different arches, and first unite their waters below
the bridge. We forded the river after the junction of the
branches : it was there broad, -perhaps
- 100 pards, and it reached
to the horses' girths.
From Kdpri K<i to Hasan Kal'eh we were 93 hours, and I
estimated the distance from Emrak6m at 18 miles.
We pitched our tents in their former position near the baths.
Mr. Suter and his party arrived soon after we were settled in our
tents. During the night we were robbed: Dr. Dickson lost all
his clothes, Mr. Glascott his clothes and surveying instruments.
The Beg was informed of the robbery, but no detection followed.
The thieves were skilful and bold ; they drew the curtain-pegs,
and from under it drew out the things: many were in contact
with Mr. Glascott's bed, but neither he nor any individual of
our numerous party heard the thieves, and the loss was not discovered till the next morning. We had had two guards to watch
during the night, but they pretended not to have heard anything,
and they must either have been asleep or accomplices with the
robbers. Some months afterwards the principal part of the loss
was repaid by the Beg, through a requisition to the Phshi.
elst.-We passed the preceding day reposing and enjoying the
baths, and this morning rode into Erz-Rrim. Near the city I
was met by my friends and acquaintances, native as well as
European, and by an officer and party deputed by the YSshB to
compliment me on my return.
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H ~ ~ e aofmthe Barometer and Thermometer, oboewed by Dr. E. D. D i c h n , I . D . ,
on a Journey in Kurdistkn in 1838, in company with Mr. Consul Brant.
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Notereapecting the Map of Kurdwtcin. By Mr. GLASCOTT,
R.N.

The map of KurdiPtBn, on the scale of 6 inches to a degree,
though not entitled to consideration as a document of strict
accuracy, yet will, I trust, be found sufficient to elucidate the
geography of the tract of country which it embraces.
The instruments at my disposal were a Theodolite and pocketChronometer, kindly supplied me by Lieut. Graves, now in command of the survey of the Grecian Archipelago, and a Sextant by
Cary, graduated to 15".
The map is constructed on a basis of twenty-two astronomical
positions ;of these, the Latitudes of thirteen are deduced from
observations of the pole-star, and computed according to the rule
published in the Nautical Almanac ; three are deduced from the
mean of the method just mentioned, and circum-meridional
Altitudes of the sun ; two are from circum-meridional Altitudes of
the sun alone ; and one (that of Btiyazid) from equal altitudes of
the same body, which, of course, is to be considered but as
approximate ; the other three approximates, viz. Mezirah, Chevli,
and Khiiss Kci, were deduced from observations of the sun off
the meridian.
T h e Meridian Distances were measured by Chronometer, and
applied to Erz-Rhm, adopting the Longitude of that place, deduced from the observations of the officers of the Imperial
Russian Staff,as correct.
T h e route is laid down from Magnetic Bearings taken with the
Theodolite at every turn of the road, corrected for Variation, and
the Distances are deduced from time car-efully
noted on my arrival
at and departure from .each station.
Although on the route from Mush to Mezirah no astronomical
observations were taken, yet my road-book gave the Latitude of
the latter place within one minute, and the Longitude within
seven of the astronomical position: these errors I applied proportionally to each station from whence bearings and distances
had been noted, and the change in the pogitioris of some of the
towns on that route, by so doing, was scarcely perceptible.
Wherever the distances by my road-book fell short between two
positions artronomically fixed, which they invariably did, I always
adopted the method of proportioning above alluded to.
O n reference to the map it will be perceived that a great portion of our route round the Lake of Van was contiguous to its
shores, and in many instances so close as to enable me to sketch
their sinuosities with tolerable accuracy. I had an opportunity
of ascertaining from the summit of SapPn T Q h the contours of
those parts which from the direction of the road I waa prevented
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visiting, and of obtaining tangents to the principal points and
bends of the bays ; so that on the whole the general shape of the
Lake has been satisfactorily ascertained.
The meridian distances of the positions on the shores of the
Lake with respect to Vitn, deserve some degree of confidence, as
the difference of Longitude by Chronometer between it and Elji\.Bz (the last station at which 1 observed) agreed within SO'' of
that deduced from their Latitudes and an Azimuth.
T h e position of the summit of eapitn Titgh was ascertained by
Azimuths taken at Vbn, Arnis, and Ardtsh ; but as my Theodolite
in point of accuracy was not what was to be desired, I have
omitted inserting it in the table of astronomical positions.
A. G. GLASCOTT,
Royal Navy.
Erz-Rhnt, 15th July, 1839.

X.-Notes on a Joul.lwyfiom Err-Rtim to Trebkond, by way of
Shebh-kbeh, Karci Hiydr, Siacis, T d e t , and S d e n , in
October, 1838. By HENRY
SUTER,Esq., her Majesty's ViceConsul at Trebizond. Communicated by Viscount PALMEReToN, G.C.B.
I LEFT Erz-Rhm on the 6th October, 1838, and proceding along
the plain in a westerly direction for about 6 miles, passed the little
village of I'l'ijeh. It is remarkable for two warm springs (whence
its name) of the temperature of 100' of Fahrenheit, which are
used as baths, and much frequented during the fine season by the
inhabitants of Erz-Riun and its environs.
The road thence lay over undulating ground and low hills,
bearing no signs of cultivation for about 1%miles. Descending
from these through a ravine to o valley, we forded the Kerb-SG,
or Western Foritt, and reached the post-station of Ash-kal'ah.
This village, 9 post-hours from Erz-Rfim, is prettily s i t d
under a rock on the N. bank of the river, among
- low willows and
other shrubs, and contains fifty families.
Quitting Ash-kal'ah, we continued a westerly course, parallel
with, but above the river, for about 8 miles: we then descended
to the banks of the stream, which was here about 100 yards in
width. We quitted the river where it bends tu the S., and still
keeping our westerly course, soon crossed n wild rocky ravine,
called SheifQm Dereh-si (devil's vale), and finally reached a cultivated plain, in which was the post-station of KarB K516k (black
ear), 16 hours from Ash-kal'ah. The village contains fifty Musulm h families. From KarA KG16k we still kept a westerly direction, and crossed a hill to a ravine which opened gradually out into
an extensive w d well-cultivated plain.

We passed Mri, a village with about 150 houses, and 4 miles
further crossed a road leading in a south-westerly direction to

Eningh.
After passing over mme wooded mountains we came upon a
river called Kara $ti,* flowing through a narrow valley from the
eastward. I t was here shallow, and not above 90 yards broad,
We pursued its northern bank for about 6 miles, and then fording
it, came to a plain ; and after two miles further reached Kerkit
This village contains about twenty good stone-built
Chiitlik.
houses, besides, perhaps, forty others ; some constructed of logs,
and nome of unburnt bricks. This is the centre of a Sanjhk, or
Commandery, dependent on the PLhdlik of Trebizond (Tar&
buzhn), containing. forty villages, which, among them, number
between 600 and 700 houses.
A mile beyond Kerkit Chiftlib we reached the poststation of
Gemeri, which is 1% hours distant from Kara KGl4k. It
is situated on the south bank of the KarA Sh, and contains
about thirty Musulmin families. We forded the river where it
was about f20 yards in breadth, and mounted some low hills:
3 miles beyond which we traversd a pine-forest for 6 miles, and
then came to the village of Uleh-She'ivan, 6 hours from Gemeri.
There are here about thirty Musuldn families. This place is
the centre of a district belonging to the Pishzllik of Erz-Rtim,
and comprising e00 or 950 houses. T o the N. rose the lofty and
snow-capped range of GaGr T&h. The winter is said to be very
severe in this vicinity. A great deal of snow falls, and the road
is sometimes impassable for many days. A post-road branches
off hence to Trebizond, which is 30 hours distant.
From U'leh-Sheiv4n our route led us, by a steep ascent, to
hillr covered with large pine trees, among which we continued
for about 18 miles; after which, a succeesion of low barren hills
followed for about 1% miles, when we reached a narrow valley,
through which ran a stream flowing from the E. Crossing this
.
by a small wooden bridge, we ascended a high rocky mountain,
by a stee and bad road. From its summit we discerned below ..lu the Lhiil--~rmfik (green river), or I h , flowing from the E.
On the opposite side of the valley, on a steep barren rock, wasplaced
the town of Kad-H*r, with the prenomen of Shebb-khbeh,
from the alum mines in the vicinity. Descendmg into the valley,
and crossing the stream by a wooden bridge, we ascended at firat
by a narrow rocky path, and then through gardens of fruit-trees,
to the town, which is 18 hours from Sheidn.

t

This is a different river from the KarL QB, or Weatern FoAt. It rises in the AlmiIf TlgL, and 'oinr the river of CXm&-Wah, More that river debouch- at TirehM11,on the dsek Bea, 50 miles to the W. of Trebiind.
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The town is built near the summit of a high hill, and is overhung by a perpendicular rock, crowned with the remains of a
fortress. T h e houses are mud-built, and in number 9500:
500 are inhabited by Armenians, 50 by Greeks, and the remainder by Mohammedans. The b M r s of K d - H i + r a r e
extensive, and appeared well-stocked with country-made cotton
cloths, and Aleppo and Damascus woollens, with some English
manufactures ; but I waa assured the demand for foreign articles
of any kind was small. Some English cotton-twist is employed
in the manufacture of cloth ; and unbleached calicoes and Indigo
are imported, the latter being used to dye the former :when dyed
the cloths are retailed in the country. The traders procure their
supplies from Constantinople : formerly they embarked at Kerehsin for the capital; but since the establishment of the steamers
they generally proceed for that purpose to Trebizond.
From Kard-Hedr our course was south-west for about 4 miles,
the road lying along the side of some low cultivated hills, overlooking a valley called TfimAnlG Dereh (misty vale). We descended into this, and forded a shallow but rapid river, flowing
from the E., about SO yards wide, the bed of which wns 50 yards
in width. This stream is, I believe, the Yeshfl-Irmdk, the same
I crossed before reaching KarA Hi$r.
From hence we turned
out of the road to T6kAt, which continues on the right bank of
the river. We kept along the left bank, till we came to another
stream flowing into it from the S. This we followed on its right
bank till we forded it at a shallow part: we soon met another
stream coming from the W., and turning up the valley, down which
it flows, we shortly passed a small village, in which I observed a
large and handsome building, the residence of Mohammed Beg
Mubbeh-6ghlii, the Musellim of the district.
T h e river was here diverted into numerous rills, irrigating the
plain of Ashkar, which lay nearly E. and W. T h e hills which
border it are cultivated at the base, which is studded with numerous villages. The plain itself, said to be in length 8 hours, or
24 miles, and about 4 miles in breadth, is highly cultivated, and
very fertile. I was informed there are no less than 90 or 100
villages in it, a number I should not think exaggerated. The
houses are built of rough stone, cemented with mud, and flatroofed ; and all are surrounded by orchards, which give them a
cheerful appearance. Common fruits are abundant ; and melons
and gfapes equally so. The harvest this year had been good, and
more grain is at all times raised than s d c e s for the consumption
of the population : the surplus roduce finds a market at KarA
IJi5$r. Notwithstanding snow fa s to a considerable depth the
winters are mild. Most of the villages contain from thirty to fifty
families, although several number from 150to 900. T h e majority
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of the inhabitants is Armenian. The people seemed healthy and
robust, and of active and industrious habits. After the harvest is
over, in September, many of the young men proceed to Constantinople, where they employ themselves aa porters or artisans till
about the month of February, when they return to the cultivation
of their fields. I heard no complaints of indirect exactions; and
the people appeared more contented, and less oppressed, than any
I have met with in Turkey. This flourishing district is dependent.
on Kard HLQr, and in the Pbhilik of Trebizond. Enderez is
situated on the left or S. side of the plain, on a rising ground, close
to a narrow rocky ravine, down which rushed a mountain-torrent.
I! contains50 Mueulmhn and 150 Armenian families. The
dlstance from Kard Hidr is 6 how%
From ~nderkz,crdss';ng the torrent, we ascended, in a southsouth-westerly direction, some high barren hills, beyond which we
proceeded by a narrow track along the side of a precipitous mountain, bounding a valley called the Gemfdereh (ship vale), or
Gemi-beli-dereh (ship-peak vale), through which ran a stream
flowing from the N.E. Descending toit, we followed itc~W. bank
by a rocky, difficult path. The E. side of the valley presented a
high range of mountains, clothed from the summit to their base
with fir, beech, and poplar trees. The W. side was bordered by
steep rocky mountains, bearing only a few briars, juniper, and
stunted oak. The scenery was wdd and picturesque.
We passed the small village of Gemf-Kdi, containing about
forty houses. These, with occasional shepherds' huts, were the
only habitations we saw between Enderez and Zard. Leaving
the stream on our left, we ascended a steep hill, from whence we
discerned the KSseh T Q h (Mount Thin-beard), bearing W., a
solitary mountain of great height, covered with snow as low as it
was visible. Numerous flocks of sheep were grazing near us.
We now proceeded through a pine-forest, by a good road,
which is traversed by 'arabahs or carts. A great deal of pinewood was lying here prepared for transport to Sivds.
We ascended the range of the Gemi-Tigh or Gemi-beli,
(Ship-peak,) which was very steep, and occupied us an hour. The
summit was covered with snow. We here met a traveller with
some muleteers proceeding to Trebiiond, who were the only persons whom we saw on this apparently unfrequented road, besides
shepherds tending their flocks. We descended the mountain by
a gradual slope, passing several extensive encampments of Kurds,
and reached a broad valley, bounded on its S. side by perpendicular rocks of about 150 feet in height. Through this flowed
from the N.N.E. the main branch of the Kizil-Irmdk, here 30
yurds in breadth, with a bed of about 90 more. We proceeded
along ita W. bank, and at a mile onwards crossed a tributary
52 a 9
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from the N.N.W., and 9 miles beyond it another from the W. :
each was a b u t 15 yards broad. After fording the last we arrived
at Zar4, 1%hours from Enderez.
From all the information I could collect, a d from my own
ob~ervation,I think the main stream of the Kizil-Inn@ rises in
the Gemi-beli or Gemi TQgh.
At the entrance of the plain of Zari, and opposite the village,
the rocks mentioned terminate in a cape, and the river at this
p i n t taker a S.W. course through the plain. Z a d depends on
S1v4s. and contains about 300 families. half MusulmQnand half
Armenian ; has a large mosque and a neat Armenian church recently built. The plain produces grain of various kinds, and is
aaid to be fertile. This year the harvest had been an average
one. The cold in winter is represented as not severe, although a
good deal of snow falls. The people loudly complained of the
exactions to which they were exposed ; they had but lately been
called upon to provide 19,000 kilds* of wheat and barley for the
army of HQfiz Pishtl. The plague and small-pox were prevalent
in the village. Formerly this was a post-station, but the r o d to
Kari H$ir is so little frequented that the government have
abolished it. We procured horses, however, without difficulty.
I 1tL-From Zarti we traversed the plain in a S.W, direction.
I t is about 3 miles in breadth, and 7 in length. At its extremity
we reached some low cultivated hills, in crossing which we passed
on our right a shallow lake about & mile in circumference ; and
a little further on, in the same direction as the first, we discovered
a second lake, about a mile in circumference, d l e d Tudurgi
G61. Both were said to dry up in summer.
We descended to sn extensive plain, where we again met the
Kizil-Irmik, here about 70 yards broad. On it banks we frequently saw pine logs ready to be floated down to Sivh.
We passed two considerable villages, one Yeriijeh on the E.,
and the other Yarasi on the W. bank of the river. In these as
well as jn all the other villages we met between Zar4 nnd Sivds,
plague and small-pox were raging. Our course still continued
along the river's bank.
About 16 miles dietant from Zari, at a point where there is a
high rock on which stands the village of Keimez, having opposite
K6j H+r, the river is joined by a considerable stream which
flows from the E.N.E., down the valley of the Perfput-Dereh.
From this our road continued along the plain for about 19 miles :
we then forded the river, here 100 yards wide, crossing to its
E. lank. It turned soon afterwards into a narrow valley, confined between low rocks : pursuing the stream for about 3 miles

* Kileh = 941 of an E n g U buahel.

8501 kileha = 1 quarter.-F. S.
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we repassed it by a handsome stone bridge of six arches, abolit
60 yards in length, and soon entered the plain and discerned the
city of Sivh, which is 3 miles from the bridge. The distance
from Zad was 19 hours.
Sivb is situated in an extensive plain : on a rising ground is a
dilapidated castle overlooking the town. There are in the city
about 6000 families : from 1000 to 1100 are Armenians, the rest
Mohammedans. The houses are well built, partly tiled, and
partly flat-roofed, and intermingled with gardens : these, with the
numerous minarets, give the town a general aspect of cheerfulness. The plague wns so bad that I was cautioned not to visit
the bG8rs; but I had traversed them in entering the town, and
observed that they were extensive and well stocked with most
articles, including many of British manufacture. The consumption of Sivb, and the circumstance of its furnishing supplies to
many places, cause its import trade to be extensive.
The merchants obtain supplies from Constantinople through
SBqGn. A considerable transit trade passes through Sivb, to
suppiy the many important places to which it is the road with
European goods, m d to convey the productiom of the interior to
SBmshn for shipment to Constantinople.
Sivds is under the jurisdiction of Htifiz P&h& and is governed
by his relative 'Ali Bey (Beg). I will here remark that throughout the districts I visited within the Ser-'Asker's territory, the
most marked civility and attention were shown to me, such as I
did not experience (though politely treated everywhere) in places
in the government of other Pbhh.
13th.-Leaving Sivh for Tdkdt, the course is about N.N.W.
After quitting the town the road runs through narrow ravines for
10 miles. I then saw Yildiz-TAgh (Star Mount) the summit of
which was clear of snow. For 90 miles further we rode over
uneven ground, and then entering a cultivated plain, reached the
post station of Arsldn Tdghmish (Lion-born), a small village
containing twenty MusulmAn houses, 10 hours distant from SivL.
The post had only been recently established here, and is occasionally changed to other points as circumstnnces require. From
Arsldn Tbghmish, following the plain for 3 miles, we passed
several rmall villages, in all of which the plague existed ; we then
traversed rocky ground and steep hills with low trees, and after
crossing a barren table-land for !i?
hours, the town of T64dt presented itself below us.
The approach is by a steep road down the face of a rocky
mountain, at the foot of which we passed among gardens to the
town.
TGkat is surrounded by hills which enclose it on three sides,
the only opening being to the N.E. : a small stream runs through
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the town in the mame direction, which joins the Tdkdt-Sii a little
below the city. On the summit of the mcky hill on the N.W.
side are the ruina of a fortrcm. The town containa about 6730
families, of which 3000 are Musulmh, 1500 Armenian, 150
Greek, 50 Jewish, and SO Roman Catholic. The h m s are aU
tiled : a few are well-built and handaome : some are constructed of
unburnt bricks; but the greater part being mere wooden sheds,
give a character of meanness to the town. The streets are filthy
and narrow, and from the eaves of the houses nearly meeting
overhead, are very gloomy. There war so much plague at Tdkdt
that it was u n d e to &it the b M r s : I waa therefore unable to
observe how they were provided. The place has lost much of its
former commercial importance, and I was toId that the import
t d e waa limited to supplying the local consumption of the
neighbouring villages. The merchanb obtain what they require
from Constantinople.
The cultivation of the yellow berry (Rhamnus infectorius) had
been recently extended, and in many parts replaced that of the
vine. It was said, however, that it had not succeeded well,
proving inferior to that of Kaipr.
There is at Tdkit an extensive dyeing establishment, in which
British calicoes and indigo are used : there ia also an establbkment for ~rintingon cotton, where about fifty men are employed :
the cloths used are partly those of the country, but chiefly British
muslins, of which a great many are thus required. At Tdkdt the
copper from the mines of Arghand is refined; but I couId not
obtain any information aa to the quantity used. The copper is
sent down to $dm& for shipment. At Tdkdt fires are frequent,
and one had occurred a few days before I arrived which consumed
a large K h h , many houses, and considerable property. The
heat, which is intense in summer, was even at thre season oppressive. The luxuriant vegetation of the gardens in and near the
town, the filthiness of the streets, and the abundance of fruit,
occasion malignant fevem in summer and autumn. T 6 g t depends
on the Beg of Sivh.
16th.-From T6l$t to Zileh the course is about W.N.W., and
on quitting the town you proceed through gardens to the plain,
the hills bounding which on the right are barren, while those on
the left are clothed from their summits to their middle with
brushwood. A b u t their bases vineyards and other plantations
are seen. The lain is extensive and well cultivated, containing
many villages, a 1 surrounded by gardens. Six miles from the
town we came to the Tdkit Sti, and our road lay for a short time
along its S. bank. The river is deep, rapidBand about 90 yards
wide ; and over it was thrown a neat stone bridge of one arch.
Without crossing the river we left it on our right, and passed
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through the large village of BAzslr Kci, continuing along the
plain for abont 7 miles. Here cultivation ceases, and marshy
pasture-grounds succeed. At this part we saw numerous encampments of Kurds, with large flocks of sheep and her& of
cattle, with camels. We passed at a distance of 6 miles to the
N. of our road the village of Tfirkhal : it is 8 hours from TbkBt,
and the post station on the direct road to Constantinople.
Proceeding over waste marshy ground, and then crossing some
low hills, we descended into the plain of Zileh, which appears
fertile, and contains several large villages. At a distance of 3
miles we arrived at Zileh, 1% hours from Tdkit. Just before
entering the town we rode thmugh vineyards, and met a small
stream flowing past the town from the N.
Zileh is built on a rising ground, surmounted by a fortress
which commands the town, and is said to contain 2000 families, of
which abont 150 are Armenian. The khans are large and numerous, and there are whole streets of good shops, which were nearly
empty, as they are only occupied at the period of the annual fair.
This takes place in the middle of November, and lasts from fifteen to twenty days. It is frequented by 40,000 or 50,000
people from all the commercial cities of Asin Minor, and Syria ;
and the town is then crowded to excess.
The trade carried on at this fair is chiefly one of barter. The
merchant of Aleppo exchanges his cloths for the silk of Ambfyah,
indigo, English cotton twist, and calicoeethe linen-printer from
Tdktit, his stamped handkerchiefs for the muslins and colouring
materials required in his manufacture. With the exception of
cotton-wool from Adanah, and silk from Amhiyah, I was told
that but few of the raw productions of the interior are brought to
this fair. A great deal of business is transacted during the fair ;
but at other times there appears to be no trade at Zileh. The
inhabitants are chiefly employed in the manufacture (from cotton
of Adanah, spun on the spot) of a coarse flimsy cloth, used to a
great extent throughout the country.
Yellow bemes are cultivated; but here, as at TGkit, it was said
they did not succeed. The plain produces nothing except grain ;
but more of that than is required for the consumption of the
inhabitants : other necessaries are procured from T@Bt. Fruit
is abundant, although not of a good quality, and the vine is extensively cultivated. This year the vintage proved a total failure.
17th.-From Zileh towards AmAsiyah the route is about N.
The road for s6 miles leads through vineynrds along a valley,
through which flows the stream that passes Zileh. We then proceeded over barren hills for about 4 miles till we came to the
Alti AghAj T&gh(Six-Tree Mount), a thickly-wooded mountain
of considerable height, the descent from which was steep and
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dangerous: at its.base we &ached a ravine, where we met the
T6kat $15, considerably increased in breadth, flowing down a
valley formed on the S. side by the Alti Agh4j Tagh, and on the
N. by a precipitous rocky mountain. Following the course of
the stream we entered an extensive plain leading to Amhiyah.
Near the hills the plain is well cultivated, and the banks of the
river were bordered with mulberry plantations. We forded the
stream, from which a number of wheels raise water for the
purposes of irrigation. In every plantation there is a small
house, in almost all of which the operation of reeling silk was
proceeding. Our route lay along the plain, near the river, and
constantly passing among mulberry plantations, till within 9 miles
of AmBsiyah. We finally entered a valley in which that town
is situated.
Ambiyah is 8 hours from Zileh, and built on both banks of
the riveribetween almost perpendicular rocks : a handsome stone
bridge connects the two divisions. The b o w s are little better
than wooden sheds, and have a very mean appearance. They
are in number 3970, of which 3500 are Turkish, 950 Armenian,
and 120 Greek. The bhsirs are neat, and tolerably well supplied, although the import trade of Am4siyah is said to be ins&nificant. The place is chiefly interesting for the silk it produces.
which is not sufficiently good for the English market. A m a l l
quantity only is exported to Constantinople : the greater part is
used at Aleppo and Damascus. Some is purchased on the spot
for its final destination ; but the chief portion is taken for sale or
barter to Zileh. T h e quantity produced is occasionally as much
BS 30,000 okes, or 89,000 lbs.
An average crop, however, does
not exceed 94,000 okes, or 66,000 lbs. This year the worms
suffered from unseasonable weather, and the quantity is not erpected to yield above half the usual average.
18th.-At Amdsiyah I deviated from the direct road to SBmsbn,
in order to visit a hot spring at the little village of Kavkh. 8
hours distant. The course w a ~
about N.N.W., first through the
valley in which Amiisiyah is situated, and then across the Sri-16
Ovah-si, a fertile and extensive plain, containing numerous villfges. We came to its extremity after travelling 19 miles, and
n h g through a wooded valley for 4 miles, reached Kaviah. I t
is only remarkable for its hot spring, which is enclosed in a wellbuilt stone bath, containing several apartments, in one of which
the water may be made to rush at pleasure from the wall. I t is
tasteless, of the temperature of about 150° Fahr., and is said to
be very efficacious in rheumatic nnd other complaints. It is
much frequented in spring and summer by invalids from the
interior, and from the coast. From Kaviah to the next station of
Kav4$ (plane-tree) is 8 hours. Kavfie contains about forty

Musulmt5n famiiies, and has a post-house. Its distance from
$8m?bn is 8 hours. T h e r o d from Kav4k lay for about 6 miles
over the Perishin T i g h (scattered or unfortunate mount), and
then for about an equal distance across the Ma'm6r TQh (inhabited mount). They are both lofty, thickly wooded mountains,
and from the summit of the latter we discerned the sea. After
descending over open ground by an excellent road for about 10
miles, we arrived at Skusfin.
S h s G n is within the limits of the PLhAlik of Trebizond,. and
is governed by 'Abdullah Beg, the brother of the P h h i . T h e
town is inhabited solely by MusulmBns, of whom there are 430
families; and a village in the immediate vicinity, called KWK6i (Judgeville , is occupied by the Christians, and contains
150 families.
t the eastern extremity of the town a fortress
exists, now only used as a prison, in which the delinquents of the
whole P b h a * are confined. At the western extremity there
is a capacious warehouse, formerly a granary, but now converted
into a receptacle for government stores, and for the copper and
lead which come hither from the mines of the interior for shipment to Constantinople. T h e ChPrshambah-S6 (Wednesday
river), or Yeshil Irmik (Green river), empties itself into the sea
about nine miles to the eastward of the town. T h e roadstead b
open, and reputed unsafe in winter by the native mariners ; but
the steamers which ply between Constantino le and Trebizond visit
it twice a week, and anchor there for severaf' hours. T h e Masters
of these, and of some European merchant vessels, which have
been at Shm~tin,concur in opinion that with good ground-tackle
a vessel might ride there with safety in any weather.
T h e btizairs, though small, are well supplied with merchandise.
About their centre is a stone building used as a BezesGin, or
retail-market, for the sale of manufactured goods ; and there are
besides it several commodious and large stone-built KhBns. The
local consumption of foreign goods is trifling ;and the only article
which is used extensively is iron. As a place of transit the importance of Sim$n is satisfactorily shown by the fact that the
steamers in four months brought thither from Con~tantino~le
9480 packages of goods destined for the interior, and received on
board for transport to Constantinople 4850 packages, the produce
of the country. In the hands of a clirect importer, a dep6t here
of various articles, as iron, indigo, British cotton-twist, unbleached
cotton cloths, shawls, and perhaps some few other manufactured
or colonial articles, would no doubt attract purchnsers from the
numerous towns in the centre of Anatolia, which are within an
easy caravan journey of the place. T h e iron at present consumed
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is principally R w i a n , but a little attention might probably intmduce British into mare general use. When the new Commercial
Convention with the Porte comes into operation, SBms6n must
increase in importance ; for, independently of the neighbowhood's
producing many exportable commodities, it is the most convenient
port of shipment for the productions of the interior. T h e country
inland, and the districts along the coast to the E. m d W. of Sam;Sn, yield wheat, barley, maize, rice, hemp-seed, linseed, hemp,
flax, hides, and beesy-wax, as well as large quantities of tobacco ;
and timber might be exported if the Porte would allow it.
From the interior wool, silk, galls, gnme, and grain, are obtained. This variety of produce would sfford return-cargoes to
ships coming from England to Trebizond, which are now obliged
to seek for employment in Ruminn ports.
T h e presence of the plague in so many places during the
wurse of my journey often necessarily restricted the sphere-of my
personal observation. 1 annex an itinerary of my route. A t
S.hs6n I embarked in the steamer on the 91st, and arrived the
following morning at Trebizond.
Itinerary of a route from E r e - R h to S@Gn by way of Shebb
KhAneh, Karb-H$r, Sivbs, and TdkAt.
How.

From Erq-Rbm to Ash-Kal'ah
11
KnrQGllk
IY
Gemeri
U'leh-SheivLn
2,
*I
ShebbKhAneh ~ a * ~ $ r

..

Mountainous, but
road good, horses
indifferent.

. .

Enderez
ZarL

SlvL
AdLn Tdghmish
Tdklt
Zlleh
Ambslyah
Kliviah

.
.

..

I

Roads good,

8 though moun8 tainous, horn-

-

very fair.

153 hours.

XI.-Notes
on a Journey from ETX-Rhn, by M&h, Diya'rBekr, and Bireh-jik, to Aleppo, in Jm 183s. By Viscount

POLLINGTON.
L E A V I NErz-RGm
~
on the 5th June, 18S8, 1 slept that night
at Hasan Kal'eh, 6 post hours distant to the E. on the high road
to Persin, where I engaged horses for K h i ~ s ,18 hours to the
S. I had been informed by Mr. Brant, Her Majesty's Consul
a t Erq-Rdm, that, although there were no post-stations 'on the
road from hence by Mdsh to Diyir-Bekr, I should find no difficulty in procuring horses from the villagers ; which information,
as well as all other from the same source, I found perfectly
correct.
6th.-On quitting Hasan Kal'eh this morning, instead of following the road to Persia, we crossed the river, and turned of to
the S. : after riding 9 hours in this direction we arrived at the
little village of Ketiven, where we forded the small river Ketiven
Chgi, and began to ascend, which we continued to do rather
more than 9 hours. Here we had a magnificent view of the plain
of Erz-R6m : the higher part of our road was still covered with
snow. In rather less than two hours more we arrived at the
village of Kci-li, which is built just above the level of the inundations of the A m , here called Bixi-G$l-$ti, at a distance of 12
minutes' ride to the northward of that river: this is one of those
underground villages which so forcibly remind all travellers of
the descriptions of Xenophon, and of which I had seen so many
since entering Armenia ; but, although the houses were precisely
like those of most other Armenian villages, I was greatly struck by
the different appearance of the inhabitants. I was told on inquiry
that the original inhabitants had one and all migrated into the
Russian territory at the close of the last war, and that a tribe of
Kurds had taken possession of the deserted houses. Here we
forded the Aras ;but owing to the depth of the water were obliged
to unload our baggage-horsesand place our effects upon an 'arabah,
a kind of two-wheeled cart without springs, which was drawn by
two buffaloes across the river, which here flows in a north-easterly
direction. In less than 3 hours more we reached the village of
Aghverdn, which is spelt Ameran in many of our maps : it is,
however, very difficult to obtain aright the names of places in this
country, as the Armenian and Kurdish names generally vary from
the Turkish and from each other.
7th.-Quitting AghverSn at 5h. 40m. A.M., we arrived at
completed the distance of 18 post
Khinis at gh. 5m., hahours in 14h. 3Om. : our horses, however, were much better
than the general run of Turkish posters. The country through
which we passed this morning is a fine rich plein of block loamy
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earth : our road lay S., the mountain Chk-Bdl directly before
us: at some distance to the left was a high mountain covered with
snow, standing quite apart from the rest, over which it towered
magnificently. Thir our T h t h informed us was the Seibh or
Sapan Tdgh, from which we must have been at a distance of 30 or
60 miles. On our way we passed some pasants sowing wheat,
which they did in a very primitive manner : the sower walking
before the plough carrt the grain upon the ground among the high
grass and we&, and then over all came the plough, which war
drawn by eight oxen : the grain was small but very white. Khinin
is a small town, inhabited exclusively by Armenians: the number
of its inhabitants has much decreased of late years, owing to emigration into the Russian territory. I saw here several Russian deserters, who complained bitterly of their present situation. The
town rtandx on the bank of a river, which winds through the
plain in every p o ~ i b l edirection, but whose general course appeen to be S.E.
8th.-We
obtained good homes this morning to carry us to
Mlish : indeed I noticed the general excellence of the breed in
this part of the country. After riding 8 hours in a southerly
direction we came to a very steep descent to the river ChirB*ur, which we crossed by a small stone bridge : our course was
now S.S.W. : in 5 hours more we reached Sikhwah, an Armenian
village situated near a remarkable conical hill on the western
bank of the Murid C M , or Euphrates.
gh-On leaving Sikiwah we followed the valley of the MurM
for 9 hours, and then crossed it by a stone bridge of fourteen
arches : the river appeared to me at a rough guess 6 be about the
size of the Thames at Maidenhead. In less than two hours more
we forded the Karh $G, a name about as common in Turkey as
Black Water is in Ireland, and returned to the W., having gone
considerably to the E. to reach a ford, which was deep enough
to cause us some trouble. We entered Mdsh 5h. 15m. after
leaving Siklwah, having been 174 hours in performing the distance of 15 post hours from Khinis. Our horses were very
good ; but I believe that our guides led us much further round
yesterday than was necessary. I h d sent on our TQtArbefore ur,
to procure us lodgings: we met him' at the gates of the city, and
were taken to the house of an Armenian merchant, apparently
one of the best in Miish, where I was most hospitably treated.
MSsh is very finely situated on and around a conical hill, at the
foot of the ridge of Jebel NimrGd, or Niphates. Its principal
trade is in tobacco, which, though somewhat coarse, is in great
estimation in all the surrounding country. The b&rs are large

and well supplied. I saw in them a good many articles of Persian
mannfacture, and some pieces of Glasgow shawls,* which many
of the middle class of inhabitants use for turbans and girdles;
though for girdles the cotton of Aleppo seems generally used by
the lower orders, and Persian shawls by the higher: The chief
trade, M throughout the East, seems to be in the hands of the
Armenians, who are to the Turks in the proportion of three to
four in the town: the villages around are entirely peopled by
Armenians. There are seven mosques and four churches in the
town, which is the chief seat of a small PQshilik, subject to that
of Erz-RCm: this information I received from my Armenian
host. The vine is much cultivated in the immediate neighbourhood : the wine made here is excellent: the Armeniam are the
producers, but, unless the Turks of MGsh are greatly slandered,
are by no means the only consumers.
10th.-Early this morning I received a message from the
wvernor of the town that he meant to visit me. He arrived
;bout half-past twelve, and remained rather more than half an
hour drinlung coffee and smoking: he refused to drink wine,
which was pressed upon him by our host. H e then accompanied
me on horseback as far as the gater. H e was throughout extremely
civil. thoueh more anxious than necessary to force uuon me a
mounted Gard of twelve men to mnvey m i to the fronhers of the
Diyiir-Bekr PQshdlik,as a protection from the Ym'di Kurds, of
whom there are many between MGsh and Diyir-Bekr. In order to
satisfy him I took four men, three of whom I dismirsed at the
first village with the present which, I cannot help suspecting, was
the only motive for sending them. We left M b h about lh. P.M.
Our road lay W. along the lower ridge of the mountains, having
the plain of the MurQdto our right : that river was plainly visible
in the distance, but nearer us were the windings of the Kani S6.
The plain, at the extremity of which Mlish lies, is studded with
villages, all built in the underground manner of Armenia We
passed several Kurdish encampments during the day. In rather
more than 4 hours we reached Kizil Agh5j (Red Tree), a large
village, where I lodged at the house of the Kyayi, the best in the
place, but dirty beyond description and swarming with vermin.
The appearance of the villagers seemed to denote the most squalid
poqerty ; yet, judging from the quantity of cattle, especially cows,
which at sunset came pouring into the villages, they cannot be
otherwise than wealthy.
11th.-The owners of the horses which brought US from
M b h refused this morning to go any further : probably they had
been frightened in the night; for, though they protested that they
I believe the introduction of this article among them ia mainly owing to the
patriotic exertiom of Mr. Brant.
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knew the road no further, yet on being premed they confessed theii
fears of the Yezidi, who, they said, were a blood-drinking race,
who would never suffer us to
through their country. After
llome delay the K h a v k of the ashe of M b h contrived, by la
the n e i g h b o w villager under contribution, to procure us resh
horses. After 4 hours' ride among the mountains we halted at a
most lovely spot, where the abundance of wild flowers exceeded
anything I had ever seen : the anemonesand wild tulip, among the
verdant grass, resembled a rich Persian carpet : large crimson peonies grew all around, and the air was perfumed with the odour of
southernwood, while our guides and servants seasoned their bread
with the succulent shoots of rhubarb, which grew wild in abundance. I had seen a great quantity in Mibh, and was told that
the finest rhubarb in Turkey was gathered in the neighboaring
mountains. We now entered a pass between two high mountains,
DBrkiish Thgh to the right, KhkdGsh to the left, of which the
'
latter was the higher.
We rode on for 94 hours more, having passed several mountainstreams, all flowing eastward, by the side of one of which was n
large K d i s h encampment. Being anxious to see something of
this curious people, I rode up to them, intending to remain the
rest of the day. Our approach put the whole encampment into
mnfusion; they had never seen Franks before; yet received us
with the greatest possible good will : a separate tent was forthwith put up for us, carpets were laid down, and stakes driven into
the ground to fasten our horses. The women were far the most
active of the party : their wild looks, and long coarse black hair
flowing over their faces, gave them the appearance of Furies.
Some of the younger were very handsome; but beauty is shortlived among these people : they had no reluctance to expose
their charms to our curious eves.
Our T&tdr.who was but ill at
,
his e&e, assured me that we were now among-these God-denying
Yezidi. As soon as we were seated they brought us hot cakes
and fresh cheese and curds: these they did not know by the
Turkish name yzighzirt, but by the Persian name mciz. I found
also that bread, water, milk, bore the names of ntin, civ, sMr.* This
struck me as strange, for those wandering tribes whom I had met
with in Persia called all these things by their Turkish names,
while here in the Turkish dominions they use the Persian, or at
least very similar.
J9h-Immediately
on quitting the tents of our hospitable
entertainers we began to ascend : our road lay all day among the
mountains, and execrably bad it was throughout. We met a
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large Kurdish tribe on the move with their flocks, dogs, &c
About noon I rested some time in their tenta, and I regretted to
find that the effects of civilised vice and depravity had penetrated
even here, for my services as a hakirn were called into requisition
by a miserable object whose countenance wan horribly disfigured
by the ravages of a loathsome disease. I t was vain for me to
protest my inability to assist him ; I was assured that the disease
was a Frank one, and only required to be treated by a Frank
doctor. After having been eleven hours on horseback we made
a considerable turn to the left of the road to reach the village of
Kherhn or Khems, the former being ite Armenian, the latter its
Kurdish name. Thir village is situated at some distance from
the road in a ravine among the mountains, facing the S., among
a great quantity of the largest and finest walnut-trees I had ever
seen. It abounds with springs of excellent water, and the
number of old people whom I maw there attest the salubrity of
its position.
13th.-We now began to descend. In 2 hours we forded a
river caned by our guides Kolb SG, S.S.W. Our road now lay
along a succession of low sandy h i s , thinly covered with several
kinds of dwarf oak, one of which has a leaf resembling the willow.
In 2 hours more we forded the river Pokreh, S.S.E. ;in 94 hours
more reached the Kurd village of H 4 j j At&, and in another hour
the Armenian village of Teltafi. On this side themountains the
houses are no longer built in the half-underground manner with
sugar-loaf tops, as in Armenia, but in the ordinary Turkish way,
with flat roofs. Fruit-trees grow in abundance in and near this
village; among others I noticed the Kharrfib, or locust-tree
(Ceratonia Siliqua), which only grows in warm climates.
14th.-We set off this morning at 5h. 40m., and 50 minutes
after forded a river, called by our pides Semch SArum, small but
deep, E.S.E., and at 8h. another, called by them Semes r 4 S.E.
A t noon we had ascended the last pass, and commenced the
descent into the plain of the Tigris, or, as the wanderers on its
banks rtill call it, the Hiddekel; and in another hour we were
within the small town of Khazer6. Here we were in a very
different climate from that beyond the mountains: the heat was
great, and the bazars were filled with fruit, chiefly mulberries,
both white and black: here also for the first time I noticed the
Lombady poplar, which is common in Syria.
15th.-We rode 13 hours nearly due S. through the plain
to Diyir-Bekr, which stands on a tufa-rock, on the western or
Mesopotamian bank of the Tigris: from a distance its appearance is striking, but on entering I saw many ruined houses and
wretched mud huts within the wallr, propped up with marble
pillars from Wme ancient buildmg. The appearance of the town
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is as though it had not been repaired since its destruction by an
earthquake : 1 did not hear, however, that such was the fact.
There ie one fine square in the town ; and before the residence of the Pgohi, who was not there, being at Wrfah with the
Turkish forces. were some very large old plane-trees. T h e
streets generally appear to be built without any design or connexion with each other : the water is very bad, and after the fine
springs we had left behind us we sensibly felt the difference. A
large portion of the bthirs is set apart for the sale of ice, which is
brought from the neigkbouring mountains, and which all classes
of the inhabitants use to render the water more palatable.
Another p a t cause of annoyance proceeds from the clouds of
dust which every breath of wind stirs up : on the whole Difireared to me the most unpleasant residence I had ever
seen.
hat extraordinary disease the 6 r Bouton d'AleppeW* is
very prevalent, probably from the effects of the water. I saw few
perlrons whose faces were not more or less disfigured by it. We
lodged at the h o w of a wealthy Armenian merchant, whose hospitality we have every reason to praise ; but, though our lodgings
were in appearance good, the extraordinary quantity of vermin
which they harboured prevented us from enjoying the two days'
rest we had here.
18th.-After the usual delny in loading our horses I left
Diyir-Bekr at 3 h. 20 m. P.M., and, riding S.W. for 3 hours,
arrived at some Kurd tents, where I remained all night. T h e
water here was very bad. Our horses were much worse than
any we had yet had: they were large, ill-shapen animals, of a
completely Werent race from the small active horses on which I
had crossed the Niphates, and their inferiority was painfully
apparent.
19th.-After riding for 9 hours I found the weather SKI inaufferably hot, and I felt besides so unwell from the effects of the
water I had been drinking for the last few days, that I gladly
took shelter among some black tents, the first I had seen to-day,
where, as there still remained six horn to Siverek, I stayed the
rest of the day.
The inhabitants of these ten& and those where I slept yesterday were much poorer and more wretched than any I had
yet seen. They complained much of the exactions of H B f i z PQshB,
with what justice I cannot say. H e certainly deserves from me
nothing but praise, as 1 attribute the perfect safety with which I
passed through his government in a great measure to the fear of
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his name. H e has hitherto been most successful in reducing the
d i d e c t e d tribes within his PBshblik to obedience.
90th-P9nd.-In
about 5 hours I reached Severek. The road both
today and yesterday was extremely stony: the stones are evidently
lava, and cover the sandy hills, over which I have been riding, so
thickly as to hinder us very much. The town is built at the foot
of a detached hill, on which are the remains of a fortress now in
ruim. The dust which flew into our faces on riding through the
narrow streets almost blinded us. There were no horses in the
town, but in the course of a few hours were collected from the
neighbourhood, so as to enable ua to ride on some hours in the
early part of the night.
On the road between Severek and O1rfah we passed several
small hillocks, apparently tumuli. We met no one on our way ;
all the villagers were in tents; nor did we see many of these till
within afew hours of O1rfah, where the water is much better, and
there are several fine springs by the road-side. O1rfnh,the ancient
Edessa, ie still a large place. I t is situated on a spot where the
low sandy hills which form the northern frontier of Mesopotamia
assume a bolder aspect : here they are of chalk mixed with flint.
Immediately on entering, we were obliged by the guard to present
ourselves before the Pbshi : he received us civilly, but not very
cordially. I was not the bearer of any letters to him-indeed I
had not contemplated taking this route till after my amval at
En-Rhm-and he seemed at a loss to conceive the object which
had brought me there. He talked of Colonel Chesney's late expedition on the Euphrates, and evidently supposed I had political
objects in view, either connected with that expedition or with the
view of comparing the Turkish army with the Egyptian, which I
rhould see at Aleppo or Antioch. On this point he was naturally
sensitive ; for such is the difficulty he has in recruiting his troops,
that mme children are pressed into his service. After having
given us coffee and pipes, he offered us horses to pursue our
journey, which, taking as a hint 'to be 05, I thanked him for
and retired.
Here I was much disappointed on finding that there yet remained 18 hours to Bireh-jik, which (judging from the maps,
which are wrong) I bad not supposed to be much more than half
that distance. 1 rode on in the cool of the evening to some tents
4 hours off. The poor woman of the tent was crying bitterly for
the loss of her son, who had been that very morning taken from
her to become a soldier. I t seems that the conscription is going
on with unusual rigour at present.
93rd.-This morning I passed by the remains of some large
buildings, of which our guides could tell us nothing. In the
VOL. x.
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middle of the day, 1 rested ar usual in some black tents, which
on approaching we found already occupied with soldiers. T h e
instant, however, of our arrival, some Turkish officers, who were
in possession of the best place, insisted, with that civility whicb
strangers always meet at their hands, on giving up their places to
us. In the evening, about 7, we entered Bireh-jik, having d e
the 18 hours' march in rather less than 14.
Bir, which is not known to the Turks by that name, but is called
by them Bireh-jik, is built on the side of a chalky hill, descending
very steeply to the Euphrates. T h e town is quite hid till you
come close upon it. The water appeared to me very good. There
is a fine stream at the top of the hill which supplies the town with
water. T h e water of the Euphrates is muddy and bad, though
not 80 bad as that of the Tigris. On arriving we went straight
up to the house of the Mutesellim, or governor, who received us
most hospitably; nor would he suffer us to leave his house, but
provided us an excellent supper, of which he did us the honour of
taking, after which I retired to sleep on a balcony over the
&bates.
94th.-I had some difficulty in procuring horses to pursue my
journey, but at last my dragoman succeeded in finding a muleteer
of Aleppo on his return to that city; and at 3 I crossed the
Euphrates in one of those boats so admirably described by
Maundrell.
and which have in no reeoect imoroved since his time.
On reach& the other side I was stAck b i t h e peculiar appearance of the town, which, being entirely built of chalk, would not
be distinguishable from the rock on which it stands did not the
deep green of the cypress, and other trees which grow among the
houses, relieve the eye. I here first saw the cypress since leaving
Trebisonde, the climate of Armenia being much too severe for
that beautiful tree.
I rode for 3 hours at a most tedious mule-pace, and slept at a
village called Elifulli. T h e villagers were all encamped close by,
not in the black tents of the' wandering tribes which I had lefi
behind me, but under white canvass. Just before entering this
village I crossed a small rivulet, which must be the Touzad of
Maundrell. I t waa here called merein (the KArzin of Rousseau's
map). On inquiring whether it had any other name, I was told
it was called by the Arabs Mdi.* Now, as this is merely the
Arahic name for water, this muet have been one of those random
answers which so frequently perplex Easten travellers. I do not
ever remember to have asked a question without being answered,
rightly or wrongly ;nor will any Oriental willingly confess his in-
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ability to give a correct answer. The banks of the Euphrates
here are steep and white, like the cliffs of Dover.
95th.-I had determined to follow Maundrell's route--that is,
the route which he took from Aleppo to Bireh-jik, by Yeribolus
and Bambuch. In 3 hours I arrived at Yeribolus, before the
heat had commenced to be oppressive. T h e mound mentioned
by Maundrell is there just as described by him : it is covered
with stones and extensive ruins, but the figures mentioned by him
exist no longer. Here the banks of the river are no longer so
steep or white. I remained all day till the cool of the evening,
and then rode on to the river Sijfir, the present boundary of the
SultQlnJs dominions. - I had this evening overtaken a large encampment on the move. They were migrating into the dominions
of the PBshB. to avoid the severity of the Turkish conscription.
'' Incidit in Scyllam qui vult vitare Charybdim."
I t is a singular fact that a counter emigration is at this moment
going on from Syria. I understand that both Ibrihim and HBfiz
P b h i hold out inducements, such as a year's immunity from taxes
and service. T h e Sijk has been by some supposed to be the
XGthos of Xenophon, which Rennell believes to have been the
Kuwei), or river of Aleppo ; but neither one nor the other can
answer his description, a v r m r b ~aeorwhE'dQov,*if the plethrum be
a measure of a hundred feet. This river (the & j k ) is certainly
not more than twenty feet wide, where we crossed it Cjuat above
the village of SBjGr). T h e other part of his description, W A
8' i~8dwv~yikruv,it answers better. O n asking the question
whether it was full of fish, the answer was, I t Chdk, chdkl' plenty,
plenty-a fact afterwards apparent to my own senses.
96th.-After 3 hours' riding we reached Bambucht by sunrise.
T h e ruins here are more extensive than at Yex%bolus. I saw
many fragments of columns. The old walls are, as Maundrell
says, clearly traceable, and in part standing. These are a i d to
be the ruins of Hierapolis. I cannot help thinking that, unless
there be clear evidence to the contrary, we ought-admitting, as
is certain, that Hierapolis was in this neighbourhood-rather
place it at Yeribolus, the two names. Hierapolis and Y e r h l u s ,
being nearly identical. I t is, however, possible that the names of
two ruined cities, so near each other, may have become confounded.
1 searched in vain for any coins among the necklaces of the
children and the headdresses of the women, who allowed me
freely to examine them, but the only coins there were Turkish
piastres. The villagers, who are a poor ignorant race, said that
B. i. chap. iv. sec. X. of the A n a b h .
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they did occasionally find old money, but having no use for it
threw it away, which, if these were copper coins, they probably
would do. On leaving Bambuch our guides lost their way;
and I discovered by my compass that, instead of going W.S.W.
to Aleppo, they were going to the northward. I had the utmost
diiculty in persuading them to take the right course. I soon
found that these Aleppine muleteers were of a very different character from the Turks beyond the frontier. They were insolent
and quarrelsome, and utterly clisregarded our TBth, who had
thus far been paramount.
I had long wondered how so faithful a traveller as Maundrell
could have given so bad an account of the Turkish character :but
he had only known it in Aleppo, where the honesty, truth, and
fidelity, which, as far as my slight observation has extended, have
ever seemed to me the characteristics of the Turkish character,
are alloyed by the fraud and treachery which form so prominent
a feature in that of the Arab.
w t h , Q8th.-We slept last night in a large encampment, which
had just migrated into the Phhi's dominions; and, after wandering
about the plain all the morning to find the mad to Aleppo, which,
with the assistance of my map and compass, we at last did-for
our muleteers were quite bewildered-arrived towards evening
at a wretched village called Delsb, 7 hours from Aleppo, where we remained that ni~ht.
On the following :ay, our mules being quite tired, we did not
amve at Aleppo till after 9 hours' ride. We met no obstruction
of any kind .on entering the gates. The guards allowed oar
baggage to pass without a question ; and as we rode through the
bazaaxn I did not see a scowl on the face of any inhabitant. We
had to pass completely through the town to reach the house of
Mr. Werry, the consul, who was absent at Damascus; but from
hie son, who was acting in his stead, I received the greatest kindness and hospitality.

XII.-Abstract of a Journal kept by the Rev. Messrs. I ~ E N B E R Q
and KRAPF,on their Route from Cairo, through Zei'la' to Slrwci*
and Pfcit, between the e l s t of January and 19th of June, 1839.
Communicated by the C H U R C H
MISSIONARY
SOCIETY.
[As the whole of this Journal has already appeared in the " Proceedinge of the Church Missionary Society, 1839-40," it was not thought
requisite to reprint more than an abetract of such parts as relate principally to geography.]-ED.
Meseas. ISENBERG
and KRAPFquitted Cairo on the e l s t of
January, 1839, and having set sail in an Arab vessel, were 9 1 days
otl their passage to Jiddah, 14 days from thence to Mobha, and
8 days from that port to Zeila', on the African coast, which they
reached on the 3 1st of March. That harbour somewhat resembles
the port of Konfodah, in Arabia, both having shoal waters, too
shallow for boats, for nearly half a mile from the beach. Zeila',
inclosed by walls in ruins, has not more than eight or ten houses
built of stone, r e d s and wood being the materials commonly used ;
and its population cannot exceed 500 wuls. Both this town and
Tajurrah are subject to the P b M of Egypt, by whose authority
.the D61ah of Mokhii nominates the Emir of Zeila', who pays an
annual tribute of 500 dollars, and commands a garrison of seventy
men, armed in part with matchlocks. Some guns, planted on
the wall landwards, are n sufficient protection against the neighbouring Somilis.
Being informed that the S u l t b of Hmar puts to death all
Christians who enter his territory, and ill-treats even M u s e l m h ,
Messrs. Isenberg and Krapf determined to go by sea to Tajurrah,
and commence their journey into the Interior from tbat Port;
they therefore set sail from Zeila', in a country-boat, on the 3rd
of April ; but as the wind blew from the N.E., they could only
creep along the shore. In the course of that day they passed
the Sheikh's Islands, and that of Hagilah, anchoring at night
near an islet named Assubah.
O n April 4th, at 2h. 3Om. P.M., they reached Tajurrah, which
is considerably further from Zeila' than our maps make it, being,
as the captain of the Euphrasia, a French brig then lying there,
informed them. in 1 l o 58' N . t Its harbour is roomv. and has
anchorage for several large ships at a distance from the ihore ; but
there are a good many rocks in it. T h e town is a mere village,
consisting of seventy or eighty wooden huts, with two mosques
built of .stone. The chief, who is styled Sultan, receives an arinual
tribute of 900 head of cattle, camels, &c., from the neighburing
Danikil, and a stipend of twenty dollars from Zeila', to which
he is subordinate, and pays a quarter-dollar for every slave imS h d or S A i h ia tbe Amharic, Wd tha Ethiopic nune. The former WM apelt
by the Portuguese Xoe, nod no doubt nounced ShwL (Ludolf, i. 3, M.)-Jb.
t 8.1( .nd Arrowmith plne it in l?!21f.
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rted into his territory. His subjects trade with Hodddah,
E o k h i , and 'Aden, supplying those ports with WOO& sheep,
goats and butter, and receiving grain, clothes and Indian goods
in return. They travel by land to Raheitah, to the N.W.of the
Strait of Bbb-el-mandeb, 3 or 4 days' journey from Tajurrah,
and thence cross over to Mokh4 in one day, if the wind b
favourable. T h e country traversed is mountainous, and a river
called Anate'ile* is crossed.
T h e Dankali language, current at Tajurrah, is spoken in all
the country, from Tigre to the land of the S o d l i s , and from
Myawwa' to Itfit westward. T h e language spoken near the latter port is merely a dialect of it. The various tribes in t h i ~part of
Africa call themselves 'Affir ; but the people of Shwi call them
'Add, and the Arabs 'Adiyil,? but now commonly Danikil, the
plural of Dankali. The Muddtus, occupying the tract between
Ausllf and Cape Beilhl, are the most powerful of their tribes :
their strength, however, was somewhat reduced a few years ago
by the Debenik Wkmas, the most industrious of these tribes.
Their territory extends, in a south-westerly direction, from the
Salt Lake (hereafter to be mentioned) as far as I'fAt; and to the
S. their neighbours are Somdlis, with whose tribe, called I1sa,g
they are on friendly terms ; but these Somdlis are said to be very
treacherous, and to act as guides to the G d l i s in their incursions.
Harrar lies to the W. of I'sa Somilis. Its capital, bearing the
same name, is said to have ten gates, large houses, and plenty of
water. Its soldiers are armed, at least in part, with muskets;
but caravans seldom pass that way now on account of the Sul$n's
rapacity and violence.
A Mohammedan trader, of Tigre, whom Messrs. Isenberg and
Krapf met at Tajurrah, on his way from Berberah, gave them the
following information, obtained from slaves, respecting Enllrya,
GprAge, nnd Sidima, countries in which .there are many Christinns, and in the last of which the natives are a superior race,
and of n lighter hue than even the Gillis; but of late the intercourse between Sidima and G6ndar has been interrupted by Abbd
Gibbi, sovereign of Eniryi. The slave-trade is actively carried
on, and seems to be much promoted by the King of Shwi. T h e
missionaries' guide appeared to be very apprehensive lest they
-
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" i~ known to the people of Tajurrah." That river in ahorbed by the -4 .ad tkrrfore d m not reach the sea. The HanM (Ludolf, i. 8,48), called Y b 6 in the lower
of ita c o w , ir the river t h a lort.
~ ' It p ~ b l may
y reach the r h m in m e aeucm.-E",
t 'Adiyil i. the lurd of 'Adel or 'Ada. Danwi, pronounced Dm&(, ir h e
adjective of ~ o o l t o d commonly
,
r It by ua Don oh; but the language of that pkte
h no resemblan& to that of this t r i c , whose
is a diiect of Hadrabi and BishM,
an appeam on comparing Seetzen nnd Salt's vocabu1ariea.-~ater'~%hen., S. 276.-ED.
1 Hoof Salt'# map, and probably the H L d of Beetsn.LV.ta'm P m b ~ ,
8. %82.-E~.
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ahonld persuade the king to discourage this trade, which ir very
lucrative to the people of Tajumah.
O n the 96th of April they left Tajurrah, where they had been
detained 20 days, partly by their guide's illness, and partly by
exorbitant demands for the hire of their camels. They at
last agreed to pay 17 dollars for each camel, 95 dollars,
t h e price of a female slave, having been demanded; and fifty
dollars to Mohammed 'Ali, their guide, who had modestly asked
300. T o his friend and assistant, the Arab 'AlI, they gave I5
dollars. The distance was calculated at 140 hours (about 330
miles). They had four camels for their baggage, ancl a mule
for their own use. T h e whole journey, which they hoped to perform in 14 or 15 days, took up 96, and was very fatiguing. As
the Daniikil are migratory, there are very few villages between
Tajurrah and ShwA, or rather Iff4t ; for by that name only is the
King of Shwd's territory known at Tajurrah; " but there are
above 50 resting-places, where the caravans usually halt. Their
first journey carried them to Anbiibo, on the shore of the bay
(Ghubbat-el K h d b ) , t about 4 miles W.S.W. from Tajurrah.
T h e sea here runs up a good way inland, and forms a natural
boundary between the D d k i l and the Somiiyil or Som4lis.t
O n the 27th they passed through Dullul and Sukt4 to Sagallo,
about 9 miles from Anb4bo. These are merely watering-places,
in a stony, sandy, uninh'abited tract, overgrown with dwarf
acacias, abounding in birds, but little infested by beasb of prey.
Sunday, 98th April.-Having been detained by the want of a
strayed camel, they could not proceed till the afternoon: their
road lay through a very sandy and stony tract, overgrown with
dwarf acacias nnd frequented by a diminutive sort of gazelle,
called in Arabic Beni Isriiyil, and by hares, the only kind of
game found there. This country is by no means deficient in
water : at Tajurrah there is a walled cistern : on their road to this
place there are spots where the traveller has but to dig a hole in
the ground and he finds water. Its quality of course depends on
the nature of the soil ; and it has a reddish colour and unpleasantly
bitter taste, which is made still worse by a certain herb which ia
put into their ill-tanned skins. T h e Dandkil of this tract have
many peculiarities: they are of the same race as the Shohos, and
differ from them but little either in their language or features :
but they are more civilised in their demeanour, and perhaps more
intelligent. When they salute each other or converse together,
the person addressed usually repeats every sentence spoken to
him, or .at least the last word, which is generally abbreviated, and
I'ILt and Shah ue adjoining pvineeq subject to the u m e wvenign.

i
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d AmPLri the ktter, among the D d g d the formar mube only k uud, a the
r i d a learned at Ts'ud.-ED.
Daolate Bsy.-do.
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sometimes the lart syllable only is repeated, or attention is shown
by a hem in answer to every sentence. They are besotted Mohammedans, and in general very ignorant. Even the women
while grinding, usually chant the words of their creed, 66 LA
I1& illA-llih," &c., or verses of a religious cast. Their mills are
much like those used on board of Arab vessels. The women do
not live much more apart from the men than in Abyssinia, nor, as
it is mid, is their conduct much more correct.
Wonclay, 99th.-They left Sagallo at midnight, and for half
an hour travelled along the sea coast in a direction due W.,
then turning to the N.W. began to ascend an eminence, and passing the defile called Ankyefkro, after a further ascent, reached the
station of Der Kelle, and at length a table-land called Wardelihh, which afforded an extensive view over the bay and the
Dankali country inland. They then travelled westward till they
arrived at a spot where a few low acacias were growing, at
7h. 45m. P.M., and alighted there to pass the night. On estimating their rate of travelling during the 78 hours, including their
halts, they calculated the whole distance at n 4 hours' journey.
During their ascent, they breathed a cool air, but on reaching the
table-land, although the sun had only been up a short time, the
heat grew very oppressive, having been increased by a S.E. wind.
The plain was covered with volcanic stoner.
Tuesday, 90th.-This morning they started at 3 o'clock, and
descended in a south-western and southern direction through a
narrow ravine, called R*,
which it was very laborious for the
camels to
This brought them to the western end 9f the
bay of Tajurrah, which, after forcing its way in a narrow channel
through the mountains, here terminates in a second bay. From
WBrdelihin to this point, they had travelled for the distance of
about
hour; which makes the distance from the point where
they left the sea-shore to WArdelihAn 5 hours; so that making
allowance for the windings in the r o d , the distance in a direct
line from the spot where they left the shore to the end of the
bay, is probably about 3 hours. From the end of the pass they
ascended again and came to another table-land, where ashes,
lava and calcined stones still more evidently show the volcanic
character of the country. After proceeding for another hour in
a western direction, they came in sight of the salt lake Asal, in a
valley in front of them ; and at 8 o'clock encam
at the caravanserai' of Dafcrri, on the declivity of a hill.
n consequence
of the excessive heat and want of water, their caravan started at
3 o'clock in the afternoon, and began to move in a south-westerly
direction round the lake; but owing to the ruggedness of the
ground, they were obliged to follow a very zigzag and irregular
course. After crossing the valley of Marmoriso, where the m a vans sometimes halt, they came to an eminence called MuyA,

v.
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whence they descended a deep declivity, and reached the valley
bearing the same name, at 7 o'clock.
1st May.-From
Muy4 they set off at 4 past
1 A.M., and rst reached a rather elevated plain, named Halaksidn (Halak-shei9n ?).* On account of the ruggedness of the
ground, full of chasms and gulfs, the vestiges of volcanic agency,
they sought to get round the lake Asal towards the S., in a semicircle. T o effect this they had to round some mountains S. of
the lake, and arrived at a resting-place at its southern extremity;
but as there was no water, the caravan thought it better not
to stop. They next descended to the lake, the shores of which
are covered with a thick salt crust, having the appearance of ice.
T o this place caravans resort for salt to carry it to Habesh, of
which trade the Danikil make a monopoly, claiming the right
to take salt from hence as their exclusive privilege. The lake
is nearly oval, its length from N. to S. about 9 hours, and its
greatest breadth from E. to W. perhaps 1 hour. It is about
e hours distant in a direct line from the western end of the bay
of Tajurrah. After leaving the lake the caravan entered a valley
towards the W., which ran between moderately high mountains,
first westward, then S.W., and at 10 o'clock they alighted at a
halting-place called Gwagate, where there is water.
Thursday, 2nd.-On
this morning they did not set off till
sunrise, at 4 past 5. Their road ran first W., then S. and S.W.,
through the valley of Kallu, which by its abundance of water
and verdure, strongly brought to their recollection the valley of
Samhar, but its mountains are higher and more thickly wooded.
Towards 4 past 8 they arrived at their halting-place Alluli, after
having travelled over a distance of 2 hours. This evening 'Ali,
the Arab, informed them that the principal D d k i l tribes between Tajurrah and Shwa are these : Debenik WBma, MudJtu,
'AdIli, Bukharto and Dinsarra; to the last of which the Vezir,
and to the last but one, the Sultan of Tajurrah belongs. The
Debenik W&ma and Mudaitu are the most numerous, and
the latter is perhaps the most powerful of these tribes (Kabhyil).
They extend from Mugawwa' to Arus&, which is their heaclquarters. There a Naib (Deputy) of the Sultan resides; and
between that place and the valley of Kallu, the road from Tajurrah to Ank6bar passes through their country. They were
then at peace with the rest of the Dan4&l, though ill-inclined
towards the Debenik Wkma, who some years ago got the mastery
over them by the assistance of 400 Redwins brought over from
'Aden. This did not put a stop to the trade in salt between Shwd
and Tajurrah ; for the traders from that place went right to the
Lake Asal, got a stock of salt, returned to Tajurrah, and proceeded
through the Somali country on the confines of Harrar to Shwi.
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Friday, 3d.-At
3 o'clock A.M. they continued their course,
first westward, then for a short time to the N.W., then again
W. and S.W., through barren valleys, till they emerged into a
vast plain called Anderhadideba, which separates two ridges
of mountains. The soil for the first f hour's march over this
plain appeared to be good, but produced nothing, the ground being
broken up; afterwards, however, it was fertile, overgrown with
shrubs, especially juniper. Towards 7 A.M. they came to an open
spot called Gagade, where they rested for the night. Near them
wes a Mudaitu's tent, which was very low, and hedged round with
brambles, according to the custom of the country.
Saturday, 4th.-They left Gagade at kpast 1 A.M. A part of
their caravan had already separated from them, in order to go to
A'ud, aqd the remainder travelled very slowly on account of the
weakness of their camels : their servants and one of the missionaries always went on foot; the former because the camels could
no longer carry them, the latter because he had no mule. Their
direction was westwards till they reached the resting-place of
Karautu, where the road to A'usi branches off towards the W.
From Karautu their course lay southwards, between mountains
showing signs of volcanic action, with scarcely any vegetation. In
the valleys only were grass and brushwood seen, and even here
the ground was covered with ashes. They soon afterwards entered
B long glen, where they saw many date-trees, which seem t o be
auite
neglected. T h e Bedwins cut off their tons.
in order to col1
1 lect the juice which flows from them, and is said to be intoxicating. A t 8 P.M. they amved at Dalalai, a Dankali settlement,
where they rested, not having made in the last 6 ) hours more
than S hours' way. T h e Danikil, especially their women, when
travelling, employ themselves chiefly in plaiting mats and baskets
of palm-leaves, to hold salt and grain. Their women, who seem to
be. industrious, are very slovenly in their dress, and frequently
wear nothing but a strip of blue or party-coloured cloth bound
round their loins, and reaching down to their knees ; they sometimes. also. wear a fancifullv wroueht belt or ceirdle. Notwithstanding this, they are vain and fond of wearing bracelets, anklets,
ear and nose-rings, coral necklaces, and other finery.
Sunday, 5th -They started at 3 o'clock A.M., and moved in a
S.W. direction through the vale of K u m to Saggadere, and thence
to Little Marha, which they reached at 7 A.M., having passed over
a distance of 94 hours in.33. Their two servants were suffering
from illness and fatigue because they could not ride. A t Sh. 45m.
they quitted Little Marha, and after moving along the valley
almost westwards, ascended a very stony hill about 900 feet high,
and then took a more southerly direction to a halting-place on the
table-land, which they reached at 6h. 45m. P.M., having travelled over a distance of about 13 hour (5 miles) in 3 hours. In
P

d

the evening a hot wind blew, and the ground beneath them,
as they lay stretched upon it, glowed almost like an oven.
Monday,6th.-They set off at *-past 3 A.M.,and marched,
stumbling over the stony table-land, till they descended, and
passed through a ravine near the halting-place of Galamo, where
they found a few Bedwin huts. Their general route was southerly, and having crossed a hill they came into another valley,
where they would have haltxl, had they not been encouraged to
pursue their journey by a cloudy sky, which sheltered them from
the sun. From Adsto they passed over a grassy plain in which
there were deer and antelopes. After this the road soon led again
over a hill commanding an extensive prospect. Further on they
entered the vale of b u d e l i , where they encamped. They
reached it at +-past 8 A.M., having made scarcely Y hours' way in
5 hours' mnrch.
Z b d a y , 7th.-~t' 4- t 9 A.M. they left Ramudeli; at 5
o'clock passed by AbC bsuf, and at about +-past 8 A.M. reached
G6bM. At 3 P.M. they left that place, passed through Sarkal
and by a spot where there is a spring, and arrived at Arabdera at
about 8 in the evening. The distance between Ramudeli and
G6bid may be about 3 hours, and it is nearly the same between
G6Md and Arabdera,
Wednesday, 8th.-They left Arabdera at 3 A.M. It is situated
almost entirelv covered with volcanic
on a vast elevated olain.
a
stones. Just before sunrise, they came to a low but extensive
plain, where they saw somewild asses grazing, which took to their
heels on their approach. At 10 A.M. they reached their restingplace, Daunileka, where their camel-drivers dressed a wild ass
which they had killed. In these 7 hours they only made about
4 hours' way. There were this day some idle reporb of a projected attack by a hostile tribe called Galeiln, formerly repressed
by the more powerful WEma.
Thursduy, 9th.-They started at sunrise 4 before 6, and after
a short march on the plain westwards, ascended a pretty high
eminence called Mari, southwards, and at 4-past 10 A.M. reached
their encamping-place on the table-land. The air grew more
and more cool and refreshing as they ascended, but they felt
rather fatigued when they reached the plain.
At 3h. eom. P.M. they set out from their halting-place Mount
Mari, and descended 'a low terrace, then marched on a wide undulating but elevated plain, over loose stones, without any vestige of a
path, their guides being at a great distance in front, till after sunset
they reached a declivity, the descent of which was not a little dangemus. Several time3 the camels could hardly move forward,
kmfied by the dismal abyss on the right, while the darkness of the
night rehdered the path under their feet almost undiscernible. At
length they reached a projection at the foot of the mountain on
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itr western aide, and there halted on a stony spot, where the Bedwins frequently confine their herds between walls of loose stones,
to guard them from beasts of prey ; but they had neither fuel to
light a fire nor water to drink.
F d y ,10th.-They started at f before 5 A.M., descended the
remaining declivity, and came to Ahvli, where there are four or
five hot springs, probably sulphureous ; there they took in water,
andafter a halt of about an hour, continued their course through a
l q e plain, extending S.E. and N. W. : their route lay S.W.
across the plain.. They afterwards crossed a low eminence called
Lukki, which is nenrly flat on the top, and covered with volcanic
stones, ae are most mountains passed in this journey. After
&-past 9 A.M. they came to a tree, beneath which they rested.
From this spot there is an extensive prospect towards S.W.d
W. ; the whole tract is nearly level, with the exception of some
low hills in the neighburhood, and two or three higher ones to
the W. at a dbtance, which are the mountains of Argobba and
prhaps of ShwB. At 3 P.M. they left Lukki, and having ascended
in n south-western direction to a grassy plain, marched till nearly
7 o'clock P.M., when they rested on a level spot in the plain of
Killele.
S a t u h y , 11th.-They started at I in the morning, in order to
make a long journey this day ; but had not proceeded far, when
they sunk into the mud, rain having fallen the day before, and
softened the clayey soil. However, on turning as far as pmcticable to the W., they soon reached a dry spot, and thence took
a more northern course till they met with a new difficulty, and
lay down to await day-break. At )-past 7 A.M. they set out again,
first northwards, then N.W., and afterwards W. ;passed two large
herds of fine cattle, found water of which they drank and filled
their leathern bags, and after another hour's march, arrived at
Barudega, where they rested under a tree till &past 3 P.M.,
when they left Barudega, and pursuing a S.W. course through
the plain, drew near a low ridge of mountains shetching S.E. and
N.W. Towards 8 P.M. they came to a place which had trees,
brushwood, and water, where they halted to pass the night, and
for the first time saw a hyaena. At about 3-past 5 P.M. they set off
for Giiyel, the village of Mohammed 'Ali's uncle, which was only
hour's distance from their halting-place. They were there informed that 'Adiiyil is the Arabic plural of 'Adali, the name of one
of the Dankali tribes. It is that to which the Sul9n of T a j u d
belongs ;and it generally encamps in the neighburhood of S h d ;
but the greater part is dispersed over the adjoining countries. I t
was formerly the most powerful of all, and gave its name to the
whole territory it then occupied. The tribes apparently most powerful at present, are the Mudtiitus and the Debenik Wima The
former have their chief seat in A'uod, and are sometima at war

with the WQmaand the rest of the Danhkil. They seam to be
more numerous and powerful than any other Dankali tribe : they
call themselves 'Affkr, the word Dankali being Arabic.
TueJday, 14th.-They set off from GAyel, and ascended an
eminence about Q hours distant in a S.W. direction, where they
encamped near the watering-place of Alibakele, which supplier
the herds of cattle belonging to the neighbouring Bedwins.
Thursday, 16th.-At 3 P.M. they left Alibakele, where they had
waited for the arrival of their guide's father, and ascending westwads, were in & an hour overtaken by a shower. After stopping
till it was nearly over, they made their way with difficulty through
the mud, and towards 7 P.M. arrived at a spot called Adiito, where
they passed the night. In the evening they saw the mountains of
H a r m to the S.W. covered with clouds ; the city of Harrar being
distant only Q+ days journey. They were then near the Alla
GB114 who had expelled Sh6ikh 'Ali JBbi from Erer, and extended their ravages as far as that district.
Friday, 17th.-They started at about 7 A.M.,and their course
lay over a stony but grassy plain, where they saw many herds and
singing-birds. At +-past 8 A.M. they reached Hasnadera, their
halting-place, the residence of Sheikh 'Ali, their guide Mohammed Ali's father.'
The Wdma Dan+il have 100 Somklf
archers, originally prisoners taken in their wars with diierent
Somdi tribes : though considered as incorporated with their
masters, they still preserve their native language, and never intermarry with the DanBkd, by whom they are employed, because
that people is said to believe shooting with bows and arrows to be
unlawful.
h t w d a y , 18th.-Thi morning at +-past 6 they set off from
Little Hasnadera, and continuing their course S.W. over the plain
which rose gradually, reached Great Hasnadera at +past 10 A.M.,
where they halted, but quitted it in the evening at 10 minutes
before ti P.M., and moving westwards over very stony ground,
reached Mullu at &past 8. This is nothing but a vast plain
covered with stones, with a little verdure in patches, a few
acacias, and hovels made of boughs here and there. h this was
their guide's principal residence, they rested there till Tuesday,
e lst, when they ~mceededunder the direction of She'ikh Ali, them
guide's father, who thought it necessary to take an escort of his
people, as he was apprehensive of the Mudaitus, through whose
southern, and the Gillis, through whose northern, boundaries they
must pass.
They left Mullu about sunrise, and moving S.W. over a plain,
arrived at &-past 9 A.M. at a place called Wadardarer,* about
hours distant from Mdlu. There they rested till about *-past
Wid-ar+Em ; the R i v a of tha h d of Enr 7-ED.

P.M., when they proceeded S.W., till 8 P.M., because She'ikh
'Ali said they could not reach the nearest water at Kuddti that
night. But on the following morning, Wednesday, Qed, they
arrived there half an hour after they started, and took in a supply
for themselves and their beasts. Proceeding onwards they soon
reached the village of Kudaiti, and alighted after they had passed
it. In front of them to the N.W.were the Baadu and Ayalu
Mountains, the latter being-of a considerable height. T o the
S.W. was the Jebel &mar,* or the Mountains of the G&ll&
Between them and that mountain was an undulating and nearly
level country said to extend from the banks of the Hawbh as far
as Berberah.
Thur8day, Q3rd.-They started about &past 5 A.M., and descended gradually in a south-western direction through the valley
till +-past 9, then rested under a large acacia near Metta, by
the dry bed of a small brook, on the banks of which were many
of those trees. The air was very hazy, and they saw many
whiling columns of dust like smoke from manufactories. They
quitted their halting-place at +-past S P.M., and marching almost
due W. over the plain, passed by the village of Metta After
7 P.M. reached that of Kummi, and about an hour later encamped
near a deserted and ruined village of Bedwins, where there was
no water, of which they were in want.
Friday, 94th.-They set off at *-past 5 A.M.,and pursuing their
course over the same plain W.S.W., saw at a little distance to the
left Mount Afraba, which is joined westwards by the small mountain of Fresiz, and to the N.W. of it by mount Asaboti, all inhabited by I'sas; to their right the high land of Shwl and I'fttt was
visible. The plain on which they travelled terminated in a valley
overgrown with grass and trees ; there they passed a village inhabited by Debeniks, and gained an eminence. At about +-past
10 P.M. they reached the watering-place Gamnisa, whence the
whole distr&t takes its name, and there they found a caravan
which left Tajurrah on the day of their arrival there, and had
only reached this >lacethe evening before.
Saturday. O5b-They started this morning at 6 A.M., and
moved nearly due W. over a fine plain full of grass and trees.
At 9 they halted near the village of Little Mullu, surrounded by
very luxuriant and gigantic grass, overtopping the head of a man
on horseback. On this day they had a little elephant hunting.
The country hereabouts swarms with wild beasts ; and the hide of a
zebra was sold to them for five needles and a few grains of pepper.
On Sunday, Q6th, at 3 P.M., they left Little Mullu, and crossing a large plain, first covered with high grass, and afteI..lrardr
with scattered bushes, where they occasionally saw an elephant;
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travelled till 4 past 8 P.M., and rested for the night at Berdude,
still in the same extensive plain. While they were there, some
chiefs of another tribe of Danbkil, the Taki'l, came to beg for
tobacco : this alarmed their guide, and made him hurry them on.
The other Danekil tribes in that part of Abyssinia are the Debenis, west of the Whmas, who extend very far into the district
of Gamnisa, on the borders of which are the Mashgikh and
Gasoba, among whom the Taki'ls are dispersed.
Monday, g7th.-They left Berdude at & past 5 A.M., and
crossed the other part of the plain called Galdcdiggi ;* saw much
game, especially large deer, also two ostriches ; and a little before
9 A.M. arrived at a watering-place called Gmni, where they ,
rested.
Tuesday,28th.-Having started at 10m. past 9 in the morning
and marched westward over a barren part of the plain, they
arrived at Great Galakdiggi ; and then they crossed an eminence
soon after sunrise, from whence the mountains of Shwl were
clearly visible. From it they descended into the valley of Little
Galakdiggi, and having crossed one of the hills which skirt the
eastern side of the valley of the HawLh, they descended into the
deep and wide valley of that river, which they had already seen
from the eminence above, whence some parts of the course of the
river could be traced. At the foot of the mountain the road lay
through a forest of acacias, from which the people of the caravan
collected a good deal of gum-arabic. They then encamped on
a spot called Debhille, from the trees near which, on one side of
the village, there hung nests of small birds, sometimes as many
as forty or fifty on one tree.
Wednesday, 29th.-At 4 past 4 A.M. they started, and
suing a south-western course, reached the Hawash at 4 past
6 A.M., by a road winding through a fine forest abounding with
plants and animals. The fresh tracks of elephants were often
observed; the braying of a zebra, and the snorting of hippopotami were also heard near the Hawhh, but neither were
seen. As they crossed the river, crowds of baboons were noticed
on some of the trees, an animal not before seen in Habesh. This
was near Melkukuyu ; and although it was in the dry season, the
water was from 9 to 4 feet deep. The breadth of the channel is
about 60 feet, and the height of its banks, as far as they could
judge, averaged from 15 to 90 feet. Both sides are covered with
beautiful forests, the breadth of which, however, is not hereabouts
considerable. The river runs N. and N.E. They could not learn
whereabouts its aource is. The right bank is inhabited by the
Allas, Ittus, and Muddtus, and the left by the Danikil, who
border on Shw4 eastwards. From hence where it has the
Argobbas on one side and the Muddtus on the other, it flows
Halnkdiggi in 1' Proeeedinp," p. 136. It im a t ' # Halugdug.-ED.
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as far as Atud, and there in an extensive plain forms a large lake,
the water of which is said to be putrid, emitting an offensive smell,
and being disagreeable to the taste: on digging near the lake,
however, good water is said to be found. The Ittus, on the
eastern, not the western bank of the Hawdsh, a s is marked erroneously in the maps, lay to the S. of the Missionaries' route, and
further S. the Abarras join them, having the Allas a d other
Galla tribes still further southward. At noon they went to see a
small lake W. of the Hawbh, which is about 3 a mile long and
f a mile broad. In it there were at least 100 hippopotami sporting about. They fired a few shots at them, after each of which
they suddenly plunged into the water, and on coming up again
blew a stream out of their nostrils like whales, and snorten
like horses. There are also many crocodiles in this lake; one
9 feet long which lay in 'the water near the bank, was struck by
their people: " a naturalist," they observe, would have abundant
employment in that neighbourhd."
Tnursday, 30th.-At
past 4 A.M. they set off from Melkukuyu, and marched over a hilly track near a small lake, the
water of which has a disagreeable taste and a sulphurous smell,
and is believed by the natives to be peculiarly detergent. T h e
tract of country through which they had htely passed is called
Dofar. After passing through several w d s abounding with
game and enlivened by the notes of a great variety of birds, they
reached a larger lake named Le-adu,* at about 9 A.M.. in which
the hippopotamus is said to abound, but not one was then visible.
Thence proceeding westwards they alighted at about 11 A.M. at
Assaboti, in a large sandy plain full of acacias. Setting out again
at &past 3 P.M., they left the caravan behind, and encamped in the
evening at Atkousi, having by the way seen several baezas, a fine
animal of the size of a cow, but shaped like a deer, with upright,
not branching, horns : their flesh ia exquisite. This tract is like
a garden of cactuses.
Friday, 3 1st.-They started at f past 4 A . M ., and after sunrise
entered a fine valley called Kokai, with lofty trees, excellent
water, abundance of cattle, and a great variety of bids. After
crosring several hills, the outskirts of the Abyssinian high lands,
which extend from the S. far northwards, at about 8 A.M. they
reached Dinomali, the frontier town of Shwi, where soon after
their arrival they were visited by Soleimdn M6sa1 collector of the
customs, and Abbagaz Mohammed, governor of the confines,
who came to inspect their persons and baggage. They were accompanied by Debtera Tekla Tsion, secretary for the salt trade.
During this visit, H i j i Adam, whom the Rev. Mr. Krapf had seen
the year before at Mokh4 as a royal messenger, came in and said
that he was on his way to hfokhi, and had a letter and a female
Ic
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slave for them : as they could not conscientiouely accept the slave,
she was sent back to Ank6bar. The letter expressed the king's
wish for medicine, a gun, maeons, &c., and if possible, the company of the Rev. Mr. Isenberg, to whom the letter was addressed.
An answer was immediately returned to the king, and quarters
were assigned to the Missionaries in the village of Farri, till the
King's pleasure as to their further progress should be known.
On receiving the king's permission to proceed, they passed
through a few villages, crossed the rivers Hachani and Welka
Yebdu, in their way to a village called Aliu Amba, in a district so
named, situated on a steep rock, where they met the first Christian
governor, Yaunatu, who received them gladly as Christians.
On the following day they took other porters and asses from
that place (travelling at the king's expense), and ascended the
high mountains, on one if the summits of which, Ankdbar, the
capitol of the country, ia situated. They crossed over a ridge of
the mountains, which commands an extensive view ; on one side
t o d the vast plain they had lately crossed beyond the Hawbh.
and westwards over Shw4 to a great distance. They went round
one side of the summit on wbich Ank6bar is placed, and passed
through a part of the town : the houses are constructed chiefly of
wood, with conical thatched roofs, and are generally surrounded
by a garden. The upper part of the town is hedged in with long
stakes interwoven with boughs as palisades ;and on the summit is
the king's palace, built of stone nnd mortar, with a thatched roof.
The situation of this town with its rich vegetation and cool vernal,
or rather autumnal atmosphere, threw them almost into an
ecstasy. The king had given orders that they should be soon
presented to him, and as he was at Angollola, a day's journey
distnnt from Ankdbar, they could not remain there. In their
way onwards, they passed over stony roads along the side of some
mountains, and crossed an elevnted valley through which a crystal
rivulet humes along, and is to turn a mill begun by n Greek
builder named Demetriue, by order of the king, but not then
corn leted. They here seemed to breathe Alpine air, and
d r i z Alpine water. They then ascended another high mountain, where they saw many Alpine plants, camomile and pennyroyal, densely covering the grpund. The summit of this
mountain was almost all covered with barley fields, nearly ripe
for the harvest. They put up at a poor little village called
Metekwi, in a straw hut or rather stable, in which large and small
cattle lay mued together with men, and where the smoke of the
burning cane and cow-dung was so offensive, that nothing but
the cold out of doors could reconcile them to remain within.
On the following morning, the 7th of June, they left Metakwi,
and pursuiq their road eastwardsover undulatingtable-land, hdtecl
..I,‘"
x.
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P.Y in an elevated valley near Iddm Amb,
where the king's tent, of an oblong form and of black coarse wwuen,
was already pitched. H e war expected to eome that way, and to
the night there in his-journey from Angollola to Ankbbar, to
the annual Tezkar (anniversary-) of his father W u d i Saged's
death, which occunsd in 1811. They had not been long encamped
before they saw a train of horsemen coming down the mo~lntpin
westwads, and in the midst of them, the king, over whose head a
scarlet canopy was carried. H e rent for them immediately after
his arrival. They had prepared their preaentr, and with palpitating hearts entered his tent, where he ret on a small low wk
covered with silk, and received them kindly. Their names were
already known to his attendants ; and a meuenpr whom he hd
once sent with Kidbn Maryam to meet them at Gdndar, inquired
after M. Blumhardt. They first delivered Col. Campbell's
letter, which had been translated by M. Isenberg into Amhwhile on board ship; he perused it attentively. They then delivered their presents, among which the beautiful copies of the
Amharic New Testament and Psalmsparticularly s&
him ;he
seemed to intimate, howevu, that he would have preferred Ethiopic
to Amharic boob. Heobserved that with regard to their principal
object, which they had distinctly explained to him, he would have
further conversation with them at a future time, as it wer a matter
which required great consideration: for the preuxit be Ghed
only to see and receive them, and to say that he war very glad that
d them in the mean
they had come to his country. H e d
while to go back to their tent, and rest there 6 1the following day,
when they might proceed to Angollola, where he would spin
send for them, immediately after his return from Ankdbar. They
were much pleased with their reception. The king's servant.
were ordered to treat them as his guestn d friends, and to provide them with everything necessary. One of his attendants was
appointed to wait on them, who had strict olrlercl to keep off all
troublesome people who might interrupt or annoy them in any
-Y.
Very early in the morning of the 1 lth of June the king set off
with his suite for Ank6bar, and the missionaries proceeded to
Angollola, which they reached at 9 P.M. Not long afterwards
the king returned, and immediately appointed a house for their
residence, and sent them a cow. In all these interviews with him
it appeared that his great object was to obtain their aid in adranting the knowledge of arb and sciencea in his dominioua ;bat
he did not betray any signs of displeasure when they reminded
him that their business was of a qiritual and not of a secular
character.

at about one o'clock,
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XIIT.-Extracts
a Joumal, kept at Addbar, fnnn 7th
June to 2nd October, 1839. By the Rev. J. L. KRAPF.
7th June, I~S~.-HAVINQ
met the kmg for the first time in a
meadow called Tora Me&, we were ordered to follow him before
sunrise next day to Angollola, where he resides during several
months of the year. Our mad passed over a tract generally
level, intersected, however, occasionally by hills and rivuletr.
T h e Bereza, the largest river we crossed, is a rapid torrent
in the rainy season: it r k in the country of the Gdllb, and
runs in a north-eastern diretion to the neighbourhood of Tegulet,
the ancient capital city of Shwi, where it form several cataractr
from 60 to 70 feet in height. On our way we saw a great many
villages in all directions, which gives the idea of a large population. In Tigre a traveller seldom m?s a village. The r e d
cause of the populousness and flourishing state of this kingtlom is,
beyond a doubt, its having been prererved horn the civil wars
which perpetually desolate the other parts of Abyssinia. We
arrived at Angollola about three o'clock in the afternoon.
Having waited a little while at the door, we were conducted to a
pretty good house belonging to a chief w b name is Habta
Michael. The king then gam orders that his people should
provide us with everything we were in need of.
Sunday, 9th.-We
were eent for by the king very early
this morning. On his asking for medicine, we told him that
our particular businere is teaching and preaching the gospel,
that we are not learned in physic, but that, if he wished it, we
would give him such medicines as, according to our slight knowledge, we thought likely to &
We also took this o p
popunity of begging him to place under our direction same
chldren whom we might h t r u c t in the doctrines of the Bible
and in other branches of useful knowledge. H e promiaed to
grant this request, which we thought it rkbt to d e , that we
might show, at the first entrance into his country, that we have
the welfare of his subjects at heart.
10tL-We were again sent for very early this morning by
the king : he repeated his request for medical assistance. As
our conversation yestenlay had turned on geographical subjects,
we took a globe and maps with us to-day, in order to give him
an ides of geography. H e WM pleased with all that we showed
and explained to him, but at lsst said that he was too old to study
such .-t
After we had returned to our lodgings, B6ni, hia
favourite servant, came to desire us not to give medicine to anybody else, or all the people would come ancl teeee us very much.
lea.-This
afternoon we formed an acquaintance with Marech, a powerful chief of the Abedchti Tribe of GBllQs. As
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we are desirous of forming a connexion with the GAllL, we were
g l d to know him. H e also asked for medicine, which M. Isenberg promised to give him if he would observe the diet prescribed; but as he rehsed to do so, no medicine was given. The
Abedcht Tribe is established near Angollola, from which it is
separated b the river Ch6cha.
I 3th.-de
saw the king this morning, sitting on hh judgmentseat. It was placed on an elevated spot, and the persons who came
for redress or on other business were standing round the entrance
of the king's palace. There are four judges to hear the people's
complaints, and decide upon them: if their decision does not
please him, the king passes sentence himself. H e thus sits in
judgment, one or more days, every week. When this business
was over, we were mnducted to see the king's artificers : blacksmiths, weavers, and other artisans are gathered together in one
large place, where each of them performs the work which he is
set to do, and is obliged to show it when finished to the king,
who orders him to do it better if he is not pleased with i t
17th.-B6rh, the king's servant, came thii morning to ask,
in the king's name, whether we know how to make sugar and
brandy? We answered as before, and repeated our petition
for children to instruct ; adding, that when they came to us we
would teach them all that we know. B~SNwent away, but returned immediately for our kitchen utensils, which the king
wished to see. H e at the same time expressed a strong desire
to be taught how to make some European dish, and begged us to
write down some receipts for him. We answered that we could
not meddle with such matters, and ordered our servant to satisfy
the king in thh respect; in wnsequence of which he was immediately sent for to dress a dinner for the king. The king is
anxious to get from Europeans all that he sees and hears; only
it is to be regretted that he endeavours to have all for himself,
without reflecting upon the common good and welfare of his
people. Experienced mechanics are well received by him, but
they must not expect European wager; they will receive their
daily maintenance, and that is all. I am sure that skilful artisans, who are real Christians, might be of great service to our
Mission. How much the king looks after his own interest, the
following examples will prove. No man of Shw4 is allowed to
brew the Abyssinian mead, which is called Tsaj,* except the
king. A bridge over the river Bereza, mentioned above, was
built by an Albanian named Johannes, formerly a Mohammedan
but now a Christian, and resident in Shwi ; but no one, except
the king, is allowed to pass over it even in the rainy season. Four
W e of honey, a p h t d e J T a b , a d water.
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persons have been already drowned in the river this year. Heavy
duties are levied by the king on all goods imported, the tenth of
every article; so that commerce is severely checked. In a mill
built by a Greek named Demetrius, nobody is allowed to grind
his corn. And these are only a few instances out of mnny that
might have been given. In these cases, the king only follows the
practice of the other Abyssinian chiefs : but in other respects he acts
more unjustifiably than his neighboars ;as, for instance, he continually attacks the GiUlL without any provocation, seizes their
property, and sends his captives to be sold as slaves at Tajurrah.
H e does this every year after the rainy season is over, and has
by such means enlarged his territories; and his conquests are
said to extend over a space thirty times as large as Shwa itself.
18th-On this day, which is the Festival of S t Michael,
according to the Abyssinians, the king clothes his slaves, who
amount to some hundreds in number. Many persons came to
our house begging for clothes; we gave them bread, which they
refused to accept ; others begged for medicine.
19th.-Having heard that the king was about to leave Angollola, we again petitioned to have children sent to us for instruction. H e sent word that he would send them from the city
which he intends to build in the country of Abedchh GLllL.
BCk6, the chief of the Ad6i tribe of Gbllb, applied for medicine, being tormented, as he imagined, by an Evil Spirit. M.
Isenberg bled him : he was better for a time, but soon relapsed
to such a degree that his people were compelled to put him under
confinement.
90th.-The
king set out this morning in order to build
his intended city. We took leave of him on the r o d . Observing us, he stopped for a moment, and said "How do you
do ? " Praised be God, for having made the king's heart favourable to us! Before he quitted Angollola he sent hia servant
sevcral times to tell us that he considers us aa relations,
even as brethren; and that henceforth we should make him
acquainted with all our wants, as he will supply them all.
Knowing the Abyssinian mode of expression, we do not lay much
stress upon this ; however, we see his good feeling towards us.
From time to time, he sent as a sheep or a cow or something else.
As all the king's people are obliged to go with him, several
youths, with whom I had begun to read St. Matthew's pspel,
left me.
elst.-It
rained to-day for the first time since we arrived in Shwi: strong edclics of dust had foreshown its approach. This has not, however, prevented the king from
building his city, which he has named Zalaish. On commencing
a new city he causes a long trench tu be dug round the place
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where he meana b build, then n b a a wall, builda remal housea
of wood, and appoints a governor, under w h m annmand a m u m ber of roldiem are placed. By there meam he hopes to cecum
hb frontim againgt the inroads of the G W . Thus han Angollola itaelf ariren: new &rs
come, a church is built by the lung,
and in a short time, a large village springs up.
QQnd.-Thii day is the F d d of Kid4n Meherat.'
Several of the lesrned Abyssinia- say that God appeared to the
Virgin Mary in Paradise, and made a covenant with her that she
~houldredeem the world; others say that Christ made this covenant with b mother in the month of February, during a period
of sixteen days.
ath-I
this morning demanded my mule of Aito Melku,
the Master of the Horse, to whom our mules were intrusted
by the king's order. H e refused to let me have it without a special order from hia majesty, so that we are not mastem
of our own property; even the merest hifler depend upon the
king'r will ; not a cup of wine can be given to a stranger without
his permission. At preuent about e00 persons receive from him
their daily allowance (called Dirgo).
96th.-We
were asked this morning whether we believe
that Adam remained seven years in the Garden of Eden?
We replied that we know nothing about it, as the Scripture is
silent on that heed ; and that we do not acknowledge the authority of the book called ZBn4 Fetrat,t from which they derive that
opinion.
27th.-We had a great deal of rain.
Sunday, 30th.-Thu maming I went to the church, and
was obliged to pull off my shoes at the door. Having entered,
I was invited to take a e a t beride the Alaka, and they gave me a
long stick, such as the priests ure and lean upon while in church.
Their whole church-service consists in a terrible bawling, which
they call singing. Their book of hymns, called rr Degwa," was
composed by an ancient Doctor of their church, named Fared,
of Samiku. While singing, they skip and dance, and knock
their sticks together, and also beat drums and cymbals. Their
bawling is interrupted by reading a lesson from the Scriptures.
In fact, the whole seems to be rather a farce than religious
worship.
July 1st.-Very early this morning I heard a loud outcry near
the house, and was told that it was made by some persons who
wishedto make a complaint to the king. They cried out, Abiyet,
Abiyet!" The members of the king's Council, who are called
'r Wanberoch," that is crstools," are bound to make all complaints
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known to him. They are fow in number, and in general pass
sentencethemmlves ;bat they mwt always lay their decision before
t h e king, who, in most cases, relies upon them as his advisers and
supportera Thin cry, Abiyet ! Abfyet !" is connected by the
Abyssiniens with a strange story : they say that it will be uttered

by the Devil at the Day of Judgment ; upon which the Almighty
will then ask what he wante, to which he will anewer, "The
angels have robbed me of a great many souls which belonged to
me." The Lord will then esk him, " What are the names of
those angels ?" H e will answer, " I know not :" to which the
Lord will reply, As thou dost not know the names of those who
have robbed thee, I cannot help thee."
end.-In the forenoon a servant of Berkiye, the chief of Bulga,
came to ask for medicine. His master is a gebi ; that is, one of
the king's favourites. Bulga is a considerable city on the southern
frontier of Shwi, add the capital of Fatagir. It ie one day's
journey distant from Ank6bar.
5th.-The k i i sent for us to-day to provide him with medicines which will secure him from wounds or injuries in war.
We told him that we did not know of any such medicines ; that
our kings gain the victorg by trusting in God, keeping a good
discipline in their armies, and choosing experienced, able generals. This gave rise to some remarks on the military exercises
practised in our country. H e was also much pleased with our
account of the formation of our quarries. Then we gave him a
short account of our steamers, carriages, and railroads. H e expressed his astonishment at all these works of human art ; and at
lost asked for magical charms against sickness. Mr. Isenberg
replied that such srts are sinful, foolish, and entirely useless ;
that it is the duty of every sick man to put his trust in God,
and take such medicines as God has given for the cure of our
diieases.
6th.-A man named Akilh, from Tigre, called upon us this
afternoon. H e has lived for several years in Shwi, and is
often sent by the king to Gdndar and other places. I learned
from him thnt, in a grove near Ankbbar, there are about forty
persons, members of a sect called Tablbh,' one of whose rules is
that husbands and wives should live in separate houses. I suppose they are Falisydn, and therefore Jews, like those in AmMi. They are dreaded by the people in Shwi as much as by
the inhabitants of A+$rB, being looked upon as sorcerers ; and
every worthless fellow is called Tabib.
8th.-The villages around Angollola are as follow :-I,
to
the west, Cherkos; 9, Tofiyet ; to the north, 3, Dalecha, to the

man received us in his house, in which both man and beast lived
together, in the midst of smoke that nearly suffocated us.
14th.-We arrived this morning safely at the gates of Ank6bar: when about to enter the town, we were stopped by the
governor, the people telling us that we must wait till he had
been informed of our arrival, and had given orders for our admission, as no foreigner can enter Ank6bar without his permission.
A messenger, sent by him, came afterwards to show us our
lodgings.
15th.-The king arrived this day, and we paid our respects
to him on his way to his house.
16th.-The king sent his servant to ask us whether we knew
how to coin dollars. We begged permission to appear in his
presence, and when admitted, said, as we had done before, that
we are messengers of the Gospel, who do not engage in any
worldly business, and are therefore not acquainted with the art of
coining money ; but, if the king desired it, we would write to our
friends in Europe, who would willingly render him every service
in their power, provided he would not prevent us from preaching
the Gospel in his dominions. Mr. Isenberg, at the same time,
acquainted his Majesty with his determination to leave ShwA in
the month of October, in order to return to Europe, where he
would himself communicate the king's wishes to our friends.
H e approved all that we said. Having returned to our lodgings,
the king's servant came to show us the way to another house,
which had been formerly inhabited by the king's father. We
were very glad of this change, having been much molested by the
people of our first house. On entering our new lodgings, a Mohammedan, named N+ir, belonging to a GdllO tribe called Dawe,
called upon us. His father, named Abbiye, is the chief of his
tribe. H e told us that BBrri, the ruler of Argobba, had conquered
all his father's territory. H e therefore took refuge with the
king of ShwA, who restored him to his former power, but made
his territory tributary. This man gave me information about the
GAllAs estnblishcd in the north of ShwP. The capital city of
B6rii, ruler of Argobba, who ia dependent upon G6ndar, is A'inek,
on the river Chda, called B6rkona by the people of ShwA ; and
which, coming from the west, joins the HawAsh, in the country of
'Adel. The river called Chaffa by the GAllb separates the northein
Gall& from ShwQ. There are the following tribes,-], Dawe;
9, Wollo ; 3, Wara; 4, Gafra ; 5, WochAle ; 6, ZAko ; 7, Bottollo; 8, Chuladere ; 9, Gille ; 10, Asallo ; 1 1;Asubo ; 19, hgag6ra ; 13, Gama; 14, Zagambo; 15, Kall6la ; 16, Yech6 ;
17, Itth ; 18, Karayu ; 19, Arrlizi ; 90, Cherker. The last four
tribes are to the eaat of Shwii. NB+ir had a Christian servant

with him, who wbhed to be instructed by nr ; his name is G e h
GiyGrgi., and he is about 14years of age. His father is a debtera
(a man of learning), son of Tekla Haimanbt, the Alaka of the
church of St. George. My first conversation with tbis lad gave
me a favourable impression. H e is the only youth who reems to
have a real desire of instruction ; he has a good understanding,
and b designed by h i father for the priesthood; he .rill
therefore be sent to G6ndar to be ordained, when the A M has
arrived.
e%nd.-Today i the fedval of MBrydm.* T h b evening a
boy about nine years old came to our house and told us that
his father and mother were dead. His father had left h
i
m only
two &mule (i.e. pieces of salt), which were taken from him
by the people of the house in which he dwelt, who then d ~ ~
away. As the king has sent no children to us for instruction, we
resolved to receive all who had a real desire for it.
Sunday, 28th.-I went to the church of St. George, and there
resented a copy of the New Testament to the Alaka Wolda
&-a,
who received it with thanks.
29th-To-day was a great Tezkttr (anniwmmy) in memory
of the present king's father, who died twenty-seven yeam ago.
The priests pray in the church; and, after finishing their ceremonies, eat and drink as much ss they please. We saw the
tomb of the late king : there are a great many figures representing the king's achievements; such as GB11h, whom the king
himself killed in war ; buffaloes, lions, and leopards, which he
himself shot. The present king sent for a painter from G6nda.r
to paint these pictures in the Abyssinian style.
30th.-The TBb6t (ark used as an altar) was brought thb
morning, while many shotr were fired, into the churoh of Tekla
Hamimanit,which is the second church built at Ank6bar by
the present king. Having yesterday received another boy into
o w house, some little offence was taken at it to-day. Zerta Wolda,
to whose care the kmg commits strangers, having been informed
of our reception of a second boy, repeatedly charged our servant
to prevent persons from coming to us : we immediately informed
the king of his proceedii, and had the pleasure of receiving his
orders that nobody who asks for instruction should be hindered
from coming to our house. Since that time, the number of our
scholars has increased. I thin day finished the physical part of
geography with Gebra Giy6rgis, who is much pleased with it.
August Id.--Since I went to St. George's church several
priests came to speak to us upon religious subjects. Most of
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thore who came to ur belong to th.t church. The reamn of thia
may be, that half a year ago the Alaka Melat war, dimnimed by
the lung, in connequence of the controversy about the second and
third birtbn of Chrht. The people attached to that church admit
only two births.
4th.-I this afternoon beaune acauainted with a man named
Arniidii, whew business is to teach th.e art of singing to 100 boys.
Hoping to get access to his scholsn through him, I tried to gain
hie good m11. H e promised to send me ht son, now about
17 years old, for instruction. Children are taught to sing in o h dience to the Book of Jared. If a boy is not willing to learn, he
is punished by his parenb, who bind him hand and foot. This
is a custom in Abyssinia.
5th.-One of the people in our house, this morning, gave UB the
following account of the king and his family. Sahela Seldd mcceeded to the throne of S h d when only twelve years old, and
has now reigned twenty-seven years. The line of his predeceswm
is as follows :-I. Naghsi; 2. Sebmtiye; 3. Abfye, who took
Ankdbar from the G a b ; 4. Amaha Iyesus (Jesus) ; 5. Asfa
Wusen ; 6. Wusen Seged; 7. Sahela Selht!, the present lung.
The king has ten daughters by diffmnt wives. By his fimt and
favourite wife, named Bezabeeh, he has a daughter and two wno,
the elder of whom is twelve years old. The kmg's male oflipring
are kept in priron at Gancbo, on the eastern frontier of ShwB, in
the neighburhood of 'Adel. As soon as the king is dead, hu
eldest wn ir brought out of priwo, and introduced to his m b
jects by the Malafia Agafhi, the first door-keeper, whose office
it is to crown the king. The new king then imprisom all his
brethren, being afraid of their raking c o ~ t i o n s . This afternoon the king went to Makhala Wanz, a village about 5 miles
from Ankdbar, in order to keep a fast there for sixteen daya in
commemoration of the Felsata (Amumption of the Virgin May).
6th.-The Fast of the Assumption begins to-day.* Since the
king har, recalled Zerta Wolda's order about persons who come
to us, we have got more people whom we can instruct in the
Word of God. In the afternoon I called upon Alaka Wolda,
and inquired about their Ethmpic bookc H e gave me the titles
of several, and raid at last that the chridiane flying from Grafi (a
bigoted Mohammedan tyrant of 'Adel) retired beyond his country,
and took with them their boob and 100 tibdts (altam).
7 t L I this morning mked Aktilu, whom I mentioned before,
what the Abyssinians were allowed to eat during the fast. H e
The Feast of the 'Ergete M 6 r y h falls on the 9th of August, aceonling to the
Abpirdan calendar given by Ludolf (Cornmen., p. 41L5). F e h t a aignifla " the
Tnuulati0n."-h.

answered that they were not allowed to eat mything except gomar,
i.e. the stinging-nettle, and dry bread. The present fast is called
N&&, i.e. August, that being the month in which it occurs.
Next comes the Fast of Hodd (Lent), in the month of February
and March, which lasts forty days. Afterwards comes the Fast
of the Apostles in June (twenty-five to thirty days), then the
F a ~ of
t Ninive (three days). In the month of December is the
Tsdma Ledat (Fast of the Nativity*), and every Wedneday and
Friday are fast-days. The Fast of Felsata Hoddiye, that of the
Apostles, and the weekly fnsta, are indispensable ; the observation
of the other fasts is voluntary. Thus they pass a great part of
the year in fasting. If a person does not fast he is excommunicated and, unless he repent, is not allowed to have Christian
burial. A man named Habtu visited us this afternoon. As we
had heard that he belonged tn the sect of the Tabibkn, I asked
him about them. H e said that his relations are followers of that
sect, whose forefathem came hither from Amhk4 about 1000
years ago, and inhabited cavem in the neighbourhood of Ankbbar.
They have three other monasteries in Shwsi, one at Yelemi, the
two othen at TallBse and Dei'ffi. H e said the people of ShwA
give them nicknames, but they love G d . They have the Bible
in another language, and are in possession of other books. I
shall go some day to visit this strange people. I sup^ they
belong to the Falhyh. To-day the children were obl~gcdto
fast. They are exempted from fasting till their twelfth year,
except when they go to receive the Lord's Supper, then they are
compelled to fnst. Once a-year they are obliged to receive the
Sacrament, and this is the appointed day; they therefore are required to keep a strict fast : whoever spits out, or plucks a leaf of
a tree, is not admitted to the Communion. They receive a white
cloth from the church, in which thev stand ~ r a ~ ~un
t ?tod their
mouths from morning till evening, kieping the greateA silence,
but they do not understand anything about the meaning of that
service. I asked one of them whether he knew why he took the
blessed Sacrament; he replied that it was to make him grow.
A s a great many persons now come to us, I wish we had many
copies of the Holy Scriptures in Amharic. The people seem to
understand who we are, and why we came into this country.
9lh.-The son of Aito Reku called upon us, and I began to
compile a vocabulary of the GbllA language. H e told us that
one of the GQllP tribes, named Mulofalada, is governed by a
queen, who is in some degree dependant on Shwd. The king is
said to have invited her to come hither. She replied that if he
1 1
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wished her to come, he should have the whole of the road covered
with silk ;and that, if she had invited him, she would do so. She is
very rich and powerful in war; her name is Chameh. In the
time of King Abiye, a woman, who was ruler of a GillA tribe, was
in powmion of this town. Her name was Ankd ; hence the
town was named Ankdbar, that is, the door of Ank4 for bar
means '*door." In Shwb there are fifty-one frontier guards
(Abagax), whose duty it is to inform the king when any strangers
attempt to enter his territory; they are bound principally to
secure the frontiers against inroads or any other harm. In them
we may see the Margraves of old in Germany. Walkma is the
title of the Mohammedan Abagaz; thus we have W a l k a Mohammed, and Walslzma Miisa, on the frontiers of 'Adel.
1 lth-Our
transcriber, Wolda Tsadek, told me that I'ftit is
divided into Upper and Lower Itfit. Makhfhd (falsely spelt
Marfood in our maps) belongs to Upper I'fiit. Aliu- Amba is in
Lower I'fAt. The district of Makhfiid, it is true, is generally
elmated when compared with Ankdbar and Aliu-Amba and its
neighbourhood; this may be the real cause of these denominations. Our WIrkiye told us this evening that the people of HabAb, in the neighbourhood of Mqwwa', professed the Christian
faith a short time ago ; but they turned Mohammedans on account of a monk, who forbid them to drink camel's milk. Not
being inclined to change thii custom, they changed their rehgion.
Most of them still bear Christian names. I did not know this,
when I was at Megawwa', or I should have inquired about it.
Their langusge is that of Mqawwa', which is the Ethiopic in a
corrupted state.
13th.-Three priests from Debra L i h came again with
several others, and afterwards a man from Gdndar, whose name
is Gebra Seltii, called upon us. I asked him about Kaffa and
Enhry4. H e said that it is a journey of 10 days from Gdndar to
Basso on the Nile, and from Basso to EnBrj8 15 days. Coffee
is brought from Kaffa, and civet-cats from Enhryh. Shells, coral,
and pieces of salt, form the currency there. In the afternoon I
&led upon the Alaka Wolda S e l G of the church of TeklaHdmandt, in Aferbeii, which was also built by the present king.
14th.-This day we had many scholars, and among them a
blind man, who seems to be anxious for instruction.
18th.-This day is kept as a holiday by the Abyssinians, in memory of Christ's Transfiguration on Mount Tabor.* I went to the
church of Medkhan 'A1em.t They call this feast Ba'alaf Thbdr,

t
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but the common people, having no knowledge, call it ''Behu."
bbeaux.
At night the b o p make a procession, car*
19th.-Our former guide Moipuned 'Ali, of the 'AdLil tribe
of WBma, arrived this afternoon from Tajmah, but he brought
nothing for us. We longed very much to receive some money,
sr all ours is spent; but we were disappointed. Mohammed
'Ali informed us of the arrival of two Franks at Tajnnah. A
est from Debra-Libanos, who was here to-day, said that Tekla
Jman6t, who ie considered as the reformer of the Abyrrrinian
church, was bom at Bulga, and died at Debra-Libaws. The
King this afternoon aent an Abyssinian cloth to each of us, because
it is cold. % e i i about to send our servant to the market-place,
we inquired about the measures uaed in ShwL. H e said that
twenty Kunna of grain make one daule; and at present one dade
of barley cash two pieces of salt: one daule of wheat ir bought
for five piecee of salt. In T i sixteen measures make a m a d m
besides, one measure is smaller than a kunna in Shw4. One
piece of salt is the price of three loads of wood at Ankdhar.
An Auatrian dollar of Maria T h r e w * is at present worth from
17 to 90, rometimes it will fekh only from 8 to 10, or 18 to 15
pieces of d t . The place where salt ir exchanged for coin is
Aliu Amba, n large village about 6 miles from Ankdbar enatwards. Most of its inhabitants are Mohammedaus. The place
where mules and horses are bought is Debra Berhh, about
W miles from Ank6bar, to the W. These places are the greatest markets.
At Ankbbar, a market is held on every Saturday, where sheep, o m , and sometimes fat or suet, and 0ththings, are sold ; the marketplace is about a mile from the town,
on Mount Khakka, near the river A'irh. At Gbndar an ounce
(Wakiyah) of gold is worth 9 dollare. With regard to commercial intercourse between Shwi and foreign countries, the present
circumstances are perhaps favourable to ih establishment. The
road to the coast would not present any great obstacles if a good
understanding were established between the people of 'Adel and
the king of Shwd. The trade in mules a d horses would be very
profitable, as a good mule may be bought at Ank6bar for 10 or
19 dollars, and a good horse for 8 or 9, while on the mast a mule
sells for from 24 to 26; so that if bought in Shw6 and driven
carefully to Tajurrah, a considerable profit would be d i e d .
20th.-To-day the king sent to us 50 pieces of salt, for which
we are very thankful, as all our money is spent: our cloth-,
paper, ink and everything else is at an end, and the stores left at
Tajurrah have not jet wme to hand, though we have h e n here
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3 or 4 months; nor when they do come, have we any means of
paying for the camage of them.
el st.-A priest named Gebra S e l U told us that the Abyssinian~name their leap-years after the four Evangelis&, adding.
5 days in the year of Matthew, Mark, a d Luke, but 6 in that
of John: thii addition is called Pegmiye.* The present is the
year of John. We were told to-day by a priest from GUT&, that
from Ank6bar to Bulga there are between 1 d 9 days; from
Bulga to G+e
from 5 to 8. The road passes through the
country of the following Gal6 tribes :-I.
Yerrer; 9. Roggi;
3. Endote; 4. Adai; 5. Abbu ; 6. Worecherza; 7. Chidda;
8. A U o ; 9. Zoddo; 10.Liban and Gumbichu. After crossh g the river HawQsh, near which is the tribe of Abbu, and
travelling for several days, the traveller comes to a large lake,
called SwLi, in which there is an island inhabited by monks.
There are also two more lakes in the land of the Abbu GBllh,
one named Killole, and the other Anud. The chiefs of Gurhge
are Keru and Aminu, of whom the former resides at Wachd:
both are tributary to the king of ShwL GurQe derives ita name
from its situation, being on the left of a person looking westward0
from G6ndar : for " Gera " means left, and giye," side ; hence
the compound means Icon the left side." Most of the inhabitants of Guriige are Christians, but a great many are Mohammedans or Heathens.
The Christianr are settled in the following places :-1. A'imellelle ; e. Nurreno ; 3.Bezanchubu ; 4.M b e s ; 5. Molakdho ;
6. Wogoram; 7. Buiyan?; 8. Y u d h o ; 9. Dachi; 10.Yittane;
11. Arechat; 19. Heberrer; 13. Arogdmane; 14. Dobi;
15. Yawitwi; 16. YatAbonii; 17. Zera Zangama; 18. Mohor.
The places where there are Armenians or Heathens are :1. Mazkan; 9. Aborrat; 3. Yakedar; 4. Warrib; 5. Manz;
6. Zaholaz; 7. Yaderek; 8. Wumnan; 9. Allakiro; 10.Duhaber; 11. Endagakh; 19. Mazmaz; 13. Megar; 14. Enner ;
15. Az-ha; 16. Chiha; 17. W6llane. The most remarkable
mountains in G u r b e are :-Karra, Kotaltiti, Gaferza, Uttukuf,
Make, Teru, Engedokotto, Bodegabab, Dinokoti, Endkaler,
Zert. The largest rivers are :-Vizer in the district of Damn,
Derzaf, Azaz, ShBrbanez, Meki, Yamarakwadio. Most of these
rivers run into the lake of Sw6i. Three rivers are crossed in the
way from Ankdbar to the Hawhh, the Akaki, Guacha, and
Fum. The currency in Gurhge is salt: dollars do not pass
there, but knives, scissars, needles, &c., answer very well.
There is much coffee in that country and m y vines. T m a
honey (of the bent kind) ia found in the province of Abadcla
* Pmm PegrblmCn, a corruption of the Greek lwmpplru, 'the a d d i t i d ' clay&
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Their houses are better than those in Shw& T h e G u d g- e
women make mats of the en&&-leaves.*
There are about thirty-nine monasteries in Gurhge. T h e
Gdll6 tribes beyond it are:-Maroko, Laki, Lani, Damo, and
Endegan. Near it is the country of the Zenzhero,t where there
are a great many C h r i s t b and Mohammedans; and 8 days
beyond Zenzherd is Mager, the king of which is called Degoye.
H e is very powerful. There is another tract near Gurlge called
KorchLi, which is surrounded by Glllls on every side; but all
its inhabitants are Christians.
9Qn.d.-The fast of the Virgin having ended yesterday, this is
a great festival, and the people are eating and drinking to their
hearts' content; it is, therefore, called a great Fazika, and as tbe
fast is defunct, it ie called Tezklr (a commemoration). T h e king
sent us a cow, some fowls, and eggs on account of t h i T a k i r ,
in consequenceof which none of our scholars came near us to-day.
93rd.-Our scribe, who is a learned Abyssinian, gave me the
titles of thirty-six Ethiopic books.:
The church of St. George
hns a library of about seventy volumes. I t is very difficult to
purchase books, as those who wish to have them, cause transcripts
to be mode, nnd there is no book-market. Our scribe told u s
that the GdllAs do not like the Christian religion, because the
people of ShwA, they say, are not better than themselves. They
also dislike the Ethiopic, because it is a foreign language.
25th.-Several persons called upon us to-day to ask for the
Kalem abenat, a medicine which they imagine to be put into
bread, and taken by every one who wishes to learn quickly to read
and write. W e said we did not know of any such a medicine.
They believe that every one who comes from Egypt, which they
call Giptz (an Egyptian is called Giptzi), is in possession of that
medicine. Then how is it, said we, that all the people in Shwd
are so ignorant, if there is so good a medicine for removing ignorance ? God, in the beginning, laid on man the duty of labouring
in the sweat of his brow : all knowledge and skill must be gained
by straining our powers both of body and soul. As there were
about twelve persons with us, I then read to them the Heidelberg
Catechism, which Mr. Isenberg has translated into the Amharic.
~ t h - I learnt to-day from A'rkadis, the examiner of baggage,
that the highest visible mountains in the Bulga range are Magum,Fantalli, and Waaile.
97th.-Johanes (who was formerly a Mohnmmedan) told us
this morning that the king has caused the binding of the books
which we presented to him at our first audience to be cut off and
-
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used for another purpose : but we do not think that this is true;
The people of Shwi (like those of Tigre) do not much like the
Amharic, as they prefer the Ethiopic. We endeavour to make
them understand that, as the Amharic is the language of the
country, m d does not, like the Ethiopic, require a long study, it
is greatlypreferable to an unknown language. This m~rningthe
Alaka Wolda Zerot proposed to me to exchange the works of St.
Chrysostom for a copy of the New Testament in E thiopic. A t
Angollola I offered him a wpy of the Amharic New Testament,
but he .refused to accept it, as he only wished for a copy of the
Ethioplc.
28th.-A priest from Bulga told us that the governor, named
Berliiye, resides at Merfata. A large river, named Kasam, passing
near Bulga, joins the HawBsh.
29th.-This
is the festival of Tekla Haiman6t. whose memory
is celebrated three times in the year. First, in December, in
commelnoration of his birth; secondly, in August, in memory
of his death; and in May, of his ascension into heaven. T h e
people of Shwi say that there is a well called Tabal, by drinking
of which sick persons are restored to health. Tekla Haimandt
opened it, the archangel Michael, who was his mediator with
God, having shown him its place. O n this day the king distributes alms (salt) to the poor, and mules to those who cannot
walk, in honour of that great saint, who cured lameness and
other diseases. When they go to Debra-Libanos they bring
back earth from his gave, and at his festivals make a cross with it
on their foreheads. They also say that this earth does g- o d in
many cases of sickness.
September 1st.-I went very early this morning to the church
of St. Michael. The Alaka Wolda Mirydm on seeing me, made
me sit by his side. I presented to him a copy of the New Testament in Amharic, with which he was much pleased, but he
at the same time asked whether I had any in Ethiopic. I afterwards went to the church of Tekla Haimandt at Aferbeini, and as
the service was finished, cailed upon the Alaka Gebra SelBsB.
~ l h - I t rained very much to-day. In the evening I went to
the church of St. George to see the booka belonging to that
church.
7th.-I learnt from an Alaka, of Makhala, who came to-day to
beg for medicine, the names of the different parts of the Abyssinian
churches.* The first place at the entrance or vestibule is called
Kenye Ma'alti, where the singing-boys and other people stand.
T h e second place is called Kediste (the Holy Place), the place
of the priests : the third is called Keduta Kedatan (the Holy of
Ludolli, Hist. Zthiop. iii. 6, U).
VOL. X.
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Holies). T h e king's mother, Zenarna Wark,. resides a t Zelat
Dingdi, in the neighbourhod of Tegulet.
10th.-This
is the last day of the Abyssinian year. Our
servant, Gebra Giybrgis, talked this evening about Theodore,
whom the Abyssinians believe to be St. John, and whom they
expect to come nbout this time and govern Jerusalem.
Day according to the Abyssinians, A.M.
11th.-New-Year's
7332. I went to the church of St. George, having heard that a
priest was to deliver a discourse in Amharic. I went there
too soon ; but Mr. Isenberg, who heard the discourse, which wns
taken from the ZQn6 Fetratt and the Book of 'Amida MW+,,S
written in the Amharic language, was disgusted with the nonsense
uttered. T h e Debtera Gebra MaryBm, who called on us in the
evening, said that he was born in the isle of Haig, which is in a
large lake in the country occupied by the ChulQdZre Tribe of
GBllBr, in the north of Shwi. This island contains about 100
houses, at some distance from a monastery, into which no women
are admitted. I t is 8 days distant from Ankbbar. Strangers
who wish to enter into Shwi nre compelled to wait near that
lake for the king's permission. T h e governor of Chulide're.
named 'Ali Mariye, is subject to W s 'Ali at Gbndar, and he is at
present at wnr with Bdru of Arpbba. T h e priest fmm G-e
came this evening to receive n final answer, whether I would go
with him to his country or not. I refused, though I am much inclined to go now, and intend to do so in the month of December.
T h e Gill6 tribes south of Gurnge are:-1.
Wudasi; 9. MaY;
3. Abboco; 4. Abozicho; 5. Maso; 6. Lellon; 7. Imer; 8.
Full0 ; 9. BQnozo; 10. Falandozo ; 1 1. Mirrer. T h e governor
of the town sent us a sheep this evening.
13th.-The priest Zawolda, who delivered a discourse in Amharic in the morning of New Year's Day, came this afternoon to
see us. H e b one of the most learned Abyssinians I have ever
met with, but is very proud. H e told us that the Abpinians
have seven Systems of Chronology.
15th.-The priest Zawolda paid us another visit ; and in speaking of chronology, when we appealed to Genesis v. and other
texts of the Old Testament as a certain foundation, said that
the Jews had corrupted the Scriptures, (an opinion 1 nerer
heard fmm an Abyssinian before,j and that we therefore could
not rely upon the Hebrew text. We answered that we did not
suppose he would join the Mohammedans, who say that both
Jews and Christians have corrupted the Scriptures. W e also
endeavoured to prove to him that the Jews have not done so, or
i History of the Creation.-&
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they would have altered the prophecies relating to the Messiah.
Their care also in reckoning the number of the letters in their
Scriptures shows how anxious they have been to preserve the text
from any alteration.
16th.-The priest from Gurtige told us of a kind of lion, called
Dlb Atnbas6, in his country, which has never been seen, but is
believed to be exceedingly strong; so that a powerful man is a
Di'b Afnbas4. Another priest, born at Fincha, capital of the
province of Kwdra to the W. of DemEya, said that the people
who live near the sources of the Nile, called by the Abyssinians
Absril (Abiiwi), are Christians. I replied, Why then do they
sacrifice to the Nile? H e answered, I t is usual in Abyssinia to
sacrifice sheep, &c. in case of sickness or calamities ; and such is
the custom among the Christians at the sources of the Nile.
Mr. Bruce's statement, therefore, that they are heathens is probably incorrect ; however, I suqend my judgment for the present. This priest spoke also in high terms of Gusho, governor
of Dambt, who is now at peace with the king of Shwl: M.
D'Abbadie is at present with him. By his means n traveller
might gain great assistance in a journey to Kaffa and gnarya.
When this priest left Gdndar, RL 'Ali had turned Mohammedan ; but as his chiefs, priests, and monks protested against
it, he was obliged to turn Christian again. In the afternoon
Wolda Tesfa, formerly Alaka of St. Gabriel at 'Adwa, whence
he was expelled on account of his holding the doctrine of
Christ's threefold birth, came to beg for medicine : the great
object of all who come to us. The road to Edrya passes
through the country of SidBma, which signifies in the Gill&language a Christian."
17th.-Several priests inquired whether the A b 6 d was not
coming from Cairo. We answered, that he is not, as the sum of
money sent to the Coptic patriarch was not sufficient. There are
neveral circumstances which concur to prevent the nomination
of an Abhnd. The chiefs of Tigre and A m h h are at present in
the possession of lands belonging to that prelate, and on his arrival,
he will be obliged to deliver them up: besides which, the Abyssinian~are split into different schisms-the people of Gdndar maintain the three-fold birth of Christ; while those of Tigre deny it ;
so that the Ab6nB of Tigre is not acknowledged at GbnJar ; and
the Ab6n5. Cyril, who maintained only the two-fold birth, was
expelled from that city. Werkiye told us this evening of a large
city named Mddaro, on the bank of the river Mareb, in the
country of the Shankalas.
eOth.-We set out about seven o'clock this morning for Ankbbar, and arrived at Debra BerhL about two o'clock in the after94x9
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noon. On our amval there, we were lodged in a tattered tent,
though much rain was falling.
elst.-Bkru, the king's servant, came this morning to our tent
to inform us that the king did not hear of our arrival till ver.y late
yesterday evening. We sent a message to the king by BQru,
begging him to allow us to appear in his presence, and acquaint
him with the state of our affairs. We also, at the same time,
informed him of Mr. Isenberg's determination tu go home by
Egypt. BBru returned immediately with a sheep and some
bread, sent by the k i , who expressed his regret at Mr. Isenberg'sleaving him so soon. As it rained very much, we requested
to be lodged in a house, and one was given to us by the servants
of Zerta Wolda, who is appointed to take care of strangers.
2Srd.-We met the king this morning; he was willing to allow
Mr. Isenberg to depart. We then told him that I wished to remain here ; and, in course of time, to go to preach the Gospel to
the Gall&. H e answered, that they would kill me: when the
people of Shwli attempted to convert them by means of war and
incantations, they refused to adopt the Christian faith.
25th.-I set out from Debra Berhrin about seven o'clock this
morning, to go to Tegalet, the ancient capital of Shwi, and the
river Dgilacha, which flows at the foot of the mountain on which
Tegalet is built. I went in an eastern direction till 1 came to a
mountain, where a steep way leads into the valley through which
the river flows. When I had reached the river, 1 could not find
any way to ascend the opposite mountain, on which Tegalet is
built ; but I could see the place where the city stood, very well.
A t present there is only a village there, called Etake. I saw a
large wall, an ancient work which joins the village to the neighbouring mountain, and has a large opening in the middle of it.
e6th.-The king's troops were publicly exercised to-day, on
which an annual festival called Maskal* (in memory of the Exaltation of the Cross) is kept. About nine o'clock we were sent
for by the king : we found him seated at the entrance of his palace,
surrounded by a number of his great men. We were ordered to
take our places near them. A number of soldiers then appeared,
having a bundle of rods in their hands, at the end of which a
bundle of flowers was tiecl. A horseman rorle up and down
several times in front of them; at last he threw down his two
lances on the ground, and at the same moment they all threw
Be'ale M M ~on, the 14th of Marliarem, the fint month of the Ethio ic year, mrrupondiig nearly with September, nnd T6t (Thoth) of the ICopts.See %dolt, Corn.
Hut. Xth., p. 391. Holy-Crorr Day, in memory ofthe Exaltation of the relic of the
Crou by Heracliur, who recovered it from Chcawa, M kept by the W
e Cbureh,
on the 14th of September.
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away their rods. Thus was the ceremony finished. The king
then mounted upon a balcony, erected several days before, and
after a,short time we were invited to take our places on this balcony, together with the governors and other favourites of the king.
T h e king was seated in a small closet formed on the balcony, and
by his side sat Marech and Chichigh, his favourite governors.
T h e governors of the different provinces, with their troops, then
defiled before the king, in a large meadow, firing as they passed
by. Their number was about 6000. A b u t two o'clock, P.M.,
we returned to our lodgings.
97th.-As
the king sent to desire us to accompany him to
Angollola, I determined to return to Ankdbar. Mr. Isenberg
went with the king to Angollola, in order to take leave of him.
I reached Ankdbar about three o'clock in the afternoon.
28th.-Mr. Isenberg returned to Ankdbar this morning. H e
brouzht me news that a messeneer from 'A'dwa had informed the
kingYof the arrival of four ~ u g o ~ e a nthere
s who wished to come
on to ShwL One of them is a captain ; another is a physician ;
another a painter; and the fourth a monk. T h e same messenger
also brought news, that Utbi, the Dechezmach of Tigre, has put
Kruai, son of Sabmdis.- in irons.
30th.- he rainy season seems to have returned, as it has
rained very much for several days.
1st October.-Werki
inquired to-day, whether we knew anything about a traveller named Arada, who, after travelling much
in other countries, came into Abyssinia, so that his name became
proverbial. For example, when Ras Michael returned with his
troops to Gdndar from the country of the GGderGs, he said, " W e
have travelled like Arada." This evening we were surprised by the
wife of a man from Gurdge, who is living in our house. She began
singing all on a sudden, to which at first we paid no attention ;but
as she continually refleated the same song, we asked what it was.
Our servant Gebra Giydrgfs told us that her singing and smoking
were meant to expel the evil spirits which, she fears, will bring
sickness upon her. The words " Lamana zaiyazu gena," which
were continually repeated in her song, signify a "prayer before the
evil spirits seize me." After finishing her song, she smoked for
some moments, and then began to sing again; after which she moved
her head about in every direction. When asked what all this meant,
she made no answer, but continued this ridiculous mummery.
T h e bystanders brought to her a red fowl, which she kissed and
put upon her neck. I t did not, however, stay there. She then moved
her head again, and changed her cloth wrapper. We remonstrated
with her on the folly and sinfulness of these rites, but in vain. May
God visit you," said she, as we were leaving her, " as you have
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visited me
When we inquired of our servant about these rites,
he gave us the following account. The Gbllib, and all the people
of G+e
and ShwB, who are all fond of smoking, believe that
there are eighty-eight spirits, called Zaroch (the plural of Zar),
who wander about for the purpose of dieting men with &eases ;
hence they who feel that they are not quite well, have recourse to
thew superstitious usages. By smoking, ainging, moving their
whole body about, an3 particularly by offering a fowl to the Zar,
they hope to scare him away, end to save themselves from the
sickness of which they are afraid. The eighty-eight Z
d are
divided into two equal sets, each of which has its Alaka or head.
One of these is named Mama, and the other Warrer. Each Zar has
also his particular name. During the performauce of this ceremony, a peculiar idiom is used. Thus, for instance, they call
a fowl Chdri, which in Amharic is Dbro. The fowl is at last
killed d eaten by the bystanders, except its brains, which are
eaten by none except the person who takes the leading part in the
ceremony. A red fowl is always preferred. This heathenish rite
has been prohibited by the king ;an3 smoking has been forbidden
by the priests, as they perceive all who are fond of rmoking are
addicted to this idolatrous ceremony. Nothing can be more
corrupt than the nominal Christianity of this unhappy nation. It
is mixed up with Judaism, M o h a d i m , and idolatry, and
is a maas of rites and superstitions, which cannot mend the heart.
Mr. Isenberg has endeavoured to remove this in some degree, by
conversing with the people who come to us, and by composing
several school-booh, of which I can make use after his departure.
God of his mercy grant that our labour may not be fruitless !
[In aletter dated Ankdbar, 5th November, 1839, the Rev. J. L. h p f
says that he had begun to study the WlA language, and intended, in
the month of December, to visit Chrdge, passing through tbe country of
the W 4 s in his way. He wan to accompanfi priest named Laaka
Maryh, a native of GurlCge, who had strongly urged bim to visit his
country, and he intended to stay there three or four months. The Ghlli
language, wllich is spoken throughout a great part of Africa south of
the Line, will aoon be rendered more accessible to European students by
a copious Vocabulary, collected from an intelligent uative sent to Paris by
a French officeremployed in Egypt, and confided to the care of M.
Jomard, who has given some specimens of his language in the Bulletin
de la SociBtt! de Wographie, tome xii., Aobt, 1839.1-ED.
!'I

taken on a Journ from Constantinople to Md.p~l,
By M'WIIAM
Esq., in charge of
an Expedition to Kudistb.
[An Mr. -4insworth's route, as far Pdniyah (Iconium), is that usually
followed, those portions only of his Journal which add to our previous knowledge of that country have been here given.-ED.]
M ~ s s ~A
a I. N ~ W O Rand
T H R d m , now British vice-consul at
Mdsul, embarked in a k&ik (or wherry) on the 2nd of November,
1839, nnd at the end of 5 hours reached Hersek, on the southern
side of the Gulf of Iznikmid (Niwmda). The neck of alluvial
mud and sand on which this village stands at the mouth of the
Dervend-sfi (Barrier-Water)* extends upwnrds of two milee
into the sen. The neighbouring-lagoons render the place so unhealthy that none but the attendante at the post-house reside there.
It is not far from the site of Pronectus, from which there was
anciently a ferry to Libyssa, now probably Harakah, as the neighburing ruins show. Gekbuzeh (pronounced Ge'ibiz&li), anciently Dacibyza, and Madisem to the west of it, were supposed
by Major Rennell and Colonel Leake to occupy the site, of
Libyssa. They then travelled along the outskirts of G d k - ~ g h
(Heaven-mount), the western extremity of Olympus, conding of
mudstone, with a varying dip N. or S. at a moderately inclined
angle. The village at the pass, called Dervencl (Derbend, i. e.
Bnmer), is chiefly inhabited by Greeks. Early on the third
day they came in sight of the beautiful Lake of Imik (Nictea).
The hills by which they descended to its shores are lime and
sandstone resting on sahiet and qasrte rock. Iznik, of which the
double walls are in peat part still subsisting, has not now more
than 150 houses, one-fifth of which only are inhabited by Gr&.
These crumbling walls, and their intersecting towers, oblong, of
white marble, and semicircular, of red bricka, covered in most
places with luxuriant1y climbing shrabs, are extremely pictureque.
Two fine gateways and the remnina of a Christian church are particularly deserving of notice; but the latter does not appear older
than the time of the h e r Empire.
On the 5th of November, after travelling through a valley at
the eastern extremity of the lake, and passing n large artificial
dam or mound near Karadfin, about 5 miles from Imik, they
began to ascend hills of the same m k ar those last mentioned,
and after crossing a ridge, descended through a rocky glen and
narrow pass into the d l e y of the Lefkeh @
(Riveriof Leuce,?
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the ancient Gallus), which they c r o d by a bridge, and soon
reached that town, which has only 400 houses. T h e low land in
this valley, a-hich is peculiarly picturesque, consists of red and
brown tertiary limestone ; and the hilly tract to the east of Lefkeh
is a brown snndstone, with red and white marl dipping north,
succeeded by a tract of tracliytr ; aftrr which comes a range of
precipitous limestone rocks, through a dee rent in which the
river Sak6riyeh robably forces its way.
he town of Khusrev
PAshh, or ~ e z i r k h i i nat
, the summit of this beautiful pass, has
ahout I00 Greek and 50 or 60 Mobammedan families : ancl furnishes annually 4000 6kahs of silk. T h e valley of the Lefkeh
river soon becomes very narrow and less fertile; ancl the highroad, crossing the stream by a bridge, leads over stony hills of
trachyte to a level and slightly cultivated upland. Bilehjik, on
n limestone rock, is now visible 3 miles distant on the right. T h e
descent commences at the distance of 4 hours (about 7 miles),
and passes through beds of conglomerate sandstone and marl,
with some broken trachvte. T h e hills to the north. t h r o u ~ hwhich
the Sakiriyeh and itadtributaries pass, appear to be [hestone
which has suffered from volcanic action. T o the south a lower
range of trachyte is succeeded by limesene, and well-wooded
hills ; at the foot of which is i%gut,* a small town, named from
the many willows in its neighbowhood, and containing about 400
houses, pretty equally divided between Christians and Muselmans.
Nw.7th.-A journey over hill and dale, with much wood, for
3 hours, brought them to a more open tract of micacious schist.
lightly cultivated. In one place some fragments of columns and
architecture seemed to mark an ancient site. Beyond this, in
crossing an extensive plain, they had a distant view of Eskishehr, about 7 or 8 milea S. 54' E.
That town, now almost abandoned, consists of two portions,
one at the foot of the hills, the other between two rivulets in the
plain, where the market is held. There is a khhn, and a manufactory of pipe-heads from the magnesian and silicious substances
called by the Germans " meerschaum" (" sea-foam or spray," from
its white colour). T h e pits whence it is obtained are said to be
8 hours distant (24 miles), on the road to Semi I;li+ir. A specimen, procured by Mr. Ainsworth at this place, fresh from the
mines, prove it to be a hydrated silicate of magnesia. It appears to
be found in a bed of volcanic rock, similar to that of Garsourn,
which crowns the hills S. of Eski-shehr, and reste upon strata of
talk-schist and serpentine. This seems to be only a local variety.
It is a porous, friable stone, almost entirely composed of small-
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grained vitreous or transparent felspar, with here and there crystals of augite or pyroxene. In the most common varieties which
are of a light grey colour, when carefully examined with a glass,
each separate microscopic grain is observed to be in a state of decomposition on .its surface ; and, like other decomposing felspars,
is passing into a variety of percellanite kao-lin, or pe-tun-tse, as
it is indifferentlv called. In certain varieties of this rock the nro;
cess of decomp;;sition has proceeded further, and the result i; an
uniform pulverulent mass, inbibing water with great avidity. The
cerous lustre and more close texture of other varieties of the same
product, attest the existence of larger proportions of magnesia in
their comnosition.
and those varieties alone are sought for on
1
account of their utility. They exist, however, chiefly in combination with more impure and coarser varieties; and hence, at
the magazines at Eski-shehr, there is much cutting and reducing
before the choice pieces are polished previous to exportation.
I n the hills of Eski-shehr the meerschaum is associated with
breccia and compact brown silicious rocks, which latter is most
common in the neighbourhood of basaltic formations, such as are
frequent between Eskf-shehr and Seyyid el G b i . At this latter
place are cliffs formed of thin alternate beds of the same white
and grey rock, sometimes so friable as to be almost pulverulent,
at others more uniform, and at others containing breccia; and
lying upon these there are various kinds of silex.
Eski-shehr, by observations made with the boiling-point thermometer, corrected by Colonel Sykes's Tables, is at an elevation
approximatidy of 9308 feet above the sea.
9th.-Their mad from Eski-shehr lay over uplands, terminating here and there in moderately high terraces of rock, or
stretching out into wide unvaried plains. The hills are covered
with low shrubs; the low land, however, has but ascanty vegetation.
T h e sheep of this tract, which is Open and exposed, and has an
average height of 3000 feet, have clean and light fleeces; and
the goats have (as throughout Western Asia) an underdown,
although their upper fleece is not so silky as that of the true
Angora or Kunlistin breed.
T h e goats of the central upland of Strabo's PLry,& Epictetos
are further remarkable for their short horns, and their various
colours, being generally reddish-brown and black, but sometimes
black and whlte. or reddish-brown and white.
After p:issing round a wooded hill of trap-rock, they crossed a
fertile valley, watered by a stream 30 feet wide by 1 foot in depth,
a d then entered into the town of Seyyid el Ghizi, situated in a
narrow ravine at tlle foot of the cliffs which bound the valley to
the east. This town contains about 600 houses of Muselming,
and is much venerated by Mohammedans on account of the saint
0

who is buried in its aepukhrpldupel. A Tekiyeh (convent) and
other religiuw buildings, not quite so ruinous as usual, are picturesquely perched upon the cliffs above the town.
10th.-The ravine Seyyd el G h G enters the hills in a direction of S.
E., and pasees, as previously noticed, through silicious rock and lava, which on the upland are soon succeeded by
a distinct dark-coloured trap-rock, with only a few dwarf oaks
and junipers. At a distaqce of about 6 miles f r m the same
place limestone succeeds to the si~ki-cadcareous rocks, from
which spring trees of oak and arbor vitae (Thuya). A small,
fertile valley in the midst of this wooded district, contains a
village of about 100 houses, called B b r d e Chili Kt$,* where
remains of ancient builthe columns apparently of the
age of the Lower Empire, seem to hthe vicinity of some
ancient town.
A forest of tall pines then crowned the wooded eminences, and
led, after about % hours, to a large cultivated plain. A wooded
hill and more open country brought the travellers, amidst a pouring rain, to the wretched village of Khuerevt PLhti ; in which,
as in Nizib, a large and ancient Chrbtian c h d has been converted iqto a mosque.
11th.-Forests similar to those on the other side of Khusrev
Psi, growing on soil, the substratum of which, is a blue and
white granular limestone, alternating with clay-schist, axttinne to
the S. of that place. A few organic remains and impressions
are found in the softer becls of the sedimentary deposits, which
here begin gradually to rise into .hills from 900 to 1000 feet
above the neighbouring valleys. This is an outskirt of Emir
Tdgh which is tame in its outline, but from its abundant wood
and verdure, always pleasing and occnsionally very beautiful.
About 16 miles beyond Khusrev Pasha lavas and tuffa, with
beds of obsidian and coloured silex, are first seen. As the decomposition of these substances takea place at different rates, they
soon form terraces, beset with caverns, natural or artificial,which
have been used as chapels, hermitages, or habitations.
The first have ornamented portals, and were evidently sepulchres: near the ruins of an ancient village further on, there are
many large caves, which served as habitationn or oratories; and
near the commenccment of the district of Baydd,l a rocky hill by
n spring, is full of them.
That district is a high upland in Emir TQh, rather exposed, but having some good arable land. Beyond it, low hills of
schist and quartz, succeeded by limestone, form the southern d t
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Pitcher-freckle-ville; or, if C h i , PPortridp-villa.-ED.
K h w r e v , r u n c e d Khurref, ir the Khmrau Cl~mm~aj
of the P&-ED.
i
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Irindmire de Cvmtnntinople L 1. hecque, p. 81.-En.

clivity of.Emir TW,,which dmaads to Bd4vinin by a long and
very gentle slope. . ,
This small town contains 3000 inhabitants, exclusively Muselmhns. Its houses are only of one story; and there are five
mosques, some .k b h , .and a market-place. A solitary minaret
at some distance from the town marks, no cloubt, the site of a
ruined mosque.
The great pl&n in which BGlBv4din stands is. bounded by
Sultdn T&h pn the S., and by Emir Tgigh on the N., and has
several lakes. Its elevation,,as ascertained by the boiling-point
thermometer, is 9900 feet above the sea, and it lies between
ridges dividing the waters flowing. towards the Black &a fmm
those which flow towards the Mediterranean. I p that peculiarity,
it resembles the plains of K6ch-Hiplr, I'lgbh $a Kdniyah, and
Nigdeh, in each of which there are. gimilar lakes.
12th.-About 2J miles S. of BlilAvAdin the plain becomes
marshy, and is at times difficultly passable. There is a central water-course, nearly stagnant, which at some seasom flows
slowly in an easterly and north-easterly direction to the permanent lake, which occupies the lower part of the plain, and which
varies much in size at different seasons. The road is carried
across this marsh on a Faised causeway for more than 5 miles.
In the marsh there is an abundance of birds. such aa stnrlinna.
and buskrda, vultures, b1"L
overs, snipes, quails, d u c k ggtes, merlin-hank. and b-r*,
At about 9 miles from B hl6vAdin is the foot of Sultdn TBgh,
where the ground begins to rise ;and the villages of Sin& Dereh,
and S i 6 k Yaki, stand at the entrance of two ravines in the hills.
Sultan T k h , although not very lofty, is remarkable for its bold,
Alpine character, and massive, roaky outline. Its general e l m tion appears to be from 1000 to 1500 feet above the level of the
plain, and perhaps 4000 feet above the sea. Its culminating
point above AlpShehr was, even at this season, only tipped with
mow. From an examination of the pebbles brought down in the
bed of ita winter-torrents, it appears to con$rt chiefly of limesione, lying on argillaceous and micacious schists. This chain is
not so extensive as it appears on our maps. The lakes in this
tract, generally said to be salt, are, from all we could learn, fresh,
and abound in fish ; nor is there any substance in the neighbowing roil at all raembling the saliferou~~
sand and sandstone which
nearly surround the Lake of K6ch-H*.
1Sth.-From Ishikli, a large village, surrounded by gardens,
they proceeded to Ak-shchr, about 19 miles diatant. The corntry
at the foot of Sultan TQghis here well cultivated, and often very
pleasing. The cultivation extends for a mile or two in the plain;
but beyond that northwards, all is marsh or water.
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Ak-shebr is situated at the entrance of a large valley watered
by a - small river. Its houses rise above one & t h e k temaas,
or are prettily scattered amid groves and gardens. There arc
fifty Armenian families. From Ak-shehr, an extensive, grass^
plain stretching far away in an easterly direction, is bounded by
i few ranges of low hills.^
14th.-At 84 miles, nearly S. by E. from Ak-shehr, they p a d
Karyat, a village on a hill, and entered a plain bare of trees, but
yielding a little corn. This plain, occasionally varied by a village,
rivulet or some rubly limestone, extends to Arkad Khan of the
maps.
Beyond that place, the mad leads over low hills of limestone
(apparently of the cbalk formation) to the valley of I1lghh,'
remarkible for its two lakes and strenm running between them;
respecting the junction of wbich Mr. Ainsworth had not an
opportunity of satisfying himself. A t the entrance of this small
town there are some sacred buildings of the Mohammedans, and
a rivulet which flows northwards to a lake, and has two 1dl3ges
at its further extremity.
15th.-A tract nearly similar to that just described, leads
through Kh4num Khde (the lady's k h h ) to Udik, or J6q-h
Lbdik,t a village situated on a mound of ruins. Numerous fragments of Byzantine architecture, us well as its present name,
make it not improbable that this is the site of h d i c e a Cornbush,
placed by some ancient writers in Lycaonia, by others in Pisidia
or Phrygia, which serves, at a11 events, as Cellarius remarks, to
assist in determining the part of Lycaonia in which it is to be
sought.
16th.-The valley of LAdik, which is in a kind of recess, is
bounded on the south-east by a hilly district, composed of brown
and blue argillaceous schist, passing into common mica-schist,
with veins of quartz, lying under is limestone. A remarkable
rock on the top of the hills to the right is called Kiz Kay6-si
(mniden's rock) ; and 9 miles on the road are the ruins of what
was evidently an old Greek village ;beyond which, an u n p d u c tive valley opens upon the great plain of K6niyah. Not far from
Kdniyah, there is a Greek village and monastery of some antiquity
on Mount Siliyh.
19th.-Kdniyah, as one of the great cities of Asia Minor, has
been much visited by European travellers, who have each, from
the days of Niebuhr to those of Colonel Leake and Mr. W.J.
Hamilton, contributed their remarks upon ita past and present
that the first of these travellers made a
condition. It appears
--

* Or I'lghfn, Itin. de Canstant. ii la Mecque, p. 03.40.
t Y f i ~ k L nUdik, i. s., Wandering (Turliomh) or LLiilriyeh K m b n , i. c.
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sketch of the town, which will no doubt embrace its greatest
peculiarity, the distribution of its walls.
After visiting many of the great towns of Asia Minor, Angora,
K e r i y a h , K-mOni,
&c., K6niyah certainly appears the
most fallen and ruinous of all, and yet it stands among the first,
in its early renown for size, population, ilnd riches. Strabo paro vauvyrrafif~ov.
ticularly alludes to its being well built, ~ o A i ~ r ~€8
Pliny says, urbs celeberrima Iconium." In the Acts of the
Apostles (ch. xiv. v. 1.) we find it noticed as frequented by a g a t
multitude of Jews and Greeks. In the ecclesiastical notices.
according to Cellarius, it is also placed first upon the list as a
metropolis. Hierocles also, rr Iconium metropolis."
Independently of other circumstances, numerous monuments of
various kinds, principally in the Saracenic style of architecture,
fully attest that under the Mohammedans, this city has always
been one of great celebrity and sanctity, as well as a seat of
learning. There are at present the remains of upwards of twenty
medresehs or colleges, a number nearly equal to that of Baghdbd,
the city of the khalifs themselves.
There are still several handsome Mesjids or Jiimi's in Khniyah.
The Sherif Alt6n J h i ' is the largest; next comes that of Sultin
'AlAu-d-din, our Aladdii; and then the JW of Sulgn Selim,
whose building exploits would have delighted the heart of a
Procopius.
Many of the sepulchral chapels are also of great sanctity. In
the journal of the sixth campaign of SuleimBn (1534) we find the
Sul* halting at Kdniyah to visit the tomb of MevlhB Jelilu-ddin.. Several that now remain are objects of veneration, and
even of pilgrimage ;but generally spealung, they and the colleges
are crumbling into ruins.
'Ali Phshb, then in command there, had about 6000 regular
troops at his disposal, of which about 500 were in Nigdeh, and
100 in SBrandah. The militia of the Pbshilik had been disbanded
since the reverses at Nizib ; and the guns attached to that service
were sent to C~nstantino~le.A sort of quarantine, limited to
the fumigation of persons, had been established at the entrance of
the city.?

Nm.eend, 1840.-This day, says Mr. Ainsworth, we quitted
Khiyah, travelling over its wide and level plain in a direction
S. 50 E. On this plain, the beautiful bird called the A l e p p plover
(Lesson, Man. d'ornithologie) first makes its appearance. It
Riimi, author of the D i e i ~ v f a, much-admired ethical poem in Peniao, and head
of the Ywlerl: order of DervLber or P+.-ED.
t The remainder of tbi~pnper i a exhcted from Yr.A d ~ o l t h LReport-=.
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aoon almost entirely superseder the common plover, pewit, ur l a p
wing ; and is met with as far as Persia
The soil of the plain became soon very saline, and ammunic a d its peculiar chsracter to the vegetation. It afforded us
much amusement to obseme the sudden impulse with wbich the
camels rushed towards the now frequent tufts of Mesembryanthemnm and Bdicomia, reminding them of plaina with
which they were probably more familiar than with those of Asia
Minor. After travelling about five hours, we aune to a marsh,
where the mad was covered with small frogs, as if they had been
showered down from the sky, but in reality they had only issued
from the waters; and various bids of prey were enjoying an
abundant repast.
In another hour we arrived at Khdkhun, a village of herdsmen, situated in the midst of the marsh, and there we reposed
for the night.
93rd.-We
started at an early hour, in the midst of a
dense mist, which only allowed us to distinguish that we were
travelling through the same marshy ground. About 7 miIes
from Khdkhun we came to Ismfl, a large village just without the
marsh, and built upon a dry gravelly plain, not far from the extreme W. of the Katijah TTBgh.
At about 7 miles further from Imfl the weather cleared u and
we found by back bearing, the hill of SiliyA above kdniyah
88
W., the culminating point of Karajah TAgh N. 86 E., and Hasan
T Q h N. 66 E.
About 4 miles beyond this, the ground began to rise a little ;
and, passing a slightly elevated tract of coarse limestone, we
entered upon a grassy plain affording pasture to numerous flocks.
6 miles further on we passed over some higher ground formed of
coarse limestone, then descending a rocky terrace about 90 ft. in
height, entered upon a cultivated plain continuous with that of
Sultdn Khdh nnd Kdch-H$dr (Hnsan TQgh bearing N. 56 E.
about 15 miles), which as far as Kar4 Buiidr (Black Spring), at
the foot of Karijah Tdgh is only about 9 miles in width. I am not
aware whether Mr. W. J. Hamilton has corrected the geogr~phy
of this part of the country; but in most maps, as, for example,
that published by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, Hasan Thgh is placed nearly a degree in latitude to the
N. of Karfibuxitir. KarLjah Tiigh is continued northward to
Uasan Thgh by low hills which border the plain previously
noticed, and to the identity of which, with that of the lake of
Kbch-Hisfir, I can bear sufficient testimony, as I took the bearings of many known points, more particularly the remarkable
volcanic hills near I'n Ati and the Mur4d SSC Gdl.
The same chain of hills (incorrectly marked in the maps as the
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Bulghir T Q h ) is connected also to the E. with Hasan Tdgh
by low hills and volcanic cones dispersed over a rocky district.
The road from Eregli to the W l e k Bdghh, it is important to
remark, is not carried through Taurus (Bulghdr Tdgh) as on the
maps, in a direction S. of E., but for 4 hours at first to the magnetic N. 50 to 60 E., having all that time the plain of Bdr or
Tyana to the left, and between the traveller and the foot of
Hasan TQgh and its more southerly cones. I was the more
anxious to form a correct idea of the more wuthern extension of
Hasan Trgh, as upon that depends in a great measure whether
or not the road given in the Thedosian Tables, after passing by
Cougustos (TGsun Uyuk) and Petra or Perta (Uyuk Boyhd),
and crossing Strabo's route from Ephesus to Tomisa, at a point
where Mr. Hamilton fixes Nazianzus, and where we found Gelvedeng and other ruins, passed over the mountains to Tyana, or
continued along the plain from Uyuk Boydd towards Kara
Bu66r. I am now satisfied that Mr. Hamilton and ourselves
visited the spot where these three ancient roads met; for K a d
B u n k is quite out of the way from Petra to Tyana, whither the
Theodosian road is carried : and Mr. Hamilton has described the
route in the Antonine Itinerary as it is extended from Andabilis
to Nazianzus and Archela'is Colonia (Ak Sergi).
T h e fakts here detailed are also of importance towards ascertaining the reason why Cyrus and Alexandgr should pitch their
tents at Kilisti Hi+, in the neighhourhood of Bbr, which appears so far N. of Eregli, and has been shown so satisfactorily by
Mr. Hamilton to be the ancient Tyana. The knowledge of the
direction of the road from Eregli at once shows that, except from
the position of the Turkish posts, the traveller would have noneed
to go to Eregli in his road across Mount Taurus, the passage
through which is to the N. of that town, and is, moreover, inaccessible to an army for a large part d the year; and at other
times, hardly to be approached, on account of the extensive and
almost impassable morasses, occasioned by the drainage into that
basin which forms the ancient Tyanitis, the peculiar features of
which are now well known:
The town of Karzi Buiilr is inhabited chiefly by Turkomiins,
who feed their flocks in the plain in winter, 'but emigrate in
summer towards various points of the great plain of SultiZil Khin.
Its houses Bre almost aH .of one story, rather from fashion than
deficiency of means; for many are well furnished, according to
the taste of the country. Sults;n Selim built a handsome jhi'
here, but it is falling into ruins; attached to it, thcre is also alarge
well-built khdn covered with lead, the greatcr part of which has
long since been converted into bullets. There are several saltpetre works at this place.
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Extending southwards from KarAjah Tdgh, and closing the
Plain of Kart5 Buiizir, there are, first, a rocky cone with naked
stones like ruins, then a pair of twin conical summits of colcanic
cinders; and further on, a higher cone of similar character, with a
truncated summit-a feature which here belongs to all the hills
of volcanic cinders, whether black or white (augitic or felclspathic) ; and whether in the crater of volcanos, or on their sides:
this peculiarity has also been observed by Mr. Hamilton. Be~ o n dthese truncated cones a rocky range of low hills s w e e p
round to the W. as far as a group 3 miles to the S. ; and extendo
thence in low rocky hilh to a conical mound, on which there are
the ruins of two towers, overhanging the town of K a d Bunir ; to
the S. of which, there is a steril, stony district.
24th.-Abut 3 miles from Bunitr, in a direction to the S . 55
to 60 E., after nscending these hills of volcanic rock, there occurs
a remarkably distinct crater, with a heap of cinders in its centre,
forming a truncated cone. The lips of the crater, which is a b u t
60 feet in depth, are for the most part formed of solid black
basanitic lava; but white and yellowish-white tephrines, besides
other mineral substances, are found in it. T h e cone in the centre
appears to be entirely formed of black cinders (augitic), and is
about 100 feet in height. The bottom of the channel, left between the outer walls and the central cone, is for the most part
filled with water, and in places afforded n fine crop of grass for the
horses and cattle which were quietly feeding there. A little beyond this, we came into a long narrow plain, stretching S. 76 E.
along the foot of Kardjah Tiigh, passing other conical mounds
of black cinders till we came to the last slope of the hills over the
valley or plain of Tyanitis, Eregli bearing S. 68 E. at a distance
of 19 miles or upwards.
In the midst of the marshy plain over which we bad now to
travel, and where the central channel '<drags its slow current
lazily along," is the village of HhrkhAn, inhabited by herdsmen.
There are two roads to this place, one used in winter very circuitous, the other in summer, by which we were still enabled to
pass ; but great part of it was dready under water. Hence we
had alternately marsh and dry ground as far as Eregli, situated at
the foot of the western extremity of the hills which gradually rise
from thence till they are lost in the snow-clad sum~nitsof
BulgMr Tligh. I t is a poor place, containing 800 houses of
Mohammedans and 50 of Armenians, and has n small market.
Notwithstancling its position, it was not garrisoned. Being embosomed in trees, to the traveller coming from the Gplek B6ghdz,
Eregli has a pleasant and inviting appearance, nor are its inhabitants inhospitable.
25th.-We started in e direction of N. 50" E., and passed two
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' which border the plain to the E., and are cornpad of red sandstone in bluish cream-coloured beds, conglomerated limestone,
and gypsum. T o our right we had the lofty chain; for the
proper name of which I had already inquired of several person&
who all called it Bulghdr Tbgh. As I thought, however, the .
name might vary in different places, I again inquired, when
resting at its foot, and also in the villages on the Cilician side.
when the name was uniformly given, so that I feel convinced
every future traveller on this road will find it universally in use.
RamadPn-O'ghlb, &c., and the other names given in our maps,
are probably derived from Turkomin tribes inhabiting its lower
ranges at the eastern or Cilician foot of the chain.
However it may be with regard to the plain of Nigdeh at
present, it is certain that with regard to the GGlek B6ghbz* no
correct idea has yet been given to the world ; and the peculiarity
of its hydrographical features are not pointed out in any work that I
have seen. Its peculiar characteristicis, that the source of the Savus
or %ih6n is in the low hills on the western side of the chain, and
that the Pars, after following the course of these waters for some
distance, turm up the valley of a tributary stream, at the summit
of which, and at an elevation of 38 19feet, are the fortified p s t s of
Mohammed 'Ali PBshB ; immediately beyond which, the waters
again run to the E. and S. of E., rushing through a tremendous gap
in the mountains, and thence flow directly towards the Cydnu or
river of Tarsus. I shall describe this pass more in detail hereafter; but have now ventured to record, in the fewest words possible, its leading features, that they may be better understood ;
for travellers have hitherto uniforn~lyregarded the stream that
~XULWSthrough the above-mentioned gap as the great river of the
mountain-pass which Col. Chesney and the writer of this paper
crossed in a journey through the Bidinjib Otghlb dietrict, and
found it to be a tributary to the Seihi~n.
At a distance of 19 miles from Eregli we came to a small
village called Kayin, with a rivulet flowing N.W. Our route
.now turned to S. W E., as if bent upon carrying us into the
heart of the hills. We ascended a short distance among low
hills of red sandstone and s a d ; then up a hill of conglomerate
and limestone: beyond which was a cultivated field. At this
'
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int, the few drops of water fint collected began to flow to the
This was about 4 miles fmm &a+ and 3 from K o l h
Kushli; and immediately beyond its source the rivulet flows
through a little pass in baamitic rocks, and mntinues do% the
valley in a direction of N. 700 E till it opens upon the c u l t i d
$sin of KolG KushlB, where it is joined by other small streams,
which united, flow down along valley am1 pass on stretching to
the S. 80"E. The hills now begin to attain a somewhat greater
altitude. Those on the S. side of the valley are composed
chiefly of gypsum ; those to the N., which are more lofty and
rugged, are composed of trap-mck, more especially basanite,
spilite, wacke, m d t d a . Kolu Kushli is a cleanly aggregation
of Turkomhn houses, with a large kh4n and a post.station.
96th.-This day's journey carried us to the foot of the central
chain of the BulghAr Tigh. And it appears, from an esamination of the rocks and fossil organic remains, the details of which
would be out of plnce in these notes, that the western, like the
eastern declivities of Taurus and its outlying chins, are .composed
principally of tertinry deposits. T h e succession of these rocks on
the astern side hae been described in my "Researches, &c."
And it may be remarked that the main differenoe between the
two aspects of the same chain are, that on the western side the
variety of formationr is by no means so great as on the enstern,
while the frequent and extmsiva disruption of igneous rocks amid
the iormntions on the W.side has given rise to an infinite variety
of altered rockr too numerous to be here specified ; and has, at
the same time, rendered the existence of organic remains much
more rare, and the oge of the formations more difficult to determine. It is n e c e ~ y a l s to
o remark, for the use of future travellers,
that the road we followed upon this occasion, direct from the pass
to Adanah, presents neither the great variety of formntions, nor
the vast number of gigantic fossilr, which I met with on my former
journey from Tarsus to the led-mines in the valley S. of the
GQlek B6gh4z. Near the Roman arch, on the mad to Tarsus,
the tertiary limestones are associated with mica schists; and in the
great chain of BulghBr, cretaceous rocks, converted into a mfossiliferous, hard, and granular mck, are piled up in precipices of
Eearful height and grandeur upon the same mica schists ; but I
have not detected in any part of the chain seclimentary formations
which muld be said to be inferior to the chalk.
T h e waters of the valley of Ko16 Kushli sweep gradually
round from N. 85' E. to S. 400 E. Farther on, the edley widens
and contains one 9r two small villages at the foot of the Glls ; and
gardens with vineyards and groves of walnut-trees ornament the
rivulet's banks. About 34 miles the lateral valley of Kol~i
KushlR terminates in a more extensive valley, nearly parallel to

.

the central chain, and containing a large rivulet, which flows from
the S.W. This valley is bounded to the E. by a rocky range of
hills clothed with wood, composed of limestone, sandstone and
altered rocks reposing upon rocks of igneous origin. And between this chain and the loftier summits of BulghBr is the valley
of Aluguga, also with its tributary rivulet.
T h e general direction of Bulgh4r Tiigh, from a variety of
bearings, may be said to be: rom E.N.E. to W.S.W. T h e direction of 'Ali Tiigh, the great snowy range N. of this, I believe
to be different ; and probably, in consequence of a different
structure ; the determination of this point remains for future
travellers, when the prolongation of Taurus to the D6rd6n Tigh,
and by A k TAgh to the sources of the Tigris, will be completed.
The line most wanted in the geography of this part of the country,
after the determination of the sources of the SeihGn on our previous journey, would extend from Nigdeh to Mar'ash, by which
the composition and configuration of 'Ali TQgh would probably be determined, and the various tributaries to the Se'ihGn
and Jeih6n satisfactorily delineated. So well convinced have I
long been of the value of such a determination, and of a description of the interesting country around Fadshah, that, h d I on thin
occasion been travelling for geographic purposes solely, and not
making a winter-journey to M6sul, scarcely anything would have
prevented me from exploring those tracts. Col. Chesney's route
to Sis, and Lieut. Murphy's bearings at Anazarba ('Kin Zerbah),
will however do something. I heard that M. Fischer, of the
Prnssian corps in the service of the Sultiin, who superintended,
the construction of the Turkish outworks in the Gdlek B6ghdz,
had collected many materials for improving the geography of the
Taurus; and that the Barons Moltke and Wincke, who laboured
hard in the same cause, returned after the battle of Nizib by
B b t i n to Maldtiyah, a very desirable line.
After entering the valley of the main tributary to the SeihGn, at
a distance of 6 miles, the road leaves the valley of the river, for a
short time crossing over hills of altered rocks, with a ravine
through which it would be very difficult to convey heavy guns.
From these eminences the road passes almost directly along a
gentle slope, to a point where the first-mentioned stream com<ng
from the left is joined by another large rivulet flowing from the
right, and coming from the valley of Aluguga before noticed;
these two rivers united flow through a somewhat narrow pass,
and this point has been made the seat of the Turkish outworks to
protect the Gdlek B6ghL. The peninsula between the two
rivers commands the centre of the valley, and is occupied by a
battery, which at the time of our visit consisted of four guns and
'two mortars. T h e valley below the junction of the two streams
9 ~ 9
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is crossed by a p a l i d e which stretches up the hill, upon the
declivities of which, to the left, are two small batteries at different
heights, and on the right side similar entrenchments exist, one
at the foot of the hill, the other on the declivities. This spot
is called Chiftlik-kMn, and there is also a bridge besides the
Kervin-sel-6. It is now defended bv n few umnners and Amitits.
whose chief business appears to be t&stop the deserters who cdnl
tinually pass through the defile. As there was no resting-place
here, nor onwards for some distance, we turned up the valley of
Aluguga, by a bad road. About !2a miles up the valley, we
came to the Kishli (winter-quarters), which we were disappointed at finding yet untenanted, so we had to proceed about
the same distance further, when we found the villagers occupying
two separate spots. About 3 miles further up, a mine of argentiferous galena is worked upon a small scale. The valley, which
pursues a direction of from 60° S. to 70° W., to from 600 N. to
700 E., is generally narrow, but contains numerous vineyards and
many plantations of wnlnuts and cherries ;the latter, which are of
three different kinds, are much sought for both at K6niyah and
at Adanah. There were many picturesque points of view in this
wooded and rocky valley, above which the central chain of
Bulghar towers along its whole length almost perpenclicularly to
a height of upwnrds of 1000 feet above the spectator. In this
central chain we onlv observed limestone restine on talc and mica
schists, but in the o;tlying chain were a great "variety of altered
rocks, among which, besides a variety of spilites or amygdaloidal
formations, was a remarkably bright red rock, which also abounds
in other parts of the passes, sometimes with a large conchoidal
fracture and even texture like a clinkstone or phonolite, but more
generally rndely compact, with a splintery fracture like a jasper
or thermantide. Besides, there were talc and mica schists as at
the Yaili of Aluguga, diallage rocks, bluish steatitic schists, and
schorlitic steqtites.
97fi.-Having regained the junction of the streams at Chiftlikkhhn, our route lay down the valley S. 89' E. A little beyond
the khin we found a rivulet, the waters of which were warm, but
I had not a thermometer at hand to ascertain their temperature.
About 5 miles down the valley there is another palisade carried
across a nnrrow portion of the pass, and a battery is placed upon
the heights above. This part of the pass is well wooded : 14 mile
further on, the road is hewn out of hard rocks of saccarhoidd
limestone, and on turning the comer we passed the first Turkish
outwork, consisting merely of a wall camed in part across the
valley, with an adjacent guard-house. There are a few soldiers
at both the stations last mentioned.

*

Here pronounced K d i .

Immediately beyond the :Turkish outwork is a bridge lately
built by Mohammed 'Ali, and named from a spring close to it,
called Shakar Lunar, Sugar spring," clear or fresh water being
always designated as sweet" by the Orientals: hence the "sweet
waters " of Constantinople, a mucldy rivulet flowing intu the
" golden horn.".
T h e valley opens a little beyond this, and here are the first
guard-houses of the Egyptians; and Iomin. beyond them the
road permanently leaves the valley of the Seihhn, which flows on
in o south-easterly direction, while the road is carried over hills
of diallage rock, first S. SO0W., and then S. lo0 W., down to the
banks of a large rivulet flowing from the S.W. A t the point where
the road leaves the tributary of the Seihhn, Ibrdhim PjishL had established a quarantine of 10 days, which happily for us had lately
been done away with. I t is certainly remarkable that quarantine
regulations should have become so prevalent in the East, where
each Phsha establishes them in his temtory :' thus Hbfiz Pasha
had them between MalAtiyah and Sivds ; the PhshA of Khtaihiyeh
on entering his government ; Hbji 'Ali on entering his capital ;
and Ibrdhim P b h d suggested the more vexatious annoyances at
Gdlek B6ghdz and Beirlit ; while IskanderGn, the Orontes, and
Lagkiyah were left open.
Travelling up the new valley we had now entered, we reached
its crest after n journey of 9 hours and upwards, and there found
the village and market which the Pashi has established for the
benefit of the soldiers stationed at these important posts ; but we
were detained there a day waiting for horses. The post, according to the Turkish system, having been done away with in the
Pish4's temtory as well as the t4tbrs (couriers), a few horses
alone are kept along the great lines of communication for carrying
despatches solely, which is done by successive ShrujEs at each
stage ;while for the traveller's convenience the horses are sent for,
as occurred in the present case, from surrounding villages, some
of which were many hours distant. The price is also augmented
from 1 piastre per hour in the Sul!gn's territory to 9 piastres per
hour, besides the inconvenience of a constant delay.
T h e outworks established in these passes by Mohammed 'All
are much more important than is generally imagined, and instead
of being mere lines of fortification, from which to advance upon a
hostile country, their lasting anddurable character, and thecare,skill
and expense bestowed on their construction, show that they are
considered as o rmanent line of frontier by those who ordered
their erection. K e y are quite different from anything observab1e
-
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in the Sulgin's territory, even at Vhrnah or Silistria, and calculated
to oppose an enemy more skilled in war than the Turks, being in
p i n t of execution quite equal to what is commonly met with in
the North of France.
T h e plain, if it may be so called, which occupies the level
summit between the waters of the Seilpin and the river of Tarsus,
is about an English mile in width, and faces the magnetic point
of N. SO0 E., the approach to it being, as before said, up hill and
through a broken and woody country. Throughout its width it
is defended by eight different batteries of stone, each surrounded
by a foss, and approached by a drawbridge with double gates
instead of portcullis, leading into stone magazines of admirable
construction, and in every point bomb-proof: some of these are
connected, and the intervening foss is then casemated. T o each
battery a signal-staff is attached. The system adopted in their
construction is that which I have always heard military men mention as now most approved of; that is-to say, the ramcart does not
rise much above the mil, the greater part being sunk, and the
ditches herc have been clug in solid rock, which would render the
cutting approaches a difficult and tedious undertaking. All the
batteries command the same front, and are so placed as to intersect
one aaoher and not leave a sheltered spot, so that each battery
must be silenced or taken in detail before the pass could be said
to be gained. On the heights al~oveto the E. there are also
additional and extensive lines, beyond which, up to the snn~mitof
the mountain, there are towers of observation, and st the western
extremity there is also a stone fort with barracks.
A ravine or low uncovered way in the centre of the plain lea&
to the place where the soldiers are in security, and where the
Pgshh has built himself n commodious house. Blacksmiths,
carpenters and builders are also kept licre upon a large scale,
both for repairs and also to carry on the works, which are not yet
completed. There are upwards of 100 guns distributed in the
batteries. The amount of gunners and soldiers stationed here at
present, and chicfly living in log-huts, is not however nearly
sufficient for the defence of tliese extensive lines.
By observation with the boiling-point thermometer, the elevation of this culminating level was found to be about 38 12 feet :
we h d sharp frosts both the nights that we spent here, and congratulated ourselves that no snow had yet fallen.
29th.-Our r o d now descended rapidly, with the tributaries of
the river of Tarsus, into a pass in the direction of S. 40° W. A
short way downwards we found a small battery ; but it appears to
be abandoned and does not come within the scope of the existing
fortifications. Immediately beyond this is the most formidable
part of the G6lek B6ghAzJ where an ancient but illegible in-

scription has fallen, with the rock upon which it war cut, with itr
face downwards into the stream, and traces of ancient chisel-work
attest the labour and trouble spent by former conquerors in opening a way through a narrow gorge, amidst lofty limestone preci~ices.which one would think a handful of men could convert inb
L o t her Thermopylae.
Below this pass vegetation becomes very luxuriant, and many
changes in its character afford abundant evidence of a change in
climate on the Cilician side of Taurus. The forests con*
almost exclusively of pines of fine growth, but not so large as in
the Ilik TBgh. Plane-trees grow by the water's edge, while the
bottom of the valley is filled with a dense covering of evergreen
oak, bay, laurel, quince, wild fig, wild vine and cedar. At the
present moment the pink cyclamen and blue crocuses a m in
flower, but the myrtle and arbor J u d e (Cercis siliquastrum) do
not appear till a little lower down, where the wild olive and jujube*
(Rhamnus jujlrba) become common, and the bank9 of rivulets
are clothed with the bright red oleander.
On the righthand or S. side of this pass are two bold rocky
summits of limestone, towering, bare and precipitous, over the
surrounding forest : the most western of these bears the ruins of a
castle, with crumbling walls and round towers, said to be G e n m :
im~ntdiatelybelow this, and prettily embosomed among trees on the
mountain side, is the village of Gtjlek, while in the valley beyond
and further southward, is tho village attached to Mohammed
'Ali's mines.
At n distance of 5 miles from the rocky gap we came to a khdn
where I had slept on a former occasion, and here the road divides
itself into two branches ; the one follows the course of the valley
and its streams, and leads to Tarsus ; the other turns over the hillside in a direction of S. U0E., and leads directly to Adanah.
We followed the latter route, as I had been to Tarsus on a
previous occasion ; but I would recommend future travellers to go
by Tarsus, as they will then get g o d quarters for the night, while
on the Adanah road they have to go out of the way to find a village,
and there is not above 9 hours' difference in the length of the
rods.
Passing by a ruinous khln, near which is a large deposit of
travertine fmm a rivulet which appears to be remarkably loaded
with lime, we turned round the hill's side along a wood and by
tombs, due E. to S. 80' E., till we entered a glen of limestone,
4 miles from the khdn ;and 94 miles down the glen, which opens
in a south-easterly direction, is a khdn with one or two adjacent
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b o w s delightfully situated amidst abundant waters, surrounded
by trees and sheltered by an overhanging cliff.
The road lay hence over the hill's side, leaving the glen and
soon entering upon a hilly country of tertiary rocks ; 14 mile from
the lost-mentioned khin there is a ruined castle or square beecon
resembling in structure many of the more simple old Irish castles.
There is another of a similar character upon a wooded and c o n i d
hill, 1 mile to the right. At t b distance it appears like 8
round tower, but as we arrived early at our village, I had an opprtunity of visiting it. Passing hence over some zoophytic limestone, and crossing a rivulet hid among oleanders, we came to
a low country of rhomboidal sandstone, and turning off to the S.
for about I & mile, came to the same village where Colonel
Chesney and a small party rested on a former occasion, and from
whence the Colonel and myself, having gone out the ensuing
morning to shoot partridges, lost the remainder of the party, and
were obliged to find our way through the country of B4dinjh
O'ghlt to Sh, a journey which occupied us three days. Thb
.BBJinjPn O'ghlfi is a Turkomln of great consideration, from the
extent of his possessions and the number of hie followers, in the
fertile country of Cilicia H e is now, and has been for many
years, the ad governor of Adanah, which is, however, alwajs
the residence of one or more of Mohammed 'Ali's generals.
The village at which we had now arrived, ancl the name of
which, by some unfortunate quarrelling with the inhabitants, I
failed to obtain, commands a very extensive and truly magnificent
prospect. The greater part of Cilicia Campestris, with the towm
af Tarsus and Adanah, are stretchd at the foot of the hills, and
@e horizon is only bounded in the same direction by the shores
of the Mediterranean; while DdrdCn TBgh, Amanus, and in
front Jebel El-Ntr, form the background to the E. It may be
north while to record one or two distant bearinga from this pint.
Jebel A l p ' (Mount Casius), F. 91' E. ; Ris-el-Khanzir (Boar's
Head), S. 97" E. ; Beilin-defile, S. 47' E. ; N. rock of Jebel
El-NCr (see Beaufort's Karamania), S. 68O E. ; N. end of
Ahanus (Darius' pass), S. 8e0 E.
30th.-We soon regained the great road to Adanah, which led
dong a valley from S. 15' to S. 90° E., and about 9 miles from
tbd village m e to another square ruinous castle, which, like the
ether two, evidently belonged to some European psessors of the
rich and fertile plain of Adanah and Tarsus. We finally entered
upon this plain at a short distance beyond the ruin; and as we are
now leaving the GQlek BdghBz, I may be allowed to remark, independently of its interesting geographical features previously
& r i d , that it would also be impossible for any traveller to ride
tlkfhgh the whole length of this pas8 without being much struck
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with its varied beauties; I can now compare it with four other
long and tedious passes through Taurus, one of which is associated in my mind with only painful recollections, and although
not so difficult, ant1 perhaps surpassed in one single point by the
D ~ r d C nTBgh-where the road carried over the hill suddenly
comes upon the Pyramus, rolling along a cleep and dark chasm
many hundred feet below, sharp precipices on all sides, and the
shining peak of Diird6n towering up to the skies above, with no
visible road left for the astonished traveller ;-rivalled also perhaps
in the pass of Ak Ttlgh by the beautiful valley of Erkenek ;still the Golek B6ghk contains by far the most riumerous and
varied points of bold and massive mountain scenery of any of the
other passes. T h e superior height of the mountains, and the
eigantic scale of the scenery of the Alps, does not allow of their
being fairly compared with the chain of Taurus, in every respect
inferior to them; but the able illustrator of the former (Mr.
Brockedon) would also find much that would be highly worthy of
his pencil in the G6lek B6ghiz. T h e differences of elevation
between the two will no doubt be hereafter ascertained, but it
will be more di5cult to decide upon their peculiar claims to
distinction. There are in the Gdlek pass open spaces like the
Vallais, but in the Vallais, on each side, are long continuous
mountain ranges, which ultimately (especially to a pedestrian)
become monotonous, while in the Gdlek, mountain succeeds to
mountain to the right and left, and vast semicircular precipices
support broken glaciers piled one upon another in such profuse
confusion and inimitable gandeur, that it is impossible to tear
oneself from a scene which, wherever one turns, presents a new
wonder. I n its more rocky, craggy scenery, the GGlek is, as far as
I have seen, quite unrivalled : such a succession of fallen masses,
rocky projections and steep cliffs, will not admit of description ;
nor would they be represented by the Trosacles ten times magnified. I need not mention the vegetation or the habitations of
men, as adding to the peculiarities of these scenes; but one thing
is deserving of notice-the lammer-geyer or condor of the Alps is
rarely seen by the traveller, except at heights at which its size
and strength can only be conjectured ; but the great bare-necked
vulture, which represents in Taurus the condor of the Andes,
and the lammer-geyer of the Alps, and is a larger bird than the
latter, may be sometimes seen in dozens together, waiting till
some surly shepherds' dogs have had their fill of a newly-killed
animal, and they are never wanting amidst their favourite crags.
The features of the plain of Adanah are very uniform: here
and there is an occasional tree, most 'generally the locust-tree
(Carcrtonia siliqua), a peculiarity in which it differs from almost
every other plain in Asia Minor or Syria. The thorny acacia,
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the caper (Capparis spinarct), and two species of robinia, are its
only shrubs ; ~ t flowering
s
plants and grasaem are numerous. Its
more remarkable tenants are gazelles, foxes, hares, jcrboas,
ground squirrels, and large and small bustards. It is celebrated
for ita cultivation of cotton, and now produces much sugar-cane.
There are also many date-trees, a further -proof of the warmth of
ib climate.
The learned President of the Royal Geographical Societyl in
his Annivemary Address for 1858, has very truly remarked of the
Cilician, Amanian, and Syrian p-s,
that they included " a line
of march which, from its being so frequently mentioned by historians as that which was preferred to all others in the communicntion between the eastern and western parts of the continent,
must have possessed advantages in e military and commercial
point of view which have not yet been sufficiently developed, but
resulting as well from the nature of the wuntriea to be traversed
as from the facility of commanding supplies fur the support of
armies." Without proposing to myself to unfold even the majority of these peculiarities, 1 may perhaps be allowed to p i n t out
what appeared to me as leading features in the case. The first
of these is that, from the sea-shore to the northern termination of
'Ali T k h , except some foot-paths and m occasional bridle-road,
there are very few feasible passes throngh Taurus. The first of
t h e e ~ t h emaritime pass-to the W. of Mlah, afterwards Pompekqmlis, has been put into a state of defence by Ibrihim PAshh,
but I understand that it k difficult of access. There are other
foot and summer roadr between this and Eregll, from which
latter place is a summer bridle-road across Bulghdr Tdgh. This
in the same as that noticed in the Itinerary tu Mecca as the pass
of ''Karghah Kecamez" (impaasable by crows). Another bridleroad to Tarsus takes its denarture
from where I before noticed
1
is a k h ; this was apparently much in use by the ancients.
On one part of its course are a number of sepulchral grottoes,
on another an inscription, and nearer to Tarsus the remains of an
olden. road, a sarcophagus and arch, the probable history of which
is contained in Rennell's rr Western Asia;" but this mad continues for a long while in the hills, and is in many parts difficult.
I speak here from personal examination. It is not improbable
that it was by this road that Cyrus sent the Cilician queen, under
guard of Menon, as the most direct to Tarsus. It appears also
to have been the road followed by a part of Alexander's army,
and is the same as the cr It-gelmez" (inaccessible to dogs) of the
Mecca Itinerary. Of the passes through Taurus N. of Gdlek
Bdghiiz, I know little ; but in our journey through the BLdinjdn
O'ghlu district, Colonel Chesney and myself head of none till we
came to Sir. Indeed, the reasons for the preference given by
-~
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the W e k s , Persians, Romans, Turks and Crnsaders, to the
same pass may be inferred from the words of Stmbo (lib. xii.
p. 370), when he says, #ITanro ad Cilicias portas: juxta quas
facillimi ejus sunt omnibusque c o m m u n h i i in Ciliciam et
Syriam transitus."
After the necessities of the case, come '$the facilities for affording supplies ;" now these apparently always were, and still are, of
the first order in '' Cilicia Campestris." Adanah has every winter
a garrison equalling that of Aleppo, and is considered the third
town in Syria. Tarsus, its port, is the place of residence of a
French consul and English vice-consul. T h e last agent, Mr.
Jones, loaded as many as twelve vessels annually from this p r t .
T h e advantages were still greater when the populous Anazarba,
afterwards Cearea, communicated wealth and productiveness to
the centre of a now neglected district, and Mopsuestia was in its
glory. When Mallus had fallen, a Christian monastery still rose
upon its ruins. S s , in the same plain, covered with castles
(Thm, Seliyah, Merhneh), is still the seat of an Armenian patriarch. From l a u s by lair. to the Syrian gates is a garden of
oranges and myrtles. Cicero, in his Epistles (and I regret not to
have the pasaage at command), particularly notices the resources
of Cilida ; and Albertus Aquensis, according to Cellarius (lib. iii.
u p . vi. p. %5), talks of 3000 ships sailing from the port of
Tarsus at once. Of all the sites between the pass of Taurus and
that of Syria, Iskenderbn, ur Alexandretta, is the only one which
may be said to have attained greater importance in modern times
than it possessed at a more remote epocL.
Dee. 1st.-To return to our journey: we found at Adanah
Ahmed PdshA and Khurshid PhshA, who received us very kindly;
the first sp& French, and was well known to us previously. I n
this hot plain, the soldiers were in their summer dresses, the thermometer marking at midday 224 cent. (79& Fahr.), and in the sun,
without blackening the bulb, 47" cent. (1 163 Fahr.) The castle,
which was being destroyed when last here, remains in pretty nearly
the same condition. An omission of that journey was now filled
u p t h e river of tkeseihrin, at the bridge, is 333 feet in width.
A h a h , it may be remarked, although not so distinguished in
the anllals of history as Tarsus, was still in ancient times a town of
much importance. I t is noticed by Ptolemy and Pliny. Stephanus
Byzank says, gc A b Adano, Caeli et T e r r s filio, conditam esse."
According to Dio Cassius, its inhabitants used to wage war with
the people of Tarsus. The progress of the Crusaders, it will
also be remembered, was marked by a sad quarrel at this place.
T h e Bishop of Adonah had, according to the Ecclesiastical Notices
quoted by Cellarius, a seat in the Councils of Nicsa and Chalcedon.
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3rd.-Travelled over the plain to Misis. A t this moment
there were flocks of many thourands of small bustards on the
plain. lblisis is sadly' fallen since my last visit, and contains
scarcely thirty families. The Pyramlis is perfectly navigable,
and as well adapted to small steamers as far as this place and
'Aimarbah as the SeG6n is to Adanah ; and 1 have often thought
what a happy scene this most favoured vale of Cilicia would be
in the hands of an industrious people, like the people of the
United States. T h e numm,us notices of Mopsuestia as well as
its admirable position and extensive ruins, attest its former importance, which render its present condition so much to be regrctted. In a former memoir, I compared the distances given
by Xenophon and the Itineraries to Mecca and Jerusalem, with
those obtained by the Surveys of the officers of the EuphratesExpedition, and I have collected the various orthographies of this
interesting site, but do not give them for fear of being tedious.
For its imprtonce, as further illustrating the peculiarities of this
country, I may be allowed to quote Procopiua : "Earn adluit
amnis Pyramus, singulare urbi ornamenturn ferens ;" and an inscription given by Cellarius after Gruter, p. 955, which, bearing
the title of Antoninus Pius, says, Evergetse ac tiervatoris Hailrianae Mopsuestioe Ciliciae, sacrae, liberse et Asyli, sub legiblus
viventia. et fderatae ac sociie Romanorum."
4th.-We had a continued and heavy rain on our journey today. I was aware of the few comforts to be obtained at the miserable village of Khrd KblAk (wolf's ear), but scarcely anticipated
the misfortune of being detained n day there, which, however,
was rendered actually necessary by the bad weather. Thursday,
the 6th, we passed the Amanian gates (Demir Kapu) and the
ruins of Castabalum, and kept along the sea-coast, from which
the ruins of Issus were scarcely visible, and hence, no doubt, the
reason of their remaining unnoticed till the time of the EuphratesExpedition. This line of road enabled me, however, to observe
that the Pinarus, after losing itself in an extensive marsh, emptien
itself into the sea by a variety of small streamlets, which has
occasioned much discordancy among travellers. S i c e the insurrection at tbe time of the campaign of 1839, Ibrihim P h h d has
done his best to open a market in the long-deserted but beautiful
hair of Bay&, certainly a highly meritorious as well as politic
mensure. T h e I'4shA is actively engaged in 9nsporting wood
from Amanus to Egypt. T o accomplish this, he gives a pair of
oxen to any family, more particularly preferring Christians from
their steadiness, and out of the small allowance made to them for
work, they have at the end of a year, if possible, to pay for the
#'

oxen.

8th.-The

luggage being detained for want of horses, we went

on a-head to the house of Mr. Hayes, H.B.M., Vice-Consul at
Iskenderh. We found this little place much improved. Mr.
Hayes had built himself a commodious English-looking house ;
the Austrian agent occupied the old consular establishment, and
Ibrihim P k h i had also built granaries for rice and corn, &c.
coming from Egypt. There is no doubt but that if this place is
continued in the line of the Austrian steam-packets that it will
very rapidly rise in importance. As it is, forty vessels, on an
average, come every year to this port from Great Britain, nnd
from fifteen to twenty from other countries. T h e day after our
arrival, it blew one of those tremendous gales from the mountains
which are so much spoken of as being frequent here ; and in the
evenine
" we were onlv able to make our wav to BeilBn. where Mr.
Hayes has a small summer residence, and & which we were made
kindly welcome.
I t is noticed by Strabo and other writers that Philotas led
Alexander's horse by the Campus Aleius. Now by proceeding
from Mallos to that plain, they would have crossed the Pyramus
below Mopsuestia, but have been equally necessitated to pass the
Ananian gates, between which and the sea is a basaltic knoll, rude
although not precipitous, on the shore. I examined this particularly with the view to the possibility of the army, or any part of
it, having been able to come along the shore. Hence it is quite
correct to say, Post Mallum, ZEp sunt, o pidum cum statione,
deinde Amanides port=, cum statione."
hen Quintus Curtiue
(lib. iii. chap. 4) says, a tres asperos aditus et perangustos esse,
quorum uno in Ciliciam intrandum sit," he means evidently the
GGlek Bdghk. Cellarius, I find, after reviewing the various
testimonies, is led away by Polybius, who again faunds his descriptions on the report of Callisthenes, to consider the Amanian
gates of Strnbo, Ptolemy, Arrian, and Quintus Curtins, as the
pars uver Amanus, by which Darius 'got to the rear of Alexander's anny. Now Cellarius himself admits that Arrian in his
account say;, l1rs7&sit juzta pope,"or, give the whole passage,
Darius superato monte, qui prope Pylas Amanicas eat, Isson
versus movit, Alexandrum imprudens a tergo relinquens." Now
Polybius'r language, aa opposed to this correct and beautiful description, is only guess-work. "Jam Alexander, inquit, fauces et
quas Cilicia Pylas vocant, superaverat : Darius vero per Amanidas Pylas ducto agmine in Ciliciam cum copiis pewenit." In
the original it is, Aap~ibv8 i ~ U ~ ~ ~Y f 81;
Oi
V7 i i v 'A~aviswvXEyo&vwv l l v ~ & vWOPE[P, etc., which conveys exactly the same impression.
Upon this occasion, without actually visiting the district, I
looked carefully at the mountains, to see what opposition they
would present beyond Issus to the passage of Darius' troops, and

d

they appeared to present several points, where few difficulties
would be preented to an army without annon. Cicero evidemtly
led his troops into the heart of Amanus; for in his Epiot. xx.
lib. v. ad Attic., he says he inhabited for several days the castle
which Alexander had near Issus to defend himself against .Dariw.
" Ibi dies quinque morati, direpto et vastata Amauo, inde discessimw" In two e~istlesto M. Caelius he narrates the same
thing. This castle, Cuilt by Alexander, has nevertheless been
confounded with Ilsus, which as 'loooi' existed as a great and opulent city in the time of Cyrus. See Anabasis, p . 147-149.
Whether Isaus and Nicopolis were two d I# erent towns, an
Strabo and Ptolemy assert, or the same as is stated by Stephanos,
I have no new information ; but the discovery of only one ruined
sin of I u u s would appear to confirm the latter
opinion.
On the$1robably a great many contradictor opinions may
be found among historians regarding the Cihc+tn, Ammian,
and Syrian gates, and it can only be hoped that a correct geography of the country will always be referred to by futum oommentator&
9th.-A melancholy scene presented itself to us on our arrival
at Antioch, in the actual decimation of the troops then quartered
there: 700 men were in the hospitals, one of which is Ibrihim
Pbshii's late Palace (which he is said to have sold to Mohammed
'Ali), and the average mortality was from fifteen to twenty
per day. Upon inquiry of the medical officers, they attributed it
to the common fever of the country ; but upon visiting the hospitals I found the symptoms and course of the disease to present
quite a different face. The nttacks.were sudden, accompanied by
giddiness nn+ great prostration of strength : this was soon followed
by n comatose state; the tongue was paralysxl, and the pnpil
fixed ; and if powerful remedies were not early administered, the
attacks proved fatal in from four to eight or twelve hours. The
attention of the medical officers being roused to the true nature
of the malady, inquiries were immediately instituted, most
minutely, into the food and drink of these poor men ; nor was it
long before the wrn was ascertained to be largely adulterated
with the seed of the loliurn temulentum,* well known in the East,
and even noticed in Scripture, for its very fatal effects. Ibrahim
P b h b sent orders to have the d i c t e d regiment removed to
Alepp, nnd for a time to be allowed perfect rest, in order to recover ita strength.
T h e barracks built by this Pbhb, from the old walls of Antioch,
are still in an incomplete state. The quantityof cultivatiqnarouml
the town has much increased; but the prosperity with~nha, if
nnything, diminished. The old governor still held his situation,
ZirLn in Arabic ; Zirpni. of the GrssLr-ED.

'

but complained bitterly of the poverty of the country. Although
exceedingly anxious to serve us, we were so u d detained for
want of horses.
1Zth.-Rode in the afternoon to Jisr Hadid (Iron Bridge).
There is a strip of land on the banks of the Olontes, which is
devoted to the cultit.ation of the culinary vegetables peculiar to
Turkey, bcidinjh (egg-plant), Mnaiyah (Hibiscus esculentus),
and capahm. Ibrahim Pbhd has p u r c h d this for sixty
purses, or SOOC., and farmed it out. It probably yields more
than 2002. a-year to its proprietor.
1Slh.-From Jisr Hadid to Herem,* in a direction by a single
bearing, S. 6 5 O E., but deviously by the road, is the southerly
prolongation of the plain of 'Umk. Herem is a remarkable place,
and evidently the site of a former town. It is situated at the foot
of the limestone rocks of Am&li T k h , noticed by Mr. Thornson,
from which an abundant snrim issues. a d is remarkable for its
large mound of ruins, wcichnrises fAm a still more extensive
platform beneath. The situation of Gindarus, the Acropolis
Cyrrhestim" of Strabo (lib. xvi. p. 5 1f ) , also called K C Arx Cyrrhesticse," and renowned as a resort of robbers, is well known as
being now the tepeh at present called Jindarb, or Chindarfs.?
By most writers it is placed in Cyrrhestica ; but by Ptolemy in
Seleucis. Be this as it may, between it and Antioch was Gephyra
(Bridge), according to the Pentmgerian tables ee mile* M.P.
from AntiocL, and at a similar distance fmm the KC Gendarum"
of the tables. There are no ruins u p n the plain of 'Umk at
those distances; and no doubt the old road, like the modem
one. whetller bound fram Antioch to Ale-. ' or from Antioch
to Qindarus, was forced to take the same line as in the present
day, which will alone give the quantities required by the tableb,
and which at the same time demonstrates, almost beyond a doubt,
.the identity of Herem and Gephym.
The Am&li TBgh, with itr culminating point, called from a
tomb upon its summit, Sheikh el BarakBt, but better known. to
the Ale~ninesas Mount St. Sirneon. is remarkable for the meat
"
numbe;if villages, monasteries, and other s a d ruins, profusely
scattered on its most barren rocks, or in its stony and almost inaccessible valleys. These edifices, belonging to the early ages
of Christianity, are remarkable also for the architectural skill with
which they are constructed, and which, in massive simplicity and
correctness of style, far exceed any modem buildings in the-same
country. Colonel Chesney har in his possession drawings illustrative of their peculiar features, rendered still more interesting by
' I
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More e a c c t l y HMm, pronounced H61em.-ED.
+
The h b a havd no cA; but the ~urka,Kurd*, and Pemans have that a m d ;
therefore this name would be pronounced CMudnrL by the 1Ptter, but J i d d a by the
hbr.-IC~.
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the well-known Saint Sirneon Stylites, who, a m r d k v to tradition,
performed his extraordinary penance amidst these rocks.
Scarcely 9 miles from Herem, the first mines belonging to the
period now mentioned are met with. They are upon the banks
of a rivulet, over which war, carried a goodly bridge. I t was a
large village, apparently with two chumher : 9 miles from thence
are the ruins of a church, and adjacent to it a lid of a sarcophagus,
in the Byzantine style. We had remarked at Tium the body of
the sarcophagus, formed of laminar rock, in situ. Here a tomb
was also excavated in the solid rock, the lid alone being moveable.
This is, however, very different from the real Byzantine tombs at
'Ainzarbeh, or the splendidly ornamented sarcophagus at Pompeiopolis.
A little beyond these ruins we began to ascend the hills. The
tall houses of a former population stood prominent on the top of
the hill to the right, while in our immediate vicinity were ruins
apparently of a different age. These now presented only a circular mound, with successive terraces of small stones, irregularly
piled, so as to form a fortification similar to those described as
made by the ancient Britons. We found another of these mounds
commanding a narrow pass, previous to o w arrival on the plain
of DsnA. They appear to be of great antiquity, and were undoubtedly meant for the defence of the road to Chalcidene and
Chalybone, and which appears to have been carried along i t
present line long before the monks hemmed in the hewn pathway, as they appear in some places to have done, with so many
begging-boxes.
Curving round this antique mound, and after a short ascent, an
intererting scene presents 'itself,-a deep hollow in the rocks, at
the bottom of which are the tall ruins of an abbey, while high up,
on the opposite acclivities¶ is a large and inhabited cavern.
Hewn reservoirs for water, of large dimensions, and having staircases to the bottom, occur occasionally by the road-side. They
certainly indicate a most patient and laborious industry on the
part of the tenants of these stony wildernesses. Passing by a
ruined house of the same period, the road enters a more level
valley, having a general direction of S. 55' E., and only from
900 to 900 yards in width : the remains of the ancient road are
quite evident all along the centre of the valley ;and near half way,
there is now. and was formerlv.
a cross-road. which was indicated
,by a huge stone with an effaced inscription, which now lies in a
falling condition. At the end of this vale are inore ecclesiastical
ruins, adorned with Ionic columns ; and here the old roadwas
hewn out of the rock: a little beyond, two rows of hermits' cells
occupy both sides of the road ; and passing these, the traveller
enters upon the remarkable plain of Dan&, which extends to the
-
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foot of Mount Saint Simeon on one side, and S. 3.5' W. from
D i n &to beyond the visible horizon.
Although this plain, which is very level, is badly supplied with
water, still it ever has been, and is still, remarkable for its fertility.
Even in the hands of the poor peasantry that have outlived
conscriptions, taxations, and levies innumerable, it still presents
a most promising aspect. T h e chief objects of cultivation are
maize, cotton, bidinjin, and bimiyah. T h e land not being
dividcd into small compartments, as with us, these are planted
out in lines of exceeding length, which are skilfully straight and
regular ; and I have seen as good work done here as at a prize
ploughing-match in PicarJy. Ddni, which is a modem village,
upon an antique site, and can show, besides two ruined churches,
a very pretty little circular temple, is situated in nearly the middle
of the plain ; but the ruined villages of the former Christian cultivators of the soil are placed all round the plain, at its edges,
and upon the usual rocks. I took bearings of no less than nine
villages so circumstanced ; and there are still more, as they are frequently hidden in recesses in the hills. Ibrihim P6shii lately
sent some of the farmers of this plain to colonise the plain of
'Umk, and, if possible, redeem cultivable portions of that neglected country.
14th.-Nearly 3 miles from D i d we left the plain, and found
ourselves once more upon a stony road, over low hills, or ra~lier
an undulating country of hard limestone rock, with a nearly
horizontal stratification. T h e only possible way of making a road
across this country, available for draught, would be by macadamization, and the expense would be very great, whereas the road from
the Euphrates by A'ziz might easily be put in order. I understand,
however, that there is also a good line to the S. There were
numerous ruins to our right ; and we crossed a valley with an old
khan and another ruined village, and then ascended to Injir I<<i
(fig-tree village), where that fruit tree is cultivated in little Loles
in the rocks, or by piling up stones.
Passing along a rocky upland, about 9 miles from Injir K<i,
we came to more ruins, besides which others presented themselves
to our view on the acliacent hills or their declivities. T h e road
did not alter its character much until long after seeing the lofty
battlements of its now ruinous castle--the great multitude of
houses, churches, and minarets that belong to the famed Aleppo
opened all at once upon our vision from the brow of an adjacent hill. Here, for the first time, igneous rocks succeed
in the valley of the Koweik (Chalusj to the long-continued limestone, and a contrasted configuration, and a soil available to the
purposes of humanity, spring from this change in the structure of
the earth's crust.
~
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15th.--We were hospitably received in the commercial house
of Mr. Kilbee, but afterwards re~novedto that of Acting-Consul
F. Werry, Esq., who did everything to assist us in recovering
some of our IOSSCS at Nizib. Suleimin P i s h i (Selves) had been
very polite upon the occasion, and particularly requested the
Europeans in the service of his highness the P k h to give u p to
the British consul a11 papers, instruments, or books of a scientific
nature which might have fallen into their possession. Mr. Werry
had then recovered a few papers, chiefly duplicate copies of maps
and astronomical calculations ; but although we traced and heard
of the local distribution of some of our instruments, we were unsuccessful, after a long delay, in obtaining them even by the offer
of repayment.
There are several British mercantile houses. and much competition in the market. Goods are consequently given with little
or no security, and great losses are thus sustained. I t is indeed
no uncommon thing in Aleppo for a native merchant or trader to
obtain a certain quantity of goods on credit, and to remit the
" groups" directly to England for new goods, instead of paying
his original creditor. A considerable loss hns lately been sustained by several houses, from an attempt made to introduce
into the British market the Valonia and galls of .4manus, which
proved a failure, perhaps from mere opposition. In what can
these pralucts, so abundant in Amanus, differ from the similar
products of Kurdistatn ? Perhaps it may be answered upon the
same principle as the various produce of different vineyards ; but
the oak, especially the Valonia,* which is an evergreen, while the
galls of commerce are furnished by deciduous species, is an
obdurate and stubborn plant, not easily affected by slight causes.
The commerce that is not British is of a very trifling kind, and
seldom embraces the wide field of manufactures. I t is much to be
regretted that, since the occupation of Bireh by the Egyptian
forces, the Phshd has thought proper to put an additional tax
upon each camel-loacl passing that great thoroughfare.
J a n . 5th, 1840.-We had several falls of snow during our stay
at Aleppo ; but, contrary to our hope, the cold did not last. Having set out in a fine warm afternoon, we only reached the district
of Hailin, where we had much difficulty in finding n lodging : most
of the houses being occupied by soldiers, we were hurried from one
village to another, till we at last settled at Meheritei. This word,
as Mr. Rasshm remarked, is Syriac, and signifies the two brothers :" the name of the district. I-Iailin., sinnifies
rr nowerful." in
o
that language. This cirmmstaice will assist, proba61y, in thrawincr light uuon the remarkable ruins a t 'Ak Devavin and Jinder
~ l k , ' w h i &probably belonged to old ~ y r i a hfadlies.

6lh.-What was fmzen during the night was generally thawed
by the sun during the day. We had, however, a cold piercing
wind in our faces, which compelled us to dismount and walk on at
n quick pace. We left a lake to our left, then crossed the
Koweik (Chalus) flowing S. E., and in order to connect this
country with A'ziz, our former line, we went up the banks of the
river, by a small village and Tell, from which we enjoyed a
good prospect of A'zdz, and its Tell and adjacent hills and the
more distant Killis. We then turned back to the S.E. to 'Ak
Deyavin, whither our baggage had gone direct. I n attempting
to cross the countrv
into the mire. that at
,our horses got so deen
1
one time we were almost in despair of being able either to proceed or to return. 'Ak Deyadn is remarkable for its Tell ;(and
in this country almost every village has its mound-Tell in
Arabic, Tepeh in Turkish ;) surrounded by ruinous walls built of
gigantic stones, which support the declivities of the hill, and show
that it is certainly a work of art. Tell BLhii, in this district, as
is well known, was the site of a castle at the time when the crusaders camed their arms by Bireh tu Edessa. That some of
these mounds are natural there can be no doubt ; as some, also,
are in part natural, and in part artificial.
7th.-We passed by Jinder AbA, where there is a Tell of trap
boulders surrounded by a wall, and where the A'ziiz and the
Aleppo roads join, to the village of Hdli O'ghlG-a station well
known to Mr. Rasdm and myself. T h e next day, Januay 8#i,
crossing the S i j i r , we quartered ourselves at EkishA, o small
village; whence on the ensuing day, Januay gth, we reached
Bireh or Bireh-jik, after a journey of 6 hours. For the last 9
days we had had much rain, and our old enemy ague had assailed
both Mr. Rassim and myself. I have nothing further to remark
upon what has been previously published respecting the geology
of Northern Syria, than that the succession of formations at
Aleppo, on the cliffs overhanging the river Koweib (Chalus) to
the W., are from above below1. Hard, coarse, cavernous limhtone, with ostmcites, conides,
pectinides, turritellae, a donax and a Venus. This is the
formation which appears to constitute almost all the EmgQli
Tdgh, and which has been designated ns a conide limestone ;
but as it here lies upon plastic clay, it probably represents
the calcaire grossier " of the Paris basin.
9. Greyish-green rock, earthy and soft; sometimes a greenish
clay not fossiliferous, with veins of aluminite and talc spar.
3. Red and green thermiintides.
4. Blackish-grey spilites (a ,coarse paste, with nodules of micareour spar). .
Spilites and basanites.
9 ~ 2
0
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These formations are succeeded to the E. by irregularly fissile
chalk, which there contains no fossils, but occasionally flints. A t
Jinder A b i a rather extensive district of basanite commences,
succeeding the hills of yellow fissile chalk to the N.. and extending far away to the s.: to the E. it is itself succeeded by yellow
chalk within about 3 i miles from the Sijur (in which the conglomerates are probably a local formation), while the trap rocks
form cliffs which stretch away to the S.E., above the level of the
surrounding country. T h e diagonal line followed from Aleppo
to Bireh enables me to make these little additions to the geology
of this tract, and serves further to illustrate the frequent occurrence in thcse countries of igneous rocks between the chalk and
supra-cretaceous deposits. Bireh was occupied by the troops of
Mohammed 'Ali, who were for the most part quartered in the
mosques, while the fine old cnstle, a noble monument of the
Macedonians, Saracens, and Crusaders, was now abandoned.
The few old guns and the little ammunition, which it could boast
of, had been removed to Aleppo, but'many of the former were
broken up on the road.
While we were at Bireh the weother cleared up and was followed by a sharp frost, which materially improved the health of
the party, so that we were enabled to continue our journey,
(Sunday, Junuay 1 lth,) when we travelled 10 hours to Charmelik, a village with huts like bee-hives, so common in the plains of
Harrin and Serhj, where wood being very scarce, flat roofs are
superseded by ingeniously contrived spherical or dome-like
coverings of sun-dried bricks. There are some villages thus constructed in Northern Syria, and they are always the dread of travellers, as they abound more in vermin than any others. There
is an ancient Tell at Chirmelik, besides a modern khan ; and
this place has been marked in the maps as the site of Anthemusia, the capital of the district so named. That site, however,
is for from being satisfactorily determined.
1Qth.-This day we reached U1rfah, where we found Mohammed, commonly called Ma'jhn Beg, commander of the irregular troops attached to the Egyptian army in Syria, stationed
with three regiments of infantry, besides a great number of irregular cavalry, who were continually employed in foraging parties
in the plains of Mesopotamia-S6verek on the one side, and Rbs
el 'A'in on the other, being their points of rendezvous. T h e time
of the year, at which the battle of Nizib took place, brought the
Egyptians in ; for the rice-harvest of the plain of Serfij (Batnee),
and of H a r r h (Charran), is by far the most productive in all Syria
or Mesopotamia. On the plain of Serhj alone there are upwards
of twenty villages whose inhabitants are employed in this branch
of husbandry. T h e military are, ae usual, distributed in the

mosques; and one of the prettiest of these, that of IbrQhim-elKhaltl, is also sacrificed ; but the sacred fish are allowed to remain
unmolested. Ibrihim PdshQ appears by the system now generally
pursued, to wish gradually to overthrow certain Mohammedan
prejudices at their very foundation. T h e large barrack of the
Turks alone is in part put into requisition ; and the castle is shut
up ; so that I could not copy a Syriac inscription which I heard of
in my former journey. T h e traveller will find in the valley N. of
the castle two ponds, both full of sacred fish; that near the
mosque is artificial, that near the castle, natural ; and at its head
there are several abundant springs of water, which in cold weather
feels quite warm to the hand. Three of these, carefully examined, gave a similar and uniform result of + 91" centigrade
(69p Fabr.) ; the atmosphere being at the time + 4" centigrade
(39b0 Fahr.).*
The rivulet which flows past U1rfah to the E. and N.E. is
called Kari K6yL; but I fear my authorities were ignorant
persons. Prompius calls it Scirto, and D'Anville DJsan. T h e
latter h;ls got, from some unknown source, most exaggerated
accounts of its occasional floods: perhaps they are derived from
some notice of a spring about a mile W. of the town, which is
said sometimes to overflow with a roaring noise, in which the good
priests of U'rfah say the miraculous handkerchief, having the impression of our Saviour's face, was lost.
hla'jhn Beg was extremely civil ; wished us, while at U1rfah,
to live at his expense; and, representing in a strong light the
dangers of the road that lay before us, was anxious for our taking
a guard of irregular horse; but at length consented to our starting with one horseman and a chAhsh, or officer of irregulars,
by name H6ji 'Ali, a bedwin from Tunis, of great activity of
body, and well known by his fearlessness. Besides this, we had
our tWr, a useless old man, two servants, and two shrujis. This
made up a goodly party; but it did not take away all anxious curiosity about the results of our journey across the "Mesopotamia
Maditerranea" of Cellnrius, where the roving tribes, always uncertain in their allegiance, did not now know under whose clominion they lived, while they were daily exasperated to acts of
U1rf&,according to a notice in Bell'# Geography, ia in 37' 10' N. latitude. The
m- temperature of such a parallel, according to De Humboldt, would be about 6 4 O
M r . At M6nu1, in a lower latitude and l a e x r d nitustion, the apring o! DLmlnmahgih, LL ~ L b e . 8well," 7%
from Mr. Ric 'a o h a t i o n s com
rq c-t
t e m w or ra
X F' &h". i $ 8 h- 1t etr.- h
decided y earsidered as having a temperature e x d i n g the a n n d tempemtun at
U'dah. Their
ing this high tempmatun during winter prcpmb the
wbch they u p p r n g fnnaq .ad is, u we h t o k * at tho .piqin
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robbery hy the wholesale plunder that was mmmitted upon them
by thme who caller1 themselves their rulers.
I 5th.-We were on1y enabled, ns at Aleppo.' to set off in the
evminy ; but in this -country I tthe start " is everything ; and.
p s s i n r Giirmisb, a smnll villnge of Christians, we crossed a
large rimlet, flowing from n ~ l e nwith a vilIoge to the N., wliere
llills of rlinlk nl~oundinqin flints succeeded to a district of b m nitc. We tmcllcd over thrsr roads for three hour9 to Kar&
Trpch, a hill wid1 n villngr of from thirteen to fourteen houses
nnrl R few tents. A little bej-ond it is the JilAb,* here 30 feet
wide hp 14 to 9 ttwp. A m r t l i n g to Pmcopius, as quoted by
D'Anvill~, there wns a castle callecl Knlaba, where the J i l i b
lcavcs the foot of the hills ; and this would correspond wvitb t h e
position of t h rnaunrl
~
now mlletl KnrL Tepeh in n district where
the Turkish langurqc is now scldorr~spoken.
1filh.-Our mad lap over nn unrlulatinp coiintry of horizontal
Iimestone nf the chalk formntion, nnd w e tmvcllccl in n circuitous
manner, always follnwin~thc vallrys, wl~ichhad nn uncommonly
rleaertcd appcarancc. \Yefcll in, hnweocr, after 9 hours' jaurncy,
with some tents, where we snuaht to take a new p i d e and leave
the one we had b r o n ~ h tfrom F a r & Tcpch to retorn. I ~ n tour
ncdsins bnd mncb to do, and plrnty nl' blows were chtributnl
hefore tbt? stublwrn R u d s could l ~ p
c t to move. A little beynncl this plncc, we rnmc upon s more open vnlley, totvwtls the
head of wliicli WRS a large cncTmpment : wc however turnnl up a
valley to the r i ~ h :t it wns snow in^ so densely and Idowing so
h d , tllnt we could scarc~lysee or hear nnc another: we had all
IIPP~
lonc anxious for a linlting-place, when co~ningupa hill more
b l ~ a kanti exposer1 than before, our gnirle made n halt : he no
l o n p r knew his WRY, ilnd the villqre IIP was leading us tn was
Font?. Nothing ttiat I could sny collld anrd off the blows he ~ o t
from the Bedwins : there was however unly onc course to pursur,
tvt~irhwxs tn wturn O, wearisome boura to the encnmnment: nut
jndetl %we-homes
tumMcd at e r c y 0 t h step ;but HAji 'Ali,
with his ~ ~ I oh ow t s , was off nntl on his l~orsclrke a mclusc, and
one of our serrants kept up his cnurace and gave quick ~ssistance.
The evening found na e n d ~ ~ v o u r i nto, ~make R firc of a little
(lamp p a s s ; but it mas of no avnil, and sleep we must in our welldrcnchrd clotl~es.
17th.-There
ww snothcr disturbance tliis morning nhout
pides. H:iji 'All WRS dealing about blows withn heavy stick, his
zurllan hnring fallcn nntl left his llencl llnre, while his friend n n s
us in^ thc butt-end of his gun. Scvrral liurd horsemen, with an
JdIL,arlci~~tly
pronounced GBirb>ia idntficnl with Knlnlla-ED.
D ~ g I z e rbi y
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expression of countenance that was anything but friendly, had
ridden into the tent, and the TBtar was eyeing them askance, pretending to be engaged in sadrlling his horse. As I had previously
balanced means, and knew that we could beat the whole encampment by the superiority of our arms and men, I watched the
result without interfering. The Pishi's authority was ultimately
recognised, and a proper mounted guide was given to us : he did
not, however, prove of much use : we retraced our steps to the
place whence we set out yesterday evening, and then the snow was
so deep over the adjoining upland, that no trace of a path was to
be found : the guide and Hiji 'Ali were active in ascending hills
wherever a glance could be obtained of a new country. At length,
after a tedious ride, we reached an abandoned village, from whence
we obtained a view of the fertile district of MizQr, where traprocks, succeeding to the limestone, a sort of cultivated oasis
occurs, dispersed about which are many villages of tents ; in one
of which, called Chabikchix,* we found another fire made of Erass,
and space enough foi a nap. T h e igneous rocks of the Mizir
district extend to the KarAjah TQgh, distant N.E. about 10
miles : they also occur at intervals, and occupy by far the greater
part of Northern Mesopotamia, from hence to the foot of Masius
near Mgrdin.
18th.-We travelled over a cultivated plain, covered however
with large stones, 9 miles to Zibillit village and tell : here we
cbanged our guide, and then pursued our journey generally in a
direction from S.E. to E., passing several villages and tells, among
which was one called Tell Gauran (Gabr's hill), with a ruin on its
summit, said to be that of a Christian church, till we came to
Tell Ja'fer, where it was settled that we should pass the night:
some parts of the road had been very stony and otllers very
muddy : it was like the country near Jezireh, and is very bad in
winter: it is worthy of mention, that although snow from 6 inches
to 1 foot deep covered the limestone district, the moment we
came upon the basalt and basanite, none was to be seen. The
outline of the country is also quite altered, and an infinite variety
of low rounded hills with grassy valleys intervening, is succeeded
by long sweeps of cultivated or barren soil, occasional spots being
covered for miles with nothing but loose stones. This district is
traversed by many rivulets, chiefly in beds having rocky sides :
villages inhabited by Millis Kurds (not TurkomAns, as stated in
some maps) with their accompanying tells, are to be seen in
every direction. T o the S.E. the plain is bounded by the hills of
SinjBr; to the S.W. by those of 'Abd a1 'Aziz, and between the
two is the very remarkable hill called Tell Kaukab (Star hill).
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Nearer to the N.W. arc the hills just traversed, for which I could
find no name. T o the N.E. KarSjah Tigh, and beyond it the
rocky and snow-clad summit of Mnsius, were now distinctly
visible. Karajah T i g h is a rocky range of conical summits of
trap-rocks, running nearly N. and S. between the districts of
SGverek and D i j i r Bekr. Mount Masius commences at the
flourishing and wooded village of Derrik, from which it first takes
its name, and consists of a range of limestone hills, which terminates rather abruptly in the plain. On one of the boldest of these
rocks Mdrdin is singularly perched, while beyond it, the precipices dwindle away, and are occupied by the monasteries attached
to Deiri Za'ferPn. The prolongation of these hills to the N.E.
is the celebrated Jebel Tlir. From the Deiri Za'ferSn. low hills
advance to the S., and hear the ruins of DBr4: they then sweep
round to the E. opposite Nisibin. T h e waters of the Jakhjakhah
(Mygdonius) make their way between two Christian villages, and
the hills become more lofty (the KarAjah TBgh of Mr. Forbes),
bearine unon their declivities the castle of Khnlifah (once
a no,
torious robber of these districts), which is visible fmm the road
to either Jezireh or Mdsul, and gives its name to these mountains.
Not far from this the limestone is succeeded by trap rock, which
forms the conical hill of Ba'arem, and a low range which descends
down to Jezireh ibn 'Omar ; a little to the N. of which, this last
prolongation of Masius is only separated by the Tigris from the
bold precipices of Jebel Jhdl, which there form a pass well known
since the days of Xenophon.
I0th.-We went a little out of our road, although the anxiety
of our guard was increasing as we approached within sight of the
castle of MBrdin, to visit the ruins of a city called by the natives
Kdhrask or Koh Hi+* (high head or castle mount). We found
the ruins to be more extensive and remarkal~lethan we had
expected, and regretted that circumstances did not allow of any
delav for measurement and minute examination. . T h e walls of
the ;ity mere built of good square hewn stones (basalt), like those
of Diyfir-Bekr, and were defended by square and round towers.
T h e towers on the N . side preserve about half their original
height, but on the other sides, are more ruinous: the space included within the walls is nearly square, and the extent of any
one of the sides from 600 to 700 yards : the whole of this space
is filled up with ruins of houses, except towards the E., where
there is a large mound, apparently once a building of some
extent. T h e houses H7ere constructed of hewn stone with semicircular arches and intervening masonry: many of the arches
are still standing. We found no inscriptions nor Babjloniau
0

.

Thb name ia probably incomcL-ED.

bricks, but by no means explored all the ruins which cover
about a mile of ground in and outside of the walls. Ry far the
most remarkable remnant connected with the ancient place is
the burial-ground without the walls, which with respect to its
construction and arrangement, is the most perfect necropolis that
I have ever seen : each tomb was a separate and distinct mausoleum, built of massive hewn stones, forming a chamber with three
arcades, one fronting the entrance and one on each side : each of
these arcades was divided into two parts, by a huge single slah of
basalt, so as to contain one coffin above and one below, or six in the
same sepulchre. T h e door itself consisted of another heavy mass
of basalt, swung upon hinges cut out of the rock, and received into
circular holes in the building.* Although many of them were
quite perfect, it required a man's strength to move them ; and as
a portal was thus left to the houses of the dead, it appears as if,
as in Egypt, the inhabitants had been in the practice of visiting
them; and in the interior there was space for two or three persons
to walkabout in : these tombs were in part underground, laid out
in regular rows, of which there were about twenty, each containing nearly 1(X) tombs: amidst these are the more lofty ruins
apparently of churches, not unlike, as are also the houses, those
at Garsaura : one of these was tolerably perfect; of anothgr the
walls only rose like pillars from the plain.
I t is impossible, from what we could observe, to form any satisfactory conjectures as to the antiquity of this city ;but the crosses
sculptured upon the portals of the tombs and the character of the
churches, show that it belonged to the Lower Empire, and to
a Christian community.
W e had a long journey this day, passing several tells that had
lost their accompanying villages, from the ruins of which we now
only disturbed some grunting boars, then lost our way in a wide
grassy lai in, and soon afterwards our guide, who turned off, or
made off to the left, while Hkji 'Ali was reconnoitring to the
right; but we ultimately reached some Kurd tents, where, notwithstanding their protestations against receiving us, we persisted
in quartering ourselves for the night : on the whole, the conduct
of these Kurds must be looked upon as very creditable to them,
more especiallj when it is considered that any robbery committed
at the present moment is certain of a perfect immunity.
goth.-Our active Bedwins were obliged to part from us this
morning, moving off over the plains to R6s el 'Ai'n, while we
--

Lord Lindray found tomb with somewhat similar massive stonedoon from 5 to
6 inches thick. and still moving on their hingesJ at Um K b J probably the ancient

Gadara(Athenmum, No. 564). These tomb wereinhahitd, and my companions would
have the tomb of Koh-gi+ or Kohnuar, to be also ho-.
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crossed a atream called Jahjah,* where there are the ruins of a
bridge :f we now regained the great caravan road, and after a ride
of 5 hours arrived at Mesk6, a stationary village, where we found
some of the Sulfan's irregular troops : they looked at us with
wonder ; but the presence of a government Tdtar saved us from
troublesome inquiries and examinations. A t this place there is
some columnar basalt or rather basanite (augitic basalt), the
columns of which are twice the size of any at Staffa or Fairhed,
which are themselves larger than those at the Giant's Causeway.
About e miles from Meskd some ruins indicate the former aistence of a village; another, of which the tall minarets attnrct tbe
traveller's eye on the road from M6liul to MQrdin,as well as on the
present road, is called Kochasir, no doubt a corruption of K&hHi?ir, and was formerly a place of some importance. W e travelled till dark, and stopped at the small village of Gurmalah,
tbe castle of Mdrclin bearing N. 66" E,
elst.-On our road to Mdrdin we pnased a valley with rivulet
and olive-groves, beyond which there are two villages built on
the naked limestone. This place is called Kursu or Gurusdb.
I had intended not to go up the hill to MQrdin, but await at GG1,
n Christian village on the plain S., a little W. of the d t y : as,
howqer, some delay was likely to arise from our remaining
below, we trudged up that tedious ascent, and exactly one hour
from leaving the plain found ourselves at the level of the lower
wall of the city.
22nd.-When
Turkish affairs assumed so unfavourable ;m
aspect as they did upon the late success of the Egyptians, and
the overthrow of the Sultiin's armies of seven years' growth,
Mtirdin was one of the first towns to revolt in favour of the old
state of things : everything that was European was discarded ; the
new military dress was looked upon as the cause of all misfortunes, and the Turks to regain their wonted superiority, had
nothing to do but to reassume their old clothes. Not 7 years ago
Mdrdin underwent, from its perpetually mutinous spirit, all the
rigoun of a capture by the troops of Reshid Phshd, at which
time, a mine was so skilfully exploded as to destroy a number
of the Sultiin's troops and a jdmi' or large mosque, without in
any way affecting the position of the mutineers, who had fled
into the castle : since that time it has been attached to the P b h l -

*

Or Jnklijakhah. See p. 527.-XD.
Ttiis river is n tributnry to tlie Knuknb, if not tliat river itself, which may change
ib name nenr Tell Kaukab. It np ars from Mr. Forlwda Memoir thnt all the atmum
flawing from tlie S. aide of KarhjlgT~gh nnd tlie lfkrdin hi114 fall into the KhibG,
before the riven of Ni?ibin, 'An~owir,kc., which again unite with it before its jt~uction
with the H61i.

t

lik of DiyPr-Bekr ;and when the Sulw's'government hastened, in
t h e midst of its difficulties, to secure its authority, by the appointm e n t of Sa'dullah PbhB, the people of MBrdin saw no alternative
b u t that of surrendering or going over to the PdehB of M6sul.
T h e bigoted adherence of the latter to many of the exclusive
Mohammedan superstitions, had gained for him many adherents
i n the city of Mardin, and he was accordingly allowed to send a
governor there: and a small body of troops, for which he no doubt
received the thanks of the supreme government. Ibdhim Pdshii
will doubtless soon take possession of this town, when probably
t h e ruins of the castle will be still further prostrated, and this
unruly community will be sent to cultivate the beautiful plains
that lie at it8 foot. I n the mean time authority remains on but a
ticklish foundation, and while the Egyptians are sending an agent
to D;irsi, which gives them the command of the great road from
Constantinople to Baghdad, Sa'dullah Pdshh is rifling the unfortunate Derrik on account of a real or supposed correspondence
with the Chieftain of U'rfah. T h e irregular cavalry, of which
there were from 1000 to 1500 at Mhrdin, were constantly employed in scouring the surrounding country in pairs; but they
performed their duty without spirit. Mdrdin, which, from barometrical observations made during my former visit, I suppsed
to be 3 135 feet, I now think, from further consideration, not to be
more than 3300 feet above the levkl of the llea From the castle
of MBrdin, Tell Kaukab bears S.4O E.; the SinjC hills extend
generally from S. 54" E. to S. 12" E.; and the hills of 'Abd-el
'Aziz from S. 6' W. to S. 49' W. ; the road to M+ul S. 91' E.
T h e prospect from Mardin is one of the most striking that can
be well conceived, not only from the almost infinite extent of cultivated land that lies stretched out at i b feet aa on a map, from
the numerous villages and hillocke with which they are studded
and which dwindle away in the distance to a mere mole-hill, but
also from the vast and almost boundless expanse of nearly level
ground unbroken by trees or rivers, and for the most part sinking
gradually from sight to the utmost verge of the horizon, where
everything is indistinct, and here, from the great height at which
the spectator is placed, so extremely remote33sd.-As ueual on the firat day we only just made a start,
for when the horses were brought, every one was found tu want
shoeing : we were joined here by a bishop and priest of the
Church of Rome, who were going to Mdsul : they had been to
Constantinople in order to obtain a fermdn for building a church,
but had only succeeded in getting authority to divide one or more
of the existing Jacobite churches into two parts by a central wall,
which has in one case been carried into execution since our
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arrival at Mbsul. We only travelled S hours to Harin, a village
and tell.
24th.-About S& miles from Harln is Kayr B o j , a ruin of
the same age as nbr8, being part of a castle in which, according
to a tradition mentioned by our companion the bishop, a son of
Darius once lived : 41r miles further on. we left the ruins of Dbr5.
with its vast granaries, remarkable tombs, and beautiful reservoirs,
on our left. In front of n a r d there is another large granary stdl
calletl Anbilr DBr4 : the river of DAri, after flowinp down into
the plain, supplies the wants of a large village called Ahmeajijah:
from hence we bore away by rather a devious route to another
ruin called Khsr Serjiln S. 70' E. from the tell of A! m e d i ~ a h ,
from which it is about 8 m~lesdistant. Of thcse ruins in the form
of a parallelogram, nothing remains cxrept the foundations and
part of two octagonal toFers, one of which is almost gone. In
the evening we arrived at Ni?ibin.
After the campaign of SinjL in 1838, Ijifiz PBshii attempted
to renovate this very ancient city in a still fertile tract of country.
A village was founded; protection, with some immunities, were
offered to its inhabitants; and a $mi', with a large square huilding, called a k&r, but serving as barracks, and a kLhn, were
erected under the superintendence of Mirzjl Pjlshg, a general of
cavalry, who fell at nizib, and was notorious in this neighbourhood for his exactions at M5rdin : a large farm was also established ; but all is now neglected : a few trees n-ere planted, but
it is doubtful whether they will succeed, as it is mmmonly
believed that trees will not grow in these plains. Some new
foundations had lately come to light; but I could not learn
whether any antiquities had been met with in these excavations.
T h e two tall columns of marble mentioned by Mr. Buckingham,
and the church of St. James, formed from fragments of the
ancient Nisibis, and containing some beautiful friezes, still remain
to remind the traveller of a spot so often mentioned both in civil
and ecclesiastical history.
25th.-We had some fine frosty weather ; but our companion
the priest could not get rid of an ague which he had caught on
his journey, crossing the Mygdonius.* We passed Antari and
Latif. small villages, and a Christian village called Dezjln Uik,
perched on the very summit of the M4rdin Mountains (Masius) to
.the N, W e came to Tell Jihhn, where, on due consideration, it
was thought advisable to stop, after a journey of only 43 hours.
T h e inhabitants were most brutal and ill-behaved, and gave us much
trouble, although we had obtained a guard of four horsemen from
l'he natives call the Mygdoniu Jakjjsh, or JakhjaLhah, u well
river west of Meakb.

M
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Niy'bin, and were altogether sixteen persons, our party having
increased as we went along, as travellers who intend to cross
Smjir wait in the neighhurhmd till others come up, that they
may altogether form a considerable body.
26th.-We passed the mound and village of 'Amowbr, with a
rivulet and a few trees : and one mile beyond it, is n more rapid
stream, the Hass4wi of Mr. Forbes, which bounds the basaltic district, the limits of which, from Jezireh westwards, are traced in my
former narrative. The country now changes from a cultivated to
a grassy plain, broken by occasional ravines and rivulets. After
a ride of 7 hours. we came to Chil-&hi.
close to
, two villanes
"
each other, where we were received by a lady who has the management of the post, and was immediately converted, by a small
handkerchief, into a warm friend. We accordingly farcd well at
Chil-%hi, and a lamb was killed for our supper; but our party
had become so numerous, that by some strange accident it was
consumed while dressing.
97th.-We
now entered upon a still more desolate tract than
that which we crossed the day before. Eight miles from ChilAghb was a tell with four tents, the inhabitants of which had been
lately robbed of their flocks by some of the Sinjir people. They
lived under the jurisdiction of Jezireh, and the governor of that
place had despatched 300 tu 400 horsemen, whom we had seen
the day before on their way, to endeavour to recover some of the
lost sheep. T h e tell of RumAlah, as it is called, which we were
now passing, is the commencement of that part of the high road
to the E. which has been the scene of so many of the foul deeds
committed by the followers of Khalifah on the one hand, and the
tribes of Sinjir on the other ; but they were always assisted by
the villagers, T h e country is a nearly level and uninterrupted
greensward, without water, and with only here and there a tell or
mound to break i b uniformity. By a proper cbtrilution of the
waters descending. from Masius and the Ba'arem hills, it might
however be in great part brought into cultivation, and made to
maintain an industrious population, instead of the worthless vagabonds to whom it is now abandoned.
Every one of our party now began to enliven the tedium of the
road by tales of robberies and murders committed at various
points. T h e TitAr hnd his tale, the SGrujis theirs, and xnost of
the travellers added to the general stock. I could not, however,
help feeling a melancholy interest myself, when a mound called
Chhr P e r i was pointed out to me as the spot where Mr. Taylor
and his unfortunate companions were murdered some years ago.
Such occurrences are so many indelible stains upon the government under which they occur ; for the tribes of Sinjir are' not
like the Bedwins of the Desert, and might, with a little trouble
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and expense, for which the government would ultimately b e repaid,
be kept in order.
The mound of Ch&r Per& and another of larger dimensions,
which we passed on this day's journey, were mere accumulatiam
of ruins, abounding more particularly in pottery, and qpparentlj
of Saracenic or Persian origin. The second mound of ruins here
noticed is called AthlLn Tepeh-si,* and appears tu have been a
place of much magnificence. We slept this night by the side of
a brook called A'iwAnet, our party separating itself into many
different groups, busily but vainly endeavouring to blow some act
rushes into a fire.
98th.-We
were now approaching the Tigris, and the red
sandstone and gypsum deposits on the E. side of the river formed
low ranges of hills, strtztching into the plains of Mesopotamia,
Jebel Ghdrnh to the N.E., consisting of sandstone, and the mom
lofty Jebel Mhsh to the E., of gypsum; both ranges running
N.W. and S.E. At the foot of Jebel M b h is a tell of the same
name : on this mound there is a castle erected by Ahmed P&h&
the predeceslor of Mohammed Piisha, as governor of M+d
I t was built with a view to keep in subjection the tribe of Arabs
who dwell on the banks of Tigris, and in the vales W. of Jebel
Mhsh, not far from the site of Eski Mdsul. This tribe, which
has for many centuries been here established, h called the M@di
'Ashirat, i.e. the M6sul-tribe.
Further onwards we came to another fort, also built by A b e d
PLh& and called Faukini Marika, to distinguish it from a tell
at a lower level near the meeting of two brooks, c a l l d MarAka
Sufli.t In the evening we reached Abli Marri or Abli Maryam,
described by Mr. Forbes as a ruined village, near which there
is a most abundant spring of brackish water, forming a small
brook, which is, however, soon lost in reedy hollows. This
abundant spring is a subterranean rivulet, at that time 16 feet
wide and 9 deep, just issuing again from the earth. Phenomena
of this kind are exceedingly common in the gypsum-district near
M6su1, where waters after sweeping along for some distance
beneath the superincumbent light and porous rock, reappear in
deep ravines of the same rock, perhaps again to be lost in suhterranean passages, till these fall in and disclose a brook or open a
valley. On this road, about 9 miles from AbC Marrj, there is a
remarkable subsidence of this kind ; and there is another near
M6?ul, where people go to shoot pigeons. This is easily understood ; but there is another feature in the gypeous districts not
so easy of explanation, although very frequent ; it is the elevation,
at the surface of the earth, of beds of gypsum, like so many semi-

circular domes. These are someti~nessmall, at others larger,
but seldom above a few feet in diameter, and always hollow
within. When we consider that there are sulphur mines and
many hot-springs impregnated with sulphureted hydrogen (hydrosulnhuric acid) near hldsul, all in the same rock. the effect of the
evdution of &eous makers immediately presents itself forcibly
to the mind.
AbG Marri was now inhabited, but only by occupiers of tents;
its kxy, or barrack, was full of soldiers ; and the residence, not
of a Musellim, but of a ?&bit, an inferior officer.
29th.-We advanced towards the eastern foot of the DrjlAbiyah
hills of Ab6 Marri, on our left hand. After a journey of two
hours and a half, we reached the ruins of a village called Khatlin
'Arabah-si:* the Ab6 MarrI hills being still on our left hand 94
miles distant, the D616biyah hills to our right 3 miles. We had
passed the ruins of Ddlibt or Ddlhbiyah 95 minutes before. O n
a plain where there were now only a few silver-leaved syngenesious plants, an ononis, and a robiniaf with withered leaves, but
as yet not a blade of grass or of bulbous-rooted flowers, a bright
orange-coloured caterpillar had survived the sharp frost of the
night. A t 4h. 45m. from Ab6 Marri we passed Selghdt 'Arabah-si, another ruined village ; and shortly afterwards, leaving the
village of Ahmediit 3 a mile on our left hand, we continued along
gypsum hills, from whence we first obtained a view of Md?ul, its
remarkable, tall and falling minaret bearing S. 85" E. We
reached the Sinjiir gate of that city, 7 hours from the time when
w e left Ab6 Marri ; but while we were allowed to enter ourselves,
o u r baggage was ordered round to the palace, in order to be examined. Mohammed Phhii is remarkably strict, and allows no
o n e to enter or go out of the town without his permission; and it
i s next to impossible for a ra'yah, or native, to obtain permission
to leave it altogether: at the same time, correspondence with
Constantinople is as much as possible impeded. By these
means the population of the city is constantly on the increase,
and it may probably boast of from 40 to 45,000 inhabitants.
Elandsome new barracks have been erected outside of the walls
n e a r the Tigris ; and the Arabs can no longer come and rob with
impunity at the very gates. The reverses of Nizib were not felt
at this distance; and thus, while other Pishdliks are in a state of
temporary depression, Mrijul is more populous and more orderly
t h a n ever.
--

*

t

Jady's waggon.-ED.
Water-wheel.-ED.
f This, with the a m i s s eeen nenr Ayb, was probnhly wme other leguminous plant,
P. ueither of the genera named are u~digenmin hia Minor.-ED.

XV.-Report

I

o a Journey to fhe Sources of the dmai Deyd
some Observations on the Hiver Indus. By

(Oxus) ; wit

I. N.
Lieut. WOOD,
AFTERobserving that the Indus, from the flatness of the alluvial
land at its mouths, and the perpetual changes to which the course
of the streams forming its Delta are liable, presents insuperable
obstacles to navigation by any but very small vessels, such as the
natives use, and that Kardchi is the onlv harbour near its entrance
which afforhs safe anchorage from ~ k b r u a rto~ October, Lieut
Wood says, that by means of fairs established at suitable places
on the banks of the river, depats might be formed for goods sent
by European merchants, and a beneficial commerce urried on
with the natives of Af~h4nistAnon one side. and the Panitib on
the other, who at present have no intercourse with Europe, except
by very circuitous routes. Wool, he observes, might be procured
to almost any amount by that channel. Tile country immediately
above the commencement of the alluvial deposit, furnishes rocksalt, alum and sulphur, in the immediate neighbourhd of the river.
God coal is found near Kblti-bQgh,but in beds of such small
depth as to make it doubtful whether they could be profitably
worked. Iron and other metals abound in the mountains between
that place and Apk. Grain apd other indispensable articles of
food could also be supplied by the Indus to Western India, independently of the monsoon, so as to secure that country from such a
cnlamity as the dearth of 18 14, the horrors of which are so feelingly described by Captain Basil Hall.
I t is in vain, says Lieut. Woocl, to look for remains of antiquity
in such a country as the Delta of the Indus, where the buildings
themselves are so perishable, and the changes in the river's
channels so frequent and destructive. The imbedded hull of a
gun-brig, near Sikkar, is a striking evidence of the latter circumstance, which may also be inferred from the tamarisks everqwhen
indigenous between Kar4chi and Kach'h (Cutch), which are mere
shrubs in the lower tracts, and large trees* higher up the counby.
T h e Heads of the Indus, or rivers of the Panj-ab, are subject to
similar changes; and that, says Lieut. Wood, will account for o m
inability to find any remains of the altars erected by Alexander
at the easternmost limits to which hi^ army had advanced.
The Trial by Ordeal, which is still prevalent among the
natives on the banks of the Indus, was very unexpectedly wit0

I.

* But are they of the same species? The tamarisks indigenm in routhem
and in most pnrtr of Asia, rarely, if ever, at& the lire of beer.-ED.
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n w e d by Lieut. Wood.
Seeing a crowd," he says, one day
mngregated round a well, I walked to the spot, and was witness to
the following Trial by Ordeal, which may be termed that of water,
and the bow and arrow. The depth of water in the well was 18
feet, and in its centre stood an upright pole. Two criminals were
to be tried for theft, one of whom was already in the well, clinging
to the pole, with only hir head above the water. A little on one
side, with his back to the criminal, stood an archer with his bow
bent and his arrow on the string. A t a given signal, away went
the arrow, and the culprit disappeared. No sooner had the arrow
reached the ground than a young man, swift of foot, left the bowman's side and made towards it, which on reaching, another
runner, equally fleet, snatched up the arrow and set off for the
well. As he reached us at a winning pace, all eyes looked over
the parapet into the well for the criminal's reappearance. His
friends breathed short, while hope and fear were depicted in the
countenance of all. At last the runner reached the goal, and was
followed by the appearance of the suspected person. A loud
. shriek proclaimed the latter's innocence, and the crowd's satisfaction. T h e other criminal now prepared to descend into the
well ; but before doing so, a lock was shorn from his thin grey
hairs and fastened to the arrow. H e was the reverse of confident, and his looks were certainly not in his favour. Prayers
were offered, and many fingers pointed to the heavens, while
voices exclaimed, Allah will clear the innocent !' T h e trial
was gone through, and with the same happy result as before.
These iniured
men were now nlaced u w n the backs of two
.,
byrtanders, and so mounted, were led through among the crowd
to receive its noisy congratulationr. This over, their female relations came forward, and contented themselves with printing a
silent kiss upon the cheeks of the once suspected but innocent
men."
T h e Indus beyond Kalti-bkh, where it escapes from its mountain barriers, being little better than a series of rapids as far as
A N , that portion of its course had never been examined. Lieut.
Wood was therefore directed by Sir Alexander Burnes to go up
by water, while Sir Alexander himself proceeded by land: but,
with a good boat and a powerful crew, it was not po3sible to work
against the stream for more than about 20 miles, to T6r4 Mdlh.
Quitting the stream, therefore, at that point, and going by land to
A*k, Lieut. W d ~rocureda boat there and went down the
1

* The uae of the word "Allah," in Lieut. Wood'r nuratire, would lead the reader
to ~ p p o r thew
s
uativm were MwlmLill : M,however, the parikrh4 or trial by ordeal,
im one of the mwt ancient ordinanca of the Hind6 law (A#.Rer., i: 40% NO), they
Wprobably Hilu.-ED.
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Indus to Kbld-blgh, in order to complete the survey from Afak
T h e passage," he says, 'c was fearful enough in
some places ;nor could he say where it was most so." Occasionally the channel is contracted and pent in by high rocky walls on
each side, and the stream rushes onwards at the rate of 9 miles
an hour : in other places the current is opposed by a jagged ledgea
and the water foams and rages along through narrow channelr,
and dashes over the protruding rocks that continually impede its
course. Immediately above Knl&-b6gh the stream is enclosed
between walls 100 feet high.
Lieut. Wood, on his return, followed up the western branch
of the Indue,' through the country of the thievish Bangi Khiil,
Khattak, and Bangash tribes ; stopped some days to e d e the
sulphur-mines near Kbhbt, crossed the Afndi mountains, and,
after rejoining the mission at PBshAwer, returned next day down
the Kbbul River to A b k , in order to connect those two points by
chronometric observations. From the sea to Mil'han-kdf, where
the rivers of the Pnnjdb join the Indus, our maps, he observes,
are generally correct in latitude, but wrong in longitude ; while
Two exthe reverse is the case between Mit'han-k6t and A*.
cellent chronometers, used by Lieut. Carless, I. N., in the survey
of the Mouths of the Indus (Royal Geogr. Jour. viii. 398), were
carried by Lieut. Wood through the whole of these journies, and
their regularity was such that the positions determined by the
mean of their data may be fully relied upon. In the latitude of
places between Ptshlwer and Kdbul, he adds, there is an m r in
our maps of about 10 mi1es.f
T h e remainder, and most important part, of this Report, shall
be Piven in hir own words :C P W had
~ not been many days in Kabul when I was sent to map
the adjacent province of Kdh-Daman, from which I was soon
recalled, to accompany Dr. Lord into Tartary. On starting, we
attempted to penetrate by a new route to Europeans,--the
Pass
of Sari-lang; but the season was too far advanced ; and after
having been all nearly lost in the snow, we returned to Klbul,
and thence proceeded by the common road of Bdmiydn.
c r We had a carte blanche from Sir A. Burnes, who, with his
well-known zeal for the improvement of geography, was not wanting in stimolating us to make the best use of this glorious opportunity. We reached Kundue on the 4th December, 1839, and by
the t ]Oh Dr. Lord had obtained permission of Murad Beg
- for me to
trace the Am6 (Oxus) to its source ;and next day I started on this
to the Sea.

* Of which there ia no traee in o w bat ma

+ Lieut. Wood d m not mywhether N. or b ~ ?
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interesting journey. In Badakhshin I was delayed a month, by
the severity of the season and unfavourable accounts of the r d ;
but here I had ample employment, in making vocabularies of the
different dialects spoken around, there being in Badakhshh alone,
five in use. In the interim I also visited a deposit of lapis lazuli,
and saw, though ice and snow debarred any farther approach, the
direction of the celebrated ruby mines, about 40 miles to the S.
That month, however, was a weary one ; and right glad was I
again to set forward towards the original object of my expedition.
On the Slst of January, 1838, p i n g up the Amb, we reached
Wikhin (the Vokan of Marco Polo) and in this valley, were
fortunate enough to stumble on a horde of that singular people the
Kirghiz, from Pamir, who this season, for the first time on record,
had come down to pass the winter in WAkhAn, instead of descending
along the table-land to Kh6kand. Our introduction to them wasas
follows. In the midst of a heavy fall of snow, we reached a village
called Isht*.
I should have passed it unnoticed, but for a
Tibetian y4k or k6h-gd6 (mountain cow), as the animal is here
called, standing before a door with its bridle in the hand of a
Kirghiz boy. There was something so novel in the sight that I
could not resist the impulse of mounting so strange a steed; but
in doing w, met with a rtont resistance from the little fellow wbo
had it in charge. In the middle of our dispute the boy's mother
made her appearance, and very kindly permitted me to try the
animal's paces. It stood about 34 feet high, was very hairy and
powerful. Its belly reached within 6 inches of the ground, which
was swept by its bushy tail. The long hair streamed down its
dew-lap and fore-legs, giving it, but for its horns, the appearance
of a huge Newfoundland dog. It bore a light saddle, with horn
stirrups ; a cord let through the cartilage of the nose, served for a
bridle. Nor was the rider less interesting than the steed she
bestrode. The good Kirghiz matron wore some halfdozen petticoats, under a showy blue-striped gown ; the whole sitting close to
her person, and held there, not by ribbons, but by a stout leathern
belt round her waist. Her rosy cheeks and Chinese countenance
shone from under a high white starched tiara or crown, while a
broad band of the same colour and material protected her ears,
mouth, and chin ;worsted gloves covering the hands ; and her feet
were equally well taken care of. She chid her child for not permitting me to mount the khh-gi6; and I quite won the good
woman's heart, by praising the lad's spirit, and hanging a string
of beads about his neck.

;.
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chap i. h.Ven.; Marcham, i. ch. xxxvii. Imtin Pen. (Rec. de Voyage#
publib p e ~la Societb de GOogrnphie.) See PLO Altltj'a Call. of Yojagea, iv.,
686.-ED.
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Nor were the natives of the valley less interesting than these
strangers, since all the rulers around professed to be descendants
of Alexander the Great. I may add that in this secluded region
traces, faint, but marked, of Zoroaster's creed, are still found; not
to mention the ruins of three temples ascribed to his followers,
one of which is still known a8 belonging to Sumri Atish Pura~t,
or Sumri, the fire-worshipper.
From WBkhdn, escorted by the Kirghizes, we set out for
Pamir, having
- first ascertained that one of the sources of the
~ m lay
6 there. Going up the stream, sometimes on its frozen
surface, at others in its rough snow-encumbered valley, we
reached a plain, where, to quote from Marco Polo, "you might
suppose the surrounding summits to be the highest land in the
world. Here, between two ranges, you perceive a large lake,
from which flows a handsome river that pursues its course along
an extensive plain covered with the richest verdure."
This
account of the Venetinn traveller is substantially, though not literally, correct.
My own remarks made on the spot were as follow :-" We had
no occnsion to remark the absence of snow this day ; for every step
in advnnce, it lay deeper nnd deeper, and near as we had approached to the source of the Am6 (Oxus), we should not have
succeeded in reaching it, had the river not been frozen. W e
were fully 2! hours in forcing our way through a fielcl of snow not
500 yards in extent. Each horse of the party took the l d by
turns, nnd struggled onwards until exhnustion brought it down in
the snow, where it was allowed to lie and recruit its strength,
while another was brought forward. It was such a relief when
we again got upon the river, that in the elasticity of my spirits, I
pushed the pony to a trot : this a WBkhiini perceiving, seized hold
of the bridle, and cautioned me against the wind of the mountain :
we had indeed felt the effect of a highly rarefied atmosphere ever
since leaving WBkhh ; but the ascent being gradual, its effects
were inferior to what would be experienced in climbing a mountain of equal altitude. As we got near to the head of the A r n ~
(Oxus), the ice became weak and brittle; a fact of which a ).BbiSs
(pony's) disappearance gave the first warning : though deep,
there was fortunately little current at the place where the accident
occurred; and as the missing animal was fastened to one of its
companions by a halter, it was extricated at the expense of its
gear and lading. The kid-hearted Kidkish (mule driver), to
whom the animal belonged, wrapped it in felts, took off his own
warm pltin (a large coat of sheepskin with the wool inside), and
bound it round the shivering beast: had it been his son instead of
'g
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his yAb6, he could not have paseed a more anxious night as to the
effects of the ducking. The morning in due course dawned, the
yibG was alive, and the g o d mule-driver thankful.
" Shortly after this accident we came in sight of a rough-looking
building decked out with horns of the wild sheep, and all but
hidden in the snow. I t was the last home of many a wandering
Kirghiz, and lay a little to the right of our line of road ; but on
coming abreast of it, the leading horseman who chanced to be of
the same tribe, pulled up and dismounted : his companions followed him, and wading through the deep drift, reached a tombstone, the top of which was uncovered: before this they knelt, all
encumbered as they were with their huge forked matchlocks
strapped to their backs, and offered up prayers to the Almighty :
the whole of the party involuntarily stopped till they had
finished. The stillness of the scene, the solitariness and wintry
asnect of the waste. with the absence of all animated nature save
the Frghizes and ourselves, was not unimpressive to a reflecting
mind.
c c After quitting the surface of the river, and having travelled
about an hour along its right bank, the Kirghizes signified its
source to be verv near. Declinino a little to the left hand. we
ascended a lowdmound that shut Gut the view to the eastward,
and on reaching its summit at a b u t 5 o'clock in the afternoon,
we stood (to use the native expression) upon the Bhmi Dunyd
(terraced roof of the world) ; while before us lay stretched out a
noble lake, from the W. end of which issued the infant river
Amli (Oxus). This fine sheet of water,* the length of which is
14 miles by 1 in mean width, is crescent-shaped, the chord
of the arc extending due E. and W. On three sides it is
brdered by hills which, along its southern convexity, rise into
mountains mantled with eternal snow, from which never-failing
soutce this lake is supplied. T o the E. and N. the hills are
ridgy and low, few swelling to the height of 500 feet, and all are
free from snow long before the icy fetters of the lake are dissolved. On the W. the water is confined by the mound before
mentioned, and the passage by which the rivulet escapes looks
much as if it had been cut in a natural embankment. T h e
stream, when clear of the reservoirs, is 5 yards wide and a
little better than ankle-deep, moving over a smooth bed with a
+ It is known in Turkietb by the name of Sari-Kbl, which literally menna the head
of the D d , Sir signifying the k a d , and k d a darak, d s f i , or onllsy. [The author
been misled by his knowledge of Penian; Damhi Sir is prohbly the
valley of the Sir (Jarartes), here confounded with the Am6 (Oxua) : Kbl u a Turkish
d l (like the French word gueule), at Comtinople, nnd aigniQing
word, pronou~~eed
a lake. Tbe TLth nay KKGl or K~I.-ED.J
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gentle velocity of from 3f to 4 miles per hour. Ib mlour, like
the lake, was touched with a reddish shade, and the smell of the
water was slightly fetid. The temperature of both was 3%' of
Fahrenheit, and yet neither were frozen when they parted. The
rill continued free for about f a mile below ita fountain-head, and
the rame phenomenon extended over 15square yards of the lake.*
The mean of several observations on the boiling point of water
by our thermometer,t gave 15,600 feet for the level of the lake
above the sea; nor do I think the highest peaks of the snowy
mountains lying on the S. side of the lake, rise 3400 feet higher,
which would give about 19,000 feet for the altitude of the Pamir
or Tartaric Caucasus."

.

The ice on &cr
) TbL tbamometa L now in

rtiom ofthe lalre w u 3 feet thick.
poraedon ofthe Royal Qeographiul Society.

ANALYSES.
I.-Reise in die Steppen des SiidIiclien Russlandr, c. [Journey
through the Steppes of Sotcthern Russia, underta en by Dr. F.
G ~ B E Laccompanied
,
by Dr. C . CLAWand Mr. A. BERGYANN.]
Dorpat. 1838. Published by C. A. KLUGE.
Communicated by Miss WILKINB.
I N January, 1834, Dr. F. Goebel, accompanied by two of his
pupil^, left Dorpat to explore the Steppes of Southern Russia.
His chief objects were to examine the various salt-lakes of that
Jistrict and the salt-plants, in reference to their geographical distribution and their use in the fabrication of soda-and to analysa
chemically the waters of the Caspian, Black, and Azov Lakes, and
the gaseow exhalatiom of the mud volcano of Taman; while
barometrical and hodometrical measurements and a collection of
the most important productions of the vegetable and animal kingdoms were not to be neglected. His work consists' of two thin
quarto volumes, of which the first contains the narrative of hia
journey, the second the results of his scientific investigation#.
Dr. Goebel left Dorpat on the elst of January; went first to St.
Petersburg, and thence to Moscow, where he spent six days in
examining the ancient city of the Tzars ; he left it on the 13th of
February, and taking the high r o d to Sarhtav, through Vladimir,
.Murom, and Penza, amved there on the 15th. Saritav lies on
the right bank of the Volga, which is there 4 versts broad : here
he was obliged to await the return of spring before he proceeded to the Steppes ; and on the 15th of April he set out again
over the hills near the Volga, still covered with masses of snow
and ice, which filled all the ravines. The next station was the
German colony Talovka; between which and the next station, Ust
Salikha, the land was partly arable, partly steppe covered with
the ti pa pennata, on which large herds were feeding. Then
passing through the colonies Kdmenka and. Ust Gresnukha, he
arrived at Kamishin, where he left Dr. Claw and went on to the
Elton-lake, in order to obtain a simultaneous level of the two
pinb. Kamishin lies close to the Volga, where the bank is high
and steep, consisting of chalky marl and beds of clay ; but the
opposite bank is flat, sandy, and covered with willows. On the
18th of April, after visiting a Malo-Russian village on the other
side d the Volga, Dr. Goeb-el went on to Taki, which he left at 5

f

the following morning. A strange feeling aeized him, he says, at
the emptiness and uniformity which surrounded him-nothing
being visible but the sky and the steppe. A t 10 he reached the
Peshchinaya station, where he met many Tartars from the
government of Kazan trading with the Khan of the Kirghizes
T h e next station, Goeudarevi, lay only a few vents from a bitter
salt-lake, Gdrkoje O'zero (Mountain Lake), which he visited to
obtain some of its water. Before he reached the lake he passed over
large tracta cavered with masses of white elllorescent salt,of which
he took some, aa well as of the earth lying beneath it, in order to
analyse it chemically. T h e shore of the lake was shining, and
covered with saline plants ; the lake about 30 versta in circumference. H e reached the Elton-lake on the same evening. The
surface of the lake was not then covered, as it is later in the year,
with a crust of d t : but a number of crvstals of salt were formed.
which sank as so& as they had acquiredda certain size and weigh;
The water is nowhere more than 83 vershdks* (1% inches) in
depth, and coverB a firm white ground of enlt. The Calmnlis
gave it the name of AltGn Nor, =GoldenLake,' whence ita name
Elton. It was found by observations on the Qlst of April, to be
6-5 toises lower than the Volga at Kamishin. On the QSrd he
left the shore of the Elton-lake, and arrived at the p l a c e of the
Kh4n Jehhngir, which is tastefully built of wood, and furnished
with costly Persian carpets and other luxuries. In summer the
Khan lives under a tent in the steppe. T o the N.E. of the
Kh4n's palace, at a distance of a b u t 9OOO paces (schritten), begin
the Rjnpeski sand-hills; they extend in a northerly direction about
90 versts (134 miles) ; on the E. they are from Q0 to SO versts
( 1 3; to 90 miles) in breadth, and, turning first to the S.E. a d
then S., extend to the northern shore of the Caspian.
These sand-downs are of a very peculiar form, and have a
strange and indescribably gloomy aspect ; they are heaped up in
the form of waves, alternating with hollows of equal dimensions.
Good water is found a few feet deep in the sand.
The Kirghizes who inhabit this tract are a strong-looking race,
with brown faces of the AlIongolian character ; their mode of life
is simple, and they generally attain a great age. On the 06th of
April Dr. G ~ b e left
l
the Khdn's dwelling. In order to determine the route, he took his hodometer, and tablet in hand,
directed their course by watch and compass, for they travelled
without any road straight through the steppe, which was at first
firm and gassy, and about 1000 paces in breadth, sometimes
wider and sometimes narrower, while on both sides, and before
them, sand-hills were to be seen, which, as they approached,

*
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seemed to divide, and were separated by firm, green, winding
valleys, containing many salt and fresh-water pols.
97th.-The
steppe became hilly, and Dr. Gacbel's course,
which had been from N.E. to E.,was afterwards to the N.
(28th.-The sand-steppe now changed to loam. H e reached
the caravan-road from Astrakhdn to Orenburg, but soon left it
again, and pursued an E. ancl afterwards a N.E. course, often
passing many large ponds o v e r p w n with reeds, wntinuations of
the Kamjsh-Somara lake; and crossing the Little Uzen, which
flaws into that lake, on a rough bridge of trees, arrived at Glinycii.
T h e Kamysh-Samara lake consists of two separate sheets of
water, of which one is fed by the Little Uzen, the other by the
Great Uzen ; both consist of a number of larger or smaller basins
connected with each other by natural canals. T h e lake of the
Little Uzen consists of 10 or 18 such basins, and is 120 versts
(80 miles) in circumference. That of the Great Uzen is larger.
T h e shores of the lake are swampy, and overgrown with reedswhence its name, which sig6fies g r darkened with reds."* Glinyoi
has 97 1 inhabitants, a mixture of Russians, Cossacks, Calmuks,
and Tartars. O n leaving Glinydi Dr. Gcebel went northwards
to Steplnovo O'zero, a small salt-lake, on the surface of which
shone a number of crystals, and its bottom had a smooth salt
coating of such finnness as to bear both horse and rider.
These salt-lakes, says Dr. Gcebel, produce a singular impreision, looking like cold glittering plains of ice amidst the green
and blooming soil. Turning eastwards, he passed four large freshwater lakes, and came to the Great Uzen river. which he crossed
on a raft. T h e distance from Glinyoi, according to the hodometer, wns 194 versts (13 miles). T h e steppe was here more uniform than on the other side of the Uzen, and did not present the
same wavy formation. N o tents nor flocks were to be seen,
nothing but treacherous images of lakes, towns, and ferests. It
belongs to the Uralian Cossacks,t and is used by them for pasture.
Turning E.N.E. over a beaten track, and then direct E., the
party reached Kalmtikova on the Urdl. T h e right bank of the
Ur61 .is from 9 to 4 fathoms hiph
" : the left flat and adorned with
beautiful willows and poplars and luxuriant meadows. T h e
stream is rapid, and its waters turbid, and it is from 150 to Q00
fathoms broad. T h e distance from Glinyoi to Kalm~ikova,145
versts (963 miles) ; 45 versts further, passing through the outposts KrasnoyAr and Kharki, he arrived at the fortress of the Inderski mountains. All along the right bank of the Urdl there is a
line of posts to guard against the irruptions of the Kirghizes, who
inhabit the opposite steppe. Dr. Gcebel explored the Inderski
salt-lake, which is smaller than the Elton, and 46 versts (3%
z
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miles) in circumference, and then htened through SMlChiL to
Guryev. The country between Sanchik and Guryev appeared
very rich ; the earth was black, and clothed with luxuriant grams;
there were a number of channels running from the UrAl to the
J
d flow in one
Caspian, all dry. At Guryev the waten of the Z
channel, and divide 6 verrts (4 miles) below the town. The fimt
branch flows into the BBloi IlmQn, la vernta (8 miles) S.E.from
Guryev ; the next, the PolthvaX, flows westwards to the sea After a
rhort course, the stream again separates into four branches, which
flow S.S.W., S., and S.S.E. into the sea ; they are the Yaitsky,
Zolotdi, Gnilaya Bukharka and the Peretask; so that, of the former
many mouths of the Uril, only six now remain, which lie from 19
to 14 vents (8 to 9
:miles) from Guryev. Many considerable
branches which, ten yeara ago, were navigable, are now dried up
and overgrown with reeds. Even the Polthii, through which
Dr. Gaebel parsed, waa already so small that his vessel touched
the sides, and probably in a few years it will no longer be navigable. This drying up of the mourbs of the LTrAl is occaaiond
by the mud and sand brought down by the river, and doubtlem
increased by the fisheries : for there is not an inch of the river's
bed undisturbed bv,the fishermen'r neb. which set the sand and
mud in motion : these, naturally flowing to the mouths, are there
detained by the reeds with which the bank are covered. T h e
waters of the Caspian also are slowly decreasing. Dr. G m h l
visited several of the islands in the Caspian, and having explored
some hills of gypsum at a short d h c e from Guryev, then went
along the northern shore of the Caspian in his way to Astrakhh.
In the upper part of that town which stends on an elevated island
of the Volga, there is a fine cathedral, the towem of which command a beautiful view of the city with its broad streets and canals
bordered by trees, the haven covered with ships and of the b r d
majestic Volga with its beautiful green islands. Astrakhdn is 85
versts (56; miles) from the mouth of the river. After visiting the
Glauber-salt lakes at KigacL, Dr. Gabel went northwardr to the
Anargar, which is a high loamy steppe stretching from S.W.to
N. about 98 versts (188 miles), and in breadth from 5 to 6 versts
(3; to 4 miles), and containing a number of gypsum hills varying
in size and elevation, most of them having a semicircular form,
and many being crater-shaped at the top ; the highest, according
to barometrical measurement, had an elevation of 604 feet above
the steppe, the steppe being from 80 to 100 feet above the level
of the neighbouring salt-lakes. Pursuing his course in a N.W.
direction, he came to Chapchachi, a ridge of hills elevated about
60 feet above the steppe in the form of an oval, enclosing a loamy,
flat and salt valley containing many salt-pools The hills contain gem salt, above which is sandstone, nnd above that, the
common yellow sand of the steppe. T h e salt was colourless and
-

-

firm, and contained clear and perfectly tramparent cubes. Thence
to the Bogdo mountain--a hilly ridge rising
he travelled W.N.W.
out of the flat steppe, and stretching from N.W.to S : at its foot
lies the large strlt-lake Baskunshabkdi Solinoi (saltern of BLhkunshht), commonly called the Bogdo lake, which is 40 versts
(963 miles) in circumference. The Kalmuks consider the summit of the mountain holy, and neither threats nor b r i h will induce them to ascend it.
On the 16th of June Dr. Goebel reached the large village of
Vladimimvka, which terminated the journey through the steppe.
The whole distance from Khochetavka to this village was 338.3
versts (ee54 miles). He then crossed the Volga to ChBmoiyC,
and thence pursued the post-road to Sarepta, which he reached
on the afternoon of the 17th. It lien picturesquely on the declivity of the Volga mountains, which here, for the last time,
approach the river, and then turning suddenly to the S. are lost
in the Kalmuk steppe. H e visited the medicinal springs at 7
versts (43 miles) from Sarepta; and on the 19th went over the
mountain ridge which s t r e t c h behind Sarepta, in a zigzag dimtion to the river Manych, and afterwards turns into the ChBrnoemorsk6i (Black Sea) territory. At Dubovka rhL ridge separates
from the Volga-hills ; and Pallas, not without rewn, comiders it
as having been formerly the shore of the Caspian. Its height
at Sarepta was 390.8 feet above the level of the Volga. At
Sarepta Dr. Gmbel was detained four weeks by fever.
On the 13th July Dr. Claus went to Pati Isbensk, on the Don,
to take the level of the river, and found it to be 193 feet above
the level of the Volga at Sarepta. On the 16th of July Dr. Goebel
followed Dr. Claus to Pati Isbensk; and on the 19th they left
that place an11 proceeded to Tagsnr6g. The road at first led
over the hills near the Don, where they saw on all sides ancient
sepulchral mounds, and then descended into the beautiful valley
of the Chir, the flora of which was quite different from that of the
steppe of the Volga, being entirely European. From Taganrdg
they sailed to Yeni Kaleh (new castle), from which the large and
active mud volcano in the peninsula is only distant a few versts.
The lighthouse is on the point of a ridge on the sea-beach,
arallel to which runs another ridge at the distance of about 1 verst.
Rere are found springs of naphtha, and mud voIcanoes. Many
of the summits of the hills have openings, varying from 4 inches
to several feet in circumference, filled with a slimy mass, in a
bubbling state, as if boiling, although its temperature did not
then vary from that of the atmosphere : from time to time, it
overflowed and ran down the sides of the mountain. The mud
was the same grey clay as that found in the salt-lakes of the
Kirghiz steppe, and in the Caspian and Azov-seas. The salt-lake
Chakraksko'i lies close to the sea of Azof, being divided h m it on
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the N. side only by a narr0.w strip of land, and it is of the same
elevation. Tamin lies 100 yards from thc shore, and 19 versts
(194 miles) from Tamdn is the nearest mud volcano on the ridge
of a mountain, from 200 to 300 feet high. T h e whole mountain,
from the summit to the foot, was covered with ejected mud, which
on the lower pnrt was overgrown with grass.
O n its summit many mud volcanoes were in nctivity, which from
time to time threw out clay mixed with salt water. A number of
openings, large and small, were dried up ; so it RppEarS probable
that in time the rest may cease. T h e gas and mud were without
smell; the water had a salt taste : 3 or 4 versts further on, there
are springs of naphtha.
O n the 8th of August the travellers went from Kerch to
T h d o s i a , and visited by the way the Siv6sh or Putrid Sek
T h d o s i a is one of the most beautiful towns of the Crimea.
adorned with many new and tastefully-built stone houses, while
the remains of the ancient walls and towers call to mind its former
grandeur.
Among the public buildings nre a Greek and
a Roman Catholic church, two synagogues, two mosques, the
custom-house and the lazaretto. Whilst in possession of the
Genoese, it was so populous and flourishing thnt it obtained the
name of the Constantinonle
of the Crimea. Its haven is secure.
a
spacious, and deep, so that large vessels can come up to the quay.
Its inhabitants, 4500 in number, are Russians, Germans, Tartius,
Greeks, Armenians and Jews : Gipsies have huts outside of tbe
town. From Theodosia they went to Sympher6pl; thence round
the southern coast of the Crimea. which Dr. Goebel describes as
-containing all that is most beautiful in nature ;in short, an earthly
paradise. T h e population, Dr. Gaebel remarks, is evidently not
what it was in earlier times, and the land is lying unculti\ated.
They thence proceeded to Eupatoria or Kozldv, visiting by the
way the salt-lakes and mud-baths of Sbk. At Eupatoria they
inspected a newly-made Artesian well. I t was 440 feet deep,
and the water rose to within 7 feet of the surface of the rrronnd.
T h e water tasted slightly salt and sulphureous. I t is to be conveyed in pipes to the sea-shore, where it will spring 4 feet above
the surface.
From Kozldv they went to Perekdp, and thence to Kherdn,
where, while Ilr. Gcebel was engaged in some barometrical
measurements on the banks of the Dnieper, he was suddenly
surrounded by the police, and with difficulty saved his barometer,
which they endeavoured to carry off, as an unknown and suspicious
instrument. On the 24th of August they left Kherdn, crossed the
Bug at Nikolayev, and thence proceeded to Odessa. O n the
98th they left Odessa, and on the 15th of September again reached
Dorpat.
.Dr. Gccbel on his return submitted to M. Parrot his baro-
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rnetrikl measurements of the levels of the Caspian and Black
Seas, which M. Parrot calculated and arranged. They are, first,
barometrical observations made in Astrakhin by M. Osse, and at
the same time by Dr. Goebel, at aifferent points of the sea of
Azov and the Black Sea; secondly, a whole year's continued-obsemations at Sympherdpol, directed by M. Steven, with whom
Dr. Gcebel left one of his barometers; while during the same
year M. Osse made si~nultaneous observations at Astrakhin.
T h e first series of observations, extending from July 94, 1894, to
August 95th'of the same year, gives as the result, the level of the
Caspian, 7.1 toises lower than that of the Black Sea; but this,
which is the simple arithmetical average of all the observations,
M. Parrot afterwards reduced to 5.3 toises: as on some davs
,
many observations were made, and on others only one, and any
variation of the barometer occasioned by temperature would be
multiplied by the number of observations, he thought the fairest
way would be to take first the average of the daily measurements,
and then to reckon from that the general average, which was
thus reduced to 5.3 toises. T h e observations made by M. Steven
in Sympherdpol, and M. Osse in Astrakhin, from September 1 st,
1834, to September 1st. 1835, give, as the result, the level of the
Caspian 16.5 toises lower than that of the Black Sea. But this
d~fferenceM. Parrot considers to be almost entirely owing to h e
difference in temperature between the two places, the lower temperature in AstrakhAn depressing the barometer.
T h e particulars of this calculation are detailed at length in the
fifth chapter of the second volume. M. Parrot's general conclusion
from all these observations is, that it is highly probable that
there is no important difference of level between the two seas.
T h e observations of M. Parrot in 1811, made the level of the
Caspian 300 feet lower than that of the Black Sea; but his observations in 1830 gave a difference of only S.6 feet. The trigonometrical survey made by the Russian government in 1836.7
gives as the result, the level of the Caspian 101.9 Russian or
English* feet (94.9 French feet, 013 measure) lower than that of
the Black Sea. t
T h e second volume contains a detail of the various chemical
analyses of the saline waters, earths and plants collected ; barometrical measurements of the seas, lakes, hills, and rivers visited ;
hoclometrical measurements of the distances ; an analysis of the
map of the Kirghiz Steppe between the Volga and Uril, with
historical notices of its earlier condition, and an index of the
plants in the steppe near the Caspian.
--
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und Reiren in Mexico. [Residence and Journies an Mexico between the Yearr 1895 and 1834, Qc.] By
JOSEPH
BUBK'ART.Stuttganlt. 1836. Communicated by
MAJORCHARTREE.
THEv a ~ textent of country comprehended under the name of
Mexico is still almost unknown to Europeans in a scientific point
of view. T h e great range of mountains stretching from the river
Santiago towards the N., following the line of coast, and inhabited by the Guicholes Indians, has never been explored. Of the
manners, customs and language of that tribe we have only a very
rcanty knowledge. T h e states of Sonora, Sinaloa, and Chihuahua, hnve attracted little notice ; nnd the vast extent of wuntry
between New Mexico and the United States of America, along
the c o u m of the Rio Bravo del Nmte, has only been visited by
the traders who paas over those regions on their annual journies
from Franklin, on the Missouri, to the Mexican Republic.
These few hints may possibly help to direct the attention of travellers to large tracta of country which, as far as physical geography- is -concerned, may fairly be considered as ground wholly
unexplored.
M. Burkart, in the work now before us, has given the result
of observations made during a residence of nine years in Mexim.
H e traversed the country, within a limited space, in various directions, both in his professional character as a manager of mines,
in which business he was employed at dserent times by two
English Companies ; and, when his immediate duties permitted,
he travelled with the direct view of acquiring a mom nccurate
knowledge of the country, and of imparting new information respecting it, particularly with relation to its geology and physical
geography. H e brought into the field that degree of knowledge
which generally belongs to n well-educated German miner, with
great perseverance and accuracy of observation ; and his work
contains a mass of information far exceeding in value anything
that
- - - has appeared on the same subjects since the travels of Hum-

11.-Aufmtlralt

boldt.

His first destination was Tlalpujahua,* as he had been engaged
as chief miner by the company bearing that name, and he reached
that place from Europe by way of Tampim.
In his journey from the coast he experienced the want of a good
travelling map, which suggested to him the idea of constructing
one : and with this obiect in view. he made uae of all the means in
his iower to collect Gaterials duhng his journies and residence in
the country. T h e result has been a road-map, in which the
~
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rivers, streams, towns, villages, farms, single houses, &c., are
laid down : it includes 6 degrees of latitude, and 84 of longitude.
In the centre of this map is Guanaxuato, which point was fixed
bv Humboldt in 91' 0' 5" N. la^. and 100" 54' 38" W. long.
+he author very candidly mentions that his means of laying down
positions were limited, with a few exceptions, to compass-bearings
corrected by latitudes; bat it is to be regretted that the mountain
ranges are not indicated on hi map.
T h e author aives a minute descrintion of the district of Tlalpujahua, its geology and mineral productions. His next journey
ie from Tlalpujahua by Tula to Atotonilco el Chico, Real del
Monte, and Pachuca; and he gives a detailed account of the
group of mountains in which them mining establishments are
situate.
In the course of different journies M. Burkart visited the extinct volcano of Toluca, and the active one of Jomllo, with the
country lying in its neighlourhood. I n the spring of 18'28 he
quitted the service of the Tlalpujahua Company, after which he
went to the Capital, and from thence to the mining districts of
Zirnapan, Pechuga. San J o d del Oro, a d then by Queretaro
and Zelaya to Gunnasuato. H e afterwards travelled over the
country l y i i between Guanaxuato and Zacatecas, visiting in his
way the wam-springs of Aguas Buenas and Comanilla-and .
the towns of Leon, Lagos and Aguas Calientes, thence proceeding by the mines of Asientm de I b a r n to Zacatecas.
Shortly after his arrival in h a t town, in the summer of 1838,
he entered into the service of the Bolahs Mining Company, and
proceeded to their establishment at Veta Grande, as chief miner
of that district. H e continued in this capacity for seven years,
and has given a very full account of the mines under his charge,
accompanied by tables showing their expense and ptoduce durinp
a period of eight years, and a geological map of the district of
Zacatecas, with various sections of the ground. While in the
employment of the Bolnfios Company he made several journies,
and visited the mining districts of Fresnillo, BolaEios, Ramos,
Catorze, Charm, Mazapil, &c., all of which he describes with
minute detail. H e also gives a very interesting section of the
country lying between San Bias on the Pacific and Tampico on
the Atlantic. T h e line of this section lies between e l 030' N.
and 23' N., and shows in a very satisfactory manner the levels of
this part of the Mexican table-land from sea to sea
A few extracts from this work, relating more particularly to
physical
geography,
will give some idea of its value and of the in.
.
formation it conveys :" The Nevado, or Snowy Mountain, called alao the Volcano of Toloca,
a few leagues W.S.W.of the small town of 'Ibluca, liea, according to
0~
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Humboldt, in 19" 11' 33" N. l&, and 104' 6' W. of Greenwich,. and
15,263 feet above the sea. On the northern side, at the foot of the
Nevado, and at the distance of some leagues from it, is seen the river
Lerma, flowing from E. to W. In this direction the lower slopes of the
mountain lose themselves imperceptibly in the valley of the Lerma, near
the Hwicnda of La Huerta, about 2 leagues to the westward of Toluca
The Lerma valley, to the N. of the Nevado, as also E. and W. of that
direction, to the distance of more than 25 leagues, is several leaguer
wide, no that the appellation of an elevated plain is very appropriate:
besidea
on it are wen the towns of Toluca, Lerma, and Ixtl~~huacn,
everal villages and large farms. Fmm the Hacienda de la Huerta,
which lies directly N., and at the foot of some lower hills surrounding
the Nevado, the distance to the Snowy Mountain, in a direct line, b
about 3 leagues. The elevaed plain extends itself to the N. and E.
from the Hacienda, which, at about 2 leagues N. of La Huerta, is cut
by a range of low hills. Many of these, as well 8s several other isolated
ones, assume the form of truncated cones. To the N. and E. the base of
the Nerndo reaches almost immediately down to the plain: to the S.
and W., however, it8 slopes are connected with important branches of
the Cordillera. FiReen leagues to the N., on the right bank of the
Lerma, and direct1 opposite, is the Cerro de Hacotidtin, a dome-shaped
mountain of consi erable elevation, and commonding a very e x h i v e
186, vol. i.
view."-p.
I n his description of his ascent of t h e Nevado he remarks that
the limit of vegetation was at 13,405 feet, after which commenced
the line of perpetual snow : this line changes according to the
seasons, being generally lowest in the month of January, and
highest in September and October. After s d e r i n g much fatigue,
he found himself on the edge of the crater, 15,076 feet high:
this edge was here very narrow, and its interior slope from SS0 to
37O. Some rocks, called Los Frayles, form at this point the most
elevated summit of the mountain, which is 15,963 feet. T h e
crater is divided into two unequal parts by hills: each of these
parts contnined water, which stood at a depth of 1374 feet under
the edge of the crater. This depth, with the extent of the crater,
which was about a mile in diameter; will convey an idea of the
eruptions which formerly must have taken place in this volcano.
T h e distance of this mountain from the sea coast is 38 geographical miles to the N.E. ; and from Acapulco, towards the S.,
is from 39 to 33 miles. There are no records of this volcano's
having been in activity, and very few indications of lavas having
flowed from it exist.
T h e limits of this Journal will only admit of one more extract,
and selected from the author's visit to the volcano of Jorullo :" From the Rancho de la Playa de Jorullo the principal volcano lies

J'
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about 2 leagues in an easterly direction. The lava streams, and the upraisin of the ground during the last eruptions in the year 1'759, have
extenied themselva to the vicinity of thts rancho ; and the ground on
this western side, to a distance of 1&to 2 leagues round the volcano,
has been thrown perpendicular1 up. By this upheaving a precipitous
height of from 30 to 35 feet has L e n formed round the mountain, which
is aecemible only in a few pointa, and on this side cannot be approached
without a guide. I examined this r a i d part of the groulld in several
ints of its perpendicular sides, and found it to comist invariably of a
ghtitih green, not very compact basalt, with many particlea of olivine.
From the exterior ed of this elevation, towards the principal volcano.
the ground r k w i t f a gentle slope, and it is 2890 feet high. This
upheaved land wan covered, when Humboldt visited it, with thousands
of small conen, called hornitw: their temperature was very high, and
they threw out watery vapour. In consequence of the heavy rains
which fall in this climate, and the increasing vegetation, a great psrt of
the coues, after a lapse of ouly twenty-four years, mnce Humboldt's
visit, have entirely dim peared, and others have completely chan d
their form. Very few o f them indicata. higher temperature than t at
of the surrounding atmosphere-and now hard1 any of them evolve
vapour. Near the edge of the upheaved groun the small cones are
chiefly c o m p o d of l m e , and often rous h a d t i c lava, containing
much olivine in grains, but, more rare y, conchoidal augite."-p.
227,
~ o l i..
F o r B further description of this very interesting volcano the
work itself must be consulted; and the following tables will give
the heights barometrically measured by the author, and calculated
with g e n t ave since hie return to Eumpe.
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k a k a , amalgam-house at Guam7.305
Maon de Ssn Pedro, at
xuto
.
.
6,870 Mexico, u p i t d .
.
.
.
7,426
Milagrw, plt near Q t o m
. . 9,150
&perpnrq ftrbm ~ueretaro 6,320
R.tancia de la Vaesl, eow-rtall
Milpillam, rancho in the Sierra de
from Tlal jahunto T u b . 8,822
SMMateo
. .. .. .. 7,340
7,814
Elna, rancho not
f h m Zacatecac . 6,124
Mingoli, farm
.
Pmyles, highat point in tba Nwado
Moctrmmq Rio de, dram not far
de Toluca
. . . . 15,263 from Zimapn, on the P w de
. . 7,227 Moran,
Marom81
. . . Red. 6,021
h i l l o , mining ltstion
Gdlo, mountain near TlalpujPhup . 9,299
mouth of the
Garcb, rancho de loo, not far from
del Monte
. , . . 8,403
Xaa
.
.
.
.
8,988
or J d , mountain at
. . .. 76,352
. ~ 2 NeGonte
oil?
viilage
. . . .. 10,416
Naranjo (orange), a rancho .
Quad upe el Carnitem, farm
convent near Zncatecy . 7,475 N w d o de Tolu
higheat rock, LLU
Gunjicorh, village
.
.
.
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Fraylea (the friars) .
. . 15,076
15,263
Guujimdp, farm
.
.
.
9,474
Nevado de Toluca, edge of the
mrfntx of the lake 13,847
Qunijolote, mountpin near Real del
Monte.
.
.
.
.9,519
exireme limit of v c
Qu.ijolote, a rancho .
.
.
8,914
. . . .13,4M
getation.
.
7,650 Ordew ohepherd's house on the N c
QuPrdnrey, pit near Comsnjo
Gurranxuato, city .
. .. .. 6,664
6,869
vado de Toluca
. . .. 11,878
Hedehonda, rancho
.
Om, Ssn JolG del, mountain .
Hocotillan, rancho and warm qring . 8,241 Pachuca, mining station
. . 8,459
&I14
E n g U Psa.

Plua

Cnhme, C 4 a h de, d p - h o w e
Cbmu, mining d m
Cbu0,village
Wml, do. near Cotone
Chichimiquillu, fum not far hm

9

8

4

Guuluupto

mter

Lngoa,

Comanja,

not

bs&

near

Ze-

7ahaft

2acatec.u

uueepr

Zacateeas

n o k

w tha

rad

Ipr

galleria ut

Red

2 , s

y

urtcr

Height between Tlalpujnhun and An-

BB"@="
Herght h e t w k n &tancia a n i

. . . .

. 10,466
San

.
..

Andm
Height between SM Andrea mrd Gilote c
~eig%t
Tandeja and Tula
Height behvan Ilguautlaand Cbiw .
Height between Chico and Red del
Monte
Height betweem Tkpujahua and Tepetillan
Huertn, fann rmr Tuln
Ilgruutla, village
I n % v p e o , village
Irmiqullpso, village
Puerto de
Iltldrunca, or Ixtlahuaes

.

9,423
8,565
7,811
9,443

.
. . 9,684
. . .. .. .. 9,072
. .. .. .. 9,268
7,994
6,345
.
.
.
,
.. .. 8,303
8,293
5,584

.

.

Palma, rancho near Pinw
6,m
PPIIUM,
melting-houne near Zacat7,621
Psso de Tierra Caliente, rancho
l,S51
Pate, wann a rings and farm
5,204
~nt.cuam,lrle
7.075
Pechuga, mining station
5,371
6.024
Pedemal,rancho.
P e q r i m , pit uear Guanaxuto
8.305
.17,773
Popoeatepetl
7,404
Puertodehbldca
Puerto del ~ a m p oSanto, near SA
JddelOm
8,509
Puerto Lmiquilpn de
8,303
Puerta, between the ranchol iajrdna
and P i h
6,023
8,671
Puerto San Pedro, near X e m
Puerto 8. Rumo, near Gu-unto
8.143
Puerto Santa Rou, at Guanarunto
8,939

.

. . ... ...
. . ..
.. ..
. .. . ..
.
.. ..

..

BURKART'~
Journey in Mcm'co.~
hrim-ima Concepcion, pit at C a b 9;824
Puriuima Concepcion,
- .weltina-worh
at Chico
7,356
Quatm, farmat Cadereita
6,696
Quemnda, farm at Villa Nuwa
6,537
Quemado, Cerro, at Catorze
9,358
QueretPro,town
6,076
Ramor, mining Itation
7,008
Rayas, head shaft of the pit Rnyas, at
Guauaruato
7,170
Real del Monte, mining ltstion
8,937
Refugio, galleries at Cdone
8,668
Regla, melting and msting work8 at
6,610
Red del Monte
Rio &earn), Akdlo, at Tusnntla
4,579
Rio Q m d e de Santiago, at Lerma
8,558
Rio Grande de lantkgo, near Iltlahuaca 8,293
Rio Grande de Santiago, near Ia Jordana 8,196
Rio Grande de SantiPgo, on the road
fkom Bola6atoTe 'c
575
Rio Moctezuma, on & P M O ~ M masnear Zimapn
4,769
Rio h nPkB., near Siriicuaro
879
697
Rio las Bakar, near the farm Cutio
Rio San Pedro, near Santiago
180
Rio Zitsnurq near Turantla
2,191
Rio Zihreuaro; near Tiquicheo
1,455
Rosa Momla, farm
196
Baea Bfecate, rancho in the mountainsofxem.
8,321
Salinu, village and lake
6,653
2,409
Sancanguerito, rancho
Sanchez,. welting-worh near Real
del Monte
8,022
Saucah, fnrm in ;he A e Y :0 ~(lipnraw
6,939
Snucer, Mewn betwear L a p and
Aguar Calikter
6,157
8,379
Sere- mountain near G-xuato
5,809
Silao, small town
Somera, mountain near Tlalpujahuo. 9,806
SBli Andrea, village
8,638
Sau Cbristobal, mouth oE the galleries
near Tlalpu'ahua
8,706
B8n Esteban, discharging-place at the
ahaft near Tlalpujabua
8,708
San Felipe, village not far from Tlal8,341
puj+= -bmLn

.

. .

-.

.
. .. ...
. . .

..
..
..
..

. .
. . ..
.

. . .
. . ..
.
.
. ..
. . .
. .. ..
. . .

. .

2
San

-

.

. . .
. . ..
. . .
. .
. . .
. .
. . .
. . .

FeIipe, village not far tium
Guanaxuato
Santiago, village not far from Sau
Blaa
San Iridro, rancho not far From
C a b
San J d , stream b4tween~lnlpujahua
and Angan o
San J o d d e r ~ r o ,cb'apel on the
mountain not far from Zimapen

.
.

.

.
.

7,305
6,909

. . .
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.

5,833

-

.

8,368

8,i59

. . .
. .

Pkca.
nbgllnb Pea.
SPn Juan del Rio
6,495
San Juan, sh& near Real del Monte @,3B1
San Juan del Tud, m c h o on tbe
mdtocptorrc
q7ss
&n Lo-,
chapel n&~lalpu'ahua 8,466
Ban Mateo, farm not far from desico 7,651
San Pablo, farm near Pechuga
4,791
6an Pedro de la Bocn, village near
Xerer
7,163
San P&, p u A , dot
Ram
X m
8,671
San Pedro de &uapn, neu TUG 6,731
San Rafael, mountain near GUMxuato
.
9,078
San Rafael, melting-rorh near
Aguru Calienta
8,591
6Bn Jscinto, farm between Zsoatccsr
and Aguru Calientcr
6,453
7,007
k t a CNI, farm at R w n i i o
Santa Roan, mountain not far from
Tlal ujahua
9,Wl
h t e Aaa, a
m of the pit, G y m at
Gunuaxuatd
7,m
b
t
s Rosa, puerto, not far k m
8,932
Guanaruato
5783
Tajamanil, farm
Tandeja,farmnearTuh
7,421
Tarimangacho,. mountain at Tlalpu- '
jahua
10,186
Tecama, village neu Mexico
7,208
Temascatio, farm not far fknn Gua.
naxuato
6,886
Tepetitlan, farm not far from TIPIpujabum
8,368
Te-la,
mining atation not far from
6,930
h i m t a de lbem
Tiquicheo, village by the Rio Z i b
cuam
1,455
Tigre, ravcbo near Villetn de la Encamac~on
6,169
Telepango, farm n s r Tula
6,&51
Tlalpujahua, mining station
8,388
b d a d , pit near San J d el Om
7,956
Trujillo, farm near Fremillo
6,905
Toluea, town
8,698
Toliman, near Zimapan
4,973
Tula, by the Rio Moctexuma, town
6,783
Tulandeo, farm near Tula
7,011
2,117
Tunantla, village
Valldolid, village
6,291
Val&,
bath
6,398
Villalpndo, pit not far tiurn Gunnaxuato.
8,457
Villalpndo, mountain
9,453
VillaNuevu, mall town .
6,281
Villa Sea, mountain not far from
Zipn
7,148
7,783
Zamora, mountain near Rama
5,824
Zimapan,miningstPti~n
Zitacuam
6,453
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. .
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11. Section of the Younhim from 6.n B 4 through Tepic, Bala6g Zamteesl, 5.n Lub
Potad, and TI& to Tampico de T d i p
Ad@b maawed above Lbe Lwel oftha &B.

.. ...
.
. ..

.. ...
. ..
.. ..
. .. ..

PLea
EnglLh Pat
&XI
B h , port-to~~
,
00
I4jiW,rancb
%,553
3,930
Tepic, tom
Yom,mgar-pkahtion
3,883
$607
Pochotith, village
Rio Grvlde, bed of the' river 'in the
rod
575
!4,880
P u r j e d e G Banca
Cuata de Wca
5,793
Curah de la Huichola
3,927
3,710
Huuquimi., rancho
b i g h t +tween ~ a m o & and' H7,316
qurmu
3,868
c~mo~.n,t;m
&o the
Youth of the etaeam ~k;ulr
Cam&.
3,569
Cueat. de Tlucal;
7,315
Cbibo, mountain eut of the road
8,900
Berberia, rancho
8,130
Bol&% w k e t p b , cashier's o h 3,0110
B o U a in the dupPcho
3,173
Aguik, mounbin
5,486
Pid,rnountPin, artun mmmitof. 7,5M
&litm,village
5,836
Tdotiche, village
6,059
Atotolco, rancho
5,898
village
6,330
1
5,560
8.nh M u u , rrl&
5,661
&rrbMaria, mountah
7,503

..

.

. . ..
.. .. ..

. .
. ..
. .. ..
... ...
. .

..

..

..

...
..

. .. .. ...
.. .. .. ..

PLea
Caulote, KUIC~O
Xaa,tom

Englbh P d .

,

Veto Gnnde, mining station
Zpeatscar, tom

...
..

Angel, mountain
Snuceda, melting-work8
O j d i e n t e , tmm
Bantiago, mountain
k B l m y rmelting-work8
Angel-, mining atation
Ia Palrnq rancho
Pefim Blanw, mountairr
Pina, mining station
cenu de 1. Crux, mountain
Souec Gord~,rancho
San L u i Potoll, town
Peotillu, fum
Guaji, rancho
Guadal-,
mining station
Hi& farm
Tda,rillaga
hertodelos ~ a l l mountain
k
C u e d e l a Conhda
&oh m
r
a
,village
Rio Limonu, ltnun and rancho
Horcuityrillage*
Gdlul, mcho
2
0
&am, d l M u
Albmim, village
Tampico de Tamaulipr, tom

..
.
.
.
.. ...
. ..

..
.

...
..
..
..

.. .
.. ..

6,lW
6,593
8.550
7,978
8.910
7,530
0,716
R$SU

6,735
7,474
6,023
8,917
7,982
9,657
6,775
5,Ml
4,829
6,706
6,296
3,709
3,844
4.604

... ...
. ..
.. .. 2;1W
. . .
.. .. ...
•

1.1.34

1'28
8t
5
40
90
50

111. Heighb determined in the Yountairu of Zeutecu.
1. Y d r y of Zacatecaa.
Ram.
EngM F a
PI.ca.
E ~ I~
Ld
~ .
Smelting-works, San Tadeo
7,698
Hei t n e a r C . t . d e M u l ~
8,614
G d u p
7,564
G m t &n Bemabe. uincid *hail
8.379
Sou&
7,590
8; 131
powder-mill of B & ~ O
City of Z d e c u
7,978
4. Y&y of Arrda
Smelting-work Florid.'
7,745 Puerto between the mountairu of SUI
Granja
7,560
Pelipe and Biia'a
8,316
Bermuder
7.673 Junction ofthe ~ d e p d A&h
f
and
.
Stream belm the Cwvent, Guacla- '
&
7,491
lupe
7,476 Arroyo Anola in the plain
7,320
A

.. ..
. .

..
.

.. .
. .

.. ..
. . . . .
Puntoh
. . ..
. . .
--

.
. . . .. ..

2 Y i # ofl.omrr arrd PblmllOn#!a.
h c k o
8,789
Smeltinrwolks,in rnix~,Leona
R,W
PolvorirtP
7,580
8tream in the lma part of tbe farmfarm
d Q m
7,433
3. YaIby of ~ c s d o .
h e r b & Veto Gnnde

. .

8,773

&=
... ... 7,816
. . . . 7,557
7,316

5. Y d e y of Panuco.
herto, near hVirgena
No+ near Buen Sueao
Bed of a river belm h u c o
Gutierm, rancho

6. Valfeyp/ La Sacra Pamiha.
Point where the Aqueduct of 2.utecau beginr
8,015

. . . .

Thu and tbe four following heighb appear not b he entirely fkc hom error,
wind urwd the barometer b f&l1 very low.

M a high

Rusm

..

Smelting-workr. Cinco Scfiora
Huerta Smguilh de uriva
de abajo

-

Bu+ll

Fsa.

.. 7,941
. 7,815
7,653

7. Pi&# of A'mirnh cud cahbua.
Puertodel Cem Plomow,
8,548
Bed of a river near tbe pit of Nuera
lralencima
R,093
Bed of o river
7,845
Plain
-7,819
8. Valley ia &la.
Puertn de Mabocbe
8,491
Smelting-worke, la Plata
R, 138
Garden of el Gil
7,888
Plain below the k d r i l l e n
7,6 18

. .
. . . .
.
. . .. .. .

.
. .

...
.

...

.

9. YoUey la Chica.

.. ..
. . ..
VaUaJ qf Bracho and la Pila.
Puerto, near Tcpau~ .
. ..
Rancho b h o .
.
.
Plain blow the m c h o la Pila
.

Puerto de la Vet. G d e
Smelting-work la Cbiu
First h o w of h i e n d . Nuwa
Plain below 1aTmja

8,773
8,236
7,845
7,642

10.

R,613
7,810
7,570

11. Valley of C h n p a d m .
P i t Galkga
, 8,470
7,618
Bed of the river abbre & u p d k ~
Plain below Chupadera
7,544

. ..

the water8 batweem the
13. Ridge dieid*
two *in8 of Ba#urloe and Frumillo.
Highat int m the Mas del Cmillo 8,938
Cmo d&iejo
8,229
shnn of the A ueduct of Z.ukau
8,045
Caro del ~ r i g o
8,721
Cerro dela L l d
8,552
Cerm de la Maid
8,671
Lkno de la Loyota (pit ~mlordia) 8,580
Caro delHuPehichi1
8,890
Cmo Milanas
8,868
Ccrro*
.8,7U)
Llanolu Y k g m a
8,302
Mountain on the d to Matapulgas 7,999

. . . ..
.. .. ...

.. ...
.

... ..
. .

1 4 . Height# qfchainr and &#I. d&.
Pka.
Eqllia Fd.
CermMihma
8,659
%I A 4 0
•
8,904
el Angel
8,949
Miradillo'
8,4%
M~trante
8,459
Paptoo
(1,309
- Cantem
8,114
Gum-'
8,006
Aq~Salods
8,094
Bueoevirte
8,SSS

. . .. ..
.. .. .. ..
.. .. .. ..
. .. .. .
. .. . ..
-&Mutin
. .. . .
=P2ZP-o, ..high&. ..
-la
... .. ...
. .
.
- San
.. .. . ..
.. .. .. ..
.
.,
.
.
. . . .
laChiu .
.. . .. ..
Vigea .
.
.
.
. Chupdcm
.
.. .. .
. .. . .
-Ssn
.
.
.
.. . . ..
. . *

-

la Bufa

del infante

8,803
8,659
8,111
7,7M

point

S.E. point of the a m e
lmcultau
Padm
-larHuer~v
la Numa Ydenciana
-laPimienta
Jorgs
Plomillo

8,916
7,958
8,386
8,178
8,391
; 4248
8,437
8,497
cdimnto
8,894
1
8,664
RIJO~
8,4%8
laSirrpe
4688
el Gil
8,513
8,91S
Dcsierto
8,238
lapolma
8,109
Pita of G u a d ~ I u pntar
,
iet. G d e 8,173
Llanodelar
8JOS
Pitof Daeubrimicnto
7,m
Germ delPiLr, mu
7,65S
A d a
0
8,720
-Zapo~
8,071
Dm Antonio, beyond M d a ~ r 4,150
C403s
Pelipe
7,999
el Mom
8,000
de lm Taja de Pmuco
7,904
LomsdeS.a Joaquim
7,773
CaroTacuco
7,fM
B*
8,m
I*chuguilh
7,997
paluque
8,460
Queqrsdo
8,086
Homlta
8,081
Tdeo
8,301
.&~cillo
, 8,316
Sauced.
.
7,985

-

.
... ... ... .
.
.
. ..

111.-Crania Americana ; or, a Cmparntioe View of the Skulk
i d Nations of North und South America :
an Essay on the Varieties of the Human
Species. By SAMUEL
GEORGE
MORTON,M.D., Professor of

$

r&?/p%d,

Anatomy in Pennsylvania College, Sre. Philadelphia. 1839.
Folio, pp. S!N. With seventy-eight lithographic plates, and a
coloured map. Communicated by Dr. PRICH
ARD, M .D.
THEauthor, who has spared no expense, and bestowed the moot
exemplary care in securing the accuracy of hia delineations, has
exhibited in this valuable work specimens of the skulls of all
the aborigind races in America, many of which have now become
extinct. He begins by an ingenious attempt to classify them, as
will appear from the following abstract.
The American race, he observes, may be divided into two
familien :-I. The Toltecan, including all the civilised tribes ; 2.
The American, embracing all the uncivilised nations of the new
world, excepting the Polar tribes, or Mongolian Americans.
The American family comprehends several subordinate groups.
1. T h e Appalachian, including all the nations of North America, excepting the Mexicans, and the tribes north of the Amazons
end east of the Andes, of which the physical characters are a
round liead,'large salient and aquiline nose, dark eyes, brown not
oblique, large and straight mouth, with teeth nearly vertical, and
a triangular face. These tribes are described as warlike, cruel,
and unforgiving.
9. The Brazilian branch spreads over great part of South
America east of the Andes, between the Amazons and La Plata
Rivers. In physical traits they differ little from the Appalachian.
Their eyes are small, more or less oblique, and set fm apart.
3. T h e Patagunian brunch includes the nations from the south
of La Plata to the Straits of Magellan, and the mountain tribes of
Chili. They are chiefly distinguished by their tall stature, fine
form, and indomitable cour3ge.
4. The Fuegian branch, inhabiting the island of Tierra del
Fuego, whose national appellation is Yacannacunnee, are in stature low (five feet four or five inches), have a large head, broad
face, small eyes, lank black coarse hair, brown complexion, and
in mental character are slow and stupid.
General 0bsematim.-The nations east of the Alleghany
mounkns, with their cognate tribes, have the head more elongated
than the other Americans, in particular the LenapB, the Iroquois,
and the Cherokees. West of the Mississippi the elongated head
is again found in the Mandans, Ricaras, Assinaboins, and some
other tribes; yet, even in these instances, the characteristic truncation of the occlput is more or less obvious, whilc many nations east
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of the Rocky Mountaim have the rounded head,* the Osages,
Ottoes, Missouris, Dacatas, kc. The same conformation is
common in Florida The heads of the Charibs are also naturally
round, and this character may be traced through the nations east
of the Andes, the Patagonians and the tribes of Chili. In these
skulls, viewed from behind, the occipital outline is moderately
curved outwards, wide at the occipital protuberances, and full
from those pointa to the opening of the ear; from the parietal
protuberances there is a slightly curved slope to the vertex, producing a conical or rather a wedge-shaped outline. Although
the orbital cavities are large, the eyes are small. The nose constitutes one of the strongest and most uniform features; it k
arched without being strictly aquiline; cheek bones large and
prominent, inclining rapidly towards the lower jaw, and giving
the face an angular conformation; long black lank hair is common
to all the American tribes. The beard is generally deficient, and
the little that nature gives is soon eradicated. The complexion
may be generally described as brown, though there are deviations
including all the tints from a decided white to an unequivocally
black skin. Intellectually the American is inferior to the Caucasian or the Mongolian family. It b particularly deficient in
everything relating b numbers..
The Toltecan family embraces the civilised nations of Mexico,
'Peru, and Bogota, extending from the Rio Gila, in 3S0 N.,
along the western margin of the continent to the frontiers of
Chili. In North America the peo le of this family were spread
from ocean to ocean ;but in South L e r i c a they chiefly mupied
a narrow slip of land between the Andes and the Pacific ocean,
and bounded on the S. by the desert of Atcrcama. Farther N.,
in the present republic of New Granada, lived the Bogotese:
other uncivilised tribes were everywhere dispersed through the
country. It is chiefly in their intellectual faculties that the great
difference between the American and the Toltecan families
consists. There are evidences of the advanced civilisation of the
latter in their roads, aqueducts, fortifications, and other architectural remains.
In the desert of' Atacama the Peruvians have for ages buried
their dead; the mil, a mixture of sand and salt, and the dryness
of the climate preserving them from decay; and the bodies of
successive generatiow of the former inhabitants of Peru may now
be examined like those from the Theban catacomb, after the
lapse of hundreds, perhaps thousands of years. From the examination of nearly a hundred crania from the desert of Atacama,
the great sepulchre of the Peruvians, Dr. Morton conceives that
Peru has been successively peopled by two distinct nations, who
had differently formed heads, one of which is perhaps extinct.

.
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T h e oldest, antecedent to the Incna, he terms ancient Peruvians.
remains of which have hitherto been found only in Peru. In
stature they were not remarkable ;and they do not appear to hare
differed from the cognate nations, except in the formation of the
head, which was small, greatly elongated, narrow through the
whole length, with a very retreating forehead, and possessing
more symmetry than is usual in skulls of the American me.
T h e face projected, the upper jaw was thrust forward, and the
teeth were inclined outwards. T h e orbite of the eyes were large
and round, the nasal bonm salient, the zygomatic arches expanded,
and in their skulls there is a remarkable simplicity in the sutures
connectixw the bones of the cranium. Dr. Morton considers this
as the narural form, though it has in some instances been exaggerated by art. Mr. Pentland, an English traveller, who esamined the tombs in the neighbourhood of Titicaca, describes them
as in design and execution not unworthy of ancient Greece or
Rome. In these tombs, as in those of Egypt, parcels of grain
were left beside the dead ; and it is a singular circumstance that
this corn differs from any now produced in the country. From
the measurement of three adult skulls of the ancient Peruvians,
the average internal capacity is 73 cubic inched; the capacity of
the anterior chamber about one-half that of the posterior; the
facial angle 67 degrees. T h e modern Peruvians, whom Dr.
Morton supposes to be identicnl with the Toltears, who emigrated
from Mexico about A.D. 1050, and appeared in Peru as the I n c a
during the eleventh century, are described as differing little in
person from the Indians around them. T h e face is round, eyes
small, black, and rather distant from each other; nose small.
mouth rather large, teeth remarkably fine; complexion dark
brown ; hair long, black, and rather coarse ; d u l l small, quadrangular in form ; occiput greatly compressed, wmctimes quite
vertical, its sides swelled out ; the forehead rather elevated, but
retreating. These heads are remarkable for their inequality,
which consists chiefly in the greater projection of the occiput on
one side than on the other.
I n the tombs of the chiefs, were deposited their weapons, utenrile, meats and drinks; and a number of women, boys and servanta were buried with them, to serve as attendants in the next
world. Dr. Morton measured twenty-three adult skulls from the
cemetery of Pachacamac, a temple of the sun, near Lima, which
was reserved exclusivelv for the Peruvian nobles. T h e larimst
"
cranium had an internal capacity of 89.5 cubic inches; the
smallest 60. T h e mean of the whole series mas 73 ; the anterior
chamber 39 ; the posterior 43 ; the coronal region 19 ; the facial
angle 75 degrees.
I
T h e Mexicnns, who were dewepded from tribes agreeing in
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langunge and manners, and coming from the N.W., are described
by Clavigero as of good stature, and well proportioned, with good
complexions, narrow foreheads, black eyes, and thick black glossy
hair. The narrow forehead, however, does not belong to the ancient
Mexicans, as is proved both by their sculptures and their crania.
Dr. Morton obtained eight Mexican skulls older than the European conquest. None of them are altered by art; and they present a striking resemblance, both in size and configuration, to the
heads of the ancient Peruvians. T h e Natchez were probably
emigrants from hlexico. Of one of their crania Dr. Morton has
given two delineations ; one in profile, the other a front view.
T h e Muskogee, or Creek confederacy, is composed of seven1
nations, or remnants of nations, among whom the most prominent at present are the Seminoles; and the skull of a Seminole
wanior -is here represented : it presents a lofty but retreating
forehead, great width between the parietal bones, and a remarkable altitude of the whole cranium ; while the drawing of a Muskogee skull represents a broad but low forehead.
The Algonquin and Lenapk nations (grouped by philologists
under the collective name of Algonquin-Lenapds) may be
arranged geographically in four groups :-1. the northern, embracing the Knisteneaux, or Crees, and their neighbours as far as
the Chippeways and the Algonquins proper ; 2.the north-eastern,
in'clu&ng the Micmaks, the Etchemins. an3 Abenakis; 3. the eastem or Atlantic group, embracing the Indians from New England
to Virginia and North Carolina; 4. the western group, extending
from the Miamis to the Shawnoes. These various tribes occupied a wide tract of country, from the Cumberland river, on the
wuth, to the Great Lakes. They all spoke dialects, though often
remote, of a single language. In physical character and social
habits they were much like each other.
One drawing of a skull of the Chippeways, belonging to the
first w u p , is given ; and the general characters deducible from it
are those of the American race, but the frontal region presents
an unusual development.
T h e Menominees, belonging to the fourth p u p , formerly inhabited the country about Green Bay, in Wisconsin ; they are a
well-formed people, middle-sized, in complexion fairer than their
neighbours; their skulls are rather larger than the average of
Indian crania, rather oval-shaped, but marked by a gentlyfattened occiput. A drawing is here given from the skull of a
young woman of this tribe.
T h e Minmis and Piankeshaws, two tribes, of the same group,
speaking one language, from the territory drained by the Wabash,
do not in physical character differ from the other western tribes
of the great Algonquin-Lenapd stock. I n intellectual powers
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they yield to no tribea in the weet. Some of the Miami tribes
have resisted every attempt at civilisation and conversion, and
remain uncompromising pagans to this day. Dr. Morton has one
plate of a Miami skull.
Of the Ottigamies and Sanks, of the fourth group, inhabiting
the lwnks of the Mississippi, a large skull is here given ; the
Potomatomies, first p u p , one skull ; the Naumkeags, one of the
subordinate tribes of the Lena$ nation in Massachusetts, o m
skull.
The Delawares (third p u p ) , who now occupy the country
north of the Kangas, between it and the Missouri river, have
skulls more elongated than is usual among the American tribes.
Their crania are also narrower, in proportion, in the parietal diameter, and less flattened on the occiput. A drawing of a female
skull of the tribe is given.
The Iroquois confederacy consisted originally of five natio*
the Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas, -Cayugas, and Seneau
They called themselves Mengoes, or Mingoes; end constituted
the eastern division of this ~owerfulfamilv: while to the west
were several other tribes of. the same &k-as
the Hurons,
Erigas, Andastes, &c. ; but the latter formed no part of the confederacy.
In 17 1e, the Tuscaroras, flying from their hunting-grounds in
North Carolina, took refuge among the Iroquois, and were dmitted as a sixth nation. The language of the Iroquois is mergetic and melodious, destitute of labials, but having the g n t t d
aspirate. The remains of this once powerful confederacy are yet
scattered through the state of New York, subdued in spirit, and,
debased by their fondness for intoxicating liquors; they are
rapidly diminishing in number, and will soon be known only in
history.
Dr. Morton bas given the skull of a Cayuga chief, the head
of an Oneida warrior, and the head of a Huron chief.
On a comparison of five Iroquois heads, the avenqe internal
capacity is 88 cubic inches, which is within two inches of the
Caucasian-the average of the anterior chamber, 35.5 ; that of
the posterior, 5'2-5; of the coronal region, 15.
The Pawnees consist of two nations, the Pawnees Proper and
the Ricaras, or Black Pawnees. The former inhabit the country
on the river Plata ; the latter live below the Wandans, on the
Missouri. They do not differ much in physical character from
the surrounding nations, but, till lately, offered up human sscrifice,
-a practice said to be unexampled among the other North
American nations. One figure of the skull of a female Pawnee
. .
is here given.
The Damtas, or Sioux, bear an appellation embracing many
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tribes of Indiam allied to each other by affinity of language and.
community of customs. They are established on both sides of the
Mississippi. A broad face, high cheek-hones, large Roman nose,
expanded at the nostrils, wide but low forehead, and flat occiput,
with a cinnamon-brown complexion, are their peculiar characteristics. The Dacota language is said to be less sonorous than the
Algonquin, which abounds in labials. Many of their religious
rites are said to present a striking coincidence with th% manners
of Asiatic tribes. One skull is here given. The small squared
head, the great comparative breadth between the parietal bones,
and indifferent frontal development correspond with the featurer
already noticed.
T h e Osages, now chiefly found in the western part of Arkansas,
are yet a powerful tribe. They and their immediate neighbours
in the western prairie are much less ferocious than those to the
east of 'the Mississip i. A drawing from the skull of a young
warrior is given.
easurements of eleven skulls of Missouri
tribes give 77 degrees as a mean of the facial angle;
mean internal ca@city, 80 cubic inches.
The Blackfoot nation is one of the most powerful in the northwestern region ; it yet numbers 30,000 souls, and consists of three
divisions, of which the Cotomay is the best known; they are
fierce,
- -- crafty, and courageous. One figure from a Blackfoot
skull.
The Flathead tribes of the Columbia River. These tribes are
established on both sides of the river, to a distance of many miles
from its mouth. They are commonly of diminutive stature, and
badly made. The complexion rather lighter than thnt of the
Indians of the Missouri : a wide mouth and l i p thick ; nose of a
moderate size, fleshy, wide at the extremity, with large nostrils,
and generally low between the eyes, which are commonly black,
are their chief characteristics. The most remarkable feature is
the almost universal flattening of the head by various mechanical
contrivances. The type of this deformity is the same throughout,
consisting in a depression of the forehead and consequent elongation of the whole head, until the top of the cranium becomes, in
extreme cases, a nearly horizontal plane. This custom prevails
among the Klickatats, Kalaproyrhs, and Multuornahs of the Wallamut river, and the Chinouks, Clatsaps, Klastonis, Cowalitsks,
Kathlamets, Killemooks, and Chelakis of the Lower Columbia
and its vicinity. I t is also said that several tribes of the coast,
both north and south of the river, follow the same practice ; but
they are all represented as speaking dialects of the Chinouk lanm e . A constant pressure is applied to the skull of the infant
during the first four or eight months. Dr. Morton gives a figure
of their cradles, and s minute description of the various contrivances used. Besides the d eseion of the head, the face ia
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widened and rojected forwards by the process, so as to diminiih
the facial ang e ;the breadth between'the parietal bones is greatly
augmented ; and a striking irregularity of the two sides of the cranium almost invariably follows ; yet the absolute internal capacity
of the skull is not diminished, 'and, strange as it may seem, the
intellectual faculties suffer nothing. T h e latter fact is proved by
the concurrent testimony of all travellers who have visited these
tribes. They evince a great deal of cunning and contrivance in
bargaining, in which respect they differ from almost all other
Indians, who will generally exchange the most valuable article
they possess for any bauble which may happen to please their
fancy. There are two plates of Chinouk skulls ; one (a slave's)
of the natural form, the other a chiefs, exhibiting the artificial
distortion. There are also figures of six other flattened skulls
belonging to the various tribes. From eight of those from tribes
near the Columbia .Dr. Morton gives the following average measurements :-

f

-

-

-

Cubic iocha.

Internal capacity
80
Capacity of the anteriot chamber
3 1-S
Capacity of the posterior chamber
46.8
Capacity of the coronal region
11.8
Facial angle, 70 degrees.
I t therefore appears that the operation of flattening and otherwise distorting the head in infancy by artificial contrivances does
not diminish the capacity of the cranium, or the whole volume of
brain; nor does it materially affect the relative proportions of
brain in the two chambers of the cranium, innsmuch as the lateral
expansion of the frontal region compensates for the loss of vertical
diimeter. T h e coronal region, however, is very much reduced
by the process, and the facial angle is diminished at least, five
degrees.
Skullsfiom the f i m u l i or Mounds.-In North America there
are very few mounds east of the Alleghany mountains. Thmughout the valley of the Mississippi they are numerous; they are
found as far north as the vicinity of Lake Travers, in let. 4 6 O .
They are observed up the Ohio and its tributaries to the base of
the Alleghanies, diminish in frequency west of the Mississippi, gncl
are not seen beyond the Rocky Mountains. T o the south they
are common in Arkansas, and in Mexico very numerous. In
Peru and its ancient dependencies they are also in great numbers,
and occur even as far south as the country of the Araucos, in
Chili. Most of them are merely circular mounds of earth, from
ie to eo or 30 feet in diameter, and 6 or 8 feet in height; others
are of large dimensions and imposing appearance ; but the moet
curious are those constructed in rude ie8emblances of men ond
animals, which abound in the Wisconsin territory, and these aLo
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are proved to be sepulchral monuments by the quantity of human
remains found in them.
These mounds are variously shaped--circular, elliptical, and
pyramidal, whiie some of them are formed in parapets, like the
pyramid of Meidoun, in Egypt. I n some of them many skeletons
have been found together, regularly disposed. The pyramids at
Teotihuacan, north of the city of Mexico, are situate on a plain
called Micoatl ; i. e. r c the path of the dead."
I n Peru the
mounds are called c r huacas," which in the Quichua language
signifies to weep." Besides human remains, these mounds
often contain the bones of bears, otters, beavers and other animals; together with stone hatchets and arrow-heads, vessels of
various kinds, fragments of obsidian and mica ; and, more rarely,
implements of copper and ornaments of ivory. It is also not unusual to find ashes, cinders and burnt bones, resting on a stone
platform ; showing that the body h d been consumed by fire.
Figures are given of three skulls from tulnuli from the Ohio,
the Upper Mississippi, and the Grave Creek mound in Virginiaone from each. T h e last, one of the largest and most perfect in
North America, is 837 feet in circumference at its base, and 7 0
feet in height, and is placed on a natural elevation of 80 or 100
feet ahove the low-water mark of the Ohio. Several skeletons were
rliscovered in it-some in a sitting, others in a standing posturetogether with a variety of trinkets and ivory beads, sea shells, and
small plates of mica. From the Alabam river, from Tennessee,
from Santa, in Peru, one skull from each is here given; and
two from the valley of R i a c , in Peru, complete the number
mentioned above. All these have the low forehead, high cheekbones, small facial angle, massive lower jaw, prominent vertex,
flat occiput and rounded head of the American race ; and the
mounds are scattered over those parts of North America which
were inhabited by the partially civilised nations included in the
Toltecan family. Skeletons in the sitting posture are everywhere
characteristic of these tumuli ; and so recently as the middle of
the last century mounds were constructed as sepulchral monuments in Peru. T h e mean internal capacity of three heads,
which had been distorted by some of the processes already mentioned, is 81 cubic inches: the facial angle does not exceed 75
degrees.
From a review of all the circumstsnces connected with them,
Dr. Morton concludes that these ancient mounds owe their origin
to the various branches of the great Toltecan family, which was
spread from the confines of Chili to the shores of Lake Superior.
That members of it once occupied Florida and the valley of the
Mississippi there can be no doubt ; but whether before or after
their dispersion from Mexico is not yet cscertained. I t seems
more than probable, however, that the Alliigewi, who, accordii
lC
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to Indian tradition, were driven southward by.the Iroquois and
Lenap&, were Toltecan communities, who constructed the mounds
for their sepulchres, and erected fortified towns to defend themselves from the barbarous tribes by whom they were surrounded.
Many of the American nations used to deposit their dead in
caves ; and figures of two skulls from caves-one in the Illinois,
one near the Ohio-axe among the plates in this work.
T h e Charibs were at one period a numerous and widely-disseminated people. Their native seats were the northern regions
of South America, almost from the river Amazon northward to
the sea, including the eat valley of the Orinoco, and much of
the present territories o v ~ u ~ a nand
a Venezuela. Thence they
extended their migrations to all the Antilles, from Trinidad to
Santa Cruz. They are still a numerous people; and are said to
differ from the other Indians, by being taller, nnd having more
regular features; noses not so large, and less flattened; cheekbones not so high ; and a character of face with less of the Mongol
cast. Their heads are natudlyround, as in the other tribes ; but
many of the Charib nations practised the flattening process.
There are here two plates of their skulls; one of a Charib of
Venezuela, and one of a Charib of St. Vincent. The Charibs of
St. Vincent are described as among the most ferocious m d brutal
of the American:nations. They were cannibals; and having tasted
the flesh of all the nations who visited them, are said to have pronounced the French the most delicate, and the Spanish the
hardest of digestion.
The Araucanians. the most celebrated and ~owerfulof the
Chilian tribes, inhadit the regions between the ri;ers Bio-bio and
Valdivia, and extend from the Andes to the sea. Their name is
derived from the province of Arauco. They are robust and muscular, and of a lighter complexion than the surrounding tribes.
Endowed with an extraordinary degree of bodily activity, they
reach old age with few infirmities, and generally retain their sight.
teeth and memorv unimneired. Thev are brave. discreet and
cunning to a proverb ; pLtient in fatigue, enthusiastic in all their
enterprises, and fond of war, as the only source of distinction.
Three centuries of almost constant warfare have neither subdued
nor tamed them; and although occasionally driven to their
mountain fastnesses,
-they have always reappeared as formidable
and unconquerable as ever.
They are highly susceptible of mental culture, but despise the
restraints of civilization ; and those who have been educated in the
Spanish colonies have embraced the first opportunity of resuming
the haunts and habits of their nation. They possessed some of
the useful arts before their intercourse with Europeans.
There are two figures of the skull of an Araucanian chief,
named Bashpuni, who was slain in 1835. T h e head is symme4
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trical ; the frontal region lofty, but narrow ;the posterior cranium
full; and the internal capacity not much short of the Caucasian :
I
mean 84-5 cubic inches : the facial angle 76'.
,
Another and smaller cranium of a chief named Chilicoi,
I
killed
in the same battle, is also given. Three Araucanian skulls
I
in Dr. Morton's possession give a mean internal capacity, 79
i
inches : mean facial angle barely 75'.
All the American tribes, both civilised and uncivilised, bury
their dead in a sitting posture. Plate 69, at the end of the volume,
shows the attitude of a desiccated body which was brought from
. New Granada. I t is sitting, with its knees drawn up, and its face
resting on its hands.
A table of anatomical measurements of the different skulls is
added at the end of the volume. They are classed and compared
together, from which it appears that the uncivilised nations possess a larger brain by 53 cubic inches than the Toltecans ; while,
on the other hand, the Toltecans possess a greater relative capacity of the anterior chamber of the skull. T h e coronal region,
though absolutely greater in the uncivilised, is rather larger in
proportion in the civilisecl tribes; the facial angle is much the
same in both, a d may be assumed for the whole race at 75
degrees.
From all these facts the author concludes, lst, that the American race differs essentially from all others, not excepting the
Mongolian; nor do the feeble analogies of language, and the
more obvious ones in civil and religious institutions and the arts,
denote anything beyond casual or colonial communication with the
Asiatic nations; and even these analogies may perhaps be accounted for, as Humboldt has suggested, in the mere coincidence
arising from similar wants and impulses in nations inhabiting
similar climates. gndly, that the American nations, excepting the
polar tribes, are of one race and one species, but of two great
families, which resemble each other in physical, but differ in
intellectual character. Srdly, that the cranial remains discovered
in the mounds, from Peru to Wisconsin, belong to the same race,
and nrobablv to the Toltecan familv.
he bea;ty of its execution iould alone render this work
deserving of notice; but when the care and accuracy of the
obsen.ations made by its author, and the learning, ingenuity and
skill manifested in his deductions from the data before him, are
taken into the account, together with our previous ignorance of
the subject of his inquiries, few, if any, of his readers will hesitate
in affirming that his book well deserves to be generally known,
and to find a place in every library connected with natural
science.
I
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1V.-Kasdmir und c
h Reid der Siek [Kmhmir and the Kingdom of the S i k h ] . By Baron CARLV O N H ~ G E L4. VOIS.
8vo. Vienna, 1840. Communicated by Captain WABHINGTON,
Royal Navy.
NUMEROUS
as are the travellers and tourists in the present day
ready to take advantage of every opportunity for exploring fresh
countries, and active as has recently been the progress of geography in most parts of the world, it seems strange that Central
Asia, or rather the northern frontier of British India, should have
been, comparatively speaking, for the most part overlooked ; that
while one extremity of the great Asiatic Meridian rests upon the
southern foot of the HimBlaya range, all beyond these mountains
should be either unknown or so inaccurately known as to render
it almost impossible to lay down the countries on our maps-even
such places as 'IslimtiLBd, Uhdr and Kashmir, names "familiar
as .household words," have hitherto been some miles in error in
latitude; while the countries immediately beyond, affording a
boundless and interesting field for investigation, as that between
Russia and India to the west and north, and between I n d i and
China to the east, are almost a blank on our maps. What, for
instance, in modern times do we know of Kdkan, of Ktishghrrr, or
YBrkand? What of Great, or even Little Tibet ? We do not
forget-what
geographer can-the
names of Elphinstone, of
Fraser, of Burnes, of the Gerards, of Lloyd or of Conolly-and we
willingly concede to them the merit of having traced a luminous
path throughout the countries they visited; but it is to the
government of British India we look for a systematic and complete examination of its frontier; that whether actuated by a
desire for the diffusion of useful knowledge, or for the promotion
of its own commercial and political interests, it should turn to
account the vast resources it has at its command-the talents of
the numerous officers which adorn its service-for the purpose of
dissipating
the mist which still envelopes the geography of Central
..
Asia.
Such expressions might almost seem misplaced, when we
have lying before us four highly respectable works relative to
these regions ; yet all of them (with perhaps one exception) entirely independent of the Indian government.
First comes the excellent journal of the lamented Moorcroft
nnd Trebeck, edited by Professor Wilson, whose critical judgment
and additional notes have nearly doubled the value of the original ;
illustrated, moreover, by an admirable map by Mr. John Arrowsmith.
Secondly, the journey of Mr. Vigne by Kdbul and Kashmir to
IskHrdoh, enriched by beautiful drawings of these cities.
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Thirdly, Lieut. Wood's route to the sources of the Oxus, which
he found in the elevated plain of Pamir, and whose description
fully corroborates that of old Marco Polo in 1480-and
Lastly, the work of which the title stands at the head of this
page, which is not inferior to any of the preceding in geographical
interest, with the additional advantage of giving a detailed account
of the natural history of the countries the author passed through.
Quitting Europe in 1831, Baron Charles von Hiigel visited Syria
and Egypt, and reached Bombay in the spring of 3839. He then
travelled through the peninsula of India, visited Ceylon, the Easter
and Society Islands, Australia, New Zealand, and anived at
Canton in 1835. Returning thence to Calcutta, he examined the
northern provinces of India ; and after a stay of three months in
the British Himkloya, crossed the Satlej at BelLpiu. to Kashmir,
which he reached in November of the same year. Making. a
circuit by At*, he recrossed the Satlej at Lucl'hfinah to Delb,*
and arrived at Bombay in May, 1836.
T h e preface and introduction to hi work on Kashmir shows
that it was not the mere pleasure of roaming that induced the
author to travel over more than half the habitable globe, but in
order that he might enlarge the sphere of his ideas by studying
mankind in their various states of civilisation. and enable himself
to arrive at legitimate results from a comparison of the manners
and customs of the different people he visited. T h e traveller
then describes the several sourcell whence information respecting
Kashmir is to be obtained from the chronicle of Raja Tiirangini
downwards, including all oriental, as well as European, authors ;
and among the latter he gives full credit to Bernier (1665) and
Forster ( 1 783).
T h e first volume contains Baron von Hiigel's journey, in the
diary form, from Simlnh to B8rahm61ah, with a picturesque description, m3 woodcut of crossing the Satlej at Belis-ptir into the
Panj-Bb; this being the first or most eastern of the five rivers
whence this district takes its name. A t Hori-phr the traveller
speaks with delight, as a botanist, of the home of the ever-blowing
rose, which he found amidst aickets of jasmin grandijhurn.
Throughout, the narrative is simple, it evinces an intimate acquaintance with Indian character and customs, and is evidently
the faithful expression of what the author saw and felt. On the
15th November the traveller reached the Pir PanjAl pass, which
rises 1!2,9bQ ft. above the sea, and descended through the magnificent natural rampart of the Himtilap into the peaceful and
picturesque valley of Kashmir.
The second volume contains in twenty-four chapters everything
relating to Kashmir ; its name, its history (the first part taken
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from the translation of the Rdjd Tbrangini, by h f ~ Wilson,
r
whose merits are thankfully acknowledged ; the peographical
position of the town, laid down in 1st. 34 7' SOt' N.,* long.
7s09' 30" E. of Gmenwich ; and at an elevation, by tbe temperature of boiling water of 5818 ft. above the sea. T h e mountains
and rivers, frnm the Satlej on the east ta the A#ak on the west,
are described in the fourth chapter, which, as well as the following,
enumerating the twelve passes into the valley, are a valuable
addition to physical geography; the latter we would gladly ertract had not the author kindly communicated the substance of it
to this Journal, on his return to Europe in 1836.i T h e sixth and
subsequent chapters contain a description of the valley, rivers, and
lakes, among which Wulerf is stated at probably .90 miles id
length by 9 in average breadth ;§ the climate, boundaries, present
state, chronology, money, weights, measures, and natural productions of Kashmir, with remarks on the adjoining countries;
the last is a chapter full of interest to all who love natural
history. Then follows a statistical account of the manufactures,
system of tnres, imports and exports, trade, income, expenses, and
population ; the last item in stated at 2 0 0 , Wfor the valley, which
a few years ago was said by Moorcroft to contiin 800,000 : the
town may cnntain 40,000 persons. T h e succeeding four chapters comprise an account of the religion and superstitions, givine a clear notion of the Brnbminical
as well as of the Buddhist, Sikh, and Mohammedan faith; the
manners and customs of its inhabitants ; its monuments, with
various plans, &c., and showing the little foundation tliere is for
thinking them of such antiquity as to throw doubts on the
received chronology-and lastly, the author's concluding remarks,
which well deserve the attention of all connected with Indiathey point out the misery that prevnils owing to misrule in a
beautiful nnd fertile country, and touch upon the great improbability of an army from the north being able to penetrate by
IskSrddh and Bndakhshdn.
The limits of this Journal forbid any more than an extract
from the Sixth Chapter, deseribing the beauties of the celebrated
vale of Kashmir.
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* 84' 41 30'' N. by Tmbeck'l o h t i o m . BMn won Hug&# longitude .grca aactly with that dduced by Mr. John Arronlmith.
f Yol. vi. p. 343, ct 409.
1 U?er in A y h Akbed; 06bsh of Kuhmlr. Glndwin'a rehion, ii. 1% b.
[ Q l d w m w to h v e called it Aulw or Wler.]--E~.
Q Fmm the original routes of varioustravellers, among utliera tlloee of h n roo H~~gel,
which were kindly communicated to him, Mr. Arrowsmitb has fixed the lengthof Wuler
Lake at IO* fpogmpbid mila, with an average breadth of #, which r i p P b l y
be found very near the tnrtb. Trebeck given the latitude of ita centre' 34O
N Of
mume all tnavellem will be aware that we still ueed re&
obewvation for h e latitude, longitude and elevation of Kubmir.
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The d l e y of K d m l r m
i bounded an the sontbcm mide by gentlyrising declivities; the, d w n t of Plr Panjil is covered by the most
luxuriant v etation ; and the eye rimes gradually from the magnificent
forms and co ours of the ever-heightening hills, till it rests on the snowy
peaks of the higheat mountain chain. On this side, between the gentlydiminishin ranges of hills, lie greater and less vdleys, in the centre
of which !ow the purest mountain stmama, which, higher upwuds,
fonn numerous cascades. This is tbe romantic district of Kashmlr.
Prom the little open plains, covered with southern vegetation, the tmveller arrioes on the banks of a river which winds through the deep fertile soil. The valley narrows the further be advances, and the mountains approach each other more nearly the higher they become. The
charmm of the vegetable world are then more attractive to an European,
m the develop themselvee more ctoaely allied to those of his distant
Father and.
" Apple, plum and apricot trees, encirc?d by vines, here grow wild.
Elms and willows conceal the banks of the river, the course of which
may be traced by its murmuring over its rocky channel. White-thorn
and spindle trees (euonymua) surround wide-spreading maple and limes
or enormoum chestnut trees, under whose shade the lily and narcinnus,
larkspur and aconite blossom, together with the lilac and the rose.
" Nearer to its murce, the river changes into a foaming cataract,
rushing over dark rocks. Here begins the region of the pines, from the
majmtic d$ddrir (the cedar ofthe Himtilaya) to the fir and other varieties
of that tribe. Still higher, the river divides into many strcamb, which
flow through narrow gorges, and, lost in the white foam of the cataract,
fall into the abyss below:
'' Alpine plants, man species of rhododendron and daphne, h e n
begin at the foot of the a l B and birch, which bend heneath the weight of
wow ; and after t h e e a strange vegetation, dighdy elevated from the
soil, appears on a plain already situated in the regiow of eternal sum.
"Arrived on the height, the traveller nometimes treads firmly on the
encrusted snow, sometimes clambering over uncovered stones ; carefullJ
ascertaining with his staff that the loose snow conceals no unseen precipice, he reaches one of the high peaks, where an incomparable view
presents itself.
To the south, on this dde, the eye is directed to thebare and frowning precipices of the Pir Pnnjil, and then far distant, over more than
twenty valleys and mountain-mnges, to the plain of the Panj-hb. glowing
in the golden mists of an Indian world.
"To the right and left lie mow-covered plains and hills, rising over
each other in endless succeesion; and nothing is visible for a much
ghatt?r distance than the eye can discern but the chill regions of eternal
winter, various in form, y e t dreary in its still monotony. The valley in
a northern direction presents a charming contreat. Thegently-declining
hills guide the eye to the lower plain, which, covered by a rising vegetation, interspersed by groves and villages, divided by alleys and
canals, gleams m the light of the morning sun. The Jdam flowe proudly
through the centre, ita banks studded by towers, castles, and palaces.
" On the other side of the valley the mountains rise in bold forms-
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the snowy whiten- brinp the highest point nearer to the eye than the
lower declivitiekthe snowy hills there appearin to enclose the plain
l i e a wall. Over these the previously mentione! J d r i m nearly at
each end of the valley; and the white and black double pyramid of the
Mer and Ser, like a monument of creation when God divided the day
and ni ht. But on these heighb, which riee more than 15,000 feet
above t e level of the sea, the first moment alone is agreeable. The air
here is so rarefied, that a painful head-ache is the consequence even of a
short stay, which, increasing every instant, lasts long after the desdknt to
the plain. To the southern side of the valley of which we have spoken
the zoologist and botanist must direct his steps, either to discover new
objects or to admire those already known in beauty never before
witne~ed.
" Here the thickest woods are mingled with o plains, and the
traveller neither fiuda trees levelled by the axe, nor t e countless flowem
pmsed by the footatep of a living being.
'' There absolute ati1lnee.mreigns. The treasures of vegetation, the lovelieet forms of nature are there prodigally amassed without an intelligent
spirit to be gladdened by their beauty. The brook flows noiselessly
along ; no air rustles through the motionleas leaves, and the deep silence
is only broken by the sweet tonea of the blue thrush, and of the bulb111
(the nightingale of Kashmlr). These approach man fearlessly pa in
the days of Paradise, and are his faithful companions in his lonely
pilgrimage.
" The deep fertile soil in the lateral valleys is uncultivated ;the great
plains in the principal one have been long sufficient for the nourishment
of the population. The northern side of the valley under the hills of
Thibet is very different from the south side already described; the hilln
rise muddcnly to a considerable height, offering an extensive field to the
geologist. Few trees grow on this side, and the rivers form in their
wide stony channels an unbroken cataract-the banks similarly covered
w i ~ hstones rolled from their bed, are perfectly bare-hardly a blade of
grssr is to be found. Stones are heaped over stones; rocks piled on
each other almont without vegetation.
" The mcent on thbside of the hill is very difficult after the first few
steps; the rocks consist of huge masses, the oblique direction of which, in
many placee offen no secure footing to the stcps of the traveller. The
valley is hardly to be seen from the highest point, an it lien concealed
by the first perpendicular mountain range. Nothing is seen on all midm
but snow-capped summits.
" I know of no prospect so melancholy aa this is-no tree, no bird, no
living +in/ is' to be seen-a silence almost fearful reigns in cbac
mountam astnmes; and the name 'ran ' (wilderness), which the
natives bestow on these re ioas, is very npplicable.
" On the heights below t e highest peaks, close to the snow-line, efrage and juniper are found at a height of 15,000 feet; lower down
birch; then 6r and pines occur. The mines of Ksshmir fie on thin
side. It is a very remarkable peculiarity, that on the muthern decli~ty.
in the temperate, almost cold, climate uf Kashmir, the few plants a p
pearing there belong to the scanty vegetation of the north; whilrt on
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the northern side, towards Kashmlr, the hills, even to a considerable
elevntion. are adorned with a growth belonging to the luxuriant south.
A geological formation occurring in the valley, and one not easily explained, cousiste in an ieolated hill, whose summits form partly a horizontal
plain, and partly a surface inclined towards the centre. Their height
varies between 200 and 300 feet, and their circumference is very
different. All these isolated hills, with one exception, consist of a
sandy alluvial soil, without stones, and the declivities towards the plain
are quite perpendicular, with deep chums in parts, rent by the
descending torrents.

*
*
4
" One elevated peak in Kashmir is an exception to all the other isolated

hilla. It forms one of the most charming views from the town of
Kaahmlr ; and is called by the Hindb ' Hari Parvat' (Hari's Mountain). The true name, however, is Hiranya Parvat;. in Sanskrit,
' The Golden Mountain :' probably on account of the reddish yellow
colour of the stone of which it consists, which gives it the appearance of constantly reflecting the sun's rays. No blade of grass, however, grows on the Golden Mountain.
4

*

s

.

"On the south side of the valley are many large tracts, which
are covered with water in spring, which is the rainy aeason, and continue marshy throughout the year. There are, however, no relica of
the former lake; but as the channel of the J81am is now elevated, they
are lower, or at least only of equal height with it, and consequently the
waters cannot flow back into the Jdlam.
" If an increase of arable land is required in the valley, it may be
pmcured by heightening the soil, which can be effected by leading the
Jdlam through it.
The lake near the capital, called in Kaahmlr, par excellence. ' The
Lake ' (Dal) is not filled up like many of the other lakea in the valley.
The J&em does not flow through, and no other river empties itself
into it : its gradual filling up is effected by the plants which grow in and
4
*
near it."
T h e third volume contains the author's journey from BBrahm6lah to Awk, and by LAhdr to Lud'hyitnah, when he again
crossed the Satlej; also a description of Ranjit Singh and hi
Court, and a history of the Sikhs. T h e last volume is devoted to
scientific dissertations ; it also contains the astrological system of
Kaehmir, and a glossary.
Besides several wood-cuts, the work is illustrated by a map by
Mr. John Arrowsmith, extending from Kabul on the west to
Hddtikh in the east, on the scale of Sh inches to a degree; combining, we believe, every piece of geographical information relative
t o these countries that has reached Europe ; i t is therefore a
manifest improvement upon all former maps of that region.
Bemiu and Ponter incorrectly tranrlste tbe nune " Hirnnya Pmnt" M " Green
Mounhin." [Probably Hmit Panat WM tbe name t h y heard. h i u an epithet
given b VLlqu and Sir.;-ED.]

V . - n e Bactice of Navigation and (vautical A8tronorroy. By H .
RAPER,
Lieutenant, R.N., Secretary to the Royal Astronomical
RopI
Society. Communicated by Captain WASHIN?TON,
Navy.

THISworkof which the f b t volume h before us, is intended, as
appears from the preface, es a corn lete system of Practical Narigation and Nautical Astronomy. %he present ml-c
is for the
use of m e n or such other persons as are provided with those
instruments only, which can be used on board ship. The author
has acluded everything not directly bearing on the subject, as
marine-surveying, and vther matters usually admitted into the
course of instruction of persons intended for the Sea. In consequence of such omissions, for which the author states hid reasom
in the preface, he is enabled to treat the real business of the
navigator, or other person concerned with the determination of
latitude and longitude by the sextant or circle, with more minuteness of detril than in most other work The chief poirztr in
which tbis work is an improvement upon all former books on
navigation art1st.-That all necessary information h furnished to the raunrn
on the subject of Local Magnetic Attxrction.
2nd.-The highly useful Problem of determining the Latitude
at sea, by the reduction of an Altitude to the Meridian, will be
found greatly ahridged ;.and a *Tableis added for the parpow of
rhowing within what limita the reault -may be depended upon
when the time is i n error.
3rd.-The kprorimate Solutions of ~ o u b l eAltitudes, and
likewise of Lunars for common use at sea, are new, and will,
it is presumed, be found most convenient i n practice.
4th.-In the Tabular Part of the work will be found much that
is new, and, it is hoped, useful : for instance, the thble fm the
resolution of Spherical Triangles by inspection ;h table of the
Square of the Depression of the Horizun, by which p h l e m s
relating to the distance of high land at sea are reduced to mere
addition and subtraction,-with some others. The Logarithms
of the Apparent Time are given, for the convenience of this constant mmpntation, to every second of the twelve horn, with a
scale of the arc.
Of the s c g e or purpose of the entire work, we cannot give a T
account until the appearanceof the second volume, whicb, besides
the theory or mathematical investigations of .hewhde, will cop
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tain the-methods of finding the Latitude and Longitude o n shore
by fixed instruments, or those, we suppose, called by the French
b bulle d'air. T h e chief interest which this work possesses in a
geographical point of view, arises from the labour which the
author has imposed on himself of examining the connexion of all
the maritime positions, and deducing the longitudes from new
combinations of all the existing data on certain principles : the
reault of which appears in Table viii. of this volume. A n outline
of the plan was given in Mr. W. R. Hamilton's Anniversary
Addreaa to this Society in May, 1899.
T h e publication of the wries of papers constituting the discussion of the positions in the Nautical Magazine, which was
interrupted by t h e publication of the present volume, has not yet
been renewed. W e call attention to these positions, because the
author's system (of.arlopting fandarnental a s t r o w m i d points and
arranging the chronometric differences from these, without the
mixture, where i t could be avoided, of astronomical observations)
is, we are persuaded, the only certain method of advancing to an
accurate and properly a~lrneatedarrangement. .
The author o k e s (Preface, p. .x.) ;-- , .
.
The numerous chronometri'c~neal~lres
furnished of late yeam have
rendered it necessvy to deduces lon uden in a .more. qatamatic .nd
accurate manner than that hitherto fol owed. which has chieflv consisted
in modifylug former determinations h~ means of those ;ucceeding
them. Absolute or astronomiml ~oaxtions.and relative ~oaitiona.
being distinct things, and the latter being by far of the greaier conge:
quence to navigation, it is necessary, preparatory to a complete and
final arrangement, to separate t h m two kinds of determinations. Accordingly, In a series of papem, some of which have been already published in the Nadiud M a g a h . I have endeavoured to arrange
the chronometric differences of longitude with reference to certain fixed
points, convenient for the purpose, which it is proposed to call Secondasy Meridians. These standard positions, of which the number a$burned is eighteen, being con&idenbly distant h m each other; are
determined nearly enough for present purposee, and would, according
m the ystem propoaed, be finally settled by long seriee of aatronomicnl
observations!'
And in a foot-note he adds :" The data or evidence for the several sitions being given in the
above-mentioned papers, the value of each etermination is easily appreciated : and accordingly, individuals in posse~sionof one or more good
watches m y , by correcting defective measures, or by establishing new
links of connexion, render material service to maritime geography."
I .
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I t is manifest from the above brief extracts that a more valuable camtribution to the advancemept of positive geography has
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seldom been made, and we cordially recommend it to all seamen
as the most complete work on navigation and nautical astronomy
yet published. We hope too to see this book adopted in all our
nautical schools, and issued to every ship in H e r Majesty's service. Why should it not take the place of the bulky tables of
Mendoza Rios, at present supplied to all 'the ships in the fleet,
and which, it may be safely affirmed, are not opened once in a
voyage on board the greater part of Her Majesty's Vessels?
And now that the examination of geographical positions has
been begun in earnest and in the right manner, we may ventare
to express a hope that geographers in this country will not let the
subject fall to the ground, but combine their efforts to produce as
accurate a table of nositions
as our data will admit of-materials
1
are far from wanting, and an example has been well set by M.
Daussy in his valuable Table of Positions, appended to the Connuissance des Terns, and which by his annual Additiono he e d e a vours to keep on a level with the latest determinations.
Such a work is not to be lightly entered u p n , but the difficulties, though great, are not insurmountable if resolutely grappled
with ; and we cordially hope that some competent person may be
found to undertake the work, assured that no more valuable
service could at the present moment be rendered to geography.

VI.-Reise in Alyssinien. Von Dr. EDUARD
R ~ ~ P P E Leter
L.
Band. Frankfurt-am-Main. 1840. 8vo. Trauebs inAbyrsinia. By Dr. EDWARD
R ~ ~ P P E L2nd
L . vol. 8vo.

THEfirst volume of this work, ~ublishedin 1838, having been
already announced in the
Geographical J o d " (vol. ix.
p. 490), it will be unnecessary to enter into any details as to the
plan and object of the author's journey, or to enlarge upon the
many talents and acquirements indispensably requisite to form a
scientific traveller, which are possessed by him in no brdimry
degree. In this as in the former volume, Dr. Riippell has
happily shaken off that extreme dread of making himself the
hero of his story, which withheld him in his first publication,
from mentioning those ersonal incidents, those perils and dventures by sea and lan$ which are sure to befall the traveller
in a strange country," and which, while they excite the reader's
interest in his progress, give the clearest insight into the civil and
moral condition of the people among whom he sojourns. I t is
that defect which has rendered his Travels in Kordofan one of
lr

the most trustworthy and instructive narratives ever written,' so dry
and technical, that no bookseller has yet been found willing to
venture on publishing an English translation of it, though a
version of it was com~letedbv an able and estimable man of
science aoon after it fir; appear& in Germany.
To return, however, to the present work : its contents may be
arranged under five different heads. I . A visit to the Abyssinian Alps in the mountainsof Simin (SnmBn). 9. A residence
at Gdndar, during which the political and civil state of Abyssinia
was investigated. 3. An Excursion to the Kulla or Kolla, the
hottest part of Abyssinia" (Bruce, vol. vii. p. 176). 4. A visit
to the celebrated Cataract of the Nile, at Alata. 5. A Residence at A k i m , on the author's return to Mpawwa. Of these
divisions, the second and last give a very complete account of the
people of Abyssinia and of the political commotions by which
that country has been rent for more than half a century.
The other divisions are almost exclusively devoted to Natural
History, the favourite pursuit of the learned and enterprisin
author-whose additions to our knowledge in various branches of
Natural Science, particularly Zoology, are too well known to require further notice in this place. A sketch of the Abyssinian
History, from the commencement of Tekla Haiman6t's reign to
the present time; a catalogue of books purchased in that country
and presented with the author's wonted liberality to the Public
Library of his native city, and the data of astronomical observations made during his stay in Abyssinia, form a sort of appendix
to the narrative, and furnish the moat authentic materials for the
literature and geography of the country visited, which have appeared since Dr. Murray published his valuable and critical
edition of Bruce's Travels.
The plates, which are faithful representations of the objects
delineated, give the reader a just idea of the Abyinian costumes,
of their public buildings, and of the scenery in their Alps, in
regions where perpetual snow is found almost under the Line.
The antiquary will derive much instruction from plate 8, containing figures of Abyssinian coins of various ages, which mark
their progress from the use of the Greek to that of the present alphabet, and ap r to confirm the ingenious theory of
Dr. Murray (Bruce's rav., vol. ii., p. 348): late discoveries,
however, in Arabia, of Himyari inscriptions, bearing a close
resemblance to the Ge'a or Ethiopic, but containing letters not
found in it's alphabet, though occurring on s t o m still extant in
Abjssinia (Salt's Trv., p. 414), will make the student pause
,before he adopts that theory, and derives the Ethiopic letters
from .the Greek. Accurate copies of some ancient Ethinpic
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inscriptiom, and g ~ labour
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jadicicMdg rtnrdan the infmpntation of tbtm; alra give the author a fnrh claim to the t h h of
the antiquary; and it may be remarked that he seems to brrc
ascertained, for the first time, the true nsme* of the King by
whose order the celebratec\ Axamitic inscription was ensnved.
Dr. R4ippell, whose 4 fur the sdnuament af knowledge
never relaxes, giver reason to hope that a chruseur, whom he dispatched fmm G6ndar to Shaww6,t in 1837, will collect such information ns will form a sap lement to the pmaeni work, and he
promises to imprrt this in ormation to the public, should his
expectations be realired.
The limits to which this notice is n d l v nttricted. w i l l wt
allow d any considerable extracts from a booi which p&sentr a,
many p a s a p worth extracbg : all, therefore, that can here be
fiven is Dr. Riippell'r description of the fdls near the Great
Cataract of Alata ; which Bruce sap (d.
v. p. 105) was the
most magnificent sight that he wer beheld ;"and when, " the
water," according to Lobo (Relation of the Riva Nile, p. 16:
Lond. 1669), rc being hot with so .much violeace as to fall at a
distance, makes rm arch, and under
leaves a h g c msd
where people pass in m r i t y not to be wet. There are amvenient seab cnt in the rock f a trrrvdlers to aest therrmelves,
where they enjoy the most pleasant dght imagination can fancy,
made by the sun's reflection on the water, w plalucing glorious
resembling those of the rainbow, which at
and pleasing &n
this nearness of the water, moat delicimly satisfy and please tbe
eye." That cataract Dr. Riippell unfortunately mirnd, from
not having Brace's Travels & hand.
T w o hoars (6 miles) from Denbaaa," he says (S. Sl9), we
crossed the little river Alata, which here, 4hpmg from N.N.E.,
discharges its waters iato the AbAi (Nile), 4 of an hoar (9 miles)
west of the bridge. Passing through a tract continually becoming more wild and rocky, we at *,l
aftcr'travelling for 9 of an
hour further, reached the bridge of.l)eldai,f which is a highly
singular and striking object. Through a rumow cleft in the
rock, more than 60 feet deep, rhe perpendicular sides of which
are in many places scarcely Q fathoms asunder, the Nile here
flowing to the S.E.,§ rushemdown tbrougb an uninterrupted series
of foaming cascades. .The bridge (plate 9) consists of eight
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t Pnrm Mr. 1mhgrele~rnth.ttbe
vinthirtruneirdoablai; t h s I h d w d k
not therefcue, M Wore r u e , mute.
Deldai, which the traveller took for a proper name, aignifim the bridge.*
4 N.E. in the origi~lal;but the map shown that there t either m e very .hoe bend
in the river'# coupe here, or t h t nhdbtlidr u p t , by
fa rUdWioh.
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arches, 'af different shes, of which the northemmost, by much the
largeat of all, crossen the cleft, and k theelore the only one beneath which the river alwap w.
The length of the bridge
is 90 pacea (150 yards), and its b r d t h 13 feet (5 yards). I t b
not straight, and is m m e d in the middle by a wall, in whioh there
is a gate : at its northern end there k a kind of watch-tower, now
in mim. All the atone-work of the bridge conabta of lava, except
the arching, which is formed of hewn sandstone."
" The hills lying immediately over the banka of the river am
wild, rent masses of volcanic rock, partly overgrown with large
trees and rampant shrubs. About 100 feet to the m t of the
bridge, the upper edger of the r i f ~in the rock, which forms the
proper bed of the stream, approach each other ta within about
9 feet; and I w a ~mured that the d i n c e wss often cleared by
a bold leap. How far the foaming cascades extend eastwards I
could neither ascertain by my own observation nor learn by any
satisfactory report from the natives. To the west a chain of
similar waterfalls continues for about a f of an hour ( 1 mile) ;
between which and the Lake Tzana the river is said to cut
ita way, in a serpentine course, through rich meadow-ground.
At the commencement of the cascades to the east, there b a
small island, with the convent of Abti Kedam, near which the
great waterfall described by Bruce (vol. v. p. 105) must be
sought, according to him, about 3 an English mile above the
Bruce haa, apparently not without rearon, accused
bridge."
Lobo pf exaggeration in his account of this cataract; but the
Portuguese traveller d m not say that he himself sat beneath the
curve of the river, as Bruce affirms: and Dr. Riippell heard
the roar of waters very distinctly (mit vieler Deutlichkeit, S. 919)
when 7 or 8 miles distant; he, however, says nothing of the
minute atoms and subtile smoke" of the water seen as far "
(Lobo, p. 16). Had Bruce been less fiippant in charging others
with exaggeration, his own transgreasiona in that line would not
have been so severely visited.
The meteorological observations and heighb barometrically .
ascertained by the author during his residence in Abyssinia from
1831 to 1833, which have been carefully examined by Dr.
Miidler of Berlin, form a very valuable addition to our physical
knowledge : but that which will most immediately attract the
geographer's notice, is the beautiful map of the author's routes,
laid down with his well-known care and accuracy. If the correction of fl-t
errors in p r e d i n g maps be a merit in the
eyes of the geographer, the author has a powerful claim to our
thanks; for he has shown that the rivers between Adwa and
Akstim run aouthwarda, inatead of xmrthwarda, as all precedmg
'
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authorities " had maintained ; a dircrepaacy so great nr to attmct
the notice of a learned a d acute writer in the ' Athenaeum'
(No. 669), whore demurrer to this innovation was pertly but
satisfacturily answered, in n subsequent number of that journal,
The
by a very competent witness, M. Antoine d'Abbdie,
fourteenth wxtion of the preaent work (S. 41 l), containing the
details of Dr. Riippell's astronomical observations, is one of those
important contributions to geographical science which render his
bouk peculiarly an object of interest to the readem of this
Journal.*

I

* h s propbet r v e l j hu h m m in his own amdry, m e mmymou Gamra
reviewer hu ~ v m ~ r to
c .uotomie
d
the Frankfurt tmvrller, and, . m a g otha rriau
mon, tlrrds fault with his d i n g a place Grkdud instesd of Jackdull. Yay not thu
learned rcvinrer hare fdlen ir~with mnc English wag, who sirbed to help him b an
s p p r i a t e ROm d. g u m . ?
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MISCELLANEOUS.
I.-Additions to Osogmphy. Communicated by Professor CHAI X,
of Geneve.
H d b t above the Sa.

M e t m a d Engbh
Dsimalra. Psct.

Idand and CBdle of If, SJOU mehw W.S.W.h n Fort St. Niwllu at
Marseille
I ~ Mof Rujhigbat 1;oint) 4 k . W: by S. '
'
Pom,cs@.p.
4800m. W.S.W. ,
1000m. S.E.
FO; Notre Dame de la de,
Village of S t W h b , 4800m. X.N.B.
'
IA V b , village on the rond to Aix, 7400111. N.
'
'
Mountain de l'Xstaque (a- 13 renh) 9000m. N.N.W.
Chateau Gombert, gUWhn. N.E.
~ 0 ~IWW
e t p l ) I O O O ~W.
. from &u
~ d b u t '
'
M~dontrgne& 1 XtoiIe, 14300m. N.N.E. from Port St. N i w h
Mnneille Vein (monnhb) 76%. 8.
Banme de R o l d (gmtto on the northem ,lo; of ~ u ~ lVim)
l e
Montape & Luminy, 10,000m. S.E.
Mont Puget, 10,600m. S.E.
~onbgnedek~i,~~)~m.it.by~.'
I K m t q p a & k Qudiole, l!Z,%JOm. X. by 8.
,, de St. Cyr, 9000m.B.S.E.'
de C u p i i , 10,800m. E.S.E.
~te."~roix,
St. Trone, @ill) 6800m. E.S.E.
.
[ T h e heighb wem m i d hnmvbierll J by Mr. Chi.,and
found to wmrpond very claely with the rault. obtained t r i v
d a l l y ; but u w e e r thae ia a ~UTemnw,however alight, the
prtshould be (pven to the d b of the exacter method, the
.bore u n from the adpltrrlplan of tbe commune of M.ncille. The
distances are bken from Port S t N i b , at Marrsille.]
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157
88.
399
83.
913
103.
338
88.
189
129.
4'2.9
'18%.
9%
136.
446
PU).
7a3
5 ~ . lsja
1533
467508
152.
106s
3%.
m77
633.
1164
5
1707
548.
3ln
059.
680
512.
310.
1017

973.
395.9
406.1
415.
435.5
456.7

1990
1399
1333
1361
1430
1433

Hd&ao..tafk

H*,soFaurr;ro&
&A
4 Mr. Cbk icr S.ag cud l h q k i q .
N.B-Tbe inferior lbtiom ru the o
m at Q a r q M7m.,
a1S95feetabovrtbel~elofthe~
Pout 64 lWbiiel on the Menage, between Gmma and B o ~ c r i l k
The h e at Bommillr
Pontde Curnillqorde Rumilly, i n tbe
14 l&u~8. b l ~ o n n k i l l e
kCroi.&hBry~an~btbsv~oftbLittleBanv
Tennine, hmlet in the nllq of the Little Borormd
!hiu,ditto
~ i ~ o f ~ i (i 8t alr reo d ' ( 1 0 l b c t k .iborsthe;oil), m& &a
of oburr8ticnu giving very narly the u m e ? a u k osch
mean of a -d
rria of obrrntionr, amrapding equJ1y

g=d.

.

tbe,

444.5
491.6
491n 741-8
d
693.1
685.1

1460
14n
1611
UJ8

.

803.0

2631

.

722-6
9'23-3

2372
SOW

1094.4
1688.5
1753.5

3389
5538
5578

ao44.5
1312.1
1603.1

1305
5256

1762.1
11981.6

5781
7 W

1806.
685.6
491-5
740
758.
!x31.1
257.7
343-1
292.3

5289
1999
I614
a(48
U67
I=

.

.

mica

.

ritbarhoth(~~

P w r , h m l c f t o t b e E . o f , a n d d ~ t o ~ L i # l's ~
'
Chr de C4me (at i b e n ~ c c ) a, &-mine in the moupt.in, & of
LittleBanurd
L k a of L q ,at the foot of ;be
of &mount&
of C&
Qmqpdehq(Cbaleta m u t b d U e o f h q
Aiguille d t &mingy, to t
h 8. of M e b y , the Oth and l&
of &
WofVcrgy
Boltow Fshta Qrulga) l u ; v i l G above k t L a n d '
Col de l h (Yoantaim of V w ) at the cmu
~ottomof the dcrrt valley oi kt,betreen a e $r of t i e peak
Jaloum .ad pak or AiguiUe Blanche
Aiguille de Jdouvre, the 3rd of the Mounbim of V w
My brother md I," may Mr. Ws, uc the fint Swim rbo
h v e net foot on tlri pak (13@ Octoba, 1699X and the d.np
to which t
h ucant expord ru r c a ~ c rh to nuL. it prohbk
that r e hall h v e but few imitahm."]

.

~ndi~

..

A

.

db

.

.
.

Col ds Torire, hdreen the Rycaoir and the <hat Bomnnd
Portcl de Naves, ddile at the bottom of the vllley of the ~ e p o d i r
Clmes, the tnwn of, from a 2nd mtay .
&tug d'oyntu (Dbprhuent de,)&%l
h e 1 of tie mil at ;be &w
am~.~d4Otherobm.tiogla~n
v i i ~ ce ~ c ~doan .38 ~pvemtnt
~ ) ~ of h e town
at e lml d the Rormmche, under h e hridge
P z d e Burrax ladre), oo tbs n d in k t of the fort
CIupSnillan, at &UI Premb c w b m - h * ~ 4fmntier of B.10,
Chmberry, at the Ilt story of the Hotel de la Pah,m a n of 3 o k o m
Alby Savoy)
pet of the bridge on the Chan
P m t 1.
~uqmuim-bridgeover the & n t of
b;
tween Annecy and Geneva
Mmtmvers, at th pvilim
billet, .sbabr grotto, h.lhray &een
and ~'ontenvcn
Saint Gervau la B.iar, in Paucigny, at the level of the tomnt of
Bonnant, m a n d 7 obmvatiom
Bionmy, village n a r St. G m b
&imtNicolaadeVdrme,dittD
Mbgtre, ditto
Flumet
8t. Pime d'h1bi8nJr'(9rvoJl h e y oithe I&)
MmhnChn
~ontc* frontier mncr'
Moutsrrt, hamlet between ~ o n t c h and
k illmud'
Allerard, highat point of the he mod AUevard to Fkmt '
AllevPnl, Hatrl de. Baitu, Ilt Boor, mean of 5 o h a t i o m
Chpelle du Bar. vilkge N. of Allmud

.

L

&-

krr

.
.

..

df

. ..
.

&-;

.

.
.
.

.
. . . ..
.
.
.
,
.

1n0
2247

6707

648

11%
958

277.2

909

402.9

1319

856.8
1930.9
1496.6

9l56
6231
4893

621951.6
1045.9
1116.5
m.5
433.6

!US7

325.8

m.1
580.4
733.0
482.5
419.5

3133
5439
3665
9098

14U
1010
~ 7 6

lb03
UOJ

15%
4761

I

Height abort?tb.&

M e t ? v m d RaglLL
Feet.

xkumdru

Mp@arrin, highat point on the r o d from Montgurin toPont d a Dinble
Pont du Diable, on the Beinm, frontier of Pmce and &voy

757.7

.

668.9
792.5
810.2
355.1
!US- 6
3!2!2-5
498.
000.2
566 5
701.3
413.6

.
P m ) league to 6eS.E. of theConvmt, m the B e i
.
ImLe gf Saint a i r , between M l a r d and Le b&t&, in Savoy
Grenoble, mean of wed ob.;3d rtofy of the Wl of rhc Three Dolphim

S h t Hugon, C h m , 1st floor

,,

.

.

Citadelle infirieure, at the -tine
Summit of Citadel or lrpper Bastille
~etii'kalke,mountain neu Geneva, Savoy (summit)
.
.'
Momex, village of the Petit Whe, L l'H&cl dc la Qrenade (m.bf s oh.)
Monetier,au Chdmn dcs Grottu, on the Petit W & e
&hambiGra, at the lwel of the Awe
Begninm, village near Npon (Vaud) Ila Cure, mean of 2 obervatio~u
Luing, village mu Begnim
a i g n y (canton of ~arsoa),at tie term4
'
'

.

A .

.

.

BMm.), ded u d from lweh
tbs
F h Nobe Dame de la Garde i ~ & e
atfmtofrignnl- t(meanuftwoo
Aix(inhence),&ofthe.
*
:
)
Peyrollem (Dl du Hhone, the portboar
de ~mcluael,village nv the Du-,
ranee; ereoftheroad
Mmoqne (Dlpt. da B. A l p ) , dnt rtoq of ih; ~ a t e i
daA l p
Ditto.
~coond'o&ntion
*rub (D4 .dea B. A l p ) , the pt-blue
V m e p n Gile-work of), on the old mad, at &.
bigbed point of the Mountrrin de k Combe, to the
N. of Peyruin
~ a pat
, the C& dea B&us k,e k & *of
&
Obmrataq of Maneilk (Ramoir of

.

x i y+.

torn

b- .
. .

. . .
. .. .. .. ..
.

. . . .

. . . .

.

.
.
.

.

k

474.2
409.6

1634

2953
1880
WOO
1358
1713
11%
1355

aciyhh atinvtsd by aurrrpollllin#
Obrnratioiu 4 . 2
at
at

I

M&u.

Ens1i.h
Fwt.,

46.6

154

133.5
173.5
131.2

4.10
571
430

248.4

814

396.9
396.1
412.2

1303
1299
1352.

043.5

1952

753.2

W71

.. ..
Pr6 de C3mgn.t
Lombin (D6pt de l'I&),
instbe V&
~nkvaudm,on the road
cudon, burg. ( D C ~ Ld ~ ~ i aatj tb;
, p0at:hohoure

521 - 8

2487
2195
2602
2658
1166
830
1060

. ..- ....

....

Gne\r

ILlytrr

1Lb
Xt.

760.5

24%

799.5

2624

U4.5
311.1

804
1020

Additions to Orogmphy, by Profeesor CHAIX.

578

-

t

Heights mtimted 9 e m a p d i q
O ~ l U m d s
IS
at
b i l k .
-I

I

Y-.

. . . . . ...

Cerdon, col du, between Cenlon and.N.ntua, high&

. . . . . . ....
+ 1 . . ..
. . . . . . ..
. . . . . . . ..
. . . . . . . ..
. . . ..

Petit b n e a , viilage (Cant. deGen6ve ,highest poiut
Pinchat, village ( h t . de GeuBve), o a league from
Carouge, vemmt atthe h o w Gourdon
Plongcon, v&
(Cant. de GenBve), at the balcony of
the h o w Archer, 4 a league from Geneva ; mean
oftwooburvationr
Piton, highat point of Mount SalBvc, Savoy, pmvince
of Cuouge
CmLette, hamlet on Mount Sal€ve, ) of a league N.E.
of the Piton
Bellecombe, tona of, (Pmv. of Carouge, Savoy,)
pet of the bridge over the Awe
Pou~lly,the h o w Chlkier, near the village of, (Fau-

. . . . . . . .
.
. . . .

Pon?8?kbille,
on the M w g e , m the pnpet (Faucigny, Savoy)
Paucigny, chateau, platform of, ( h v . of Paucigny);
mean of three ohoerratioru
Paucigny, villnge, near the chateau
~lbew,village, ( ~ r o v .tie -0")
&en
A'ix
Annecy
DOUT-,
v&,
pod:
how
AUinga, at the
of &e rill&,
(ROV.
bf &l&j
A l l i i , highat point of the plotrolm of the Chateauda
Born, village of c'habl& in 'out o i the inn

mi

.

GV.
dc' CIA- Lvq,j

&

. .. ..

Former o ~ a t i o n r made
,
with my friend Mr.
Alph. de Candolle'~barometer, and meutioned
by him in hi Hypombtrie, had given me
forThe C b u dw Allinger
l'he vilhge of Bow

hwl

FeeL

%2

607.6

... !

4
441.8

1591
1450

417

1167

391.6

15%6

1401-6

4800

1177.5

3865

..

I

..
..

..

. ..
. ..

I

I

1

.. ,
..
....

451.5
5 7

l7B

452-5 I 148d

..

. .. . . . . ... ....

The number 2672 feet (Pknch), 868 mctns, given
in my map of Savoy, wna taken from KellerS#
Map of Swikerland.

Metres.

.. 1

am

....
..
....
....

I

676-2
659.5

2218
2163

356.1

1171

541.6

1778

1' 716
,

a 9

569.3

1667

711.9
549.6

2556
1W

11.-Pavitwns in Ceylon. Communicated by

R.TEMPLETOX,
Esq.,

Assistant Surgeon, R.N.

Colombo

NWh k t .

..

.

0

Eut Long.

I l l

0

6 56 6

... ... ... 778 361214 51001
. . 8 18 53
. . . 88 323 270
i Putlnm
Knrdremalle Point
Aripp
. . . 8 47 56
Cnrret~vu . . . 8 30 41
Marucsr Channel .
MO(UUU . . . 8 58 42
9 5 5
Paumban . . . 9 17 5
Ramkemm . . 9 18 7
Delft . . . . 9 39 0
J&la . .
. 9 39 50
Amsterdam 1;
. 9 43 50
Negombo
Chilaw
Cnlpntyn
Mutunl Point

. ..

Point Calymen
Tondemanar

Point Pdmyra
Point Pedm

.

Moelativw House
hfoelativoe Shoal
Trinwmnlee

Foul Point.
yenloor Bay
,Friar's Hood

.
.

.
.

..
.. ..
. .

10 18 30
9 48 6

9 48 52

9 48 4 i
9 14

I l l

The latihde ir the meau'of 318 altitudes,
taken at Mr. Templeton r h o w , and reduced to the Flag S W . The longitude
u derived from that ofMndras,* and other
well fixed positions on the Cosrt, from
runm of the Melville, C w a p o , Banaraa,
and Royal Tigrr. I t is c e ~ l very
y
nearly exact.
79 53 10 Approximate.
Idem.
79 51
Id-.
79 51 30
h Enkana to
79 49 30 The extreme north p i n t at t
Dutch Bay. Mr. Quiutom, I. N.
79 57 30
Mr. Quintom.
79 55
TheFortIodge(O1dRuinr). Mr. Quintom.
79 58
79 51 28 Northem extremity, randy point. Lt. Powell.
79 56 33 Watem South Enhance. Lt. Powell.
79 57 31 South-eut end of the Fort. Lt. Powell.
North point. Sandy point W s t of P d i ,
Mr. Quintom.
LLPowell.
79 16 30 TheFhgStall'.
79 20 56 The GK& Pagoda Deduced from the
Trigonometrical Survey of I n d k
79 45 42 The Old Dutch H o w . Lt. Powell.
RO 5 0 Ap~oximate.
79 52 9 N.W. int. Longitude derived hmChnt
of Emcomalee. Mr. H i g ~ ,Master-Attmdant at dockyard, Trincomnlee.
79 53 5 Lt. Powell.
House. hatem eide of the Inlet.
80 12 39 &her's
Latitude meamred from Point P&.
Longitude fmm that of Trincomalee.
Mr. H i m .
80 15 58 North Point of Ceylon. Measured from
Point Pedro. Mr. H i m .
80 17 58 Latitude observed. Longitude from that of
Trincomalee. Mr. H i m .
80 52 20 By bearing and estimated d h n c e from the
shoal. Mr. H i e .
80 51 44 Ea&m edge. h t i t u d e obaemed. Longitude fmm Trincomalee. Mr. H i m .
R1 17 52 Fort Frederick Flagstali. Mr. H i m .
81 16 36 Dock-yard Bag&,
Mr. Higgs. Latitude
8' 331 28'1 Lieut. Powell. The longitude
may be conaided nearly exact ; the Intitude u derived from the mean of very conebtent o k a t i o n a .
61 29 1R By manurment. Mr. Higgr.
81 38 0 Approxinute.
R1 43 0
Illem.

79 53 46

4

9 l i 50

8 35 38
8 33 31

8 32 22
8 0 0
7 2R 0

* Longitude of Mdms-Obamatory

8OJ 14'
Fort Fl. St. 80 16'-l
Raper.
It ic supposed that onLkf thew i l t h e longitude from which t h e ' o t h a w m e o r d , but r e
W o t my which.-Xu.

..
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P d t b m in Ceylon, by R. TEMPLETON,
Esq.

Komene A u
Little Basrer

..

.
.
..
Amedowe Point .
Battidm . . .

Little Point
Elephant Rod;
Great Basden

.
.
. . ..
. .
. .. .:(

Culnmatm Bay
Mohawelle Bay
Tangalle
Nillewelle Bny . I
Garidore
Dondra Head
Matrim
Bellignnl Bay
Dodantlone Bay
Galle

.

. .

.

.. .. ..

Caltura
Pariturn
Mt.Livinia House.

1

6 28 40
6 23 4R
6 12 0

81 47 20
81 31 45
R1 32 19

6 17 10
7 40 47

R l 2820
81 45 6

7 43 32
6 6 58

81 44 49

6

4 7

5 59 30
6 1 16

5 57 37
5 55 42
5 55 15
5 56 26
55730
6 647
6 1 20

81 10 49

I

I

RO59 0
80 48 17
80 50 46
80 46 I9
RO 40 2R
80 38 48
RO 36 5
RO291'31
8010221
80 15 58 The

/
6 95 0
6 44 0
6 49 56

The E n h o e to K o m b d m R~vQ.
CmtreoftheGrou
Dmvedrfmmtb
survey made in 1 8 b by H . H S T-.
The nearest point of land to the Lit& Bua
A conspicuolu object a little inland.
Longitude given by Mr. Higgq being 19 kY
E. of Trinramalee dockyard.
ThenearestlandtotheGreathxea.
Fod. Latitude reduced from the ob.ara
latitude of the harbour mouth. Tbe langi
tude from that of Trinwmdee. Mr. Higp
Harbourmouth. La+ o h e d . Mr. H ~ ~ B s
Mr. Tnymm, Marter-Attendant at Point dq
Galle. The lo itude being altered t
suit the amendd?ongitude of Gallc

80 1 0
79 57 0
79 61 57

Idem.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

Id.
Id.
lougitude ir a mean tram numawn
runs of reueb, including thme of fbt
Brncrrrr and RoydTigsr. I t ir rmqo*
Id.

Colombo.
The o5cen of her Majesty's navy ancl the masters of merchant vessels are enmestly reqncdd
to fornard, under raverto.the Colonial Secretary, any information they may wllect, which cm
tend to ilicreare the accuracy, or extend the limits of the preceding table.
Bearing of Adam'# Peak from Colombo 8. 78' 59' E.
Galle N. 18 47 E.
" ~ a l l e&iation lo
161.5 E.

Appendix to Messrs. ISENBERG
and KRAPP'SJournal.
111.-Routes
i n Abyssinia and the nehhbauring Countrie.~,cnlBEKE.
lected from Natives. By Dr. C. TILSTONE

[The difficulty of collecting satisfactory rezults from hnlf-civilid
people, and the errors occasioned by reports misunderstood, have long
been a bar to the rogress of our geographical knowledge with resped
to countries of dif3! cult access : the very judicious method, therefore, of
avoiding such errors, adopted by Dr. Beke, and explained in the following extract from one of his lettcra, is well worthy of the attention of
travellers.-ED.]
'' In order to obtain information I adopt the following course :
I inquire, first, the time the caravan is going from one extremity

Appendix to Mersn. JSENBERQ
and KRAPP'B
Journal. 581
of the route to the other ;secondly, how long a messenger on foot
takes to do it ; thirdly, the several stations on the route at which
the caravan stops ; fourthly, the general direction of the road ; a n 4
fifthly, if there is anything particular to be remarked with respect
to the several stations. T h e results that I have come to from this
mode of proceeding are :-that the number of the stations is almost
equal to that of the dayr (including stoppages) employed by the
caravan on the journey, and that a messenger on foot does three
caravan stages in one day. A reference to the several routes will
show this. I may add here, that a mule is considered to go at
the same rate as a footman; but it is to b understood that it is
never beaten, and is allowed to go at its own pace."
1. Route from Tnjuwah to ACusa, and from thence to the
County of the Wollu Galla.-The caravan is about 15 days
going to A'usa, and as much from thence to Hkjra A messenger on foot will reach A'usa in 4 or 5 days, and go from
thence to H6jra in 4 days.
caravan Slahons.
Dilliel
I Station.
Ra'eaha
1
,,
Dafeni
1
,,
Aaal
1
,,
Halulli
1
,,
Gogadi
1
,,
6
Ungammana
1
,,
Garubbus
1
,,
Fora
1
,,
DBkk
1
,,
Abhdbbard ilake) 1
,,
Bodo .
1
,, crora the river H.
Auea
1
,,
7
Adobarhi
1
,,
Ermli.
. 1
,,
Garauni
1
,,
MBnat
1
,,
Maghrra
1
,,
Te'o
1
,, hot springs.
Huaein kGma 1
,, in Arabic, Jebel Hmein.
Addorta
1
,,
. 1 ,, (name forgotten by my informant.)
Saka'ela
1
,,
Tareira
1
,,
,, before crossing the river.
,,
do*
Hawdsh
Remi
1
,,
Ink4 ela
1
,,

.
..

.
.
...
.

.
.
.
.
....
.
. . .
. .
. .. ..
. ... .
. . .
. .
. . .
.
. .
- . ..
. .
.{:
.

.. ..

*

Q

Q

~
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Station.

1
1

,,
,,

1

18
-

I n all 31
Chief T o m of Wollu Galla.
Melti and Rieki 1 Station. These places are close together.
Aiu Aubi
1
,, Residence of Sultnil Buno.
Gadarra
.
1
,, I n Arrowsmith's mnp is a place called
Burra, probably the same.
Haik
1
,, The town of Haik is situated on an
island (?) in the lake.
4 Stations.
e. Route from Zei'la' to H?rrnr.-?'he caravans take 15 ; or,
very quickly, 1%days. A messenger on foot takes 5 ; on a mule,
4 days. General direction of the road S.W.
Caravan 8 d i o n s porn Zeilo' to Harrqr.
13rought forward 7 Stations.
A'rtu
T e &she
1 Station.,
1 ,,
Jelddsa
.
1 ,,
Ka lam
1
,,
BallAua
1 ,,
Asbali
, 1 ,,
Dilremo
1 ,,
Agarnsa
1
,,
Eego
1 rr
Kora' ali
1 ,,
Stisecho
1 ,,
Dalarn6lti
. 1 ,,
Garhele
1
,,
Harrar
1 ,,

..
.
. .
. . .-

'i

.
. ..
..
..

.
.
..

.-

.
...
. ..

..
.. ..

.

.. ..
. . .-

15 Stations.
Carried over 7
3. Route from Berbera to H ~ r r ~ r . - T h e caravan takes 9.5
days ; a foot-messenger 8 days. General direction of route W.
Nassle
1 Station.
Brought forward. 13 Stations.
Auliawmbo
1 ,,
.
1
n
Abiirro
Jdri
,
1
,,
Arabsdia
1
,,
Biduhir
1
,,
Wuch 'ali
1
,,
Great SubGIla
1
,,
Dirnis
1 ,,
Little Subillla
1
,,
Arla
1
,,
Edierra
1
,,
Anchera
1
,,
Gn'an
1
,,
Marllkh
1
,,
DBmal
1
,,
Badu
1
n
Gbngan
1 ,,
Smgard'e
1
,,
Errer
1
,,
D6ghole
1
,,
Asbnli
1 ,,
Gambdla
1 ,,
Udnu
1 ,,
Hpr~r
1
,,

. . .
. .
. . .
.. ... ...
. . .

..
.
..
.

..
...
.

..
.
..
.-

Carried over 13
Tajurrah, 141fr Dec., 1840.
Tbe whole p

.. . ..
.. ..
.. .. ...
. .. .. ..
.. .. ..
. . .-

25 Stations.

h of Zeila' only a hut dbtmce fmm that torn.
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I.-7itba

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
8.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

18.

Data.

of

Efhi+

Bodr mentioned by their Writrr, a horned dbyaainion.
17. Hezand Morn.
18. Echf Yoh-.
19. Z6na A'ihud.
20. Genzet.
21. Giyorgim Wold Amed.
22. Mahbnfa Mistir.
23. Emtaa Habanbt.
24. Wu-C
Amlnk.
25. Dersana Mikhail.
26. DMed-han'ilim.
27. KuKlyC.
28. Jafafa Tyedek.
29. EgziyahIC Negu.
30. Amada Mistir.
3 1. Tama Degwa.
32. Z6ni Fitrat.

Ar6ghwi I.nfes&wi.
Felikiyum.
Monlhpk.
Tanouit.
Gadela Zamatal.
Tamera Maryun.
D laanr Muyun.
A $ n o (Organon).
Sen e a l (Synararia).
Gadela G~yorgL.
Tamera Giyorgis.
Gadela Tekla Hdimm6t.
Gadela ~ e b r Marfa
a
Kedus.
G d e l a Gehm Khrbtw.
Ah6 Shikir.
ZCni Iprkw.

H~~~ ~ I i m m L d i
Tnvel- ""'""
i o n .
e n
ling.
noun.

Time of Journey.

,

--------1839.

Aprilra

..

a1

From

. M .

s

s A.M.

4

A.M.

PI

64 A.M.

6 A.M.

t

( 6 4 A.M.)

t

.,

A.M.)

av idn night,

it

it

A.M.

W.S.W. A'uhbo.

(I+)

5 Rom

Tnjtnmh

w.

4

N.W.

,

SO

P1.a of Arrival.

Brmnrks.

------

To

s t ~ . ~ .A

(6

383

L i a on the Gh~bImlel-Kh d h or h v o
T a j u m h , vhieh.cxf
t e d . fuirrther inland
iu a W. direction.

D1111~1.
SuktA.

B n d -(in~a

Sg~fi.

Lh

along
the aust.
h. S.W. horn
D1.111vl.
' ~ o i uof
t laving eout. saw w a t r m and of
h r pby.
Aukyefim.
ulle d
Gll'rllifc'o,
Ankyafim.

+

IA Y .

1

M ~ YI

1 A.M.

A . M .

a*

..

1

b t A.M.

84 A.M.:

4

,,

S

sA.M.

7A.M.

4

4

2?

w. N.W.k *do.

T h m ~ ( lV
h II~~~K~~I
near U I ~
MulLlttu.

R.W.

14 A.M.
8 A.M.

}

"

{

W.

K~I~u~u.

8.

Ddibui.

CUIITUI mad hn
bnmhcs u(l rut or
n o h - ~ ut to - d
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Date.

-

-

i
I

~sse.

May

5 ,

1

,,

6

,,

7,

-

-

i4

::

Sf A.Y.

8 4 A.M.

B

S

tiptiM.

8tA.M.

6
6

8
31
4

S t P.M.

4f~.u.
3 P.Y.

11

,,

10

a,

14

,
,.

1
17

i r o n

8 P.M.
10 A.U.

St

8 P.M.

b4p.x.
t P.M.
7 A.M.

+

.I+

Affer suruet
91~.m.
6 P.M.
*A.M.

P.Y.

7

lot A.M.

1 A.M.

Placedurinl.

RemrLu.

Houri

7 A.M.
6 P.M.

;
:

:: ; ., *.

..

&ti"Yt

--------- -

TO

~ m m
f

S A.M.

, , I 0

flours
a
ling.

TLuaC Jouruey.

6 ?

'

,

AdMora.
Dam-ai1~k.s.

w.&then s. Mouut Msri.
W ?
S.W.

W. sids of .Mountain.

1+
44

?

~P.M.?
7 P.Y.

S?

Goh'nd.

Lllkki.
5.W.
Killslu.
S.W..
W..N.,
Bnradegm.
St?

3)

8tr.u.

s4 ?

4

?

4

P?
P?

*

2

I+?
)

i

S.W. L'lllr Yari~u.
Almut W. kl&lting plce.
then more s.1
G u e d route Ramudeli
louthward.

i
h k d 1hour on road.
3f.m

o b l a md

N.W.& W.
d a L p on mad.
S.W. Halling p1e.c-a ncxr
1 08 el.
s.w.? 0nye1
Remained there m &
Y.W. .Uikkelo.
'Rrmained hers t&

W.
H.W.

I
16th.
.\dnito.
' ~ u c h d s ~ y by
m inin.
~ittl~
e d e r o . /S.W
mountaim o l
H F . ~ bc&m them.

h

r atooy @vunrl.

I)P.M.

Prom h e m the road
W M .Lmmt d r a y .

w.(hpr.1

,,

W

4 t A.M.

6 A

.,

30

4& A.M.

1lA.M.

.

I?

I?

61,

St?

In tlu vdlny of the
1 Hmwbh.
Rank of tho H . ~ b ; h sAnd
,
crored t
b Etaw&h to rmr Mdkukuyu.
S.W.?&w.h ~ b l t .
S.W.

/

I

villuqePmntior plvn of I'fk

'waitedfor permhion
from king to pmcmd.

'

Did not atop (herr.
villqe. On the mad M w k n
Ank6bnr and An-

,,

11

I

.

,

*
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Dab.

Placa

Timc of Day.

-~

1s39.
April 9
1,
22
, 23
,, 27
,, 28
,, 30

..
. .
DO.
Dafuti
. .
Do.
Do.
G u n ~ u n t a. .
Do.
Tajumh
Do.
Do.
Saggallo

-

-

May

-

1

Gagade

Do.
Dalibui

-

-

11 A.M.
Nuon.

th::

1 P.X.
5 P.M.

.

P.M.

2)p . m .

P.M.

1

. .

A.M.

114 A.m.
1 P.M.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Gayel
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

1

J

90

do.

Sky orererut.

944

!i100
'
'

,

Wind not MI hot
on preceding days

99
97
95
102
104

104
I02
102
90
93

ARer a lhower of rain.

10 4.n.

8a.m.
P.M.

2 P.M.

. ..

Do.

Remark..

A.M

Barudega
Do.
Reding-place

AlibCkelE
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

J

93intheshndr.
95 in the room.

102
Nwn.
107
106
3 P.M.
Between
I l A.M. and)l I06 to 109
4 to 2 P.M. J

. . 32 .
Mari . . . 1 q a.m.
I1
Do.
t:
2:
Lukki' . . . 114

Do.

(Pmhnuhrit's
sul~.)

. .

Do.
Do.
Do.
Little Marrha
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Ramudeli
Do.

1

1 P.M.

r n m o - .

f ::::

7

A.m.

L.

11
11

..
.

A.M.
A.m.

1 P.M.
1+ P.M.
2+ P.M.

P.M.

3

P.M.

6 a.m.
8 A.M.

9 A.M.

{

A thunder-dorm a p
proaching.

I
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maw.

Dab.

Time of D.7.

Thmnomrter.
(Pahrsuhrlt's

..

1 E39.

-

May 16

AliMkele
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
LittleHunadera
, - 17
DO.
Do.
Do.
Do.
,, 18 Grmt Hamadera
,, !20 Mu11uDo.
Do.
,, 22 Korde'eti

-

. . .

-

,,- 23

MEtto

-

,1

,,

27
6

1
11

.-!

1

a.m.
AM.

08
P.Y.

.
A

t

M
P.M.

P.M.

Do.

I

Hanni.
MetakG

Sky wcrmt.

103
107

90
94
104
107

2

.

81ry o v m u t .

91

1 P.M.
2p.a.
1p.m.
1 A.M.
+P.M.

. ..During
afiern.
44
D

Hamawinn
Great Mullu
Do.
Do.

- 26

June

. .. ..

Do.
Ruined rill

,,- 25

Bemukr

%.re.)

- --

P.M.
P.M.

106
103

110
98
103

Hay.
Wind N'.E. ;ram.

105
102
73

After sunrile. 66
I I t A.M.
101

. .
. .I During night.
+P.M.

10i)

I

GEOGRAPHICAL WORKS RECENTLY
PUBLISHED.
EUROPE.
ENGLAND.-Parliamentary Gazetteer. Partr 1.2.3, and 4. Glasgow, 1840.
GREECEand INDO-SCYTHIA.-ZU~Geschichte der Griechhhen und IndoKythischen Kiini e. Von Christian Lassen. Bonne. 1838. 8vo.
I c ~ u ~ o . - V o y n g e en fslande et au Gmnland. 1835.6. Publik ulua la
direction de M. Gaymard, 4- part in 8'; and livraisons de plancher
10 8 23. Gklogie, 2 livraisons. Paris, 1840. Folio.
ROME.-History of, by Dr. Arnold. Vol. 2. London, 1840.
RUSSIA and CIRCASSIA.-Russland und die Tscherkessen. Von K. F.
Neumann. Stuttgart, 1840.
ASIA.
A r a ~ ~ n ~ n ~ n . - R o uNotes
g h of the Campaign in Sindh and AfgblnistBn.
ARMENIA.-Narrative of a Tour in Armenia. K u r d i s h , Persia, and Mesop m i a , including a Residence in Constantinople and a Visit to
'ehhn, Baghdhd, &c., by the Rev. Horatio Soutbgnte. London.
1'840. 2 vola 8m.
Asia.-Cenni Geogratlci e Statistici su 1'Asia Centrale, per J. Gsberg da
Hems;. Milano., laro.
Rvo.
----- ~ s s a sur
i ler~K&murcer, Territorialca et Commercialew. de 1'Asie
Orientale. ~ a Jules
r
de Ha~meister. St. Petersboure. 1839. 8vo.
BUTAN,Report on', by Copt. R. be ember ton. Calcutta, lc39. 8ro.E a ~ x u n D aron Asien, von C. liitter. Part 9. Berlin, 1840. 8vo.
In~~r.-Arnbassade au Boutan. Journal Abrkgk du Voyage du Capitnine
Pemberton. Par C. 0. D'Ochoa. Paris, 1840.
Mill's History of British India. Edited by Professor H. H. Wilson.
Vols. 1 to 5. London, l b4O. 8vo.
Report on the Territories conquered from the R s h w l , by the
Hon. Mount Stuart Elphinstone.
Report showing the Fiscal and Judicial system of Administration ill
the Conquered Territory above the Gbauts, by William Chaplin.
Bombay. 1838.
ITINERARY
of Rabbi Benjamin of Tudeln. Tmrlated and Edited by A.
Asher. London and Berlin. 1840. 8vo.
K r s c ~ ~ und
i n d m Reich der Siek von Carl F.von. Hiigel. Stuttgart,
1840. 2 voln. Bra
KHIVA, Entwurf dm Kriegstheater Russlandagegen Chirn. Vou C.
Zimmermann. k r l i n , 1840. 4to.
MXXOIR
on the Countries about the Caspian Sea and Lake Aral. Translated from the German of Carl Zimmermann, by Captain Morier,
R.N., with a Map by J. Arrowsmith. London. 1840. 8vo.
Noehrichten iiber Chiwa, k c . Von G. V. Helmereen. St.
Petersburg. 1839. BTO.
P ~ ~ s ~ r . - T r a v e to
l s the City of the Caliphs, along tbe Shores of the Persian
Gulf, by J. H.Wellstead, Esq. London, 1840. 2 vols. 8vo.
S ~ ~ ~ n l n . - N m t i vofe an Expedition to the Pohr s e a in 1820-3, by
B m n von Wrangel. Edited by Major Sabine. London, 1840. 8vo.

-

-

--
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AFRICA.
A a ~ s s r ~ ~ a . - R e i sin
e Abyssinien, von Dr. Edward Riippell. Fmkfort,
1840. vo1. 2. 8vo.
AFRICA.-Geogrnphical Survey of, by James M'Queen. 1840. 8vo.
LIBXRIA.-Life of Jehudi Ashmun, Colonk~lAgent in Liberia. New York
1835. 8vo.
S ~ ~ ~ G r x ~ l ~ . -nach
~ e iSenegambia,
se
im Jahre 1838. Von S. Brunner,
M.D. Bern, 1840. 8vo.
VIAGENSExtensan e Dilatadas do Aben Abdallah, mais conocido pelo nome
de Ben Batuta, traducidas por J. de Santo Antonio Moura. Lisboh
1840. vol. I, Bvo.
AMERICA.
BUSIL.-Reliexo'es Criticas sobre huma noticia do Brasil, pm F. A. de
Vanhagen. Lisbon, 1839.
GUAYANA,
British.-A Qeographical and Statistical Account of, by R. H.
Schomburgk. London, 1840. 8vo.
Views in the Interior of, b R H. Schomburgk. Fol.
M x r o m r sobre el derubrimentn
la AmLrica en el siglo dtkino, p
C. C. liafn. Traducida a1 Frances por J. Marmier. Caraccas, 1839.
IVO.

NORTH-WHST
COASTOF Aula~~cn.-?demoir on the, by R. Greenhow. 8~0.
Washington, 1840.
NORTHAMERICA.-Description of the Railroads and Canals of the United
States, by H. 8. Tanner, with 3 Maps. Philadelphia, 1840.
-- American Traveller, or Guide through the United States,
by H. S. Tanner.
SOUTH
AMERICA.-Falkland Islands, by J. T. Whittington. London, 1840.
8vo.
POLYNESIA.
LORDNOQTK'SISLAND.-Narrative of the Shipwreck and Csptivity d
Horace Holden and B. H. Nute in 1838. Boston, 1839.
TABLEAU
G4nbrale de la Polynbsie, par D. de Riemi.
WESTERNAUSTRALIA.-CO~risin a Description of Australind and Port
hwhenault, by Thos. Sohn Biuckton. London. 8vo.
MISCELLANEOUS.
ANNALXN
der Erd-Viilker-und Statenknnde. Van Dr. H. Berghaua.
ANNALES
des Voyages. Paris. 8 ~ 0 .
A N N A LMaritimea
~
Paris. 8vo.
ATLASof Constructive Geography, No. 1, by W. Hughes. London, 1841.
4to.
D~CTIONARY.
Geographical, Statistical, and Historical, by J. R MbCulloch.
Parts 1 to 6. London. 8v0.
G s o o u w ~ . - S a g io di Geografia Pura ovvem primi Btudi dl'
Anatomia
della T e r n Annibale Ranuzzi. Bolopa, 1840. 8 m
NORTRB~~.-Rapport du Commandaht de la Rechemhe sur sa Campague
dans les Mere du Nord et du Gmenland Puis, 1840. 8vo.
N m ~ c rsur la Terminologis Gdographi ue, principlement lea Hommymec
et Synonymes, par M. Coulier. Baris. 1840. 8vo.
k
NAUTICAL
Aa~o~oaau.-M6moire sur 1'Emploi den Chmnorn6Mer. et rur les Principales Obmrvations de I'Astronomie Nautique,
par M.Givry. Paris, i 840. 8vo.
N A ~ I C AMagazine.
L
London. 8vo.

8

GTeogsaphica2Works recently published.
N A V I ~ A Tand
I ONautical
N
Astronomy, a Treatise on, by Lieutenant Raper.

R N . London. 1840. avo.
S c m a r m s n rur Allgemeinen Erdkunde, von Dr. G. L. Kriegk. Leipsic,
1840.
SOUTH
S~~.-Extraitdu Rapport de M. C4cille. Commandant de l'Hkroine
envoy6 dans rH6misph8re Austral B la Proteotion de la PIche de la
Baleine. Pamphlet. Paris, 1840. 8vo.
SOUTH
Po~~.-Expbditionau Pale Antarctique de l'htrolabe et la Zflbu.
Paris, 1840.

MAPS AND CHARTS RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
EUROPE.
A ~ u x ~ ~ i c . - C a r tde
e 1'EntrCe de 1'Adriatique et du Bwsin oompris entre
l'Ile de Malte et la Cap hlatapan.
BAVARIA.
Tomaraphical Atlaa of. 7LI sheets. To be oontinued.
~ ~ a n c r . & k % ~ & t i c u l i 8 r edes COtes de France. Emboucllure de la Seine.
IRELAND.-Index to the Townland Survey of the King's County and County
of Wicklow.
M E D I T X R R A N B A de
N .la- ~Navigation
~~~~
la Vapeur dans le Bassin de
l a Mer Mkditerrante, par Piquet. Paris, 1840.
N E T H E R L A N D S . - du
~ ~Royaume
~~~
des Pays Bas, par M.Vah der Mnelcn.
Bruxelles, 1840.
81cr~~.-CBtes de Sicile, de la Wgence de Tunie, et de la Partie Sudede la
Sardaigno et de Malte.
TURKKY.-Carte de l'Empire Ottoman, par Noel et Vivian. Corrig6e par
C. Piquet. 1839. I2 sheets.
ASIA.
ARABIA.--Carte des CDter d'Arabie et de Perse, et de l'Ile de Socotra h
Bombay.
Bgi~G~.-Plan of the Town and Harbour of, by James Wyld.
B s ~ ~ u . - x a r du
t e Golfe de Bengal.
CANTON
Rrvsa.-Chart of, by James Wyld.
CHINA.-M~ of. by James Wyld.
INomTru.-8arte des C 6 m de l'lndostan, depuk Bombay juequ'i Godavery, et des Iles Maldives e l Chagos.
ANGLO-PersianMa of India, by J. B. Tausin. Calcutta, 1837.'
ANGLO-Hindi
litto
by J. 8. Tauin. Calcutta, 1839.
JAVA.-Chart of the North Const of, by Jacob Schwart. Dutch. Amsterdam, 1839.
REDSrr.--Carte de la Mer Rouge,
- Carte du DElroit do Bab el Mandeb, et
Plan dlAden.
S ~ L - P l a n of the Town and Fortress of St. Jean D'Acre, by J. C. Brettell. F.R.S.L. London, 1840.
Wyld's New Map of Syria. London, 1840.

-.

--

+ These beautifully executed map will be highly prized by Oriental students, but
it ia greatly to be desired thnt such errom ar G b n i for Gllame'in, DBhll for Dihli,
l$iiUiyLfor Rimhlaya, kc., may be corrected in a subsequent edition. In the Penian,
and ail1 more in the N L g d map, the number of orthographid erron k verg w n -

siderab1e.-ED.
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AFRICA.
EGYPT.-Carte d'Alexandrie et de sea Environs.
Amrcn.--Map of, from h n d o to Tripoli, by Jamen M'Queen.

hndon.

1840.

AMERICA.
G U A Y A N A . - P ~des
~ ~Sondes devant la Riviare Caienns.'
S ~ ~ ~ z a m a o ~ n . - P de
l a n13 Baie de Belsond.
VALPARA:SO.--Y~~~
de 1'Attbrage de la Baie de Valpambo.
Wnm INDIES.-PI~II du Port de St. Thomas et de aes E n v h n n
Plan de la Baie de la Pointe h Pitre, Guadaloupe.
POLYNESIA.
AVTTEAL:A.-Map of Western Australia. fram Swan River to Shark's Bay,
by John Arrowrmith. London, 1840.
NEWZEAMD.-Plan du Port Akaroa, dans l a Presqu'fle de Bonks.
Plan de la Riviare Kawa-Kawa.
--Chart of Port Nicholson, by Chaffers. London, 1840.
~OLOMON'H I H L A N D ~ . - - C ~
of.~ K ~

---

-

-

MISCELLANEOUS.
.ATLAS,Family,-by John Betts, 49 sheets. London, 1840.
CARTEdes Explorations par ks Corvettes llAstrolabe et la 26140, dans l r s
RCgionr Circum-polaires, par M. Dumoulin. Command6es par H.
Dumont d'urville, Janv. et Fev. Paris, 1840.
CARTSH ydrogmphique des Parties Connues de la Terre.

INDEX.
' h y i l , t i l h , 456.
Ahurac, 466.
A h i l - l i , 31%
Abedchu, tribe, 470.
Abii Muti, 538.
A b b Y h f 461.
Adaito, 46i, 463.
Adnrub and Tpnur, plains, 506, 507.
d e H q 508.
tom, 508.
' A a y i l and Adlli, 469.
'Adal, tribes, 438.
'Aden, 438.
'Ad-el-jivm, 408.
Adiyaman, 327.
Affar, tribes, 456.
Afddi, mouutaina, 532.
A f h , 41.
Aghsrh, 355.
Aghri Tigh, 421.
Agh-yiz, 341.
Aghri Gd1, lake, 410.
A h~erin,441.
~ f k e v a n k ,378.
Ahmad, 285.
Ahriman and OrmPld, 130.
Ahuli, 462.
~ i a k u n i river,
,
223.
Ai'nek, 475.
A'irnra, river, 480.
A ' i r y ~ aor Iran Vij, 129.
A'ari, district. 40.
A L v w k , 3%.
Aki-juk, 289.
' ~ k~ k ~ v i517.
n,
A k Dereh, 327.
~b GedGk. 61.
Akhlit, 406.
Akhtamar, island, 3 30.
Ak&mi, 293.297.
~ h h e h r 493.
,
A h Kfi, 398.
A l i Tigh, 418.
~ h cataract,
&
572.
A1
A1me:";sJ.
'Ali Begll, 13.
Alif, 280.
All-Heremf, pen, 1 5 , s .
'Ali TLgh, mountain, 501.
'~li&hehr T k h , 325.
A l i n , 366.

Aliu-Amba, 467,470.
AllegC, 420.
Alluli, 459.
Alti Agllij Ti311, 4 11.
Alugugn, vdley, 502.
A r n d r u , 64.
AmLiyah, 442.
American race and tribes, 559
A m d l i Tigh, mountnin, 5 13.
~ m m i n ~ uM~reellinly
a
hia geo~rldlicuI
evidence, 156.
Amorium, route from, to Tynua, 300.
Amps, 159.
Amu, river, 534.
Amucu, lake, 194.
h t e i l e , river, 456.
Anbibo, 457.
AnMr 86,362.
A n d h d i d e b g plaim, 460.
Angerbd, 66.
Augollola, 467.
Angora, river, 279.
A'ugbrin, diitrict, 57.
mountains, 58.
An'el ChCi, river, 388.
Adobar, 467, 478.
Anky6fem, defile, 458.
A&, 160.
Auhri, 526.
Antioch, 51%
Antiochur the Great, 150.
A n t i - T a m , 323.
Antogb Tigh, 354.
Ants, 174.
'Arabah Ovnhsi, 338.
Arabdera, 461.
Arab-Ke'il, 339.
~ m p & i , roclrr, 235.
Ararnt, Mount, 41U.
peak8 of, 421.
Arm, 445.
Amrayam, 10%
A r b , river; the N.hrrin, 97.
Arbeh, 7 2
Arb-k,
411.
Archela* Colonin, 293.
Ardij T 4 281.
Adid
402
A d i 293.
Aghanl, Ma'den, 361.
Arghun KQi, 291.
Agubba, mountaim, 4 6 2

-

ZM,
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INDEX.

Arin, 405.
ArilLMn, 375.
Arihkerd, plain, 427.
Ariwnna, range, 111.
A j i l h TLgh, 309.
'ArkL, 320.
~ G e nBolLkl,
i
40.
Arnis, 401.
Amaki, nation, 188.
A n l h T6gmiab,139.
Artahmanes and Alitiochur, 151.
Artemid, 389.
Artseua, 126.
MISG, 345.
Anarar, steppe, 510.
Anud, lake, 481.
A d o t i , 461. 166.
A d , lalt lake. 458.
Albaghi Turkill, 17R.
'A'lbik Dereh-Sf, 319.
Ah-gal'&, 434.
mu, kin, 436.
&sf-,
804.
ILIp~dun,64.
A8p(ul, 320.
Am~bah,455.
AmtdhLn, 540.
h t y a p a , 144.
Atarpipu, mountain, 161.
Atb Tepeh, 277.
AUllLn Teph-I!, 528.
Atkomi, 466.
Ahptes, ratrap of Media, 148.
A'urq router from, to Tajumh, 681.
A1urq 460.
Auvanet, stream, 6 s .
Avatnk, 384.
Awprihuta, 231.
A'yLnIi, 299.
Ayalu, mouutairm, 464.
A y b l ~ hills,
,
277.
A'yi, 61.
Aierbljh, taxation in, 8.
, Christian aettlemenb in, 17.
.
Aierelihsh, 103.
'AnlowLr, 526.

Baadu, mountains, 464.
BLbL Amireh, 35.
B a l a ~ tribe,
~ , 17.
Badrrkhshhtl. 433.
Udikhl~li.trilx, 354.
~ k h l Khhnli
i
Tlgh, 3#).
Bajerma, 91.
Bolar DLdr, 279.
Bbl-cl~nh-Hi+, %5.
BLliki, tribe. 26.
Bnmbuch, 453.
.
BLmi Duns&,535.
Banam, 2R2.
Uneh, pea, 99.
Bararm, a58.

Blucelh, 259.
B&dLL Cbili KQi, 492.
BLrgir Kal'eh, 401.
Barokoh, 170.
Bartika, point, 179,266.
Baw,or Ber6ceh, 98.
Bnmdega, 462.
Bsrso, 479.
Batin Kci, 430.
Bayid, dltrict, 492.
B a r b W r , 510.
Uyasld, 421.
Bbr6r Kgi, 441.
BLzPr fjh, 313.
B M r Yed, 313.
Begrek Tighi, 289.
B e k , 67.
Beklam, 94.
Belistemah, 801.
Beldi Ilmen, 540.
Rcl-1i Gedik, mountain, 319.
Hekho, tribe, 474.
.
Rendi-MLhi Sii, 400.
Beradusht, tribe, 26.
Berber&, mta fmm, to
Berberab, 464.
Bereza, river, 469..
Berdude, 465.
Berkona, river, 475.
Bemi, 326.
B q i , 40.
B i l k tribe, 3% Sg.
Bilehjik, rock, 490.
Bidb, 10.
Biil-gbl Sh, 341, 490.
Bir, or &mh-'ik, 459, 617.
Bitliir, 379,3d3.
Bogdo, mouutainr, 541.
Bogdo, lake, 541.
Boghl6n,372.
BGilbjah kal'eh, 293.
Boothis, 371.

689.

'
tioru, 287.B u b a n a , rock4 169.
BGlLvLdin, town and p l h of, 493.
Bulga, 479,480.
Bulghir TLgh, mountain, 600.
B6r-Khur, 292.

18%
C ~ C I I Nstream,
;~,
Calaburi. river. 256.
Cam* river, 169.
Canaupng, 111.
C n n e ~ a uriver,
,
169.
Canlaca, lai ill, 75.
city, 85, 87, IOS, 106,113.
Cape Alexander, 268.
Cape Britannia, 170.

-
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Cape Pelii 271.
Cape Franklin, 268.
Cappadox of Pliny, 288.
Caquire, ridge of boulders, U 5 .
Carawaimi, mountaim, 166.
Caricatun, u h d , 183.
Carmo, N o s h Senora do, 363.
Caruwauna, fdln, 264.
Catvneiro, 260.
Caspian, level of, 510,543.
Caai uiare, 248, 260.
~seta?mlum,ruins, 510.
Catrimani, river, 261.
Cauambd, river, 182.
Caunaracuna, stream, 226.
Causeway from Urumiyah to B'u~ib, 8.
Caver of Kereftu, 100.
Cerro de Hacotitlan, mountain, 516.
Chacha, river, 470, 474.
CMa, river, 475.
ChLkcluik B 3 .
~&kb!i,
lake, 511.
ChCl TLgh, mountain, 375, 279, 241.
Chaltis, 281.
C h h C h G river, 333.
Chunmanene, 290.
Chhirni, valley, 329.
ChLngerl, monartery, 373.
ChLpLt Ovahi, 284.
Chapchachi, hills, 540.
ChLhn r KgplZ200.
C b h - B z mountain, 446.
Chh-Buh(lr, 347, 446.
ChLrdaurir, 40, 41.
Cbarmelik, 5 18.
Ch6r Pem,527.
Chanan, or Arrh, 138.
ChLnhambahSG, river, 413.
C h L Sir, rirer,'275.
Chat Dereh-d, valley, 428.
Chaurhun, 3 1 2
ChekLyet Dayetf, or Jagnt6, river, 133.
Cheralic,313.
C h e r k q 473.
Chervemeh, 349.
C h h f ,bridge, 283.
Chevli, 370.
Chwri, molmtain, 302.
ChiRlik, 292
Chinlik-kbin, 502.
Chil-Lgh6, 627.
Chillik, 11.
ChirLgh So~idurbn,354.
Chu, valley, 54 1.
ChiyLneh, 15.
Ch6b6n Kbpri. 341.
Chorek T e e , 55.
Ch(lkli, 44.
Chul, 45.
Chulnr, 29%.
Cilicia Csmpertris, 506.
Cocui, 252.
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Coppermine river, 288, 373.
Copoma, 199.
Costere, 303.
Cotinga, 200.
C r i W , river, 200.
Crosq the true, 10R.
Crystal, mount, 203.
Culimncari, 250.
Cumanau, 265.
Cumarow, 205.
Cumarawn, ison, 229.
Cumuti, r o c r picture-writing at, 15
Curasawnkg 172, 177.
Curutn, blowpipe reed, 238.
Cumme, mountains, 183.
Cuyaka. river, 237.
Cuyuwini, river, 167, 108.
Cyaxarea destroys Nineveh, 143.
Cybistra, hill, 302.
Cydnuq or T-,
river, 499.
Cymr brings emus to EcbataM, 145.
ir the same with Kei Khwrau, 8 5
145.
Jewish decree regardin the rebuilding of the ~ e m ~ 145.
k ,
hir birth and education at the
Atropntenian Ecbatsaq 143.

-

-

-

Dohwik W d b q tribe, territory of, 466.
Dacibyza, 480.
Dafem, 458.
Ilnhar, 428.
DUacha, river, 4e6.
Dalalui, 460.
Dalechn, 473.
Dnna, plnin. 515.
I)rnLLll, 455.
Danishrnnnli, 2 9 2
Dan.ikil, tribes, 469.
D M , river, 170.
ruilu, 526.
Daraha, river, 257.
Dnrius. 1.51.
DMkbl, 35R.
Dhrkirsh ?i:f~, 355, 448.
Dawaileka, 461.
Dehliilli, 46.5.
Debra iltbrl1511.190, 4R5.
Dedrt~t~Lrrlr.
395.
Dtiri-Slleilill Ibrihim, sluine of, 17, 10.
Dejoces 1)uilds Aglmta~la,1%;.
the same with Jernshid, according
to Von Hamlnrr, 130.
Dekerpn, 3
Deli Bib& 420.
Delijah Irmfik, or S3, 200.
Delshs, 453.
Demerara, 267.
Demi 'i Kbi, 300.
~ e m i j l mount,
,
57.
Denek Ma'den, 25 1.
rivulet, 285.

-

-

-
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Derbend, 15, 63.
Gdalmn, 209.
Dereh 'ik 317
Gader, river, 13.
317:
Gaga&, 460.
D u Kelli, 450.
Gallus, hu enpsement, 115.
DeAm, 6 2
Gm6, tribes, 484.
Demk, 521.
GLllL, 474, 475, 480,484.
Dmend SG, river, 489.
Galnkdigffi, Gratnnd Little, 465.
Gabtin, 290.
psu, 489.
Deveh BoyGnG, mountni~u,311.
&C
464.
Dedn Dfk. 528.
G.nni, y6.
DeuiyL Rbd, river, 10.
Gnrruntis, d i c t , 303, 06.
of Rhoda of E d o h e n e s , Gmit, 385.
1,
G a 6 Ti& 435.
Dinomali, 466.
Ggel,' 462.
Guq 113.
Dio-Cuarea, 302.
Diyhdin, 423.
Gcebl Kal'eh, 186.
Pfu,466.
~ e k b u k h 4RD.
,
DBlih, river. 519.'
Gelermek, 311.
Dominli, 292.
Gelvedereh, 300.
Don. river, its level, 5.11.
Gemeri, 435.
Duidn, mount, 213,245.
Gemi-TLgh, or h i - b e l l , 437.
DG'ik, mange, 369.
Gemidereh, valley, 437.
Gergen kd'nh-ni, 3=, 339,333.
~ d l u l 457
,
DGrrlGn ~ L g h 507.
,
Germ&, hills, m7.
G e m i n k , a t r a m , 420.
Ghafur K h h , 28.
pr, 314.
Ebijik -4
Gilawin. 63.
Echnhnq or h r e City, 135.
Girlunik, 31 1.
-two
Median upitalr of thh Glinyol, 530.
m e , 136.
G6tdd, 461.
Eipler, 343.
Gogan, 3.
Ekidd, 517.
GQk BuMr, e n g . 317.
ElifulG, 452.
G4kcheh BuirLr, 281.
Elmi Tigh, 282.
Gbk Dil-li, m g e , 312.
XImLlL, 384.
GQklGTLgh, 276.
Elton. lake, or Alhur Nor, 598.
G QSG;
~ 3 ~ sn.
,
Emekuni, 229.
Ggk t h h , 489.
Emlrlar, 208.
661 Hi*, 288.
Emtr TLgh, 493.
CWek B6gh4 499,500,505,507.
Emfr Yaman, 275.
GGljik, 365.
EmrakGm, 430.
G6&, 290.
E*6,456,479,485.
Gorkoye O ' m , Ue,
538.
Enderq 437.
Gotovah, 284.
Erdmh Thgh, 390.
G k n e h , 329.
Eregli, 498.
GQxOghlin, 314.
Erkenek, p,325.
Great Bcnr h k e , 273.
Ibkl Baghckd, 90.
Grent Uzen, river, 539.
Eskl-shehr, 491.
Guanuuato, 545.
Emndda, 213.
Guidivan, river, 187.
Ruequibo, 1G9,266.
GuidPnq 161. .
Etnke, 4R6.
Gfijiyeh, 4 1 1
Bupetah, 542.
GGmgGm, 346.
Euphmten, 330.
GGllluk Sb, 371.
E m p q 119.
Gunimm, lngoon, 239.
Gurage, 456,481.
Fakhrakah, tomb, 37.
Gurmalah, 524.
Fnrri, 467.
Gurmirb, 5U).
GUN^, 315.
FerakMd, 15.
Ferrer, hihe, 474.
GurGdLn, 5%.
Fire-temple, 77, 01, 101.
Guryev, 540.
Fort Sad J q u i m , 179, 181.
GwPgate, 459.
b i z , mountnin, 464.
G d Demh, vdley, 384.
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W&b,
369.
546.
Hacienda de la HuHachani, river, 467.
Had- 332.
HE&&, irland, 4M.
P I d n r Beg, 40%
h ~ d e r i n l hGhe,
,
4OS, 416,417.
HUmCneh, 279.
HLjf Alf, 264.
$&jS Bekffih, 288.
H q i Khalfl, 429.
HZ" A'nL, 440.
~ $ 6O'ghlG, 517.
Ij;akLdtan, or HalakSha$&n,458.
Halyq 299.
hmkab, 489.
HLrkhLn, 498.
Hari Parvat, uunmtain, 667.
ridn, 526.
Hanar, 436,463.
-,
routa from, to Zeiln', 58%
-,
to, 5 h n Bcrbaq 68%
HKal'eh 96, 841, 480.
H n s n a d ~ qLitde and Gnat, 463.
HslanlG BLbL-96, 284.
B- ~ ~ gma,
h , 2 8 3 497.
& a n i sttoam, 527.
e w b h , river, 464.
-,
valley, 465.
Hazer6, 360.
Heighta, table of, oberrd by Dr. B. D.
Dickum, in K m d i d q 481.
Hekfi, teIritarim of the, a6.
Heracliur, 88,90.
return into Pmia, 08.
Hrrfr, n, 23.
Herthhf, dirtrict, 389.
Hierogl h i y 213,453.
@irem,?13.

!%is,

456.
ogsrGr, 367.
Haein KLd, MI.
L h i i k < 388.
M u n , 333.
Humirida, range, 211.
Hutu-cubma, hill, phnb of, 166.
Idome, river, 217.
Itfit, 479.
moant, 179.

llha de Pedra, 281.
I'lijeh, 359, 434.
In-Avf, 295, 299.
IndmLi, lalt-lake, 539.
I n d q river, 531.
Injeh B h G , 291.
Injeh SG, 307, 316.
%
I j i r ~ 4 515.
VOL. X.

I d , 311.
Imtebuh, 209.
11- tribe, 456.
'Is6 K6jah-lf, W .
lahiklf, 493.
Ishi< TLgh, mi- of, Zlh
~ d l t r d h533.
,
1&lrm4 386.
Iakeleh KG, 398.
,
I s l h ~ m b a 467.
Innil, 496.
Istin&, 275.
I-,
612.
Itinvini, 218.
I h , 466.
Ixtlahuaca, 546.
I d Otgh16,331.
Imib, village and U e , 489.
Jaghatb, river, 9, 11,44.

:%pfi=h:='
Jauberf Monr. his
ad, 42a

.

cxmhunat .t

m*

Jehel A.hmu,hill, 464
Jebel GhGab, hill, 628.
Jehel MGh, hill, 528.
Jebel JGdl, bill, 621.
Jebel TGr, hill, 521.
JBlam, river, 565.
Jemllah, 285, 287.
J d d , 130.
Jevahen, 312
JinU @ghlG,285.
Jiduiq 513.
Jinder AbL, 517.
Jur Hadld, 513.
JGdi, mount, the Ararat of Scripha, 420.
JuhGn, 287.
JGlGk, 480, 481.
Jurullo, volcmo, 546.
Juva, or Brad nub, 16%.
KLbul, river, 533.
Kwf KQ'i, 280,281,449.
hi-irita, mountaim, 187.
Kaimukuni, river, 223.
K a y & , 30R
frairar Kc< 30%
gaiwinima, 330.
K66r Borg, 378.
KaRLnjf YLil6, 318.
KLkhtah, stronghold, 323.
KUL-Bkh, 530.
K a l ~ u r 428.
,
Kal'ehi-Bnkhteh, 39.
&d'eh4, 293.
Kalichi-SG, 286,290.
mu,
v*,
450.
Kdmukova, 538.
Kamirhin, 537.
I&., 539.
Kamfih-

2a

K
,*
107, 135.
Khi-rmh, dktrict, U1.

Kar~tarah,333.

Rap& KFi, 283.
h L BGn6,496.
K u k q port, 630.
&u(dGn, 489.
b d , care 44, 43.
Bui Gedik, 281, #C1
P u 6 G h 185.
." &u+d, 5s.
K a r i I&, 435.
bdjg TLgh, r n o u h h , 295,496,52I.
gar&'&, 283.
Ku' karu#, 289.
R u i Kay&, mountain, 344.
Bur B i U , 415, 427.
gar&K6yi, rivulet, M9.
Kar6 KO
1I 277.
kari
i34
kuL-&
'trihe,'13&6de315
l ~ BG,
u MB,
~ is, 4148.
~ e p e h 296,520.
,
K u 6 T666r TLgh, 312.
~ m u h 460.
,
K u i Ziphat, 314.
h
h Came, the K u i n d L h Charneh
of Tavemier, 290.
Kqh.h-Hf, 280,288
Kannji, or Khormj, 30.
K.riy.n, 88.
K h T h e r l ; i TLg4 285.
Kuys(, 494.
~ f irivulet,
, 452.
+.+ah
of Irkfl, 296.
KruPm, river, 483.
Khhhrer, 40.
Kuhmir, valley of, 566.
K m Boj, ruin, 5 2 8

~GE,

~ a v 6 ~ TLgb
a h 181.
K a v d , hot spring, 441.
sia.
xay6 ~dlr,
fy6 B6ghk, IsB.
B a Y b 499.
d ~ y ~294k,
Keimea, 438.
Kektan, 15.
Keli&h, F, W.
pillar, 21, 22, 24.
K
e
e
P
i p i l h , 31.
mount.inr, U).
Kubah-KGh, 547.
Kerkit ChiRlik, 495.
~ e r i u n a hor
, Kerkun B6cGk, 327.
K u k 6 Tlgh, 378.
Ketirm, rillage, K e t i m ChG, river, 445.
Ketiven 5,313.
ahlmcllai,

-,

KhLmm K h h , 4491.
Khlnjaik, 386.
Khanrlr, 355.
Khandr TLgh, 31 1, 3%
Kharin, mountain, 2 9 2
KhMiun, 496.
KharpGt, plain of, 365.
K b ~ ~ d n l tribe
L , of, 377.
K e K t i , 376.
Khatka, mount, 471.
Kha$im 'Arabah-rl, 529.
K b 6 , 449.
KberGn, or Khems, 449.
Khmin, or TUd, rivulet, 4 5 4
Khini, 361.
Khiis, 344,445.
K h m a u Parvix, 89.
,h u tlighttoCtcriphon, WK h m a u S b 4 A!, 3.
Khurkhun mount+ 316.
Khurm6-lI, 31 1.
Kburmv Pbh4 490.
lihurin, 317.
Kibleh, mountaim, IS.
Kigach, ralt M a of, 540.
Kikiritaa, mount, 235.
KilLL, 292.
Killele, l n h 462.
Killoli, L e , i81.
Kirawi, 347.
K i r i r h m , 231.
Kk-Shehr, 186,%
9.2
k i z i l - A ~ ~ LSS3,447.
'
~ l i~le c & , M C ~ , (19.
Kin1 Irmak !&83,289, 437.
$id-jah ~'ai'eh,
281.
gkil-'ah Kci, 286.
Kiril
~1,199,
Kiril Ucen, 59.
khh,965.
*ir Kay&*(, d ,494.
KU BQprl,bridge, 42.
KoChruLr, 5%.
KBch-qi&, 291,294,299KbhLt, d p h w m i n q 532.
K6h' H u t , N ~ M521.
,
K6.i M u , 315.
K@i-lt,343 445.
K 6 F T&, W.
KO ~ i l t438.
,
K O ~ ;alley,
,
466.
K61G-Kti, 199.
KolG Kurhl6, plain, 499.
-,
village, W .
Xolb $6, 335, 449.
I(ompnu, 430.
K6nLL, 286, 290.
~mfo;lPh,455.
toni bl et, 474.
K h i d 1 2 s 1 , 494,495.
k a n l , 366
N5.

--

k~i,
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Kdpek VirLn, 3 17.
Kdpr5 KQ'i, 430.
Kore'Lh Karalik, 295.
~ k T&h,
h h2h, 437.
Koahm TCgb, 351.
Koweik, valley, 515.
river, 517.
Kudiati, 464.
KuiLaluni, 227.
Kulu Kti, 295.
Kummi, 464.
Kundanama, 234.
river, 240.
Kunduk, 416.
Kurdistin, 27.
Khd-Kulak, 510.
*Gel 56,343.
turisdiheri, mountain, 238.
Kurk Kurk, 308.
Kurklii 28 1.
Kurkli Verdi, 314.
Kurri, Vale of, 460.
Kud @1,28R.
xud~KGm, 288.
k u r ~TLgh, 324.
Udik, or J6rgLn Udik, 494.
Uhijin, plaii, 31.
LU4.m i d spring near, 1.
LBodlcea C o m b ~ ~ t494.
a,
Zatif, 528.
Ledar, 333.
Le-adu, lake, 466.
Lcflreh SG, valley of tbe, 4R9.
~ ~ i l l br
~ n~ a
, r a39,
, 119.
Lmnq river and valley, 516.
LmLn CbKi, par, 61.
Lib E M , 489.
L I Ie ~M a r k 460.
Little Mullu, 464.
Little Uzen, river, 539.
LM,434.
Los Prayla, mb,546.
Lucullq 151.
Lukki, eminence, 462.
Mabi, 253.
Macusih tribe, 173.
Mahu, river, 192, 197.
Mddaro, 485.
MPiongkong, 225, 237.
Mairari, mountain, 201.
Maiyari, river, 21 4.
Makala Wanq 477.
~ a ~ h f476.
~ d ,
YCI-hk6b, 301.
MU-akulbh, 346.
~ n l i t t j a h 339.
,
M d k , 4R9.
Ma'mGr TCgh, 443.
Mmych, river, 541.
Mmju-lik, 315.

Manilriq 215.
Map of KurdirtLn, notm lapecting, by
Mr. QLuwtt,43%
M a r a c q atream, 214.
M d b a , mountain, 197.
Maravq mountain, 238, U6.
M d g h a h marble, its wer, 5.
M u k k q 62U.
Biarki; 21 7.
MaRtti Kuntraban, 2%
Marawn, mount, 200.
Marus, mount, 213.
Marble pib near Oogan, 4
Marc Antmy, 113.
Mkd(n, 531, 5 2 4
Mareb, river, 46&
Marie, river, 25%
Mari, mouut, 461.
cataract, 239.
Mariv-,
Markuri? poium, 229.
M a m o m , valley, 458.
M&k, 378.
Meno, mountain, 325.
Msraviba, rive, 256.
Maregwe, 223.
Manhiatti, mountain, 229.
Maeakuni, 233,241.
2 2 i r l Z
Maviri, stream, 200.
Medq 136.
Medk Atroptmq ruioua uuner of its
capital, 123.
Med~an Dpnutia d Hemdohu and
Cteriol, 125.
Mehdte'i, 516.
Melik KLim MlnL, 5.
hir chuactu, 9.
Melkukuyn, 465.
Mendiven, 430.
Mengur, 33.
Mer nnd Ser
M d h 'Alf:
"
Merek, 398.
Merewui, river, 123.
Merhemet-BLd, 1 2
M O . ~524.
,
Metakui, 467.
Metatit, 474.
Metta, 464.
Mexicans, 554.
Mexico, beighta in, 517.
Msirah, 366,369.
Mikrir, tribe, 34.
Mi1itm-y mad, 365.
Mislb, 279.
Milis, 510.
Mithan-kot, 532.
MlyCndib, 11,39.
MirLr, d i e t , 521.
Mocajahi, Itrcpm, Z64.

*

Mocinu8,288.

e ~ e

M o w e d j i k , 40.
laop.mmai 8b&, 99.
Y61, rivulet, 453.
Mob&, 456.
Y6111 ' O m h , 427.
Mopuatip, rira, 610.
Yoreim, 259.
Morimem, 290.
Mhul, 529.
Mount Afiabn, 464.
Y m t Khnldrg 480.
Mount Yuilu, 521.
Mount St. Simam, 618.
Mount Snip, 494.
Yudeitun tribe, 456.
YG'Gr, 288.
~ u i l u463
,
Mulofnlada'tribe, 478.
M h d C h c 393,446.
5
lsb.
Murid .%h6 ~ 3 1 lake,
Yurid SG, 425.
Mwtah 'Ovnh-sf, valley, 275.
Mhh, 351,446.
MluhLknhir, 378.
Bfuyi,'k eminence, 458.
Mygdoniur, river, 626.
~&hodeh,14.
Nappi-Ipiriw&i, 176.
Nu, 2W.
Nsruigu, 386.
N 111, 867.
N$-S%ehr, !267, 289.
NimrGd Tbb, 849.
Niniveh, W e of, 91.
Niphater, 450.
Nilfbin, 526.
Ni993.
Nizib, battle of, 335.
Nokh, 378.
Nora, or N e r a r u , 303.
Norkukh, 386.
Nonhunjuk, 409.
O h , 63.
ocpmo, 231.
Onrakul, 215.
Old* 329.
451.
'O'rfah, the ancient EdOrinoco, river, 232, 242.
Oronta, river, 73, 91,513.
O m p i , river, 191.
O l d KQ'i, 30% 317.
Ortal, 384.
O&m, 289.

Pscimoni, river, 340.
Pdaviri, river, 257.
PaLara, mountain, 22 1.
Pakmgog, 371.

Punfr, 636.
h b a , river, 866.
P a d w , the four, d Pcai.o poetry, 1.
P-u,
236, 241.
P&ma, river, 217, 33%
Perm+i~,
344.
FWn, plain, 430.
d i c t , 341.
Pedrero, Ma.
Peleb 386.
Pelverreh, 326.
PmLhLMd, value of
coin, (n*) 4
Perez Sb, 369.
43R.
~eri~;t-~ereh,
Per(sMIl Tagh, 443.
PWlw6, 33.
Perinus, 279.

-

~ I B or ,Praaspq 118.
Pinary river, 510.
Pima, river, 190, 193, W .
Piritiku, 170.
H r Wn'LI, penr, 563.
.
~ l i n ~ ' r b e r s u n G - ~ h ~ meonmte,118.
Point Ogle, 289.
Point R i c h n h n , ¶69.
Pokreh, river, 449.
P y p e y +uca A d 4 162.
P m r h m lo KurdirCLn determud by MI.
A. G. G h t t , R.N., 432.
FhMp, 1s.
Pmnectur, 489.
Ptolemy not good authority-hu
explained, 140.
ncScrtion ot hir e n m , u p paed by M. Gosselii, 122.
u prop04 by w
ar hl b n , 122.
Pukamnti, 16%.
Pud-pinpa, mountpin, 198.
PurumamC Imeru,
917.
Puruniama, 239.
-ti-kGh,
62.
Putuibiri, mountain, 231.
P p m l u , river, 510.

-

Quatibuh, mountaim
%
.4!2
Qua*, mountain, 221.
Raheibh, 456.
.
R s i y muon, 175.
R u n y i n 0lghlG, 499.
'
Rnmudeli, vale of, 401.
Ram&+KhLn, 383.
R a t t l d m , 175.
Rayat, 26.
Reifin, ravine, 458.
Repulle Bay, 271.
Rewendf tribu (note); S6.
RichPrd.on'r River, 268.

-
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Rio Bwco, 263.
Rio N e w , 964, #I.
Rock Mamakin, M6.
Roiwa, 160.
116
Romanr retreat before the PutRorrima range, 206.
Route frmn W-RGm to
444.
Rowindiz, aZ,33,35.
Rfidbir, parq 61.
Rnmllah Tell, 517.
Rupununi, 160.
~ u r or
g sum, dmtmym~ b l i m ,
Rynpeski, hills, 538.

Schulb, caw of hi1 death, 17.
Kal'eh, 'L88.
$ef&d'did, 61.
Sefer Khineb, 44.
$elm6d6rJ 300.
&mm di, river, 440.
Semeh %rum, river, 440.
h i m , river, 280.
6erre Grmda, 188.
Setrek, 319.
Seturik, M e at, 66.
&nf-H&ir,270,301.
Seyyld el G M , 492.
Wa'bh-bd Ti&. 170.
SMbuk, 310:
Sbh A&, rbam,817.
Saggadem, 460.
shih SfJwmd, tribe, 66.
Baggallo, 457.
.W6h Tlgh, 389.
Shakar Bui~ir,503.
%'fin, 312
Sa'in Kal'eh, 41, 42.
Shakmuh SG, 3U).
='fir, river and village, 453.
Shim-bulik, 3m.
~ h kd, t lak* 54%
Shar-K~hli31%
Saki1 TfitLn, 315.
Shari ba-t+n:38.
Wehr-Kya 6
4lO1.
&klrfYah, river, 278, 400.
dandah, 189.
Sheikh's I%& 455.
SLlKn, or \?in, city, 90.
&i$in4bid, 37.
UliyLi river, 116.
Sheei'gn Dereh-d, 434.
salt l d e , 205.
Shekirin, 375.
Salt minm, 291.
Shema' TLgb, 811.
SheriyQ YG, 427.
Slmrtn, 330,443.
vht'~ntonio,256.
Tlgh, 427.
san curlor, %I.
Shin, valley, 354.
Santa Crur, ado.
tnlhh, 5.
Ssn Pelipe, %3.
ShaewLrq 6.
Sblr, or Xu, 68,76,87.
8enPran-Solanqm.
Ssnh Im~bel,182.
Sinpa, river, 249.
Ban J d , 231,239.
Sidima, 456, 485.
Sidek, la,%., 23.
8anta Maria, 263.
Sierra A-,
& Gabriel, 254.
169, 171.
Spa Jmquim, 265.
S i k l d , 347, 446.
SapLn,314.
SmLk Daub, 403.
Gapin Tigh, 427,446.
S i d k Yak&, 403.
nmnt of, 411.
Sip6h{lerJ'203.
Skdhfid, 1.
Sirgin, Saragane, Sincu, 18,lB.
S i v h Ya'den, 362.
mine, 369.
Sivb, 430.
Slave expedition, 189.
Sbfl Chii, OI Ufl, r i v q 10.
~lrurm6#,river, 808.
~hsrinimq
rnountairu,
&gher, 285.
SiigGt., 490.
&&-Bum
Tigh, 203.
SWk,river, 4467, 108.
Sohran, clan, 1i.
SoldGq dutrict of, 13.
S h m SG, 358.
S o l e ' d n SMh' Abd, 67.
h u b & , 278,
SatlAv, 290.
S6-lh Ovahi, lain, 442
Satlej, 563.
bme~ait,321,833.
Saukend, 37.
86-4 MUk, river v d tom, 18, S9.84.
Savnnah, 108.
S?vzrek, 461.
Savur, or Seibh, rim, 109,601.
SmLnll Dmh, 302.
SLIik, 307.
Stepnwo O1lem,lake, 539.
S c y t h i i enter Medim by the pr of Dm- Strabo, his ~ilencemguding ha poaipairioo
bend, 143.
of Echtrnq 154.
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